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ebugger, Turbo Pascal 5.0
New! Turbo C® 2.0 with
integrated source- level
debugger
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Debugging in the Turbo environment: shown here an expression is being added to the Watch
window in Turbo C. The Execution Bar highlights the next line the debugger will execute.

Nice bugs are dead bugs, and Turbo C
2.0's integrated source- level debugger
lets you find them and flatten them in a
flash. You can set multiple breakpoints,
watch variables and evaluate expressions-all from inside your integrated C
environment.

TURBO C2.0
TURBO C2.0
843
6896
8.1

HEAPSORT BENCHMARK
.OBJ size (bytes)
.EXE size (bytes)
Execution time (seconds)
FEATURE COMPARISON
Integrated debugger
Infine assembly
Auto dependency checking
EMS support for edit buffer
Device- independent graphics
Number of memory models
Price

Minimum system requirements For the IBM PS/2' and the IBM®
family of personal computers and all 100% compatibles. PC- DOS
(MS-DOS) 20 or later. Turbo Debugger minumum 384K. Turbo
Assembler minimum 256K. Turbo Cand Turbo Pascal minimum
448K (256K comment line version).
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At better than 16,000 lines aminute:
Turbo C2.0 compiles your code 20-30%
faster than its predecessor Turbo C1.5
which was already faster than any other C
compiler.
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New Turbo C2.0 is the one Ccompiler
that does it all; nothing is half done or not
done at all- instead, your every programming need is met. We wrote our bestselling word processor Sprint® with Turbo
C; now you can write your own best seller
with Turbo C2.0.

'Cut* Mann

1

Microsoft C 5.1
945
7731
12.2

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
6
$ 149.95

No'
No
No
No
No
5
$450.00

Heapsort compiled with full optimization. Benchmark run on an IBM PS/2 Model 60
'Integrated debugger included with Quick C.
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Turbo Cand Turbo Pascal owners, upgrade now!
CALL (800) 543-7543
If you're aregistered Turbo Cand/or Turbo Pascal owner, you can upgrade and get the
latest version of your favorite language, plus both Turbo Assembler and Turbo Debugger,
all at special upgrade prices. Whether you order by phone or rnail, be sure to include
your old Turbo Pascal and/or Turbo Cserial numbers and the code PL02.

Upgrades for registered Turbo Cand Turbo Pascal miners

Suggested
Retail

Upgrade
Price

250.00

99.95

250.00

99.95

N/A
N/A

49.95
49.95

Please check bodes)
1 0 Turbo C2.0 Professional (Includes bah Turbo Assembler ®el libo
DeMIdef)
2 0 Turbo Pascal 50 Prolessione (Inckdes both Teo Assembler and
Turbo Debugger)
3 0 Turbo Pascal

5.0 upgrade runlet axl disks

Mail coupon to: Borland, Attn: Dept PL02, 1800 Green Hills Road,
P.O. Box 660005, Scotts Valley, CA 95066-0005.

4 0 Turbo Cyet 2.0 upgrade minue avl disks

UPGRADE OFFERS For registered Turbo Pascal* and Turbo C• owners!
(Unregistered owners, see below')

Please specify diskette size:

Either

ID 5
4" OR
/
1

o 3W

Total product uncut
CA arel MA reses add sales tax

Narre

In US please add $5shipping/handling tor each product

Shipping address
City

Sue

Telephone

In Canada please add $10 sheenyhanding ta each proAct
btal amount enclosed
PaYrnert

To qualify for the upgrade price you must give the serial number of the equivalent product you are upgrading.
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Turbo Pascal Serial Number
libo CSerial Writer
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Turbo Assembler, Turbo C
What started modestly enough in
November of 1983 with the launch of
Borland's first program, Turbo Pascal°
1.0, became arevolution and it's been
going like arocket ever since.
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We've changed the way you program.
We invented integrated environments
with Turbo Pascal and we brought them
to all our languages. Borland continues
to bring you the best programming tools
in the world.

New! Turbo Assembler &
Turbo Debugger
Two state-of-the-art development tools
in one package for only $ 149.95.

New Turbo Debugger'
debugs all sizes

See what's happening
Overlapping windows give you multiple
views of the program you're debugging:
source code, variables, CPU registers,
call stack, watches, breakpoints, memory
dump, and more. And anew "sessionlogging" feature tracks and records your
every move.

You're in control
Our breakpoints give you more control
than anyone else's. Ordinary debuggers
only get you to astop, then they stop.
When our breakpoints are triggered
you can simply stop, or you can print
expressions, run code, send messages
to the session log, or even evaluate an
expression with user- defined function
calls. And all our breakpoints are
conditional.

FEATURE COMPARISON
Multiple overlapping views
386 virtual- 86 mode debugging
Remote debugging
Data debugging
Generalized breakpoints
Session logging
Conventional memory used- 80386
Conventional memory used— remote
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Shown here are views of source code, CPU registers, watch expressions, and asession log.

Plain Vanilla debuggers can only give
you code debugging. Our new Turbo
Debugger give you data debugging too.
You can browse through your data from
the simplest byte to the hairiest data
structure, inspect arrays, and walk
through linked lists. All by point
and shoot.

Feature highlights
Breakpoints
•Actions: stop, run code, log expression
•Break on condition, memory changed
•Software ICE capabilites
•386 debug register support
▪Support for hardware debuggers
Debug any program
•Turbo Pascal, Turbo C, Turbo Assembler
•EMS support
•386 virtual machine and remote machine
debugging
•Supports CodeView* and .MAP-compatible
programs
Data Debugger
•Follow pointers through linked lists
•Browse through arrays and data structures
•Change data values

New Turbo Assembler'
lets you write the tightest,
fastest code
Turbo Assembler is faster than other
assemblers, and you can use it on your
existing code. It's fully MASM compatible, 4.0, 5.0, and 5.1; even MASM can't
say that. Turbo Assembler takes you
beyond MASM, with significant new
Assembly language extensions, more
complete error checking, and full
386 support.
Turbo Assembler is designed for easy
interfacing with high-level languages like
Turbo Pascal and Turbo C. We use Turbo
Assembler on Quattro,° our best-selling
spreadsheet program; now you can write
your own best-se:ler with Turbo
Assembler!

Feature highlights
•Faster than other assemblers
•MASM compatible (4.0, 5.0, and 5.1)
•Significant new assembly language
extensions
•Easy interfacing with high-level languages
including Turbo Cand Turbo Pascal
•Full 386 support

TURBO ASSEMBLER

TURBO
DEBUGGER

CodeView*

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Zero K
15K

No
No
No
Partial
No
No
230K
N/A

Turbo Debugger version 16, Microsoft CodeView version 2.2.

c=1)

bx BOOF
ex BOOB
dx MOO

Unique Data Debugging

With EMS support, remote debugging,
and 386 virtual machine debugging,
there's no limit to the size of program
you can debug. In fact with 386 virtual
machine mode, debugging takes zero,
bytes of conventional memory!

TURBO DEBUGGER

Data

tIr

loftcol
dl p la

BGIDEMO BENCHMARK
Assembly time (seconds)
Link time (seconds)
FEATURE COMPARISON
MASM compatible (4.0, 5.0, 5.1)
Thorough type checking
Nested structures and unions
Multimodule cross reference
Assemble multiple files

TURBO
ASSEMBLER
9.34
4.15

Microsoft*
Assembler
27.46
10.51

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

Run on IBM PS/2 model 60 using Turbo Assembler version 10, Turbo Linker version 20,
Microsoft Macro Assembler version 5.10, Microsoft Overlay Linker version 364

and Turbo C2.0!
Turbo C2.0 has the best
of everything

File

Edit

Run

Compiln

Line 1O9U
Col 19
MoueMessage;
ReadConefloue:
until Length(Conman
Process(Conmand):
until Length(Counand)
Control := CheckMove:
end;
ReadOption

•Includes the compiler, editor, and
debugger, all rolled into one
•Integrated source- level debugger
lets you step code, watch variables,
and set breakpoints
.Develop and debug production-quality
code in all six memory models
.Inline assembler support
•Support for Turbo Assembler
and Turbo Debugger
.Make facility with automatic
dependency checking
•Over 430 library functions, including
acomplete graphics library
•Only $ 149.95
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New Turbo CProfessional

Shown here is the Evaluate/Modify window of Turbo Pascal look at expressions, examine
structured data types, change variables on the fly.

Turbo C2.0 plus both Turbo Assembler
&Turbo Debugger: all three programs
rolled into one— the one Cpackage that
has everything. Acomplete set of tools
that caters to every level of programming expertise. Turbo CProfessional:
$250. Includes coupon for tree T-shirt
(while supplies last).

It's completely integrated and bullet-fast.
Turbo Pascal's new integrated
debugger takes you inside your code
for fast fixes. You step, trace, set multiple breakpoints. You modify variables as
you debug and watch full expressions
at runtime

New! Turbo Pascal@ 5.0 with
integrated source- level
debugger

Separate Compilation

Turbo Pascal, the worldwide favorite with
over amillion copies in use, just got
even smarter. The best got better. Meet
Version 5.0. In aword, it's revolutionary.
Not only do you go code- racing at
more than 34,000 lines aminute,* you
also now go into asophisticated debugging environment— right at source level.

Break your code into units. Your separately compiled units can be shared by
multiple programs and finked in aflash
with Turbo Pascal's built-in Make utility
and smart dnker. We give you apowerful
library of standard units including the
spectacular Borland Graphic Interface
and our state-of-the-art overlay
manager.

TURBO PASCAL 5.0
SIEVE BENCHMARK
.EXE size (bytes)
Execution time (seconds)
FEATURE COMPARISON
Integrated debugger
Overlays, including EMS support
8087 floating-point emulation
Turbo Debugger support
Procedural types, variables, parameters
Smart linking of code and data
Constant expressions
EMS support for editor

TURBO
PASCAL 5.0
1440
6.15

Turbo
Pascal 4.0
1504
7.25

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Benchmark (25 iteramos) run on an IBM PS/2 Model 60

60- day money- back guaranteet

BORLAND

Circle 39 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 40)

Feature highlights
.Includes the compiler, editor,
and debugger, all rolled into one
.Integrated source-level debugger
lets you step code, watch variables,
and set breakpoints
▪Overlays, including EMS support
•8087 floating-point emulation
eSupport for Turbo Assembler
and Turbo Debugger
▪Procedural types, variables,
and parameters
•Smaller, tighter programs: Smart Linker
strips both unused code and data
•Constant expressions
.EMS support for editor
•Only $ 149.95

Debugging: The inside story
Turbo Pascal's new integrated sourcelevel debugger takes you inside your
code to fix errors fast. Don't worry
about errors, everyone makes them;
but with the right debugger, this one,
it's afast fix.

Turbo Pascal Professional@
Turbo Pascal 5.0 plus both Turbo
Assembler & Turbo Debugger: all three
programs rolled into one—the one
Pascal package that has everything. A
complete set of tools that caters to
every level of programming expertise.
Turbo Pascal Professional: $250.
Includes coupon for free T-shirt
(while supplies last).

For the dealer nearest you
Call (800) 543-7543
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What's New

89

Short Takes
Toshiba 3-in-One P321SLC,
acolor dot-matrix printer
Illustrator 88, PostScript
drawing gets better
AppleCD SC,
anew CD-ROM drive
Super PC-Kwik
and PolyBoost II,
two great caching programs
Tickler/2, apowerful
personal scheduler
Zortech Comm Toolkit,
some eye-opening programs

157

Borland Beefs Up Its Languages
by Rick Grehan
and Tom Thompson
Turbo C and Turbo Pascal get
upgrades, but the big news is
an assembler and adebugger.
Presentation Manager
and LAN Manager
by Steve Apiki and Stanford Diehl
A graphical interface and network
support carry OS/2 well beyond
the traditional DOS environment.

2

Product Focus:
80386s for the Masses
by Steve Apiki and Stanford Diehl
Twenty 80386-based clones
offering arevolutionary
feature—affordability.
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185

The Odd Couple
by Wayne Rash Jr.
The Amstrad PPC640
and the Epson Equity LT
have little in common
beyond portability.

194

Bringing the Outside World
into aMacintosh
by Laurence H. Loeb
A look at five low-end
scanners that bring text and
graphics to the Mac.

201

Applications Plus:
Sprint with Caution
by Ezra Shapiro
Ezra tests Borland's new
word processor.

Smalltalk àla C
by Namir Clement Shammas
C_Talk provides
powerful object extensions
to C in aSmalltalk-like
environment.

209

Down to Business:
Be Secure, Not Sorry
by Wayne Rash Jr.
Your computers and data
need protection from
accidents and malice.

Turbo Prolog Revisited
by Alex Lane
Version 2.0 is acut above
the original version
with enhanced database
and graphics features.

215

D the Data Language
by Pam Oppenheim
An alternative to dBASE
for developing
custom applications.

223

Suit Yourself with Sprint
by Lamont Wood
A high-end word processor
that you can customize.

230

Review Update

EXPERT ADVICE
101

119

129

133

REVIEWS
164

Bucking the System
by John Unger
Dell's System 310 provides
optimized performance
at aminimized price.

Adobe Illustrator/89

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
151

179

Computing at Chaos Manor:
Stick Shift or Automatic?
by Jerry Pournelle
Jerry takes alook
at Windows and Sprint.

Macinations:
MS-DOS, MiniFans, Math,
and Mice
by Don Crabb
These tools make
the Mac amultifaceted
machine.

137

OS/2 Notebook:
The Good News
and the Bad News
by Mark Minasi
There's aprice to pay
for all OS/2's features.

143

COM1:
Back to the Future Again
by Brock N. Meeks
Prodigy may be the
breakthrough computer
conferencing system.
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Introduction: Hypertext

237

A Grand Vision
by Janet Fiderio
After 43 years, hypertext
applications are coming out
of research labs and into
the market.

247

255
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DEPARTMENTS
6 Editorial: The Russians
Are Coming
11

50

Book Reviews

338

The Right Tool for the Job
by Michael L. Begeman
and Jeff Conklin
Hypertext offers an
ideal model for the systems
design process.

Coming Up in BYTE

Editorial Index by Company

340

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers

342

Index to Advertisers by Product
Category
Inquiry Reply Cards: after 344

PROGRAM LISTINGS

Hyper Activity
Hypertext products, services,
and information.

PC Power, Part 1:
Power Protection
by Mark Waller
Just what do those power
protection devices do,
and how well do they do it?

Chaos Manor Mail
Ask BYTE

READER SERVICE

From BIX: see 232
From BYTEnet:
call (617) 861-9764
On disk or in print:
see card after 312

FEATURES
270

Letters

33
38
339

From Text to Hypertext
by Mark Frisse
Convert on-line printed
documents into hierarchically
structured hypertext.

Microbytes

22

Hypertext/235

HANDS ON
283

Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar:
A Supercomputer, Part 1
by Steve Ciarcia
Steve discusses the basics
of multiprocessing.

293

Some Assembly Required:
Floating-Point without
aCoprocessor, Part 2
by Rick Grehan
Getting numbers to and from
abinary floating-point
mathematics package.
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Integrated Software for
Schematics & PCB Artwork
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Introducing HiWIRE"-Plus

HiWIRE-Plus Advantages

System Requirements

VVintek's smARTVVORK'
pioneered low-cost printedcircuit- board CAD. Then HiVVIRE
set the standard for productivity
and ease- of- use in schematic
capture. Now VVintek introduces
HiWIRE-Plus, integrating
HiWIRE's schematic features
with a powerful printed- circuitdesign facility.

El One tool for schematics and
printed- circuit artwork

E IBM PC, XT, AT, or PS/2 with
512K RAM, printer port, color
monitor, and CGA, EGA, or
VGA graphics card

Creating Schematics

E Easy-to- learn menu- driven
operation; complete documentation and tutorial
E Schematic libraries with TTL,
CMOS, ECL, ladder, microprocessor, and discrete
components
Netlist and bill- of- materials
utilities included

With HiWIRE-Plus, simply
connect library symbols with
wires and buses. Creating and
changing symbols is fast and
painless. Produce your drawing
using a dot-matrix printer, laser
printer, or pen plotter.

E Circuit boards up to 60x60
inches and 256 layers

Circuit- Board Design

E Schematic- to- layout crosschecking

HiVVIRE-Plus gives you all the
design freedom you want: you
choose the grid size, trace widths,
and pad shapes. The board size
and number of layers are virtually unlimited. HiVVIRE-Plus is
perfect for surface- mount, microstrip, and ECL applications.
CURRENT VERSIONS
HiWIRE. VI Ir4, smARTWOK, VI 4,1

Circle 277 on Reader Service Card

El Variable grid size, trace width,
and pad size (. 001" resolution)
El PCB library with DIPs, SIPs,
SMDs, PGAs, TOs, and edge
and D connectors

E Design- rule checker
E 800 number for free support

LI Microsoft Mouse
El IBM ProPrinter or Epson
dot-matrix printer, and/or
E Houston Instrument or
Hewlett-Packard pen plotter
Higher Performance
Better Value
Still only $ 895, Hi WIRE- Plus
delivers quality schematics and
PCB artwork. You don't need to
guess if Hi WIRE- Plus is right for
you— we guarantee it! Try it for
30 days at absolutely no risk.
Call toll free today and put
HiWIRE-Plus to work for you.
Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette, Indiana 47904-2993
(800) 742-6809 or
(317) 742-8428
FAX: ( 317) 448-4823
Telex: 70-9079
Europe: RIVA Ltd., England,
Phone: 0420 22666. FAX: 0420 23700

"HWIRET,"smARTWORK", "W,-nek", and the WalWk logo are
regstered trademarks d Wale. Corporabon

Australia: Entertainment Audio Pty, Ltd.,
Phone: ( 08) 363-0454
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II

Fred Langa

THE RUSSIANS
ARE COMING
And they're looking
to do business with
some very interesting
software

tion actually models the Russian State
hierarchy of modules and submodules).
economy through the year 2000); and
Kotov's group also recently designed
lots of information on the expert-system
the first Soviet 32-bit microcomputer: It
technology they used to construct these
looks more like aPDP-1140 than adeskprograms from " modules."
top system. At its heart is abasic multiVadim Kotov, who did most of the
processing chip with reduced-instructalking for the group, stressed that their
tion-set-computer-like architecture. The
system was not just aset of tools, but a processor is " something like a Trans"factory" of interconnected applications
puter," but they do not use Occam, the
that can be used to create complex promultiprocessing programming language
nasteamy Friday in New York
late last summer, some memgrams in avery short time.
developed for the Transputer by INMOS.
bers of BYTE's staff met with a
It all looks very flexible and modular;
Nor do they use the asynchronous comgroup of senior Soviet comit's written in apowerful hybrid of Promunication bus developed by INMOS.
puter scientists. The purpose was to
log and Smalltalk—sort of an objectInstead, they use a FIFO synchronous
learn about the state of the art in Russian
oriented Prolog.
channel.
computer technology and to see demonThe whole demonstation is clever,
By coincidence, we had brought along
strations of IBM PC AT-based software
flashy, and unabashedly commercial—
a Definicon two-Transputer board to
that they hope to export to the West.
they're looking for American companies
show them; the chips occupied barely
Almost the entire Soviet delegation
to market their " software factory" techhalf of one AT-style card. Kotov said the
was made up of members of the USSR
nology. (And vice versa: DataEase Interequivalent Soviet silicon and support cirAcademy of Sciences. Attendees innational set up their visit to the United
cuitry would fill avolume about half that
cluded Boris Batalov, head of the ScienStates and as a result will be selling a of an entire AT system.
tific Research Institute; Lev Bogdanov,
database program in Russia.)
One of the Russians mentioned that
chief of the Department of Applied PhysBecause the demonstration software
there were 200,000 personal computers
ics and Mathematical Sciences for the
gives aglimpse into aheretofore largely
in the Soviet Union, most of them RusPresidium; Vadim Kotov, deputy direcunknown portion of the microcomputing
sian-made clones of the IBM PC and AT.
tor of the Siberian Computer Center; and
community, we'll make the program
They would like to buy or build 80386Alexander Vasenkov, head of the State
available in the listings area of BIX so
based systems, but the most advanced
Committee for Computer Technology.
you can see it for yourself: Look for
chip that can be legally sold to them is an
Their software demonstration is aselfRUSSIAN1.ARC, RUSSIAN2.ARC,
80286 running at 12.5 MHz or slower.
running " film" (their word)—sort of a and RUSSIAN3.ARC in the FrornBYTE
The most popular programming lanDan Bricklin-like demonstration: afastarea. You'll need acomputer with EGA
guage in the Soviet Union is C, followed
moving, sound-and-color canned presento see all the demonstration, although
by Pascal and Modula2. The Soviets use
tation of mock-up screens that are meant
some parts of it will work on monoC primarily under the Unix operating
to reflect the actual product. Lots of colchrome systems.
system.
ored windows pop up everywhere, with
We also saw another program sepaMost computers are in offices, but a
native Russian explanations of what's gorately demonstrated: Lexikon is aRussmall number of programmers are able to
ing on translated (and, sometimes, consian word processor similar to WordStar
take their computers home to work there.
fusingly transliterated) into English. In
but not aclone. Kotov said he was particBecause of ashortage of Western curall, it's very interesting.
ularly proud of the thesaurus included
rency, most Soviet institutions get only
The demonstration includes apowerwith this product; Russian uses anumber
one copy of BYTE, which goes in the liful equation solver; a simpler, for-fun
of declensions, so athesaurus has to be
brary. When the issue arrives, Kotov
program for solving mathematical puzclever to work well.
says, aline of people forms to sign up to
zles; adatabase you can query in natural
Kotov's group has been busy. For exread it. Kotov says he and his colleagues
language to find out (using their examample, it designed the typesetting system
refer to the magazine as " PlayBYTE, beples) when Good Night, Little Ones is
for Pravda (
with acirculation of 10 milcause it has so many interesting things to
playing on State TV; atime planner/projlion, it's one of the world's largest publilook at."
ect management package (interestingly,
cations). The Pravda system uses multi—Fred Langer
they call it "plan" management); amacprocessing, and it has a " flat" structure
Editor in Chief
roeconomics modeler (their demonstra(i.e., one layer of modules rather than a
(BM name "flaw")
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N
el of Reliabili
and Durability been available in floppy di
Introducing the new RD Series from Maxe
Twice the durability of the disks you're now
Twice the resistance to dust and dirt.,
And the RD Series is ten times more re a
than conventional floppy disks.
Eggi
s eantm

Zero To 2000
Whether you need the blazing s
peed of a2000 1pni
band printer,the precision of a24-wire desktop matrix printer.
the versatile functionality of laser page printers, or anything in between, your prime source is Genicom.
We design and build an incredibly broad
spectrum of printers for almost every application.
Machines that are as durable as theyare functional.
And now, we've added four new printers to
one of the industry's broadest product lines.
A2000 Ipm letter quality band printer.

trzi

All Day

In GO Seconds.
L
o
ng

Two shuttle matrix line printers for graphics:* code printing,
a at speeds u to 16001pm. And asuperb 24- "
er quality

lilt

/

desktop matrix printer.
Don't forget that these new models, along with
all Genicorn prin -e:.s, are backed by arespon4eily sive,nationwicle service network
So put your trust in Genicom printers.
No matter bow
they go, they always
outrun the compeition.

e

Ideas that work as hard as you do.
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PRODUCT
UDPIS
WOLA
VDTC
WOXE

IEll
WDSU2
WDUM3

Exit
12/83/87
Time:
16:43:15
ustomer
h
William Jones
h
Innotàative Software
h
351 Bulletin Avenue
h
Needham, MA
H2194
(617) 394-5512

DESCRIPTIOI
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows

Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
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for
for
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Data
Data
Data
Data

Data
Data
Data
Data
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Microsoft
.attice
.
Turbo C
XENIX

XENIX
3B2 Unix
Sun Unix
MicroUax

QUANIITY

PRICE

AMOUNT

18
5
5
2

295.88
295.88
295.88
795.88
8.08

2958.80
1475.80
1175.00
1;98.00
8.08

Subtotal:
Shipping:

11325.88
8.08

TOTAL :
Payment :

11325.08
8311
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,sf you program in C, take a few
moments to learn how Windows for
Data can help you build astate-of-theart user interface.
e Create and manage menus, data-entry forms, contextsensitive help, and text displays — all within windows.
W.Develop window- based OS/2 programs right now,
without the headaches of learning OS/2 screen management. Run the same source code in PCDOS and OS/2
protected mode.

eBuild abetter front end for any DBMS that has aClanguage interface (most popular ones do).

FROM END TO BEGINNING
Windows for Data begins
where other screen packages end,
with special features like nested
pop-up forms and menus, field entry from lists of choices, scrollable
regions for the entry of variable
numbers of line items, and an exclusive built-in debugging system.
NO WALLS
If you've been frustrated by the limitations of other
screen utilities, don't be discouraged. You won't run into
walls with Windows for Data. Our customers repeatedly tell us how they've used our system in ways we never
imagined — but which we anticipated by designing Windows for Data for unprecedented adapatability. You will
be amazed at what you can do with Windows for Data.

,

YOU ARE ALWAYS IN CHARGE
Control functions that you write and attach to fields
and/or keys can read, compare, validate, and change the
data values in all fields of the form. Upon entry or exit
from any field, control functions can call up subsidiary
forms and menus, change the active field, exit or abort
the form, perform almost any task you can imagine.
OUR WINDOWS
WILL OPEN DOORS
Our windows will open doors to
new markets for your software.
High-performance, source-codecompatible versions of Windows
for Data are now available for
PCDOS, OS/2, XENIX,
UNIX, and VMS. PCDOS
versions are fully compatible with Microsoft Windows.
No royalties.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
You owe it to yourself and your programs to try
Windows for Data. If not satisfied, you can return it for
afull refund.
Prices: PCDOS $295, Source $295. OS/2 $395.
XENIX $795. UNIX, VMS, please call.

Call: (802) 848-7731
Telex: 510-601-4160 VCSOFT

Vermont
Creative
Software

ext. 51
FAX 802-848-3502

21 Elm Ave.

Richford,
VT 05476

MICROBYTES
Staff-written highlights of developments
in technology and the microcomputer industry

Language Lets Anyone Do Windows, Develop Programs
with Modern Look, Graphics Interface
evelopers at Carnegiele Mellon University in
Pittsburgh say they've got a
computer language that will
let nonprofessional programmers write programs
that use those hot graphicsoriented features characteristic of today's operating systems, such as windows, pulldown menus, and multifont
text. The language is cT,
short for CMU Tutor. Tutor was originally part of the
PLATO educational system
at the University of Illinois,
but according to Bruce
Sherwood, associate director
of Carnegie-Mellon's Center for the Design of Educational Computing and one
of cT's developers, this new
language goes far beyond
the original.
The language is " really
designed for any kind of
computer programming, including research computing.
It's ageneral-purpose language for any situation where
you're going to have amodern user interface," Sherwood said. It's also highly
machine-independent, he
said, because cT implementations are designed for font
and graphics rescaling; the
same cT source code will run
on aMac, aSun, an IBM
RT PC, and amicroVAX—
and on most of those machines, Sherwood said, cT is

the only language that lets
ordinary people program
using graphics and multifont text.
"One way of describing
Tutor languages is to say that
their goals and methods are
reminiscent of avery good
BASIC," Sherwood said,
but cT begins " from the expectation that you're writing aprogram for somebody
else to use." For example,
Tutor's input statement lets
the program not only get input from the user, but also
make sure it's the right
kind of input. " The programmer doesn't have to do all
the analysis to make the validity checks. You're encouraged to look," Sherwood
said.
"There are five things
any language has to do. Calculate, display, sequence,
analyze input, and read and
write files. Where cT is
strong is display, sequence,
and analysis."
A cT program consists of
aset of root-level procedures
called " units"; these can
accept parameters by value
or address and return aresult. Units are linked with
the commands next and
previous: A user can pull
down amenu and click on
previous and review the previous unit. " With Tutorclass languages, aprogram is

really awhole archipelago
of these unit islands, and
there are some interesting
structures between the islands," Sherwood said.
Source and execution
windows are both active; because fonts and graphics
can be scaled, you can see a
miniature version of your
execution window if you like.
A programmer can select a
source-code coordinate by
clicking the mouse at a
point in the execution window. There's also an online reference manual, complete with working
examples that you can cut
and paste into the source
window and execute. " It's a
fabulous situation for programming by example,"
Sherwood said.
At Carnegie-Mellon, cT
has been in use for ayear,
but it's only now becoming
commercially available. The
Macintosh version, which
runs on the Mac Plus, the
Mac SE, or the Mac II, is
$92.50 from cT Distribution,
Center for the Design of
Educational Computing,
Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213,
(412) 268-5638. An IBM
PS/2 version will follow
shortly, and aUnix version
(running under X-Windows)
should be available later
this year.

Texas Instruments Mixes GaAs and Silicon on Same Chip
Inthe chip-making business, silicon and gallium
arsenide (GaAs) are like
water and oil—they just don't
mix. The standard ways to
make chips from each substance are almost completely incompatible; silicon

chips use TTL-level inputs
and outputs, for example,
while GaAs typically runs
at microwave frequencies.
It's only recently that one
company, Gazelle, has created
aGaAs chip that can be used
in conjunction with conven-

tional silicon chips.
But Texas Instruments
researchers have now demonstrated the first ICs that
contain both silicon and
GaAs transistors on the
same piece of silicon. Accontinu,

NANOBYTES

• " Computer Chip
Saves Nation from Attack
of Killer Bees." We
might be seeing that
headline sometime in
the future if researchers
at aMartin Marietta lab
in Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
succeed in aproject that
will use achip to track
the infamous killer
bees. The device, which
aspokesperson said
weighs " about as much as
agrain of salt," will
transmit an infrared signal that can be picked
up as far as amile away.
Researchers, who want
to monitor the mating and
foraging habits of the
aggressive creatures, have
managed to glue the
chips to captured bees,
and the bees have been
able to fly with the chips
stuck to their bellies.
The engineers hope to
have aworking transmitter by next year. The
deadly buzzers are projected to cross the Texas
border into the U.S. in
the next few years.
•The new MathStation
program from MathSoft
(Cambridge, MA) not
only cuts coding chores
but also lets you laserprint ascreenful of equations and formulas and
get apage that looks like
it came from atypeset
textbook. The program,
which is an interesting
combination of page-layout and equation-solving
software, converts the
material on screen (displayed in WYSIWYG
style) to PostScript.
You control the fonts
and spacing. But the procontinued
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gram also parses and
compiles the equations
you input, using the
host system's FORTRAN
compiler. MathStation,
which company VP and
MathCAD creator Allen
Razdow said is based on
the concept of an incremental compiler, interprets equations as mathematical objects and
generates executable
FORTRAN code, which
can be used in other applications. Any equation
can be converted into a
FORTRAN77 routine, he
said, freeing the user
from such chores as coding and debugging. Although the first version
($9500 per license) runs
only on Sun 3and 4
workstations, the company intends to do an edition for the Sun 386i. A
Mac II version will have
to wait until the machine supports X-Windows, Razdow said.
•Despite U.S. software
companies swooping like
Chuck Norris into Far
East countries where piracy is said to be rampant, the problem of illegal copying is probably
going to get worse, says
one attorney who has
studied the problem. You
can go to Hong Kong
and get Lotus 1-2-3,
dBASE, Word, or other
programs for about $6a
package, Los Angeles
lawyer Mike Scott told us
after afact-finding mission to Hong Kong and
China, neither of which
has laws protecting software copyrights. Software pirating is worse in
Hong Kong, where it's
an industry controlled by
organized crime, he
said. Customers from the
U.S., Australia, and
Singapore buy suitcases
full of software, Scott
said. And acontact in
continued
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cording to Hisashi Shichijo,
who developed the new process along with Richard
Matyi, " This means we can
take advantage of the merits
of gallium arsenide and silicon on the same chip."
Shichijo said the new
process is significantly more
complicated than the Gazelle approach, which will
allow designers to mix
GaAs and silicon chips on the
same circuit board. The
new TI process mixes the
materials on the same chip.
"A chip designer traditionally has to choose between
the two," Shichijo said.
"Gallium arsenide is faster,
but it has problems—it's
small, it's fragile, it
breaks, it has defects—so it's
not possible to build largescale circuits. What we've
done is to deposit localized
gallium arsenide films on a
silicon substrate, so you can
add GaAs devices or circuits
to silicon circuits."
This makes large-scale
GaAs circuits practical, but

because the silicon and
GaAs circuits can be mixed
on achip, large-scale GaAs
won't usually be necessary,
Shichijo said. " You can put
the GaAs where you'd really
like to have speed, and use
silicon for the rest of it." For
example, silicon memory
could incorporate GaAs control logic for better response time; adense silicon
microprocessor might have
an integrated GaAs register
file or cache.
In developing the GaAson-silicon epitaxial growth
technique, the TI researchers aimed to develop aprocess that could be applied
directly to high-volume production. According to Richard Matyi, " Because silicon
processing is extremely sensitive to the presence of
impurities—and GaAs essentially represents an impurity—we completed silicon
processing before we added
the GaAs. And although it
would have been simpler to
grow the GaAs atop the sili-

con in layers 2to 3micrometers thick, we decided to
embed the GaAs islands in
the wafer to produce acoplanar surface. Devices with
such flat surfaces are easier
and more cost-effective to
manufacture in high volume,
and they're more reliable."
Shichijo said GaAs optical devices, such as lasers,
could be included on silicon
chips to speed up chip-tochip communication by a
factor of 10. To demonstrate
the new chip, the researchers produced several ring oscillators that mixed silicon
CMOS and GaAs metal
semiconductor field-effect
transistor circuits.
But some designers say
GaAs has along way to go
before it's acommercially
viable component of desktop
computers. They think it
will be along time before
chip makers can produce
GaAs on silicon substrates at
good yields, and they may
never overcome problems inherent in GaAs circuitry.

DCA/Intel Spec Could Mean Communications
without Bit-Twiddling

T

he new DCA/Intel
1 Communicating Applications Specification
(CAS), put into the public domain in August, could simplify electronic communications if enough
hardware and software vendors use it to develop communications interfaces for
use in their applications.
CAS is aspecification for
writing code that intermediates between an application
and acommunications service. Using CAS, applications can transparently direct
output to the communications device in much the
same way that data is transparently sent to aprinter.
The initial release of CAS
supports communications
only via facsimile modem
hardware (such as Intel's new
Connection CoProcessor).

However, subsequent releases will support Hayescompatible modems and
PC-mainframe communications boards.
A software developer can
use the CAS to write acommunications program,
which can be integrated with
the primary application.
Symantec has already integrated CAS functions with
its Q&A software, allowing
Connection CoProcessor
users to transparently send
Q&A files to other fax machines by selecting amenu
option from within Q&A.
Other software vendors, such
as WordPerfect, Borland,
Lotus, and Ashton-Tate, said
that they will support the
CAS.
The CAS consists of two
hardware-independent software components. The Res-

ident Scheduler controls the
destination and scheduling
of file transmissions between
the sender and the recipient. The Transfer Agent,
similar to adevice driver,
handles the details of connecting to the recipient, ensuring accurate data transmission, and disconnecting
from the communications
session. CAS provides
rules, codes, and functions
for implementing the scheduling and device driver tasks.
Widespread support of
CAS could have amajor impact on the often-incompatible world of electronic communications. One company
is working on using CAS and
the Connection CoProcessor as agateway to allow
remote users to access
LANs at 9600 bps. With
continued
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The Bus Stops Here!
Introducing Wells American's CompuStar Multi-Bus Business Computers.
«The world's first and only multi-processor. convertible bus" microcomputers.
Ask any computer expert about what
type of system you should buy nowadays and
you'll likely get a-pass the bus" response.
Something like — "Well, uh, the PC/AT* bus
is your best buy but, then again, the new
PS/2* bus may become the next industry
standard." Great advice, right? If trying to
decide on aprocessor weren't tough enough.
now you're expected to pick abus, too.
\ ‘. \, U\

$1995

ANEW IDEA FROM AN OLD COMPANY.
The CompuStae Multi-Processor, Convertible Bue Microcomputer. It's no sur.
prise that our engineers invented it. Afterill,
we've been making microcomputers loner
than anyone else. . .even longer than IBM!
And if that kind of experience doesn't impress you, CompuStar's service programs
surely will. You can select an optional overnight module swap-out plan or on-site service
from General Electric Corporation — one of
the most respected, names in consumer electronics. And, of course, every CompuStar
carries afull one-year factory warranty.

I

The all new CompuStar' from Wells
American not only lets you interchange
microprocessors. you can also mix and match
buses — aPC/AT bus, aPS/2 bus or.. . both.
As your computing needs change, simply
snap in anew processor or add an extra bus.
You'll, never again have to worry about buying the wrong computer system!
FOUR COMPLETE SYSTEMS IN
The CompuStar can be configured with
any of four microprocessors — an 8086, an
80286. an 80386SX, or 9 80386, The
processor and up to 16 megabytes of user
memory have all been combined, using the
latest VLSI technology, on asingle. plug-in
CPU module. Plus, any time during the first
year of ownership. CompuStar users can
"trade-in" the CPU module they initially
selected toward the purchase of any of the
_.odter more powerful modules. Nobody but
Wells American gives you this kind of value.

The CompuStar is also easily expanded.
That's because there are seven CompuStar
disk/tape compartments — six accessible
from the front and an additional full-height
bay inside. All this in asleek, compact tower
design that actually leaves more room on
your desktop than any of the so-called "desktop" models.

FINALLY. AFFORDABLE TECH` '

Ill1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

¡CONVERTIBLE BUS'? l'OU'RE KIDDING!
No. we're not. In fact, it may well be the
most practical microcomputer innovation
•ever. Say you've selected an AT compatible
CompuStar and luter want to add PS/2 compatibility. No problem! Snap in aPS/2 Bus
pnd Adapter Module and you can use both
buses in the same system. Likewise,
if you've selected aPS/2 compatible
CompuStar and decide you want to add
. • an AT bus. just snap in an AT Bus
Module. Depending on configuration.
'the CompuStar can have up to 13
lipsexpansion slots — all AT slots.
/all PS/2 slots or a "split-bus" of AT
et and PS/2 slots. Best of all. yon
can reconfigure your CompuStar
whenever you want.

Think all this technology sounds expensive? It's not. CompuStar 20MHz 80286 systems start as low as $1995f. There are also
inexpensive 8086 and powerhouse 25MHz
80386 systems available. Plus, there is awide
variety of CompuStar display. tape and disk
options including aone gigabyte erasable optical disk. You can choose afactory pieconfigured CompuStar or custom design one
yourself. Just unlock the front panel and literally "snap-in" abus, CPU or disk module
in amatter of seconds. It's systeni flexibility
never before available. . .at any price.
While one of our competitors (we won't
mention any names) threatens you with
"missing the bus," most simply pass the
bus. Our new CompuStar however,
eliminates the bus problem altogether.
Not to mention the processor problem.
Even the expansion problem. Prove
it to yourself. Call today about our
CompuStar 31-day trial offer. Oh.
and by the way, the next time
anyone asks, tell 'em you know
where the bus stops.

'

Wells American
Corporate Headquarters: 3243 Sunset Boulevard.• West Columbia. SC 29169 • 801796-7800 • TW X510-601-2645
'Personal Computer AT. At and PS/2 are trademarks of International Busineas Machines Corporation. tPholograph depicts optional equipment Complete price list available upon request
CompuStar 80286 base system (11095) includes built.in VGA/EGA display adapter. one diskette Mire with controller, two serial/one paralelrone moue port, keyboard and 220 wall power supply
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Singapore said residents
there can easily go to
Malaysia and pick up pirated products. Relentless
legal pressure could
make it too expensive for
pirates to operate, Scott
said. " Doing one raid
and having anews conference won't solve the
problem."
•Unix and OS/2 will
be the prevalent operating
systems in server environments, according to a
new report from Forrester Research (Cambridge,
MA). And why's that?
Primarily because they
stay basically the same
across different vendors'
hardware and free users
of client/server systems
from proprietary designs, aForrester researcher said. By 1992,
Unix will be the big operating system on highend database and faulttolerant machines, and
OS/2 will be used with
more than half the file
and print servers, the researchers say.
•Unix is also the best
environment for electronic publishing, says
another research group,
because of its multitasking, multiuser features. " Efficient handling of graphics is the
name of the game,"
said Ajit Kapoor, vice
president of CAP International (Norwell, MA).
And Unix does that better than any other operating system currently
available, he said. Unix
skeptics, though, say it
lacks the applications to
woo new users. But Kapoor said all that will
change. And how about
that user interface? According to CAP, Unix
proponents expect that
the cosmetic surgery
proposed by AT&T/Sun
and the Open Software
continued
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built-in support of CAS in
software applications, transparent file transfers and
electronic messaging will be
possible between incompat-

ible or remote systems. As
Borland's Rob Dickerson
put it, " You won't have to be
abit-twiddler to use communications."

Contact Intel PCEO at
Mail Stop CO3-07, 5200
Northeast Elam Young
Pk wy. , Hillsboro, OR 97124
or call (800) 538-3373.

Memory Chips Have Brains, Do Processing Jobs

A

fter hitting too many
snags and nixing aproject to build amassively parallel matrix-multiplication
analog chip for pattern-recognition applications, Oxford
Computer (Oxford, CT)
founder Steven Morton hit
upon the idea of what he
calls " intelligent memory
chips." With Morton's design, adding memory also
adds processing power. The
chips, which are strung together in amodule that fits
in the palm of ahand, do
more than serve as memory
devices; they also take care
of some of the processing
chores, which gets around the
slowdown caused by moving bits back and forth between memory and the central processor.
In an interview at the International Conference on
Neural Networks, Morton
said that standard memory is
inefficient for matrixintensive applications, such
as three-dimensional graphics and pattern recognition,
because data must be
moved out of memory to a
separate processor for corn-

putations and then returned
to memory for output of the
results. Intelligent memory
chips have the capacity to
perform " intense computations and work cooperatively," he said. The capability to perform on-board
matrix manipulation also distinguishes the chips from
so-called smart memories,
such as video dynamic
RAMs, that include on-board
shift registers.
Morton points out that
his chips are not suited for
applications that don't require intense matrix manipulation—so don't plan to replace your conventional
memory chips and expect a
blazing performance increase
with your word processor.
And he's currently looking
for financial support to
manufacture the chips and
expects availability in the
third quarter of 1989.
The chips can be configured in " intelligent memory
modules" that contain from
64K bytes to 1megabyte of
storage to provide 1.28 billion 8-bit multiplications and
additions per second for

image processing; 40 million
32-bit multiplications and
additions per second for 2-D
fast Fourier transforms and
real-time 3-D graphics; or 80
million floating-point operations per second.
Each chip provides its
part of the matrix solution;
the partial results are then
accumulated to come up with
afinal solution. A control
chip manages the partial results and provides interfacing to the host bus. All this
occurs without transporting
blocks of data in and out of
memory, tying up the bus,
and slowing down the central
processor. Morton envisions agraphics board with
his special chips that plugs
into asystem's bus.
Morton claims that his
approach skirts the Von Neumann bottleneck encountered when intense computational activity can clog the
data bus and overload the
processor. " With memory
actually manipulating the
matrix information, the
central processor can go off
and do other things," he
said.

Program Will Help with Conceptual 3-D Design

M

ost CAD and solid
modeling programs today are intended for preparing detailed, completed designs. However, conceptual
and preliminary design tools
are mainly limited to 2-D
drawing programs. Most designers still do most of their
preliminary work on paper
and then transfer the design
to the computer. One of the
main problems with conceptual design on the computer is the difficulty of lo-

cating and specifying points
or features of the object in
3-D space. Of course, you
can specify any point if you
know its coordinates, but in
the early stages of design,
you're not thinking about dimensions or coordinates.
You want to be able to intuitively locate the point on
the screen.
To facilitate conceptual
design on computers, researchers at Stanford University are working on ageo-

metric editor called a " cutplane solids editor." Instead
of using acursor to locate a
point on the screen, the cutplane editor uses atransparent plane that you can
move through space with a
mouse or some other pointing
device. The plane provides
aperspective in relation to
other points on a3-D object. According to grad student Larry Edwards, " the
objective is to enable the user
continued
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Reach for ultimate portablIty4
4:>;>

120 MBytes of power, speed and security
in arevolutionary, removable hard drive.

A

tlast, the Disk Pack gives
you everything you've always wished for in adata
storage system. The speed and high
storage capacity of ahard drive. The
ease and convenience of afloppy diskette. And the safety of atape backup.
All wrapped up in astate-of-the-art
rugged unit, about the size of apaperback book. Designed to make your life
alot simpler and more secure.
True portability is here
Just picture this: With the Disk Pack
you carry your whole work environment with you, wherever you go. All
your files, all your data stay organized and configured just the way you
•
created them. Between
your office and remote
sites. Or home. Or another department. You
can even mail aDisk
Pack. It's that
rugged.
The Disk Pack frees
you from the constrain&
offixed computers Your wbble
b0rte ent•nonment fits in tbt pains ofyour band.

Total security for your data
Simply slide out aDisk Pack module
and lock away your entire business
customer base and payroll figures in
adrawer or safe. Same for lawyer,

banker or accountant sensitive data
and Uncle Sam confidential information. All fully secured in asnap.

Get full data portability

id securD ,on

¿be computer of your choice. Macintosh.
PC- Compatible nrPC/2

Blazing speed
Rock-solid reliability
Limitless expansion
Breakthrough technology makes the
Disk Pack four to five times more
reliable than other removable products. Access times as low as 13 ins
make it one of the fastest hard drives
on the market. The Disk Pack doesn't
limit you to asingle storage capacity
either. You can interchange 20-, 40-,
80- or 120-MByte modules in your
For more information call

1-800-322-4744

D
ISK PACK'

system and between systems. Link
modules up for awhopping HalfGByte + of on-line data. Store them
for unlimited off-line data. And do
lightning-fast data backups.
That's not all. The Disk Pack turns a
shared computer into your fully personal machine within seconds. It's
ideal for space grabbing applications
such as color graphics, CAD, or
music. One Disk Pack module does
the job of
100 diskettes.
Ten times
faster. And with
alot less hassle.
And thanks to
the Disk Pack's
unique architecture, you'll
use it equally

The Disk Pack is ideal for
data security Lock it away
and forget about accidental or
intentional data loss.

well on any Mac, Apple, PC-compatible or PS/2 computer. It's that advanced.
Dealer inquiries welcome
YES! / um( to know more about Mega Onze Systems' nee data
sffirage technologr Please rush me more mformalson about the
Disk Park and yourfree booklet '20 Valuable Facts About
Hard !Usk Care and .41,w:tenancy -today
Name

The new sandard in data storage technology

Ciammun

MEMDRIVE
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,

Aildrecs
Cin

1801 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 507
Los Angeles, CA 90067

State

Phone (

EMS

Mtge Drive System, Inc.
1801 Ave of the Stars, Suite 507,
tans Angeles. CA 90067 ( 213) 5S6 1663
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Foundation will make
Unix more attractive to
people baffled by grep
and awk. As for another
multitasking system, CAP
said those Unix users
surveyed say OS/2 won't
affect their commitment
to Unix.
•If you think LCDs are
used only in watches and
laptop computers, check
this out. Hitachi America
(Sunnyvale, CA) has a
new LCD-based display
that measures 2meters
across, has aresolution of
2000 by 2000, and has
three lasers projecting the
primary colors through
high-resolution LCD light
valves. The display is
controlled by its own
computer, which has a
serial port and hard disk
continued

to see visual clues between
the cursor and the object in
question."
The plane can be translated and rotated in real time
to intersect an object at any
location or angle, thereby
eliminating the need for
multiple views and giving the
user more of afeeling of
actually working with a3-D
object.
Once you have positioned
the plane, all manipulations
(line drawings, intersections, addition of object

primitives) are constrained
to occur within the plane.
Currently, the cut-plane
editor uses apolyhedral
model to represent objects.
The researchers can rotate
and manipulate points in
the cut-plane/object intersection, rotate the object independently or in conjunction
with the cut-plane, rotate
about an edge or intersection
line, or extrude across section of the object.
Eventually, the editor
will have other object primi-

tives, such as curved surfaces, granularity, and visual
features needed for conceptual design. The current version is written in C and
runs on aSilicon Graphics
1400. Edwards said that
Lisp would have been ideal,
since the program involves
the manipulation of lists, but
that performance would
have been too slow. The cutplane project is under the
supervision of the Stanford
Institute of Manufacturing
and Automation.

Prototype " 3-D Computer" Stacks Processors

TI

he prototype for a3-D
integrated circuit that
packs 1024 processors into
asingle chip has been developed by scientists at
Hughes Research Laboratories (Malibu, CA). The socalled 3-D computer is the

first step in developing an
ultrafast machine that
squeezes supercomputer
power into aprocessor about
the size of atuna can.
"The 3-D computer is an
array processor, architecturally and behaviorally,"

Receiving

Hughes staff scientist Mike
Little told Microbytes Daily
(available weekdays on BIX).
"That means it has acertain range of applications—
for example, image processing, radar signal
continued
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81 Great Oaks Blvd., San Jose, CA 95119
1-800-525-0082, Outside California
408-629-5376, California/International
'plus shipping. In California add tax.
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JetScnPt

verything it takes to add
PostScript to your LaserJet II,
including HP's blessing.
Hewlett-Packard* and QMS have made it easy
to give your LaserJet Series Ir the desktop
publishing power of the PostScript' page description language.
The new QMS JetScript7
JetScript is the only Adobe PostScript
controller upgrade authorized by HP and designed specifically for the LaserJet Series II.
JetScript gives your printer the industrystandard page description language to accompany HP'S PCL printer language. This expands
your laser printing capabilities. Increases overall printer performance. Yet preserves HP functionality and warranties.
Do it yourself JetScript is easy to install. Just
plug in two cards (one in your personal computer*, the other in your printer), connect a
cable and install the software.
The result is aPostScript system with 35
resident Adobe typefaces, three megabytes of
RAM, and QMS ASAPTM (Advanced System
Architecture for PostScript) proprietary technology for superior performance. All for less
than half the cost of anew PostScript laser
printer.

New forms of expression The speed and
power of JetScript combine to give your LaserJet
Series II aform of expression that's found only
with PostScript.
Simply, PostScript opens up the full range
of possibilities for desktop publishing. You
have complete control over the final look of the
page, down to the last exacting detail. PostScript
allows for an infinite number of font variations
and sizes. That makes PostScript's limitless
flexibility and power the perfect complement to
your LaserJet Series II, giving you the highquality output you require.
Impressive results People have come to expect
impressive results from QMS—one of the first
companies to bring the power of PostScript to
laser printing, and now with more PostScriptbased products than any other company.
You'll get the same results from the new
JetScript. After all, it has HP'S blessing.
Laser Connection is asales and marketing
subsidiary of QMS. Ca111-800-523-2696 for
the location of your nearest Laser Connection
dealer.

'JetScript available for IBM pc-xn. IBM PC-AT: HP Vectra"
and compatible personal computen, or the O3M PS/2" Model 30.

tig LASER
q04,

AQitIS' Company
Circle 138 on Reader Service Card
The following are trademarks of their respective companies: He Hewlett-Packard.
LaserJet Series II. HP Vectra of Hewlett-Packard. QMS. JetScript. ASAR Laser
Connection of QMS. Inc. PostScript of Adobe Systems. IBM PC-XT, IBM PC-AT
and IBM PS/2 of International Business Machines Corp.

01987 Laser Connection
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drive. The cost is
$300,000.
•To help solve the
problems involved in
dealing with massive
amounts of information,
the National Science
Foundation has awarded
grants to several universities with top-notch computer science departments. At the University
of California at Berkeley, they'll be working on
ahierarchical storage
system based on an experimental " super information server" that
has an 80-million-instruction-per-second processor, 1gigabyte of
primary memory, 1terabyte of optical disk storage, 100 high-capacity
disk drives, and afiberoptic network.

processing, weather modeling, and finite-element
analysis."
The chip consists of aset
of stacked silicon wafers.
Each wafer contains an
array of 32 by 32 processor
segments, each of which is
connected to its four neighbors on the wafer as well as
to the other wafers in the
stack. " We developed two
technologies," Little said.
"One involves connections
through awafer; the other involves the connections from
wafer to wafer. The new
technology allows us to re-

think how to partition
circuits."
To make aconnection
from one wafer to another,
Little's team uses a " microbridge": an inverted U on top
of one wafer and on the bottom of another. " When you
stack the wafers, the pair of
U's intersect and form the
connection between the two
wafers," Little said. To make
connections through awafer, the Hughes scientists use
an innovative form of thermal migration to create
10,000 channels at atime
in each wafer.

TECHNOLOGY NEWS WANTED. The news staff at BYTE is
interested in hearing about new technological and scientific developments that might have an impact on microcomputers and
the people who use them. 1f you know of advances or projects
relevant to microcomputing, please contact the Microbytes staff
at (603) 924-9281, send mail on BIX to Microbytes, or write to
us at One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. An
electronic version of Microbytes, which offers awider variety of
computer-related news on adaily basis, is available on BIX.

To make the 3-D computer, Little explained,
"First we put the channels
in, then we add the circuits—
conventional circuit fabrication from acommercial
foundry." Instead of putting acomplete processor on
each wafer, only one section of the processor appears
on each wafer; when the
wafers are stacked, each
column forms acomplete
processor. As aresult, " the
complexity of the processor
is how deep it is, not its
lateral extent," Little said;
amore complex processor
could be constructed by
stacking more wafers
on top of those already
there.
The current 3-D computer contains 1024 processors in a32- by 32-processor array; it's afixed-point,
16-bit computer in achunk
of silicon 3inches square and
ahalf-inch high.

With MapInfo, More Ways
Than Ever To Map Your Data

Pin Map. Automatically use your existing
database (from dBASE Ill or others)
with street maps that we can supply
Maps from over 300 U.S. cities and
towns contain all addresses, accurate to
the correct block and side of the
street. Type any address and Mapinfo
will find it for you. Call to the screen
your complete record.

Thematic. Use our boundaries (state
or county) or draw your own (sales
regions, election districts, etc.). Create
adatabase for the region (population,
average income, etc.) Color code
boundaries or entire regions based on
parameters you define.

Map

To order. call 1-800-FASTMAP. In New York State, call 1-518-274-8673 ( Telex 371-5584).
Mapinfo Corp., 200 Broadway, Troy, NY 12180
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Presentation. Use powerful graphics
commands to add your own titles,
legends and text. Create arrows,
windows or callouts. Turn on or off labels
of points, streets, bridges, regions,
etc.

Visual Database. Draw anything from
afloor plan to aircraft design. Store data
on any point or region. Create multiple
layers to add flexibility to your display

And that's just asample. If you need to map your data, Mapinfo can do it for as little as $750. IBM PC or
100% compatibles, with 640K memory, ahard disk drive, and graphics capability.

dBASE Ill is atrademark of Ashton-Tate. IBM and IBM PC are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp.
Circle 153 on Reader Service Card

These unretouched print
samples show the superior
print quality of QMS-PS 810
over printers using firstgeneration print engines.

ntroducing the PostScript laser printer
that blacks out at high speeds.
The new QMS-PS' 810 can compose and print
the most complex pages in record times, with
richer, more saturated blacks than ever before.
All with the desktop publishing power of Adobe
PostScript', and the superior print know-how of
QMS, an industry leader.

The new
8-page/minute
QMS - PS 810
laser
printer

Under the hood QMS ASAP" (Advanced Systern Architecture for PostScript) is proprietary
technology that helps eliminate the hardware
bottlenecks that hinder other PostScript printers.
As aresult, QMS-PS 810 boasts processing speeds
remarkably faster than other PostScript printers
in its class. And faster output means greater productivity. In addition, the QMS-PS 810 laser
printer's new Canon'
SX' print engine
covers solid areas and
prints fine detail
better than previousgeneration engines.

Fast start, strong finish You can adorn your
documents with one or all of the 35 Adobe
typefaces. Thanks to PostScript, there's an
infinite number of font variations available. You
can also make type as large or as small as you
want. And put it anywhere on the page. In fact
with PostScript you enjoy total control over the
design of your page. It gives you the complete
desktop publishing power to do things that
would otherwise be virtually impossible. So you
get high-quality output exactly how you want it.
Along with PostScript, the HP LaserJet+
Diablo' 630 and HP-CLTM printer emulations
are added for your non-PostScript software.
The QMS-PS 810 laser printer is easy to
use, maintain, and comes with aone-year warranty. It's available from Laser Connection
dealers. Laser Connection is asales and
marketing subsidiary of QMS. For the dealer
nearest you cal11-800-523-2696 .

ŒI LASER

._.-connEcrionm
A QMS- company

©1987 Laser Connection

Circle 139 on Reader Service Card

The fallowing are trademarks of their respective companies: QMS, QMS-PS, ASAP,
Laser Connection of QMS, Inc. PostScript of Adobe Systems, Inc. Canon, Canon
SX of Canon. U.S.A. Laser/et + HP-CL of Hewlett-Packard. Diablo of Xerox Corp.
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You Can Never Be
Too Powerful
Or Too Thin.
As portable PCs go, ours may look a
bit on the skinny side. But they're by no
means undernourished.
After all, each 286 and 386 powered
Toshiba portable has an easy-to-read gas
plasma screen. Each is IBM-compatible.
And each gives you awide range of features
you'd expect only from adesktop PC.
The T3100/20, for example, weighs a
scant 15 pounds, yet has an abundance
of power. It comes with an 80286 microprocessor and 640KB of RAM that's extendable to 2.6MB. Plus, there's abuilt-in
20MB hard disk.
Our T3200 has the advantages of a
12MHz 80286 microprocessor, an EGA
display system, a40MB hard disk and 1MB
of RAM expandable to 4MB. Also, its two
IBM-compatible internal expansion slots
let you connect your PC to mainframes,
LANs and more. But what's even more impressive is how we managed to fit all this
into aslim, 19-pound package.
Then there's our T5100. As amazing as
it seems, we managed to squeeze a16MHz
80386 microprocessor into aslim package
that weighs less than 15 pounds. To that
we added an EGA display system and a29

msec 40MB hard disk. As your thirst for
power grows, its 2MB RAM can be upgraded to 4MB. And for alimited time,
your T5100 purchase entitles you to buy
the powerful Paradox 3ie database
software for only $299 (nearly $600 off
the retail price).
For more information on Toshiba computers and printers, call 1-800-457-7777.
And rest assured that whichever Toshiba
PC you choose, you'll be getting the kind
of power once reserved for cumbersome
desktop computers.
All of which proves you can maintain
aposition of great power without having
to throw alot of weight around.
Toshiba PCs are backed by the Exceptional Care program (no-cost enrollment
required). See your dealer for details. IBM is aregistered trademark of International
Business Machines Corp. Paradox is aregistered trademark of Borland Corp.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
eshiba America Inc., Infi irmafion Systems I
hvisnni

See us at COMDEX
Booth *1458-1468
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Save Money on
Quality Software

$1

LETTERS

.99 Per
Disk

mempersmp
▪ Special
111

a.

For only $19.95 (
reg. $34.95/year) become
aMicroCom Systems member and receive:
• 'The Shareware Book'; a300+ page
guide to shareware for the IBM PC. Includes helpful information for the new PC
user! $ 12.95 if ordered separately.
• Aone year subscription (6issues) to
"Shareware Review", each issue featuring afree new-release diskette from The
MicroCom Collection.
• Reduced member prices!
• Any disks below for only $1.99 each,
($2.99 for 3.5") w/money back guarantee!
Hundreds of disks available.
Free ca talo • with an order!
,
BUSINESS 1— Easily create, fil h and print business forms.
BUSINESS 2—Chart data on bar, pie graphs. Find trends! *
,[2. CAD 1a,b—(2 disks) Paint, draw, design w/Fingerpaint. *
!2 cAD 2a,b—(2 dsks) Create adynd 20130 designs. 640K. *
T
ICAD 3—Generate your own custom flowcharts with PC- Flow.
COMM 1a,b,c,d—(4 disks) Log onto bulletin board systems.
'2; DATABASE 1a,b—(2 disks)The File Express database mgr.
EDUCATION 1—New PC users can painlessy learn DOS.
EDUCATION 3—Build dazzling typing speed w/PC-Fastype.
'T EDUCATION 8—Improve your Spanish w/o dry, dull books!
EDUCATION 9—Learn French skills w/o boring teachers!
EDUCATION 10—Practice German with these easy drills.
FINANCE 1a,b—(2 disks) Apersonal bookeeping manager.
:2; FINANCES 3a,b—(2 disks) Prepare financial spreadsheets.
.
GAMES 1-3-D Pacman, Kong, Spacewar, missiles, etc. *
GAMES 2—Oubert, Pango. Centipede, Hopper ( Frogger). *
GAMES 3—Blackjack ( you set rules), Armchair QB, Empire.
GAMES 4—Star Trek, the orig Colossal Caves Advent, more.
, GAMES 5—Hack, you and your trusty dog in awild adventur.
GAMES 6—Pinball, Othello, Dragons, Sopwith (fly one!). *
, GAMES 8—Blast enemies w/Striker, opnquer worki w/Risk.*
GAMES 11—High res Autos adventure, MahJongg. EGA.
. GAMES 12—Try backgammon or Wordplay fortune wheel!
.5: GAMES 13a,b,c,d,e—(5 disks) Make yr own advent games!
;
GRAPHICS 1—Make color slide shows for demos/training! *
.3: GRAPHICS 2a,b,c—(3 dsks) Produce great 3D graphics. *
HUMOR 1—Amuse witun faces, unfriendly DOS & more!
:2 :
INFO 1a,b—(2 disks) 150+ grt cooking recipes. Add yr own!
!.2_; INFO 2a,b—(2 disks) Search for addresses w/lp-Phone xref
4. INFO 3a,b,c,d—(4 disks) Access famous quotes from history.
vi LANGUAGE 3a,b—(2 disks) A86 macro assembler/debuggr.
2; MUSIC 1a,b—(2 disks) Flay tunes or use edita/composer. *
Ti MUSIC 2a,b—(2 disks) Record or play tunes w/Piano Man!
ORGAMZER 1—DeskTeam (Sidekick done) & Judy calnder.
! ; PRINTER 1—Packed Mutt for print spooling, banners, etc.
1.: SHELL 1—A simple, fast and easy DOS menu prog for PCs.
I1
SIMULATION 1—Fireworks, maze maker, roving eye, etc! *
SIMULATION 3—Birdsongs, aquarium Wish, stars, more. *
I1SIMULATION 4—High res flowers, landscapes, fish. EGA.
1UTILITIES 1—A collection of invaluable gen'l DOS utilities.
I UT1LMES 2—More great DOS utgs, incl burnout ixotedion.
:z UTILES 3a,b—(2 dsks) Total debugger/dégnostic prcgs.
I1UTILITIES 5—Hard dsk utils to verify, format, park dsk drives.
UTIMES 7—More adv utils; undelete files from hard disks.
[2. WORD la,b—(2 disks) Powerful PC-Write word processor.
* Disks so marked above require acolor graphics adapter.

Phone or mail your order today
for 24-hour shi. ment!
MicroCom Systems Cost of disks _
Membership $ 19.95
3673 Enochs Street
Shipping_ $3.120
Santa Clara, CA
CA res tax .
Total encl.
95051

(408) 737-9000
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Lab Lift
Your lab staff has been a magnificent
help over the past months. I'm brand new
to the microcomputer world, and the lab
staff has been instrumental in helping me
map that world. Their assistance on general questions, benchmarks, and video
has allowed me to take alead role in the
Air Force Small Computer Office.
Please pass along my thanks to your
entire staff for their help and for bringing
me an incredibly good magazine every
month.
Johnathan M. Wilson, 2d Lt. , USAF
Computer Systems Test Engineer
Gunter AFS, AL

Environmental Impact Statement
Ihave acomment regarding " A Turbo
TSR" by Scott Robert Ladd (July).
While he correctly notes that a terminate-and- stay- resident (TSR) program
should free up the environment segment,
his program should not wait until deinstalling itself to do this. A TSR proWhere Credit Is Due
gram should free the environment when
The companion articles " The CPU
it installs itself.
Wars" and " What They Did Wrong"
One of the seemingly little known as(May) were excellent nostalgia pieces for
pects of writing TSR programs under
me. However, both articles attributed the
DOS is the proper handling of the envi6502 to Mostek, aDallas-area firm. The
ronment segment. Unless the resident
6502 was originated by some ex-Motorpart of your program uses the environola designers and first produced by MOS
ment segment, it should be released durTechnology, asilicon foundry later puring the installation process, before makchased by Commodore.
ing the TSR call. Unfortunately, many
Istarted with personal computing
programs—including alot of commercial
about the time the 6502 was introduced,
and my first " personal computer" was a TSRs—do not do this; thus, each one Iinstall gobbles up another 600 bytes for a
KIM- 1. Istill have that computer, and
copy of the environment that it never
it's in working condition. This machine
uses. It seems especially strange that
has a six-digit LED display, a 24-key
programmers waste space in this way
keyboard, and 1K byte of static RAM.
when Isee some of the tricks some of
In 1977, at least one computer scientist
rated the KIM- 1 as having the " most
them do to try to save afew bytes in a
TSR program.
bang for the buck" in terms of classroom
The process that Mr. Ladd outlined
hands-on applications. This capability
for releasing the environment block is
was generated by the two PIA-style supcontinued
port chips, one 6530-5 (operating system
in masked ROM) and one 6530 ( no
ROM). To this day, more than 12 years
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. Please
double-space your letter on one side of apage
after its introduction, the KIM- 1reand include your name and address. We can
mains astrong example of the effectiveprint listings and tables along with a letter if
ness of dedicated support chips in comthey are short and legible. Address correputer design.
spondence to Letters Editor, BYTE, One
Ralph Tenny
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
Richardson, TX
NH 03458.
Everyone into the Spool
In " Weighing the Options" (July), Brett
Glass states that " spool" stands for
"simultaneous peripheral operation on-

00,
BY- 10/88

line." That acronym seems to be arecent
ad hoc creation. In the old mainframe
days, output could be sent to a " spool" of
tape to be printed later. That is the origin
of the terms " spool" and " spooling."
Well, it could have been called
"reeling."
Jud McCranie
Valdosta, GA

Because of space limitations, we reserve
the right to edit letters. Generally, it takes
four months from the time we receive a letter
until we publish it.

dBASE Users Attack
the Mac with FoxBASE+/Mac
New Frontiers, No Fears.
FoxBASE+/Mac gives you the unprecedented ability to run your dBASE programs on the Macintosh immediately—
without changing asingle line of
code! But there's much more. With
FoxBASE+/Mac you can create
beautiful, robust applications that
are truly Mac- like— using the
familiar dBASE language!
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Speed and Power.
FoxBASE— /Mac gives you speed to
burn— plus the power and performance
you've come to expect from Fox. In fact,
FoxBASE+/Mac is by far the fastest
database system available on the Mac
today— up to 200 times faster!
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View Window.
The View Window is the master control
panel for FoxBASE+/Mac's graphical,
non-programming interface. Use it to
open and close files, set up indexes,
establish relations, access BROWSE, and
even to modify database structures!

BROWSE.
FoxBASE+/Mac's BROWSE feature
brings new convenience and power to
database display and editing! You're in
complete control— BROWSE lets you
dynamically adjust the size and order of
fields displayed, add or delete records,
and split the window to show different
database sections side-by-side. Together,
BROWSE and View Windows eliminate
the need to write programs for common
database operations!

Integrated Graphics.
Copy and paste graphs, charts, diagrams
and even pictures into your database—
instantly! FoxBASE+/Mac gives you the
power to display these graphics, or
merge them into reports and documents!

FoxBASE and FoxBASE-.- are trademarks of Fox Software.
dBASE and dBASE III PLUS are trademarks of Ashton-Tate.
Macintosh is atrademark of McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.,
licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.

You can create stunning screens like this with FoxBASE +/Mac— immediately!
This actual FoxBASE+ /Mac screen photo illustrates the View Window,
Command Window, Integrated Graphic, Memo field editing,
Trace and Debugging Facilities, and the BROWSE feature.

Command Window.
FoxBASE t- /Mac's Command Window
gives both experienced developers and
novice user ultra-convenient access to
the dBASE command language—just
type acommand into the Command
Window, and it's executed!

Get The FoxBASE+/Mac
Facts Now!
Call (419) 874-0162 Ext. 320 for more
information about FoxBASE+/Mac. Or
visit your local software retailer.

FoxBASE+/Mac is part of the award- winning family of products from Fox Software.
For two years in arow, FoxBASE+ has been
given the prestigious Editor's Choice award
by PC Magazine. and scored an impressive
9.2 out of apossible 10 when tested by
Info World's Review Board!

Fox Software

Nothing Runs Like a Fox.
Fox Software, Inc.
118 W. South Boundary
Perrysburg, OH 13551
Circle 97 on Reader Service Card

(419) 874-0162 Ext. 320
FAX: ( 419) 874-8678
Telex: 6503040827
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DO NOT DISTURB.
When it comes to AC power,
computers need peace and quiet...
460

AT
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Shield your computer ara irreplaceable data from all forms
of power disturbances including blackouts, brownouts,
sags, surges, spikes and noise with the continuous protection provided by UPS systems from American Power.
For file servers, CAD, UNIX, desktop publishing, and
all other computer applications
Ultra-compact desktop aesign for easy placement
Models available rated from 300 to 1200 Volt-Amps for
personal computers up to minicomputers
For unattended operations, many UPS mode.s support a
direct hardware interface to operating systems such as
Novell, 3-Corn, Banyan,Altos, Prime, Convergent, and others
Models for international 220 V50 Hz power are available

American Power Conversion
2 Columbia Street • P.O. Box 3723 • Peace Dale, RI 02883 • ( 401) 789-5735
Unix is atrademark of AT&T Bell Labs
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correct. He just should have made his
program do it upon installation, rather
than upon deinstallation. Ihope you will
pass this tip on to your readers and that
they, in turn, will use it to write betterbehaved TSRs that don't use up more of
our precious RAM than they need.
It seems likely to me that DOS dies
with a memory allocation error when
Mr. Ladd tries to deinstall QT because
he is trying to deallocate memory that
belongs to adifferent program. Since his
TSR is no longer the running program,
DOS probably regards its attempt to release memory as coming from whatever
program QT interrupted, which does not
own the segment in which QT resides;
hence, the memory allocation error. I
have never written aTSR that tries to release its memory on deinstallation, so I
don't know the fix for this.
Michael Hanson
Seattle, WA
Another Option to Weigh
Ihave a comment regarding the letter
from Dan Mick (" Multiplying Integers,"
July) and the article entitled " Weighing
the Options" by Brett Glass (July).
First, aflaw exists in Mr. Mick's recommended solution. Merely adding the
multiplication by (floating-point) 1is not
guaranteed to prevent the integer overflow. The parsing algorithm used by the
compiler may detect (and generate code
for) the integer- integer multiplication
and then perform the promotion to floating point for the " 1.0" multiplication. At
the very least, place the " 1.0" factor between the two integers. Even better, use
parentheses to force the floating-point
conversion first. For example,
20 A= ( 1.0*B%) * B%
The best solution would be to use an
intrinsic conversion function, which
should be supplied with the compiler
and/or run-time system—something on
the order of the following (the actual
function name may vary with the compiler and language):
20 A = B%* CSNG(B%)
Now for a comment on Mr. Glass's
comparison of Amiga signals to semaphores. As the owner of an Amiga A1000, Icould not let this mistake stand,
especially as KickStart 1.2 implements
both signals and semaphores.
Amiga signals are closer in nature to
the event flags of VAX/VMS. Each
Amiga task has its own set of signal bits;
continued
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Desktop Publishing

Hands down, the best
selling most compatible
graphics tablet
you can buy.
SummaSketch is the world's best selling tablet because
it's filled with "Plus's': Like full IBM connectivity with
the PC, AT and PS/2. Plus full Microsoft® compatibility through aUniversal Mouse Emulator'!" Plus a
separate tablet driver for Microsoft Windows. Plus a
two-year warranty Add that to our standard features —
like high resolution and accuracy with the most software compatibility — and you have the tablet with all
the Plus's. The 12" x 12" SunnmaSketch Plus.

CAD

New 18" x 12 u Version. Now you can get all these
great features in our larger SummaSke ® rofessional
tablet All the Plus's,
,1 .
1.. r#
plus, more active
area to work with!
Fairficld.
06430 • - 1' -384-

Universal Mouse Emulator'

FREE! $245 TEMPLATE.
Your choice: AutoCAle VersaCADCADkey® or Microsoft®
Windows tablet template, free. Details inside SurnmaSketch box.
)Send me more information on
Type of industry
the AutoEase template offer and on
SummaSketch tablets
Name.

(

Type of application
) I'm interested in OEM information

Title .

Company:
Address
City .

State

Mail to: Summagraphics Corporation
777 State Street Ext.
Fairfield, CT 06430

Drawing / Tracing
—

Microsoft® Windows

hoeSkeeh PnA. ,

1988 Summagraptocs Corporation All rights reserved
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"We created a
monster."
Apparently, we
have surprised a
few people. It's not
every day that
someone builds
the world's fastest
386/20.
Our marketing
people call the concept AMMA — for
Advanced Memory Management
Architecture.

"If this is aroce, we
are out in front!'
Steve Hui, President
Everex Systems, Inc.
IBM PS/2 Model 80 ( 20 MHz)

3.52 MIPS

Compaq DeskPro 386/20

.

Everex Step 386/20

4.59 MIPS
4.91 MIPS

Power Meter MIPS Version 1.2. The Database Group.

Idon't care what
you call it. This is
the computer that
has left everybody
behind, including
Compaq.
For the moment,we
are overjoyed.
But this is agame
of leapfrog and
we do not intend
to rest.
The Step 386/20
from Everex
is amonster of
amachine.
For price and
performance facts,
call Everex
Computer Systems
Division at 1-800356-4283. Everex,
48431 Milmont
Drive, Fremont,
CA 94538.
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in use, a bit will be allocated to some
event that the task is interested in (mostly
I/O completion), and the task then waits
for the bit to be set. Semaphores, on the
other hand, tend to be global to the system, where multiple tasks can obtain access to asingle semaphore.
In fact, the Amiga implements two
different types of semaphores. An immediate bit-test form allows for a simple
test-and-set call (which returns immediately, with asuccess/failure status) or an

unconditional wait- for- semaphore call
(which does not return until the semaphore has been obtained). The messagebased form allows for semaphore requests to be queued; atask can submit a
request for the semaphore, continue processing, and, at alater time, test (or even
wait) for the availability of the
semaphore.
A bit of humor appears here. The
Amiga calls Procure( s) and Vacate ( s)
bear asuspicious resemblance to the clas-

Power. Speed. Performance.
We listened to you and added
hundreds of features to PC-Write.

Iri' Iirttt
LIII;:,111411
MICDP1619
wow" • dtanwwwww '
MI
wpm
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um

Larger Files — Break the 60IV file
limit! Use all available DOS memory
to edit large documents. Rapidly
search and snitch between related
files. Lock files on anetwork.

More Formats —Edit multiple
columns on-screen.Or mark text as
abox, then position and format it.
Create tables and scripts faster.
Easier To Use —Stay on track with
on- screen " reminder - lines. Select
page layout and fonts with new
menus. Fix typing mistakes with our
improved spelling checker.

New catalog adds value.
We offer popular products that
work well svith PC" rite.

New Capabilities —Choose
products such as InSer graphics,
WordFinder' thesaurus, or popular
soft font, grammar checker. foreign
language, and scientific packages.

Special Discounts — Registered
PC-Write users get phone support and
reduced prices for all products.
Still only $89.
The $89 registration fee gives you
software, user's guide with tutorial,
phone support, two free updates, and
our newsletter. PC-Write 3.0 is still
shareware, so you can give copies to
others to try. free!

Order PC-Write 3.0 today.
Call 1-800-888-8088 BYTX
90-day money-back guarantee
PC- Write is not shareware outside the U.S. and
Canada. PC-Write Ouicksoft. Word' inder
Microlytics. InSet' InSet Systems. Guicksoft,
Inc., 219 First Aye N4224-85TX, Seattle, WA
98109. 206-282-0452.

Quicksoft
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sical P(s) and V( s ) semaphore primitives of Dijkstra—which Principles of
Concurrent Programming (M. Ben-An,
Prentice-Hall International) claims are
derived from the Dutch words for Wait
and Signal, respectively (Wait and Signal already having been taken up by earlier releases of the Amiga Exec).
Dennis Lee Bieber
Sunnyvale, CA
Going from . MAC to . ASM
First, I'd like to thank Rick Grehan and
all the people responsible for the SmallC compiler. Rick's suggection about
changing the output of the compiler from
.MAC files to .
ASM files is a good one,
since I'm basically lazy and don't like
typing the extension when I'm assembling the files.
If any of your readers want to make the
change from .
MAC to .
ASM, the code is
contained in the CC11.0 file under the
openfile( ) function. Simply change
strcpy(outfn + j, ". MAC"); to strcpy(outfn + j, ". ASM" ) ; .
While in the CC21.0 file, users might
want to fix asmall problem with the usage line. When cc86 and any invalid
character is typed, a usage line is presented that informs the user of the options available to the compiler. For example, if you type cc86, the response
usage will be cc [file] ... [ — m] [ — a]
[—p] [ 1#] [— o].
The usage will give you all this and a
few garbage characters. To fix it, you
simply look at the end of the ask( ) function after the last #endif and change
sout(NEWLINE, stderr); to sout
(" \ n", stderr);. The explanation of
this is that sout is expecting astring, and
although NEWLINE is alinefeed (character 10), sout has aproblem with this. It
really goes deeper; it has to do with the
way fputc expects " \ n" to escape for a
new line, while NEWLINE is a raw
linefeed.
Enough of that. Thanks again for the
compiler. I'm having ablast with it.
Gary Flynn
San Gabriel, CA
Practically Speaking
Peter Wayner's remarks on " Error-Free
Fractions" (June) are correct from a
theoretical point of view. Practical application, however, will be difficult, even if
special processors and compilers could
be realized for calculating the way he
suggests.
The problem is the degree of precision
that can be obtained, in relation to memory use and execution time. For incontinued
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The easy way to move files between the 51/
4"
world of PCs, and the
31
/"world of PS/2s, Laptops, and 386s: Sysgen's Bridge family.
2
Because your PCs, PS/2s, 386 sand
laptops all talk to different floppy disk
sizes and formats, they can become
frustrating islands of information.
For the simplest way to get files back
and forth, just install Sysgen's Bridge
products. Presto: Your different cornputers can talk to common diskettes.
Sysgen pioneered bridges. Now here
are three ways to simplify your life in
amulti-computer office.
Solution 1: Our
Bridge- File 5.25
gloppy disk drive.
A best seller, with over
50,000 installed. Attach it to your PS/2,
and you can read and write files from
PCs. Critics and users alike have raved

about its small footprint, ease of use,
and dual density capacity of 360Kb
and 1.2Mb. (IBM's drive is twice
the size, yet stores only one-fourth
the data.)
Every PS/2 user deserves this easy
connection to the world of PCs.
Solution 2: Our Bridge- File 3.5
floppy disk drive.
You get 720Kb
and 1.44Mb capacities.
Connect it to any
PC, and you can read
and write files from
PS/2s, 386s, laptops, and other
31
/"machines.
2
Now all your PCs can share files
with your newer systems.

frademarks: Sysgen, Bridge- File, Omni-Bridge -Sysgen Inc.: PS/2—Intemational Business Machines Corporation.
tegistered Trademark: IBM— International Business Machines Corporation.
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And here's the ideal controller:
The Omni- Bridge
Controller.
Controls up to four
drives, so you can mix
and match 51
/", 31
4
2 ", and
/
floppy tape drives as you need. This
hot card gives you big storage, plus
twice the floppy disk and floppy tape
transfer performance rates! At only
$95, this is awinner.
Get your computers talking.
Call the Sysgen Hotline for the
name of your nearest dealer.
1-800-821-2151.

SYSGEN
INCORPORATED

556 Gibraltar Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035
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stance, for aprecision equivalent to 64
bits, or 19 decimals, only rational numbers can be used whose denominators
contain no prime factors larger than 22.
Prime-number denominators of more
than 5digits can't be gotten through, not
even on the biggest computers, within an
acceptable lapse of time.
Ithink an easier, but less interesting,
way of exact calculation with fractions is
to simply store the numerator and denominator separately. Memory use and

execution time then remain of the same
order (say, 3or 4times as much) as with
normal floating-point calculation.
Even then, error- free fraction calculation is not useful, because the improved
precision is of no importance compared
to the loss of speed—except in very special projects. Mr. Wayner's examples of
errors in floating-point calculation are
rather far-fetched, whereas his results by
using factorial-base notation deal with
denominators that are composed of very

ARRIVING
AT COMM. PORT 2
The Best Laptop Modem

All Holmes Corresopndent:" Modems are fully Hayes" compatible.
They include auto answer, auto dial,
and use very little power. These
features, along with atwo year
warranty and acomplete software
MICROSYSTEMS. INC.
package make Holmes the best value
1-800-443-3034
available.

KOLME1

WE'VE GOT THE MODEM FOR YOUR LAPTOP!
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small prime factors only.
The article is interesting for two reasons. First, the mathematical theory is
explained in aclear-cut way. Second, it
illustrates an amazing lack of contact, on
the whole, between mathematics and
computer programming, apart from
small circles of super specialists. In high
school and college, very little is done
on behalf of this (I'm speaking of Holland, but Isuppose it's the same in the
U.S.).
Derk Boonstra
Amstelveen, The Netherlands
You Can't Be Too Careful
Ihave afew comments on articles in the
June issue.
Regarding " Computers on the Brain,
Part 1" in Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar:
Warnings notwithstanding, an electrical
device attached to the human body
should include isolation as close to the
signal source (i.e., flesh) as possible.
Burns have been documented resulting
from battery-powered, FDA-reviewed,
professionally manufactured medical devices; the potential is certainly greater in
the case of ahobbyist-constructed (and
possibly hobbyist-modified) device.
Would optoisolation be possible before
the preamps?
Now on to my second comment. Peter
Wayner's " Error- Free Fractions" asserts that " it's hard to tell if 501/1024 is
greater or less than 5203/10456 without
calculating the quotient." In fact, comparing ratio- represented real numbers
simply requires acommon-denominator
cross-multiplication and comparison:
Given

r, = n, Idi, > 0;
r
2 = n
2I
d2,d2 > 0;

Let

p, = ni X d2,
p2 = n2 X d,;

If

/32 > pi,then r
2 > r
1,

Else if /32 < pl,then r
2 < rl,
Else

r
2 = r,.

In this case, pi = 501 x 10456 =
5238456, and /2
2 = 5203 x 1024 =
5327872; /3
2 > PI, so r
2 > r
1.
By stipulating that the sign is carried in the numerator and the denominator is always
positive, this operation works for arbitrary real numbers. Thus, the cost of
comparison is two integer multiplies
(with double-precision products) and one
double-precision compare.
James L. Reuss, Ph.D.
Boca Raton, FL •

Software Developers

Natural selection provides unique
passive protection for the porcupine.

The Block
Natural Selection
For Software Protection
it
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Inventor and entrepreneu r
_
Dick Erett explains how
"The Activator" provides
sane protection for your intellectual property.

,
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By removing protection from the
magnetic media we remove the constraints

virtually impossible. It also presents

that have plagued legitimate users.

combination s.

They simply attach our key to the
parallel port and forget it. It is totally
transparent, but the software will not run

industry, just as in nature, the

I process of natural selection raises one
solution above another. Natural selection is

without it.

A New Technology For

the most elegant of engineers.

Software Protection

In the area of software protection The
Block has been selected by the market-

Our newest model, The Activator, builds
on our current patented design, and
establishes an unprecedented class of

place as the solution that works. Over
500,000 packages are protected by our
device.

software protection.
We have migrated and enhanced the

For the past 4years our philosophy has
been; '
You have the right and obligation to
protect your intellectual property.'

A New Ethic For Software
Protection

circuitry of The Block to an ASIC (Application- Specific Integrated Circuit)
imbedded in The Activator.
This greatly improves speed and
performance, while reducing overall size.

In allowing end-users unlimited copies
of asoftware package and uninhibited hard

Data protection can also be provided.

Programmable Option

disk and LAN operation, The Block has
created anew ethic for software protection.

The Activator allows the software
developer the option to program serial
numbers, versions, or other pertinent data
known only to the developer, into the
circuit, and access it from the program.
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an astronomical number of access

Full 100% Disclosure
Since The Activator is protected by our
patent we fully disclose how it works.
Once you understand it, endless methods
of protection become evident.
Just as no two
snowflakes are the
same, no two implementations of
The Activator are
identical. And like
the snowflake the
simplicity of The

1L1
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Activator is its
greatest beauty.
We never cramp your programming style
or ingenuity. Make it as simple or complicated as you desire.
Let us help safeguard what's rightfully
yours. Please call today for additional
information or ademo unit. It's only
natural to protect your software."
1-800-333-0407
In Connecticut 203-329-8870
Fax 203-329-7428

Once you program your part of the
chip, even we have no way to access
your information.
«el/

The ASIC makes emulation of the device

—L
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oftwa re
ecurityine.
870 High Ridge Road
Stamford, CT 06905

Unlimited Copies • Programmable • Small Size • Fast • Patented • Data Protection
The Block and The Activator are trademarks of Software Security
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•The Data Exchange System,
exchange of data between
computers,
printers
andspeed
other
Model 24, allows
high
peripherals.
•Powerful 16-bit CPU plus
multiple high performance I/O
processors allow super high
speed transfer of data
demanded by new faster
computers and software.
•Optimum flexibility: Select
the right combination of serial
and parallel ports, and set any
of these ports as aperipheral
port or as acomputer port.
•Basic unit expandable to 24
ports by 4-port modules offered
in serial/parallel combinations.

Engineered
for speed,
flexibilit
and
expanclabill

•Standard 512KB buffer
expandable to 41
2 megabytes,
/
to handle big print/plot jobs
and many small ones.
•Buffer memory dynamically
allocated to maximize buffer
utilization.
•Simultaneous data input and
output on all ports, so no
devices are kept waiting.
•Computer-to-computer
communication concurrent
with all other operations.
•Full duplex communication
allows file transfer capability
with many communications
software packages.
•Compatible with virtually all
computers, printers, plotters,
modems and other peripherals.
•Pop-up RAM resident PC
support software allows
peripheral selection via hot key.
•Super fast throughput allows
data to pass through with no
apparent processing delays.
•Many user-definable
parameters including separate
baud rates, flow control and
parity for each port.
•Internal serial-to-parallel and
parallel-to-serial conversion.
•Cascading capability to
increase available number
of ports.
•Unlimited hotline tech
support.
•Designed and manufactured
in the U.S.A.

Bay Technical Associates, Inc., Data Communications Products Division
200 N. Second St., Bay Saint Louis, MS 39520 USA
Telex 910-333-1618 BAYTECH, Telephone 601-467-8231 or toll-free

800-523-2702
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Jerry Pournelle answers questions about his column
and related computer topics

The European Market
Dear Jerry,
In your February column (" Life after
Las Vegas," page 182), you seemed surprised that in Europe the Atari ST has
gained a " serious machine" status,
which perhaps it lacks in the U.S. In
fact, most Americans don't realize that
the computer market here in Europe is
quite different from what they're used to.
Prices here tend to be much higher for
most brand-name machines, and some
interesting products are hard to find.
To give you an example, Irecently
bought an Atari Mega ST2. Its list price,
including a20-megabyte Atari hard disk
drive, was about $2700 here in Italy.
Such aprice might sound expensive in
the U.S., but, for reasons beyond my
comprehension, Apple is selling acomparably equipped Macintosh SE (with 1
megabyte of RAM and a 20-megabyte
hard disk drive) for $5700. And dealer
margin is low enough that you can't get a
discount of more than 10 percent (which
is comparable to what you can get on the
Atari). As you can see, over here the
Atari—even the Mega series—still gives
you the most computer for your buck, at
least in the 68000 world. In fact, Ican
buy an Atari Mega ST2 with ahard disk
drive and the Atari laser printer for less
than I'd have to pay for the Apple laser
printer alone.
Given this, if you decide to get off the
MS-DOS or OS/2 bandwagon and you
don't have alittle fortune to spend on the
Mac, the Atari seems agood choice. As a
result, many small businesses, professionals, consultants, and independent offices are turning to the Atari as asystem
that is inexpensive and easy to use. The
Atari also lets them do their tasks (e.g.,
word processing, desktop publishing,
and communications) at a reasonable
price.
Why Apple is pursuing such apolicy is
amystery to me, but Ithink Atari's big
success is partly due to Apple's absurd
pricing policy. If Macs here sold for what
they do in the U.S., the market might be
different. But in the current situation, the
Atari is very strong, especially in En-

Thire ways to build
better Ilirbo Pascal
programs...

POWER
SCREEN
$129

gland and in West Germany, where
there's an impressive range of locally
written software for the Atari computers.
As for the 80x86 world, the business
here is lagging behind the U.S. developments; people are still buying 8088 machines as their first machines, not realizing that those are already obsolete.
People are also very confused about the
whole OS/2 story—whether it is real,
whether it will be real some day, and so
on. In fact, with so many hardware and
software standards, doing system integration in the PC-compatible game is
something short of a nightmare—more
so here, because many things that would
make your life easier just aren't available
here. Often, if you decide to go with MSDOS, you're stuck between either trueblue IBM ( it costs a little less than
$10,000 for aPS/2 Model 60 with adotmatrix printer) or Taiwanese equipment,
which is often sold by dealers with very
little competence. Clone machines are
usually a good deal, but you'd better
know what you're doing, because no
dealer will be out there to help you.
Macs are easily available (not so for
the software, though, and Iknow of some
official Apple dealers who make good
money on pirated software), but at their
high prices they have found their natural
niche in the academic market.
As you see, the market situation here
is quite different, and that explains why
some machines—such as the Commodore 64—have been big hits in Europe.
On the other hand, the American market
tends to be provincial; both users and
companies think nothing exists beyond
the U.S. Good products (especially software) get developed in Europe, too.
Fabio Favata
Palermo, Italy
continued

Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psychology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns acomfortable living writing about computers present and future.
He can be reached do BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458,
or on BIX as "jerryp."

Screen I/O manager.
Features:
screen painter
virtual screens
data validation context sensitive help
unlimited screens definable keys
&much more!

POWER TOOLS
PLUS
$129
Full featured function library.
Features: TSR support direct video
access
VGA and EGA support
windows
and menus DOS memory allocation
interrupt service routines
&much more!

ASYNCH
PLUS
$129
Asynchronous communication manager.
Features: speeds to 19.2K baud
XON/XOFF protocol hardware
handshaking XModem file transfer I/O
buffers up to 64K & much more!
We're Blaise Computing, manufacturers of high
quality function libraries designed to reduce the
time and technical expertise required for serious
applications development.
All of these packages include Peter Norton's Online Instant Access Program, acomprehensive user
reference manual with extensive examples, and full
sample programs.
Satisfaction guaranteed or return within 30 days
for afull refund.
We have afull line of products for Cand Pascal.
For afree brochure or to order call

800-333-8087!

BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
2560 Ninth Street. Suite 316 Berkeley. CA 94710 14151 540-5441
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Thank you for the report. One reason
Atari and Amiga sell in Europe is because
they don't have to pay so much attention
to certifications by the FCC. Ido wonder
if the FCC 'sreal purpose here is to help
the administration deal with the "too
strong" dollar. Ifso , Ihave news; they've
been wildly successful. —Jerry
The Trouble with MIS Professionals
Dear Jerry,
I'm writing about the letter Charles
Hahn wrote you attempting to defend the
behavior of corporate data-processing
departments (" In Defense of DP Departments," March, page 36). When Ifirst
read the letter, Idismissed it as just another point of view that raised some interesting points even if Ididn't fully agree
with it. However, after more thought, it
strikes me that Mr. Hahn's letter is aclassic case of what's wrong with many MIS
(and managerial) professionals. Ialso
can't help but think that there's another
side to his story, and I'd like to hear it.
On one hand, Mr. Hahn is upset about
the lack of initiative shown by the people
in his company, since they don't like to
work voluntary, unpaid overtime and

THE BEST

won't learn how to use their machines on
their own time. (Isuspect what he means
is that peopie won't take the often boring
manuals home to study them to apoint
just short of memorization. Has he ever
tried letting people take both machines
and manuals home to experiment with?
I've found that technique works.) On the
other hand, Hahn is angry that his exdirector, who actually showed some initiative, used his own programs and hardware instead of Lotus and WordStar,
which are apparently the only two MISapproved programs.
Ican't help but wonder what the situation would have been if Mr. Hahn's company had apolicy of listening to its employees and had actually bought the
director an IBM PC AT and first-rate
software to go with it in the first place. I
also wonder what it was that caused the
director to leave the company. Corporate
attitudes, perhaps?
Frankly, Ithink the fundamental
problem is that many managers forget
that no matter what sort of equipment
and hardware they may buy to improve
productivity, the people who run the machines still determine the ultimate suc-

cess and/or failure of the operation.
While it may be unfortunate for business, the fact is that the people running
the machinery aren't machines themselves.
George P. Nelson
Springfield, VA
Well, Ihad much the same thought myself; the purpose of small computers is to
enhance productivity, and Idoubt very
seriously if even the cleverest MIS director has thought of all the ideas. Giving intelligent people good tools and watching
to see what they will develop with them
has always seemed to me amuch better
idea. —Jerry
Users versus Businesspeople
Dear Jerry,
I'm writing in response to Richard H.
Goodyear's letter (" No Mac Clones,"
August 1987). He says that while users
have written alot about the Macintosh,
businesspeople have spoken " eloquently
by their silence," as there are no Macintosh clones.
It was, as you remarked, an " interestcontinued

MOST COSTEFFECTIVE STATISTICS
PACKAGE AVAILABLE

Whether for industry, education, government, or pure research, no other statistics package can compare to Microstat-Il in
areas of coverage, accuracy, ease of use, and value. Just some of Microstat-ll's features include
• Descriptive statistics ( mean, standard • Hypothesis tests: mean or proportion •
deviation, variance, kurtosis, • Nonparametrics: Wald-Wolfowitz,
skewness, etc.)
Kruskal-Wallis, Wilcoxon, etc. •
• Regression Analysis: Simple, • Time Series: moving average,
Multiple, Stepwise Multiple, forward
centered moving average, deseason- •
and backward
alization, exponential smoothing
• Correlation Analysis: matrix and cross • Probability Distributions: Normal, t,
products table
F, Poisson, etc.
•
• ANOVA: Oneway, Twoway, Twoway • Frequency Distributions: value or
with replicate
range.
•
• LSD, Duncan's, Tukey, Newman- • Scatterplots ( with simple regression)
Keuls
•
• Crosstabs and Chi-square
•

1-800-952-0472
1-317-255-6476
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Factorials, Permutations,
Combinations
Up to eight times faster than the
competition without loss of accuracy
Online help plus easy to use keyboard.
or mouse input; no complex
command language to learn
Unequal case sizes, missing data, and
aliased data
Easy to use data entry system with
file import capability
Only three disks— not copy protected
Expanded user's manual

Requires an IBM PC, XT, AT, PS2 or compatible
with 512K of memory 2floppy disks or ahard drive.
Price: $395.00 with 30 day money back guarantee.
Demo available for $ 19.95. Please include $4.00 for
shipping. For information, call or write:
ECOSOFT INC.
6413 N. College Ave. • Indianapolis, IN 46220
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db VISTA

Delivers High Performance / vox 1
With No Hidden Costs.
For database applications development, you want asystem with
performance, portability, and full
functionality at acompetitive
price. But there's more to it than
that. The long term costs associated with extended development
schedules, frequent maintenance,
excessive royalties, or the inability
to handle complex data relationships are often overlooked. These
hidden costs can be quite ashock
after you have made acommitment and are midway through
application development, or
worse yet, in production.
With db_VISTA III from Raima,
there are no surprises. It provides
powerful database capability with
tremendous overall cost savings.
The heart of the system is
db_VISTA, ahigh performance
DBMS that uses B-tree indexing
and the network database model
file structure to minimize overhead and provide fast data access.
Our SQL-based db_QUERY
provides arelational view of the
network structure, without sacrificing performance. And
db_REVISE lets you easily
redesign your database. The
entire db_VISTA III system is
fault tolerant and complete source
code is available.

db_VISTA III delivers
continuous hi .h erformance

• Fast data access
• Minimal data redundancy
• C source code available

Database size

db_VISTA III provides
consistent development schedules
Relational..
DBMS

o

Thousands of C progra mers in
over 50 countries world
ehave
chosen Raima's db_VISTA I.
Here are the reasons why:

db_VIsTA I
ii

Design complexity

db_VISTA: High Performance DBMS
Multi-user
Fast data access: B-tree indexing, network
database model, virtual memory disk caching
Multiple Database Access
Referential integrity
Automatic recovery
Record and file locking
Database consistency check
Easy-to-use interactive access programs
Data Definition Language patterned after c
db_QUERY: SQL-based Query
Relational interface to db_VISTA databases
Yields extraordinary performance
Build ad hoc queries 8£ reports
db_REVISE: Database Restructure Program
Redesign your database
Converts existing data to revised design
Upgrade remote end user locations easily
Add WKS Library for Lotus 1-2-3
Fast C interface to Lotus, dBASE and others
Operating Systems: VMS, ULTRIX, UNIX
System V, BSD 4.2, SunOS, QNX, XENIX, OS/2,
MSDOS, Macintosh, MS Windows
C Compilers: VAX, UNIX, XENIX, SunOS,
Microsoft, Lattice, TurboC, LightspeedC, MPW
LANs: NFS, 3Com, NetWare, LifeNet, Banyan,
and any other MS-DOS NetBIOS-compatible
LAN. AppleShare and network-independent
versions also.

• Automatic recovery

• Multi-user support
• Portable to VMS, UNIX,
OS/2, MS-DOS and
Macintosh
• SQL-based relational query
• No royalties
• Professional services
• Superior support
Maybe it's time that you checked
out db_VISTA III. Consider all the
costs. It could be the easiest choice
you ever made.
CALL:

1-800-db-RAIMA
(that's 1-800-327-2462)
Ask about the many other products
and services Raima Corporation
offers, including consulting, application development, and training.
See us at

COMDEN1Fall '88
Booth
9607 Sahara Ilotel
Nov. 14-18, 1988 Las Vegas, Nevada

t1 RAINIAm
CORPORATION

co
tp
Raima Corporation 3245 146th Place S.E., Bellevue, WA 98007 USA (206)828-4636 Telex: 6503018237 MCI UW FAX: (206)828-3131 In Texas call: ( 214)231-3131
International: U.K.: (
0992)500919 Germany: 07127/5244 Switzerland: (01)725 04 10 France: (
1)47 72 77 " Renelux: (02159)46 814 Sweden: (
013)124780
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Finland: (
90)42 051
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ing observation."
Idon't like to be judgmental, but Ifear
Mr. Goodyear is guilty of leading the
gullible down that well-known garden
path. What makes " users" and " businesspeople" mutually exclusive? If you
accept that premise, then you enter the
garden.
The absence of Mac clones is another
misleading premise. What are GEM and
Microsoft Windows if not user interfaces
that copy the look and feel of the Mac's
operating system?
What inspired the Commodore Amiga
and Atari ST series?
And what is all this about an OS/2 for
the new IBM systems that has something
called the Presentation Manager? Could
it be that it will use amouse and have the
look and feel of aMac interface?
Looks like some businesspeople are
about to become users.
Brian Farley
Saipan, Mariana Islands
Actually, it will have amouse and the
look and feel of the Lilith, or perhaps
early Xerox systems.. . .
Ikeep trying to start the rumor that

Apple is going to sue Xerox for look and
feel. —Jerry
Computing on the Go
Dear Jerry,
I'm writing in response to the letter
from Bren Jacobson (" Floatable Computer?" March, page 36), who wants to
use a computer in aboat. Ican't offer
much about corrosion problems, but Iuse
computers in motor homes.
People have tried 12-volt DC battery
voltage for the drives, plus afew resistors
for the 5-V circuitry. And I've found
problems because cheap power supplies
often depend on one load to balance out
another. Then there are all those voided
warranties.
My ancient CP/M machines would
run on aone-lung light plant, albeit with
aflickering CRT that could provoke terminal mal de mer. But when Iwent to a
hard disk, amechanically governed alternator just couldn't hack it. Nor could a
hard disk endure prairie summers with
power lines harvesting every lightning
strike from Vancouver to Halifax. Problems were exacerbated by RV parks with
inadequate wiring. Somebody plugs in

one more coffee maker, and there go the
last 10 pages.. . .
Five photovoltaic panels and four
deep-cycle batteries just about break
even for boondocking in the desert.
This, of course, also maintains lights,
swamp cooler, TV, CB, water pumps,
furnace fans, and all the usual hardships
of wilderness life.
The 1-kilowatt Vanner inverter turns
12-V DC into 110-V, 60-Hz, pulse-width
modulation with 87 percent efficiency,
and it will drive any small computer
more dependably than most electric companies. It will also drive kitchen appliances for short periods. It cost $ 1000 2
years ago, and now it sells for $500.
G. C. Edmondson
Lakeside, CA
From what I've seen you do over the
years, you probably have more experience at mobile computing than anyone
else in the world. Thanks for sharing it
with us. —Jerry
Should We Worry about Viruses?
Dear Jerry,
My wife and Iwork at home in south-

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH
OOPS.
You have three options in today's world; lead,
follow or get out of the way. You've already
taken aleadership position in hardware with
the latest 286 or 386 system. Now you can use
that triple-digit architecture to blast ahead of
the pack with the most powerful new Object
Oriented Programming (00's) software on the
market: Smalltalk/V286.
SmalltaWV, the original OOPS tool for
the PC, gave scientists, engineers, programmers and educators abrand new way to solve
problems. And soon they were developing
exciting new applications in everything from
economics to medicine to space.
Now Smalltalk/V286 gives you true
work station performance with industrial
strength capabilities like: push-button
debugging; multi-processing; portability
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between DOS, OS/2 and Presentation
Manager operating environments; integrated
color graphics; arich class library; and access
to 16 I‘/IB of protected mode memory, even
under DOS.
The new Smalltalk/V286, which is even
easier to learn and use than Smalltalk/V, retails
for just $199.95. Or you can buy Smalltalk/V,
still the world's best selling OOPS, for only
$99.95. And both come with our 60 day moneyback guarantee.
Check out the new Smalltalk/V286 at
your dealer. If he doesn't have it, order toll free,
1-800-922-8255.0r write to: Digitalk, Inc.,
9841 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045.
And let us put
you ahead of the
power curve.

Smalltalk/V286
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ern France, and, having just bought two
20-MHz Compaq 80386 computers, we
are wary of installing French Minitel internal modem cards for fear of malicious
computer virus programs that spread
through networks and destroy data on
hard disks.
We heard about viruses in a Herald
Tribune article (
February 1, 1988) that
mentioned apreventive program called
Data Physician, edited by Digital Dispatch in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
How serious is this problem, and does
the program work?
Peter Clark
Forcalquier, France
Well, computer viruses are indeed real
enough, but the best preventive is to be
sure you don't put unknown software into
your machine. There are also anumber
of companies that sell virus protection
programs; just how badly you need one is
amatter ofjudgment. —Jerry
QuickBASIC 3.0 versus 4.0
Dear Jerry,
Ican't agree with your praise of the
QuickBASIC 4.0 debugger (Computing

compiler rejection is limited to Turbo
at Chaos Manor, March). You did note its
Basic and is adrawback to using that lanweakness—you can't see the trace and
guage if you're running old programs.
the output at the same time. What you
Second, QuickBASIC (including 4.0)
probably fail to realize is the intense instill supports use of the same name asconvenience this causes, with seemingly
signments to different types of variable.
dozens of strokes to go between tracing
Thus, you can indeed declare TEACHER,
and viewing the output and back. When
tracing, the output does appear for a TEACHER$, TEACHER#, and so on. Your
problem was that the error duplicate defifraction of asecond with each PRINT, as
nition is abug. The correct error, which I
you note, but you didn't emphasize how
found by using 3.0 with your problem, is
visually annoying it is. Further, it is too
missing
Add the =, and the error
fast to serve any purpose at all.
changes or disappears.
Iwrote an impassioned letter to Bill
Peter J. Lunde
Gates about this problem, and Ieven reWest Simsbury, CT
ceived a telephone call in response
(though not from him). Isimply refuse to
lhaven't had the debugging problems
use version 4.0 until this is corrected.
you have, and with QuickBASIC 4.0's
(The 3.0 trace is quite workable. In fact,
ability to step through code, set breakversion 3.0 is quite good.)
Ijust tried to use the 4.0 debugger points and history, and the rest of the
once again, but it's still terrible. I'll just goodies, Imuch prefer it to QuickBASIC
3.0; but everyone to his own taste.
have to forgo the goodies like the record
You're right: QuickBASIC will take
structure until Microsoft fixes the cruone-line statements; I'd already cleaned
cial debugging operations.
them up to get them through Turbo Basic,
There are some factual errors in your
column. First, QuickBASIC will accept so I never even tried them on QuickBASIC. Your other point is correct, too,
the one- line IF . . . THEN . . . ELSE
as Ifound out just after Iapproved the
structure you worked so hard to eliminate. Granted, it's unreadable, but the galleys of the article. Oh, well. —Jerry •

ASK BYTE
Circuit Cellar's Steve Ciarcia answers your questions on microcomputing

Mac to PC, Over
Dear Steve,
Iam experiencing adisturbing problem as Itry to connect my IBM PC XT to
my Macintosh 512KE through the RS422 serial communication port. Although Apple claims that the Mac's
serial communication port conforms to
the RS-422 standard, Ifind that the Mac
has fewer handshaking lines than the PC.
Ihave no problem connecting data signal
lines, but what about the handshaking
lines? The Mac has only " handshaking
in" and " handshaking out," while the
PC has both " + " and " —" for every in
and out handshaking line. How can I
connect them directly without burning
my circuit board?
Chester H. Lin, M.D.
Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China
For years, computer users have been
struggling with the nonstandard RS232C serial interface protocol. There is
much less uniformity than the designation "standard" implies. The newer RS422 protocol has come along and isn't
being implemented with any more consistency than the older standard. With both
methods, workable connections are frequently dictated by individual software
packages—for example, some software
watches the RTS/CTS pair for handshaking and ignores DTS/DSR, while other
software may do the reverse. Other programs do both or neither, ignoring handshaking entirely or doing it in software
with XON/XOFF.
As with many RS-232C situations, the
solution to your problem of connecting a
Macintosh and an IBM PC XT is anullmodem cable or adapter. That's the easy
part, without the handshaking connections. Connect the transmitted data pins
on each computer with the received data
pins on the other. The handshaking connections are abit uncertain, and abit of
trial and error with abreakout box may
be needed to determine the exact configuration. I'd suggest you first try tying the
Mac port's pin 6to the PC's 17 and 18,
and the Mac's pin 7to the PC's 9and 16.
If that doesn't work, try the Mac's pin 6
38
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to the PC's 5and 6, and the Mac's pin 7
to the PC's 4and 20. As alast resort, you
may be able to tie all handshaking inputs
true and use the system without hardware
handshaking (do it in software).
Serial interfacing is more a black art
than a logical science. Determining the
correct connections is often a matter of
systematically trying each of the possible
hookups until something works. The
buffers and level translators used in
serial interfaces, such as the 1488/1489
ICs, are designed to withstand connections between two outputs pulling in opposite directions. There is little likelihood
of your damaging your computers by experimenting. —Steve

IN ASK BYTE, Steve Ciarcia, acomputer consultant and electronics engineer, answers
questions on any area of microcomputing and
his Circuit Cellar projects. The most representative questions will be answered and published. Send your inquiry to
Ask BYTE
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
Due to the high volume of inquiries, we
cannot guarantee apersonal reply. All letters
and photographs become the property of
Steve Ciarcia and cannot be returned.
The Ask BYTE staff includes manager
Hary Weiner and researchers Eric Albert,
Tom Cantrell, Bill Curlew, Ken Davidson,
Jeannette Dojan, Jon Elton, Frank Kuechmaw:, Tim McDonough, Edward Nisley, Dick
Sawyer, Robert Stek, and Mark Voorhees.

Include Schematics, Please
Dear Steve,
For about ayear, I've been trying to
get a schematic and parts for an IBM
AT-compatible board without success
(the board is the same one JDR Microdevices calls MCT-ATMB). Iown two of
these boards, but one has abad programmable array logic (PAL). The good PAL
cannot be copied because the security
link has been burned away.
Ihave talked to many wholesalers and
retailers, including JDR Microdevices.

None of the dealers Italked to can get
schematics or parts for the boards. All
boards are exchanged and sent to Taiwan
for repair.
Iam worried about the future of consumer electronics in the country if foreign countries are allowed not to supply
data and parts for repairing their products. Has this country come to the sad
state of affairs that we will now be dependent on other countries for repairing
our products? It wouldn't cost much to
include aschematic with aproduct. Has
it come to the point that we need alaw
requiring all imported electrical products to include aschematic?
What's going to happen two years
down the road when the dealer you
bought your board from is out of business
and you don't know where he got it, as in
my case?
Wayne Anderson
Mesa, AZ
The situation you've run into isn't
unique. Unfortunately, the solution isn't
quite the one you're looking for.
Isuspect that the reason you're having
trouble getting parts is simply that it's not
economical to repair very low-cost electronics. Look at it this way: That motherboard retails for about $350. The actual
manufacturing cost is under 30 percent—
let's say $100. Repair technician time,
counting overhead and test equipment, is
about $100 per hour, and diagnosing
problems can take more hours than you
can shake astick at.
Figuring your time at $100 per hour,
how many system boards did you waste
while tracking the problem down to that
PAL?
Idon't think we need more laws regarding imports on the books. After all,
you had aclear choice: Buy astock IBM
system from an established IBM dealer,
with all the support and repair built into
the price, or buy aclone with no support.
You get exactly what you pay for, and I
think that's exactly the way it should be.
Folks who need the support are buying
IBM; the rest of us aren't.
continued

DECLARATION iINDEPENDENCE
in'de pen'dent (
in'di-pen'dent)

not influenced by others in opinion,
conduct, etc. 2. not affiliated; sovereign in
authority. —n. (
in'de pen dence) someone
or something independent.

adj. 1.

FACT:

Many major dealers specializing in programming
tools for personal computers are legal affiliates of
companies who also publish development software.

FACT:

Please join us in our Declaration of Independence. Call Programmer's Connection today
and be sure to ask for your FREE subscription
to the Connection, our 120 page comprehensive buyer's guide. It contains descriptions for
over 800 products by more than 300 manufacturers, and informative articles by leaders in
the programming industry.
CALL for Products Not Listed Here

Programmer's Connection is not apublisher and is
not affiliated to any company that has ever been in
the business of publishing software.
When you come to Programmer's Connection,
you'll find our knowledgeable, non-cornmisioned salespeople and technical consultants will give you an unbiased look at the
products we carry.

USA

800-336-1166

Canada
Ohio & Alaska (Collect)
International
FAX
TELEX

800-225-1166
216-494-3781
216-494-3781
216-494-5260
9102406879

Business Hours 830 AM to 800 PM EST Monday Through Friday
Prices. Availability. Terms and Condibons are subject to change
©Copyright 1988 Programmer's Connection Incorporated

PROGRAMMERS CONNECTION
386 products
386 ASM/386 LINK by Phar Lap Sottware
386 DEBUGGER try Pnar Lap Software
NDP C-386 by Micro Way
NIP ForTran-386 by MicmWay
PC-MOS/386 Single-User by Ihe Software Link
PC-MOS/386 5-User by Ihe Software Link
PC-MOS/386 25-User by Me Software Link
VM/386 by IOC

List

Ours

495
195
595
595
195
595
995
245

399
159
539
539
179
539
869
219

175
129
175
129
129
129
129

135
99
135
99
99
99
99

blaise products
ASYNCH MANAGER Specify Cor Pascal
CTOOLS PLUS/5.0
PASCAL TOOLS/TOOLS 2
POWER SCREEN Supports Cand Pascal
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS/4.0
Turbo CTOOLS
Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS/4.0

borland products
Paradox 2.0 by Ansagionand
725
Paradox 386 by Ans.:I/Borland
895
Paradox Network Pack by Ansa Borland
995
Ouattro: The Professional Spreadsheet
247
Sidekick Plus
200
Sprint: The Professional Word Processor
New 200
Turbo Assembler & Debugger
New
150
Turbo Basic Compiler
100
Turbo Basic Support Products Al Vanebes
100
Turbo CCompiler
New Version
150
Turbo CProfessional
New
250
Turbo Pascal Compiler
New Version
150
Turbo Pascal Professional
New
250
Turbo Pascal Database Toolbox
100
Turbo Pascal Developer's Toolkit
395
Turbo Pascal Editor Toolbox
100
Turbo Pascal Gameworks Toolbox
100
Turbo Pascal Graphix Toolbox
100
Turbo Pascal Numerical Methods Toolbox
• 100
Turbo Pascal Tutor
70
Turbo Prolog Compiler
150
Turbo Prolog Toolbox
100
Other Borland products
CALL

525
639
725
179
129
139
105
68
68
105
179
105
179
68
285
68
68
68
68
49
115
68
CALL

clanguage
C++ by ZORTECH
New
C talk by CNS
EcoC88 Modeling Compiler by Ecosoft
Guidelines C+ + by Guidelines Software
Lattice CCompiler DOS & OS/2, from Lattice
Mark Williams Let's Cwith FREE csrl
Turbo Programmer/CbyASCII
New
WATCOM C6.5 by WATCOM Group
New Version

100
15
0
100
295
450
75
499
295

95
69
259
289
68
399
269

695
695
695
99

595
459
399
89

139

database management
Clarion Development System by Clanon
Clipper by Nantucket
dBASE Ill Plus by Ashton Tate
dBFast dBASE Ill Pius Comp by cr8Fast

New
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FoxBASE+ by Fox Software
FoxBASE+/386 by Fox Software
Front Runner byAshron-rate
Gender by bytel

395
500
195
395

249
399
175
269

60
80
120
60

57
74
111
57

695
895
477
95
119

649
829
439
89
105

golden bow products
Vcache
Mature Han/ Disk Utikly
Vfeature Deluxe Harr/ Disk Utility
Vopt Hard Disk Optimization May

lahey computer products
F77L-ENV16
F771-EM/32
F77L-FORTRAN Compiler
Lahey Personal Fortran 77
wit,'Too/kit

microsoft products
Microsoft BASIC Compiler
Microsoft CCompiler 5w/CodeView
Microsoft COBOL Compiler wifools
Microsoft FORTRAN Optimizing Comp
Microsoft Macro Assembler
Microsoft Mouse k/ Vanetes
Microsoft OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit
Microsoft Pascal Compiler
Microsoft DuickBASIC 4
Microsoft Guide
Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Windows 386
Microsoft Windows Development Kit
Other Microsoft products

New Version

219
295
299
450
659
900
299
450
105
150
CALL
CALL
239
350
199
300
69
99
69
99
69
99
129
195
329
500
CALL
CALL

modula 2language
LOGITECH Modula 2Development System
Modula 2Compiler Pack
Modula 2Toolkit
LOGITECH Modula2OS/2
.New
LOGITECH Modula 2Window Package
TopSpeed Modula 2by Jensen 8, Partners .New

249
99
169
349
49
100

199
79
139
279
47
89

149
195
345

129

695
175
145
1395

559
139
105
1119

195
89
75
100
1
50
100
150

179
65
59
65

ORDERING INFORMATION

Ill

FREE SHIPPING. Orders within the USA (
lower 48

states only) are shipped FREE via UPS Ground. Call
for APO, FPO, PAL, and express shipping rates.
NO CREDIT CARD CHARGE. VISA, MasterCard
and Discover Card are accepted at no extra cost.
Your card is charged when your order is shipped.
Mail orders please include expiration date and
authorized signature.
NO COD OR PO FEE. CODs and Purchase Orders
are accepted at no extra cost. No personal checks
are accepted on COD orders. POs with net 30- day
terms (
with initial minimum order of $ 100) are
available to qualified US accounts only.
NO SALES TAX. Orders outside of Ohio are not
charged sales tax. Ohio customers please add 5%
Ohio tax or provide proof of tax-exemption.
30- DAY GUARANTEE. Most of our products come
with a30- day documentation evaluation period or
a30- day return guarantee. Please note that some
manufacturers restrict us from offering guarantees
on their products. Call for more information.
SOUND ADVICE. Our knowledgeable technical
staff can answer technical questions, assist in
comparing products and send you detailed product
information tailored to your needs.
INTERNATIONAL ORDERS. Shipping charges for
International and Canadian orders are based on
product weight. The standard rates used are
published in the Fall 1988 issue of our Buyer's
Guide. If you do not have acopy, please call or
write for the exact cost. All payments must be
made with US funds drawn on aUS bank. Please
include your telephone number when ordering by
mail. Due to government regulations, we cannot
ship to all countries.
MAIL ORDERS. Please include your telephone
number and complete street address on all mail orders. Be sure to specify computer, operating.System, diskette size, and any applicable compiler or
hardware interface(s). Send mail orders to:
Programmer's Connection
Order Processing Department
7249 Whipple Ave NW
North Canton, OH 44720

smalltalk language
SmalltalkN
SmalltalkN 286
Smalltalla Support Utilities All Vanetes

100
89
200
75
CALL CALL

other products
Actor by The Wnitewater Group
495
449
APL*PLUS PC by STSC
695
529
Brief by Solution Systems
195 CALL
Carbon Copy Plus by Meridian Technology
195
135
db/LIB Database Library by AJS Ft/bashing
139
125
Desqview from Quarterdeck
130
115
Desqview API Products All Vanettes
CALL CALL
Epsilon EMACS-type Text Editor by (team
195
169
Flow Charting II+ by Patton .3Patton
229
189
Intelligence/Compiler by IntelbgenceWare
490
479
Mace Utilities by Paul Mace Software
99
85
MathCAD by MathSoft
349
319
Microport Products Al Vanebes
CALL CALL
MICROSTAT-II Stabs/es Pact by Ecosott
395
359
MIRROR II by SOF7KLONE
New
70
63
STATGRAPHICS by STSC
895 699
TLIB Version Control by Burton Systems Software
100
89
5Station LAN
300
269
389
309
Turbo Programmer for Turbo Pascal, by ASCII
CALL CALL
XENIX System VAll Vaneties by SCO

persoft products
SmartMOVE
SmarTERM 220
SmarTERM 240

179
299

periscope products
Periscope
Periscope
Periscope
Periscope

I
wig; 512K Board
II with NMI Breakout SwItch
II-XSolhvare only
Ill 10 MHz version

peter norton products
Dan Bricklin's Demo II
Norton Commander
Norton Editor
Norton Guides Specify Language
For OS,2109
Norton Utilities
Norton Utilities Advanced Edition

59
109

IMM
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DATA
ACQUISITION
ON THE
MACINTOSH
Advanced hardware and
software solutions for all
Macintosh computers.

FREE
CATALOG
Write, or call to
talk to a011
Engineer

617- 6254096

GW Instruments, Inc.
#S Nledford Si •

,
omen

ilk NIA 02n

The Macintosh Data Acquisition Company
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ASK BYTE

But look at the economics again. If that
$6000 IBM system dies, the company will
swap the board and get you back on the
air. The defective board isn't repaired;
it's scrapped. After the warranty runs
out, you're in the same boat: IBM doesn't
supply schematics for its boards any
more, either, and the company doesn't
repair them. You might have to replace a
$2000 system board instead of a $350
one.
All in all, Ithink the only way out is to
buy another system board and use the one
you've got for awall hanging. It 'sexpensive, but any other choice is more expensive still. — Steve

Z-80 and 8080 Assembly Language Programming by Kathe Spracklen (Rochelle
Park, NJ: Hayden Book Co., 1979).
8080 and Z80 Assembly Language by
Alan R. Miller (New York: John Wiley &
Sons, 1981).
Intel Embedded Controller Handbook
(Intel Literature Sales, P.O. Box 58130,
Santa Clara, CA, 95952).
In addition to my monthly column in
BYTE, Ihave begun publishing amagazine entitled Circuit Cellar Ink, which
specifically deals with applying electronic solutions to real problems. Subscription information is available at the end of
my recent columns in BYTE. — Steve

Programming Embedded
Microprocessors
Dear Steve,
I am an electrical engineer looking
A Circuit Struck Dumb
after the operation and maintenance of
Dear Steve,
I'm alongtime reader and fan of Cirsome of the sophisticated equipment in
power stations and substations—equipcuit Cellar, and I've learned alot from
ment like sequential event recorders,
reading about your projects over the
digital fault recorders, microprocessoryears. From time to time, I've even built
some of my own projects after being inbased alarm systems, and programmable
logic controllers. These come under the
fluenced by your designs.
category of microprocessor-embedded
Back in June of 1981, your project of
systems.
the month was alow-cost speech-syntheLast year Isubscribed to BYTE to imsizer interface using National " Digiprove my proficiency in troubleshooting
talker" components. Iobtained such a
and maintenance work. Ihave had some
chip set and built aslightly modified verintroductions to microprocessors during
sion of the circuit to go on the home-brew
my postgraduate education, and I am
bus extension I had placed inside the
conversant in 8085 assembly language.
video monitor of my trusty TRS-80
While studying BYTE, Ifelt its contents
Model 1. It worked flawlessly from the
and coverage were beyond my level, so I start. Over the years, I've come to appredecided to seek your guidance.
ciate the clearly enunciated warnings and
Please let me know the names of some
messages that my computer would speak
good books and microprocessor journals
to me while Iwas looking in another didealing with 8-bit microprocessor prodrection reading data statements, keying
ucts being used in industry as embedded
in bank transactions, or whatever.
controllers. Iwould specifically welTwo years ago, Ifinally became MScome books related to troubleshooting
DOS-compatible when Ibought a new
procedures, because the documents proTandy 1000A. At last, Ihad abuilt-in bus
vided by the manufacturers are invarifor projects. Alas, Inow have a young
ably sketchy and incomplete. Also,
family, so Ican't spend as much time
please let me know of any books dealing
pursuing hardware projects. One that I
with the design and application of proreally wanted to accomplish, though,
grammable logic controllers.
was to equip the new machine with voice
Lal Singh
capabilities. Since nobody seems to be
Najran, Saudi Arabia
writing articles for simple projects for
these new machines, Iopted to try and
Listed below are several books that I modify my old design for the Tandy's
can recommend to help you with applying
PC- ROM vocabulary that Ihad purand programming embedded microprochased. Iused the Tandy 1000 technical
cessors. In addition to the microconreference manual and your article entitroller handbook, Intel publishes a comtled " Build the Circuit Cellar MPX-16
plete series of guides and application
Computer System," Parts 1and 2 (Nonotes describing the various microprovember and December 1982) as guidecessors that the company manufactures.
lines for the circuit Icame up with.
Contact Intel at the address listed below
Unfortunately, the circuit doesn't
to receive a complete catalog of Intel
work. Iget no sound from the speaker.
books and literature.
continued

NASA FLIES WITH OTELIS PCs.
AND SO CAN YOU
PR
OTEUS386Aopt 20 MHz
welleR

The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration is a regular Proteus
buyer. So are thousands of professionals, as well as small and large businesses
nationwide. Including Xerox, GE,
Dupont, the U.S. Government, MIT and
Harvard. And with good reason:

NATIONALLY A
CCLAIMED
P
ERFORMANCE AND S
UPPORI
"The Proteus is one of the fastest desktop computers we tested. Quality has not
been compromised, yet this perfonnance system par excellence uns
priced so lout" pet, IW7
WPM-g
"The Proteus 386/16MHz is markedly
faster than any other PC we've worked
with— including the Compaq PERSONAL'
COMPUTING
Deskpro 386/20!" un.. 988

T
HE MOST E
XTRAORDINARY
S
UPPORT I
NT
HE I
NDUSIRY.

all
CkmDa rs

STANDARD F
EATURES:

EGA COLOR SYSTEM
WMI A40MB, 28/41.5 HARD DISK
VGA SYSTEM (800x600)
WITH A40MB, Z8MS HARD DISK

80386
2011616

206

WAIT STATE

ZERO

ZERO

I024K to I6MB

I024K to I6MB

64KB

64K8

80386

KBD. SELECTABLE SPEEDS

YES

YES

COPROCESSOR SUPPORT

802871381

80387

"IBM can
keep its PC/AT
and PS/2 computers; I'll take the
Proteus 286GTX before those any time. I
never want to be without it compuserve*
again!" Ernest Mau, Editor ()Nunn's«
"Fastest machine in the
w aits
MONOCHROME
Asuperb value" wats

<‹t

32.121T ROTS
16EUT SLOTS

6

8BITSLOTS

III

S
ATISFACTION
GUARANTEED.
If you're not fully
satisfied with your
Proteus purdiase, return it during the first
30 days for afull
refund.

SEIUAL PORTS

1

PARALLEL PORT
HARD DISK/FD. CTLI.

YES

YES

I.2MB 51
4 "OR I.44MB 3.5" FD.
/

YES

YES

ROM BASED SETUP/DIAGNOSEKS

YES

YES

EGA COLOR SYSTEM

200W

ZOOW

WITH A40MB HARD DISK ..........

YES

YES

POWER SUPPLY
ENHANCED 10I•KEY KBD.

$3395

386A

INTEL CPU

SYSTEM MEMORY

s3295

ROTEUS 286GTX
P

SPEED MHZ

CACHE MEMORY SIZE

I

terns. Lne
is alien to
Proteus!

$
2895

MONOCHROME SYSTEM
WITH A40M11, 28805 HARD DISK .

We don't leave you out in orbit
after we make the sale, either.
Proteus has acontract with anationwide computer maintenance company.
If something should go wrong with
your Proteus system during the first 15
months, we'll 'send aqualified technician to your site to fix it. Free!
Just call our toll-free technical support
hotline any time you have aquestion or
need help. We'll take care of the rest.

COAWATIBIUTY GUARANFELD.
Every Proteus is American made from
the ground up. And guaranteed
compatible with all IBM PC/AT
software and add-on products. As well as with
DOS, OS/2, UNIX,
XENIX, NOVELL and

L6

'A16MHz, zero wait state
'hot rod'!" 'Among the top
100 products of the year!'

$1895

MONOCHROME SYSTEM
WITH A40MB HARD DISK

$ enQ
ee

VGA SYSTEM ( 800x600)
WITH A40MB HARD DISK..

SEAGATE. MINISCRIBE. RAAXTOR HARD DISKS FROM 279. VGA IGA ADAPTORS: VIDEO 1, SIGMA, All, EVEREX
FROM $ 149. MEMORY UPGRADES. COPROCESSORS, MODEMS Al EOM PRICES.

CUSTOM CONFIGURED WITH
T
OMORROW'S T
ECHNOLOGY.
Proteus computers were custom configured to meet NASAS specs. And
whether you need only one system
or ahundred, we'll custom configure to your exact specifications, too.
From along list of third party,
brand name components.
Including 3.5 microfloppy
drives, high-speed 1:1 interleave
controllers with ESDI and SCSI
hard disks and 800x6C0/640x480
resolution VGA graphics.
IN NI: 201-288-8629
For tech support 1-800-541 -8933

$2509

P
ROTEUS 286E
"The Proteus 286E is the clear winner.
We recommend it."
INFO
WORLD
MONOCHROME SYSTEM
WITH A / OMB HARD DISK
EGA COLOR SYSTEM
WITH A20MB HARD DISK

12

$2095

ORDER B
YP
HONE. ITS EASY.
You don't even have to leave your desk
to order aProteus system. Or systems.
Just call us direct.
The exact configuration you want will
quiddy land on your doorstep. All you
have to do is plug it in, turn it on and
blast off into the wild, blue yonder!

1-800-782-8387

re eus

THE I
NTELLIGENT CONCLUSION !

377 Rt.17 So, Airpor117 Ctr, Hasbrouck Hts, NJ 07604 Telex 510-610-0960 • FAX 201-288-9518
All prices and Iglus subject to change. All trademarks recoknized. All rights reerN ed.
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Electronic catalog and 24-hour tech support: set your modem to 12001311/8/N dial 201-288-8577
Vfflesellenvolume discormts available. Payment methods: credit card, COD, company POs

$415

dBase Ill Plus

369

dBase Ill LAN

599

DB-XL Diamond

107

Eureka

99

Genifer

188

Nutshell

72

Paradox 2.0

415

PFS: Professional File

119

Q &A

185

Q & AWrite

105

Rapid File

182

Revelation

459

R:Base For DOS

425

Reflex

88

VP Expert

109

VP Info

56

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Harvard Total Project Mgr. II ... $309
Microsoft Project 4.0

287

Timeline 2.0

259

WORD PROCESSORS

$186

1DIR Plus

Freelance Plus
Generic CAD w/Dot Plot 3.0
Harvard Graphics 2.1

309
72
239

Bookmark

56

Brooklyn Bridge

69

In-A-Vision

260

Carousel 2.0

43

Microsoft Chart 3.0

229

Copy II PC

18

News Room
News Room Professional

30
42

Copywrite

40
89

Printmaster Plus

29

Corefast

Quick Basic 4.0

PrintShop

32

Cruise Control

29

Quick C

Turbo Graphix Tool Box
VP Graphix

58

Disk Optimizer 2.0

38

Ryan McFarlan Fortran

as

Windows Draw!! w/Clip Art

159

MICE
PC Mouse w/Paint
(Buss or Serial)

$85

PC Mouse
w/Autosketch ( Buss or Serial) ... 99

Basic Compiler ( Microsoft) . . $175

Disk Technician

46

Fastback

75

Fastback Plus.

as

Keyworks

53

Mace Utilities

47

Microsoft Windows 286

57

se

Turbo Prolog

89

Turbo Prolog Toolbox

89

TRAINING
Chuck Yeager

46

Mavis Beacon Typing ....... 29

MS Serial Mouse w/Windows .

122

Note It Plus .

45

MS Learning DOS

29

PC Tools Deluxe

36

MS Flight Simulator

29

Printworks for Lasers

67

PC Logo

79

38

Turbo Tutor 4.0

42

Typing Instructor Encore

27

Tyoing Tutor IV

27

Optimouse
(PC Mouse) w/Dr. Halo III

78

INTEGRATIVE SOFTWARE

57

Webster New World Writer

53

MS Works

Webster Pro Spell Checker

32

Webster Thesaurus

37

PFS: 1st Choice
Smart Software System

76
389

Symphony

435

$137
352
425
86

Call

Sideways

37

Smart Notes

43

SQZ Plus

53

Suoerkey

58

Unlock D Plus

49

Unlock Masterkey

95

)(Tree Professional

61

ACCOUNTING
ACCPAC Easy

$
49

Bedford Accounting
Computer Associates

139
Call

DAC Easy Accounting
DAC Easy Payroll

53
53

Newsmaster II

$39

In- House Accountant

105

Pagemaker

Call

One Write Plus 2.0

117

One Write A/R, NP, Payroll
Time Slips III

117
109

ACCESSORIES
Copy II Option Board Deluxe . $99
Masterpiece

79

Masterpiece Plus

92

Masterpiece Remote

Summasketch 12

MMC

MARKETING COUNCIL •

Free Air applies ONLY to orders up to 10 lbs. & Over
Add 5% for C.O.D. Orders

• . ••••••••••••••••

•
:•.•

107

MousePad by Mousetrac
x

• No Charge for VISA and Mastercard
• We Do Not Charge Your Card Until Your Order Is Shipped
• You Pay the Ground Shipping $6.00 (except Naksa and Hawaii)
MICROCOMPUTER
We Pay the Air Difference
of Ine
•
Direct Marketing Associatron Inc

Adv. Flight Simulator

...•.%••••••••••

esa

12 Plus

9
359

$25
38

SPREADSHEETS
Cambridge Analyst .... $80
4Word
HA L

55
89

Lotus 1-2-3 Ver. 2.01

295

Lotus Manuscript

309

Lotus Report Writer

MEMBER

******•:•:•:•::::::•:::•:•:•:•:•.•::::::

58

Turbo Pascal 4.0

Norton Utilities 4.0

Volkswriter Deluxe Plus

475

58

Turoo C

107
122

Ability Plus
Enable 2.0
Framework III

Ventura Publishing

Ryan McFarlan Cobol ..
Turbo Basic

MS Serial Mouse w/CADD
MS Buss Mouse w/Windows .

132

65

57
379

Lets C

102

PFS: First Publisher

57

35

Volkswriter 3

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

175

43

PFS: Professional Write

Call

Pascal Compiler ( Microsoft) . .

Norton Editor .

252

Wordstar Pro Pack 4.0

209

Macro Assembler ( Microsoft) .... 86

Norton Commander

Multimate Advantage II

Call

Lattice C Compiler

107

Sidekick Plus

Word Perfect Library

512

Fortran Compiler ( Microsoft) 4.0 259

MS Buss Mouse w/CADD

Referee

Call

259

Cobol Compiler ( Microsoft)

92
92

185

Word Perfect Executive

C Compiler ( Microsoft)

Microsoft Buss Mouse 1.0
Microsoft Serial Mouse 1.0

$53

Call

Call

DS Back- Up Plus

Easy Extra

Word Perfect

56

Double DOS 4.0

Word ( Microsoft)

Wordstar 2000 Plus Personal . 205

•••:-:•".•

Energraphics

LANGUAGES

UTILITIES

GRAPHICS

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
Clipper

67

MS Excel

285

Multiplan 3.0 ( Microsoft)

111

PFS Professional Plan

52

Quattro

138

Supercalc 4

275

Twin Classic

32

VP Planner

47

VP Planner Plus

Call

• All products carry only manufacturer's warranties. We do not honor
guarantees, rebates, trial period priviledges or promotional prcgrams
offered by manuatactures.
• No APO, FPO, or international orders, please.
• Call before subrnitang P.O.'s Ask for National Accounts
• Personal and Company Checks Will Delay Shipping 3weeks
• Pnces. Terms 8. Availability Subject to Change Without Notice

I

1% ere combining
Computer ‘‘ arehouse
& Silicon Specialities
and changing our name
to

TELENIARI

PRINTERS

DISK DRIVES

Alps

Bernoulli Box

40 Meg

2418

$339
599
610
749
885

2424

955

Seagate

Othe Models

Call

AST Turbo Lazer

4310

Allegro
AL0224E
ALO318
ALO324E

Citizen Printers

MSP 40

149
165
319

MSP 45

465

MSP 50
MSP 55

399
529
509
Call

1200
1800

Premier 35
Tribute 124

Diconix 150
300

Epson Printers
Hewlett-Packard
Desk Jet
LazerJet Series II
Paint Jet

309
480
Call
719
1805
1090

NEC

P5300
Other Models

Call

P5200

Okidata
320.
390.
Lazerline 6

Beta Ext
Beta Int

Call
330
465
1339

Panasonic

469

Xformer

545

AT 40 MEG Full Height

435
Call

3G

II

219

Other Models

Call

Other Models

Teac
1.2 MEG AT
Floppy F55 BR

Toshiba
3.5 Dr 720K
3.5 Dr 1.4MB

Plus 40 MG

659

Keytronics
KB5151

Amdek 410

MONITORS

432
V210A

351 SX

999
2415

Page Lazer

$130
149

as

NEC
Multisync II

Other Models

539
709

$119

149
85

KB101

265

Color Card

145

Graphics Card Plus

170

Incolor

199

1029

4020

325

80287-6

175

80287-16

555

Orchid

535

Designer VGA

299

Tiny Turbo

249

Twin Turbo

4205

Model 390

5839

Call

NEC
1495

Multispeed ELII

Toshiba
785

T-1200F

1565

T-1200H

2285
1699

1200FB
1200HB

2415

T-3200

3789

T-5100

4899

VGA

1655

Supersport 20 MG

2479

220

Supersport 286/Model 2

3445

Paradise
4

Call

Video7
269

VGA

180

Vega Deluxe
V- RAM

2735

386

359

475

TERMINALS

MODEMS
Hayes
1200B

$275
245

2400B

385

1200

Prometheus
1200B w/Software

75

2400B w/Software

129

Other Models

Call

US Robotics

499

30
50

369

609

85

439

Zenith

2815

Model 340

Zenith Supersport/2

Wyse

Mitsubishi

$1375

Wyse

$285

Password 1200

175

Courier 2400

289

Courier 2400E

335

HST 9600 «

635

_
teler
Ili -//
Uri

ORDER LINE

1-800-528-1054
e

•
•...

935

Inboard 386 PC

VGA Professional

Call

Model 80
Model 140

T-1000

Intel

899
2069
1299

COMPUTERS
AST

Other Models

159

Call

Mailing Address:

VIP

Hercules

259

Sony Multiscan ( 1303)

8804 N. 23rd Avenue / Phoenix, Arizona 85021

175

VGA

Samsung

• To Race an Order 1-800-528-1054
• Order Processing (602) 944-1037
• To Follow Up on an Order ( 602) 944-2552
10:00 a.m-3:00 p.m. Man-Fn.
• Order Line Flours Monday- Friday 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Satxday 900 a.m.-100 p.m • We Do Mot Guarantee Machine Compatibility

EGA Wonder

Autoswitch 350

485

1490

ATI

585

Princeton Ultrasync

Diamond Scan

115

Inboard 386 w/cable

KEYBOARDS

30

321 SL
341 SL

85
105

$525

Multisync Plus

Call

89
79

HARD CARDS
Plus 20 MG

3131
3'51

Star Micronics
Toshiba

$359

Hot Shot

251-1

Multisync XL
Monographic System

475

AST
Six Pack Plus

159
199

1635

Call

BOARDS

275

10801M2
10911 M2

Lazer 4450

Uninterruptible Power Source

20 MG w/WD Controller

KB5153

335
520
685

P2200

$889
1255
1559
1019
775

10 Meg
2C Meg

.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.

ASK BYTE

BASIC calls to the port address produce
nothing on OUT instructions, and INP instructions seem to indicate that the bus is
still " floating." It's as though the port
address is not being decoded. I have
limited test equipment, but supply voltages seem correct on the card. Iswapped
all duplicated components with the old
working card from the TRS-80, which
continues to work, leading me to believe
that the components are fine. I've even
checked the point-to-point wiring Iused
on the project; nothing seems amiss.
Since this is my first (and only) project
on the PC-bus, I'm not sure about the
logic Iused. Isuspect Imay be overlooking some glaring design error. When I
first tried the circuit, Ididn't decode the
AEN (address enable) line. The computer failed to boot properly, which
showed me the importance of that line.
Are there any other important things I
need to consider?
Victor H. Klein II
Newton, PA
Debugging logic at long range is always a little tricky, particularly if you
don't have a scope to see what's going
on. Without going back through the specs
again, Ibet that old speech generator just
can't keep up with the new bus speeds.
Probably the best way to get your circuit
working is to hitch it to aparallel port
where it's isolated from the bus and you
can use a voltmeter to check the voltage
levels.
The idea is fairly simple: The data inputs come from the printer data outputs,
the WR signal is the printer's strobe, and
the INTR bit goes back into the printer's
BUSY line. In your case, you can use one
of the printer port's control outputs to directly select which ROM bank to use. See
table ¡ fora diagram of the connections.

Table 1: Port connections for
MM54104.
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Printer
port pin

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
17
18

WR to MM54104 pin 1
DO (least significant bit)
D1
02
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7 (most significant bit)
INTR from MM54104 pin 6
ROM select to LS139 pin 3
Logic ground
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Remember to disconnect your existing
circuitry from the pins that connect directly to the printer port. You'll also need
to come up with apower supply, but a
simple wall transformer with a 9- or 12volt DC output will suffice. Wrap abox
around the whole affair and stick the
speaker on top.
The next trick is to figure out the
printer port address. The fastest and
least ambiguous way is to use DEBUG,
which is an experience everyone should
have at least once. Fire up DEBUG, type
040: 8L6, and press the Enter key. You'll
see something like this:
0040:0008 BC 03 78 03 78 02
Each pair of hexadecimal numbers
after the address corresponds to aprinter
port address. The above string of pairs
shows three printer ports: LPTI uses
03BCh, LPT2 uses 0378h, and LPT3 uses
0278h. Your system addresses may differ,
but the ports are always LPT1, LPT2,
and LPT3, in that order. Any ports that
aren't installed will be 0—you can't use
such ports for output.
Decide which printer port you want to
use, and write down its address. Most
people use LPT1 for a real printer, so
you'll probably want to use LPT2 and
LPT3. Buying aprinter card just for the
speech system might be a good idea if
you've got only one now. (I'm pretty sure
the Tandy 1000 will take a standard
printer card.)
Let's suppose you set up the address
and word number like this (I haven't
checked this BASIC code out, but it
should get you started):
MMPORT = &H0278
MMWORD =
Then, to get the system to say the word,
use
OUT MMPORT , MMWOFtD
OUT MMPORT+2, 1
OUT MMPORT+2, 0
The ROM banks are selected by bit 3in
port MMPORT+2, so to select the other
bank, use MMROM = 8, and say the word
using
OUT MMPORT , MMWORD
OUT MNPORT+2,1+MMROM
OUT MMPORT, MMROM
I'll avoid telling you which bank is
which, because that bit gets inverted at
least once between BASIC and the decoder. The odds are that I'll be wrong no
matter what Isay.

To check the status bit and loop until
it 's0, use
1000 IF INP (»IPORT+1) AND &H80
GOTO 1000
There's also a 50-50 chance I've
messed up the BUSY bit, so if that gives bizarre results, try checking for a0bit instead of a1bit. The same logic applies if
you write the code in Pascal, C, or assembly language: Put the word number
out to the port, then toggle the strobe bit.
All the usual PC languages can handle
direct port I/O, so you shouldn't have any
trouble. —Steve
Printing in Reflected Type
Dear Steve,
Iam looking for aprogram that will
enable me to print apage of text (eventually with some pictures) in reflected type
(using a laser printer or dot-matrix
printer). Ineed reflected type because
the output is printed on aparticular type
of film that is exposed afterward. Currently, my colleagues and Isimply print
the usual way and reverse the film after
encountering the characters.
If the type were reversed, we could
place the film right, and since the light
would pass through the film before encountering the characters, no distortion
would occur.
I've sent inquiries to several CAD
firms and have been told that their programs wouldn't be able to handle text,
because of problems with " reference
points"—whatever that means.
Desktop Publishing packages like
PageMaker and Ventura can't help me
out, either, at least not here in Belgium.
Have you ever heard of asoftware program that could help me?
Paul Verbinnen
Brussels, Belgium
Ihave not seen software that will print
reflected type in away you need. Ihave
seen ads for graphics programs that do
this in alimited way, but it appears to me
that you need two things: aprogram that
will transmit the characters to the printer
in reverse order, and a set of reversed
fonts for your printer. Since you are worried about the distortion caused by transmitting the image through the film, Iassume you won't be satisfied with the
relatively low-quality fonts you could
make and download to an Epson or compatible printer. Even the 24-pin models
only accept characters defined in an 18
by 24 dot, about half the number available in laser printers.
continued

We've got awhole new family
of tape backup systems.
whether you've got an IBM, acompatible, or aMacintosh. vou can count on
Tallgrass. We back you with all the
storage capacity you could ask for, plus
all the features, all the support, and all
the speed you'll ever need. And we
make it easy to protect your valuable
data. Since all operations are automatic
1988 'Seeress Technobges . Thc

IBM

and unattended, you can just set it,
and forget it.
Best of all, we stand behind
our products with the industry's
only 3-year warranty.
But there's one other reason why so
many more people are asking for
lallgrass. It's because the competition is
asking so much more for their products.

r. a eggasenserrabenarli ce InWinans. &imam. Machines. Ins
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Let Tallgrass start backing you up.
Call 1-800TALGRAS. Or write to:
Tallgrass lèchnologies, Inc.
11100 West 82nd St.
Overland Park, KS 66214

TALLGRASS
TECHNOLOGIES

When it's worth saving, it's worth Tallgrass
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BeverStation
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If you have PCs and VAXes,
you NEED these p(oducts!
ZSTEM software includes DEC
For connecting your PC to aVAX,
VT240, VT220, VT100, IBM 3101,
the PowerStation provides the
TEK 4014 and DG D400 terminal
ultimate solution: a VT200 layout
emulation
keyboard bundled with sophisticated ZSTEM terminal emulation
software.
Its performance is as perfect as
an emulator can get
DIGITAL NEWS

SoftCraft Font Editor
SoftCraft
16 North Carrol St., Suite 500
Madison, WI 53703
(800) 351-0500
FontGen IV
VS Software
209 West Second St.
Little Rock, AR 72216
(501) 376-2083

For true terminal emulation call (800) 663-8702.
KEA Systems Ltd.
#412 - 2150 West Broadway
Vancouver, B C CANADA, V6K 4L9
Tel 604-732-7411
Telex 04-352848 VCR
FAX 604-732-0715

Printing the characters in reverse
order from astraight text file is easy: I'll
get to that later. Reversing the characters
is the task that will require work. Idon't
know of any software that can do this.
There are some font-editing programs
available that might help. Here are some
that work with bit-mapped fonts:

0
CJ

tte

Publishers Type Foundry
ZSoft
1950 Spectrum Cir., Suite A-495
Marietta, GA 30067
(404) 428-0008

SYSTEMS

What is aBest Western?

An alternative to creating reversed
fonts using afont editor is to write aprogram that reverses an existing font by reversing the order of the bytes. For example, an R in an 8by 9dot-matrix printer
download font would be stored as in table
2a. Table 2b also shows the result after
swapping bytes so that byte I becomes
byte 8, 2becomes 7, and so on.

Table 2: Reversing the font
definition for an "R."

byte - >

(a)

(
b)

12345678

12345678

01111100
01000010
01000001
01000010
01111100
01000100
01000010
01000001
00000000

00111110
01000010
10000010
01000010
00111110
00100010
01000010
10000010
00000000

• 101:eip

The right place at the right price.
Make reservations at any Best Western,
see your travel agent, or call toll-free

1-800-528-1234
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Best
Mestern.
INDEPENDENT
WORLDWIDE
LODGING
'Workh largest chain of

independently owned
and operated
hotels, motor inns and resorts"

Reversing the order of bytes is simply a
matter of reading them into an array and
writing them back out to anew file in reversed order. That is, fill the array from
1to 8, and write the bytes from 8to 1. I'm
not sure that laser printer bit-mapped
fonts are stored the same way, but if
they're not, the operation of reversing the
bits is still possible, but more complicated. — Steve
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"An exceptional value

Tom Badgett, PC Clones

"I was impressed.
It wins the costeffective award."

"This program has all the features
and capabilities of money management
programs costing 10 times as much."
Leonard Hyre, PCM Magazine

John Dvorak, PC Maga

We appreciated those kind words. They helped
make MONEYCOUNTS*4.0 one of today's most popular accounting/money management programs
for home and business. But we couldn't leave well
enough alone. So we're introducing new

MONEYCOUNTS 5.0

...an unbelievable buy
at just $29!

MONEYCOUNTS' 5.0 balances your checkbook...
prepares your budget... manages your cash,
checking, savings, credit cards... prints 5types of
financial statements including net worth...3 types of
inquiry reports... general ledger, accountant's trial
balance, and graphics. Its fast financial data base
handles up to 999 accounts and 100,000 transactions ayear.
MONEYCOUNTS 5.0 is aCPA- designed money management/accounting system you can use for home or
business. It's easy to use, requires no accounting
knowledge, is menu-driven with on-line help, has a
fast financial calculator, works with monochrome or
color monitors, comes with aprinted manual and is
not copy protected.

MONEYCOUNTS "5.0
now also...
• prints any type of pin-feed
check and updates your
records automatically
• estimates your 1988
income tax
• analyzes financing options,
savings programs.. computes
interest rates, loan payments...prints
amortization schedules
• manages mail lists—zip and alpha sorts—and
prints labels and index cards
• provides password protection, fiscal year support.
and pop-up notepad.
VISA. MASTERCARD & COD ORDERS CALL

1-800-223-6925
(In Canada, call 319/395-7300)

i
ed.ere.:44

MONEYT
COUNTS'

-

VERSION 5.0
$29 + $5shipping

Dept. B
375 Collins Road NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
NAME

SAME DAY SHIPPING. Order today and own
MONEYCOUNTS 5.0 for only $29! Add $ 5shipping/
handling ( outside North America, add $ 10). Iowa
residents please add 4% sales tax.

ADDRESS
CITY
STATE ZIP
CHECK

J

PHONE
MONEY ORDER

J

VISA

J

CARD k
No. of
Copies

375 Collins Road NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
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MASTERCARD

J

EXP DATE
Product

Price
Each

MONEYCOUNTS ' 5.0 (
Needs IBM or
compatible computer, at least 256k
memory. DOS 20 or more, two disk
drives or hard disk)

$29.00

Shipping & Handling

5 500

Total

5

500

TOTAL AMOUNT
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DAZZLING PERFORMANCE.
12M111,1661111 and 20MHz
'286 HARD DRIVE SYSTEMS
As high as 20MHz! Dazzling performance is yours with
one of these high performance full size ZEOS '286 Systems.
Each comes complete with our standard features including drives, monitor, high speed controller, etc. Our full
size case features room for up to 5half-high drives, two of
which are internal. Incredible values.
•286/12— Complete 12.5MHz System with 512K of
Zero-Wait RAM, High Speed 32MB, 33ms Hard Drive and
all the standard ZEOS goodies. ONLY $1395.00
•286/16— Complete 16MHz system with 1MB RAM on
board and High Speed 32MB Hard Drive. Faster than a
'386 16MHz when running 16-bit software!
ONLY $1895.00
•286/20—At 20MHz, it's the fastest. Complete with our
32 MB, 33ms Hard Drive and 1MB RAM. This is what
Dazzling Speed is all about. ONLY $2095.00

1111111111111111111111111111111

'286/5

COMPLETE 12MHz '286
WITH 32MB HARD DRIVE

ONLY $1295.00

•80286 CPU, 8/12.5 MHz Dual Speed, Keyboard Selectable.
•Zero-Wait State RAM, 512K expandable to 4MB on the
motherboard ( 16MB System Total).
•32MB Hard Drive, 1.2MB Floppy Drive.
•Ultra high speed Hard/Floppy controller. 1:1 interleave,
800 KB/sec transfer rate.
•High Res 12^ Amber Display with Tilt and Swivel Base.
Compatible graphics controller.
•ZEOS Enhanced Keyboard, Pleasant Tactile/Click Feel.
•Serial and Parallel Printer Ports.
•Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup.
•6-16 and 2-8 bit expansion slots.
•80287 support, up to 12 MHz.
•Space Saver Case with Security Lock, LED indicators.

DAZZLING PERFORMANCE.
INCREDIBLE PRICES.
Can you believe it? Yes,
you can!
We've proven it to thousands and we would like to
prove it to you. ZEOS® systems are sold complete, ready
to plug in and fly right out
of the box. And the quality

and prices are incredible.
How is it possible?
Because your ZEOS computer comes to you factory
direct, fully assembled,
burned-in and tested in our
own laboratories. Every
system is built to order.
Custom built actually, right
to your own specifications.
AH
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'286/FS

and sporifical ions are snider'

And our quality and performance are second to none.
We don't just say it. We
guarantee it. That's why
your new ZEOS system
comes with aFull One Year
Limited Warranty and our
30 day Full Refund Satisfaction Guarantee.
So pick out your dream

ill Change iiuIiuiil DOI iCe.

Muse

forcurrenl ('all for ° mildew warranty delail.s.

INCREDIBLE PRICES.
COMPLETE '386 VERTICAL SYSTEM.
64MB DRIVE!

ONLY $2995.00
(20MHz add $500)

Acknowledged worldwide as the highest performance
value anywhere. Same great standard ZEOS features found
on our other complete systems plus:
•64KB Zero-Wait CACHE using 64K of SRAM.
•1MB of 32-bit RAM system expandable up to 16MB.
•64MB Seagate Hard Drive.
•80287 and 80387 optional.
•Heavy Duty Vertical Case.
Ask about our 25MHz systems too!

386

COMPLETE16MHz '386 DESKTOP
WITH 32MB HARD DRIVE.

ONLY $2495.00
(20MHz add $500)

•Genuine 32-bit Intel 80386, 16 or 20MHz parts.
•IMB of RAM Expandable to 16MB.
•32MB, 33ms Hard Drive, 1.2MB floppy drive.
•Ultra high speed Hard/Floppy controller. 1:1 interleave,
800 KB/sec transfer rate!
•High Res 12" Amber Display with Tilt and Swivel Base.
Compatible graphics controller.
•101 Key ZEOS Tactile Click keyboard.
•Serial and Parallel/Printer Ports.
•Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup.
•2-32, 4-16 and 2-8 bit slots.
•80287 and 80387 support.
'386/ V

ORDER NOW TOLL FREE
without drives, etc.
machine and order it now
with confidence. Dazzling
800-423-5891
•EGA/VGA Upgrades.
FAX Ordirti Diet 612-633-2310
performance and incredible 14" EGA color monitor
In Minnesota Calk 612-633-4591
530 5th Ave. NW& PauL MN 55112
prices await you. Guaranwith EGA card, add $495.
Open days, twine and weekendç.
MasterCard, VISA and COD
teed. Order now by calling 14" VGA system, add
Se habla Espanol
800-423-5891.
only $695
Other ZEOS Options
•High Capacity Drives.
Include:
Many other drives and options are available. Call Toll
•Basic Configurations:
Free for details, 800-423-5891
Call for prices on systems
ZEOS Iggiengatig dull, Lid 7g:Irg 7411 \, ggggIgg •g
gg
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BOOK REVIEWS

Valley. At present, he directs
the Max Planck Institute for
Solid State Research in Stuttby Hans Queisser
gart, West Germany. Such
credentials make his Conquest
ofthe Microchip very much an
Harvard University Press,
inside story.
Cambridge, MA: 1988,
The book could not be more
272 pages, $24.95
engagingly written. Its narra(hardcover)
tive commences with Guglielmo Marconi, in 1914, disReviewed by Hugh Kenner
liking the fact that his ironfiling " coherer" (chanced
ature's wonders include
upon
in 1890 and not at all
rocks you can see
understood) was an unreliable
through — pieces of clear
foundation indeed for the
quartz. But how did they get
coming wireless industry. The
here? Our forebears guessed
future, it seemed, lay in aGerthat these clear rocks had once
man discovery, the crystal debeen chunks of ice that mystetector, which wasn't underriously survived in an altered
stood, either. How did it
state. So, borrowing Homer's
manage to defy Ohm's law?
word for clear ice, krystallos,
And why did some crystals
our ancestors taught us to
work and others not?
speak of crystals. These had
In fact, so mysterious was
something to do with symmecrystal behavior that Marcotry; that was soon obvious.
ni's industry would soon be
Look at the orderly shapes
heading off on along, clumsy
salts will assume as they
vacuum-tube detour. Tubes
"crystallize" out of water.
used brute force; to get any reBy 1723, crystallography
sult at all, you had to heat afilwas aname for ahighly mathament red-hot. If that used up
ematical science. And since
Niagaras of power, at least the
order seems aspecial case in a
tubes were reliable until they
random universe, what better
burned out—and they always
window onto future happenburned out. The men who
in the manner of Casciarolo,
way to indicate how much
ings than aseer's crystal ball?
fired up the ENIAC computer
kept
chancing
on
curious
efseeming
magic
we
subject
to
(No, I'm not being facetious;
fects no one could explain. A (a base- 10 machine, incidenroutine control.
that was really the crystal
tally) could never really guarmain site of that crucial mergWe can do that because
ball's theme.)
antee that all 18,000 tubes
er was Goettingen University,
we've merged quantum theory
Crystalline wonders kept
were functioning at once. The
where
Queisser
got
his
educawith
solid-state
physics,
and
multiplying. Around 1630, in
one thing certain was the election. Later, he worked with
so we've worked ourselves
Bologna, Italy, ashoemaker/
tric bill, based on a steady
William Shockley in Silicon
free of an era when tinkerers,
alchemist named Casciarolo
flow of 150 kilowatts.
chanced to make heavy stones
Crystal radios did stay
glow with cold light. (" He had
ALSO
REVIEWED
around, cheap toys for attic
reduced barium sulfate to a
tinkerers. Iremember buying
sulfide, but that would not be
An Introduction to Solid Modeling
akit for about adollar. Today
understood for centuries,"
I'm typing these words on a
says author Hans Queisser.)
Programs and Data Structures in C
computer, vastly more powerWhat he had discovered we
ful than ENIAC, that curbs
now call phosphorescence and
Cas aSecond Language
ENIAC's appetite for wattage
fluorescence. Today, "phosby a factor of 1000— for the
phors" coat an annual 100
Perceptrons
crystal did return.
million square feet of new teleIts comeback began at
vision tubes, and glass gets
BASIC Mathematical Programs for Engineers
post-World
War IGoettingen,
treated with crystallite powand Scientists
where Richard Pohl, unable to
der to make abillion fluorescontinued
cent tubes besides. That's one

The Conquest
of the Microchip
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he more invaluable your data is to you, the more you'll
value Verbatim® floppy disks. Because when it comes to
high performance and data protection, Verbatim has the
winning combination no other floppies can copy
You expect high performance from
Verbatim, so it's no wonder that all our
DataLife® floppies are engineered to
perform an average of 50 million
revolutions. That's fifteen times the
industry standard.
Setting new standards in data protection is another Verbatim
advantage. After all, nearly 50% of all computer users have
experienced data loss. Which directly translates into lost time,
productivity and money That's why Verbatim offers advantages
like DataHold' and DataHold II anti-static liners. So static charges
are dispersed before they ever haie achance to build up

For the world's ultimate data protection, DataLifePlus'"
floppies have an exclusive DuPont Teflon® coating. So
fingerprints, coffee, soft drinks, and even greasy foods can
be easily wiped from the recording surface. To virtually
eliminate data loss.
What's more, Verbatim DataLifePlus
Verbatim
and DataLife HD 51
/"floppy disks are
4
preformatted. Another Verbatim
advantage. And of course, all Verbatim
floppy disks are tested to be 100% error
free and are backed by alifetime warranty.
Verbatim data cassettes and cartridges, 8", 51
/"and 31
4
/"
2
diskettes. The only clear choice for people who put a
premium on performance and protection.
For more information on the full line of high quality
Verbatim products, can-800-538-8589.

Verbatim

ck Teflon is aDuPont registered trademark.

Com

011.111111.11114.
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FULL POWER
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.
Discover two Worlds with the advanced screen
generating Facility for " C" Programming
Environments, STAGEHAND, and its
comprehensive demo facility PLAY WRITE.

Create your screens with STAGEHANDz
• Full screen editor.
• User definable edit function keys.
• Set multiple coke text & prompts.
• Define window borders, size and position.
• Create full screen & context sensitive help.
• Extensive printouts for documentation.
• Define valid function keys, pageup/ pagedown.
• Define internal/external help screens.
• Idle and active input sequence.
• Define default prompt values.
• Full input field definitions including:
Protected
Must Fil
Trsreparesu
No View
Required

Auto Clear
Keystroke Edit
Upper Cue
Lower Cam
Ves/No

Curia B•pe
Conte Masticates
Data Types

t
ureeat
m

Full runtime support withlidifiraftUMEE:
• Full library support routines w/source code.
• Multiple overlapping windows.
• Scrollable regions.
• Auto scrolling windows.
• User idle Urne routine support.
• User prompt routine support.
• User keystroke routine support.
• Us« function key routine support.
• User pageup/pagedown routine support.
• Hot key to user printer handler.
• Auto screen timeout.
Powerful

demo generating PLAYIVRITE:

• Create quick display demos.
• Create quick interface demos.
• Create ennead full featured intensive demos.

Total product support for:
• Microsoft 4.x, 5.x, Quick C, Turbo C.
• No royalties or runtime fees.
• FREE updates to registered users.
• FREE telephone support.
• FREE STAGEMANAGER source code.
• Cghaiaive manual including library routine definitions and

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE $ 199.00!
Call for FREE Demo Disk.
TO ORDER CALL 1800 - DATACODE OR (316) 331-7848
C.O.D. or AMERICAN EXPRESS.
DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME!
LOOK FOR MS/OS2, UNIX AND VAX VERSIONS THIS SUMMER!

DATACODE INCORPORATED
1005 ROUTE 112, PORT JEFTERSON STATION, NM. n776
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get liquid air, had to forgo experiments with the tubes that
liquid air could help evacuate,
and wryly turned to crystals as
second-best. Then alab mistake that shattered acostly diamond sent him after techniques for growing pure
artificial crystals. By 1930,
much mystery had been penetrated. Anomalous crystal behavior, wanted and unwanted
alike, proved to turn on the
presence of minute impurities—local irregularities in the
lattice. We now " dope" our
lab-grown crystals with the irregularity that gets just the effect we seek.
In World War II Britain, the
cat's-whisker crystal detector, long discarded by the
radio industry, proved just the
thing for ultra- short-wave
radar. That brought germanium on-stage, and the pointcontact transistor (Shockley et
al. at Bell Labs, 1947) was essentially agermanium crystal
with two cat's whiskers. Finicky cat's whiskers plagued it
with reliability problems, and
though the junction transistor
soon got rid of whiskers, in
1955 the military was still
wishing that better than a
quarter of the units delivered
might fall within spec.
Next, silicon replaced germanium ( I'm hurrying
through this). Soon, companies that had spun off from
Shockley's ( who had long
since left Bell Labs for California) were into microprocessors, microchip circuitry....
You've probably heard much
of this information presented
before, but Hans Queisser's
version is more vivid and
insightful.
By halfway through his
book, Queisser is orchestrating so many themes with such
dexterity that it's breathtaking. Something that he never
forgets is the sociocultural
ground bass—the way, for instance, German science, remembering the coercions of
two wars, kept aloof from industry and practice. Then
there's the invaluable Western
tradition of " skepticism, selfawareness, and independent

work," which produced the
great breakthroughs of the
1940s and 1950s but would
later erect barriers, unknown
in Japan, " between the universities, the factories, and the research laboratories." Consider, lastly, the Japanese
genius for basing mass production on mass experiments,
testing " every imaginable
combination of manufacturing
processes"and investigating
"every type of foreign admixtures in the silicon crystal."
Western observers at first
found that amusingly antlike.
Later on, they got nervous,
rightly.
For already, by the 1960s in
Silicon Valley, says Queisser,
"a field in which afew individuals had paved the way was
turning into the anonymous
work of anumber of experts.
Every form of technology
takes asimilar route when it
leaves the laboratories for the
factories." In Japan, he also
notes, " They do not consider
basic research and applications as opposites. In their terminology, the opposite of
'basic' is not ' applied,' but
simply ' not basic'; the opposite of ' applied' would be
something like ' not applicable.' " This last they have
learned to shun.
Just such " impurities" as
make junction transistors
work also create what was noticed far earlier: the colors of
gemstones. When nature does
anything to catch our attention, it's by generating something we can observe. And the
line between " observable"
and " applicable" is thin, each
being an interruption of the
bland. Save for our long pursuit of applicability, we'd still
be surviving by smashing
clamshells with rocks.
Man's microcosm once,
Queisser concludes, was simply Man, avexed model of universal harmonies. Today, that
microcosm is the silicon crystal lattice, which we're probing for " the secrets of creation
and destruction, as well as
harmony and symmetry."
Now it is " the macrocosm of
continued
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way 2000
ce ra . c.
order o ficiently
erve the entire country.aiê ate honest, hard viiorking,
well educated peotple, committed to succeeding and growing wipe highly competitive rn,iro-computer mar' t.
• Gffeway 2000 is afull -servi tr and supportborgeization that realizes the key to our success lies in asatisfied
customer base.
One look at the configurations we have listed below
and you will see that we have high quality equipment at
incredible prices. We have many different configurations
available as well as acomplete iiiikof software and
peripherals. So call one of our kfflV
eable salespeople for mor information.
We look forwerd to ceng busin
ith you, and
establishing a long term business
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16 Mhz 286 EGA SYSTEM

80286-16 Processor
1Meg 0 Wait State RAM
1.2 Meg Floppy Drive
1.44 Meg Diskette Drive
40 Meg Seagate ST251
Samsung EGA Monitor %Ai/Card
2-Paralle/2-Serial Ports
101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
DOS 3.3 w/GW'Basic
1Year Warranty
30 Day Money Back Giaranter I

1

.diosoe

$2295.0q 1
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Ilk%
20 Mhz 386 VGA gYSTEM
41

('1„386 Processor Running at 20Mhz
1Meg 60 NS Ram ( Expandable to 8 Megs)
1.2 Meg Floppy Drive
•
1.44 Meg Diskette Drive
80 Meg Seagate ST4096 (21MS)
1to 1Interleave Control&
Samsung MJItisynch Monitor
EVEREX EVGA Board
2-Paralle1/2-Serial: Ports
101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
Tower Case w/275'vVett Power Supply.
30287 ard 80387 Sockets
DOS 3.3 w/GVVBasic
1Year Warranty
30 Day Money Back Guaranteg ..
•

$3795 00' ' • Call Foc 25 Mhz Out un
gleme

[_71

A
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Gateway 2000 • P.O. Box 2414

Sioux City, IA 51107 •

800-233-847 2 /712-255-7899

Due to the volatility in Ire DRAM market, all prices are subject to „tarige
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BOOK REVIEWS

IBM PC® COMPATIBLE—
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
Quark/PC44" x

35.
F
à
m
s

MIN

6"

quantity one

• Low Power — Less than 3Watts
• Optional on-board Video LCD Driver
• Ideal for any PC compatible OEM
product which is not a personal computer

Includes: 1. Powerful V40® CPU

( Faster than a PC)

2. Math Co- Processor Socket 3. 5Volt Only Operation
(3 watts) 4. Speaker Port 5. Keyboard Port 6. Parallel
Printer Port 7. PC Bus 8. PC Compatible BIOS ROM
9.1 Serial Port

On board Options Include:1.5 Mode Video

Controller Option (Monochrome, Hercules® Graphics,
CGA, High Res CGA, LCD Driver) 2. Floppy Disk
Controller (3.515.25", 360102010.2 MB) 3. SCSI Bus
Interface (Hard Disk etc) 4. Up to 768K RAM 5. BatteryBacked-up Real-Time-Clock 6. 2Additional RS232C
Seria lPa rts To order or enquire call us today.
Megatel Computer Corporation
(416)745-7214 FAX (416) 745-8792
174 Turbine Drive Weston, Ontario M9L 2S2
U.S. Address: 1051 Clinton St., Buffalo, N.Y. 14206
Distributor*
Germany: V&C Computers (06071) 25666 FAX (06071) 5863
Italy and Southern Europe:
NCS Italia (0331) 256-524 FAX (0331) 256-018
U.K.: Densitron (0959) 76331 FAX (0959) 71017
Australia: Asp Microcomputers (02)500-0628 FAX (02)500-9461
Quark is a registered trademark of MC Manufacturing Company. Hercules is a

zire,zuepreiirkaer:Veue frcgge.Troi142, ieeceise,rdtrademar ke
megatel

QSET

•
•

Menu driven

The Simple
Approach to
Powerful Solutions.
And simple means fast! Applications in
use instead of in development. Applications completed when other system
developers are still getting started.

No new language

AT type environment

Rapid profotyping

Multi-user

Data and system integrity

QSET is the most productive approach
you can take to I/O applications. Easy to
learn, fast, and flexible. Combines the
power of UNIX. Xenix. C. and any 3GL you
choose for powerful. portable applications.
Supports relational, hierarchical, and network database structures.
Built-in program logic insures data and
system integrity: you can't build abad
application using QSET.
Find out more. Call 800-727-2072. Ask
for our product brochure and our very
attractive introductory pricing offer.

nsgr

An Applications
Software Solution.

()SET as atrademark of.Business Manayemert Data. Inc.
UNIX m atrademark of AT&T % max m atrademark of Microsoft Corporation
AT m a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

that " seeks the harmony of the microcosm of the
atom." And that is nothing
less than the present state of
our ages-long romance with
ordered crystals.

system, the Geometric WorkBench.
The explication of this technique makes the book far more
than just aroundup of existing
knowledge. The Geometric
WorkBench is capable of modeling polyhedrons. It employs
aboundary representation of
BRIEFLY NOTED
solids: It describes asolid obAn Introduction to Solid ject by describing each piece
of the object's surface. SpecifModeling by Martti Mantyla,
ically, the program recogComputer Science Press,
nizes a polyhedron as acolRockville, MD: 1988, 401
pages, $ 42.95. Plenty of lection of flat faces. The
complete solid model includes
books will teach you about
adescription of each of the
computer graphics, particufaces. Each face is apolygon
larly about manipulating and
and so can be specified by the
displaying images. Textbooks
list of straight edges that
abound describing algorithms
bound it and the list of vertices
for hidden-line and hiddensurface removal. Journal artiat which the edges meet.
Not every collection of
cles will further direct you to
polygons constitutes avalid
esoterica regarding the intersolid model; the polygons
action of light with material
must fit together in away that
objects to produce shadows,
leaves no holes and no overreflections, and refractions
laps. The Geometric Work(ray tracing). And conference
proceedings will give you the
Bench guarantees a model's
validity at each step of conlatest techniques on modeling
struction. This guarantee is
solid-surface properties, such
the program's most important
as color and texture.
feature.
On the other hand, learning
The system protects a
techniques for describing the
model's integrity in two ways.
shapes of objects is more diffiFirst, the modeler stores geocult. Clearly, graphics prometrical and topological ingrammers need good ways to
formation separately. Geomrepresent shapes. Typically,
however, procedures for renetry relates to dimension. The
geometry of ashape specifies
dering an image on-screen rethe position of each vertex, the
quire apreexisting description
of the shape as " input." In
length of each edge, and the
size and orientation of each
short, discussions of represenface. Topology relates to contation issues are much harder
to come by than discussions of nectedness. The topology of a
shape lists which edges meet at
rendering issues.
An Introduction to Solid
each vertex and which faces
Modeling remedies this defiborder one another. The topology therefore also tells whethciency significantly by focuser all of amodel's parts fit toing on avery important class
gether in asensible way. The
of representational methods—
solid modeling. The book is at
program is able to more efficiently check integrity on one
once comprehensive and accessible to readers without a hand and to scale the size of the
strong background in commodel on the other, because it
puter graphics.
deals with topology and geomThe first section surveys the
etry separately.
current techniques and preSecond, the Geometric
WorkBench restricts the users
sents topics such as boundary
representations, curved surto asmall selection of operators that provide them with the
face patches, and volumetric
means to modify a solid
methods like solid geometry
and octrees. The second secmodel. Each application of an
operator corresponds to one
tion describes in detail the
continued
author's own solid modeling
society"

Mainframe Power for your PC!
If you need or are accustomed to the
throughput of a 32- bit mini, including any of
DEC's VAX series, MicroWay has great news
for you. The combination of our NDP compilers
and our mW1167 numeric coprocessor gives
VAX speed to your 386 PC! If you don't own a
386 PC, we provide a number of economical
PC and AT upgrade paths.
Many of our NDP Fortran-386 users are
reporting turnaround times that are two to six
times faster than their VAX. The exact times
are afunction of the VAX processor being used,
the speed of the 386, the number of users being
served by the VAX, and the coprocessor being
used with the 386. There are currently over 400
developers using our NDP tools to port 32- bit
applications. To help the 386/1167 engineering
standard emerge, MicroWay is co- marketing
several mainframe applications that have been
ported by our customers. In addition, this ad

32- Bit Compilers and Tools
NDP Fortran- 386T" and NDP C386TM Compilers generate globally optimized mainframe
quality code and run in 386 protected mode
under Phar Lap extended MS-DOS, UNIX, or
XENIX. The memory model employed uses 2
segments, each of which can be up to 4
gigabytes. They generate code for the 80287,
80387, or mW1167. Both include high speed
EGA graphics extensions written in C that perform BASIC- like screen operations.
•NDP Fortran.386TM Full implementation of
FORTRAN- 77 with Berkeley 4.2, VAXNMS
and Fortran-66 extensions $595
•NDP C386TM Full implementation of AT&T's
PCC with MS and ANSI extensions $595
NDP Package Pricing:
387FastPAK: NDP Compiler, Phar Lap and
80387 Coprocessor
16 MHz: $ 1299
20 MHz: $ 1499
1167FastPAK: NDP Compiler, Phar Lap
and mW1167 Coprocessor 16 MHz: $ 1695
20 MHz: $ 2295
Phar Lap Development Tools

$495

NDP WinclowsT"—NDP Windows includes 80
functions that let you create, store, and recall
menus and windows. It works with NDP C-386
and drives all the popular graphics adapters.
Library: $ 125
C Source: $ 250
NDP PlotT" — Calcomp compatible plot package that is callable from NDP Fortran. It includes drivers for the most popular plotters and
printers and works with CGA, Hercules, EGA
and VGA
$325
NDP/FFTT" — Includes 40 fast running, hand
coded algorithms for single and double dimensioned FFTs which take advantage of the 32bit addressing of the 386 or your hard disk. Callable from NDP Fortran or NDP C with mW1167
and 80387 support
$ 250
387FFT for 16- bit compilers $ 250
387BASlCTM — MicroWay's new 16- bit MS
compatible Basic compiler that generates the
smallest EXE files and the fastest running
numeric code on the market $ 249

Micro
Way
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Dr. Robert Atwell, aleading defense scientist,
calculates that NDP Fortran-386 is currently
saving him $ 12,000 per month in rentals of
VAX hardware and software while doubling
his productivity!
Fred Ziegler of Aspen Tech in Cambridge,
Mass. reports, "Iported 900,000 lines of
Fortran source in two weeks without asingle
problem!" AspenTech's Chemical Modeling
System is in use on mainframes worldwide
and is probably the largest application to ever
run on an Intel processor.
Dr. Jerry Ginsberg of Georgia Tech reports,
"My problems run a factor of six faster using
NDP Fortran- 386 on an mW1167 equipped
386/20 than they do on my MicroVAX II."

MicroWay'
80386 Support
Parallel Processing
MonoputerT"
The world's most popular transputer development product runs all MicroWay transputer
software using either a1414 or T800. The T800
processor has built-in numerics and provides
performance comparable to an 80386 running
at 20 MHz with an mW1167. The new 3L Parallel Cand Fortran compilers makes this an especially attractive porting environment. Can be
upgraded to 2megabytes.
Monoputer with T414 ( 0 MB)
$ 995
Monoputer with T800 (0 MB)
$ 1495
Ouadputerw"
This board for the XT, AT, or 386 can be purchased with 2, 3or 4transputers and 1, 4or 8
megabytes of memory per transputer. Two or
more Ouadputers can be linked together to
build networks with mainframe power which
use up to 36 transputers. One customer's realtime financial application has gone from 8
hours on a mainframe to 16 minutes on asystem containing five Ouadputers.... from $ 3495
Transputer Compilers and Applications
MicroWay offers Parallel languages for the
Monoputer and Quadputer.
MicroWay Parallel C
$ 595
MicroWay Occam2
$ 495
3L Parallel C
$ 895
3L Parallel Fortran
$895
µField — A specialty finite element analysis
package targeted at transputer networks.
Ideally suited to take advantage of the 6
Megaf lop speed of the Ouadputer $ 1600
MicroWay Prolog Interpreter
$ 750

Call (508) 746-7341 for our
free catalog!

introduces the first of many utilities that will
ease the porting of your favorite in-house
programs. These include tools like NDP Plot,
which provides CalComp compatible screen
and printer graphics, and NDP Windows.
MicroWay has mW1167 boards in stock that
run on the Compaq 386/20, IBM PS2/80,
Tandy 4000, AT&T 6386, Acer 386/20, Everex
Step 386/16(20), H.P. Vectra RS/16(20) and
others. We now have anew board for the Compaq 386/20 which combines an 1167 with VGA
support that is register compatible with IBM —
the " SlotSaver". It features an extended
800x600 high res mode that is ideal for 386
workstations.
Finally, we still offer the 16- bit software and
hardware which made us famous. If you own a
PC or AT and are looking for the best
8087/80287 support on the market, call ( 508)
746-7341 and we'll send you our full catalog.

Numeric Coprocessors
mW1167T" — Built at MicroWay using
Weitek components and an 80387 socket.
mW1167-16
$ 995
mW1167-20
$ 1595
mW1167/VGA-20 "SlotSaver"
$ 1995
8087
$ 99
8087-2
$ 145
80287-8
$ 239
80287-10
$ 279
80387-16
$ 450
80387-20
$675
80387-25
$ 795
287Turbo-12 ( for AT compatibles) . $ 450
DRAM
CALL
(All of our Intel coprocessors include 87Test.)

PC and AT Accelerators
MicroWay builds anumber of 8086 and 80286based PC accelerators that are backed up by
the best customer support in the industry.
Number SmasherTM (
8087-10 & 512K) $ 499
FastCACHE-286/9 MHz
$199
FastCACHE-286/12 MHz
$299
SuperCACHE-286/12 MHz
$ 399

Intelligent Serial Controllers
MicroWay's AT4T", AT8T", and AT16T" are the
fastest 80186- based intelligent serial controllers on the market. They come with drivers for
UNIX, XENIX, and PC MOS.
AT4 $ 795
A18...$995
AT16 $ 1295

32- Bit Applications
COSMOS- M/386 — SRAC's structural and
thermal finite element packages for the 80386,
when combined with an 80387 or mW1167,
achieve mainframe speed and capacity. Turnaround times rival the VAX 8650 and are 6 to
15 times that of an AT
from $995
PSTAT-386 — This mainframe statistics package has been used by government and industry for 20 years. The full version was ported.
Requires 4to 6megabytes of memory: $ 1495
NDPINAGTM — Features a library of 800 engineering and scientific numerical algorithms.
Callable from NDP Fortran $895

The World Leader in PC Numerics
P.O.Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508)746-7341
32 High St., Kingston- Upon- Thames, U.K., 01-541-5466
Australia 02-439-8400 Germany 069-75-1428
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When you want to talk computers....
800XL 64K Computer
130XE 132K Computer
520ST-FM RGB/Color Syst.
1040ST Color System
SF1224 Color Monitor
XF551 Disk Drive ( XL/XE)..

84.99
139.00
789.00
Call
329.00
189.00
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Mimetics
Amigen Gen Lock
New Tek Inc.
Digi-View 2.0
Digi-Paint
Sub-Logic Corp.
Flight Simulator II
Word Perfect Corp.
Word Perfect

159.00
149.00
44.99
39.99
199.00

•

TOSHIBA
T-1000
Laptop

Atari 800XL & XF551 Disk
Drive & Software

$279

Includes: 800XL, 551 Drive, & Star Raiders,
Missile Command, Asterioids, Defender, Ois.

ATARI ST SOFTWARE
Access
Leaderboard Golf
Accolade
Test Drive
Avant Garde
PC Ditto ( IBM Emulation)
Michtron
Leatherneck
Soft Logik Corp.
Publishing Partner
Timeworks
Desktop Publisher
VIP
Professional Gem
Word Perfect Corp.
Word Perfect

24.99
27.99
64.99
29.99
64.99
84.99
119.00
189.00

AMIGA SOFTWARE
Absoft
AC Basic
Aegis Development
Animator/Images
Draw Plus
Sonix
Discovery Software
Marander II
Electronic Arts
Deluxe Video 1.2
Gold Disk Software
Pagesetter wfText ed.
Micro Illusions
Dynamic Cad

NEC APC-IV Powermate ... . 2,399.00
PC-TOO 80286 1.2MB, 512K .. 899.00
Zenith Laptops
Call

MACINTOSH PRODUCTS

•L••••lai•nè
eau«

MS/DOS SYSTEMS

AMIGA SOFTWARE

ATARI COMPUTERS

139.00
89.99
149.00
49.99
31.99

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS
OLYMPIA
NP- 30 Mac 150 CPS

349.00

$
339

Hard Drives
CMS
MacStack 60
899.00
Everex
40MB SCSI
999.00
60MB Tape Backup
899.00
PCPC
MacBottom HD45
1149.00
Floppy Drives
Central Point
Magnum 800k
209.00
Mirror Technologies
800K Floppy External
199.00
Monitors
Network Specialties
High Top FPD
1199.00
Radius
Full Page Display
995.00
Two Page Display
1595.00
Sigma Designs
Laser View Display for II. . 1,749.00
Memory Upgrades
Dove Computer
Mac Snap 2SE
359.00
Scanners
AST
Turboscan
1,349.00
Datacopy
730 Flatbed Scanner
1,199.00

89.99
89.99

$799

MS/DOS SYSTEMS
Ast Premium 286 & 386
IBM PS/2 25, 30, 50, 60, 80
Leading Edge

dmi
-

\/

Call
Call
899.00

AST
6-Pak Plus 576 Board
Hot Shot 286 Accelerator
Hercules
Color Card
Graphics Card Plus
Intel
Inboard 386 Board
5th Generation
Logical Connection 256K
Quadram
Quad386XT 80386 PC-Upgr.
Video 7
Vega V.G.A. Adapter
Zuckerboard
Color Card w/Parallel Port

Ashton-Tate
d- Base Ill +
Borland
Quattro
5th Generation
Fastback Plus
Fox Software
Fox Base & Development
IMSI
Optimouse w/dr. Halo
Logitec
Hi- Res Buss Mouse
Lotus
Lotus 1.2.3
Software Publishing
First Choice
Word Perfect Corp.
Word Perfect 5.0

899.00
339.00
899.00
299.00
89.99

re

389.00
169.00
89.99
219.00
89.99
99.00
299.00
99.99
249.00

SELECT FROM
OVER 3000
PRODUCTS

Al

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER
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169.00
199.00

MS/DOS SOFTWARE

WE SHIP 90%
OF ALL ORDERS
WITHIN 24 HOURS
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149.00
349.00

..........When you want to talk price.
MODEMS

MONITORS
Amdek
Video 210A 12" Amber
89.00
Video 410 12"A/G/W ....(ea.) 139.00
Magnavox
7BM623 12" TTL Amber
99.00
CM8505 14" RGB/Composite . 189.00
CM8515 14" RGB/Composite . 269.00
9CM053 14" EGA
379.00
9CM082 14" VGA Display. . . 459.00
NEC
GS- 1400 14" Monochr. TTL . . 219.00
JC-1402 Multisync-II
599.00
Packard Bell
PB-1418F 14" Flat TTL A/G/VV
(ea.) 119.00
PB-1420CG 14" Mid- Res CGA 269.00
PB-1422EG 14" Hi- Res EGA .. 369.00
PB-8426-MJ Uniscan Monitor . 399.00
Princeton Graphics
Max- 12 12" TTL Amber
149.00
Seiko
CM- 1430 14"VGA Display .
649.00

Anchor
6480 C64/128 1200 Baud
520 ST520/1040 1200 Baud . .
1200E 1200 Baud External . . .
Atari
XMM301 XL/XE 300 Baud
SX-212 St Modem
Avatex
1200 Hc External
2400 External
Best Products
2400 Baud 1/2 Card w/software
Everex
Evercom 2400 Baud External

PRINTERS
99.99
129.00
129.00
44.99
89.99
99.99
179.00
149.00
209.00

Anchor Lightning 2400 F/I
2400 Baud Internal $ 189

Magnavox CM 8762
14" RGB/Comp.

11101
-

DRIVES
Atari
AA314 DS/DD ST Disk
219.00
SHD204 20MB ST Hard Drive 619.00
C.LTD ( For Amiga)
C.LTD 20MB ( A2000)
769.00
C.LTD 33MB ( A2000)
879.00
C.LTD 44MB (A2000)
1099.00
C.LTD 50MB (A2000)
1139.00
C.LTD A500 SCSI Controller .. 179.00
Indus
GT Disk Drive Atari XL/XE . . . . 199.00
GTS-100 ST Drive
219.00
Racore
Jr. Expansion Chassis
299.00
Seagate Technologies
ST- 225 20MB Drive
249.00
Supra
Atari ST 30 Meg Hard Drive
689.00
Amiga 2000 20MB Hard/Drive 629.00

Hayes
Smartmodem 300 Ext.
159.00
Smartmodem 1200 Int
279.00
Packard Bell
1200 External
89.99
2400 External
169.00
Practical Peripherals
1200 Baud Internal
79.99
2400 Baud Stand Alone
189.00
Supra
2400AT 2400 Baud Atari
169.0C
U.S. Robotics
Direct 1200 Baud External . . . 109.00
Direct 2400 Baud External ... 199.00

DISKETTES
Maxwell
MD1-M SS/DD 51/
4"
M02- DM DS/DD 51/
4"
MF1-DDM SS/DD 31/
2"
MF2-DDM DS/DD 31
/"
2
MC-6000 DC-600 Tape
Sony
MD1D SS/DD 51/
2"
MD2D DS/DD 51
/"
2
MFD-1DD SS/DD 31/
2"
MFD-2DD DS/DD 31/
2"

8 49
949
12.49
18.49
23.99
699
799
11.99
16.99

Atari
XDM-121 Letter Quality XL-XE
XM-M801 XL-XE Dot Matrix . . .
XM-M804 ST Dot Matrix
Brother
M-1509 180cps 132col.
HR-20 22cps Daisywheel
Citizen
120D 120cps Dot Matrix
Premier-35 35cps Daisywheel
Epson
LX-800 150cps, 80 col.
FX-850 240cps, 80 col.
EX- 1050 264cps, 132 col
LQ-500 180 cps, 24-wire
LQ-850 330 cps, 80 col
LQ-1050 330 cps, 24-wire
FX-850, FX-1050
Hewlett-Packard
2225A Thinkjet
NEC
P2200 Pinwriter 24-wire
P660 Pinwriter 24-wire
P760 Pinwriter 132 col
Okidata
Okimate 20 color printer
ML- 182 180 cps, 80 col
ML-320 300 cps, 80 col
ML-390 24 wire, 270 cps

Brother M-1109
100 cps,
Dot Matrix

209.00
199.00
199.00
389.00
379.00
159.00
479.00
179.00
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
New
369.00
379.00
459.00
679.00
129.00
249.00
379.00
519.00

$159

Panasonic
KX-P1080i 144 cps, 80 col... . 169.00
KX-P1091i 194 cps, 80 col . . . . 199.00
KX-P1092i 240 cps, 80 col . . . . 339.00
KX-P1595 200 cps, 132 col.. . 479.00
Star Micronics
NX-1000 140 cps, 80 col
179.00
NX-1000C C64/128 Interface . 179.00
NX-15 120 cps, 132 col
329.00
Toshiba
P321- SL 216 cps, 24-wire . . . . 499.00
P351-SX 300 cps, 24-wire
999.00

In the U.S.A. and in Canada

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950
VIVO,

Outside the U.S.A. call 717-327-9575, Fax 717-327-1217
Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations call toll- free 1-800-221-4283
CMO, 101 Reighard Ave., Dept. Al, Williamsport, PA 17701

MVIC
MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL

POLICY: Add 3% ( minimum $ 7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may require additional charges. Personal and company checks require 3weeks
to clear. For faster delivery, use your credit card or send cashier's check qr bank money order. Credit cards are not charged until we ship. Pennsylvania residents
add 6% sales tax. All prices are U.S.A. prices and are subject to change, and all items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the
same item only. Hardware will be replaced or repaired at our discretion within the terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We cannot guarantee compatibility. All sales are final and returned shipments are subject to a restocking fee. We are not -esponsible for typographic or photographic errors.
A110
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BOOK REVIEWS
Quaid Analyzer
Instruction Display

dx
ds:si
es:di
ss:sp
data
code
cs:ip

ax
0000 0000
bx 86c4:003e 085d
cx 86c4:0000 0a9a
bp 86c4:0946 00a2
09c2:0008
09c2:0419
09c2:0419
....oditsz.a.p.c
flags 0000001001000110

Part of a Quaid

d28c
cc8b
fa
c88c
d08e
Oc160bc
0200c481
fb
52
51
53
51
30b4
21cd

0419 > move dx,ss
041b move cx,sp
041d cli
041e move ax,cs
0420 move ss,ax
0422 move sp,0d60
0425 add sp,0200
0429 st
042a push dx
042b push cx
042c push bx
042d push cx
042e move ah,30
0430
int DOScall

Analyzer display

Quaid Analyzer is a powerful diagnostic tool
that shows what is going on inside your computer. The > at the top is the cursor. You can
move it with the arrow keys. When you move the
cursor off the screen, the instructions scroll like
text in an editor. You can move the cursor into a
register and change its value, or see the instructions or data it points to. Of course, you can
scroll through the data display as well, and type
new values into memory. With Quaid Analyzer
you never have to type a command.
This example shows the first instructions executed when VDISK.SYS installs itself. You can
see that it changes stack pointers, then gets the
DOS version number. We got to this point by
loading Quaid Analyzer before DOS, then
watching the DOS call and disk interrupts until
the driver was loaded, then putting a breakpoint
on its first instruction. Drivers are installed before
DOS gives you the first prompt. What other software tool can show you adevice driver install?
Quaid Analyzer comes with amanual, and software on a3
inch and a5inch diskette. If you are not satisfied with
Quaid Analyzer, you can return it within 30 days for arefund. Quaid Analyzer is not sold by dealers in the United
States or Canada. It is not copy- protected.

To order Quaid Analyzer, call us with your credit
card, or send us a check for $200 US funds. We
ship within aday at our expense.
Quaid Software Limited
Third Floor

Dept B633

45 Charles Street East
Toronto Ontario Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243
Warning!

For advanced programmers only.

step in the incremental construction of a solid model.
Each operator changes the
number of vertices (
V), edges
(E), and faces (
F) in away that
maintains equality in Euler's
formula: V — E + F = 2. This
equality guarantees the topological validity of the model.
Solid modeling programs
like the one described in this
book are necessarily large and
complex. Software engineers,
even those not particularly interested in solid modeling,
might enjoy reading this book
just to learn more about how to
write alarge program. The author explains many of his decisions, including his selection
of data structures and his design of auser interface.
Many listings of C code illustrate the book. While the
syntax of Cenables clever programmers to use tricks and
shortcuts, Martti Mântylâ
avoids those in favor of clear
code. An experienced programmer who knows Pascal
would have no trouble following the examples.
The exercises in the book
offer readers ameans of going
beyond the text. Many are substantial projects. They constitute aguide for those who are
interested in constructing
their own solid modeling program, and ajumping-off point
for those who are intent on developing their own program of
research.
The bibliography lists 137
references, mainly to major
journals. That in itself is a
major attraction to the book
for anyone seriously interested
in the subject.
Ienjoyed Martti Mântylá's
writing style and presentation.
An Introduction to Solid Modeling is especially attractive
because you can read it quickly or at your leisure, all at once
or in bits and pieces. The author has constructed avery effective introduction to solid
modeling, which at the same
time challenges those who are
experienced in the field.
—Leon Tabak
Programs and Data Structures in C by Leendert Am-
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meraal, John Wiley & Sons,
New York: 1987, 206 pages,
$24.95 (softcover). Leendert
Ammeraal's book is abroad
but not exhaustive introduction to data structures and algorithms using C.
After briefly defending C
as an appropriate language for
teaching and defending functioning programs as the best
vehicle for teaching, Ammeraal plunges into agrab bag of
tricks and techniques. The
initial chapter on programming style discusses search
sentinels, global variables,
and recursion. Ammeraal's
sometimes gruff text goes on
to cover basics such as sorting,
searching, and list manipulation; more advanced topics,
such as doubly linked lists, Btrees, and interpreters/compilers; and esoteric topics like
dynamic programming, tries,
and graph representations.
Example programs are workable for students but are not
particularly general or extensible for professionals.
—Darrow Kirkpatrick
C as aSecond Language by
Tomasz Muldner and Peter W.
Steele, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA: 1988, 588 pages,
$27.95 (softcover). This is a
comprehensive introduction
to standard C, with some
ANSI extensions included.
Written primarily for those
who were raised on Pascal, it
provides clear discussions of
the basics—data types, control
structures, file I/O, functions, and strings—with very
helpful and concise summaries of the most important
points.
The book moves well beyond the basics with probing
discussions of C features like
pointers, bit fields, structured
file I/O, enumerated types,
and preprocessor instructions. Muldner and Steele include code to manage abstract
data types such as graphs,
lists, sets, and stacks. They
also include ahearty calculator program featuring variables; amemory-management
system with compaction; and a
continued
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IMMM111;111:1MIG*
NEC LC 890
$
2,950 00 *ALDUS

PAGEMAKER 3.0

•35 Resident type fonts
•4standard Interfaces
•3MB of internal memory
• Includes Apple Talk Connector

MMIIIEMEIZZW

FTWA RE

Create your own brochures,
newsletters, and reports
withpage formatting, layout
and design tools.

THE®286/12

•512K of 1MB on the
Motherboard • 6-12Mhz •
Keyboard/Toggle Switch
Selectable • 1.2M8
Mitsubishi HDC/FDC •
41Immimum.
Phoenix Bios • 101 Key MI
Keyboard • Monitor &
Video Board Optional

$91 500.

$479 75 *
BUY NOW A1-..,zCletL
okhz-.E + 8% PRICES ! *
62.10"

Computer Warehouse Club Outlet Store • Come Visit Our Computer Warehouse Club Outlet Store

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

c.)

ALDUS PageMaker 3.0
479.75'
ASHTON-TATE Dbase III+
345.32'
ASHTON-TATE Multimate Advan.II
235.35'
BORLAND INT Paradox 2.0
392.89'
BORLAND INT Quattro
129.00'
BORLAND INT Sidekick Plus
112.11'
BORLAND INT Sprint
108.50*
BORLAND INT Turbo C or Basic
56.05'
CENTRAL POINT PC Tools Deluxe
37.50'
DAC SFT DAC Easy Accounting 3.0
53.00'
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT Lotus 1-2-3 279.00'
MERIDIAN TECH Carbon Copy Plus 100.49"
MICROSOFT "C" Compiler
271.69'
MICROSOFT Excel
285.32'
MICROSOFT Basic 4.0 or Windows .... 60.55'
IICROSOFT Word 4.0
199.00'
EACHTREE SFT Acctinq Sys II
146.45'
PETER NORTON Utilities-Advanced .. 68.25'
QUARTERDECK OFFICE Desqview.. 69.69'
SYMANTEC Q&A 3.0
186.85'
WORDPERFECT Wordperfect 5.0
205.00"
XEROX CORP Ventura Publisher
445.00"

PLOTTERS/SCANNERS
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS All Models CALL
HEWLETT PACKARD Scan et
984.75'
PRINCETON GRAPHICS LS-300
701.95'
IOLINE PLOTTERS
CALL
342.39'
SUMMAGRAPHICS(12 x 12)
SUMMAGRAPHICS(12 x 18)
564.59"

Ig

MITSUBISHI
DIAMOND SCAN

MC;neCOLOR CA RDS
HERCULES Graphics Card Plus
170.69'
THE® Color Card or Mono
55.00*
A.T.I. EGA Wonder 800 x560
162.00'
ORCHID Designer VGA ( IBM PC/XT) 287.31*
PARADISE Auto Switch 480
162.00'
PARADISE VGA Plus Card
253.00"
VIDEO 7 Vega Deluxe 640 x480
185.14'
VIDEO 7 VGA
249.96'

13" Color Monitor

$455 00 *

11111mmi,
NEC Multisync II Hi- Res 13"
Monitor
,544'•
Call For Best Prices on Magnavox, Amdek, IBM,
Princeton, and u»

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
AST Premium 286 Model 80
1,542.77'
AST Premium 286 Model 140
2,513.91*
COMPAQ Deskpro 286/40MB
2,295.25"
COMPAQ Deskpro 386/60MB
5,089.00"
COMPAQ Portable Ill MDL 40
3,850.00"
IBM PS/2 Model 30 CMS 20MB
1.473.59*
IBM PS'2 Model 50
2,499.75'
719.00'
TOSHIBA T-1000 Laptop w/512K
TOSHIBA T-3100/20 Laptop w/640K 2,838.00'
TOSHIBA T-5100 w/2MB RAM, 40MB 4,450.00 0
TOSHIBA T-3200 Laptop
3,395.00'
2,125.00*

TOSHIBA T-1200 Laptop

170.69'
389.00'
1,469.00*
166.65"
388.85"
437.00"
578.90"
489.00*
176.00"
CALL
CALL
CALL
CA LL
1,839.00'
503.49*
958.49'
639.00'
317.14'
439.00'
443.12"
319.23°

OKIDATA

MICROLINE 383
PRINTER

Features 450cps in draft.-mode. 180cps in near- tereMIE771
letter-quality mode, 16"
paper width, IBM
compatible. top/bottom $ 87900 *
paper feed. parallel &
serial ports.

MICE & ACCESSORIES

•'
Canor

$984 75 '
$348.45*

FLOPPIES, DRIVES, TAPES

SHARP
Z-50

60.60*

SHARP Fax F0-300
$1131 2°.
SHARP F020 Fax Paper ( 6rolls) .... 23.23'

SATURDAY
10:00AM-4 -00PM

TECH SUPPORT 1- 312-205-1410
CUSTOMER SERVICE 1-312-205-1510
FAX 1-312-205-1525
Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00-4:00 CST

$48300*

Features accurate auto
exposure, lightweight and
compact for home or office
use. 4-color single tone
copying, 2-way paper feed
plus more.
SHARP Toner Cartridge

1-312-205-1300

BY1088

Catalog • Call for FREE Catalog • Call for FREE Catalog • Call for
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FAX MACHINES/COPIERS

1- 800- 621- SAVE
MONDAY- FRIDAY
8:30AM-6:00PM

284.50"
147.00*
445.00'

LOGITECH Logimouse +
69.69*
LOGITECH Hi- Res Mouse
85.85"
MICROSOFT Mouse w Paintbrush
93.50'
MICROSOFT Mouse w Windows..
25.00
CENTRAL PT Deluxe Option Brd
106.05'
CURTIS Ruby + w/Fax Protector
63.63'
KENSINGTON Masterpiece+
99.99'
THE COMPLETE PC Complete Fax .. 297.95'
FUJI 3 1/2" DS/HD Box of 10
45.45'
UNISON Unipower 400 UPS
329.00'
640K 8, 256K CHIPS
CALL
DISKETTES (
25) Hi Dens IBM AT
32.82'
DISKETTES (
50) 5 1/4" DS/DD
17.50'

CMS 360K Ext. PS/2 Floppy
231.29'
10MEGA Bernoulli II 20MB lnt
738.00'
IRWIN 64MB lnt Tape for IBM PS/2
499.00'
IRWIN 145 40MB Internal Tape
419.65'
MINISCRIBE 3650 40MB Kit
MITSUBISHI 360K 1/2 Ht Dr
79.79'
MITSUBISHI 1MB 3.5"FD
79.79'
MITSUBISHI 1.2MB Floppy 1/2 Ht
85.62'
PLUS DEVEL Hardcard 20
489.87*
PLUS DEVELHardcard 40
601.82"
SEAGATE ST- 225 20MB Kit
249.00'
MINISCRIBE 3675 60MB HD Kit
389.00"
MINISCRIBE 6128 110MB ALL Full Ht 659.00*
SEAGATE ST-251 42MB/40MS HD
349.00*
SEAGATE ST-4096 80MB Full Ht
529.00'
SYSGEN Bridge File 3.5" Ext. Drive
205.00"

Corporate 8. Export
Hothne

295.00"
385.00'
241.39 0
342.39'
50.40'

MATH CO- PROCESSOR
INTEL 80287 10MHZ Co- Processor
INTEL 8087-2 Math Co- Processor
INTEL 80387-16 Co- Processor

ScanJet Desktop
Scanner

•Flat-Bed Design
•Scaling/Resolution
•OCR/IBM Compatibility
•Automatic Document Feeder
ScanJet Interface Card

392.89*
261.59*
604.99'

MULTIFUNCTION CA RDS
AST Advantage Premium
INTEL Aboye Board 286
ORCHID Tiny Turbo 286
ORCHID Twinturbo 12
THEMulti I/O w/P/S/G/CLK/CAL

Call For Best Pricing On Other Models

PRINTERS
PANASONIC
1080i 8.5", 144cps
1592 15", 180cps
KX-P4450 LASER 11PPM
CITIZEN
180D 10", 180cps
MSP-50 10", 300cpS
MSP-45 15", 240cps
Tribute 224 15", 200cps, 24 Pin
Premier 35 15", 25cps
EPSON
,(800 80 Col.. 180cps
LQ500 80 Col., 180cps
LQ1050 132 Col., 264cps
FX1050 132 Col., 264cps
FX850 80 Col., 264cps
NEC
LC860 + 8PPM Laser
5200 10", 265cps
P9XL 15". 400cps
,..;00 15". 265cps
2200 Dot Matriz 10", 170cps
OKIDATA
390 9.5", 270cps
ML 321 16", 300cps
ML 320 9.5", 300cps

MODEMS
HAYES Smartmodem 2400
HAYES Smartmodem 1200
U.S. ROBOTICS HST 9600

Ino grin asnoye

LC 890 Toner Cartridge ( 6Pk

REAL BUYING CLOUT- Call now and join over 200.000
members who are too smart to pay more! MEMBERSHIP
BENEFITS: • Pay just 8% above advertised wholesale
price • 3%cash discount (included in wholesale price) •
Price Protection • Optional software rental library • FREE
Wholesale Buyers Guide • FREE UPDATES • Fully
Insured 48 Hour Delivery • 10 day Return Policy • FREE
Technical Support • FREE Bulletin Board • Quantity Discounts • All Prices Subject To Change. All Products
Subject To Availability. JOIN TODAY FOR AS LITTLE
AS $10.
'All Puces Shown are Wholesale Prices
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•
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GET SUPERSOFT's
SERVICE DIAGNOSTICS
All the software, alignment diskettes, parallel/serial wrap- around
plugs, ROM POSTs and extensive, professional documentation to
provide the most comprehensive testing available for IBM PCs,
XTs,ATs and all compatibles under DOS or Stand Alone. No other
diagnostics offers such in-depth testing on as many different types of
equipment by isolating problems to the board and chip level.
NEW: SuperSoft's ROM POST performs the most advanced
Power-on-Self-Test available for system boards that are compatible
with the IBM ROM BIOS. It works even in circumstances when the
Service Diagnostics diskette cannot be loaded.
NEW: 386 diagnostics for hybrids and PS/2s!
For over nine years, major manufacturers have been relying on
SuperSoft's diagnostics software to help them and their customers
repair microcomputers. End users have been relying on SuperSoft's
Diagnostics II for the most thorough hardware error isolation
available. Now versions of Service Diagnostics are available to save
everyone ( including every serious repair technician) time, money,
and headaches in fixing their computers, even non- IBM equipment.
All CPUs & Numeric Co- processors
System Expansion & Extended Memory

All Color Graphics & Monochrome
Monitors

Floppy, Fixed & Non-standard Disk Drives

Parallel & Serial Ports

Standard & Non-standard Printers

Mono. CGA, Hercules & EGA

System Board: DMA, Timers, Interrupt,
Real-time Clock & CMOS config. RAM

Adapters
All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller

Join the ranks of XEROX, NCR, CDC, SONY, PRIME, ... who have
bundled SuperSoft's diagnostics with their microcomputers at no risk
because of our 30 day money back guarantee.
Service Diagnostics for PC, PC/XT. and compatibles only

$ 169

Alignment Diskette for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (
48 tpi drives)

$ 50

Wrap- around Plug for PC. PC/XT and compatibles (parallel and serial)

$ 30

Service Diagnostics for AT and compatibles only

$ 169

Alignment Diskette for AT and compatibles (96 tpi drives)

$ 50

Wrap-around Plug for AT ( serial)
ROM POST for PC. PC/XT. and compatibles only
ROM POST for AT and compatibles only

$ 15
$245
$245

Service Diagnostics: The KIT ( includes all of the above—save $502) $495
Service Diagnostics for all other CPUs ( 386. V20. V30. Harris, etc.)
$ 195
Diagnostics II is the solution to the service problems of users of all CP/M -80,
CP/M-86 and MS-DOS computers

$ 125

ROM POST for PS/2 and compatibles only

$245

Alignment Diskette for PS/2 and compatibles (3.5 inch)

$ 50

To order, call 800-678-3600 or 217-359-2112,
FAX 217-359-7225, or write SuperSoft.

e ,04‘.40c00-fr-1
14.

'frz"

FIRST IN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY P 0 Box 1628 Champaign, IL 61820 ( 217)359-2112 Telex 270365

SUPERSOFT is a registered trademark of SuperSoft. Inc . CDC of Control Data Corp IBM PC. AT 8 XT of
International Business Machines Corp . MS-DOS of MicroSoft Corp . NEC of NEC Information Systems. Inc
PRIME of PRIME INC Sony of Sony Corp
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database using an external
binary search tree.
—Darrow Kirkpatrick
Perceptrons by Marvin L.
Minsky and Seymour A.
Papert, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA: 1988, 292 pages,
$12.50. Perceptrons has been
the classic textbook on connectionist learning machines
since its publication in 1969,
and the recent surge of interest
in artificial neural systems
makes the printing of an expanded edition welcome.
Initially, owners of the previous edition of this work may
be disappointed by the new
book. It turns out to be areprint of the old edition sandwiched between about 45
pages of anewly written prologue and epilogue.
The short prologue, entitled
"A View from 1988," is an
overview of the history of artificial neural systems and the
authors' commentary on why
the state of the art has progressed little since the book
was first published.
The epilogue, which accounts for the lion's share of
the new text, is an interesting
essay entitled " The New Connectionism," which includes
discussion of the significant
Rummelhart and McClelland
work on parallel distributed
processing. Minsky and Papert do agood job of tying the
theory and application of perceptrons to other paradigms
coming into vogue in the science of neural networks.
While billing the new Perceptrons as an "expanded edition" may be overdoing
things, the authors' additions
are important enough to justify putting the book on the
shelf next to the older edition.
With or without the additions,
of course, Perceptrons will always remain a classic in its
field.—EricBobinsky
BASIC Mathematical Programs for Engineers and
Scientists by H. Guggenheimer, Petrocelli Books,
Princeton, NJ: 1987, 233
pages, $19.95. This new addition to the large body of 1
itera-

ture on numerical computing
offers welcome relief from
both the code-starved mathematical textbooks on numerical analysis and the simpleminded cookbooks that
provide code but little or no
useful explanations.
The author, a university
mathematics professor, has
put together 40 BASIC programs covering such diverse
topics as vector geometry,
roots of equations, integration
and differentiation, ordinary
differential equations, linear
algebra, Fourier analysis, and
gamma and Bessel functions.
As important as the code itself, each program is accompanied by areadable and thorough treatment of the theory
behind the algorithm.
The book's conversational
style and expert presentation
make it enjoyable to read, and,
although the author states that
the text is for " anyone who is
not a computer scientist or
mathematician," many practicing professionals will nonetheless find it useful.
The only negative aspect of
the book is its use of Microsoft
GWBASIC. Much more elegant and understandable programs would have followed
from the use of any of the new,
structured BASIC dialects.
Fortunately, Pascal- like
pseudocode versions of each
routine are presented, and
they make the book valuable
even to those who write code
in something other than
BASIC.
At $ 19.95, this excellent little paperback is abargain.
—Eric Bobinsky •
CONTRIBUTORS
Critic and author Hugh Kenner lives in Baltimore, MD.
Leon Tabak is a visiting
lecturer in computer science
at Worcester (MA) Polytechnic Institute. Darrow Kirkpatrick is a freelance writer
and computer consultant living in New Paltz, New York.
Eric Bobinsky is amathematician at NASA's Lewis Research Center in Cleveland,
Ohio.

VA
Princeton's Very Good Answers.

Without question, Princeton's PSC-28 and PSM-03 monitors will bring you the ultimate in
VGA performance. Princeton was the first to offer truly compatible VGA dedicated monitors.
Our PSC-28 is a770 x 570, .28mm dot pitch, high resolution analog color monitor that can
display an infinite number of colors. The PSC-28 also features aconvenient color button for
green, amber or cyan text. The PSM-03, ahigh resolution analog monochrome monitor
gives you outstanding 800 x 630 resolution, and the ability to display infinite shades of
gray. Plus sharp crisp graphics and character definition from its dynamic focusing circuitry.
Both monitors are compatible with IBM PC*, XT*, AT*, PS/2, Apple Macintosh SE*
and compatible personal computers. Each gives you full compatibility with the leading
VGA adapter cards including the Quad VGA and VEGA VGA. So if VGA meets all your
needs (and you don't require the additional flexibility of our famous ULTRASYNC and
MAX- 15 autosynchronous monitors), investigate the cost/performance value of the
PSC-28 and PSM-03.
Unsurpassed quality, service and
performance make it hard to beat
Princeton monitors. We offer better
value than our competition. We call it
the Visible Edge. For answers to all
your questions about VGA compatible
monitors, contact us at 601 Ewing
Street, Building A, Princeton, New
Jersey 08540 (609) 683-1660, x810.
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PRICES YOU CAN FIND ONLY IN
FORTRAN COMPILERS

Lahey F77 FORTRAN
Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77
MS FORTRAN
RM/FORTRAN

GRAPHICS
Advantage Graphics ( Cl
Essential Graphics
w/Source
GraphiC
GSS Graphic Dey. Toolkit
HALO '88
HALO '88 ( 5Microsoft Lang.)
MetaWINDOW
MetaWINDOW Plus

I-SOO-445-7893
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OBJECT-ORIENTED
PROGRAMMING

PR( )(il \\ PIERS MU WISE T01)11 and discover our commitment to bringing you
the best software at the best prices. You'll also find software pros to help you select the product
that you need plus immediate shipment on our stock of 1000 products and a30-day money back
guarantee. Paradise is ready and waiting for you.
386 SOFTWARE

386- to- the-Max
DESQview
FoxBASE + /386
High C-386
Microport
System V/386 ( complete)
Runtime System
MS Windows/386
NDP C or Fortran-386
PC-MOS 386
PharLap 386IASM/Link
SCO Xenix
System V 386 ( complete)
Operating System
VM/386

66
115
CALL
799
769
255
130
529
CALL
409
1279
589
182

ASSEMBLERS/LINKERS

Advantage Disassembler
MS Macro Assembler
OPTASM
Plink86plus
Visible Computer 80286

279
99
109
279
90

Greenleaf Bus. Math Lib.
Greenleaf Comm Library
Greenleaf Functions
Greenleaf Super Functions
Greenleaf Turbo Functions
PforCe
PC- Lint
Pre-C
Resident C w/Source
TimeSlicer
w/Source
Turbo C Tools

COBOL

Microsoft COBOL
Opt-Tech Sort
Realia COBOL
RM/COBOL-85
SCREEN 10

NEW

159
169
155
179
109
215
101
159
169
279
899
101

59 9

105
794
999
382

DATABASE COMPILERS/
TOOLS
Clear

90

tto

199
69
105
90
96
69
69

C COMPILERS/INTERPRETERS
C-Terp
Lattice C
Microsoft C
Quick C
Run/C Professional
Turbo C

220
289
299
69
159
69

C LIBRARIES/UTILITIES
C Async Manager
C Tools Plus/5.0
C Utility Library
CxPERT
Essential Comm Library

62

137
101
125
CALL
125
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Periscope II
Periscope II-X
Periscope III 10 MHZ
Pfix 86 Plus
T- Debug Plus V. 4.0
w/Source

141
106
1143
215
39
80

DISK/DOS/KEYBOARD
UTILITIES

Advanced Norton Utilities
Command Plus V. 2.0
Disk Optimizer
Fastback Plus
Mace Utilities
Norton Commander
Norton Utilities
PC Tools Deluxe
Vfeature Deluxe
X-Tree Pro

99
70
56
142
90
56
61
70
111
111

EDITORS
90

BASIC

Finally!
Flash- Up
MS Basic Comp. 6.0
MS QuickBASIC
QuickPak Professional
QuickWindows w/Source
Screen Sculptor
Turbo Basic
Turbo Basic Toolboxes

229
229
509
322
409
229
399
162
232

-•

et', •
ii

429
86
299
479

Brief
w/dbrief
EDIX
Epsilon
KEDIT
MKS Vi
Multi- Edit
Norton Editor
PC/EDT+
PI Editor
SPF/PC
Vedit Plus

CALL
CALL
169
151
120
66
90
70
269
165
185
131

FILE MANAGEMENT

Clipper
dBFast
FoxBASE +
Hi-Screen XL
Integrated Development Lib.
Quicksilver
R & R
Say What!
Silvercomm Library

439
75
269
129
135
369
129
45
139

DEBUGGERS
Periscope I

563

Btrieve
Xtrieve
Report Option
Btrieve/N
CBTREE
c-tree
r- tree
d-tree
dBC Ill
dBC Ill Plus
dB. Vista or dB_Query
Informix ESQUC,4GL,SQL
XQL

185
189
109
455
141
318
241
CALL
169
599
CALL
CALL
599

Actor
439
Advantage C + +
479
C-Talk
129
PforCe + +
215
SmalltalkN
85
Communication Applic. Pack
45
EGA/VGA Color Ext. Pack
45
Goodies # 1, 2or 3Applic. Packs
45
Smalltalk/V286
169

OPERATING SYSTEMS

Microport:
286 DOS Merge
219
System V/AT
549
Runtime Package
209
Software Dey. Package
255
Text Preparation Package
169
Unlimited License Kit
209
SCO:
Xenix System V ( complete)
979
Development System
479
Operating System
479
Text Processing Package
149
Xenix for PS/2 50, 60, 80
CALL
Wendin DOS 2.15
NEW 109

TROPICAL TREATS
dBx Translator
New dBx version 4.0 compiles dBASE Ill Plus programs
into portable C source code
with full runtime terminal
and file support. Execute C
fast on PC, or run on UNIX
or VAX.
$469
PI Editor
Blazingly fast editor with
multi files, full on-line contextual help, compile integration, undo, macro language
with integrated source debugger, &EMS and VGA/EGA
support.
$165
Periscope I
Now includes a512K write
protected 16 bit RAM board,
along with breakout switch.
Store symbol tables, definition files, etc. in addition to
the Periscope debugger software, outside DOS memory.
$563

PARADISE 1-8004-7899
PASCAL COMPILERS

Microsoft Pascal
Professional Pascal
Turbo Pascal
Turbo Pascal Dey. Toolkit

199
549
69
289

TURBO PASCAL ADD-ONS
Flash- Up
Flash- Up Toolbox
Mach 2
Screen Sculptor
T-Debug Plus V. 4.0
w/Source
Turbo Analyst 4.0
Turbo Async Plus
Turbo Halo
Turbo Magic
Turbo Power Tools Plus
Turbo Power Utilities
Turbo Professional 4.0
Turbo WINDOW/Pascal

SCREENS/WINDOWS

C-Scape
Greenleaf DataVVindows
Makeform
NEW
Panel Plus
Panel/QC or /IC
POWER SCREEN
NEW
Vitamin C
VC Screen
Windows for C
Windows for Data
w/Source

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
Carbon Copy Plus
Dan Bricklin's Demo Prog II
FLOW CHARTING II
Logitech MOD II Dey Sys
MathCAD
MKS Toolkit
PC Scheme
Pfinish
PolyMake
PVCS Corporate
Source Print
Tree Diagrammer

BORLAND

Eureka
Paradox 1.1
Paradox 2.0
Quattro
Sidekick Plus
Turbo Basic Compiler
Database Toolbox
Editor Toolbox
Telecom Toolbox
Turbo C Compiler
Turbo Pascal
Turbo Pascal Dey. Toolkit
Turbo Tutor
Numerical Methods TB
Database Toolbox
Editor Toolbox
Gameworks Toolbox
Graphix Toolbox
Turbo Prolog Compiler
Turbo Prolog Toolbox

MICROSOFT

MS Basic Compiler 6.0
MS Basic Compiler (XENIX)
MS Basic Interpreter (XENIX)
MS C Compiler
MS COBOL Compiler
for XENIX
MS Excel
MS FORTRAN
for XENIX
MS Learning DOS
MS Macro Assembler
MS Mouse Serial or Bus
w/Easy Cad
w/MS Windows
MS OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit
MS Pascal Comp.
for XENIX
MS QuickBASIC
MS QuickC
MS Sort
MS Windows
MS Windows Development Kit
MS Windows/386
MS Word
MS Works

80
46
66
96
39
80
69
101
80
179
101
79
80
80
282
219
99
395
99
101
149
119
149
259
519
142
179
205
209
282
145
86
215
131
359
80
70
119
369
529
169
125
69
69
69
69
69
69
289
45
69
69
69
69
69
105
69
199
449
229
299
599
649
329
299
449
39
99
99
119
139
239
199
449
69
69
130
69
319
130
285
129
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PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE:
MiCIOSOft* QUICK C

Microsoft QuickC is apowerful first
step into C programming. It compiles
at the blazing speed of 10,000 lines
per minute. It has afull-featured debugger. And its seamlessly integrated
environment means you don't have
to switch between tools. So go to C.
New QuickC from Microsoft.
SPECIAL! QuickC and Microsoft
Serial Mouse Bundle
LIMITED TIME OFFER: $149

WINDOWS FOR DATA

Build astate-of-the-art user interface into your application.
Complete, professional C- library for building and managing
menus, data-entry forms, user help and text files in awindowing
environment. Allows flexibility to create screens "your own way."
Features include: Field entry from lists of choices, scrollable regions for entry of avariable number of line items, nesting and
branching of forms and menus. Unique,
Vermont
built-in debugging system.
Creative
Ours: $259
7sk Software

HOW WE WORK
PHONE ORDERS

Hours 9AM- 7PM EST. We
accept MasterCard, Visa, American Express. Include $3.95 per
item for shipping and handling.
All shipments by UPS ground.
Rush service available, ask for
rates when you order.

MAIL ORDERS

POs by mail or fax are welcome.
Please include phone number.

RETURN POLICY

Our " No Hassle" policy means
if you're not satisfied with a
product from Programmer's,
simply return it within 30 days
for arefund. Some manufacturer's products cannot be returned
once disk seals are broken, so
check before you buy.

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT FROM
SOFTWARE
PROS

WENDIN-DOS VERSION 2.5

WENDIN DOS is the new multi-tasking, multi-user MS-DOS

replacement operating system for IBM compatible Personal
Computers. Version 2.5 allows users to create hard disk partitions greater than 32 MB. WENDIN-DOS uses the MS-DOS file
system, and supports MS-DOS commands while providing new
ones to enable multi-tasking, file protection, and command
language extensions and enables you to access your files with
DOS, UNIX, or VAXNMS style file names— whichever you
prefer. WENDIN-DOS supports several users on the same computer. WENDIN-DOS now includes XTC, Wendin's ULTIMATE
PROGRAMMER'S EDITOR!
Minimum 512K memory.
'
W/ — 1477
e
Ours: $109

GREENLEAF

51e-0.

ci

GREENLEAF
SUPERFUNCTIONS
LIBRARY

The new Greenleaf SuperFunctions
Library contains over 350 features
including expanded memory access
using the LIM 4.0 interface, high level
DOS function access like the critical
error handler, advanced time and date
functions, many menu and window
creation options, automatic screen refresh for overlaid windows and device
independence plus demo programs
and free source. For IBM and compatibles with MS DOS/PC DOS 2.0+.
Ours: $179

INTERNATIONAL
SERVICE

Take advantage of our International business number for
details on export charges
and exchange rates. Payments
should be made in U.S. dollars.

DEALERS AND
CORPORATE ACCOUNTS

Call and ask for our catalog and
special volume discounts.

UNBEATABLE PRICES

We'll match lower nationally
advertised prices.
In NY: 914-332-4548
Customer Service:
914-332-0869
International Orders:
914-332-4548
Telex: 510-601-7602
Fax: 914-332-4021
Call or Write for
Latest Free Catalog!

1-800-445-7899
Program • er's
Ct)
A Division of Magellan Software Corp
55 South Broadway, Tarrytown, NY 10591
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Introducing OmniLab 9240.
Totally Integrated Scope-Analyzer- Stimulus.
• Combine a100 MHz digital oscilloscope
with atime-aligned, 200 MS/s 48-channel
logic analyzer. Next add synchronized analog
and digital stimulus generators. Then a
remarkable new triggering system. What you
have is the 9240 — awhole new class of
instrumentation. Expressly designed to speed
challenging analog and digital analysis. And
get you from concept to product faster.
• The 9240 is based on an innovative
new instrument architecture that merges
high-speed universal hardware and seamlesslyintegrated software to create high-performance capabilities not available in separate
instruments. Analog and digital traces are
always time-correlated in aunique, single
screen display. SELECT" triggering bridges
scope and analyzer techniques. And OmniLab's
stimulus generators can playback captured
or edited signals.
• At the heart of the 9240 is SELECT
triggering, the most straightforward and
complete solution ever to triggering dilemmas.
It's one system, operating with synchronized
analog and digital views of your data. By
combining conventional oscilloscope and
analyzer triggering with powerful RAM truth
tables — plus min/max time qualification as
needed — SELECT triggering helps you analyze
hardware, debug software, and integrate
systems more easily
• OmniLale is ageneration ahead of conventional digital scopes that often hide rarely
occurring faults because they only show you
afew cycles out of millions. With its continuous monitoring, you can use SELECT
triggering to quickly catch every occurrence

SYSTEM

FILES

CONSTRUCT

Digital ChBfl

TRIGGERING
SPIKE ON RAMP

0 Once

202
200
356
174
172

Z:EGED.
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4
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130
128
238
124
122

liel
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164

116

82
80
FE
7C
7A

'Record Length:

64

8mV to 8Vpeak-to- peak, 8bit
4to 4K samples ( 16K optional)
34 S/s to 34 MS/s
Record, edit and playback
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of rare events like metastable states, bus
contentions, missing pulses, and buried noise
glitches.
• The 9240 is like having acomplete
benchtop of instruments integrated with your
PC/AT or compatible. Which you can easily
customize for digital development, analog
development, or acombination of both.

01110100

Repetitive Sampling:
Synchronous Clocking:
Acquisition Memory:
Disassembly Options:

48, timing and state
34 MS/s on 48 inputs:
204 MS/s on 8inputs
680 MS/s on 48 inputs
Oto 34 MS/s
4K samples ( 16K, 64K optional)
Over 150 microprocessors

DIGITAL STIMULUS
Outputs:
Cycle Length:
Timing:
Functions:

• With OmniLah, your productivity will
soar. Because you achieve results with fewer
instruments. And in fewersteps than ever
before. By no means least, the 9240 delivers
the best price/performance you'll find anywhere, costing just S8900 fully outfitted.
And most importantly, without compromising
asingle high-performance spec. Not aone.

•

LOGIC ANALYZER
Inputs:
Asynchronous Clocking:

ANALOG STIMULUS
Output:
Cycle Length:
Clocking:
Functions:

Normal acq mode
No interpolation
31121§§E
0(MTM>"

10000010
10000000
11101110
01111100
01111010

Omnilab display demonstrates capture of an
imbedded analog glitch lin top trace) with time-aligned
presentation of the waveform's digitized bit values
(center) and numeric states.

DIGITAL OSCILLOSCOPE
Two, 8bit
100 MHz
34 S/s to 204 MS/s
680 MS/s
5mV/div to 10V/div
in 1-2-5 sequence
4K ( 16K, 64K optional)

Ctcle

(ARM)
.llilio LOOKING TRIG

NO-COMPROMISE 9240 SPECIFICATIONS

Digitizers:
Bandwidth:
Single- Shot Digitizing:
Repetitive Sampling:
Scale Factor:

INPUTS

INSTRI3

24, 74F tristate drivers
4to 4K samples ( 16K optional)
34S/s to 34MS/s
Record, edit and playback

For more information, call toll free

800/245-8500. In CA: 415/361-8883.
Or write for complete literature.
•
=
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INSTRUMENTS

702 Marshall Street, Redwood City, CA 94063
TELEX: 530942 FAX: 415/361-8970

Computer Integrated Instrumentation
'Om niLib, and SELECT are trademarks of Orion
Instruments, Inc.
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What's New

89

Short Takes
Toshiba 3-in-One P321SLC
Illustrator 88
AppleCD SC
Super PC-Kwik and PolyBoost II
Tickler/2
Zortech Comm Toolkit

101

Expert Advice:
Computing at Chaos Manor
by Jerry Pournelle

119

Applications Plus
by Ezra Shapiro

129

Down to Business
by Wayne Rash Jr.

133

Macinations
by Don Crabb

139

OS/2 Notebook
by Mark Minasi

144C COM1:
by Brock N. Meeks

151
157

164
179
185
194
201
209
215
223

First Impressions
Borland Beefs Up
Its Languages
Presentation Manager
and LAN Manager
Reviews
80386s for the Masses
Dell's System 310
The Amstrad PPC640
and the Epson Equity LT
Five low-end scanners
for the Mac
C_Talk
Turbo Prolog 2.0
D the Data Language
Sprint
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IT'S TIME TO DO SOME
SERIOUS 386 BUGBUSTING!
Filo Se.rc8 Mew Motel, Optloao Cells Go Newry ZZ=1:3 two Moues lei T..,

PROBE's menu
bar and pulldown menus set a
new standard for
debugger
interfaces.
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PROBE has
source-level
debugging to let
you "C" your
program.

POP registers up
and down with a
single key.

ntron's 68386 Source Probe Uersion 1 Cee

f

CNa w l;

/.PrIst table.

This is an
out-of-range
memory-overwrite
bug. Since it is
interrupt related,
it only appears in
real time.

-----
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elcome to your.nightmare. Your company has bet
the farm on your product. Your demonstration
wowed the operating committee, and beta shipments were out on time. Then wham!
All your beta customers seemed to call on the same day.
"Your software is doing some really bizarre things': they say.
Your credibility is at stake. Your profits are at stake. Your
sanity is at stake.
THIS BUG'S FOR YOU
You rack your brain, trying to figure something out. Is it a
random memory overwrite? Or worse, an overwrite to astackbased local variable? Is it sequence dependent? Or worse,
randomly caused by interrupts? Overwritten code? Undocumented " features" in the software you're linking to? And to
top it off, your program is too big. The software debugger,
your program and it's symbol table can't fit into memory at
the same time. Opening abicycle shop suddenly isn't such a
bad idea.

THIS DEBUGGER'S FOR YOU
Announcing the 386 PROBETM Bugbuster,*from Atron. Nine
of the top-ten software developers sleep better at night
because of Atron hardware-assisted debuggers. Because they
can set real-time breakpoints which instantly detect memory
reads and writes.
Nod', with the 386 PROBE, you have the capability to set a
qualified breakpoint, so the breakpoint triggers only if the
events are coming from the wrong procedures. So you don't
have to be halted by breakpoints from legitimate areas. You
can even detect obscure, sequence-dependent problems by
stopping abreakpoint only after aspecific chain of events has
occurred in aspecific order.

n¡i

Mien, so you can look at the cause of the problem, the 386
PROBE automatically stores the last 2K cycles of program
execution. Although other debuggers may try to do the same
thing, Atron is the only company in the world to dequeue the
pipelined trace data so you can easily understand it.
Hnally, 386 PROBE's megabyte of hidden, write-protected
memory stores your symbol table and debugger. So your bug
can't roach the debugger. And so you have room enough to
debug areally big program.
AIM
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COULD A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP
PUT YOU IN THE TOP TEN?
Look at it this way. Nine of the top- ten software products in
any given category were created by Atron customers. Maybe
their edge is — agood night's sleep.
Call and get your free, 56-page bugbusting bible today.
And if you're in the middle
of anightmare right now,
give us apurchase order

*Versions for COMPAQ. PS/2-80s and compatibles. Copyright ei 1987 by Afton. 386 PROBE is atrademark

number. We'll FEDEX
you asweet dream.

Idea
a»

BUGBUSTERS

A division of Northwest Instrument Systems, Inc.
Saratoga Office Center • 12950 Saratoga Avenue
Saratoga, CA 95070 • Call 408/253-5933 today.
IAtron. Call 44-2-855-888 in the UK and 49-8-985-8020 in West Germany.
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W HAT'S NEW
SYSTEMS

afile server and used by all.
Price: $7990; 80286 coprocessor add- in, $ 1990; MSDOS software emulator,
$500; 19-inch monochrome
monitor, $ 1000; 15- inch
color monitor, $2000; 155megabyte ESDI hard disk
drive and controller, $4500;
348-megabyte drive, $7500.
Contact: Apollo Computer,
Inc., 330 Billerica Rd.,
Chelmsford, MA 01824,
(617) 256-6600.
Inquiry 782.

Switchable CPUs
and aDual Bus, Too

W

ells American's
CompuStar is actually a
"convertible" computer that
can switch between an IBM PC
AT bus and aMicro Channel
bus. In addition, you can set it
up to use any of four central
processing modules: 8086,
80286, 80386, or 80386SX
(which is scheduled to ship in
mid-October). The snap-in
processor modules, which plug
into the motherboard, are interchangeable, the company
claims.
All CompuStar models,
regardless of the CPU or bus
configuration, are equipped
with aparallel port, amouse
port, akeyboard and keyboard port, two serial ports,
an EGA port, aVGA port, a
disk controller, and a220-watt
power supply. The BIOS is
by Wells American.
For file-server applications (which increase the possibility of overheated components), each version has two
fans—one for pressurizing
the hard, floppy, and optical
disk drives, and one for
creating avacuum within the
printed circuit board areas.
Wells will sell the CompuStar much like apick-the-component system. Besides an
operating system (MS-DOS,
OS/2, or Unix), you can
choose from aselection of
video interfaces, drives ( including, later, aMaxtor erasable optical drive), keyboards, and so on.
Price: Basic 8086 machine,
$995; 80286 machine, about
$20,000; full-featured 80386
machine, up to $25,000.
Contact: Wells American
Corp., 3243 Sunset Blvd.,
West Columbia, SC 29169,
(803) 796-7800.
Inquiry 781.

The Desktop and
Portable 80386SXes

CompuStar includes everything but the kitchen sink.

Apollo Launches
First 68030-based
System
I nits base configuration,
Apollo Computer's Series
3500 is aMotorola 68030based diskless microcomputer
that will run at 4million instructions per second ( MIPS).
The 68030 processor
makes the 3500 compatible
with previous 68000-series
machines, resulting in faster
and more cost-effective

workstations. Clock speed on
the 3500 is 25 MHz with no
wait states. The standard 4
megabytes of RAM can be
expanded to 32. There are 7
16-bit AT slots and three
serial ports, and the BIOS is by
Phoenix Technologies.
The operating system is
Apollo's Domain/OS version
of Unix. But " off-the-shelf'
MS-DOS applications are supported either by an optional
80286 coprocessor or with a
software emulator. The coprocessor, an add- in card, can
be purchased and installed on

SEND US YOUR NEW PRODUCT RELEASE
We'd like to consider your product for publication. Send us full
information, including its price, ship date, and an address and
telephone number where readers can get further information. Send
to New Products Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Information contained in these items is based
on manufacturers' written statements and/or telephone interviews
with BYTE reporters. BYTE has not formally reviewed each product
mentioned. These items, along with additional new product
announcements, are posted regularly on BIX in the microbytes.sw
and microbytes.hw conferences.

I ntel's new low-cost
80386SX chips have made
an appearance in NEC's
newest machines—the PowerMate SX and the PowerMate
Portable SX. Both machines
feature 16-MHz clock speeds
and 2megabytes of RAM, expandable to 16 megabytes.
Additional features of the
standard SX machine include a
1.2- or 1.44-megabyte floppy
disk drive and a42-megabyte
hard disk drive. The BIOS is
by Phoenix Technologies. One
RS-232C serial port, one
parallel port, and one 8-bit and
five 16-bit expansion slots
are standard. There's room for
two 54-inch and one 31
/2
inch (optional) disk drives.
ESDI hard disk controllers
are also available.
The Portable SX comes
standard with a360K-byte or
1.2-megabyte floppy disk
drive and a42-megabyte hard
disk drive.
Price: $4495 for the PowerMate SX; $6595 for thé PowerMate Portable SX.
Contact: NEC Information
Systems, Inc., 1414 Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough, MA
01719, (508) 264-8000.
Inquiry 783.
continued
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WHAT'S NEW
PERIPHERALS

Macro Font
Cartridges Do It All
fyou need multiple fonts
1 for your HP LaserJet II or
Cannon printers and don't
want to buy and swap dozens
of cartridges, Pacific Data
has the solution in five multifont cartridges.
The new " 25 Cartridges in
One" font cartridge includes
all 25 fonts that are available
on HP LaserJet cartridges, including the Si, S2, and ZIA,
Pacific Data reports.
Four other cartridges offer
similar multiple-cartridges-inone performance for HP and
Canon laser printers. The SixPack cartridge combines all
seven of HP's compatible
monospaced fonts and symbol sets and is designed for applications where column
alignment is important.
Up to 240 characters per
line in both portrait and landscape mode (the Lotus maximum) can be printed with the
Spreadsheet cartridge. It includes five different point
sizes, including asize for titles and headings. The Z cartridge, containing typographic masters to match the
look of PostScript, is designed for such word processing programs as Microsoft
Word for typeset-quality documents with proportional
spacing.
Also for word processing
and desktop publishing, the F
cartridge includes afixedpitch line-printer font for
monospaced word processing
applications. And it's compatible with PageMaker and
Ventura Publisher.
Price: 25 Cartridges in One,
$399; Six- Pack, $99; Spreadsheet, $ 199; Z cartridge,
$99; Fcartridge, $99.
Contact: Pacific Data
Products, 6404 Nancy Ridge
Dr., San Diego, CA 92121,
(619) 552-0880.
Inquiry 793.
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25 Cartridges in One packs five fonts into each cartridge.

Support aThird
Floppy with Your AT
Controller

M

anzana MicroSystems
has equipment to add a
third floppy disk drive (31
/2
inch) to your AT without having to add another controller.
Your existing controller can
now power both 51
/4
inch
disk drives and a31
/2
inch in-

ternal disk drive.
Standard equipment includes amultiplexer adapter
card to split the controller
signal, 3Five Software, and a
31
/2
inch floppy disk drive in
a5'4- inch frame, plus internal
cabling. The software allows
XTs, ATs, and compatibles to
support the 31
/2
inch disk
drive and includes adevice
driver and aformat program
that offers either 720K bytes or
1.44 megabytes of storage

Optical Gigabytes for Your PC
M eed ultra- large, high111 speed data storage for
your IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible? Two optical
disk subsystems, featuring
1.2 and 2.4 gigabytes of capacity in aWORM ( write
once, read many) format,
are available from N/Hance
Systems.
TextScan, a documentstorage and text- retrieval
software package, allows
you to access data in under
90 milliseconds, on average.
Data transfer rate is 6.5
megabits per second. It also
uses multitrack buffering to
keep up with even the fastest
80386-based systems.
An internal single-drive
system, the Model 5120, includes a drive, controller,
installation software, and

cabling. An external singledrive version of Model 5120
includes a dedicated power
supply, acooling fan, acontroller, cabling, and installation software.
Model 5120/2 provides
the 2.4 gigabytes of capacity
in asingle cabinet. The first
1.2 gigabytes is on one side
of the cartridge, and the second 1.2 gigabytes is on the
flip side.
Price: Internal Model 5120,
$6188; external 5120,
$6388; 5120/2, $9688.
Contact: Symphony Systems, Inc., N/Hance Systems Division, 908R Providence Hwy., Dedham, MA
02026, ( 800) 289-9676; in
Massachusetts, (617) 4611970.
Inquiry 794.

(depending on which type of
drive you've installed). It is
compatible with all desktop
systems using DOS (including PS/2s and HP 150 systems)
and most laptops such as Toshiba, IBM, Zenith, Tandy,
and GRiD.
Price: With 720K bytes of
storage, $299; with 1.44 megabytes of storage (works with
720K, 360K, or 180K bytes as
well), $340.
Contact: Manzana MicroSystems, Inc., 7334 Hollister
Ave., Suite B, P.O. Box
2117, Goleta, CA 93118,
(805) 968-1387.
Inquiry 795.

Printer Flexes
Paper- Handling
Muscles

T

he IBM QuickWriter 241 wire dot-matrix, bidirectional printer is specifically
designed to offer impact printing solutions for your word
processing, spreadsheet,
graphics, and carbon-copy
needs.
The optional bin feeder—
which automatically adjusts to
paper thickness—lets you
print pin-feed paper, single
sheets, forms, or envelopes
without having to manually
change the forms.
Quickness is indeed avirtue with adraft speed of 330
characters per second at 10
characters per inch. Letterquality speed is 110 cps at 10
cpi. The QuickWriter works in
five pitches- 10 cpi, 12 cpi,
15 cpi, 17.1 cpi, and
proportional.
Price: $ 1699; pinwheel
forms feed, $ 129; single-bin
cut-sheet feed, $349; dualdrawer cut-sheet feet, $ 849;
envelope feed, $299.
Contact: IBM Corp., U.S
Marketing and Services
Group, 900 King St., Rye
Brook, NY 10573, (201)
930-5192.
Inquiry 7%.
continued
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Your pad or ours?
If you perform
calculations, the answer
*ID
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is obvious.
MathCAD 2.0.
It's everything
you appreciate about
working on ascratch2
pad — simple, free-form
math— and more. More
speed. More accuracy.
More flexibility.
Just define your
variables and enter your
formulas anywhere on the screen. MathCAD
formats your equations as they're typed.
Instantly calculates the results. And displays
them exactly as you're used to seeing them —
in real math notation, as numbers, tables
or graphs.
MathCAD is more than an equation
solver. Like ascratchpad, it allows you to add

text anywhere to
support your work,
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can understand.
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Plus, MathCAD
@tin
br
sloaded with powerful
built-in features. In addition to the usual trigonometric and exponential functions, i!
includes built-in statistical functions, cubic
splines, Fourier transforms. and more. It also
handles complex numbers and unit conversions in acompletely transparent way.
Yet, MathCAD is so easy to learn, you'll
be using its full power an hour after you begin.
,

ft

Requires IBM PC ® or compatible, 5I2KB RAM, graphics card.
IBM PC' International Business Machines Corporatio
MathCAD . MathSoft. Inc

Plcolh‘larhS.fl Ir. ,
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What more could you ask for? How about
the new Advanced Math Applications Pack ?
A $55 value, it's yours free when you purchase
MathCAD between August 1and October 15, 1988.
The Advanced Math Pack includes acustom
binder, software and documentation for 16
advanced applications such as:
•Runge-Kutta Solution of First Order
Differential Equation
•Solution of Second-Order Differential Equation
•Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of a
Symmetric Matrix
•Convolution and Correlation of Sequences
•Convolutions using FFT's
•And many more!
If you're tired of doing calculations by
hand or writing and debugging programs, come
on over to MathCAD.
For more information contact your local
dealer or call 1-800-MATHCAD, ext. 2775
(In MA: 617-577-1017, ext. 2775).

Math CAD
MathSoft, Inc., One Kendall Sq., Cambridge, MA 02139
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WHAT'S NEW
ADD- INS

P

Coprocessor
Connectivity
Convenes

T

he Connection CoproI cessor board from Intel
provides for telecommunications within any compatible
data-processing application
you now run on your IBM PC,
XT, AT, or compatible. Symantec, Microsoft, WordPerfect, and several others have
announced that they will be
writing aDigital Communications Associates/Intel specification into new versions of
their software to make their
applications compatible.
With the Connection Coprocessor, you'll be able to
continue work on your computer immediately after you've
commanded the 10-MHz
80188 coprocessor and 256K
bytes of memory to handle
facsimile, electronic mail, or
other telecommunications
file-transfer applications. All
you need to do is address the
information and press ahot
key, according to the company. You can then go back to
your application while the

Connection Coprocessor multitasking board from Intel.

board takes care of the communications. Intel says this
bypasses the hassle of multitasking operating systems
(where background applications can slow or halt foreground applications).
Each Connection Coprocessor has an 8K-byte EPROM
to grab the downloadable
firmware, adirect memory access (DMA) coprocessor interface to talk to the host, and
an expansion socket for a

modem in addition to its
microprocessor and RAM.
An option is apiggyback card
containing aHayes-compatible 2400-bit-per-second
modem.
Price: $995; modem option,
$295.
Contact: Intel Corp., Mail
Stop CO3-07, 5200 Northeast
Elam Young Pkwy., Hillsboro, OR 97124, (503)
629-7354.
Inquiry 784.

Mac Il Betters Disk and DAT
C

outhworth Music Systems announced three
cards for the Mac II NuBus.
They make use of parallelprocessing Motorola 56000
signal- processing chips,
which enhance A/D ( and
D/A) applications on aMac
II by 700 times, according to
the company.
The boards support compact-disk sample rates of
44.1 kHz and digital audio
tape (DAT) sampling rates of
96 and 192 kFlz.
The Max Audio Analog
card performs all A/D conversion using a proprietary
20-bit A/D and D/A converter, which provides 104-deci-
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bel signal-to-noise ratio on
playback. The conversion is
performed by acustom circuit that samples the input
signal 24 million times per
second and integrates the
data to 192 kHz. The Analog
card includes direct-to-disk
recording and playback software and real-time stereo
spectral analysis software
with 64 to 256 bands.
The Max Audio Quad
56000 DSP (digital signal
processing) card has shared
memory optionally available, including 3megabytes
for storage and audio samples. The enhanced memory
aids in applications such as

reverberation and effects
processing, frequency-domain audio processing, and
sample playing and additive
synthesis.
The Digital Audio/
SMPTE (Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers) card can send and receive data in AES/EBU digital audio format for CD and
DAT applications.
Price: Analog card, $ 1400;
Quad DSP card, $ 1400;
SMPTE card, $995.
Contact: Southworth Music
Systems, Inc., 91 Ann Lee
Rd., Harvard, MA 01451,
(617) 772-9471.
Inquiry 786.

roprietary software and
in the Face Card coprocessor let you perform unattended file transfers between
any IBM PC, XT, or AT
using amodem or cabling
within the office.
The Face Card is based on
the Hitachi Z80 8-bit microprocessor. It includes 256K
bytes of RAM, a32K-byte
EPROM, 300- to 19,200-bps
data transfer rates, and an
adapter for AC or abackup
battery power supply.
The coprocessor lets you
do simultaneous telecommunications and data-processing
applications; aseparate powersource access allows file
transfer and receipt even when
the computer is turned off.
Price: $699.
Contact: Face Technologies,
Inc., 3711 Plaza Dr., Suite 1,
Ann Arbor, MI 48108, (313)
662-8008.
Inquiry 785.

Flipping Four
Floppies Further
mni-Bridge is ahalfNJ length board that acts as a
floppy disk drive controller
to support up to four additional
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatible floppy disk drives.
Data transfer rates are
250K, 300K, or 500K bps, allowing for support of any
combination of 720K-byte and
1.44-megabyte 31
/2
inch floppy disk drives, 360K-byte and
1.2-megabyte 5%-inch floppy disk drives, and QIC-40
standard streaming-tape
drives for backing up your
hard disk. With your system's existing controller, this
controller allows support for
atotal of six floppy disk
drives.
Price: $95.
Contact: Sysgen, Inc., 556
Gibraltar Dr., Milpitas, CA
95035, (408) 263-4411.
Inquiry 788.
continued

Why Paradox 2.0 makes your
network run like clockwork

Paradox ° runs smoothly, intelligently
and so transparently that multiple
users can access the same data at
the same time—without being aware
of each other or getting in each
other's way.

With Paradox news travels fast
and it's always accurate
Paradox automatically updates itself
with ascreen-refresh that ensures that
all the data is up to date and accurate
all the time. Record-locking. Paradoxstyle, safeguards data integrity by
preventing for example. two different
users from making changes to the same
record at the same time.
How to make your ineltleser oetwork work
To run Paradox 20 or the Paradox Network Pack on anetwork, you need
• Novell with Novell Advanced Netware versfon 2OA or higher
• 3Com 3Plus with 3Com 3+ operating system version 10. 1.1
or higher
• IBM lnken Ring or PC Network with IBM PC Local Area Network
Program version 112 or higher
• Torus Tapestry version 145 or higher
• AT&T StarIan version 1.1 or higher
• Banyan VINES version 210
• Other network configurations that are 100% compatible with DOS
31 and one of the listed networks
System Squirmeds tor the Network Workstation
• DOS 31or higher
• 640K RAM
• My combination of hard, floppy, or no cisk drives
• Compatible monochrome, color, or EGA monitor with adapter

'Customer salolachon sois ran concern yasierro 60 days ol purchase tiro product
does nor perform u accordance ',nth our cla ,ms, sal our
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44 When Isaw the record-locking and
autorefresh in action. Icouldn't
believe it. Here was atrue network
application, aprogram that can actually take advantage of anetwork to
provide more features and functions.
things that can't be done with astandalone PC.
Aaron Brenner, LAN Magazine

With Version 2.0. Paradox becomes a
sophisticated multiuser product that
boasts an impressive selection of dataproduction features and passwordsecurity levels.
Rusel DeMaria, PC Week
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Paradox responds instantly to
"Query-by-Example"
The method you use to ask questions
is called Query-by-Example. Instead of
spending time figuring out how to do
the query, you simply give Paradox an
example of the results you're looking
for. Paradox picks up the example and
automatically seeks the fastest way of
getting the answer.
Queries are flexible and interactive.
And in Paradox, unlike in other databases, it's just as simple to query more
than one table as it is to query one.

44 The program elegantly handles
all the chores of amultiuser database
system with little or no effort by
network users.
Mark Cook and Steve King,
Data Based Advisor
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Paradox... has quickly become
the state-of-the-art product among
PC database managers... Paradox
still reigns supreme as the thinking
user's DBMS.
Jim Seymour, PC Magazine
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You don't have to be agenius
to use Paradox
Even if you're abeginner, Paradox
is the only relational database. manager
that you can take out of the box and
begin using right away.
Because Paradox is driven by the
very latest in artificial intelligence
technology, it does almost everything
for you—except take itself out of the
box. ( If you've ever used 1-2-r or
dBASE, you already know how to
use Paradox. It has Lotus-like menus,
and Paradox documentation includes
"A Quick Guide to Paradox for Lotus
Users" and "AQuick Guide to Paradox
for dBASE users.") Paradox, it makes
your network work.
60-Day Money-back Guarantee*
For abrochure or the dealer nearest you
Call ( 800) 543-7543
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WHAT'S NEW
HARDWARE
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CONNECTIVITY

ESDI File Servers
Get Powerful

Coaxial Repeater
Goes the Distance

F

ollowing an industry
trend to bring more fileserver capabilities to 80386based systems, Comterm introduced asystem with an ESDI
controller that powers an
80386-based series of file
servers to minicomputer-like
networking versatility.
ESDI with Comterm controllers allows you up to 2.6
gigabytes of hard disk storage
with asustained throughput of
990K bps and an average access time of 19 milliseconds.
Using Novell's NetWare as
the operating system and the
industry-standard ARCnet,
Ethernet, or token-ring protocols, each machine serves as
many users as the respective
protocols will support. Each
of the three models has 1.2megabyte floppy disk storage
capacities and four enclosed
LAN software packages:
ComShell, E- Mail, LAN
Tools, and Notemaker. All
the CPUs are 16-MHz 80386s
with no wait states.

I

LANpac 11 repeaters lets you network up to 10,000 feet away.

There's also an AT- standard 101-key keyboard, a14inch monochrome monitor,
and at least one hard disk
drive. Model 4has 330
megabytes of fault-tolerant disk
storage (expandable to 660
megabytes) and 3megabytes of
system and cache RAM.
There are two parallel ports,
two serial ports, and one
ESDI disk controller.
Model 8has 5megabytes
of system memory plus cache
memory, two ESDI disk controllers, one parallel port, and
660 megabytes of formatted
capacity.
Model 12 has 7megabytes
of system memory plus cache
memory, three ESDI disk

controllers, 1.98 gigabytes of
formatted capacity, and one
parallel port. Model 12 can
have an expanded formatted
capacity of up to 2.6 gigabytes,
and the company is working
on expanding that memory to 4
gigabytes with 10 slots.
Price: ARCnet Model 4,
$28,495; Model 8, $42,995;
Model 12, $76,995. Ethernet
models are $29,495, $43,995,
and $77,995, respectively.
Token-ring models are
$29,995, $44,495, and
$78,495, respectively.
Contact: Comterm, Inc.,
110 Hymus Blvd., Pointe
Claire, Quebec, Canada H9R
1E8, (514) 694-4332.
Inquiry 790.

AT&T Enhances Starlan
T&T's Starlan 10 gives
you the choice of networking with the already- installed telephone wiring in
your building or with the
more traditional coaxial
cable. All you need is afulllength PC, XT, AT, or compatible card ( or a Micro
Channel card for PS/2 connectivity) and ahub.
Adapters, repeaters, and
bridges are sold separately,
based on your specific networking needs.
Early next year, you'll be
able to upgrade all this 10megabit-per-second Ethernet wiring with optical fiber
cabling, increasing the maximum possible distance between your PCs and your hub
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to 3280 feet. Already available are interhub fiber adapters that increase the distance
between hubs to 9800 feet
(compared to the 328 feet offered by unshielded twistedpair).
But regardless of your
wiring choice, Starlan 10
will give you 10- megabitper- second data rates, links
to 1- megabit- per- second
Starlan networks, links to
other Starlan 10 networks,
and your choice of operating
systems. DOS users will
want the DOS Server Program version 3.1.
Software options include a
remote PC gateway, an asynchronous gateway, gateways
for connection to IBM Stan-

dard Network Architecture
(SNA) mainframes, network routers for connection
to remote networks over
X.25 facilities, and certain
terminal- emulation programs for connectivity to
proprietary terminals.
Price: Network hub unit,
$1895; twisted-pair or coaxial PC or PS/2 board, $495;
adapter for twisted-pair connection from an Ethernet
card, $ 200; fiber interhub
adapter, $ 500; each 1:10
bridge, $4500; each 10:10
bridge, $7000.
Contact: AT&T Data Systems, One Speedwell Ave.,
Morristown, NJ 07960,
(800) 247-1212.
Inquiry 789.

ANpac II repeaters from
Racore Computer Products extend the distance between networking nodes up to
10,000 feet. " Electronics,
power, and atiming shift"
allow for sequential placing
of up to 10 repeaters every
1,000 feet, the company
claims.
The repeater works with
the proprietary network LANpac II, which the company
says is the fastest network
hardware using the most popular networking operating system, Novell NetWare. LANpac II network architecture is
either linear, bus, or star.
Data transfer rate is 16
megabits per second over coaxial cabling with aproprietary " high-speed polling
scheme," which eliminates
the data collisions and the retransmission of data packets
made necessary by such collisions in Ethernet networks,
for example. The polling can
be set at the repeater for
every 10, 20, 30, 40, or 50
microseconds.
You select the setting to
compensate for propagation delay in the cable, which is
partly dependent on cable
length. In addition, the repeater can be configured to
poll 32 or 64 nodes at once.
Each LANpac H system
allows you to connect up to
254 nodes. The repeaters are
either stand-alone versions or
full-length adapter cards that
plug into standard IBM PC,
XT, AT, PS/2 Micro Channel, and compatible interfaces,
usually within the file
server.
Price: Stand-alone version,
$495; PC card version, $395.
Contact: Racore Computer
Products, Inc., 170 Knowles
Dr., Los Gatos, CA 95030,
(408) 374-8290.
Inquiry 791.
continued
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EmulateThe Best
WithThe Brightest.
'There's no denying the availability of some outstanding dedicated terminals to
access Digital? Hewlett-Packard, and Data General® host systems. Which makes the
task of precisely emulating the performance of those dedicated terminals on an
IBM® PC or compatible arather significant challenge.
Based on the feedback we've received from SmarTerm® users, our family of
terminal emulation software has met the challenge, passed every test, and surpassed,
in the opinion of ahost of enthusiastic users, the performance of the host system
terminals being emulated.
The reasons why we shine are fundamental.
Every SmarTerm emulation is precise. So precise, in fact, that adedicated
terminal's SmarTerm counterpart fully emulates not only advanced performance
features but also unique terminal quirks and bugs.
Every SmarTerm emulation is easy to use. Ifs one thing to make software do
what hardware does. Ifs another challenge to minimize software's human wear. The
people designing our products understand the nature of the people using them.
Every SmarTerm emulation is easy to learn. These days, training costs are ahot
topic. Software intended to boost overall system efficiency must recognize the value
of learning speed. We have.
Ies also easy to learn more about how SmarTerm emulations can help you
shine. Your software dealer can supply all the details. Or you can contact us at
(608) 273-6000 to request complete specifications and ademonstration disk of the
SmarTerm emulation that precisely matches your requirements'

persafte

0 1988 Persoft. Inc., 465 Science Drive, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 LISA. Persoft and SmarTerm are registered trademarks of Permit. Inc. All Rights Reserved. IBM is aregistered trademark of
International Business Machines Corporation Digital is aregistered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. Data Genera: is aregistered trademark of Data General Corporation.
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ClearCase Mouse—Special Edition From Logitech.
To celebrate the shipment ofour two millionth mouse, we

took the covers offour winning technology
But this mouse is alot more than just aprety case. It's
compatible with virtually all mouse-based programs, plusyou
can program it to "mouse any keyboard-based application.
And it doesn't need resetting when you switch programs.
High resolution, adjustable cursor control, and aprogrammable 9,600 baud rate letyou move the cursor quickly and
accurately even on detailed graphics—peectfor applications

for Christmas.

like PaintShowm which, it so happens, comes with your
ClearCase Mouse.
You get evelythiner $149 The package includes: the
Logitech ClearCase Mouselbr IBM PC, X7; or AT and PS/2 or
100% coin patibles; a9-25 pin adapter; Plus Package'software;
and Logitech PaintShoWe (which requires agraphics card).
Pick up the ClearCase Mouse
atyot it -computenicaler
or call: 800-231-7717
(In Caljibmia call
800-552-8885.)

LOGITECH
Personal PenpheralsWorldwidc.
Cide 146 ale Reader Servke Card (DEALERS: 147)
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MFLOPS Help Mac
II Process Digital
Signals

A

floating-point accelerator card for the Mac II
allows it to acquire data at up
to 125 kHz and can operate on
that data using signal-processing functions and display
the results in real time. For
example, aspectrogram function can display the " bending" frequency components of
aslide guitar in real time
while you listen to acompact
disk recording.
The MacDSP board (with
accompanying software) is
available in three speeds: 8
MFLOPS, 12.5 MFLOPS, and
25 MFLOPS. It's based on
AT&T's DSP32 floating-point
digital-signal processor, and
it lets you observe the functions as they're applied.
The board supports more
than 10 signal-processing

Acquire data at 125 kHz with the MacDSP board.

functions, including fast
Fourier transforms, spectral
averaging, and elliptic IIR
filters. The functions can be
applied to incoming data,
data stored in main memory,
and data on your disks. Data
can be manipulated in both analog and digital formats.
You can display data in
several formats, including
magnitude, phase, color
spectrogram, and waterfall.

Log scaling, zoom, and maximum amplitude hold are features that can be performed
with standard Macintosh
menus. Multiple windows
allow you to compare the
results of avariety of
operations.
AT&T's DSP32 C compiler and simulator provide
software suppport, and the
board uses firmware for access
to processor registers from

Virtual 80386s Run from Host CPU

T

he UnTerminal, an
I add-in board from Advanced Micro Research, and
PC-MOS/386, avirtual MSDOS from The Software
Link, together allow you to
run multiple multitasking
workstations from a single
80386-based machine.
Such adistributed concept
is based on the fact that the
Intel 80386 chip, when combined with specialized software, creates a virtual PC
for running multiple DOS
applications under the Unix
operating system. Unix provides the platform for multiuser applications such as
database management, word
processing, and communications.
PC-MOS/386 allows the
host CPU to run all off-theshelf DOS applications for
any of the virtual PCs. The
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boards take the multitasking
capabilities of the 80386
microprocessor and distribute them via 25-pin copper
cabling to as many as 16 virtual PCs in the form of keyboard/monitor units. You
can locate each keyboard/
monitor unit as far as 500
feet from the 80386 host to
obtain 16-megabit-per-second connectivity.
A single full-length board
(with as many as three
daughterboards) fits an AT
or compatible slot and supports four keyboard/monitor
units as workstations adjunctly to the main CPU.
With a20-MHz system, four
adjunct users and ahost user
taking full advantage of each
workstation will slow down
each person's virtual processing to about 4MHz.
As many as four full-

length boards can be placed
in a single 80386, supporting a total of 12 daughterboards, with each board supporting one workstation.
Supporting this maximum of
16 users would slow down a
16-MHz CPU to virtually 1
MHz at atheoretical maximum load.
Price: Full-length DOS UnTerminal board, $745; DOS
daughterboard, $379; fulllength Unix UnTerminal
board, $895; Unix daughterboard, $425. Boards that fit
Unix CPUs are also available, as are the 80386-based
systems from which you can
network the workstations.
Contact: Advance Micro
Research, Inc., One Lagoon
Dr., Suite 100, Redwood
City, CA 94065, (415) 5949991.
Inquiry 810.

Macintosh driver functions.
Custom signal processing
can also be developed and directly downloaded onto the
card.
Price: 8-MFLOPS version
with driver software and 64K
bytes of RAM, $2249; 12MFLOPS version, $2745; 25MFLOPS version, $3241;
125-kHz programmable 16-bit
A/D and D/A card, $486;
DSP software package, unbundled, $496.
Contact: Spectral Innovations, Inc., 292 Gibraltar Dr.,
Suite A-4, Sunnyvale, CA
94089, (408) 734-1314.
Inquiry 798.

Digital Waveform
Analysis on the PC

U

pto 20 million samples
per second can be taken
with the R2000M, a128Kbyte PC-based oscilloscope.
An IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible needs only 640K
bytes of RAM, graphics support of CGA, EGA, or Hercules (with color graphics emulation), and afree expansion
slot.
The R2000M is particularly useful, the manufacturer
claims, in applications requiring high-speed A/D conversion. It can replace traditional oscilloscopes for
transient, vibration, modal,
and shock waveform analysis.
Features include an 8-bit
A/D converter for each channel with alow front end; 50ohm input switchable to one
million ohms; softwareselectable gains from 10 millivolts per division to 50 volts
per division; and an optional
real-time fast Fourier transform and general-purpose interface bus (GPIB) interface.
Price: $3995.
Contact: Rapid Systems,
Inc., 433 North 34th St.,
Seattle, WA 98103, (206)
547-8311.
Inquiry 811.
continued
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It's not a
communication
problem - it's a
data management
problem.

0

RACLE® isn't just the
world's best data management system, it's the only
system that runs on mainframes,
minicomputers and PCs- the only
system that can integrate all your
computers and all your data into
asingle enterprise-wide network.
You've invested alot of money
in communication controllers,
satellite links and wire to connect
your computers. Yet, to access
data located on any computer other
than the one to which you are
directly connected, you still have to:
•Know which computer has the
data you want
•Know how to use aterminal
emulator to log onto that computer
•Know how to use afile transfer
program to bring your data over
Enterprise networking must
provide easy access to data anywhere in the network. Only
ORACLE makes this possible, today.
Only ORACLE runs on all your
computers, today Only the ORACLE
distributed DBMS provides you
with transparent access to data on

cowed e1988 by Oracle Corporation
ORACLE a aregistered trademark and
SOL•Star is atrademark of Oracle Corporation
The other companies mentioned own
numerous registered trademarks

ORACLE solves prob
every computer on the network.
If your users know nothing about at the right level
communications or networks,
Are you unsure which or how
ORACLE will help keep it that way.
many networks your company
SQL*StarTM is Oracle's open
will ultimately settle on? Do
systems architecture for enterprise
have LU6.2, DECnet, TCP/IP,
networking. It allows you to
asynchronous lines, 3270 data
integrate all your computers,
stream, MAP/TOP, Novell Netware,
operating systems, networks- even
Banyan VINES, LAN Manager, 3C0
different DBMSs - into asingle
3+? ORACLE supports them all.
unified computing and information
Has your network changed in
management environment. With
the past? Might it change in the
SQL*Star, your users can unite
future? Applications built using
information on PCs, minis and
ORACLE won't change abit.
mainframes across all your local
Oracle Corporation is the world's
and wide-area networks. ORACLE'S
largest supplier of data management
open systems design even allows
software and services,
you to transparently
ORACLE
and the only supplier
access IBM's SQL/DS
of enterprise-wide networkand DB2.
ing and data sharing. Oracle's
consulting and support
services will insure troubleIf you purchase or write softfree operation anyware that interfaces at the
''
mong kn.v1 Rower than
scssio\
where in the world.
OS! Level 7), you hare
To register for the
TO •
anetwork-dependent
next free ORACLE
application. Appliseminar in your
cations built using
area, call or
ORACLE are netwrite today.
»de independent.
Pk

L\

CDRACLE°
COMPATIBILITY • PORTABILITY • COMMUTABILITY

Ca111-800-345-DBMS, ext.149 today.
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PROGRAMMING

WIndows

Tool,

A RAT for A/UX

A

new FORTRAN compiler for Apple's A/UX
Unix environment uses a
technology originally developed for the Motorola 88000
that Absoft has dubbed
"RAT" ( for RISC Architecture Technology). The company claims that the compiler
takes maximum advantage of
the Mac II's 68020 register
set and executes programs an
average of 30 percent faster
than other Unix-based FORTRAN compilers.
It's called MacFortran/
AUX, and Absoft says it meets
full ANSI FORTRAN 77,
IEEE P754, and military standard 1753 specifications. It
also supports most VAX/VMS
FORTRAN extensions, as
well as many of the extensions
of FORTRAN 8X, Complex*16, and Namelist.
The compiler gives you
full access to Unix and the
Macintosh Toolbox. It also
supports interlanguage calling
with C. Although MacFortran/AUX has astandard Unixstyle command- line interface, it also comes with a
Macintosh- style graphical interface that's written completely in FORTRAN. Absoft
even provides the source code,
which includes over 150
Toolbox calls.
The company also says it's
working on aversion of the
RAT compiler that will run
under Macintosh Programmers' Workshop 3.0 on
68020/68030-based Macs.
Absoft claims the current and
future versions of the RAT
compiler will be 100 percent
source-compatible with prior
versions of FORTRAN and
with each other.
Price: $495.
Contact: Absoft, 2781 Bond
St., Auburn Hills, MI 48057,
(313) 853-0050.
Inquiry 751.
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Develop and Debug
SQL Databases
Ifyou're an MS-DOS programmer who's working on
developing structured query
language ( SQL)-based database applications, Informix
has a " fourth-generation"
product that will make your
life easier. The Informix-4GL
Rapid Development System
and Interactive Debugger, as
its name implies, lets you do

both the development and the
debugging.
According to the company,
the product reduces your application development time because it eliminates the need for
aC compiler. It compiles the
4GL code into ap-code that
you can execute with an included p-code runner. You can
then use the interactive debugger to find and correct any
programming errors. There's
also abuilt-in option that lets
you take advantage of up to
16 megabytes of extended

A Bumper Crop of C Functions

F

or those C programmers who don't want to
keep reinventing the wheel,
Greenleaf Software is offering SuperFunctions, a library of nearly 400 functions for advanced programmers. All functions
come with complete source
code.
SuperFunctions features
routines that give you access
to as much as 32 megabytes
of Lotus/Intel/Microsoft
(LIM) expanded memory
version 4.0, and access to
high-level DOS functions
such as the critical error handler. There's also an advanced set of time- and-date
functions that include project- scheduling support, as
well as bit- field structures

that compress temporal variables into 16- or 32-bit words
for saving space when you're
doing database development
work.
There are also device- independent menu- creation
options that include overlaid
windows with automatic
screen refresh when the windows are removed.
You can use SuperFunctions with any IBM PC, XT,
AT, PS/2, or compatible.
You'll also need MS-DOS
2.0 or higher.
Price: $ 265.
Contact: Greenleaf Software, Inc., Bent Tree Tower
Two, Suite 570, 16479 Dallas Pkwy., Dallas, TX
75248, (214) 248-2561.
Inquiry 754.

memory for creating larger
applications.
The development system
includes features that let you
customize the end- user environment with pop-up windows,
selectable colors, and help
screens. There's also aflexible
report writer. The interactive
part of the package lets you set
breakpoints, display the contents of variable arrays, and
trace functions.
The Informix-4GL Rapid
Development System and Interactive Debugger runs on
the IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2s,
and 100 percent compatibles.
Price: $ 1495.
Contact: Informix Software,
Inc., 4100 Bohannon Dr.,
Menlo Park, CA 94025,
(415) 322-4100.
Inquiry 752.

Fast Prolog for
Your Mac
pplied Logic Systems
has ported its ALS Prolog
to the Macintosh environment, retaining its incremental
interactive compiler. When
you're using ALS Prolog, the
compilation step is completely transparent; you interact with the system using text
editor windows just as if you
were using an interpreter.
There's also abuilt-in
debugger.
For Mac aficionados, the
company has added aprogrammer's interface to QuickDraw and agraphics window
for making pictures with
Prolog.
To run ALS Prolog, you'll
need aMac Plus, SE, or II,
Apple's 128K-byte ROM,
and aminimum of amegabyte
of RAM. A hard disk drive is
recommended.
Price: $349.
Contact: Applied Logic Systems, Inc., Box 90, University
Station, Syracuse, NY
13210, ( 315) 471-3900.
Inquiry 753.
continued

Five easy ways to
boost your BASIC
PRO BAST.

Professional Basic
Programming Library
PROBAS is a library of 232 routines that
kicks BASCOM and QuickBASIC into
5th gear and gives you powers and
abilities far beyond those of mortal
men. So much for the hype, now down
to brass tacks:
• 600 page 3- part manual
• Full- featured windowing
• Screen snapshots
• Virtual screens in memory
• Lightning- fast file IJO
• Full mouse support
Plus over 200 essential services from
directory and equipment routines to
handy string, date, time, and input
routines. For all versions of QuickBASIC
and BASCOM including BASCOM 6.0
for OS/2. Just $ 99.00!

PRO REFTM

PRO BAST.
TOOL KIT

The TooLKrr is a collection of assembly
and BASIC modules that use the PROBAS
library to save you even more hours of grunt
work. Why spend hundreds of hours reinventing the wheei when you can just plug
in TooLKrr modules like:
• Menu Generators
• Fast B- tree indexing
• Mini-editor with word-wrap
• Patch . EXE files
• Protected storage areas
• Julian date routines
Plus clock, calendar, BCD math routines,
and much more. Complete with BASIC
source code and comprehensive manual.
The PROBAS adds capabilities and helps
conserve your most valuable asset of all,
time! Requires PROBAS. Just $99.00!

PROSCREENTM

On- Line Help
For PROBAS

Professional Screen
Management System

PROREF is a pop-up help system for the
232 routines in PROBAS, pop-up help for
your routines, and an extension of the
QuickBASIC programming environment.
See the calling syntax and help for any
PROBAS routine, or any of your routines, with just a few keystrokes or mouse
clicks. Pop-up and ASCII chart, calculator, keyboard scan code module or
almost any DOS program via hot- key. Just
$50.00!

PROSCREEN is a full- featured screen
generator/editor that will save you more
design and coding time than you ever
thought possible. PROSCREEN works with
screens like a word processor works with
text to provide complete control over
screen characters, placement and colors.
PROSCREEN comes with subroutine
source, extensive on-line help and a
285 page manual with tutorial and
reference. Just $99.00!

Circle 108 on Reader Service Card

PRO BASTM

TELECOMMTOOL KIT
The PROBAS TELECOMM TooLKrr is a collection of high-level communications
modules that you plug into your code to provide popular file transfer protocols, terminal
emulations, login scripts and baud rates up
to 57,600 bps. You get:
• Xmodemairlodem7/Xmodem-1 k
• Ymodem (single and batch)
• CRC- 16 and Checksum
• VT52, VT100, ANSI BBS etc.
• Auto Dialer & data base
• Documented BASIC source
Why use clumsy SHELLs to complex
terminal programs when you can plug
just the communications routines you
need into your code? Implement just
the features, and commands you want.
Requires PROBAS. Just $ 75.00!
Our thirty day, money- back guarantee assures
you the highest quality and our technical support staff is always ready to help. Try our BBS
at (
301) 953-7738 or give us a call at:

HOMMERLY
COMPUTER SERVICES, INC
8008 SANDY SPRING ROAD • LAUREL, MD 20707

(301) 953-2191
Add $3.00 per item )$ 7.00 Canada) for shipping. Trademarks PROBAH, PHOREF, PRoScarary: Hammerly Computer
Services, Inc. CluickBASIC, BASCOM: Microsoft Corp.
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LabView Forges
Ahead

•

SCIENTIFIC

AND

ENGINEERING

F.1, and arrow keys. press ESC to select st.,t
C1RL-F for field help: F2 or CIAL2to return to Ken

ur›Or estoy F,
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V

ersion 2.0 of National
Instruments' LabView
system for the Macintosh has
added anumber of new features. Designed as ageneralpurpose tool for data acquisition, analysis, and
instrument control, LabView
is an icon-based graphical
programming system.
Among the new features
are color support, arun-time
system for distributing applications, integer data type support, and MultiFinder background execution. Also added
is acompiler, which the company claims makes LabView
run up to 10 times faster than
the previous version. Unlike
version 1.2, which interpreted the graphical program, version 2.0 generates machine
code directly from the block
diagram. National Instruments claims that I/O-intensive
applications execute three
times faster, and computationintensive benchmarks run up
to 60 times faster.
LabView 2.0 also has
perked up editing capabilities
that include diagram rubberbanding, complete Clipboard
cut and paste, multiple-object
selection, and the ability to
drag objects between windows. To increase flexibility in
evaluating graphical results,
there's an interactive pan and
zoom with cursor control. On
aMac II, you can set the color
of plot traces, icons, backgrounds, and scroll areas.
LabView 2.0 has added
Chebyshev and Butterworth
low-pass and high-pass filters and additional numerical
methods routines to the existing digital signal processing
and statistical analysis routines in the library. The program runs on the Mac Plus,
SE, and II. If you already
own LabView 1.2, you can
upgrade to version 2.0 at
no charge.
80
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LabView 2.0 has a raft of new features.

Price: $ 1995.
Contact: National Instruments, 12109 Technology
Blvd., Austin, TX 78727,
(800) 531-4742; in Texas,
(800) 433-3488.
Inquiry 757.

FANSIM Works
with Frequency

F

ANSIM is short for frequency analysis and simu-

A Solid Diet for AutoCAD
I fyou've had enough of
wire- frame CAD and
want something more substantial, Autodesk is now
shipping AutoSolid, asolidmodel CAD package that
uses both constructive solid
geometry (CSG) and boundary representation modeling
techniques. The package is
based on PADL, the University of Rochester's Parts and
Assembly Description Language. Autodesk has rewritten PADL in C, making it,
the company claims, portable and more efficient.
Autodesk says that because of its intuitive user interface and CSG modeling
techniques (analogous to the
way mechanical designers
work), AutoSolid is easy to
use. Pop-up menus guide
you through system operations, and you can get on-line
help at any point. You can
construct a model using
solid primitives that you
combine using Boolean operations. The finished
model is then generated by

using sweep techniques.
AutoSolid has DXF and
IGES file-transfer capabilities that let AutoCAD and
other design packages use its
data. The link is bidirectional, letting you transfer
solid models to AutoCAD
for design detailing and
drafting. You can also transfer AutoCAD two-dimensional profiles to AutoSolid,
where you can use them to
create solid models with the
package's revolution and extrusion capabilities.
To use AutoSolid, you'll
need an IBM PC AT, Compaq 386, or compatible hardware running Santa Cruz
Operations' version 2.2
Xenix. Autodesk says future
releases of the product will
support other hardware and
operating systems, including Sun and Apollo.
Price: $5000.
Contact: Autodesk, Inc.,
2320 Marinship Way, Sausalito, CA 94965, ( 415)
332-2344.
Inquiry 758.

lation. It provides frequency
analysis of open-loop and
closed-loop response, finds
transfer functions of real or
simulated systems, and also
finds poles or zeros.
With FANSIM, you can
take real data, simulated data,
or internally synthesized
functions to find overall frequency response. The program will also accept or output
different forms of frequency
response functions.
FANSIM runs on the IBM
PC and compatibles. It requires amath coprocessor
and aHercules, CGA, or EGA
display. You'll also need at
least 330K bytes of free RAM,
although 512K bytes is
recommended.
Price: $395.
Contact: Tutsim Products,
200 California Ave., # 212,
Palo Alto, CA 94306, (415)
325-4800.
Inquiry 760.

An Algebra Library
for C
I you're an engineer or scientist who does extensive
programming in C, CLIN
will make your job easier. It's
alibrary of linear algebra
subroutines that, according to
its maker, have been written
specifically to take advantage
of the array-manipulation
characteristics of C.
The CLIN library consists of 42 functions, 40 of
which come in both singleand double-precision versions.
It's available in both compiled and source code versions.
The compiled versions are
available for Borland Turbo C
and Microsoft C.
Price: Compiled version,
$69; source code version,
$140.
Contact: JAYAR Systems,
253 College St., Suite 263,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5T 1R5, (416) 751-3284.
Inquiry 761.
continued

You can rely on afile server for
LAN communications...

o

•

••• •
All you need is patience.
And faith.
You're getting the drift of this message already. File
servers aren't designed to solve the PC user's communications problem. But now there's asystem that is.
Now there's COMMIX "" 32.
It's ageneral purpose local area network for PCs and
minicomputer hosts. It connects you with the host,
other PCs, and peripherals such as printers, plotters,
or modems through simple. pop-up menu commands.
For file transfer and E-mail as abackground
task. For printer spooling and sharing directly from
your applications programs For terminal emulation
that's automatic. COMMIX 32 will let anyone perform
common LAN tasks—without the need for expert
assistance.
Install it quickly. Expand it easily.
Almost any PC user can install and connect with
COMMIX. With each connection, you're saving time
and money. Because each COMMIX connection costs
as little as $150.

Then take advantage of expansion possibilities.
With our optional Ethernet® Link Module, you can
create larger LANs with thousands of users. And
through our optional Wide Area Network Module,
distant COMMIX LANs can appear as one network.
If you're lost at sea.
And looking for solid LAN. The COMMIX 32 is
available now. Send us amessage: ITRON, aDivision
of Infotron Systems Corporation, 130 Gaither Drive,
Suite 116, Mount Laurel, NJ 08054.
TEL: (609) 722-5575 FAX: (609) 234-0451
In the United Kingdom: (01) 735-0731
In Europe: (2) 725-0770
1-800-423-8044

ITRON
An Infotron Divls,en

COMMi\ IN
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The Ultimate
Business Machines
In just three years, CLUB American Technologies

CLUB Model 212 Series

has grown into amulti-million dollar computer

With an effective throughput of 16 MHz, the Model
212 Series is as fast as many 386 machines at a
fraction of the price. Compatibility with the existing
AT standard ensures that the Model 212 will run your
large databases, and complicated financial software
today, as well as OS/2 applications tomorrow.

manufacturer. What's the secret to our success? The
answer is simple, CLUB delivers solidly designed
systems which are famous for high performance and
superior quality. That's why so many fortune 500
companies depend on us. Additionally, CLUB's
on-line engineers are available to support you every
business day with optional on-site service available.

li rt.UB American Technologies
Sales In $1411111ons

CLUB Model 200 Series
The Model 200 Series are OS/2 compatible, 80286
based systems. They are available in either 8or 10
MHz versions to fit your specific needs. These
economical, yet full featured AT compatibles are
perfect for any applications such as spreadsheets
and word processing.

_

111111111""la

el",111111\

•r

-

J.-1 71
Model 212 Series Features & Pricing
Intel 80286-8/12, 1MB of DRAM, 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drive, 1:1 Interleave
HD/FL Controller, 80287 Math Coprocessor Socket, Clock/Calendar/
Configuration with Battery Backup, Reduced Chassis (21213), 192 Watt Power
Supply, 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard, Complete Documentation, and more

arm._

212 Series

Mode1200 Series Features & Pricing
Intel 80286 CPU -208/208S-6/8MHz, 210/210S-8/10MHz, 211-8/10MHz '0'
wait state, 512K DRAM, 1.2MB Floppy Disk Drive, 80287 Math Coprocessor
Socket, HD/FL Controller (controller is built-on motherboard for 'S' Models)
Keyboard Speed Switchability ('S' Models), 2Serial/lParallel Ports (211), 192
Watt Power Supply, 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard, Documentation and more.
--- --• .-Model with Hard Disk

Mono

EGA

VGA

208 or 208S with 20MB

$1275

$1625

$1875

208 or 208S with 40MB

$1420

$1770

$2020

210 or 2105 with 20MB

$1705

$2065

$2305

210 or 2105 with 40MB

$1850

$2210

$2450

211 with 20MB

$1805

$2165

$2405

211 with 40MB

$1950

$2310

$2550
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with Monitor and Adapter

Model with Hard Disk

Mono

EGA

212 with 40MB

$2250

$2615

212 with 70MB

$2505

$2870

$3105

212D with 40MB

$2190

$2550

$2790

212D with 70MB

$2445

$2805

$3045

VGA

vaso

Peripherals
For your convenience, we offer the latest
peripherals to enhance your systems. Our
manufacturing facilities are geared to build
systems the way you want them. Call and
tell us what you need. Here's alist of just
some of the products we carry.

Storage.
Floppy Drives: 5.25" - 1.2MB
$95
5.25" - 360K
$85
3.5" - 1.44MB
$120
3.5" - 720K
$105
Tape Backups: Internal: 40MB
$580
60MB .... $650
125MB
$995
Extemal:40MB $620
60MB .... $690

Multifunction & Memory
prices with OK)

384K memory card for XT
$99
576K memory card for XT
$42
2MB multifunction card for AT
$110
3MB extended memory card for AT .$110
10MB EMS card for AT
$150
2MB EMS card for AT
$110
Mini I/O for XT and AT
$75
Mini I/0 w/ floppy controller for XT $85
80286 accelerator card for XT
$299

Modems
1200/300 Baud rate internal
$99
2400/1200/300 Baud rate internal . . $175
2400/1200/300 Baud rate external. .$210
1200/300 Baud pocket Mini Modem .$139
•All modems come with Bitcom software

Printers
Star Micronix NX 1000 9pin
$199
Star Micronix NB-24-10 24 pin
$493
Epson FX 1050
$595
HP Laser Jet
$1815

Products for PS/2
RAM 4000 (EMS) card OK
$399
60MB Tape backup internal
$1095
60MB Tape backup external
$1285
120MB Tape backup external
$1595
PS/2 modem 2400 baud internal .. . $299

CLUB Model 300 Series
The Model 300 Series 80386 microprocessor's state of the art design
brings mainframe capability to the desktop at avastly lower cost per
seat. Complete compatibility with OS/2 and Unix give the Model 300
Series the ability to meet the most demanding multi-user and
multi-tasking applications. Let CLUB give you the key to increased
productivity in todays complex office and engineering environments.
Model 300 Series Features ta Pricing
Intel 80386 CPU - 8/20 (320), 8/16 (316S), 1MB 32-bit DRAM (320), 1MB DRAM (316), 1.2 MB Disk Drive,
1:1 interleave HD/FL Controller (320), HD/FL Controller (316S), 80387 Math Coprocessor Socket (320),
Weitek Support (3201,80287 Math Coprocessor Socket (316), 8expansion slots, clock/Calendar! Configuration w / battery backup, 192 Watt Power Supply, 101 Key Keyboard, Dcocumentation, and more.
300 Series

with Monitor and Adapter
Mono

EGA

VGA

3165 with 40MB

$2690

$3050

$3420

316S with 130MB

$4060

$4420

$4790

320 with 70MB

$4005

$4330

$4675

320 with 130MB

$5120

$5445

$5790

Customer Support Re
Technical Hotline

Call (415) 683-6580
Corporate, University and
Government P.O.'s Welcome

The Model 110 is an affordable entry level
computer. It's perfect for general business
applications and for low cost network nodes.
Model 110 Features St Pricing

Circle 51 on Reader Service Card

Call (415) 490-2201
In Canada Call PC Centre,
Call (416) 470-0560

Call (415) 683 -6623

CLUB Model 110

AU prices am subject to change and quantiti. may te
hinged. We reserve the right to substitute equivalent items.
OS/2, MS DOS Unix, IBM PS/2, PC, XT, AT, Bitcœn. Star
Micronix NX-1000, N1_24-10, Epson FX-I050, HP Laser Jet,
Logitech Mechanical Mouse, Intel, VGA, EGA are th,
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respectrve
companies
CLUB V v.1 5/23/11

Intel 8088 CPU-4.77/10 MHz, 256K RAM Maximum 640K, Floppy Disk Drive and Controller, 8Expansion Slots, 150 Watt
Power Supply, 101 Key Keyboard, Documentation and more
100 Series

To Order:
Continental USA, Hawaii, Alaska:

International

Model with Hard Disk

--"•.beemvo.

Others
80287-8
$230
80287-10
$279
80387
Call
Ram chips
Call
Logitech Mechanical mouse
$79
Optical mouse
$75
DOS 3.3
$95

with Monitor and Adapter
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System dr Hard Disk

Mono

EGA

VGA

110 with 20MB

$895

$1255

$1495

American Technologies, Inc.

110 with 40MB

$1080

$1440

$1680

5401 W. Warren Ave.. Fremont CA 94539
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Good Golly, It's
Molly

D

oyou need historical
stock market information? Do you not want to
bother with the time and expense of tracking it down
through an on-line database?
Molly can help. Molly is a
historical financial database
that contains about 100,000
prices—about 3megabytes of
information.
Molly consists of disks
with data in Lotus WK1 format for the IBM PC, or
Microsoft Excel format for the
Macintosh.
It includes the Dow Jones
Industrial Average daily close
since 1920; the S&P 500
Composite Index daily close
since 1928; the S&P price/
earnings ratio and yield on a
daily basis since 1940; the
Dow Jones transportation and
utility averages since 1970;
short-term interest rates on a
weekly basis since 1970; and
intermediate, long-term, and
Eurodollar weekly interest
rates since 1977. There's also
the Nikkei Index, the Value
Line Index, the S&P 100 Composite Index, advancing and
declining issues on the New
York Stock Exchange, and
the NYSE advancing and declining volume.
Molly runs on the IBM PC
and compatibles with 384K
bytes of RAM or on the Macintosh. You'll also need Lotus
1-2-3 for the IBM PC and
Excel for the Mac. You can
order monthly or quarterly
updates for an annual fee.
Price: $ 199.95; monthly updates, $79.95; quarterly update, $49.95.
Contact: MarketBase, Inc.,
250 West 90th St., Suite 12K,
New York, NY 10024, (800)
627-5385.
Inquiry 764.
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@RISK does risk analysis and simulation.

@Risk
Reduces Risk
uestion: Which program (along with Lotus
1-2-3 and WordPerfect) is required for all incoming students at the Harvard Business
School? Answer: @Risk (pronounced " at risk"), aLotus
1-2-3 add- in designed for risk
analysis and simulation
modeling.
@Risk is designed for situations where there is uncertainty in the values you enter
in your spreadsheet. The program handles uncertainty by
letting you enter arange of
values. It then uses probability distributions and simulation
techniques to evaluate the situation. @Risk uses Monte
Carlo-type simulations,
where uncertain cell values are
varied across the probability
distribution. Each simulation
calculates hundreds or thousands of what-if scenarios, and
then the program tells you
the probability of each outcome occurring.
The output from @Risk's
calculations is displayed graphically as probability distributions by @RiskGraph's highresolution graphics routines.
You can display the output in a
variety of formats, including
histograms, cumulative
curves, summaries over
ranges of cells, or overlays. All

graphics outputs are in a
standard . PIC format. @Risk
supports VGA, EGA, CGA,
and Hercules graphics. It
comes with a30-day moneyback guarantee.
Price: $395.
Contact: Palisade Corp.,
2189 Elmira Rd., Newfield,
NY 14867, (607) 564-9993.
Inquiry 763.

PackRat Mobilizes
Personal Information
olaris calls PackRat a
personal information
manager and says it's adirect
competitor to Lotus' recently
shipped Agenda. PackRat is
described as atext and graphics database that lets you
enter free-form data.
PackRat runs under
Microsoft Windows, and the
company says Windows' interface and mouse support
make PackRat particularly
easy to use. For example, you
can simply point to adate on
aWindows calendar instead of
having to type in something
like "the day after tomorrow."
PackRat consists of several
facilities, including aphone
book, phone log, expense
log, calendar, agenda, task
list, index cards, and disk log
file. Each of the facilities
has its own local database,
but depending on how you

store it, the same information
can be displayed on more than
one list.
The package also has a
tickler function that lets you
enter reminders. PackRat can
give you afull range of reports
that you can select and sort in
avariety of ways. The program
runs on any system that runs
Microsoft Windows.
Price: $395.
Contact: Polaris Software,
613 West Valley Pkwy., Suite
323, Escondido, CA 92025,
(619) 743-7800.
Inquiry 765.

TaxCalc Plans
Your Taxes

W

orried about the implications of tax reform on
your personal or business
nest egg? TaxCalc can help.
TaxCalc Multi-Year Tax
Planner is the latest incarnation of the company's popular spreadsheet template. Now
it's also available as astandalone run-time version.
The program gives you 3year tax analysis through
1990, multiple alternative
analysis of the same year, the
ability to put up to 12 calculations on- screen at one time,
and separate schedules for
detail input. TaxCalc also calculates aspecial report that
follows IRS Form 8582, which
allocates unused passive
losses and activities.
The template version of the
program works with all popular spreadsheets, including
Lotus 1-2-3, SuperCalc, and
PC- Excel. It's also available
for Excel on the Macintosh. If
you have aprevious version
of TaxCalc, you can update to
the new version for $ 150.
Price: $395.
Contact: TaxCalc Software,
Inc., 4210 West Vickery Blvd.,
Fort Worth, TX 76107, ( 800)
527-2669; in Texas, (817)
738-3122.
Inquiry 767.
continued

"TOPSPEED EARNS A
STANDING OVATION!'
—Kent Porter; Dr Dobbs Jour-701
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Sieve benchmark measured by the
British Standards Institution (HSU25 iterations on an 8MHz AT.

See us at COMDEX
Cashman A348

Compiler Kit $99.95
TechKit $ 59.95
VID $ 59.95
3- Pack $179.95
(Compiler. Techkit & VID)

"...TopSpeed is surely one of the
finest new products introduced to
date in the PC arena...DDJ doesn't
give unqualified raves very often,
but there's no question about it in
2
this case: JPI's TopSpeed Modula is first-rate:'
Kent Porter
Dr. Dobbs Journal
"JP1 Modula 2looks like another
classic in the making. It generates
code as good as or better than leading C compilers and the programming environment is agenuine
pleasure ro use:'
Dick Pountain
BYTE Magazine
"I liked all of the hard-disk space
that was recovered after Ideleted
nix BORLAND, MICROSOFT, and
LÓGITECH compilers, because
with TopSpeed Modula 2all the rest
are obsolete:'
Robert D. Randall
Donnelley Marketing
In England and Europe coated:

Jensen & Partners UK Ltd.. 63 Clerkenwell
Road. London EC I
M SNIP. Phone: ( 01)253-4333.
Compiler Kit: £ 59.95. TechKit £ 34.95. VID
£34.95. 3- Pack £ 109.95.
Handling charges:
In UK. add £ 2for each product ordered. VAT
will be added on software. In Europe. add £4for
up to 3products. £ 2for each add 'I product.

The successor of Pascal: JPI TopSpeed" Modula2produces
better code than Microsoft C, Turbo C, Logitech Modula2
and Turbo Pascal 4.0.
Introducing VID: The easy-to-use, source- level debugger.
Single-step and trace through source in multiple modules.
Examine and modify all variables in symbolic form, including arrays, records, enumerated types and pointers. Raint
and shoot breakpoints including " One-shot:' " Sticky:' " Delayed:' and " Monitor:' Watch both variables and Modula2
expressions during execution. Automatic variable trace of all
variables accessed, and assembler, registers and procedure
call- stack trace windows. Package includes symbolic disassembler and execution profiler. 72-page manual.

To Order:
In : he US, call:

1-800-543-5202
In Canada,

Or mail us your order with
acheck, money order, or
VISA/MC information. 30day unconditional moneyback guarantee.
Shipping & handling charges:
In North America: add $5, plus $2
for each addl product. CA residents
please add applicable sales tax.
Overseas: add $20, plus $8for each
add'I product.

The Compiler Mt includes: High-speed optimizing compiler (
3,000-5,000
lines/min. on aPC AT 8MHz), integrated menu-driven environment with
multi-window/multi-file editor, automatic make, fast smart linker. All
Modula2sources to libraries included. BONUS: Complete high-speed window management module included with source. 258-page User's Manual
and 190-page Language "Ilitorial.
The TechKit" indudes: Assembler source for start-up code and run-time library,
TopSpeed Assembler ( 30,000 lines/min.), TSR module, communications driver. PROM locator, dynamic overlays, and technical information.
72-page manual.

Jensen &
Partners
International
1101 San Antonio Rd.
Suite 301
Mountain View, CA 94043
Phone: (415)967-3200
111p5peed

System Requirements: IBM PC or compatible, 384K available RAM, two
floppy drives ( hard disk recommended).
Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

I:

1-800-543-8452

and TechKir are trademarks of Jensen
& Partners International Other brand and
product names are tracemarks or registered
trademarks of their spectisc holders.
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do Panquote ulockf
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at,

A Communications
Program
for All Systems
I fyou have different computers running under different operating systems and
want aconsistent user interface
for communications, aprogram called Term could be just
the ticket. The program runs
identically under Unix, Xenix,
MS-DOS, VMS, and BTOS.
Term's developer, Century
Software, claims it is keystroke- for-keystroke-compatible with more than 50 computer systems, ranging from
micros to superminis.
Term emulates the VT100, VT- 102, VT-52, TeleVideo 925 and 912, WY-50,
ANSI 3.64, and Teletypewriter
for every terminal attached
to asystem. It also has aproprietary file-transfer protocol
called TermCRC (Term cyclical redundancy check) that
lets you do file transfers at up
to 115.2K bits per second. It
supports XMODEM, Kermit,
Modem7, ASCII, Binary,
XON/XOFF, ETX/ACK, and
line-by-line protocols.
The program uses LempelZiv Welch data compression,
which the company claims
results in an average 45 percent
to 50 percent speed improvement in file-transfer times.
Term automatically converts
text- file formats when you're
transferring files between
different operating systems.
Term includes afull-featured script language that you
can use to build full-screen
data-entry forms, mail gateways, and completely automated remote communications
sessions. It's shipped with 35
prebuilt script applications.
Price: Single-user version,
$195; multiuser version, $350.
Contact: Century Software,
5284 South 320 W, Suite
C294, Salt Lake City, UT
84107, ( 801) 268-3088.
Inquiry 769.
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at J-1,2 "
at J-2,2 "
at j-3,2 "
at r,ad
ucho:e 1
do 8.„uote sports
do ikuote clock)

Parity: " get opacity list "NeE","ODD","EuD
Bordlength: " get word list "8",'r,"6",'"?"
Stopbits: " get obits list " 1","2"

TERM has apowerful script language.

Manage Files with
the Bridge

W

hite Crane Systems'
newest version of its
Brooklyn Bridge system-tosystem file-transfer package
has anumber of new features, including adual-directory display, afile manager,
and special DOS utilities. It
runs on all MS- DOS-compatible systems and transfers data
at up to 115,200 bps.
Using installable device
drivers, Brooklyn Bridge 2.0
lets you quickly transfer individual files or groups of files
with direct commands. But
like its competitors—such as
LapLink—the new version
also has adual-directory
display that lets you see the
directories of both machines at
once. You use the dual directory along with a1-2-3-like
menu to choose your transfer
options.
The new version also has
several DOS utilities, such as
BACKUP, that copy only files
that have been created or
changed since the last time
you used Brooklyn Bridge.
There's also MOVE, which deletes the original file once
it's transferred; COPY, which
lets you work with multiple
files using asingle command; and REMOVE, which has

asecurity option that ensures that deleted files are
unrecoverable.
Brooklyn Bridge 2.0 lets
you share hard disks and
peripherals between two systems. It has aRUN command
that gives you multiprocessing by letting you run programs on aslave system at
the same time you're doing
something else with the master. The program comes with
both 31
/2
inch and 51
4 -inch
disks, along with an 8-foot
universal serial cable. A 50foot cable is also available.
Price: $ 139.95; upgrade
from previous version, $35.
Contact: White Crane Systems, Inc., 6889 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Suite 151,
Norcross, GA 30092, (404)
394-3119.
Inquiry 772.

NetWare Lands
the Mac

A

long with MS-DOS and
OS/2, Novell's NetWare
local area network ( LAN)
software now supports the
Apple Macintosh. If you're
using your Mac in an AppleShare network, NetWare's
newest version lets you be fully
compatible. Because each
system continues to use its native operating system, Macintosh, IBM PC, and PS/2 users
can continue to see and use

the environment they're most
comfortable with, while
sharing files and data across
the network without the need
for conversion.
Designed for use with
NetWare version 2.15 or higher, NetWare for the Macintosh gives you the fault tolerance, security, and high
performance of Novell's network and lets you use a
lower-cost IBM-compatible file
server. Macs use the standard AppleShare client software to access the NetWare
file server. NetWare provides
full support of AppleTalk
protocols within the server.
Price: $200.
Contact: Novell, Inc., 122
East 1700 S, Provo, UT
84601, (800) 526-5463; in
Utah, (801) 379-5900.
Inquiry 770.

Carbon Copy Now
Handles Graphics

C

arbon Copy Plus, aremote-control communications package for the IBM PC
and compatibles, is now available in version 5.0. This
newest version adds background file transfer and a
universal graphics translator.
The background file-transfer feature lets you transmit a
file to another Carbon Copyequipped computer without interrupting the application
you're working on. With the
universal graphics translator,
the program supports EGA,
VGA, Hercules, CGA, and
extended CGA cards. All of
these are interchangeable,
which lets you and the Carbon
Copy user on the other end
see and interact with the same
graphical screen image.
Price: $195; upgrade from
previous version, $50.
Contact: Meridian Technology, Inc., 1140 Hammond
Dr., Suite A-1125, Atlanta,
GA 30328, (404) 390-9152.
Inquiry 771.
continued

ONCE IN A BLUE MOON... COME
SCANMAN." HANDHELD SCANNING FOR $299.
Pop any image up to 4" x 11" straight into your PC'. N
Clip it crop it, color it. Resize and rotate it. Merge, save,
and store it.
Choose between high contrast or high detail. Import
images into any best selling publishing application—
.PageMaker-Ventureand many more. All you need is $299,
an IBM PC', XT; ATor PS/2 (or compatible) with,
and five minutes to set up.

.
k

of
colors
SKYWAICHLR

•

SKYWATCH FR

41
•
•
•

Scan directly into graphics editor for a
full range of paint utilities.

SKYVVATCHI

Ideal 4"
scanning window

R

skm \ ink

TO ORDER—or for the name of your nearest dealer—
CALL: 800-231-7717, IN CALIFORNIA CALL:
800-552-8885.
Or fill in the coupon:

RY

Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone
Send to: LOGITECH, 6505 Kaiser Drive, Fremont, CA 94555
C1988 Logitech PageMnIcer and Ventura are trademarns pt. »Cis únd Ventura Solivtare rcspectivel

ScanMa

The Hand-Held Scanner

LOGITECH

SIB
Personal Peripherals. Worldwide
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Microsoft Takes
You for aRide

F

our years in the making,
Microsoft's long-awaited
update to its popular Flight
Simulator is ready for takeoff.
Version 3.0 has many new
features, including the ability
to run on high-speed AT
clones and support full 640- by
350-pixel, 16-color EGA and
VGA displays.
Besides the old familiar
Cessna 182 and Sopwith
Camel, you can now add
more than alittle spice to the
experience with aGates Lear
Jet and aCrop Duster. Flight
Simulator 3.0 now uses pulldown windows to control navigation and communications,
flight analysis, environmental
conditions, and flight
scenarios.
There's also anew learning mode that gives you basic
and advanced flight training,
aerobatics, and navigation instruction. These are prerecorded flight sessions designed
for pilots from beginner's
rank all the way to advanced.
A flight analysis package
tells you how well you've
done.
If you're the adventurous
sort, you can try anight landing on an aircraft carrier, the
ultimate test of flying skill.
You can also fly together
with other Flight Simulator 3.0
users through anull modem
cable or through telephone
lines.
Flight Simulator 3.0 runs
on the IBM PC, XT, AT,
PS/2s, and 100 percent compatibles. You'll need at least
256K bytes of RAM, DOS
2.0 or higher, and aCGA,
EGA, VGA, or Hercules
adapter.
Price: $49.95.
Contact: Microsoft Corp.,
16011 Northeast 36th Way,
P.O. Box 97017, Redmond,
WA 98073, (206) 882-8080.
Inquiry 775.
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Flight Simulator 3.0 steps closer to reality.

Forge aFew
Fantastic Fonts

V

ersion 1.1 of Z-Soft's
V Publisher's Type Foundry includes numerous new
features that make electronic
publishing packages faster
and easier to use. The package,
which runs under Microsoft
Windows, lets you design and
modify type fonts for laser
printers.
The biggest new feature is

aWindows screen font translator. This lets you see the
final version of the font you've
designed on- screen, as well
as use it in other applications.
Other new features include a
virtual memory manager for
handling large and complex
images without performance
degradation; data compression; and an editor that lets you
set character height and
width guidelines. This makes
it easier to create uniformlooking fonts.
Version 1.1 now includes

Describe Files with Words

E

ver run into situations
where those eight-character-plus- extension DOS
filenames become incomprehensible gibberish in a
few weeks? Would you remember what you meant by
SAPM4755.TXT or APP2REV.WKI? Extend- AName can help. It lets you
use filenames or descriptions that are up to 60 characters long.
Extend-A-Name is RAMresident and uses from 39K
bytes to 65K bytes of memory. If you have LIM version
4.0 expanded memory, the
program takes only 3K bytes
in your base RAM. The program continually scans the
screen for your application
program's load prompt. It

then pops up with alibrary
screen where you can choose
apreviously created file or
make anew one.
The program lets you
create libraries, which are
logical divisions of subdirectories. They let you further
organize your files. ExtendA-Name also has anumber
of additional features, including copy, delete, assign,
rename, tag, and untag. You
can perform all these functions without having to leave
your application.
Price: $79.95.
Contact: World Software
Corp., 124 Prospect St.,
Ridgewood, NJ 07450,
(800) 962-6360; in New Jersey, (201)444-3228.
Inquiry 778.

full support for the HewlettPackard LaserJet II, including both portrait and landscape
modes. A DOS utility is included that lets you download
your fonts to HP printers
without having to use
Windows.
Finally, the new version of
Publisher's Type Foundry includes several new bit-map
and outline fonts. Best of all, if
you're aregistered owner of
the current version, you can get
the new version gratis.
Price: $495.
Contact: Z-Soft Corp., 450
Franklin Rd., Suite 100,
Marietta, GA 30067, (404)
428-0008.
Inquiry 776.

On Cue Fights
Window Buildup
Ifyou're one of those Macintosh users who keeps
switching from application to
application, having to return to
the Finder (or MultiFinder)
every time can be apain. It can
also result in " window buildup" of numerous stacked windows on your Mac desktop.
A new program called On Cue
claims to solve all these
problems.
On Cue gives you apulldown menu that shows your
most frequently used applications. You can move among
them simply by clicking on
the application you want to
use. You won't have to move
between overlapping windows
on the desktop or wait for
folders to open and close.
The program works with
all Macs from the 512KE on
up. It's easy to configure to
your specific needs, and installation is asimple matter
of dragging On Cue's icon to
your system folder.
Price: $59.95.
Contact: ICOM Simulations,
Inc., 648 South Wheeling Rd.,
Wheeling, IL 60090, (312)
520-4440.
Inquiry 777.

Coin -1k Data Systems, Inc.
MODEL IQ 80286—THE WISE C.-10ICE
POWERFUL Performance at a practical price is what
you will get with COWTEK's SUPER TURBO NT.

The Personal Computer that will run away with you.

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
MODEL 10-8088 SYSTEM
10 mhz Mother Board- 256K Ram
(2) 360K Floppy Drives
Mono Monitor- 84 Keyboard
Multi- I/O— Phoenix Bios
Parallel, Serial. Game Ports

Home or Office.
Complete System Includes
•LS-A804 All in One Multi Main Board

$700 00

Selectable CPU speed of 4.77/10 Mhz
Complete W/Multi I/O + MCGP-Mono+Graphics Card
RS- 232 Serial adapter, Parallel printer adapter
Game Port adapter/360 Kbyte Floppy adapter
Microsoft Bus versionmouse adapter
Real Time Clock/Calendar

POWERFUL Performance at a practical

CPU 8088-1/512 Memory Expandable to 640KB
Award or Phoenix Bios Included
Keyboard Lock, Power LED/Turbo Mode LED

price is what you will get with COMTEK's
SUPER TURBO X/T.
Configured to your specifications at a
very reasonable price, our X/T is built to
suit your every need.

•150 watt power supply/ X/T Slide case
•20 Meg Seagate Hard Disk/ 360K Floppy Disk
•Keyboard 84 Key/ Packard Bell 12" Monochrome Monitor
•• Printers Optional —
•" FREE Word Processing Software

$895
HARDWARE PRICES
20 Meg wan Controller Card

5275 00

40 Meg we Controller Card

S425 00

W

1, 503

;PECIFICATIONS

$ 8000

elOIHERBOARD:

Meg we Controller Card

360K FOIWY DP,,
12 Floppy Drne

cal, 1 meg

S142 00

CGA Color Cerd
EGA Color Card

POWER:

WOOD
$ 85 00

IrnTec Color MOM.

$245 00

Queer Mono Monllor

quad density floppy drive. ( 1) 40
megable, half height, fixed disk

40mS

1435 00

NEC Muth Sync 11 VGA

CABINET,

$84000

limn EGA Mon.

St175 CO

or Controller Card

S142 00

OT Controller Card
Floppy Doh Controller Card

S124 00
$ 1803

XT Muth VO Card

S 5800

la Pre-butlt 3 n 1 Motherboard

5235 CO

XT Pre-buttt Meherboard
AT 80286 Prebuttt klotherbotrd

84 Keyboard

fq286-125 MHZ Motherboard
80286 Baby 125 MHZ Momarbotrd

with cor-

Enhanced style, 101 keys with LEDs to
indicate NUM locks and CAPS lock

;

$ 10520
I

$ 1695 130
1495 00

I

DISPLAY SET:
1

Hi-res, text and graphics, monochrome
card ( Herb compaL) hi res. TTL amber
monocnrome monitor

WARRANTY:

1year

1 parallel port.

on parts and labor limited depot

warranty. 30 day money back guarantee

POWERFUL Performance at a practical
price is what you will
get with COMTEK's
SUPER TURBO Aff.
Configured to your
specifications at a very
reasonable price, our
NT is built to suit your
every need.

if not satisfied with out product. for any
reason

5145 00

8088,0 MHZ Motherbeerd

cabinet

status, separate cursor pad, numeric
touch part top mounted function keys.

$ 65 00

sosslo MHZ 3 In I Meherboard

drive.

access time

Full size AT style drawer

and fixed disk.
KEYBOARD:

$ 48 00

101 Enhanced Keyboard

$1695.00

porate security lock panel mounted reset
svitcn, and status LEDs for turbo, porter

umm
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1485 03

AT 80388 Pre-tann Motherboard
AT 63280 Baby Prebte N7B

YOUR PRICE

200 wet, switching porter supply with

(1) 1 2 reg. hall height, dual sided—

$ BO 00

Realm EGA Mon.

your every need

leads fr, 4 deviCOS

CALL

Texan 770 Mule Sync Monnor
Pactad Bet MOM *new

RAM included. Multi ItO and

Phoenit: or Award Bios included.

$ 4800
5112 00

VGA Color Card

tions at a very reasonable
price, our NT ts built to suit

slots ( 2 eight bit- 6 Slateen bit). clock-

5 49 00

EGA Mee Card

Intel 802813 microprocessor key selectable
processing speeds. socketed tor the
80287 math coprocessor, eight expansion

$ 120 00
$ 130 CO

Mono Card

Configured to your specifica-

normal mo mhz) and turbo ( 12 5 mhz)

555538

35 Etc.,/ Dme
144 Floppy Dr*

,TANIDaki3D AIT MODEL IO-80280

$ 120 00
$342 03

MODEL la 80286—
THE WISE CHOICE

'OPTIONS AVAILABLE

1338 00

8038848 MHZ Motnerboard we 1 Meg

$ 502500

late SI. Case

STANDARD AIT MODEL 10-1103S6

S 34 00

AT Baby Case

SPECIFICATIONS
MOTHERBOARD:

$ 5803

AT SW. Case

6 8500

AT Tower Caw

Intel 80366 meoprocewor. Leer meleeNtee 14 IS. 110 and 160
rest upgredeable to 20 mhs. Procesang speed.. socketed

$26500

Baby AT 200 Wen Power Supply

le the 130287 math coprocesee, eight apeneon Mots (2 wpm

$ 72 00

be. 5

*ten bd. and 1 thirty* bit). clock.cal. 2 map

RAM

150 Wen PP., Staley

$ 4000

Included. sperederve es 8 'neg. InClucles Phoerox or Need

200 We Power Supply

$ 61300

Bice and Mulli-U0 card.

40 Meg Tepe Backup System

5349 00

MS-COS 33 GW/BAS1C

$ 95 00
$235 00

Pen*

POSAR

$ 120 X

1200 modern
2400 Malern

200 *1. *temp power supply (ten leads tor 4 deoces

DISKS

( 111 2 roes. Salt hepht. dual aded—pued sleety ropey eke and
144 Soppy
(1) BO megabyte lull heet, feed es> drew Seagate

' CALL

CABINET

Fut see AT stye drawer Were we corporate securny Oct,
panel mounted reset wench. and sew LEDs lor turbo pere
and Sad dek

KEYBOARD

Enhanced stye. 101 Ism eh 1(030 neon. NUM kck
and CAPS bet alelo, S•perale cursor pad. nurnern 100011
pad. ;op mourned rune. keys

POWERFUL Performance at a practical price is
what you will get with COMTEK's SUPER TURBO
10 80386. Configured to your specifications at a
very reasonable price, our IQ 80386 is built to suit

DISPLAY UNIT

Nt-rtal. tetl end 4Mecs. monochrome card ( Hem ,ornpal

WARRANTY

1year on parts and 1100.1.400 04pOtwerrarty 30 clay money

ra ember monocrhome Ronne I parallel port

back queen* II ne seated ro115 our product tor any reason

your every need.

'OPTIONS AMMILABLE.

MODEL 10 80386—THE SUPER WISE CHOICE!

$3295
•COM-TEK HAS DESIGNED THEIR POLICY TO BETTER
SERVE, HELP AND PROTECT THEIR CUSTOMERS

C010, system ( CO.)
EGA system

20 mep drne

APerd Bo,

40 rest dn.

Muth PO

VGA system

80 meo drne

1200 modem

Meth copro

35 floppy dove

2400 modern

Metonal 12 dr

MS-DOS 321

Addnronsi RAM

3606 Itoppy dl

MS-DOS 33

144 floppy

Mouse

•Meta. In the tower case
Cell end ask le specthcelons

• COM-TEK MAKES SURE ALL THEIR CUSTOMERS GEÍ • COM-TEK'S FRIENDLY STAFF IS BETTER TRAINED TO
1st PRIORITY IN SALES— SERVICE— CUSTOMER
HELP AND SUPPORT YOU IN EVERY WAY POSSIBLE
RELATIONS
WITHOUT LEAVING YOU ON HOLD

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE FOR ANY REASON— NO QUESTICNS ASKED- 1 YEAR ON PARTS AND LABOR— LIMITED DEPOT WARRANTY

SYSTEMS • SYSTEM OPTIONS • NETWORKINC,
CALL FOR SPECIFICATIONS
In N.H.: 603-363-8333

1-803-942-4255 Outside of N.H.
PO. Box 221
Corner of 9 & 63, Chesterfield, N.H. 0:3443
Tech Support Call: 60336343334
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Classes for Building
MIDI Software

Sales Prospect
Management

wo musicians/pro1 grammers are offering
aseries of six weekly classes
on MIDI programming. The
classes start on October 3
and will cover the topics of
the MIDI specification; an
overview of librarians, editors, mappers, sequencers,
and compositional programs; converting data;
building a sequencer; and
more.
The classes will be taught
by Joe Ravo, aprofessional
musician who's written
commercial MIDI programs, and Charlie Miller, a
professional musician who's
also the president of MUSIG, the New York City's
MIDI user group. The classes aren't language- specific,
and you needn't bring any
hardware or software.
Price: $250 for the series.
Contact: Charlie Miller,
362 West 52nd St., New
York, NY 10019, (212) 2467438.

P

rosell is aprogram designed for sales executives who often work on the
road. It includes acalendar
and account management and
file capabilities, which are
cross- linked to provide automatic updates among sections.
The program also includes a
calculator, phone directory,
and import/export utilities.
Prosell's prospect management system consists of aprospect worksheet with firm addresses, contacts, phone
numbers, next step and target
date, automatic update, retrieval of prospects from
multiple fields, and more.
With the prospect summary
report, you can sort by time or
by number of dollars ranking
and send the report to the
printer or to management by
electronic mail.
The file cabinet includes
eight documents: letter,
memo, quotation, order, expense report, travel log, formletter library, and scratch
pad. You can retrieve the documents by four categories:
date, document number, subject, and prospect name.
You can also use Prosell to
make visual presentations on
your laptop, and you can
store up to 15 different presentations in your computer.
Prosell runs on the IBM

Send Us Your
Local News

B

YTE is expanding its
coverage of local events
in the Northeast region. If
you would like your event,
seminars, conferences, or
local computer users group
covered, please send information to: Regional Editor,
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill
Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.

88NE-2

You can organize your sales prospects with Prosell.

PC, XT, AT, PS/2s, and compatibles with 640K bytes of
RAM and DOS 3.0 or higher.
The manufacturer recommends at least 10 megabytes of
hard disk space.
Price: $795.
Contact: Lowell Corp., P.O.
Box 15053, Worcester, MA
01615, (508) 756-5103.
Inquiry 815.

Multimedia
Database for
CD-ROM Publishers

M

ediaBase is aDBMS
that lets you store and
combine text, bit-mapped
graphics, and audio and video
images for publication and
distribution on CD-ROM. With
an optional publishing utility, you can output anine-track
tape in High Sierra format
and send it directly to aCDROM stamping facility.
You can link analog video
images from alaserdisk player
to records in your database,
and when you query those
records, the video will play
automatically on atelevision
screen. You can also play and
control from the database one
or two of the soundtracks on
alaserdisk.
You can perform Boolean,
phrase, proximity, wild-card,
and, naturally, word searches in the database.
MediaBase runs on the
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IBM PC, XT, AT, 80386based machines, and compatibles with 640K bytes of RAM,
ahard disk drive, and DOS
3.0 ( DOS 3.2 if aCD-ROM
drive is attached) or higher.
It is compatible with EGA,
CGA, and Hercules cards
and Microsoft-compatible
mice.
Price: $750; CD-ROM publishing utility, $5000.
Contact: Crowninshield
Software, Inc., 1105 Commonwealth Ave., Boston,
MA 02134, ( 617) 787-8830.
Inquiry 814.

Two Shows, One Roof

T

he Jacob K. Javits Con1 vention Center in New
York City will be swarming
with engineers, technicians,
and information specialists
the second week of October
as it hosts the Fall Design
Engineering Conference
and Info ' 88, the Information Management Exposition.
The engineering conference is sponsored by the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers and will
run from October 11 to 13. It
will feature exhibits of
CAD/CAM/CAE applications, laboratory and production test equipment, and
other engineering topics.
The conference expects to

draw 6000 attendees and 275
exhibitors.
Info ' 88, which will run
from October 11 to 14, is
dedicated to MIS executives
and Fortune 1000 end users.
Exhibitors will display software, peripherals and accessories, local-area networks, communications
systems, and computer security devices. The show expects to draw 400 exhibitors
and 45,000 attendees. The
convention center is located
at West 36th St. and 11th
Ave., New York, NY.
Contact: Cahners Exposition Group, Stamford Office, 999 Summer St., P.O.
Box 3833, Stamford, CT
06905, (203) 964-0000.

If you're still not sharing
your laser printer,
oink, oink!
See us at

0

rfafillDnilFidi '88

CO
November ' 4-18,1988
Bally's Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nevada
Booth # B-106

A laser printer is expensive.
That's why it makes sense to
share it among more than one PC.
SmartPrint lets you do
just that. It connects up to
six PCs of any kind to any
laser printer.
Then, all six PCs can use
the same printer. SmartPrint
scans and " locks on" to
the right PC automatically.
No switches or A/B boxes
are needed.
Alit display lamp indicates which
PC is currently "connected:'
111

rit
r

rug',

After printing SmartPrint " locks
on" to the next PC sending
printer data.
SmartPrint requires no software
either, so it's completely transparent

afew minutes using standard serial cables.
The Price/Performance
Winner
SmartPrint costs only
$149, which makes it the
best buy in its class.
Guaranteed!
If you're not completely
satisfied return SmartPrint
within 30 days for afull

to the user and compatible with
virtually every application or
environment—even LAN systems.
And your laser printer can
be located as far as 1,000 feet
from your PCs because SmartPrint
has its own line driver and
power supply.
It's easy to use, too. You can
install SmartPrint yourself in

refund.
SmartPrint is made in
the USA with quality electronic
components and arugged
metal casing. And it's
backed with our full oneyear repair/replacement le-atrte
:i4.
warranty
So call now and use
your Visa, MasterCard,
or AmerEx. And stop *.‘.
hogging your
laser printer!
Only

$149.

1-800-368-7737

(Anywhere in the United States or Canada)

SmartPrint
Laser Sharing System>
Eïk, ,Dor,?,,s,s
ERer
,
I
RO
h Dau l
c
ilT1 8560 Vineyard Ave., Suite 405, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730/(714) 945-5600
1.88 DresseMmu Computer P-oducu
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Spear's Systems are becoming
landmarks in the computer industry.

SPEAR'S 386/20

$CALL

—
—
—
—

Elegant Tower Case
80386/20MHz, SI -24
Fully compatible with IBM AT®
1.2M High Capacity floppy drive
3 1/2" I.44M floppy, drive of
the future
— 71MB Hard Disk

MONO-286/8

$ 995

— 80286 CPU 8/6 MHz
— Hercules Compatible Mono card
— Monochrome monitor

$1620

EGA-286/8
— 80286 CPU 8/6 MHz
— EGA monitor and EGA card
— 20MB HH Hard Disk

PRO-286/10
—
—
—
—

$ 2150

80286 CPU 10 MHz/1WS
EGA card
Diamond Scan monitor
AT 30 MB Hard Disk

MONO-286/12
—
—
—
—
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Everex Modems

$1499

80286 CPU 12 MHz/OWS
Small footprint to save space
Mono card
Monochrome monitor

and FD/HD dual controller.

SPEAR
10A Landwehr, 1Vorthhrook, 11. 60062

Everex Tape Backup

$2151

EGA- 286/12
81:036 CPU 12 MHz/OWS
—a— Small footprint
EGA monitor and EGA card
— 20MB HH Hand Disk

MONO-386

$2050

— 80386-16 CPU
— 16/6 MHz/OWS Wait State
64K SRAM Cache
— Mono monitor and card

—
—
—
—

FAX: ( 312) 480-9538
Spear 03 VI . 2 7,20,88
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40MB External
60MB Internal
125MB Internal
40MB Floppy Tape

$2540

$3295

80386-16 CPU
EGA card
Diamond Scan monitor
71 MB Hard Disk

Attractive Discount for Dealers
and Quantity Buyers.
Special Discounts for Students
and Professors (ID required).
Ever., Herculea, IBM, AT, Dianamd Scan, and OS/2 me Paden/mkt,
and regineed trademarks of their respective companies.

1
$
620
650
195

$399
269
580
865

— 20MB ( XT)
— 40MB (HH)
— 71MB

XT MONO System

— 80386-16 CPU
— EGA monitor and EGA card
— 20MB HH Hard Disk

SERVER- 386

—
—
—
—

Hard Disk

Sales: ( 312) 480-7300
Tech Support ( 312) 480-7386

99
$175
$199

— 1200B Internal
— 2400B Internal
— 2400B External

EGA card and Diamond
Scan monitor
1.44M 3 1/2" floppy drive

EGA-386

•All systems come with I.2MB floppy drive,

7

(

(
13MHz)

BRAND NAME LAPTOP

$599

(640K, 2Drives)

$1259

Graphic cards, EMS cards,
monitors, printers,
3 1/2" floppy drives, etc.

CALL

Call Spear Technology

(312) 480-7300

Spear Technology, ln. provides you with excellent quality
and services. If you are not saddled for any reason please
call our president. Webster or V. R Ahmed at (312)
480-7300. II you have any technical questions, our fulltime technical support staff is there to answer them.
Terms: We accept MasterCard, Via, COD ( Cashier
check, cash, or appmeed check), Company/Institutiona?
P.O.. For returns and repairs, call for RMA number. A
15% restocking on all unauthorized returns item. No
credit issued after 30 days from date of shipment. Copies
of original sales order must arrornpany any return. Prices
are subject to change.
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INDEPENDENT STORE IN NYC DEDICATED
J 111.11111311113 TO IBM ® PC SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS ONLY
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If We Don't Have if, It's Probably Not Worlh Having.
STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M. E.S.T. MON.-FRI.
SATURDAYS: 10:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.
Terms, Conditions and Prices May Differ In Our Store.
CORPORATE

ACCOUNTS

WELCOMED.

PC LINK, CORP. 29 WEST 38TH STREET. 2ND FL, NEW YORK, NY 10018

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-221-034
FOR ORDERS ONLY

IMAGEN.
PC PUBLISHER KIT

3

All prices listed In this ad are effective 00.131,
1988. M Brands are Registered Trademarks.
IBM is aRegistered Trademark of IBM Corp.

IN NEW YORK CALL
FOR ORDERS & INQUIRIES

1-212-730-8036

THIS MO NTH'S SPECIALS-OCTOBER 1stthrough 31st
.
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LOGITECH,
HiREZ MOUSE ( Bus Version).

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
ASHTON-TATE
dBASE III PLUS 1.1
CALL
MULTIMATE ADVANTAGE Il
CALL
BORLAND INT.
EUREKA
99.00
ANSA PARADOX V 2.0
439.00
PROLOG 1.1
69.00
SIDEKICK PLUS
149.00
TURBO BASIC
69.00
TURBO C
69.00
TURBO PASCAL 4.0
79.00
QUATTRO
139.00
CLEAR SOFT. CLEAR (CHART dBASE CODE) CALL
CONCENTRIC DATA
R & R REPORT WRITER FOR DBASE III+ 129.00
CROSSTALK COMMUNICATIONS
CROSSTALK MK.4
129.00
CROSSTALK XVI 3.6
85.00
REMOTE 2
109.00
FOX SOFTWARE
FOX BASE PLUS V 2.1
229.00
FOX BASE+ MULTIUSER
37900
GREAT PLAINS. ACCOUNTING PACKAGES CALL
JAVELIN SOFT. JAVELIN
75.00
KORTEK. FREEWAY ADVANCED
99.00
LIFETREE SOFT. VOLKSWRITER 3
129.00
LOTUS DEV. CORP.
LOTUS 1-2-3(SOLD IN OUR STORE)
329.00
SYMPHONY ( SOLD IN OUR STORE)
479.00
AGENDA ( SOLD IN OUR STORE)
295.00
MECA. MANAGING YOUR MONEY 4.0
139.00
MERIDIAN. CARBON COPY PLUS
139.00
MICRO PRO
WORDSTAR 2000+ REL.3
249.00
WORDSTAR 2000+ REL.3 LEGAL VERSION
CALL
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL REL.5
CALL
MICROSOFT
CHART V 3.0
295.00
C COMPILER
309.00
FORTRAN COMPILER
309.00
MACRO ASSEMBLER
119.00
EXCEL
309.00
PROJECT
349.00
QUICK BASIC
69.00
QUICK C
69.00
WINDOWS
69.00
WINDOWS 386
145.00
WORD VERSION 4.0
239.00
WORKS
109.00
MONOGRAM. DOLLARS & SENSE
109.00
NANTUCKET. CLIPPER
399.00
OWL INT. GUIDE 2.0
159.00
QUARTERDECK. DESQ VIEW
89.00
SBT. ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE (Sold in Store)
CALL
SSC. SOFTWARE BRIDGE
129.00
STSC
APL*PLUS V 7.0
649.00
STATGRAPHICS
649.00
SOPHCO
PROTEC ( HARD DISK PROTECTION)
185.00
SOFTWARE GROUP. ENABLE V 2.0
399.00
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
HARVARD TOTAL PROJECT MANAGEAI 369.00
P.F.S. GRAPH/PLAN
ea.
89.00
FIRST CHOICE
75.00
PROFESSIONAL FILE/PLAN
ea. 159.00
PROFESSIONAL WRITE
139.00
SYMANTEC. O&A 3.0.
259.00
WALLSOFT
THE Ul PROGRAMMER
199.00
THE DOCUMENTOR
199.00
WORDPERFECT CORP
WORDPERFECT V 5.0
CALL
WORDTECH SYSTEMS
DBXL
99.00
QUICK SILVER DIAMOND
369.00
XYQUEST.XY WRITE III +
399.00
GRAPHIC & DESK TOP PUBLISHING
ALDUS. PAGE MAKER
CALL
ASHTON TATE
CHART/DIAGRAM/SIGN MASTER
CALL

85.00

BITSTREAM.
FONTWARE Soft Fonts

BRIGHTBILL-ROBERTS
SHOW PARTNER
SHOW PARTNER F/X
DIGITAL GEM DRAW PLUS
LOTUS DEV. FREE LANCE+(Soio In Store)
MICROGRAFX. WINDOWS DRAW
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
HARVARD PRESENTATION GRAPHICS.
XEROX.VENTURA (NEW) VERSION 2.0
ZSOFT. PC PAINTBRUSH +
ZSOFT. PUBLISHER PAINTBRUSH
UTILITIES
CORE INT. CORE FAST
EXECUSYSTEMS.XTREE PRO
FIFTH GENERATION. FAST BACK+
FUNK SOFT. SIDEWAYS 3.2
MICROLYTICS.GOFER
MICROSOFT. LEARNING DOS
NORTON. UTILITIES V 4.0
NORTON. UTILITIES ADVANCED 4.0
REVOLUTION.CRUISE CONTROL
QUALITAS. 386 TO MAX
SOFT CRAFT. FANCY FONT
SOFT CRAFT. LASER FONT
TRAVELING SOFT. LAP-LINK

79.00
279.00
175.00
359.00
229.00
295.00
CALL
99.00
179.00
119.00
79.00
129.00
59.00
49.00
39.00
59.00
99.00
29.00
59.00
149.00
149.00
89.00

GRAPHIC TABLETS,KE YBOARDS,AfICE
DATA DESK. TURBO KEYBOARD
139.00
LOGITECH.HiREZ MOUSE ( Bus Version)
85.00
LOGITECH.C7 MOUSE+PC PAINTBRUSH 99.00
LOGITECH.C7 PUBLISHERS MOUSE
119.00
MICROSOFT. SERIAL OR BUS MOUSE .
99.00
MICROSOFT. MOUSE WITH WINDOWS
145.00
PRINTERS
BROTHER. M-1709 240 CPS PAR/SER
CALL
HEWLETT-PACKARD.LASEFUET II
CALL
HEWLETT-PACKARD.DESKJET
CALL
OUTPUT TECH. OT-850XL 850 CPS
CALL
TOSHIBA. P351SX
1095.00
TOSHIBA. P321SL
495.00
HP LASER ACCESSORIES
BITSTREAM. FONTWARE ( SOFT FONTS) . 149.00
HEWLETT-PACKARD
FONT CARTRIDGES
(A,C,D,E,G,H,)
ea.
129.00
(B,F,J,K,L,M,N,P,C),T,U,V,W,X,Y)
ea.
219.00
(AZ)
ea.
295.00
SOFT FONTS
ea
169.00
MEMORY FOR LASERJET II ONLY
1MB/2M8/4MB MEMORY BOARDS
CALL
)0 ENGINEERING. SUPER CARTRIDGE
599.00
IMAGEN. PC Publisher Kit adds DDL, HP-GL &
PostScript to HP Laserjet printers. Emulates
15 HP Cartridges, HP 7470/7475 pen plotters.
Diablo 630, Epson MX-80/FX-80, & more
Comes with 30 ( 1to 254 point) Fonts, 2Mb Ram
PC Publisher Kit for HP Laserjet II
1595.00
MONITORS
AMDEK. 1280 MONITOR
739.00
AMDEK. 410A MONITOR
189.00
Elite Business. Design VIEW/19 (1280x1024)595.00
PGS. MAX- 12 ( MONO MONITOR)
189.00
PGS. ULTRASYNCH EGA MONITOR
589.00
N E C. MULTISYNC II EGA
689.00
SONY. CPD-I302/CPD-1303 MULTISCAN EGA CALL
WYSE. 700 1280X800 HI RES. MONITOR 789.00
MODEMS
EVEREX. EVERCOM 1200 ( Internal)
109.00
EVEREX. EVERCOM 2400 ( Internal)
199.00
HAYES. SMARTMODEM 2400
499.00
HAYES. SMARTMODEM 1200
299.00
HAYES.1200B+SMARTCOM II
299.00
HAYES. 2400B+SMARTCOM II
499.00
MIGENT. 1200 POCKET MODEM
139.00
MIDI PRODUCTS
MUSIC QUEST
139.00
MIDI Co- Processor Card
199.00
Starter System+
175.00
Starter System
TWELVE TONE SYSTEMS
CakeWalk 2.0 Sequencer
129.00

149.00

MICROSOFT.
MOUSE Serial or Bus Version

99.00

DISKDRIVES
IOMEGA. 20MB BETA II INT. DRIVE
MINISCRIBE. 70MB HARD DISK FOR AT
MINISCRIBE. 40MB HARD DISK FOR AT
SEAGATE. ST-225 20MB WITH W/D
SEAGATE. ST-25I-1 40MB FOR AT
SYSGEN.QIC FILE 60 EXT.BACKUP
SYSGEN.BRIDGE FILE
SYSGEN.BRIDGE TAPE
TOSHIBA. 3 1/2" & 5 1/4' Drives

959.00
859.00
629.00
309.00
595.00
859.00
349.00
549.00
CALL

EXPANSION BOARDS
64K 15ONS RAM CHIPS
256K 15ONS RAM CHIPS
AST. SIXPAK PREMIUM OKB C/S/P
DCA. IRMA BOARD ll
HERCULES. MONO GRAPHICS PLUS
INTEL. ABOVE BOARD PS/286 512K
TALL TREE. JRAM-3 OK ( TO 2MB)
VIDEO 7. VEGA DELUXE
VIDEO 7. VEGA VGA
VIDEO 7. FAST WRITE VGA 8or 16 Bit
VIDEO 7. V- RAM VGA 8or 16 Bit

CALL
CALL
209.00
799.00
199.00
489.00
159.00
199.00
295.00
499.00
599.00

NETWORKING
INVISIBLE. NETWORK 200
SERVER TECHNOLOGY
EASYLAN STARTER KIT FOR 2PC'S
EASYLAN EXPANSION KIT FOR 1PC'S
SCANNERS It FACSIMILE
BROTHER. PERSONAL FAX- 100
DEST. PC SCANNERS

299.00
179.00
99.00
975.00
CALL

COMPUTERS
PC LINK
386A MODULE1. 16MHZ, 1MB 32 BIT RAM,
ONE 1.2MB DRIVE
2195.00
386A MODULEII. 16MHZ, 1MB 32 BIT RAM,
ONE 1.2MB DRIVE, 40MB HARD DISK
2695.00
386A is aXT type chassis, can accommodate AT
size adapters.
386B MODULE1. 16MHZ, 1MB 32 BIT RAM,
ONE 1.2MB DRIVE
2295.00
3868 MODULE11. I6MHZ, 1MB 32 BIT RAM,
ONE 1.2MB DRIVE, 40MB HARD DISK
2795.00
386-20 MODULE1. 20MHZ, 1MB 32 BIT RAM,
ONE 1.2MB DRIVE
2495.00
386-20 MODULE 11. 20MHZ, 1MB 32 BIT RAM,
ONE 1.2MB DRIVE, 40MB HARD DISK
2995.00
386B & 386-20 are aAT type chassis.
STANDARD FEATURES FOR PC LINK 388.
CHASSIS CAN ACCOMMODATE UPTO FIVE
1f2 HEIGHT DEVISES (3are accessible),
HARD/FLOPPY CONTROLLER WITH CABLES,
101 ENHANCED KEYBOARD, SERIAL/PARALLEL
PORTS, BATTERY BACK REAL TIME CLOCK,
ONE YEAR WARRANTY.
TOSHIBA
T1000 512KB ONE 3 1/2" DRIVE 4.77MHz CALL
T1200 1MB 20MB HD. ONE 3 1/2" DRIVE CALL
T3100/20 640KB ONE 3 1/2", 20MB HD
CALL
T5100 2MB RAM ONE 3 1/2", 40MB HD
CALL
WYSE
2112 1.2MB DRIVE 1MB RAM 8/12 MHz CPU,
101-KEY KEYBOARD MS DOS 3.1
CALL
PC 386 ( 16MHz) ZERO WAIT-STATES 1MB
RAM,1.2MB DRIVE,KEYBOARD,MS DOS 3.2
(8MHz) MODE,SERIAUPARALLEL PORT
CALL
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS.
80386-16MHz REPLACES IBWXT MOTHER
BOARD. 1MB RAM, FIVE 8- BIT (2SHORT),
2-16 BIT, 1-32 BIT SLOTS & SOCKET FOR 80387.
WORKS WITH MOST PRESENT HARDWARE
INCLUDING HARD/FLOPPY DISKS DRIVES &
KEYBOARD. OS/2, 1-2-3 (V2.01), dBASE,
AUTOCAD,VENTURA, WINDOWS & OTHER
MAJOR SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
1495.00
THIS AD WAS PREPARED USING HPLJ II
VENTURA & IMAGEN PC PUBLISHER'S KIT

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
We reserve the right to repair, replace or return to manufacturer for repair, all goods acknowledged faulty or damaged on receipt by customer. Customer Must Call For
Return Authorization Number Before Returning Any Goods. Prompt attention will be given to all damaged and faulty returned goods. Any goods returned for credit are
subject to 20% restocking charge, plus shipping charge. No Returns For Credit On Any Software. Customer must deal directly with the manufacturer If the customer
finds any tales claims made by the manufacturer. All goods are shipped VIA U.P.S. ONLY. Shipping charges are 2% of the total purchase price or $3.00, whichever is
greater. Please call for shipping charges on Printers & Accessories. C.O.D. goods are shipped for Cash or Cashier's Check Only. Max $ 1500.00. Please allow 7to 10 workVTY
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Compare Computers Inc
Orders, Call Toll Free

Tech Support 8e, Information

1-800-888-2983

1-612-881-9197

Mailing Address: 9801 Dupont Ave So, Suite 175 Bloomington, MN 55431

ORDER DESK & TECHNICAL SUPPORT OPEN: M- F 9a.m.-5p.m. CST

EVEREX

EVEREX

Model
3000A

Model
1700C

16MHZ-386

12MHZ-286

.64 K Static RAM cache

•1 MB 10ONS Dram

•1 MB-10ONS Dram

•12 MB Floppy

el.2 MB Floppy

'Hard drive

•Hard drive

floppy controller

floppy controller

$1895.00

$1295.00

National On-site Warranty Service

Available on

ALL EVEREX Computers

EVEREX

LAPTOPS

Model
1800

Toshiba
T-1000
T-1200H
T-3200
T-5100

8MHZ-286
.512 K RAM
.1.2 MB Floppy

Call
2349.00
3795.00
4829.00

•••••

'Hard drive

-

floppy controller

NEC Multispeed

$869.00

EL
HD

HARD DRIVES
MAXTOR
1140 140 MB
2190 190MB
4380 380MB
MICROPOLIS
1333A 44MB
1335A 72MB
SEAGATE
ST- 225 w/Controller. 20MB
ST- 238 w/Controller, 30MB
ST-251 40MB
ST-4096 80MB

PRINTERS
1595.00
1695.00
2495.00
569.00
649.00
269.00
289.00
359.00
64900

MEMORY EXPANSION

Everex RAM 3000 3MB EMS w/OK
RAM 10000 10MB EMS w/OK
Uses 1MB Chips

89 00
129 00

MATH COPROCESSORS
Intel

1429.00
2395.00

Call

Citizen
NEC LC-890 Laser
Okidata 393
Panasonic
Toshiba

TAPE BACKUPS
Call
Call
929.00
Call
Call

MODEMS
Everex 1200B Int
Everex 2400 Bd lot .
Everex EFAX Modem Ext
Okidata Okitel

75.00
149.00
329.00
Call

* SPECIAL *

Minischbe 3675-65MB Hard Drive
w/Adaptec 2372 Controller „

Call

SOFTWARE
25-60% Off Retail

Everex 60MB Internal
Everex 60MB External
Mountain 40MB

67900
: on 00
oo 00

POWER BACKUPS

Stedi Watt 450VA
Stedi Watt 750VA ,,

479 00
59900

MONITORS
Mitsubishi
Sony
NEC
Evervision EGA

VIDEO CARDS

ATI
Everex EGA
Paradise 480
Everex EVGA

Call
Call
Call
359.00

Call
139.00
159.00
269.00

WE WELCOME EDUCATION AND CORPORATE ACCOUNTS
88NE-6
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XT Turbo Professional Model
56

Reasons why this is THE system you should buy!
Amber
1 Hi- Res TTL
Monochrome Monitor

20 Meg
Hard Disk ( Hidden)

6 Slots
Available

38

Hard
Disk
Controller

Intel 8088-2
Microprocessor

39

ao

8067-2 Coprocessor

9

On

150 Watt
Switching
Power Supply

41

4
Rom Sockets
To User

42

Light
43

Turbo
Light
Hard
7 Disk
Light

Power on Light

13

Power Switch on Front

14

Two Available
Halt Height Mounts

360K
3 Floppy
Drive
Scroll
23 Lock
Light

Keyboard
Lock
5 Turbo
OrvOtt
Reset
15

21

Twelve Function
Keys
Click or Non
Click Key Touch
Your Choice

18

r

o
Large Enter
Key

Cursor
Key Pad

19

640K
RAM
37

Proper Label with
Serial Number and
Date Code

Num
Lock
Light

22

ClockCalendar
45

2 Tilt & Swivel Base

AT Jr.
Style
Cabinet

Caps
Lock
Light

Numeric
Key Pad

18
17

Air Cooling

54

52

56

ptional
2nd Serial Port

O

Joystick
Port
26

Floppy Disk
Controller

TTL Monographics
or ROB Color Output

28

32

Factory
I.D. Code "

30- Day Money- Back Guarantee
55

RS232
Serial
Port
24

35

34

Auxiliary
Power Outlet

48 Hour Burn- In Testing

.„
""

Nickel Plated
Case

31

Keyboard
Connector

115/220V
Power Input

53

30

Parallel
Printer Port

27
50

Standard or AT Jr. Case

25

38

Separate
Editor Keys

51

Phoenix
Bios

44

12

20

110/220 Volt
Switchable

29

Four Protective
Rubber Feet

Composite
Mono/Color Port

Bus

2 Year Limited Parts/Labor Warranty

FREE Utility Software

All This for only $ 99700
Speeds 4.77 to 25 MHz

About CORTEX Corporation

............. •
.................

When you're looking for Personal Computers, peripherals, accessories, or
supplies at the best price available ' PLUS' the priceless support you just
can't get from the warehouse stores ... CORTEX is the place.
When you are tired of being " sold" something, we invite you to arefreshing
break. Contact us today. Our experienced staff is dedicated to consistency,
courtesy, and reliability. Our philosophy is to provide you with the product or
service that not only fits your budget, but also your requirements. We feel you
should get what you're looking for without paying for unnecessary extras.
You must have VALUE. You deserve to be helped by aprofessional
organization instead of aprofessional salesperson. Our staff is made up of
computer professionals, engineers, and technicians who absolutely MUST
help you get the most for your dollar.

CORTEX CORPORATION
Corporate P.O.s
Government Agencies/
Universities

WELCOME

1-800-458-1740
Tech Support 1-612-888-8693
9401 James Ave. S., Bloomington, MN 55431

•
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You're in Good Company With
Micro Smart!
In addition to the thousands of home- users
who rely on Micro Smart. our corporate clients
include:
University Of Alabama
Boston University
Georgia Tech
Granite State Power
Harvard University
Holy Cross
Yale University
Xerox Corporation

SMART MICRO

New England Power
State of New York
Tufts University
University of Hartford
University of Pennsylvania
U.S. Government
Aetna Insurance
Honeywell
Mass Electric

SMART MICRO/AT286 10MHz

- 10mHz

• Compatibility - by tar the best and mast Compatible boo
We guarantee that MS-DOS softwere will operate
flaviles,ly: Lotus Symphony Flight Simulator Wordstar
)000 Worn DH.rse.lase. the list gees on and an

(Optional 12MHZ - " 0" Wait State)

• Smart LincE" Novell Unlit & Xenia Compatible.

• Turbo light — No guessing ' tt ris or. its Furbo

• Compatibility — by far the best and most compatible boos
We guarantee that MS-DOS software will operate flaw.
lastly: Lolu . Symphony. Flight Sornulatot, Words:sr 2000.
Wore DBase. RBase. the list goes on and on

• 8 expansion slot motherboard

• 8 expansion slots to till all ol your expansion needs

• 512K ilemory

• Turbo light — No guessing, It it's lit, it's Turbo.

• Turbo Speed -- 1 77 nay, to tO rota both keyboard and
software selectable

the quality preAested chips on a IMB

motherboard

• 512K memory — High quality pre- tested chips ( upgrade'
able to IMB on the motherboard)

• FREE Hercules compatible high resolution amber
monitor and graphics card.
• Expandible to 1MB with FREE Extended Memory Software

•

•sngellea.n

We OVers.jiye yOu atill and swivel based monitor
comfort

• A battery backed- up clock/calendar

• 1024K-memory — High qualify pretested ehips (80 NS)

• A slot for a math co-processor chip 6087.

• Battery backed up clock calendar

• 1 'anal port

• 1 parallel port.

se ,".3,7

• AT Style Keyboard with 10 Function Keys.

• Slot for a Math Co- processor 80287

21 megabytes - complete system
33 megabytes • complete system
42 megabyaes- complote system

• 2 half- height internal device bays.
• FCC Approved.

$2 , 199 . 95

$ 999.95
SI 049.95

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
We prioe °week., in our ability to assist in
most se/ations. We will even try. when able to
help yoe with • comps/does product, or ay to
steer you in the right direction for asestence
Just cal our well-trained technical stall, you will
find mom anxious touant service Ca ll 031 7)
872-9090
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Absolutely. We dont went you to nu arand
thetyousrenharnanhAnin.e.."‘in
21 days Dt receipt and upon return. we wit gire
Y. • rotund eleas Shipping handling and ini
summate

NETWORKS
SMART LINOTM
Your answer to
your problems
see next page.

PC-WRITE word processor. PC-CALC
and

INC

200 Homer Aaanue. Ashland. MA 01721
1-508-872-9090
FAX: 508-881-1520
TIMM/MARKS lailiCorp • LausOriveloPment.
Tandy Carp . Illereson. Inc.. Micro Smart. Inc.
No•ea. NEC. Sanwa Line

Micro Smart, Inc.
BYTE • OCTOBER 1988

(Sold with System)
EGA exchange with EGA monitor 80287 math
and EGA card ( 640 x350 resolution) coprocessor
.
SCALL
544995 Tactile 101 key enhanced
VGA exchange with 100•8
keyboard
$25.00
hardware compatible EGA, CGA, DOS 3.3 ..._ ........
SCALL
and Hercule. (800 a 600

Mouse

.

$ 69 95

resolution)
969935 300/1200 baud modem
CGA exchange complete with
w/software
. $69.95
CGA Card and Monitor
$ 210.00 2400 baud modem
$149.95
(EGA. CGA and Multisync eychange ." 0 "wi. re
replaces monochrome card and
monitor.)

360K floppy diskdree
$89.00
31
2 " floppy disk
/
drive _.
from $ 115.00

Custom Configuration—
Our Specialty!
If you don't see what you want here, we will
build it to suit you. Just ask.

Smart Utilities.

MlCiO

SMART MICRO OPTIONS

/
rom $ 499.95

WHEN QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE COUNT

ALL of the systems shown come with

AT/266 systems complete with Hard Dr ves
20 megabyte complete systems
$ 1J99 95
51.499.95
42 megabyte complete systems
60 megabyte and larger
turn SI . 899 95

• 200 Walt power supply

• 4210204megabytedrlyesInstalled
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• 1.2MB floppy drive.
• 3 half- height external access device bays.

$ 1099.95

batter,

FCC Class B Approved.

• High-rwohrtion monochrome monitor with a tot and
swivel bawl.

Smart Micro E with hard drive

19138

• A clock calendar tor automatic time antler.
backup.

• Hercules compatible graphics card.

$659.95

SMART

• 1 parallel port.

• Enhanced Keyclick Keyboard ( 101 key).

• FCC Class B APProrell.

PC-DESKTEAM,

• AT style keyboard with 10 function keys.

• 8 full expansion slots

• I game port mi ffly sticks

spre.risheet,

• 200 watt power supply

• 1 Serial Port (second port 820.00 additional)

• 1 parallel port for your printer.

Long wads tor your aysternt NEVEflIOrderit
by 200 pm on any week day and il in stock.we
will 5.10 it that day Microsmart provides you
with service all year round'
All of oto computer, are given aaiman burn
for 48 hours end after •atup. ara burned again
tor 72 hour/Writhe,configure YOUR sy•tem
and diagnostically creek it out
SERVILE
No one doim il better' Shipments are made
Monday ',Dough Finley • All in-stock Items
ere shipped the same day if your order is
pined by 2:00 pas Orders placed.11.2 00
m are teoPped the fled bowers. day

• One high quality floppy drive. I2meg or 360 K ( Our hr.,
technician checks each one)

• Compatibility — by lar the best and most rompatible bins
We guarantee that MS-DOS software will operate flawlessly: Lotus. Symphony Fight Simulator. Wordstar 2000.
DBase. RBase, the lost goes on and on..

• Continuos and heavy duly 150 Watt power supply
Wilts more than most competitor. ,

J

• We even give you a tilt and swivel based monitor for
your comfort.

,ompatible.

• 8/115MHZ no wait states ( I6/20MH2 Opto- nao

• One Pugh queen 360K floppy drive. tOur heart lechne imi
checks each one è

you Can Add

• FREE Hercules compatible high resolution amber
monitor and graphics card.

Q
P386 -

ORDER TOLL FREE!
1-800-333-8841
(Orders Only)

Technical Assistance ( 508) 872-9090

Order by 2:00 p.m.
shipped by 5:00 p.m.

TERMS 8 CONDITIONS
The prices quoted here are for cash. We will
accept

MasterCard.

VISA.

Discover

and

American Express. C.O.D.S are accepted without
any

deposit.

Purchase

Orders are

accepted

based on prior approval. Call today for details.
Prices sublect to change without nonce.

Not

responsible for typographical errors.
21

day money back guarantee less shipping,

handling and insurance.

SMART-LINOTm
NOVELL STYLE NETWORK
STARTING AT

$29

5

(complete with software and cables)

t er-SMART-LINQ''.
EASY
INSTALLATION

o

We prepare the system for you jir
(Standard or custom Configuration

,

IT IS READY
TO USE
With
SMART- LINO'
you just
PLUG & PLAY

SMART LINO TM

#

cc

ADD STATIONS
WITH EASE

E

IS
THE

1116.
.MM

2

-•

The System will handle from two to

>

254 work stations. Add a station

33

whenever you need to.

r"

With

o

MISSING LINK

SMART- LINO you just
PLUG & PLAY

SMART- LINO -"ere

t 4 •e.`
SMART- LINO - - SMART FEATURES

Ceee

e

• DEDICATED FILESERVER? NO!
Any station in our network can be established as the file server. Unlike many networks,
you do riot need to dedicate a specific unit as a file server with SMART LINO".
Ill
•
•
•

FILE 8. RECORD LOCK? YES!
2 YEAR WARRANTY!!
UP TO 254 STATIONS
UP TO 10 MEGABIT TRANSFER

• UP TO 3000 FEET (with repeater).
• INSTALLED IN LESS THAN 15 MINUTES

S

Starts at

SMART
$2999.00
LINO"
2 STATION NETWORK

A

SMART
$3949.95
LINO 3 STATION NETWORK

A

Starts at
SMART
LINO
" $4899.95

4 STATION

NETWORK

• AT 286 Server Workstation

• AT 286 Server Workstation.

• AT 286 Server workstation.

• with 40 megabite 640K

• with 40 megabit° 640K

• with 40 rnegabite 640K

• XT8088 Workstation

• Two 018088 Workstations.

• Three 518088 Workstations.

• Two SMART LINO' Cards

• Three SMART LING' Card

• Fcur SMART LINO' cards.

• SMART LINO Software and

• SMART LINO' Software and

• SMART LINO' Software and

DOS 3.3A

N

• 25 Ft. of Cable -

o

• Software Installed Ready To Run.

DOS 3.34

DOS 338
• 50 Ft. ot Cable'
• Software Installed Ready To Run.

N

o

• 75 Ft of Cable'
• Software Installed Ready Tc

THE DUAL- USER'
e

60 Megabyte System

D 2 Stations Networked
D Operate as 2 Separate A.T.'s
D 12 MHZ 80286 System
D No Speed Degradation
ID Set Up In Minutes

ZltgereeIGNETWORKINGyr~PACKAGESfeeeîtâteà

SMART
LINO"
XPANSION MODULE

$999.95

• 8088-2 Computer • complete
• 640K of Memory
• SMART LINO' Board and Software
• 25 Ft. of Cable

.

COMPLETE PACKAGE
(Everything

You ?Wed)

$2499.95

•You may purchase additional cabling and alter the actual came lengths.

2 YEAR WARRANTY
We are confident of our product Therefore we
of1er you atwo year repair or replacement. al
our option, warranty on all parts of our SmartLino ' Network escept cables Just ship your
unit to us freight prepaid and we will shop it
back within 24 hours of arrival
AFTER WARRANTY SERVICE
As a team, we have been serv.nç you since
1981 We know how important it is ii) you to
be up and running in and out cil warranty
service is treated the same. YOU'RE IMPORTANT TO US. All repairs are done within
24 hours.
For techneal assistance cal1(5081872•090.

ORDER TOLL FREE!
1-800-333-8841
(Orders Only)

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ( 508)872-9090
Our hours are from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. E.S.T.
Monday through Friday and from
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. E.S.T. on Saturday

MlCiO
SMART WC

200 Homer Avenue, Ashland. MA 01721
1-508-872-9090
FAX: 508-881-1520
TRADER.étets aCCorD .
1.ohie Development
Tandy Corp 11..crtmort Inc SlocroSen•rt Inc
Nome NEC Smart L.,

.1988 Micro Smart, loc.
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BUILT

By

Ri à

At UNIQ Tech, NERDS are respected. In fact they're revered. When it comes to building top-notch IBM
compatible computers, no one works harder or is more concerned with quality than our nerds. NERDS is an
acronym for Nouveau Engineering Research and Development Specialists. UNIQ Tech is owned and
operated by engineers. This assures you that what you purchase will be evaluated, tested and scrutinized by
true 'blue' (pardon the pun) professionals. Perhaps that's why 80% of our customers are dealers who specialize
in networking. CAD/CAM and other complex operations that would maim alesser computer.
Decide for yourself. Call the company that will work harder for you. UNIQ TECH, the company with
NERDS.

Complete Solutions
OPERATING SYSTEMS

COMPUTERS
80386(16,20MHZ)
80286AT(10,12MHZ)
8088XT(4.77/10MHZ)
PORTABLES
TERMINALS

DOS
SCO-XENIX-386
SCO-XENIX-286

NETWORKS
ETHERNET
ARCNET
NOVELL
D- LINK
3COM

UNIQ TECHNOLOGY,INC.
165 D New Boston St., Woburn, MA 01801

(617) 935-7150
88NE-10
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Circle 522 on Reader Service Card

Competence.
At CRC we think competence
is worth pursuing.
There was atime — not so long ago — when
anyone could configure aPC out of IBMstandard components and off-the- shelf
software and call himself asystems integrator.
That time is gone.
To make a25-MHz 80386 system or ahighperformance network actually work you need
know-how — hardware know-how, software
know-how, system know-how, and application
know-how. Know-how acquired through
hands-on experience — not out of acatalog.
In short, competence.
You also need to listen to what your customer
wants and needs, and adapt the manufacturers'
"standard" products to fit those needs. Which
we do. Every day.
We use only certified, quality components,
like ALR computers, Novell Netware,
Thomas-Conrad Arcnet cards.., and we make
sure they all work
together as asystem
before they leave our
shop — because it's
your business on the
line.
Why not call CRC now?
Find out how refreshing
competence can be.
Computer Resource Center Inc.
209 Broadway Methuen, MA 01844
Circle 513 on Reader Service Card

(
508) 689 -9795

COMPUTER
C .e•n•t • e•r
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Buy with

Confidence
Reputable computer dealers
will answer all these questions
to your satisfaction. Don't
settle for less when buying your
computer hardware, software,
peripherals and supplies.

Purchasing Guidelines

In an effort to make your
telephone purchasing amore
successful and pleasurable
activity, The Microcomputer
Marketing Council of the
Direct Marketing Association,
Inc. offers this advice, "A
knowledgeable buyer will be a
successful buyer." These are
specific facts you should know
about the prospective seller
before placing an order:

Ask These Important
Questions
• How long has the company
been in business?
• Does the company offer
technical assistance?
• Is there aservice facility?
• Are manufacturers' warranties handled through the
company?
• Does the seller have formal
return and refund policies?
• Is there an additional charge
for use cf credit cards?
• Are credit card charges held
until time of shipment?
• What are shipping costs for
items ordered?

C I ? Ire( tMarkuting Association, Inc 1988
88NE-12
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• State as completely and accurately as you can what
merchandise you want including brand name, model
number, catalog number.
• Establish that the item is in
stock and confirm shipping
date.
• Confirm that the price is as
advertised.
• Obtain an order number
and identification of the
sales representative.
• Make arecord of your
order, noting exact price including shipping, date of
order, promised shipping
date and order number.
If you ever have aproblem,
remember to deal first with the
seller. If you cannot resolve the
problem, write to MAIL
ORDER ACTION LINE, c/o
DMA, 6E. 43rd St., New York,
NY 10017.

This message is brought to you
by:
the MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing
Association, Inc.
6 E. 43rd St.,
New York, NY 10017

MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing Association, Inc

Giant Wave Heading Straight for Boston!
It's coming. The wave of information
and resources you need to run your
business, your home office, or for your
personal use, in an efficient, costeffective way. The wave is coming to
the Hynes Oct. 27-29.
Whether you're in architecture, education, engineering, manufacturing, law,
government, healthcare, construction,
real estate, accounting, or finance,
you'll get right to the product for your
specific needs with our Vertical Market
Matching Program.

See What's Hot In
Computer Graphics
You'll experience everything from
Desktop Publishing, presentation
graphics, graphics software, to lowcost CAD systems and more. And all
will be explored in focused conferences.
The information wave at the Northeast
Computer Faire is co-sponsored by
the world's leading computer user
group, the Boston Computer Society
Circle 519 on Reader Service Card

and its 29,000 member information
and education network.
Brace yourself for hundreds of exhibits for the professional small
systems user, with a huge variety of
computers, software, accessories,
services and peripherals. At the best
prices in town.
The 11th Northeast Computer
Faire's information wave hits the
Hynes Convention Center Oct.27-29.
Hiding the wave of imagination for
your computer needs.
T=

E z xx.

- - •—•—= :=- June-e.

:

rnEnz
October 27-29, 1988
Hynes Convention Center, Boston, MA
Co-Sponsored by

0000 The Bostcn Ccrnpier Sodety.

FRegister Early And Save

$4.00r1

Fill out this coupon and mail with your check for
$11.00 for each registrant, postmarked by
October 8, 1988.
Include the names and addresses of each
registrant for whom you are enclosing acheck.
(Photocopy coupon for additional registrants.)
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State

Zip

Phone (
Three day conference and exhibits $ 11.00 in
advance, $ 15.00 at the door. Make check payable
to " Northeast Computer Faire" Mail to: Attendee
Registration Department, Northeast Computer
Faire, 300 First Avenue, Needham, MA 02194.
Advanced registrations accepted only with full
payment and each registrant's name and address.
Tickets will be mailed to each individual registrant
separately.
BM 108

To exhibit, call (617) 449-6600, ext. 5028.
Produced by:

ETHE INTERFACE GROUP, Inc..
World's Leading Independent Producer of
Conferences and Expositions
300 First Avenue • Needham, MA 02194
©19813 The Interlace Group. Inc
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Introducing the next generation computer, the Cambridge Z88.

No disks. No DOS.
THE MOST PORTABLE, FULL
FUNCTION COMPUTER EVER MADE.
• No disks, or disk operating
system
• 8.25" x 11.5" x . 875'; weighs
less than 2lbs., goes anywhere
• 32K of built-in memory, expands
to over 1.5 megabytes
• Powerful applications software
• Supertwist LCD display,
8lines x 106 columns
• QWERTY keyboard with silent
travel keys
• Operates on 4AA batteries for
20 hours
• PCLink imports/exports
Wordstar, Lotus 1-2-3, and
ASCII files
• Solid state Memory Cartridge?'
for added memory
• Permanent storage of contents
on EPROM Memory Cartridges'

The Cambridge Z88

not the average
personal computer.

The Cambridge Z88 wasn't designed to be the average
personal computer. In fact, the Cambridge Z88 is the
first in anew generation of personal computers, unlike
any computer ever seen before.
Operating without disks or adisk operating system,
the Z88's internal software enables you to move easily
from task to task without booting, loading, opening,
saving or quitting. Replaceable solid state Memory
Cartridges' add to memory capacity, operating ease and
program capacity.
Designed by Clive Sinclair who introduced the breakthrough Sinclair ZX80, 81 and QL, the Cambridge Z88 is
compact, lightweight, and powerful enough to be used
anywhere; just switch it on.
The best news about the Cambridge Z88 is the price; you
pay less for this personal computer than you would for
some PC software and peripherals-$ 599.00. And it won't
cost you anything to try the Cambridge Z88 yourself.
Architecture
The Cambridge Z88 is designed with four chips: aCMOS
Z80; a32K RAM (expandable to over three
megabytes); a128K ROM for the operating
system, powerful BASIC, and built-in
applications (word processor, spreadsheet, daily date manager, etc.); and
custom controller chip.

Memory
The Cambridge Z88's memory is expandable with replaceable solid state RAM and EPROM Memory Cartridges'
that fit into three easy to access slots under the keyboard. The EPROM cartridges retain their contents
when removed from the Z88.

Put the Cambridge Z88
to the test for 15 days,
Test the Z88 for the next 15 days and discover what
the next generation of personal computers will be
like: at work, travel, home, use the Z88 anywhere.
You will also receive free, aone year subscription
to CompuServe, the nation's electronic bulletin
board. If you decide not to keep the Z88, return
it for acomplete refund.

Task switching
With Instant On', there's no booting, loading, opening,
saving, or quitting. When you want to work on anew
task, press the INDEX key to display alist of applications
and files; then select one. The task you were working on
will be instantly saved. Switched off, the Z88 automatically saves your work; turn it on again, everything
appears exactly as you left it.

and get free, aone year
$40.00 subscription to

CompuServé

Operating features
Display .8lines by 106 column supertwist LCD display
with 80 columns of work area, including page map with
aview of the entire page and command menus.
Keyboard. A full sized, easy to use QWERTY keyboard
with silent travel keys. Context sensitive command
menus can be opened to display all of the available
commands and their keyboard equivalents.
Communications
The Z88 has an RS232 port for aprinter (serial and
parallel cables are available), modem,
and aPCLink enabling ASCII,
Wordstar, and Lotus 1-2-3 files tobe
transferred to and from your PC.

the electronic communication
network bulletin board.
• Electronic Mail • Bulletin Board
• User Forums
U Computing Publications
• New software and hardware

The Cambridge Z88 computer
Now 181 5

Memory Cartridges"' are available in 32K. I28K. and 5I2K

ORDER FORM

17RDER BY MAIL Make check or money order payable to Cambridge Direct.

(11v

Box 4200. Northbrook, IL 60065-4200.
rypm ,

Telephone

IAm-

Stale

Check no

Money order no

Card name

Ztp
Amount

Cord no

Sop dale

Stgnature
ORDER

Date
BY

PHONE:

1-800-435-7729

To order

by

rrum

PACK &

PRICE

SHIP

TOTAL
PRICE

599.00

12.00

611.00

8201 32K RAM Pack

45.00

3.80

48.00

8202 I28K RAM Pack

110.00

3.00

113.00

8210 32K EPROM Pack

45.00

3.00

48.00

8211 128K EPROM Pack

ITEM
8000 7118 Computer

Apt

City

phone with

a credit card,

call

1
mm 1°am to 7pm. Monday through Friday. Central time,
and ask for Operator 10. Please now card name, number, and expiration date

9900

110.00

100

110 00

8220 IBM PC Link II

75.00

300

78.00

8230 Serial Cable 9M to 25F

22.00

3.00

25.00

8231 Parallel Cable 9M to 36M

65.00

3.00

68.00

25900

5.00

264.00

9.95

3.00

12.95

8240 Modem and Cable
8232 AC Adapter

EXTEND

Illinois nmidenta add TX aales las I
TOTAL ORDER

PRICE

i:eady when ordering
Cambridge Direct will express your Z88 within 48 hours after receipt of order
--1

Includes aone year limited warranty,
manual, and lightweight carrying case.
Circle 509 on Reader Service Card

CAMBRIDGE
DIRECT
1419 Lake Cook Rd. Suite 300
Deerfield, IL 60015
1-312-940-1554
For Z88 dealer locations or questions
about the Cambridge Z88, call the Cambridge
product support team at 1-800-435-7729.

SHORT TAKES
BYTE editors offer hands-on views of new products

3- in-One P321SLC
Illustrator 88
AppleCD SC
Super PC-Kwik
PolyBoost II
Tickler/2
Zortech Comm Toolkit

Toshiba 3- in-One: The Colorized Version

C

oloring movies has gotten
Ted Turner alot of criticism, but no one can object to
what Toshiba has done to its
24-pin dot-matrix printer. Besides being fast and capable of
high-resolution printing, the
new Toshiba 3- in- One
P321SLC can print in four
colors and can produce some
remarkable output. Using
combinations of the cyan-magenta ribbon, you can get output in up to seven colors, including black. Green, orange,
and purple can be simulated.
Assembling the printer and
setting up the paper feed takes
about 3minutes, but once the
mechanical requirements are
taken care of, changing configurations is a breeze. The
front panel's four switches and
liquid crystal display let you
access all the configuration
parameters through layers of
setup menus. More common
parameters (e.g., font, pitch,
and emulation) are available in
the first layer, while everything from RAM allocation to
horizontal registration can be
adjusted if you care to delve
deeper.
The printer comes with 34K
bytes of memory that is shared
between the print buffer and

THE FACTS
Toshiba 3-in-One
P321SLC
$949
Interfaces required:
Centronix parallel or
25-pin RS-232C.

downloadable fonts. There are
two card slots on the front of
the machine for optional 32Kbyte RAM modules or font
cards. My evaluation system
came with two font cards,
which let me access atotal of
five typefaces. Courier, Prestige Elite, and High Speed are
the standard ones. Typefaces
can be scaled between 10 and
20 points.
Printing speed varies from
job to job, but the P321SLC is
always noticeably fast. Draftquality documents zoom by at
a rated print speed of 216
characters per second, while
letter-quality printing is rated
at arespectable 72 cps. Itimed
one letter-quality sample and
found it took about 50 seconds
to print alittle less than 2000
characters. For the average
text job, expect to wait about a
minute per page.

Toshiba America Inc.
Information Systems
Division
9740 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 583-3000
Inquiry 851.

Resolution is excellent, as is
typical of 24-pin printers. The
clarity really shows on fine
line graphics and small, narrow typefaces like Prestige
Elite. The print head is pinaddressable and can provide
graphics at up to 180 by 360
dots per inch.
While printing in color provides you with aversatility you
can't achieve in monochrome,
it also opens doors to a few
problems. The biggest problem Ihad was finding drivers
in my applications that would
let me print in color. The
P321SLC supports three emulations: Toshilaa/Qume, IBM
Proprinter, and IBM Color
Printer. While applications
often include Toshiba drivers,
several notable packages—
ACAD 2.52 and Dr. HALO
III 3.0, among others— support only the monochrome

versions, and you are forced to
fall back on IBM emulation.
The detailed 268- page
user's manual has atechnical
reference section that describes all the ASCII escape
sequences. Using these, Igenerated color text by embedding
the commands in XyWrite. Instructions are included for
creating color text using MultiMate and other popular
packages. Iprinted several
graphics images using Harvard Graphics 2.10. Narrow
line images like maps and mechanical design plots turned
out very well, while more
filled drawings tended to show
lines where the printer had
made repeated passes.
The new 3- In- One adds
color to afine line of Toshiba
printers. With this and other
dot-matrix printers becoming
more and more affordable,
high-resolution color may well
be the common output of the
future.
—Steve Apiki

Illustrator 88:
PostScript
Drawing Gets
Better

A

dobe's Illustrator and
Aldus's FreeHand are
like two great baseball teams
slugging it out, with one team
going ahead in the top of the
inning and the other team
coming back to scratch out the
tying and go-ahead runs.
Adobe batted first in 1986
and scored impressively with
Illustrator, which established
awhole new class of drawing
program that uses the PostScript language to create
artwork made up of lines and
Bézier curves. Earlier this
year, Aldus tied the score and
continued
OCTOBER 1988 • BYTE
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went ahead with FreeHand,
which does wonders with
colors and had on its roster one
thing Illustrator lacked: a
freestyle drawing tool. And
now Adobe has sent up Illustrator 88. The score has definitely changed.
The new Illustrator has a
freestyle drawing tool, which
works like the pencil in MacPaint. This addition to the
toolbox gives you considerably more freedom when you're
working on an illustration.
The program is primarily for
producing clean lines and
curves—which you do by laying down a series of anchor
points and then having the program connect them—but there
are times when you need more
flexibility than the connectthe-dots approach provides.
Another big change to the
Illustrator lineup is an automatic tracing tool, a significant feature lacking in FreeHand. Both programs let you
take an image and use it as a
template; using different
tools, you trace over that template and then use the tracing
(the top layer), which looks
much more polished than the
original, in your illustration.
This process is how these
PostScript drawing packages,
with their skill at producing
clean, perfect lines, let you
transform arough sketch into a
sharp, well-defined piece of
artwork. Illustrator 88's autotrace tool makes tracing a
rough image apainless—and
very fast—process. A brilliant
addition.
Illustrator can now do fourcolor separations—one area
where FreeHand had gone
ahead—but uses a separate
utility to handle the process,
whereas FreeHand does it
from within the application.
Adobe has added the glorious
Pantone palette of colors,
which you can also use to
make custom colors of your
own. If you're lucky enough to
have aMacintosh II and acolor
monitor, you'll be able to produce graphics that are just
downright lovely. While a
PostScript drawing program
like Illustrator can create
90
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THE FACTS

Illustrator 88
$495
Requirements:
A Macintosh Plus with an
800K-byte external hard
disk drive and System 4.2
or higher.

superb engineering- type
artwork quickly—it's perfect
for schematics, diagrams, and
models—the addition of color
capabilities makes it suitable
for softer, nontechnical work
as well.
One of FreeHand's nice effects is its shading capabilities, which let you fill an
image with graduated color or
intensity. Illustrator 88 has a
tool that produces similar results, but it is considerably
harder to use. In fact, Ifound
this Blend tool to be the most

Adobe Systems
1585 Charleston Rd.
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA
94039
(415) 961-4400
Inquiry 852.

frustrating part of the program.
You'd better have areal
good grip on Illustrator's
main elements ( i.e., paths,
endpoints, and anchor points)
and terminology before you
tackle blending. Imade the
mistake of just trying to feel
my way through the process of
blending two different shapes
and kept getting hit with error
messages like " Please use the
Blend tool on aselected endpoint of an ungrouped open
path." This is not MacPaint.
You can't just pick up abrush

and go to work. Save yourself
lots of time and frustration by
reading the manual.
Illustrator has not improved
much in its text tools. You can
do some fancy things with
characters and fonts— like
changing their shapes and filling them with patterns—but
you can't mix fonts or sizes
within a chunk of text. And
some users have criticized the
program's lack of kerning
control.
While Illustrator 88's preview mode is handy, you can't
do any work to the drawing on
the screen. You have to switch
back to the raw version to
make any changes. It took me
awhile to stop instinctively
trying to edit the drawing in
preview mode, which is something it is possible to do in
FreeHand.
One thing to know before
getting into Illustrator is the
oodles of memory it can use.
You have to pay something for
the power of this program, but
on a 1- megabyte machine,
which is the minimum, you
don't have much room to work
with.
Criticizing Illustrator 88 is
abit like criticizing Brooks
Robinson as athird baseman.
How can you argue with something that gets the job done and
done gracefully? As for the
contest between Illustrator
and FreeHand, I'd say Adobe
has tied the score, maybe even
gone ahead.
—D. Elvis Barker

Listen While You Work: Apple's CD-ROM Drive

T

he AppleCD SC CDROM drive gives Macintosh and Apple II users access
to applications containing up
to 550 megabytes— and the
chance to listen to music while
working with all that data.
Since the CD-ROM drive uses
the small-computer-systeminterface (SCSI) port to connect to the computer, hooking
it up is trivial. Just connect a
SCSI cable ($ 50 at Apple's
prices) between the Mac and
the AppleCD SC. If it's the

only SCSI device on the system, install the SCSI terminator plug ($30) and the AppleCD SC is ready for action. You
also need to install the CDROM drive software driver,
which lets the system recognize the AppleCD SC.
Unfortunately, while Iwas
testing the drive, most CDROM software developers had
not yet released their products. By the time you read this,
however, several CD-ROM
applications should be avail-

able, and more vendors are expected to announce products
for the AppleCD SC this fall
and early next year.
Ihad to content myself with
Apple's " learning disc,"
which presents anumber of
third-party applications currently under development, all
running under HyperCard 1.2
(HyperCard 1.1 does not support the AppleCD SC). These
applications to come include
Grolier's New Electronic Encontinued

CrossCodét

SOFTWPAE DRVELOPMENT SYSTLM S. IM

Embedded systems designers have already used CmssCode C in over 172 diffèrent applications.

Introducing CrossCode C
for the 68000 Microprocessor Family
Finally, a68000 C Compiler that's
tailor-made for ROMable applications

erossCode C is designed specifically to

help you write ROMable code for all
members of the Motorola 68000 family.
A ROMable C Compiler?

To get truly ROMable code, you have to start
with atruly ROMable compiler. Here are
three CrossCode C features that you won't
find in any ordinary Ccompiler
• Compiler output code is split into five
independent memory sections that you
can assign into ROM or RAM as you
please.
• You can optimize the code for your
application becauseyou control the sizes
of data types. For example, you can
optimize for speed by using two byte iPtt,
or get maximum vematility by using four
byte bus'.
• You can easily write assembly language
routines that call C functions and viceversa, because the compiler uses simple,
well documented parameter passing
conventions.
How About Low Level Control?
CrossCode C comes with an assembler that
has all the features that assembly language
programmers require. In fact, you could write

your whole application with it:
•The assembler features an advanced
macro language, conditional assembly.
"include" files, and an unlimited size
symbol table.
• Detailed cross references show you
where you've defined and referenced
your symbols.
• After alink, you can actually convert
your "relocatable" assembler listings into
"absolute" listings that contain absolute
addresses and fully linked object code.
Can It Handle The Link?
The CrossCode Clinker is designed to handle
truly huge loads. There are no limits on the
number of symbols in your load or on the size
of your output file. And you can always count
on full 32 bit target addressability, because the
linker operates comfortably in the highest
ranges of the 68020's address space.
How Does It Get To ROM?
Croseode Ccomes with adownloader that
puts you in touch with all EPROM
programmers and emulators. It can convert
your load into Motorola S-Records, Intel Hex,
Tek Hex, Extended Tek Hex, and Data I/O
ASCII Hex. You can also produce abinary

image and convert that image into any format
you might want. In all formats, bytes can be
split into EPROMs for an 8, 16, or 32 bit
data bus.
Why Wait?
Once you start using CrossCode C, you may
just wonder how you ever got the job done
before! It's available under MS-DOS for just
$1595, and it runs on all IBM PCs and
compatibles (640K memory and hard disk
are required). Also available under UNIX
& XENIX.
CALL TODAY for more information:

1-800-448-7733

Inside Illinois or outside the United States.
please dial
PHONE: 1-312-971-8170
FAX: 1-312-971-8513
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
3110 WOODCREEK DRIVE
DOWNERS GROVE. ILLINOIS 60515 USA

CrossCode'" is a trademark of SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS, INC. MS-DOS! is a registered trademark of
Microsoft. UNIX! isa registered trademark of AT&T. XENIX ,'
jut
registeled trademark of Microsoft.
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Quality Was Never
Priced So Low!
ONLY

2400 bps

AppleCD SC
$1199

$ 100

2400 / 1200 / 300 bps

MODEM
MADE IN USA

5 Year Parts and Labor Warranty
Our 2400HC 2 Hayes Compatible Half Card modem is for IBM
PC/XT/AT and compatible computers. It uses the standard
'AT' command set. Included with our modem we supply
communications software, a7foot cord and documentation.
We build our modems at amil-spec board house located in
suburban Chicago, using quality components. We test every
modem shipped and back our confidence in our quality with
a5year parts and labor warranty from the factory and a30
day money back guarantee.

Ace ...

Orders wahm the USA Unduchng
Alatka
Hawaii we sapped FREE
wa UPS

"'Engineering Inc.
162 N. Franklin St. • 5th Floor • Chicago. IL 60606
Toll Free Order Line for orders only 1-800442 -2285
For orders in Illinois 1-312-358.1501

Payment In U S lundi drawn on a
U S sank regured
COO areas phced batore 2pm CST
sludgead tame day
lianas reagent, add à% tabs In
We do not accept credd cards
Please send check or money eider
I« S100

Kiss Engineering Technical Support 1-800.442.2285

Subscription
Problems?

- We want to help!
If you have a problem with your BYTE
subscription, write us with the details.
We'll do our best to set it right. But we
must have the name, address, and zip of
the subscription (new and old
address, if it's a change of address). If
the problem involves a payment, be sure
to include copies of the credit card
statement, or front and back of cancelled
checks. Include a "business hours"
phone number if possible.

I] VIE
Subscriber Service
P.O. Box 7643
Teaneck, NI 07666-9866
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Requirements:
Apple Macintosh or
Apple II with aSCSI cable;
HyperCard 1.2
recommended for use on
the Macintosh.
Apple Computer
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Inquiry 853.

cyclopedia, Stanford University's The Electric Cadaver
for studying human anatomy
(see the August Microbytes),
and samples from The Whole
Earth Catalog. Most of the
sample applications include
lots of graphics and sound
and are an impressive demonstration of the potential of the
CD-ROM.
Accessing the drive through
HyperCard is no different
from accessing a HyperCard
stack on afloppy disk or ahard
disk. The drive appears as an
icon on the desktop, and you
can open it just like any other
folder or stack. The main difference, of course, is that you
can't write to the CD-ROM
drive or make any changes to
the data that's on the disk.
While HyperCard will
probably be the main interface
for CD-ROM software on the
Macintosh, Apple will provide support for the High Sierra ISO disk format, which is
dominant in the CD-ROM industry. When the High Sierra
system software is available,
you can get it by mailing Apple
acoupon that comes with the
AppleCD SC. ( High Sierra
will be supported on both the
Macintosh and Apple II,
Apple says.)
A slick feature of the AppleCD SC is its ability to play
standard audio compact disks
using adesk accessory called
CD Remote, which controls
the audio disk. The CD-ROM
drive has sockets for connecting earphones, stereo speak-

ers, or astereo amplifier. To
use the AppleCD SC as a
stereo system, simply click on
CD Remote and insert an
audio disk in the drive. CD Remote presents a panel on the
screen, where you can click on
various buttons to play certain
selections, switch tracks,
pause, repeat, and so forth.
You can also remove the panel
from the screen and the CD
will continue to play as abackground task.
The AppleCD SC drive is an
excellent product, but it's
pretty expensive at $ 1199 (add
another $80 for cabling). The
biggest disappointment is the
lack of software at this time.
Unless there's an application
out there that you've got to
have right now, it's probably
best to wait until more software is available.
—Nick Baran

Two Great
Caching
Programs

A

sprocessors get faster
and faster, disk I/O becomes more and more of abottleneck. A few major manufacturers (notably, IBM and
Compaq) package disk-caching software with their systems to speed up read/write
operations.
A disk cache selectively
buffers disk reads and writes,
substituting fast RAM accesses for unnecessary or repetitious—and slow—disk operations. A cache offers many of
the speed benefits of aRAM
disk but is easier to use. And
it's also safer, because acache
will automatically " write
through" to the disk instead of
requiring an explicit save or
copy command.
Ilooked at two inexpensive
disk-caching programs that
widen the bottleneck by
speeding up input and output:
Multisoft's Super PC-Kwik
and Polytron's PolyBoost II.
Both offer blazing speed and
impressive bells and whistles.
continued

UNINTERRUPT1BLE POWER SUPPLIES

"More Powerful
Eve -f"
TOTAL POWER PROTECTION
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SURGES/SPIKES an erergy rating of 100 joules or less.
EMI/RFI ihrE-e stage filtering for clean AC power
• FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

FOR LA N
NOV1il

LAMS

TESTED AND
APPROVED

• ORDER- SHIP SAME DAY
• 1MILLISECOND TRANSFER ME*
• SYNCHRONIZED SINEWAVE*
*250 watt and 500 watt units offer 4 msec
transfer time, PVVM waveform

Ade".. Nb.
PARA SYSTEMS, INC.
1455 LeNlay Dr .

111‘11,

Carrollton, TX 75007

0"

Telephone.

( 2 14) 446-7303

1-800-238-7212
FAX: ( 214) 446-9011

120 Volt Models

230 Volt Models

250 WATT

S 379.00

S 429.00

300 WATT

S 549.00

N/A

500 WATT

S 699 00

S 799.00

600 WATT

S 89'9 00

S1049 00

1200 WATT

S1499 00

S1749.00

1600 WATT

S1999 00

S2299 00

Power Outout

TELEX: 140275 OMEGA

Suggested Retail
See us al

O COMDEEN/Fall

'88

November 14-18 1988
Las Vegas Convention Center

250, 300 and 500 Watt Models
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Compact Disk Products, Inc.

CD-ROM/WORM
ALL PRODUCTS, LOWEST PRICES, EXPERT

ADVICE

/AfTRODUCTORY OFFERS
iiitachi 15033 or 35005 ED- ROM Drive with yar chcice of:
McGraw Hill Scierte and Technical Reference Set . . .
$895
Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia
$995
Mcrosoft Bocksheif
$895
PCEG litrar (Disks 1 - 100G)
$895

CO-ROM SOFTWARE

sne

Oxfcrd age Dictarkry
Comstock Stock Photography On CO . .
Educorp Putt Danain/Shareware for the mac
The New Grater Electronic Encyclopedia
McGraw HI or Booleelf or PGSG
The Bble Lbrery
Kile-Othmer Encyclopedia of Cherricil Technology
Registry of Mass Spectra Data
Geovson US Atlas a-El Maorikker

$445

MID $249

$359
$269
$495
$845
$2655
$795

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE • 800-MEGABYTe ( 634-2298)

CD-ROM and WORM DR/VES
Hitachi 15035 External CO-ROM Drive with Aula
$729
'503S with Digital Audio Output
$1229
Hitachi 35005 hterrel 1/2 l-Éight CD-ROM Drive 1,WAudio . . $719
Maxtor 800 MB WORM Drive
$3799
Optotech Laserbark 400 MB WORM Drive
$2799
Pcrtabë 286 viith CD-FOM Drive
$37M

co-pgy (
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Merge to headohores or troffer.
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CD-PlayiSamiler
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ports on eh ado CO end bop betseen them
($149 Automatic* creates dataaase records of al youAbees ycu to store a (referred play secberee for each
Creetes OBase ccrnpatble
Automate recogrition of CDs
Month

Compact
Clsk
217 . 135th
St Products r Free

3 Mon
Subscription to

New York. NY 10(326
CD ROM Review
Tel 212.737-8400
Fax 212-439-9103
Iwith orders
$300 over
Ccrrçusene 75530214 ,

mare tao
aile (La
delc
reccrds

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
A SPECIALTY
i
Australian Agent: KEWTEL
145 Cotham Rd.
Kew, Victoria 3101
lei. TOM 817-5933

Protects
while yo
type!
e

s

.•
e
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•
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e

•Remains in Place while you use your computer.
•Avoids Costly Repairs. Protects delicate electronics
from dust, spills, smoke, ashes, staples.
•Soft, Flexible, retains normal keyboard feel.
•Washable, Durable High-Tech Polymer lasts years.
•Hundreds of Models. SafeSkin is available for most
PCs, laptops, workstations and clone keyboards.
•Office • Home • Factory • Classroom • Laboratory
List Price $ 29.95. Please call or write for free color
brochure. Dealer inquiries encouraged.

SafeSkin
Keyboard Protector
Merritt Computer Products, Inc./4561 S. Westmoreland
Dallas, Texas 75237/1214) 339-0753 • Fax 12141339-1313
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Super PC-Kwik
$79.95

PolyBoost II
$79.95

Multisoft Corp.
15100 Southwest Koll
Pkwy., Suite L
Beaverton, OR 97006
(503) 644-5644
Inquiry 854.

Polytron Corp.
1700 Northwest 167th Pl.
Beaverton, OR 97006
(503) 645-1150
Inquiry 855.

Requirements for both: IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible with DOS 2.0 or higher, 5K bytes to 5megabytes
free memory (conventional, extended, or expanded), and
ahard disk drive.

Both will accelerate the disk
I/O of almost any Intel-based
machine, and both can exploit
conventional, extended, or expanded memory; users of IBM
PC AT-class machines also
can put to use the top 384K
bytes on their 1- megabyte
motherboards without the
Lotus/Intel/Microsoft Expanded Memory Specification or any other memoryenhancing scheme.
Itried both caches on a16MHz Compaq 386 with 2
megabytes of memory and on a
16-MHz Club American 386
with 1megabyte of memory.
Both programs worked flawlessly and boosted disk
throughput from 3to 7times
that of the same machines
without caches. (For workaday applications, a speed increase of 3or 4times is typical.) I found that both
programs were faster than the
caching program Compaq
supplied; I've stopped using
Compaq's cache.
While both caches are fast,
PolyBoost II is marginally
faster than Super PC-Kwik.
For example, a read/writeintensive operation like decompressing a series of archived text files took 22
seconds with PolyBoost II installed and 24 seconds with
Super PC-Kwik installed.
(With no cache, the decompression took 39 seconds.)
A few seconds here or there
won't add up to early retirement, but if speed is the determining factor (it is for me),

PolyBoost II is the better
choice. On the other hand, because their performances are
close, the bells and whistles
each of these programs offer
may tilt the balance one way or
the other for you.
Super PC-Kwik has amindboggling array of options to
optimize its operations for
your usage patterns. It also
runs cooperatively with
Multisoft's versatile PC-Kwik
Print Spooler ( sold separately
for $45): The two programs
can dynamically share the
same memory above 640K
bytes. It's pretty slick. In effect, it uses the same RAM to
preferentially buffer and accelerate whatever the current
slowest I/O operation is.
PolyBoost II takes adifferent tack: It's actually asuite of
several programs, including a
cache, a keyboard enhancer
(which speeds up keyboard response and includes a command- line editor), ascreen
speedup program ( for monochrome or color displays), a
disk unfragmenter, and several other utilities. The combination of disk, keyboard, and
screen speedups that results
when using PolyBoost II is impressive enough to make your
computer feel like anew and
much faster animal.
Any cache is better than no
cache; and these caches are
better than some others. You
really can't go wrong with
either.
—Fred Langa
continued
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A Personal Tickler That Runs
under OS/2

D

for PS/2s . . .

for laptops . . .

Mir

End 31
/2 Inch Frustration
Complete solutions for using 51/
4 " diskettes on
your 31
2 " based computer.
/
Our solutions for IBM"

PS/2"

computers are

available in either 1.2MB or 360KB varieties,
ending frustrations for all media standards.
Both are complete with everything needed for
any model PS/2 in a single box. No power supply, no adapter board, and we don't waste an
expansion slot.
Our laptop solutions also offer " one- drive- fitsall" convenience. Simply order the cable for
the computer of your choice. All popular laptops are supported.
Customized versions available for special applications. Domestic and international resellers
welcome.

51
2 " Subsystem Specialists
/

Pacific Rim Systems, Inc.
2570 Barrington Court
Hayward, California 94545
FAX: (415) 782-1017
Telephone: (415) 782-1013
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espite having to keep
track of such things as
meetings, deadlines, and my
wife's birthday, I've frankly
found today's crop of memory-resident personal schedulers areal pain. Idon't have
the time to learn them, and
they take up huge chunks of
my limited MS-DOS RAM
real estate. So, with all this
computing " power" on my
desk, Istill use pocket- and
desk-size calendars to schedule my days.
But that may change pretty
darn fast. Tickler/2 is by far
the most powerful personal
scheduler I've seen. It has a
bunch of handy features and
tricks, a simply elegant user
interface, and alow price, and
it runs only under OS/2.
Tickler/2 is the electronic
equivalent of those famous
paper-based tickler files that
many disgustingly organized
people use. A classic tickler
file takes up loads of space by
using individual file folders,
one for each day in the month,
along with folders for individual months and upcoming
years. You fill these folders
with pieces of paper: notes, reminders, letters to follow up,
and so on. It can get absurdly
crowded and confusing, and
you're up the creek if you misTHE FACTS

Tickler/2
$80
Requirements:
IBM PC AT, PS/2,
or compatible with OS/2
Standard Edition 1.0
or higher and ahard disk
drive.
Enyart Development
Corp.
7000 East 70th Ave.
Commerce City, CO
80022
(303) 286-8686
Inquiry 856.

file an important paper.
This program uses OS/2's
extended memory capacity
and multitasking abilities to
offer ahuge amount of options. Besides the normal
chore of entering appointments, you can set messages to
appear on your screen at just
about any interval or on any
date, even years in advance. It
also has arelative scheduling
feature that lets you enter a
major event and then indicate
when and how often you want
to be reminded of it. If you tell
it to be merciless, Tickler/2's
"nag" feature will continually remind you of something
you need to get done until you
indicate you've done it. It will
also count down the days (or
hours) until deadline. Features like this are just the thing
for foot-dragging editors who
put off writing Short Takes
until the last minute.
Tickler/2 also lets you attach OS/2 commands to amessage. With this feature, you
can have Tickler/2 do things
like automatically sending a
monthly report to the boss or
performing aweekly hard disk
backup. Iused it to automatically log on to BIX overnight,
get my electronic mail, and
file conference messages.
Sure, you can do this with several MS-DOS programs, but
the fact that it's integrated
with Tickler/2's other features makes it handy indeed.
But the most intriguing feature is something that is called
a " named event." You can attach avirtually unlimited list
of messages to an event that
you can't pin down to one particular time. For example, if
you sell computers, you can
enter messages that are set to
start every time acustomer
buys a system, doing things
like sending athank-you letter, service reminders, and
even a " trade-in time" reminder a few years in the
future.
continued
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A M ESSAGE TO
OUR SUBSCRIBERS

F

ROM TIME TO TIME WE MAKE THE BYTE
subscriber list available to other companies who
wish to send our subscribers material about their products. We take great care to screen these companies,
choosing only those who are reputable, and whose products, services, or information we feel would be of interest to you. Direct mail is an efficient medium for presenting the latest personal computer goods and services
to our subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use
of our mailing list, and look forward to finding information of interest to them in the mail. Used are our
subscribers' names and addresses only ( no other
information we may have is ever given).
While we believe the distribution of this information is
of benefit to our subscribers, we firmly respect the wishes
of any subscriber who does not want to receive such promotional literature. Should you wish to restrict the use
of your name, simply send your request to the following address.

EIVTE M AGAZINE

ATTN: SUBSCRIBER SERVICE
P.
O.Box 7643
TEANECK, NJ07666-9866

elm

ABRA 2000
only $995 for IBM PC
&Macintosh

Human Resources

(eanuraves

Magically cuts paperwork and saves time.
Prepares accurate personnel reports instantly!
The ideal solution for most personnel needs:
Complete Employee Record Keeping.
Salary Reviews, Job History & Salary Analysis.
Benefit Statement, Insurance & COBRA Reports.
EEO Reports, I-9 Tracking, Injuries & Licenses.
Organizational List, Phone Directory & Birthdays.
Skill Retrieval, Education, Training & much more.
Over 50 Reports, plus optional report writer.
Attendance Tracking & Multi- User options.
New Applicant Tracking System available.
Easy to use — even for novices. And ABRA 2000 is
'proven" with over 800 happy customers.-

1

ft's not an illusion... Test the magic!
Call Today or Send $25 for Demo and Manual.
/!%[e
SOFTWARE
5510 9th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL. 33703 ( 813) 525-4400
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Circle 7on Reader Service Card

Tickler/2 is actually made
Ilinked my XT clone and
up of two programs: There's a my AT clone and decided to
foreground editor/database
test Minicom and Maxicom,
for entering your messages
the two communications proand schedule, and a36K-byte
grams in the package. Iput the
program runs as a detached
Zortech programs on one end
task under OS/2. The latter
and HyperAccess on the other.
triggers the reminder mesZortech's programs had trousages. And since it's OS/2,
ble on my Xitses (the MCT-I0
there's no " RAM cram" or
multiserial board from JDR
ill-behaved terminate- andMicrodevices), but they
stay resident programs.
seemed to do better when I
Tickler/2 is one of the easitried them on the AT clone
est-to-use programs I've seen.
with astock IBM serial card.
You don't have to learn esoEven then, when Ichanged the
teric syntax to enter messages
data transfer rate from the
and times; in most cases, you
menu in Maxicom, the system
just have to type a few keystopped receiving (though,
strokes and highlight adate or
mysteriously,
it could
time using the cursor keys.
transmit).
—Stan Miastkowski
When things worked, Iran
XMODEM and Kermit transfers in both directions up to
9600 bits per second with
modest throughput. Iattribute
the program's unimpressive
speed to the fact that the
ortech's Comm Toolkit
XMODEM and Kermit code
package is an eye-opening
appear to do no explicit record
collection of programs geared
buffering and therefore suffer
to the programmer involved
from frequent disk accesses.
with serial-port communicaIhave mixed feelings about
tions and anxious to get on
the Zortech Comm Toolkit. If
with it. Here you'll find functhe bugs get cleaned out,
tions that cover the entire
there's certainly plenty of usrange of communications
able code here. You might
complexities: from rudimenneed to do some work to get the
tary " send- a- byte- out-thecode compatible with your
serial-port" to asingle funcserial interface—particularly
tion that implements batch
if you're using anonstandard
Kermit-protocol transfers.
clone board. But if you've got
Zortech provides source code
some communicating to do
compatible with Microsoft C and don't mind a little low(Quick C), Turbo C, and (unlevel programming, you ought
derstandably) the Zortech C to check it out.
compiler. If your favorite
—Rick Grehan •
compiler isn't on that list, you
can modify the source code so
THE FACTS
your own compiler will not
have an immune reaction.
Zortech Comm Toolkit
That's right, Zortech pro$49.95
vides the complete source
code, right down to the lowRequirements:
level library routines.
IBM PC or compatible
If you're going to do any
with Microsoft Quick C,
kind of terminal emulation,
Borland Turbo C, or the
you're going to need to deal
Zortech C compiler;
with screen-driver software.
DOS 2.0 or higher.
Here's where Comm Toolkit
scores again. You'll find defiZortech, Inc.
nitions for astandard display
361 Massachusetts Ave.
as well as aWindows driver.
Arlington, MA 02174
Also, Zortech includes source
(617) 646-6703
code for ANSI, VT-52, and
Inquiry 857.
VT-100 emulators.

Zortech's
Comm Kit

Z

Ihiga ME
BM MI MI II
Teach yourself
Expert Systems Technology
Interactively on your IBM PC
with this Comprehensive
On-line Study Course
Experteach-III Includes:

Experteach-III is acomprehensive
guide to Expert System Technology

• The Structure of Expert Systems.

consisting of auniquely integrated

concepts in axsociaion with IEEE,

• Inference, Forward and

collection of Expert System tutorials, case
studies, and interactive on-line teaching
programs.

Education Institute.

Backward Chaining.
• Inexact Reasoning.
• Frames and Inheritance.
• Intelligent Database Systems.
• Knowledge Acquisition.

You are introduced to Expert Systems
technology with easy to understand text
and interactive tutorials allowing you to
test your comprehension of the concepts
presented. Experteach-III draws its power
from the uniform integration of Expert

• Knowledge Representation.
• Building Expert Systems.
• Automatic Knowledge
Acquisition Systems.
• Machine Learning and Induction.
• Expert System Verification.
• Case Studies of Expert Systems.
• Use of Conventional Languages.
• Source Code in C and Pascal.

Intelligence Ware, Inc.
Leading in Artificial Intelligence Applications"
Expenn.11-11I and InclIncr.cMure
In

Experteach-III is based on extensive
experience in teaching Expert System

IBM PC p

trademark

trnIcnnrk , . 11 ImrIllgrneWarc

IBM Corponeon

ACM, UCLA, and the Continuing

Intelligence Ware, Inc.
9800 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 730
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 417-8896
Idon't want to let technology pass me by!
Send

copies of Expertech-III at $ 129 each.

System concepts and provides you with a
broad and overall view of the Expert

C Check or money order payable to

System field.

C Charge my L7 Visa

A clearly written tutorial text is

IntelligenceWare, Inc. is enclosed.

No.

C, MC

included along with well designed on-line

Shipping and handling. US: $S, Canada and

interactive tutorials. Together, they
provide aconcise exposition of Expert

CA residents please add 6.5% sales tax.

Systems technology. Experteach-Ill
graphically explains concepts such as
forward and backward chaining, pattern
matching. backtracking, conflict
resolution, inexact reasoning, frames and
inheritance, object oriented programming.
etc. These concepts are explained in a
step-wise, easy to understand manner.
Experteach-III provides an in-depth
understanding of the inner structure of
Expert Systems technology.

Hawaii Air: SIS, Overseas Air: $25.

Send me information on other IntelligenceWare
Products.
Name
Company
Address

Tel. No.

Ext.

Signature
System Rrquarmen9 IBM PC. PC ,XT
PCAT 512K memory

Circle 121 on Reader Service Card

1 AMX

Exp. Date

ISBN 0-945877-01-3
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...the Same Thi
You Read

Features:

Flagstaff Engineering'
optical character recognition
software reads almost any printed or
typewritten text.
SPOT,* our trainable OCR program, allows
you to compile information from books, magazines,
typewritten records, genealogical data, directories,
catalogs, and public documents, including foreignlanguage material. The data captured by SPOT can be
used by database, word processing, desktop publishing
and typesetting applications.
SPOT's flexible output options allow you to preserve
the original page format, including columns and margins •
Reformatting options include the choice of DCA or
ASCII output files, with options to generate singlecolumn output from multiple-column text.

-> High recognition accuracy
-) Fast, easy training
Up to five fonts per page
-> Handles ligatures and kerned type
-) Foreign language character sets
Spelling and context checking
On-line correction
Affordable at' $995.00
Flagstaff Engineering leads the PC industry in desktop conversion systems for 9-track tape and 8-inch
diskette data files. We have already supplied thousands
of customers worldwide with our OCR systems. Call
for the best prices on Panasonic, Hewlett-Packard, and
Canon scanners. Dealer and volume discounts are
available.
Flagstaff Engineering can modify the software code
to meet your custom applications. For details, call us
at (602)779-3341.
"Syntactic Pattern Optical Translator

-FLAGSTAFF
ENGINEERING

Come see us at COMDEX Booth #C107
1120 Kaibab Lane • Flagstaff, AZ 86001
(602)779-3341 • Telex 705609 • FAX ( 602)779-5998
Circle 95 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 96)

EXPERT

ADVICE

COMPUTING AT CHAOS MANOR

•

Jerry Pournelle

STICK SHIFT
OR AUTOMATIC?
Jerry takes alook at
the new version of
Windows and delves
into the history and
functionality of Sprint

T

he other day, Mrs. Pournelle
and Iwere walking in the hills
behind Chaos Manor. When we
came down into the back-road
area, we saw ayoung man trying to teach
his girlfriend to drive. " That's the real
test," Roberta said. " Teaching her to
drive, or teaching her to use acomputer,
it's the real test of true love."
"Stick shift car, too," Isaid.
She shrugged. " All computers are
stick shift."
I've been thinking about that.
Of course, the Macintosh tries to get
away from the " stick shift" image, and it
has alot of converts. My youngest boy
enters college this fall. He has a Mac
Plus. One of his older brothers wants to
trade his IBM PC AT for a Mac. Both
claim they're not interested in learning
about computers, they just want to use
them. Iremember saying something like
that back when Ibegan this column more
years ago than Iwant to admit. My friend
and colleague Tom Clancy does all his
work on aMac and isn't vaguely interested in learning about PCs. Perhaps it's
valid to think of the Mac as the first automatic shift machine.
If so, then the PC world is beginning to
breathe down the Mac's neck.
Windows
Isuppose Ihave to be careful what Isay,
lest Iget myself involved in Apple's silly
lawsuit against Microsoft and HewlettPackard; but I've just come back from a
Microsoft-sponsored Windows exposition, and Ican only conclude that Win-

dows is hastening the process of the
"Macintoshization" of the PC. If you
prefer to say that Windows is ilow implementing many of the ideas developed at
Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center
(PARC) lo these many years ago, then
partly perfected by Niklaus Wirth, and
finally popularized by Apple's Macintosh, feel free. The point is that Windows
consciously attempts to make the PC an
automatic shift computer.
Of course, automatic shifts need cars
that are higher-powered. Same with
computers. If you have an ordinary PC or
XT, Idon't recommend Windows. If you
want multiple applications—sort of like
the Macintosh MultiFinder— and you
have an XT with ahard disk drive and a
good bit of RAM disk as well, DESQview is marginally better than nothing.
Windows isn't for you; it's just too slow.
Idon't really recommend either for slow
machines.
If you have an AT, you have more
choices. Windows/286 is Microsoft's
newest. It isn't very good at taking ordinary DOS programs and running them in
the Windows environment. Still, Windows/286 version 2.10 is adistinct improvement over the older Windows, and
it's not all that bad. Windows/286 can
run DOS stuff, provided that your AT
computer is fairly vanilla, the program
isn't too badly behaved, and you hold
your mouth right; but it will be slow,
even if you've got afast system. If all you
want to do is run standard DOS programs, you'll probably be better off with
DESQview.
Windows/386 is better yet. Windows/
386 on an 80386 machine is better than
DESQview on an 80286 machine. On the
other hand, DESQview works spectacularly better on an 80386 than it does on
an 80286; and Windows/386 is still
slower than Ilike. There is room for a
difference of opinion. People Irespect
like Windows/386 a lot. It certainly is
usable, if slow.
Windows/386 isn't easy to install. It

doesn't like anumber of EGA cards (Orchid and Paradise seem to be all right)
The Setup program takes quite a long
time, and if you have to make any
changes in your installation, you must
start all over again. This can be quite
annoying.
When you're installing Windows/386.
Iadvise you to throw away your AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files. Windows/386 will construct new ones. Let it.
Don't set up any buffers, or environment, or paths, or anything else while
you're trying to get Windows/386 going.
Then, when you have Windows/386 up
and running, you can tweak the start-up
files to see what you can get away with.
You want to be real careful about what
DOS you're running, too; I'm still getting DOS version incompatibility errors
in Windows/386 long after Ithought I'd
eliminated all possible sources of sucl•
errors. Istill don't understand that; it
could be that I've added something odc
to my CONFIG.SYS file or tried to use
DOS extensions for the CD-ROM reader.
If you have avery vanilla system and
don't use networking, running ordinary
programs under Windows does have
some advantages. Windows has convenient features, like its own pop-up notebook and calculator (but no calendar),
and it does make switching from one program to another alot easier (although not
easier than DESQview). Where Windows—/ 286 or / 386— really shines,
though, is running programs developed
especially for use with Windows. Some
of those work spectacularly well. The
Windows screens are laid out well and
are as easy to understand as any Mac
screen. Windows screens are more customizable, too.
I'm just beginning to collect software
that's been specially adapted to work
with Windows. Most of it, like Microsoft
Excel and MacInTax PC, comes with a
run-time package so that you don't really
need Windows; but it's much better if
continue,
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you have Windows and are familiar with
it. Windows/386 running programs
adapted for Windows runs like lightning,
and it does all the things the Macintosh
MultiFinder is supposed to do but hasn't
quite perfected.
When I'm using Windows to run programs like Excel and MacInTax, Iunderstand why Apple was so terrified of Windows that they brought in the lawyers.
The interface is at least as good as
Apple's; indeed, many will think Windows does the integration of mouse and
keyboard better than the Macintosh does.
The various operations are smooth and
intuitive. Better yet, you don't give anything up; you can still use DOS with its
wild-card commands.
We did notice that, probably because
of the lawsuit, Windows no longer has
"TRASH" as the place to put deleted
files. The legend under the icon (which
doesn't look like Apple's Trash) now
says " GARBAGE." Roberta suggested
they have an icon of the kitchen sink and
label it " DISPOSALL," which inspired
me to think up a large vortex with the
label " BLACK HOLE." Apparently,
Apple is adamant about owning the
Trash, and nearly everyone is willing to
let Apple have it if they want it so bad.
We made that suggestion at the Hewlett-Packard booth at the Windows show.
Hewlett-Packard has aWindows adaptation called NewWave. The demonstrator
chuckled and called in the icon editor.
Within a couple of minutes, he had a
kitchen sink labeled " DISPOSALL,"
and he was starting in on the " BLACK
HOLE." Ididn't get much chance to look
at NewWave, but from what Idid see, I
was impressed.
Iwasn't much of aWindows fan when
the program was first introduced, but I
can see how Imight become one if they
can get enough programs adapted for it.
Windows doesn't yet do much with devices like CD-ROM drives—Microsoft
Bookshelf is apain to get going in the
same window with your word processor,
but then it's apain to get DESQview to
handle it, too.
Microsoft tells software developers
that the best way to learn to write software for OS/2 and Presentation Manager
is to begin with Windows. From what
I've seen, if you're developing new software, you might want to seriously consider adapting your stuff for Windows,
no matter what you think of OS/2.
They are going to have to speed things
up, though. Isuspect the way to do that
will be with faster video boards. Most of
the wait comes from having Windows
draw stuff on your screen.
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want for the program, but possibly; and
of course you can use it to generate birthday cards for all your friends.
There's nothing to using Special
Days; there's amanual, but Ican't think
Actor
why you'd want to look into it. EveryOne program that has been adapted for
thing is explained on-screen, and if you
Windows is the Actor language. This is
do get stuck—which isn't easy—there's
one of the family of languages that inplenty of context-sensitive help. It's a
cludes Smalltalk: you have data classes,
really neat user interface.
and you send messages to them; then they
I also have Salinon's Footprints in
do things, like make new windows with
History. This is amore complicated procertain features, or put images on the
gram with much the same user interface.
screen, or do calculations. Actor is interWhat you do is input someone's name,
active and compiles as you write it, prodate of birth, and any other events (with
ducing threaded code like Forth; but it's
dates) in the subject's life. The more
said to be agreat deal easier to learn, and
dated events you can put in (entering
to use, than Forth.
school, graduations, marriage, children
Idon't know. My only exposure to Acborn, whatever), the better.
tor was in ademonstration at the WinThe output is a chronological table.
dows seminar. Iwas impressed, but then
The events come out unchanged (except
one is often impressed by demonstrathat it tells you what day of the week
tions; the acid test will be to see if Ican
things happened on); but they're emwrite programs with it when Iget it here.
bedded in other events. You might have:
Iwill say that it sure looked like it understood how to interact with Windows; I July 19, 1969, Alfred E. Neuman flunks
third grade again; July 20, 1969, Neil
watched them create several small proArmstrong is the first man to walk on the
grams to my specifications, and it
seemed like child's play. More when I moon; and stuff like that. The Alfred E.
Neuman (or whomever you're making
know more, but my first impression is
this up for) events are put in by you; the
that Actor and Windows may be made for
others come from the program's dataeach other. If you're alanguage collector
bases. (Most people would probably be a
or if you're seriously interested in Winbit more dignified in picking events in
dows, take alook at Actor.
Alfred E. Neuman's life.)
My major criticism with these proSpecial Days and
grams is there's no way to add items to
Footprints in History
the program's databases. You go with
An outfit called The Salinon Corporawhat they furnish. Also, it's not clear to
tion has aseries of programs called the
me what algorithm they use to select the
"Life and Times" series. One program is
order and importance of events: Iused
called Special Days: you put in data, say
the " Special Day" feature of Special
someone's name, birthplace, and birthDays to prepare a report on July 20,
date. The program looks things up in its
1969, and while it did tell me this was the
databases, trundles out a printout that
day Neil Armstrong walked on the
wishes the subject ahappy birthday, then
moon, the event it put up first was " Yoko
proceeds to report on things like what
Ono marries John Lennon."
happened on that day in history; who else
Who knows, maybe Lennon's marwas born in the subject's home state;
riage was more important than the first
what popular songs were current the year
the person was born; even prices of trip to the moon, but you'll never congoods, like eggs and bicycles, back then.
vince me of that.
It will do the same for anniversaries: it
FastTRAP
prints out your names, some congratulaImust have said ahundred times that I'm
tions, and then asummary of what things
not fond of mice. Ican never find the
were like at 5-year intervals since you
mouse, to begin with. The darned fool
were married. (Incidentally, make sure
things are always getting buried. Once
you have the proper date set in your commy mouse was completely buried under
puter; it uses the system's date in its mesenough paper that the left-hand key was
sage calculations.)
pressed down by the weight of the stuff
Iwasn't terribly impressed with the
on top of it. This caused weird problems
program, but just for the heck of it Ifed it
when the machine was powered up and
Roberta's birthday and our anniversary,
the AUTOEXEC.BAT file brought in DESQprinted the results, and gave the printouts
view. It took me 10 minutes to figure out
to her. Apparently, she rather liked
them. Idon't know if she'd have liked it
what was wrong with my computer.
continued
so much if I'd paid the full $39.95 they
Windows hasn't yet got us out of the
stick shift era, but it looks like the next
revision just may do it.
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Order Status,
W
InfO. (602) 246-2222
FAX #(602) 246-7805

MICROSOFT PC Excel
SPECIAL $273

PRODUCTS

Call for programs not listed

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135
—HARDWARE —

NOW AVAILABLE
MICROSOFT MACH 20
$309
MICROSOFT WINDOWS 386 $110

Accessories
Copy II PC Deluxe Bd
$101
Curtis Ruby
69
Logical Connection
429
Mach III Joystick
36
Masterpiece
85
Masterpiece -i95
150 Watt Power Supply
69

FREE SOFTWARE!
Purchase over $ 100 and receive one of these disks absolutely FREE! Purchases
over $250 get two free disks, over $400 get three, or get all four disks when your
purchase is over $500! 1) MIXED BAG. 2) PC-WRITE. 3) PONTSET. 4) ABC- LIST.

—SOFTWARE —
Accounting
Dac Easy Acct, 30
Dac Easy Light
Dac Easy Payroll
Dollars & Sense
In House Acct.
Managing Your Money 4.0

Low Price
$39
Low Price
94
112
117

Boards

Languages
Microsoft Pascal
Microsoft Quick Basic 4.0
Microsoft Quick C
Ryan McFarlan Fortran
Ryan McFarlan Cobol
Turbo Basic
Turbo C 1.5
Turbo Pascal
Turbo Prolog

AST
Rampage/2
Call
Rampage 286 w/512K
$299
Sixpac Plus w/64K
129
EVEREX
2MB Above PC/XT w/o Mem
79
3MB Above AT w/o Mem
89
ORCHID
Ram Quest Extra PS/2
Call
INTEL
Above PC 64K
225
Above 286 w/512K
344
Orchid Tiny Turbo
289

$ 176
59
Call
390
612
Call
59
Call
90

Communication Programs
Brooklyn Bridge Universal
Carbon Copy Plus
Crosstalk XVI
Crosstalk MK4
Flying Dutchman
PC Anywhere III

$75
108
89
110
64
96

Multi-User Software
Fox Base -iMicrosoft Word
Word Perfect 5.0
Word Perfect Modules

$299
195
339
ea 75

COMPUTERS
EVEREX
286. 10MHz, 0Wait
286, 10MHz, 1Wait
286, 12.5MHz, 0Wait
ACER
710 w/o Monitor
900 w/o Monitor
SHARP
PC 4501
PC 4502
PC 4521
TOSHIBA
T1000
T3100
T3200
ZENITH
Super Sport 286/20MG
Super Sport 8088/2- Floppies
Super Sport 8088/20MG
NEC
Multispeed-2

Project Manager

Data Base Managers
Clipper
$370
325
Condor 3
DataPerfect
Low Price
DBase Ill Plus
375
DB-XL Diamond
115
Fox Base Plus
194
Genifer
189
Paradox 2.0 Premium
435
PFS: Pro File
139
Powerbase
169
OSA 3.0
Call
Quicksilver Diamond
329
Revelation Advanced
485
R Base For DOS
425
Reflex
90
Relate & Report
112
VP Into
65

Microsoft Project
Super Project Plus
Timeline 3.0
Total Havard Man. 2

$305
255
323
355

Spreadsheet
Lotus 1-2-3
Microsoft PC Excel
Quaftro
Surpass
Twin
VP Planner Plus

$280
273
143
329
35
88

$1149
999
1349
Call
Call
$765
Call
Call
799
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Al! Other NEC Products . . Call

Hard Cards
Plus 20 MB
Plus 40 MB

1

$529
659

Hard Drives
Seagate 20 MB w/cont
Seagate 30 MB w/cont
Seagate 40 MB AT 251-2
Seagate 80 MB AT
Seagate ST-125 w/cont
Seagate ST-138 w/cont
Priam

Call
Call
5399
579
329
399
Call

Monitors
AMDEK
410 Amber
MAGNAVOX
RGB
SIGMA
Laserview. 19"
SAMSUNG
Flat Amber
TTL Amber w/tilt
Color Whit
Viking

$ 145
255
Call
Call
76
249
Call

Printers
CITIZEN
MSP 40
120 D
MSP 50
EPSON
LO 500
L0 850
FX-850
LASERS
Other Lasers
AST TURBO PS
OKIDATA LASERLINE 6
OKIDATA
OKI 320
OKI 321
OKI 390
OKI 391
STAR MICRONICS
NX 1000
NX 1000 Color

$285
146
385
349
559
Call
Call
Call
1379
Call
Call
499
689
180
238

Utilities
Desktop Publishing
Pagemaker Ver. 3.0
PFS: First Publisher 2.0
Ventura Publisher

$475
73
489

Graphics
Boeing Graphics
Chartmaster
Design Cad 2D & 3D
Diagram Master
Easy Cad
Generic Cad
In-A-Vision
Microsoft Chart 3.0
Newsroom Pro
Printshop

$200
199
148
199
109
49
270
225
65
33

Integrated
Ability Plus
Enable
Microsoft Works
PFS 1st Choice
Smart System
Symphony

$145
352
108
79
405
465

Languages

Lattice C Compiler
$220
Microsoft C Compiler Ver. 50
Call
Microsoft Fortran Ver. 4.1
260
Microsoft Macro Assembler Ver. 5.1 88

Core Fast
Low Prices
Copy II PC
$19
Copywrite
39
Cubit
39
Desqview 2.01
72
Direct Access
49
Eureka
Call
Fastback Plus
89
Formtools
56
Graph in the Box 2
Call
Mace
55
Microsoft Windows 286 Ver. 2.1 . 59
Norton Advanced
75
Norton Utilities
48
PC Tools Deluxe
37
Prokey 4.0
70
DOS II
49
Righwriter
75
Sidekick Plus
115
Sideways
39
SOZ Plus
55
Superkey
55
Lightening
79
XTree
35

EGA Boards
AST VGA

+

Modems
$320

All Other AST Products . Call
ATI Ega Wonders
Genoa Super EGA Hi- Res Orchid Designer
Paradise Auto 480
Paradise VGA Plus
Paradise VGA Proff
Vega VGA

Casper
Princeton Ultra Scan
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan
NEC - Multisync II
Zenith 14" Flat Screen

Word Processing
Microsoft Word 4.0
$185
Multimate Advantage II
285
Q and AWrite
110
Webster Spellcheck
37
Word Perfect Ver. 50
Call
Word Perfect Executive
124
Word Perfect Library 2.0
65
Wordstar Pro
233
Wordstar 2000 + Personal Ed
229

TOLL- FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135

2701 West Glendale Ave. • Phoenix, AZ 85051
Circle 272 on Reader Service Card

Having Technical Problems? — Call Us!
Any Hardware Purchased From Us - 7Day DOA - We Replace It - Not Repair It.
Visit Us In Phoenix! We Have ARetail Storefront To Serve You.

175
186
259
179
269
399
275

vpsA

AZ 2400 INT w/o Soft
Everex 300/1200 w/ Soft
Everex 2400 EXT, Error Cor
Hayes 1200 EXT w/o soft
Hayes 1200B INT w/ Soft
Hayes 2400 EXT w/o Soft
Novation Parrot 1200 w/Soft
U.S. Robotics 2400 w/o Soft

Mice

EGA Monitors

WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS
We do not guarantee compatibility

We Stock The Products That We Sell.
We Are Authorized To Repair Many Major Manufacturer's Products.

$410
539
509
609
650

Genius
Logitech
Microsoft Bus w/Paintbrush
Microsoft Serial
Optimouse w/Dr Halo
Optimouse w/DPE

$129
69
189
299
289
435
99
335

$49
68
92
92
89
185

TERMS: 'Shipping mininmum is $5.00. AZ ordes + 6.7% sales tax. Personal check/company check allow fourteen ( 14) days to clear. We accept purchase orders front authorized institutions for 3.5% more
than cash price. All returns are subject to our approval. There will be a20% restock fee. Minimum phone
order $50. All prices are subject to change. Due to copright laws we cannot take back any open software.

•

No Charge for
MasterCard or Visa

Servicing our PC buyers with

Phone Hours:

low pricing and technical

Monday thru Friday 6:30am-9:00pm MST

experience since 1979.

Saturday 9:00am-5:00pm MST
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dBASE III PLUS
Programmers & Developers
COMPILER

Increase your dBASE III PLUS" program speed up to 15 times!
Design and distribute compiled dBASE programs royalty-free!
Protect your vulnerable source code from inquiring minds!
Develop dBASE applications without dBASE III PLUS!

dBFast $99.00
... apowerful MS-DOS compiler for the dBASE III PLUS language which
explodes storage and performance restrictions imposed by other, much
more expensive compilers.
Lightning Compilation Speed
Maximize programming and testing efficiency. dBFast's unique memory- resident "Engine" ( only
8710 compiles typical dBASE III PLUS programs in just 3-6 seconds with no linking step required.

Incredibly Fast Execution
dBFast compiled programs run up to 15 times faster than interpreted dBASE. On independently
developed test suites, dBFast has proven time & again that something indeed... outruns the fox!

Small, Efficient .EXE Files
With no bulky run-time library to clutter your . EXE files, dBFast compiled programs consume as
little as 2K of disk space! Typical Programs take 5-30K.

Hassel-free Multi-User Conversion
dBFast's Autolock command enables multi-user/LAN protocols in one short line of code.
Eliminates system lockups and data collision!

1112=1=11)
. . . a rich, interactive "Programming Environment" that allows you to
combine the power and verstility of the dBASE III PLUS programming
language with the intuitive human interface of Macintosh!
Interactive Programming Environment
Maximize your programming efficiency with dBFast/Mac's interactive compiler/editor. Develop,
compile, debug, and run your applications - on the fly - without ever leaving this powerful
programming environment.

Accelerated Program Execution
dBFast/Mac compiled programs run up to 200 times faster than interpreted dBASE. On
independently-developed test suites, dBFast/Mac is up to 30% faster than FoxBASE+/Mac"

Language Extensions For Mac's Friendly Interface
Easily implement the powerful Macintosh user interface adding mouse support, pull-down menus.
multiple windowing, and click-on buttons to your dBASE programs.

dBASE III PLUS Portability
Capitalize on your prior MS-DOS development efforts by porting your existing . PRG and data files
to dBFast/Mac where you may easily add the powerful Macintosh interface. Data files transfer as
well, eliminating the need to rekey your data.

Sold By Quality Software Dealers Throughout The World
For Sales Information, Please Call ( 800) 356-6356
dEtEast, FoxBASE+/Mac. Macintosh. and dBASE Ill PLUS are trademarks of dBFast. Inc..
Fox Software. Apple Computers,Inc.. and Ashton-Tate. respectively.
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Mice are inconvenient, and often I've
wished for some kind of trackball arrangement. Now Ihave one.
FastTRAP is aneat little trackball system with three buttons ( see " Four Surrogate Mice" by Jeff Holtzman in the August BYTE). It comes with software
capable of emulating any mouse you're
accustomed to, and it does all that very
well. MicroSpeed also encloses a little
booklet illustrating 101 things you can
do with your old mouse, including using
the cord as anoose to hang your cat.
The FastTRAP trackball comes with a
DB-25 connector. The MicroSpeed executives seemed nonplussed when Iexplained that most AT machines come
with DB-9s on their serial ports. MicroSpeed does sell, at extra cost, a cable
adapter that will let you plug FastTRAP
into your AT's DB-9 port.
FastTRAP has agood hefty feel to it.
The box is abit thick for my taste. I'd
have preferred it not to stand quite so
high off the table, but that's certainly a
matter of taste. It's not impossibly high,
and indeed Ican think of reasons for
making it the height it is.
If you're doing CAD-type work, FastTRAP may be exactly what you're looking for. There are two models; one has a
wheel in addition to the trackball. The
wheel is used for three-dimensional data
control, as in aCAD program.
For CAD and similar work, FastTRAP is at least as good as amouse, and
most will probably find it a lot better.
Control is smooth and precise, and it's a
lot easier to move the cursor across long
distances. Just as atrackball is superior
to ajoystick for many games, it's much
better than amouse for anumber of business operations.
What you can't do with atrackball is
use it as an ordinary mouse. In my judgment, FastTRAP will never replace the
mouse with programs like Windows or
Microsoft Word, because it's almost impossible to do click-and-drag operations
with atrackball system. Isimply cannot
hold down one of the FastTRAP buttons
and simultaneously maneuver the cursor
without using both hands. It isn't just me.
No one else at Chaos Manor can do it,
either. Human hands just aren't built that
way.
It's thoroughly obvious once you think
of it, but Iconfess this discovery surprises me, especially since I've been a
strong advocate of trackballs for some
time now, and Iam still extremely fond
of the WICO SmartCat keyboard with its
integral trackball. (Alas, WICO couldn't
keep the price down to anything reasoncontinued
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helps save time, money, and cut frustrations. Compare, evaluate, and find products.

Translate for Portability, Easier Coding, Faster,
Smaller Code. and No Royalties.
These are the reasons to translate from one
source language to another.
Each of these products translates up to 85% 95% of your code automatically. If you want to
cut your conversion time by at least 5CI%.
Call one of our Tech Reps for help choosing
TODAY.
Order before 10 /31/88 and mention
386

List
Normal
Cane 1-2.-C - Lotus 1-2-3 Io C $299
8269
BAS_C commercial - Basic to C $375 $329
DBX- dBASE III toC $550 $529
DBX source tolibraries
8400 $379
FOR_C- Fortran 77 to C
$750 $679
R•DOC/X - conveo WP formats $ 149 $ 135
Turbo to C - by TGL
$595 $549
" BYA88" for these Special Prie«

PC
PC
PC
PC
MS
PC
PC
PC
PC
MS
PC

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

389
129
919
109
Call
419
Call
129
Call
649
229

IBasic & Addons
Exim Toolkit
$ 85
LaserPak Professional - by Crescent $ 139
MS QuickBASIC V4.0
$ 69
QuickPak Professional - by Crescent $ 139
C Language- Compilers
AZTEC C86 - Commercial
C86 PLUS - by Cl
High C Optimizing Compiler
Instant-C/16M
Lattice C - V3.3
Microsoft C 5.1 - with Codeview
Microsoft Quick C
NDP C-386 by MicroWay
Turbo C by Borland
Watcom C6.0

PC
MS
PC
PC
MS
MS
MS
MS
PC
MS

$ 499
$ 359
Call
Call
$ 259
$ 299
$ 69
$ 529
$ 67
$ 259

C Language- Interpreters
MS
PC
PC
MS
MS
PC

$
$
$
$
$
$

219
89
189
145
79
119

MS
MS
MS
PC
MS
MS

$
$
$
$

99
129
329
239
189
Call

PC
PC
PC
PC
PC

$ 99
$ 99
$ 119
$ 129
$ 99

C-terp by Gimpel - full K & R
C Trainer - by Catalytix
Interactive C by IMPACC Associates
Run/C Professional
Run/C
Turbo C-terp
C Libraries- Files
B ree/ SAM - Single user
CBTREE - Source, no royalties
c-tree by Faircom - no royalties
r-tree - report generation
dB2C Files
db_VISTA - Source
C Libraries- General
Blackstar C Function Library
C Tools Plus - V5.0
C Utilities by Essential
Greenleaf Functions
Turbo C Tools by Blaise

C- Screens, Windows, Graphics
C-Worthy Interface Library
dBASE Graphics for C
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS - fast
GraphiC - new color version
Greenleaf Data Windows - incl. source
Quick Window/C
Terminal Mapping System
TurboWINDOW/C - for Turbo C
VC Screen
View Manager by Blaise
Vitamin C - source, menus
Windows for C - fast
Windows for Data - validation

compilation AND an Integrated,
productive environment.

SPECIAL
$249
$299
$449
$349
$599
$125
$499

ver 5,000 of you were forced to
make sacrifices to use BRIEF, The
Programmer's Editor. Advanced compilers and new programming environments, like Turbo C and QuickBASIC,
took up so much RAM that BRIEF
could not fit in the same 640k.
If you wanted to retain BRIEF's

O

RECENT DISCOVERY

Development Tools

386 Assembler/Linker
386 Debug - by Phar Lap
386/DOS Extender
DESQview PS/2
F77L-EM - by Lahey
FOXBASE + /386
High C - by MetaWare
MS Windows/386
OS/286 & 386 by Al Architects
Paradox 386
VM/386 multitasker - by IGC

PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC

249
69
235
279
229
75
279
75
119
199
159
Call
Call

Note: All prices sublect to change stithout notice. Mention this ad.
Sorne prices are specials. Ask about COD and POs. FORMS: 3' laptop
now available. plus 200 others. UPS surface shipping add $3per nor-

SYCERO db - Extensible Clipper/FoxBASE generator allows you to incorporate your code into
SYCERO. Up to 30 databases, 14 indexes, 10 levels
of submenus and overlaying of 26 programs.
Network version available.
$449
SYCERO db NET $649
DataBase & File Management
Advanced Revelation
CLARION - complete environment
DataFlex by Data Access
Magic PC - visual database
Paradox V2.0 List: $ 725
Paradox Network Pack
R:Base for DOS
XDB-SQL Database

PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
MS

$ 779
Call
$ 595
$ 169
$ 499
$ 719
$ 549
$ 449

Dbase Language
Clipper compiler
dBASE III Plus
dBASE III LANPack
DBXL Interpreter by Word Tech
FoxBASE + V2.0
McMax by Nantucket
Quicksilver Diamond

PC
PC
PC
PC
MS
MAC
PC

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

389
399
649
99
259
235
369

PC
MS
MS
MS
PC
MS
MS
MS
PC
MS
PC
PC

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Call
169
229
249
129
229
189
139
79
139
79
249

MS
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
MS
MS
PC
MS
PC
MS
PC
PC
MS
Ms
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

119
459
229
169
89
149
125
309
85
279
155
69
275
339
135
135
269
75
139
65
65
179

Dbase Support
dBRIEF with BRIEF
dBC Ill by Lattice
Documentor - dFlow superset
Genifer by Bytel - code generator
Integrated Development Library
Networker Plus
QuickCode Ill Plus
R&R Report Writer
Seek- It - Query-by-example
Silver Comm Library
Tom Rettig's Library
Ul Programmer - user interfaces
Other Products
Back- It by Gazelle
Baler
CO/SESSION - remote access
Dan Bricklin's Demo Il
Disk Technician - smart upkeep
Fast Back Plus
Easy Flow V5.0
Link & Locate
Mace Utilities
MathCad
MKS RCS
PC/Tools Deluxe-by Custom
Plink 86 PLUS - overlays
PVCS Corporate - by Polytron
PVCS Personal
R-DOC/X
Seidl Version Manager
Source Print - V3.0
Synergy Layout
Tree Diagrammer
Visible Computer: 8088
WKS Library by Raima

New Greenleaf Library
Greenleaf SuperFuncliona - Over 350 new
functions. Expanded memory interface. Mouse
interface, interrupt processing, and numerous date
and time routines.
$ 199

mal item.

THE PROGRAMMER'S SHOP
Your complete source lo, software services, and answers

5-B Pond Park Road, Hingham, MA 02043
Mass: 800-442-8070 or 617-740-2510 888
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BRIEF' Usera:
New you can have fast

uniquely powerful features' while
working with larger programs, you
had to sacrifice speed and continuity.
Instead of a tight Edit- Compile- Edit
loop, you had to slog through an obsolete Edit- Exit- Compile- Exit- Edit loop.
Now you no longer have to
make that sacrifice.
You can enjoy the features' that
have made BRIEF the best-selling
and the best regarded 2 programmer's
editor without sacrificing environment integration.
Version 2.1 of BRIEF can be
swapped in and out with a
single keystroke — allowing
immediate compilation with
even the largest compilers:
Microsoft C5.0, QuickC,
Turbo C, Lattice C, dBXL.
FoxBASE+ v2.0, Clipper, etc.
For example: real multi- level Undo ( not
simply Undelete), flexible windowing,
unlimited file size, unlimited number of
simultaneous files, automatic language
sensitive indentation.
2 For example:
"The quintessential programmer's editor." —
Dr. Dobles Journal
"Right out of the box.
it's aversatile, extremely powerful editor that
handles most any programming task with
aplomb." — Computer Language
"Simple to
learn and use and extremely sophisticated.
Strongly recommended." — PC Magazine
"Not only the best programmer's text editor
I've ever seen, but it is also atour de force in
the way it was conceived and implemented." —
Computerworld
"So far surpasses users'
expectations that it is revolutionary." —
MicroTimes Magazine
"BRIEF is truly
outstanding." — Microsoft Systems Journal

Current BRIEF Usera:
Call Ann for details on 4other important
enhancements. Registered users of versions
2.0 or 2.01 update for only $35.

Haven't tried BRIEF yet?
BRIEF retails for $ 195. Call Ann today
for ano- risk, 60- day trial with afull
money- back guarantee.

Call toll-free today

800-821-2492
Solution
45 ystems

Call for acatalog, literature, and solid value

541 Main Street, Suite 410

800-421-8006

South Weymouth, MA 02190
617-337-6963

Circle 245 on Reader Service Card
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able and no longer makes that keyboard,
which is a real pity.) Of course, the
WICO trackball keyboard came out well
before click-and-drag became established as astandard mouse operation; I
never had to use the WICO keyboard that
way, or I'd have discovered the difficulty
long ago.
It should be possible to design atrackball that would allow click-and-drag, but
the ball would have to sit to the side of the
buttons, which would preferably be on

the side of the box enclosing the trackball; it's hard to describe what I'm talking about, but imagine akeyboard with a
trackball in the upper right corner (for
right-handed operations) with three buttons on the side of the keyboard where
your fingers would naturally rest if your
thumb were on the ball. This would be at
least as easy to use as a mouse. But I
don't know of anyone who makes or
plans such akeyboard.
I've just discovered that if you install

HOW TO GIVE YOUR
COMPANYA PIECE
OF YOUR MIND.
Maim Your company's most
valuable resource is the knowledge and expertise of your key
people. That's why you want to
capture that expertise with
1st-CLASS Expert Systems so
you can use it whenever and
wherever needed.
The power you need.
Without the programming.
1st-CLASS' is the expert system
development tool you've been
waiting for. It's full-featured and
flexible, yet exceptionally easy
to use. Multiple knowledge representations, and interfaces to
windows, graphics, and programs (including Lotus 1-2-3'
and dBASE' ) make it powerful
enough for technical people, yet
simple enough for those with no
programming or artificial intelligence experience.
Benefits you'll see right
away. Because 1st-CLASS is
so easy to use, it starts delivering benefits right away. Accu-

rate and consistent decisions
throughout your company.
Reduced costs in manufacturing
and support. And above all, a
chance to apply the expertise of
your best people to more situations than ever before.
aim Whether you're astartup or
aFortune 500, you'll quickly find
1st-CLASS agreat help for your
entire organization. Just as Du
Pont, Travelers, Chrysler, Intel,
IBM, and over 5000 others have
already found out for themselves.
IMM Priced from $495. to
$1295. No fancy hardware
required (just IBM or compatible
PC). And no royalty fees or other
hidden charges later on.
Ask for your tutorial
package. It has everything you
need to get moving fast, including
atrial version of our newest
release, 1st-CLASS FUSION7
Why wait? Call toll-free
today to order your tutorial
package: 1-800-872-8812.

PCLASS
Expert Systems, Inc.

286 Boston Post Road Wayland. MA 01778 ( 617-358-7722 in Miki.
For the IBM' PC. For the DEC VAX e(with added hardware). Priced from $495 to S1295. Tutorial package only $ 20.

FastTRAP as a two-button Microsoft
Mouse, the middle button toggles drag on
and off. This isn't as convenient as
mouse click-and-drag, but it is possible
to do it, and with time one might find that
better than mouse operations. I'll try it
for amonth and let you know.
Choice Words
A long time ago, Mike Wiener of Microlytics showed me an upcoming product,
which turned out to be WordFinder, a
synonym program based on algorithms
developed at Xerox PARC. Mike thought
there was aterrific product lurking in the
Xerox algorithms, and since PARC
didn't seem interested in developing it,
he did under ajoint venture agreement.
I've used WordFinder ever since. It
works fine with the word processors I
like, including Q&A Write; you can even
get WordFinder at adiscount when you
buy Q&A Write. Ilike WordFinder, so
I've paid little attention to other thesaurus and dictionary programs, on the
theory that if it ain't broke, don't fix it.
That may have been amistake.
Proximity Technology's Choice
Words, which is based on the MerriamWebster Webster 'sDictionary and Webster's Thesaurus, is at least as good as
WordFinder, and in some ways it is better. Choice Words will tell you what
parts of speech your word may be and offer definitions by categories. It gives
tenses for irregular verbs. It offers synonyms under different connotations of
the word.
Installation of Choice Words is utterly
simple. Just run the Install program,
which, so far as Ican tell, does nothing
but create a sulxlirectory and copy the
five disks into it.
Choice Words can be run as apop-up
program from within your word processor or as astand-alone program. By far
the better way to run it is as apop-up,
since that lets you use it while editing
documents. There are two ways to do
this. The simplest is to go to the directory
containing Choice Words and type PROX
to invoke the program. Once that's done,
you can go to your word processor's subdirectory and bring in your text editor.
The default pop-up keys are Alt/Left
Shift/T for thesaurus and /D for dictionary. You can change those keys to almost anything you like.
The other way to install the program is
to put its subdirectory in your AUTOEXEC.BAT PATH statement. Either way
works fine. You can also put Choice
Words into the same directory as your
word processor, then bring them both up
continued
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SUGGESTION BOX.
MINDREADER..
ARTIFICIAL I`tTEL LIGLIICE RASED
It ORD FROCIAJOR
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"MindReader's
artificial intelligence
approach to word
processing is a
technological
breakthrough!"
—PC Magazine

MindReader': It's right
for you because it
writes for you.
MindReader, anew generation of
software, is the first giant step
toward the word processor of the
future. The more you use it, the
smarter it gets.
Its patented Artificial Intelligence
Engine picks up your writing patterns. Then, as if it's " reading your
mind," it anticipates what you're
going to write next; suggesting
words, phrases, paragraphs and
even signature blocks in a
"suggestion" window.
Simply select the appropriate
suggestion with the press of a
single key. Or continue typing.

ORTF

"Hunt & peck" at a
blistering speed!
MindReader is not just a
simple editing tool. It's positively
POW-erful! Here are just afew of
its highly acclaimed features:
•Full- feature Word
Processor
•Mail Merge
•Name & address book
•On-screen drawing mode
•Glossary for 260 of
your " boilerplate"
sentences/paragraphs.

•In-text mathematics
with decimal tabs
•Text encryption/
decryption
•Plus FREE toll- free
telephone support for
1year!
•And MORE!

MindReader saves time
and reduces errors!
With just asimple touch of a
key, it can turn an earnest nonprofessional into an Ernest
Hemingway.
It

Ur .. U1

0.1.1:111.

i.cester les • tint

41 055

Illedleader Z.08

Is a Text Editor that uses o patented Artifl,
:e Engine to octet Ily suggest that IT thinks yo
ext.
turns ant

antlehe..tablkharat•rianit•

Or turn an ant into antidisestablishmentarianism. It's
absolutely revolutionary!
In fact (if you like FACTS), after a
few sessions with MindReader,
your keystrokes will be reduced by
as much as 80 to 90%.
No wonder PC Magazine
awarded MindReader with their
coveted "Editor's Choice."

© Copyright 1988 Brown Bag Software, Campbell CA 95008

A little skeptical?
Get acopy of MindReader to try
for 30 days. (And while you're at it,
pass copies around to your friends
and associates for their evaluation.)
If not totally sold on us, don't pay
us acent.*
No risk. No hassles. No fooling.
(This free 30 day evaluation period is
available on all Brown Bag Software.)
Quantity discount and site licenses available.

To order call

800 523-0764

In California, call (408) 559-4545.
Or send your check for
son n
(
750 shipping ti handling
07.7J CA residents add sales tax)

Brown Bag Software ®
File #41719, Box 60000
San Francisco, CA
94160-1719 :IC

BROWN

114G

TM

State-Of-The-Smart"
Offices in London 01 831 1106—
Kiiln 0221 7710923 — Copenhasen 01 933837—
Amsterdam 020 233408— Zürich 01 2146224

Our Shareware versions are older versions of our product, but are full- featured gr fully-functional and yours to try for aFREE 30 day evaluation period.
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with abatch file. The important thing is
that all the methods work, and Ihad no
trouble doing them. Like WordFinder, it
works well with DESQview.
Choice Words works with avariety of
word processors, including difficult ones
like Q&A (and Q&A Write) and Microsoft Word. It's very fast, at least on my
big Cheetah 386, and comparable in
speed to WordFinder on all the machines
we tried it on.
Ifind I'm not abig user of thesaurus
programs. Ipractically never use one
when I'm actually writing. On the other
hand, Ialways load one into the system
when Ibring up atext editor, and when
I'm doing afinal edit on text, Ido call up
the thesaurus sometimes. If Ididn't have
one, I'd buy one; but then, my business is
words. Idon't have to use a tool very
often to justify having it.
As to which one I'd buy, WordFinder
or Choice Words, Iconfess Idon't know.
They're both very good. Choice Words
gives you more information, but aconsequence of that is it takes you abit longer
to use it. WordFinder is fast and nearly
invisible until you want it, and it may
give you all the information you need.

me just state it: Sprint is acontender for
the best word processor on the market today. It's fast and extremely powerful. It
is almost completely customizable. It
works with PostScript and all the other
advanced stuff that's coming. It supports
darned near every printer known to man
and is able to make use of many of the
fanciest features, including proportional
spacing, automatic kerning, and the lot.
It does indexing, and it sort of does outSprint
Philippe Kahn has been telling me about
lining, although Iwould be surprised if a
creative writer actually uses the severely
Sprint, Borland's new text editor, for
limited outline processor in the current
over ayear. Every few months, he'd offer me acopy; then, just before Igot it,
version. Sprint will make tables of contents and figures. It will work with short
there'd be some new improvement they
wanted to perfect. After ayear of this, I or long documents.
Sprint has a " swap file" system that
finally got the program from Philippe
automatically and unobtrusively saves
himself when Ivisited him in Scotts Valyour work every 30 seconds or so, so that
ley. We used LapLink to squirt it over
even with apower failure you won't have
from Philippe's Compaq portable to my
lost much. Inoticed that Philippe rouZenith Z-183.
tinely shuts down his portable simply by
That may not be the best way to get the
turning it off: no saving his work, no
program. I've found that demonstrations
exiting from Sprint. Just pull the plug in
by an enthusiast tend to skip over diffifull confidence that everything will be
culties that inevitably surface later. That
there next time you power up. I'm writwas surely the case this time.
ing this on one of the hottest days in the
Idon't have time to go through all the
history of Los Angeles, with power failsteps that lead me to this conclusion. Let

Unlike WordFinder, Choice Words includes avery good dictionary program;
if you have any need for an on-line dictionary ( as opposed to a thesaurus), I
haven't seen anything nearly as good.
If you do much writing, you'll probably want one of these programs. Choice
Words is a good deal more than good
enough. It's at least equal to the best.
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Over the last few years, Adobe Systems has
brought forth some very revolutionary ideas.
Such as the Adobe PostScript' page
description language. Adobe' Type Library.
Adobe Illustrator 881" The Display PostScript
system.
Software that gives you the freedom to
create professional-quality reports, news-

letters, business graphics and more. Using
virtually any kind of computer. IBM PC.
Macintosh.' Mini or mainframe.
That's why choosing printers with PostScript software is your declaration of vendor
independence. It's the only standard adopted
by virtually every major company in the computer industry.

Adobe Adobe Illustrator and PostScnot are regIstered trademarks and the Moto logo. Adobe IIIU,OSlO,88. Dlsplay Potecnpl and the PostScopt bpo
•
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So any computers you have will work
with any printers you buy equipped with PostScript software.
And that means even more choices when
it's time to print. You can use laser and color
printers. At avariety of resolutions. Or even
professional typesetters.
The Adobe Type Library also gives you

Irsclomukle & Adobe Systo.s .rirpandeo IBM os Me nnosterod 'menu.

Internat.onal Busoness Alachénes

CHAOS MANOR

ures everywhere, so Iappreciate a feature like that.
Having given my conclusion, let me
add some qualifications. Sprint is not a
text editor for everyone. Some users will
love it. A good many others will really
hate it. To explain why, I'll have to give
some background.
Sprint was originally based on
EMACS, one of the world's first fullpage text editors. EMACS was written in
TECO for big multiuser minicomputers
(PDP-10 and PDP-11) at MIT by Richard M. Stallman, generally known as
RMS. Stallman, who is famous for his
view that software ought to be free, gave
EMACS away. If he hadn't, he'd be a
rich man. In its day, EMACS was the
best programming editor in the world.
EMACS was then modified for microcomputers by an outfit called Mark of the
Unicorn, and it appeared as a CP/M
commercial product called The Final
Word. Later, they put out aPCompatible
version. Sprint is two generations later
than that.
EMACS was aprogrammer's editor. It
was adequate for writing text—indeed, it
was alot better for that than anything else

available at the time—but it wasn't designed by aprofessional writer. Some additional features were suggested by writers, including me, but RMS is the archetypal hacker, and he included in EMACS
everything he could think of. He then
added a programming language that
would let you do all the things he hadn't
thought of.
The result was ahacker's dream—and
very nearly a user's nightmare. Every
key did something; EMACS was the
original source for the joke about programs with Control-Alt-meta-cokebottle
commands. The EMACS philosophy was
that you could do anything you wanted if
you would take the trouble to learn how.
Surely you should do some of the work?
Iwas invited to learn EMACS in the
1970s when Ihad an ARPANET account
at MIT. There was aTeachEmacs program running on the MIT computer, and
that plus determination got me familiar
enough with the program that Icould use
it. Ieven wrote an early BYTE column
on-line using EMACS, and for a while
there was anotion that Marvin Minsky
and Iwould write abook together, with
EMACS as the editor of choice.

The Minsky project died because we
both had heavy schedules, and, besides,
you can't really do amajor project at 300
bits per second. Then I lost my ARPANET account. After that, Ihad no reason or opportunity to use EMACS until
Mark of the Unicorn brought out their
CP/M version, and they didn't send me a
copy of that for ayear or so.
By then, my mad friend MacLean and
Ihad induced Tony Pietsch to customize
his WRITE program to our specs. That
was good enough that I wasn't much
tempted to try anything else as long as I
was using CP/M. When Ichanged from
CP/M to PCompatibles, I didn't have
MINCE ( MINCE is not a complete
EMACS), or The Final Word, or whatever EMACS had evolved into by then.
Consequently, I haven't really used
EMACS for 10 years. Then Igot Sprint.
A lot of the rough edges have been
knocked off, but Sprint has kept agreat
deal of the flavor of EMACS. In particular, it retains much of EMACS's flexibility. You don't reprogram Sprint in the
same way that you would have programmed EMACS; indeed, Sprint is
continued
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choices— literally hundreds of typefaces that
let you communicate any idea more effectively.
Adobe Illustrator 88 software gives you
freedom, too.
It lets you easily create anything from simple line drawings to complex masterpieces.
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NEC Information Systems
SilentWriter T LC-890

Diconor
Dijite I/PS

is apowerful system that brings the power
of Adobe's PostScript software to any PC or
workstation display.
So before you invest in any laser printer,
make sure it's equipped with PostScript
software from Adobe.
For more information, call 80029-ADOBE.
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more awkward in that respect. There's
no miniwindow in which you can run
miniprograms.
On the other hand, you can build
really elaborate macros, either by putting them together yourself or by putting
Sprint in learning mode and simply
doing what you want it to learn. There
are features it doesn't have that I've got
in Q&A Write (just because Q&A Write
is easy to use doesn't mean it isn't sophisticated and powerful), but that's
quibbling; the bottom line is that Sprint
has the most elaborate and powerful
macro reprogramming capability of any
editor on the market.
Sprint's concession to new users is an
elaborate menu system, in which each
menu item lets you call asubmenu. It's
all reminiscent of Wirth's Lilith operating system. There's afast way to bypass
the menus once you're familiar with
Sprint. Until then, you can cascade
through the menus until you find (sometimes with some difficulty) what you
want Sprint to do, and then have it execute the command from within the menu
window.
The menus include atruly amazing selection of predefined macros and pragmas ( sort of a programming primitive
command). There's aDeleteToLineEnd
pragma, as well as DeleteLine. Either
one can be assigned to any Alt or Control
keystroke you like. There's also exist
[filename], which returns TRUE if the
program can find adisk file called filename. There's mark, which will put a
mark in your file. There's SetLeftIndent, and DeleteRegion, and flags,
and I'm sure you get the idea. There are
literally dozens of such pragmas, and in
case you can't do what you want with
one, you can probably build amacro out
of several to do the job.
In addition to all that, Sprint comes
with a series of preprogrammed setups
that allow it to emulate the command interface of adozen other popular text editors. Note the emphasis on command;
Sprint does not, contrary to what you
may infer from Borland's advertising,
emulate the screen and reporting interface of any other word processor. Sprint
looks like Sprint no matter what it's
emulating.
Of course, you can do a lot with
Sprint's screens, too. Colors are adjustable. So are on-screen margins. Also,
you're not stuck with what you see on the
screen: Sprint, like Electric Pencil,
WordStar, and WRITE, lets you embed
print formatting commands into the text,
so that what you see isn't necessarily
what you get. For some people, that's a
110
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feature. Others, however, will consider
it abug.
Sprint's use of embedded formatting
commands means that Sprint files are
clean, plain ASCII with some control
characters. That makes it easy for popular writer-assistant programs, such as
Grammatik III and Readability, to access and alter Sprint files. One of my
main difficulties with Q&A Write—
which is what I'm still using—is that it

A

lot of

the rough edges have
been knocked off, but
Sprint has kept agreat
deal of the flavor of
EMACS, an early fullpage text editor.

stores astatus word for every line. This
gives Q&A Write great power but makes
it impossible to use any kind of external
program that changes line lengths.
Microsoft Word has much the same difficulty. Sprint doesn't.
The good news, in other words, is that
Sprint really has retained the old
EMACS flexibility. You can use it to design your own basic interface, then begin
to add macros until you've got something
that's extremely powerful and uniquely
yours, adapted to the kind of work you
do. After a while you'll have written
your own text editor, one that caters to
your every whim and idiosyncrasy.
The bad news is that Sprint isn't really
very nice until you've done the customization. Indeed, when you first set the
program up, it can drive you half out of
your mind. No matter what emulation interface you adopt, Sprint isn't going to
work the way you expect it to—not until
you get used to it. Vanilla Sprint is pretty
god-awful, especially if you're asking it
to emulate something else you're accustomed to, because while Sprint in emulation mode may—more or less—do what
you expect it to when you give it acommand, it sure won't look like what you're
accustomed to seeing while it does it.
Of course, this all reminds me of XyWrite, which is also easily customized

and isn't very useful until you've done
that. XyWrite has been around long
enough that there are precustomized specialized versions, such as Nota Bene,
adapted for particular purposes. Sprint
is still new, but Ipredict it won't take
long before third parties will sell you
Sprint customization packages.
More important, though, is Borland's
upgrade policy. If you buy a copy of
Sprint now, you can have confidence that
Borland will pay attention to user and reviewer complaints and suggestions,
bring upgrades out in atimely manner,
and not charge you afortune for the upgrades when they're released. I've made
several suggestions that Philippe Kahn
has his people working on, and I'm quite
sure I'm not the only critic he pays attention to. As an example, Sprint doesn't yet
import and export Atex files, but Borland is working on it.
Sprint makes it pretty easy to change
over from your old word processor, in
that it will import and export files to and
from DisplayWrite, Microsoft Word,
MultiMate, MultiMate Advantage, Wang
IWP, WordPerfect 4.2, WordStar, and
WordStar 2000—and, of course, ASCII.
The conversions are quick and painless.
Even if you hate Sprint, it may be worth
buying for this feature. Ihave seen conversion programs no better than this sell
for more than Sprint does. Of course, it
does not convert Q&A Write files, which
is one reason I'm not using Sprint to
write this column. Maybe alater version
will.
My conclusion on Sprint is that if
you're a professional writer concerned
with your tools, Sprint is more than
worth looking into.
If you write alot and aren't happy with
your current text editor, consider Sprint.
If you're just getting started using a
computer for writing, don't start with
Sprint unless you're prepared to put
some time into it. Sprint was written for
sophisticated users who are prepared to
put some effort into learning it and customizing it. Idon't mean that beginners
can't use it; but they're likely to be frustrated for awhile. Sprint isn't as easy to
use as Q&A Write, for example.
If you're responsible for setting up and
customizing text editors for a whole
bunch of workstations, Sprint is worth
looking into. Assuming you know what
you're doing, you can customize it for
your establishment. Also, suppose you
have engineers or analysts who prefer to
use their own editor but you want to integrate their work. Sprint can read in all
their files, merge them, and write out
continued

Periscope's New Version 4
...Gives you all the right stuff for debugging! No
matter which model you pick, you have the
same powerful software to help you track down
hard- to-find bugs fast.

•View local symbols from Microsoft C
(Version 5)
• Debug Microsoft windows applications
•Set breakpoints in PLINK overlays
•Improved source- level support
• Monitor variables in aWatch window
•80386 debug register support

Periscope's hardware adds
the power to solve the really
tough debugging problems.
The break-out switch lets you
break into the system any time.
You can track down abug
instantly. or just check
what's going on. without
having to reboot or power
down and back up. That's
really useful when your
system hangs! The switch is
included with Periscope I,
Periscope II, and Periscope III.

• Debug using adumb terminal
• PS/2 watchdog timer support
• Use mixed-case symbols
•Set breakpoints on values of Flags
•Much more!

The NEW Periscope I
memory board keeps all debugging
information out of the lower 640K. Can be used in
ATs, and 3865 with both EGA/ VGA and EMS boards
installed. The Periscope break-out switch enables you to
cover from a hung system. Included with Models I, II, and Ill.

Periscope Ihas aNEW board
with 5I2K of write- protected RAM, user-expandable to 1N1B, for the Periscope software.
symbol tables, and all related debugging information. Normal DOS memory
(the lower 640K) is '.. hus totally freed up for your application, and Periscope
is protected from being overwritten by arun- away program. The new
board's footprint is only 32K, so you can use it in PC, Al', and 386 systems
with EGA/VGA and EMS boards installed ( not possible with the previous
56K board). It can 2Jso be used with Periscope Ill to provide additional
write- protected memory.
Periscope Ill has aboard with 64K of write- protected RAM to store the
Periscope software and as much additional information as will fit. AND...
The Periscope III board adds another powerful dimension to your
debugging. Its hardware breakpoints and real-time trace buffer let you
track down bugs that asoftware-oriented debugger would take too long
to find, or can't find at all!
The Periscope
,ardware-breakpoint board captures nforrna'
found with asoftwarebased debugger

-,- you'll find bugs that can't be
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Periscope's the answer for debugging device- drivers, memory- resident, non- DOS, and
interrupt- driven programs. Periscope works with any language. and provides source and/or
symbol support for programs written in high-level languages and assembler.

"Periscope has always been an unbelievable
assembler-level debugger. Version 4has
turned it into aterrific source- level debugm
as well. Aside from major enhancements like
the source- level improvements, all the little
changes make areally big difference. too. For
instance, symbol lookups and disassemblies
are noticeably faster, and highlighting the
registers that have changed really makes life
easier. Once again, Periscope has raised the
industry standard for debuggers!"
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Per
250,
iscope
pagesoftware
manual

Duetothe volatility of RAM costs,priceson board
models are subject to change without notice.
REQUIREMENTS: IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2,
80386 or close compatible ( Periscope III
requires hardware as well as software compatibility, thus will not work on PS/2 or 80386
systems); DOS 2.0 or later; 64K available
memory ( I28K at installation time); one disk
drive; an 80-column monitor.

Order Your Periscope,
Toll-Free, Today!

It helps you debug just about any kind of program you can write ... thoroughly and
efficiently.

David Nanian, President of Underware, Inc.
(of BRIEF fame) says this about the new
Periscope Version 4:

• Periscope Iincludes aNEW full-length
board with 5I2K of write-protected RAM;
(user-expandable to IMB); break-out
switch; software and manual for $ 695.
• Periscope II includes break-out switch;
software and manual for 51 -5.
• Periscope II-X includes software and
manual ( no hardware) for S145.
II Periscope III includes afull-length
board with 64K of write-protected RAM,
hardware breakpoints and real-time trace
buffer; break-out switch; software and
manual. Periscope Ill for machines running up to 10 MHz with one wait-stale is
$1395.

Call us with your questions. Well be happy
to send you free information or help you decide on the model that hest fits your needs.

¡
Periscope's software is solid, comprehensive, and
flexibl
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Company, Inc
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unit tables are all scrambled up. After
you run the Tutorial program (and you
had better run it, because Lascaux's user
interface is quite hostile and rude into the
bargain) and then try to run the program
itself, it won't know what you're doing,
and if you try to examine the units it
thinks it understands, you'll see only
garbage. The only remedy is to go back
and run Install again.
After that, you've got to do some definitions. Lascaux understands what a
"sec" is, but if you want something per
second, you'll have to tell it that 1second
is one sec. It knows " ft" but not " foot."
There are other bothersome omissions.
If you're trying to define complex
units, you can really go nuts. Although
Lascaux has some units that have spaces
in them—Light Year is an example— if
you want to define something as, say,
furlongs/fortnight, you must not type in
the " I"; instead, you just put in aspace
and hope that the program infers what
you want.
Once you get past the badly designed
user interface, Lascaux actually works
pretty well. It's fast. There are built-in
units and constants. Oddly enough, how-

ever, " Speed of Light" is aconstant (in
meters/second—or as Lascaux would
have it, meters sec), not aunit. You can't
define the unit " c" as Speed of Light because " C" is defined as acoulomb, and
apparently the program isn't case-sensitive unless it wants to be. Isee I'm complaining again.
There is a rather badly documented
"rename" feature; judicious use of that
will solve a fair number of this program's problems. Indeed, the program
itself is better than my impressions of it,
which proves that if you're going to market programs, you probably ought to put
agood bit more time into editing the program documents and smoothing the user
interface than most programmers do.
Ido find Lascaux useful; perhaps I
ought to revive my old classification of
"infuriatingly excellent."
Incidentally, the speed of light is
1,802,617,752,326.41 furlongs/fortnight.
MacMadness
We had aparty here last night, and my
son Alex's friend Clydene Nee brought
up some University of California at San

UTAH

COBOLT.
For IBM® PC's, XT's, AT's and other DOS machines. Needs only 1disk
drive and 128K memory. This is the one you've heard so much about - with
fast compile times, small object code modules, not copy protected, no
royalties, and clear error messages. Version 5.0 is based upon ANSI- 74
standards with new dynamite features including:
•Nested IF's and nested conditions.
•Indexed files ( ISAM) with up to 24 keys ( includes START verb). This
advanced feature requires the software package Btrieve0 which is
optionally available.
•ACCEPT ( line, column) numerics with decimal point alignment, numeric
checking, AUTO- SKIP, SECURITY, LENGTH-CHECK, EMPTY- CHECK, ATTRIBUTE (color), FROM ESCAPE KEY, DAY, DATE, TIME, DAY-OF-WEEK.
•Fast memory mapped DISPLAY's ( line, column) ERASE, BEEP, ATTRIBUTE (color). Can display
entire screen with one DISPLAY statement.
•Windowing, pop- ups, color and overlays. This advanced feature requires the software package
Saywhat?!rm which is optionally available.
•An easy to use, COBOL source code EDITOR with auto line numbering, A- margin, B- margin tabing with
full screen cursor control.
Also available: Utah SuperSort
afast sort program callable from Utah COBOL; Utah FORTRAN; Utah
BASIC; Utah PASCAL; Utah PILOT. Used by 50,000 professionals, students and teachers in 40 countries.
30- day money back guarantee. Discover the ease and simplicity of COBOL, today!

Phone order rushed
by UPS 2nd Day Air:

CND

(702) 827-3030 A=

Since 1977

Ellis Computing, Inc.
5655 Riggins Court, Suite 10
Reno, Nevada 89502

IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. Btrieve is aregistered trademark of Novell, Inc.
Saywhat?! is atrademark of The Research Group. SuperSort is aregistered trademark of Micropro International Corporation.
Utah COBOL is atrademark of Ellis Computing, Inc. 1987 Ellis Computing, Inc.
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Diego public domain programs for my
Mac II. (Available on most Mac bulletin
boards, or bug Alex to get them onto
BIX.) Now when Iturn on the machine, I
get ruffles of drums, the Twentieth Century Fox fanfare, and barking dogs. It's
great sound, amazingly good quality for
such a little speaker; indeed, it's good
enough that I'm going to treat my Mac II
to a real speaker and sound system.
There are other fun programs, too.
One of the guests at the party was
Kelly Freas, probably the best-known illustrator in the science fiction world. I'm
rather proud of the book covers he's done
for me. Kelly and his new bride Laura
(she's at our local good music station,
and on the air right now) were wondering
what they should get for a computer,
given that they'll need it to run his business. Ithought about that all night.
I'm recommending aMac II. For artistic work, Kelly would probably be better off with an Amiga; but Ican't recommend that machine to him for his
business. It's not that the Amiga can't do
the job, it's just that neither Kelly nor
Laura have much experience with small
computers, and I'm afraid the Amiga
isn't reliable enough unless you know a
lot about the machine. The Mac II is just
more stable.
I could have recommended a good
80386 PCompatible like the Zenith, especially now that SoftView has put out
MacInTax in aPCompatible (Windows)
version; but that's astick shift machine.
Mostly though, Ithink Kelly will just
plain have more fun with aMac.
Idid notice that at my party people
stood in line to play with the Amiga.
Winding Down
I'm out of space and there's still tons of
new stuff. Ihave anew Vega VGA board
from Video Seven that's said to support
Windows/386 at blazing speeds; Ican't
wait to try it. There's Shoebox, a program that's supposed to help you manage
small businesses (the kind that stuff receipts and notes into shoe boxes) and is
spoken highly of by people I respect.
There's awhole raft of scientific and engineering programs from MacNealSchwendler. They do practical problems
like heat transfer, flight dynamics, and
civil engineering, and anumber of professionals swear by them.
I've got new facsimile and CD-ROM
equipment for my Mac II.
The book of the month is by Robert
Forward and Joel Davis, Mirror Matter
from Wiley. Bob Forward is senior fellow emeritus at Hughes Research Labcontinued

We have the technical
expertise to fulfill your
specialized needs in software development, circuit
design, data analysis. CAD
and much more. Call today'

High C. Metaware
NDP FORTRAN, Microway
PharLap 386
,NK

• No one offers you more variety.
• 30- day Money- Back Guarantee
• Latest versions
• Over 500 name- brand products in
stock, if you don't see it — call!

Software Development Tools
COBOL
ADVANTAGE Di
miller, Lifeboat
Microsoft Macro Assembler
OPTASM, SLR Systems
Visible Computers- 80286

$ 279
99
109
90

BASIC
Flash-up, Software Bottling Co
MS Basic Comp. 6.0
MS OuickBASIC
OuickPak, Crescent Software
TBASIC, TransEra Corp
Turbo Basic, Borland
Turbo Basic Toolboxes, Borland
C-terp, Gimp&
Lattice C
w/Source
Microsoft C
Macke, Microsoft
Turbo C, Borland

S 80
199
69
60
453
69
69

$ 232
289
499
299
69
69

CLIBRARIES
CTOOLS PLUS 5.0, Blaise
CUtility Library, Essential
Essential Communications
Greenleaf Turbo Functions
Greenleaf Comm Library
Greenleaf Functions
Greenleaf SuperFunctions
PforCe,
TimeSlicer, feboat
TURBO CTOOLS, Blaise

101
125
125
79
159
155
179
215
279
101

MS COBOL Microsoft
Keane COBOL
AM/COBOL-SS. Austec
SCREENIO, Norcom

$ 599
794
999
382

PASCAL
MS Pascal, Microsoft
Turbo Pascal Borland
Professional Pascal, Metaware

$ 199
69
549

PASCAL LIBRARIES [TURBO)
Turbo Pascal Den. Lib., Borland
Metrabyte OSA TOOLS, Ouinn.Curtis
Turbo Pascal S ETools, Quinn- Curtis
Turbo HALO, Media Cybernetics
Turbo MAGIC, Sophisticated Software
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS, Blaise
Turbo Power Tools Plus, Blaise

$ 289
90
69
BO
179
101
101

MODULA-2
LOGITECH Modula 2
Compter Kit
Development System
Toolkit
StonyBrook Modula 2

$ BI
199
141
179

386 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
386- ax, Ouetas
ADVANIAGE 386 C. Lifeboat
FoxBASE
386

$ 66
839
459

839
529
409

31111SOFTWARE
DESOview, Quarterdeck
Microport — Sys. V/386 Comp.
MS Windows/386, - '•
PC MOS/386.SOftwii ,.
VM 386, ' GC
SCO XENIX SYS V 386 ( complete)

115
769
130
CALL
182
1279

Essential Graphics
GraphiC, Software Endeavors
GSS Graphics Day. Toolkit
HALO ' 88, Media Cybernetics
HOOPS, Ithaca Software
MetaWINDOW, Metagraphics
MetaWINDOW PLUS
Turbo WINDOW/C
Turbo HALO, Media Cybernetics

229
322
409
229
554
162
232
BO
BO

DEBUGGERS
OBJECT- ORIENTED LANGUAGES
Periscope Ill
S 1143
CALL ACTOR Whitewater Group
$ 439
OTHER Periscope Products
479
121
ADVAN'TAGEC
• , Ifpr
Advanced Traco-86, Morgan Computing
89 PforCe - • , Pb. •
215
Breakout Essential
85
39 Smalltalk/V,
• ,
Tdebug PLUS V.0.0, Turbo•Power Soft
80 Smalltalk/V286
169
w Source
Pfix86plus, Phoenix
215
OPERATING SYSTEMS
EDITORS
Microport DOS Merge
Microport Sys V AT
$549
219
BRIEF, Solution Systems
979
vo/d11111EF
CALL SCO XENIX System V
169 Wendin-DOS 2.15
109
EDIX, Emerging Technolog
268 Other Microport, SCO, Wendin ProducteCALL
EMACS, Unipress
Epsilon, Lugaru.
151
KEDIT, Mansfield
120 SCREENS/WINDOWS
MULTI-EDIT, American Cybernetics
90 CScape,Oakland map
Norton Editor
70 Greenleaf Data Windows
219
PC/EDT + , Boston Business Computing
269 MS Windows, Microsoft
69
PI Editor Iliad Group
165 MS Windows Develop Kit, Mi crosoft
319
SPF/PC, Command Technciogy
185 PANEL Plus, Lifeboat
395
VEDIT PLUS, CompuView
131 PANEL / 0C or /TC
99
Vitamin C, Creative Programming
149
FILE MANAGERS
Windows for Data, Vermont Creative
259
185 ScreenStar tv/S , Essential
169
etrieve, Novell
119
189 SoftCode, Software Bottling Co
Xtrieve
101
Report Option
109 Turbo POWER SCREEN
Btrieve/N, Novell
455
CBTREE, Peacock System
141
e-tree, Faircom
318
vanced Norton Utilities
5 99
r-tree
241
172 Dan Bricklin's Demo Program II
179
dBC III, Lattice
363 MKS Toolkit
139
dBC III/11 w/Source
599 MS 05/2 Programmer's Toolkit
239
dBC Ill PLUS
PC lint, Carpel
101
db..VISTA OR db_DUERY, Rama
599 Plink86Plus,_Phoemx
279
XOL. Sot tcraf t
Polytron PVCS CORPORATE
359
Pre-C, Phoenix
159
SEIDL Version Manager
269
ADVAÑTAGE Graphics, Lifeboat
$ 229 Source Print, Aldeba a.,
81

Science & Engineering Software
CIRCUIT DESIGN/SCHEMATIC CAPTURE
HiWIRE, Wintek Corp
$ 849
MICRO- CAP II.
,Spectrum Software
759
PSpice, V EroS,
899
Device Equations Source
309
Probe graphics post- processor
399
Parts parameter estimator
399
Monte Carlo Analysis
309
Digital Files
309
Schema II, °mat c'
449
smARTWORK iN ' ' - •
849
Tango PCB, AtCEL Tact,
469
Tango Route
469
Tango Schematic
469
Tango Tools
27E
DATA ACOUISITIONSIGNAL ANALYSIS
Asyst 2.9
52' 7,9
Asyst Modules 1, 2, 3
1989
Asyst Modules 1, 2, 0 .
1.989
Asyst Module 1, 2
1.609
Asystant Plus
849
Asystant GPIS
629
Asystant
469
DADISP, . - . ' -s
749
DADISP-488
175
Fourier PERSPECTIVE II, Alligator
329
HYPERSIGNAL, Hyperception
303
HYPERSIGNAL Plus
439
LABTECH Acquire, Lab Tech Corp
173
LABTECH CHROM,
709
LABTECH Notebook,
759
LABTECH Real Time Access,
269
Lotus Measure
445
OED D.A. and Control, Hart Scientific
799
SNAP-CALC, HEM Data Corp
353
SNAP-FFT
295
SNAPSHOT STORAGE SCOPE
495
UnkelScope Junior, Unkel Software
109
UnkelScope Level 1
315
UnkelScope Level 2 •
499

norms AND GRAPHING
ChartBuster PC, Interchart Software $ 369
Datatap Graph, Milhalisin Assoc
259
0mniplot Scientific Endeavors
269
PC MAP I
II,Peerless Engineering
755
PLOT2,Curtis TechnicalBoft.
319
TECH°GRAPH•PAD, binary engineering
359
EOUATION SOLVERS
Eureka: The Salver. Borland
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MathCAD 2.0, MathSoft
Math Mate, MCAE Technologies
muMATH, Soft Warehouse
SolvelT!, Structured Scientific Software
Solver-O, SIDDC
TK!Solver Plus, Universal Tech Sys

282
89
189
79
79
379

CAD
Auto , by Autodesk
.$ CALL
Autosketch, by Autodesk
65
Speed Enhanced Version ..
79
Design CAD, American Small Bus Comp
219
>dux 1Plus,Foresight
239
Drafix 3-D Modeler,Foresight
169
EASYCAD, Evolution Computing
139
ECAD, Pelton Engineering
699
FASTCAD, Evolution Computing
1,849
Generic CADD
69
Generic 3-D Solid Modeling
159
3-D Rendering Module
119
Other Generic Software Products
CALL
leeltision, M r - cgr ,.,
459
Windows Draw . &ells Art
239
Windows Graph
319
LaserCAD, DEL Link
89
PRO-3D/PC, Enabling Technologies
355
TurboCAD, USA Group
79
AUTOCAD ADD-ONS
AutoESL, S, • ems Unlimited of CA
AutoSHAPES
FSIMPLEX,
Turbo View, 3,1blogic Curb

$ 279
189
89
449

MOUSE PRODUCTS
rouse
L
.
LOGITECH Serial or Bus Mouse
LOGITECH Combos
LOGITECH Series 2Mouse
Microsoft Ser or Bus Mouse
W/Eaay CAD
W/MS Windows
SUMMAMOUSE, Summagraphics

$ 149
99
CALL
89
99
119
139
99

APL LANGUAGE
APL*PLUS/PC STSC
APL°PLUS PC '
mu,
Pocket APL

$ 499
209
BO

SCIENTIFIC TEXT PROCESSING
CHEM-TEXT, Molecular Design Ltd $ 1.500
EXACT. Technical Support Software
419
EXP. Brooks/Cole Publishing
129

For Math, Shantha Sot tvere
Lotus Manuscript
PC TEX, !personal TEX
13 Sci. Word Proc., ICI Software Res

379
System ID Toolbox
445 POINT FIVE, Pacific Crest
229 The Professional Wheal 'Jahn Inc
499 Units, Curtis Technical i:?ft

STATISTICS

FORTRAN LANGUAGE

Mt«, Anderson Bell
CDS. StatSoft
Microstat II, Ecosoft
NWA STATPAK, Northwest
P-STAT
The Scientific Wheel, Den Inc.
SPSS/PC +
StatPac Gold, Walonick Associates
STAYS, StatSoft
SYSTAT
With SYGRAPH

3
,.1 n
5

DIFF-E-0, Microcompatibles
'V,g Extend, Design Decisions
.-.,g Grafmatic, Microcompatibles
geg Lahey F77L FORTRAN
=gg Lahey Personal FORTRAN
• MathPac, Systolic Systems
▪
..gMicrosoft FORTRAN w/CodeView
•,-' 1„,.,, Numerical Analyst, Magus
• Plotmatic,Microcompatibles
▪
RM/FORTRAN, Austec
Spindrift Library
SSP/PC, Lattice

ADDITIONAL SSE PRODUCTS
ATLAS°GRAPHICS, SISE
Atome Curtis Technical So t
COMPEDITOR,Aveco Inc
Engineer's Aide, Eng Prog C
LASCAUX 1000 Cakulato
PC-Matlab, The Math Work
Control System Toolbox

Ordering
Information

We accept AMERICAN EXPRESS MC VISA and
PERSONAL CHECKS The. e
is no surcharge on credit
card or C00 New York
State residents must add
sales tax Shipping and
handling 53 95 per item
within the U S sent UPS
ground Rush and international service available Ca
for prevailing rates
•International orders add
$10 for export preparation
•Prices and policies may
change without notice
•Dealers and C
embers call (or special
retes.
•Mail .....smint include
phone number.
•Ask for details before you
buy some manufacturers
won ttake returns if disk
seals are broken

459
279
199
25

$ 339

...

GAUSS
25 GAUSS Prog. Lang.,
649 GAUSS Math S Stat
55
659
459
icrotec, Delon. Uniware, Duelo

S 449
131
119
429
89
445
299
249
119
479
135
279

eemS ys $

189
380

S CALL

Call for your FREE catalog today!
In the U.S. call

1-800-333-3141
International Orders 914-332-0756
•

SCIERCE E
Engineering
•

•

SOFTWARE CO.
55 South Broadway, Tarrytown, NY 10591
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Circle 116 on Reader Service Card

ChiWriter

CHAOS MANOR

How are you currently producing your scientific
documents? Are you using a " golf ball" style
typewriter? A regular word processor, hand lettering the special symbols? Are you fighting
against a " what- you-see- is-definitely- not-whatyou- get" system with a special command
language? Or are you using one of our competitors' expensive and inflexible programs? Find
out how ChiWriter can solve your scientific word
processing problems.
-(x-ko z
2
dx

1

o

iiirt - to

H

Powerful Scientific/Multifont Word
Processing at a Reasonable Price
ChiWriter is acomplete word processor, designed
especially for scientific and foreign language text.
Its features include: intuitive formula editing commands, automatic pagination, variable headers
and footers, footnotes, box draw mode, anotepad
window, and an integrated spelling checker.
Best of all, ChiWriter is completely "what-you-seeis-what-you-get." Even complicated formulas can
be entered easily because the screen display corresponds exactly to the printout.
ChiWriter runs on án IBM PC with CGA graphics,
2 floppy or 1 hard/1 floppy drive, and an Epson/IBM compatible 9 pin printer. Hi res screen
suport (Hercules, EGA, VGA, AT&T), 24 pin printer
support, and laser printer support ( HP LaserJet,
PostScript) are available.
In Short: An easy- to-use WYSIWYG package
with powerful scientificimultifont word processing at a bargain price.
PC Magazine, July 1988
—10

ChiWriter Program $ 24.95 $99.95
Hi Res Screen Support $24.95
24 Pin Printer Support $24.95
Laser Printer Support $59.95
International Keyboard Support $ 19.95
Chemistry Support
$49.95
Word Perfect Converter $49.95
Conographic Font Set
$ 149.95
MergeChi Mail Merge Facility $24.95
IndexChi Index Generator $59.95
Shipping & handling $
S5 U.S. & Canada. $ 10 Europe, $ 15 elsewhere
Name
Address
City
Zip __

Country

Phone I
Payment by

Check

Purchase Order

VISA

MC

Exp

Card h

BIO

Horstmann Software Design Corporation
140 E. San Carlos SUP.O. Box 5039
San Jose, CA 95150-5039, USA
(408) 298-0828

horstmann
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Actor
The Whitewater Group
Technology Innovation Center
906 University Place
Evanston, IL 60201
(312) 491-2370
Inquiry 935.
Choice Words
Proximity Technology, Inc.
3511 Northeast 22nd Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308
(305) 566-3511
Inquiry 936.

From an actual ChiWriter screen display

State

Items Discussed

FastTRAP
serial version
bus version
MicroSpeed
5307 Randall Place
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 490-1403
Inquiry 937.
Lascaux " The Intelligent
Calculator"
Lascaux Graphics
3220 Steuben Ave.
Bronx, NY 10467
(212) 654-7429
Inquiry 938.

$495

$99

$149
$169

$59.95

oratories and knows more about gravity
and antimatter than anyone except Stephen Hawking and Roger Penrose. He
also writes some good science fiction.
One computer book of the month is by
Nancy Andrews, Windows from Microsoft Press. Fair warning: it's an " official
guide" and therefore glosses over all the
problems. Irecommend it as agood introduction to what Windows is all about,
but if you want to learn about Windows
warts and all, you'll have to go elsewhere. The other computer book of the
month is by Gerard J. Holzmann, Beyond Photography, the Digital Darkroom
from Prentice Hall. It will tell you alot
about what can be done with digital
image processing and how to do it. Some
of it's amazing. Iwonder if photographs
will be courtroom evidence any longer.
The game of the month remains Strategic Conquest. We still haven't got it to
play on the Mac II, but it goes great guns
on the Mac Plus. The game of the month
would have been F/A-18 Interceptor
from Electronic Arts for the Amiga, but
there was a problem. Once in a while

New Wave
Hewlett-Packard Co.
3000 Hanover St.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
(415) 857-1501
Inquiry 939.
Special Days
Footprints in History
The Salinon Corp.
P.O. Box 31047
Dallas, TX 75231
(214) 692-9091
Inquiry 940.

$ 195

$39.95
$39.95

Sprint
Borland International, Inc.
1800 Green Hills Rd.
P.O. Box 660001
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400
Inquiry 941.

$199.95

Windows/286
Windows/386
Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073
(206) 882-8080
Inquiry 942.

$99
$195

someone gets lucky and gets to play the
game, but most of us can't get past the
crazy code- wheel " security" system. It's
far more complicated than the game itself. Imight even prefer copy protection,
except that Electronic Arts is the outfit
that had ascheme for the Commodore 64
that caused the machine to bash its disk
drives out of alignment. Heaven knows
what they could do to an Amiga. We'll
tell you more about F/A-18 Interceptor
when we can find acryptographer to help
us with their code wheel. •
Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psychology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns acomfortable living writing about computers present and future.
Jerry welcomes readers' comments and
opinions. Send aself-addressed, stamped
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, do BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458. Please put your address on
the letter as well as on the envelope. Due
to the high volume of letters, Jerry cannot
guarantee apersonal reply. You can also
contact him on BIX as "jerryp."

READ THIS.

H IS!
''''77.711.1Treewefflee

A little skeptical?

Looking for a

Personal
Information
Manager?
"Look no further . . .

PC—OUTLINE rileV7rm
is the one to buy!"

PC Week

PC-Outline Plus is an intuitive tool
that manases words, projects,
thoughts, ideas, people and, yes
. . . your productivity.
With astounding efficiency,
speed and ease!

The text editing features are so
powerful you can actually use
PC-Outline Plus as your pop-up
word processor!
Here are just afew of the many
features that make PC-Outline Plus
"the one to buy":
• Powerful Word Processor •
capabilities •
•Outlining features •
• Project manager •
•Category view/sort
•WordPerfect,' WordStar* dr •
MS Word' user- interfaces •
•FREE and TOLLFREE
support for 1year

9windows
Prioritizing
Macros
Memory Resident
option
Auto save
And MORE!

To order call:

195

(
750 shipping & handling
CA residents add sales tax)

Brown Bag Software®
File #41719, Box 60000
San Francisco, CA
94160-1719 3C

BROWN
We call this feature " Hide &
Show." You'll call it agodsend.
With the touch of akey, suddenly
an outline shows only the essential
points. One keystroke will reveal
the details again.

*Our ShareWare versions are older versions of the product,
but are full-featured & fully-functional and yours to try for aFREE 30 day evaluation period.

Circle 262 on Reader Service Card

Quantity discount and site licenses available.

In California, call (408) 559-4545.
Introductory Price:

For instance, putting random
information in its right place.

CD Copyright 1988 Brown Bag Software, Campbell CA 95008

Lotus®? Load US!
800-523-0764

PC-Outline Tiee"-'
It thinks of things
you're too busy to
think of.
It does to ideas, tasks and
projects what spreadsheets
do to numbers.

Get acopy of PC-Outline to try for
30 days. (And while you're at it,
pass copies around to your friends
and associates for their evaluation.)
If not totally sold on us, don't pay
us acent.*
No risk. No hassles. No fooling!
(This free 30 day evaluation period is
available on all Brown Bag Software°
products.)

BAG

State-Of-The-Smart':
Offices in London 01 831 1106—
Köln 0221 7710923—Copenha&en 01 933837 —
Amsterdam 020 233408-- Zürich 01 2146224
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THE NEW STANDARD FOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE
STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

COMPLETE STATISTICAL SYSTEM
WITH DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
AND GRAPHICS
Apowerful, comprehensive, elegant, and super-fast statistical package for IBM (PC, AT, PS/2) and compatible
computers. U The CSS optimized user interface with fast
hierarchical menus incorporates elements of artificial intelligence; even complex analyses require only afew keystrokes
(batch processing is also supported). UCSS features comprehensive, state of the art implementations of: Basic statistics,
Multi-way frequency tables, Nanparametric statistics,
Exploratory data analysis with analytic graphs, Multiple
regression methods, Time series analysis with modeling and
forecasting (incl. full ARIMA), General ANOVAIANCOVAI
MANOVA, Contrast analysis, Discriminant function
analysis, Factor analysis, Principal components, Multidimensional scaling, Item analysis/Reliability, Log-linear
analysis, Cluster analysis, Non-linear estimation, LogiU
Probit analysis, Canonical analysis, Survival and Failure
Time analysis (Censored data), Quality Control analysis,
and much more. IAll statistical procedures are integrated
with fast data base management and instant, presentation
quality graphics (over 100 types); full support for all mono
and color graphics boards (incl. VGA) and over 100 plotters
and printers (incl. the HP and Postscript standards). U All
CSS screen output is displayed via customized Scrolisheetsne
(i.e., dynamic, user controlled, multi-layered tables with cells
expandable into pop-up windows); all numbers in aScrollsheetn" can be instantly converted into a variety of
presentation quality graphs; contents of different Scrollsheetsn.1can be instantly aggregated, combined, compared,
plotted, printed, or saved. UThe flexibility of the CSS input/
output is practically unlimited: CSS offers an intelligent
interface (read/write) to all common file formats (Lotus, Symphony, dBII, dBIII +, DIF, SYLK, ) and special utilities to
easily access data from incompatible programs; graphics can
be saved in files compatible with desktop publishing programs (Aldus, Ventura). UCSS data files can be as large as
your operating system (DOS) allows; OS/2 version coming
soon. II CSS precision exceeds the standards of all common
precision benchmarks. U Ièchnical note: The CSS user
interj'ace and all I/O were written in Assembler and bypass
DOS; graphies and data management were written in
Assembler and C; the computational algorithms were
written in Assembler and optimized Fortran. U$
495 (plus
$5 sit/h); 14-day money back guarantee.
Circle 246 on Reader Service Card

StatSoft
2325 East 13th Street • Tulsa, OK 74104 • (918) 5834149
Fax: (918) 583-4376
Overseas Offices: StatSott of Europe ( Hamburg, FRG), ph .040/420034

8tat
. Suit UK (
London, UK), ph: 0438/310066 or 316561, Hearse Software (Melboumg, Australia), ph. 613-497-4276

EXPERT

ADVICE

APPLICATIONS PLUS

•

Ezra Shapiro

S
PRINT
WITH CAUTION
Borland's new word
processor doesn't live
up to Ezra's
expectations; plus,
more on projectmanagement software

W

hen Lotus announced that it
was pulling the plug on
Modern Jazz for the Macintosh, Iwas somewhat disappointed. The Mac universe could use another strong integrated product; I'd been
hoping that the program would be a
worthy challenger to Microsoft Works.
However, it takes guts (not to mention financial stability) to do what Lotus did,
and there's alot of merit in abandoning a
product that simply doesn't measure up,
even if it means discarding years of labor
and a significant cash investment.
Though Lotus has taken heat for its inability to bring Modern Jazz to market,
you have to admire the company's commitment to quality. It has sent astrong,
comforting message to its customers—
past, present, and future.
Iam far less troubled than Iused to be
by companies that fail to meet their announced shipping dates. If it takes afew
extra weeks or months to deliver aproduct that's bug-free and reliable, the wait
is aminor inconvenience. I'd rather lose
time than data.
But what can be said about big firms
that release substandard products? What
does it say about their attitude toward
their customers? Something to think
about, isn't it?
Too Much, Too Late
Sprint: The Professional Word Processor
(Borland International, $ 199.95) should
have been awinner. The theoretical appeal of the program is unquestionable:
ILLUSTRATION: MARY ANN SMITH © 1988

You're promised an editor with powerful
formatting capabilities, a selection of
user interfaces, and one of the most extensive macro languages ever devised.
The price is quite reasonable for afullfeatured word processor. And it comes
from the company that brings us such
jewels as SideKick, Reflex, and Paradox, all of which rank among my favorite
programs.
Unfortunately, Sprint is nothing to
write home about. It doesn't qualify as a
total disaster, but cosmetics are slipshod,
and Sprint's most highly touted feature—the ability to switch among ahalfdozen " user intr.rfaces"—is far less impressive than Borland's advertising
would have you believe. The product
seems somehow strangely unfinished; I
couldn't escape the sense that Iwas
working with aprogrammers' prototype
rather than with a final release. The
menus are unappetizing lists of commands that pop up gracelessly; Borland
has given us better-looking word pro-

cessing in both SideKick and the Turbo
Pascal Editor Toolbox.
I was disappointed with Sprint.
Though I've tried for over amonth to develop some affection for it, Ijust can't do
it. I've come to expect miracles from
Philippe Kahn; perhaps Iwas simply demanding more from Sprint than any MSDOS word processor could ever give me.
Installation starts out looking easy but
turns into a headache. The Setup program opens with amenu that suggests a
pleasantly mindless cruise through a
series of configuration options. The
numbers on Sprint's 11 disks have little
to do with the sequence in which their
contents are loaded; Ihad to do amad
dance of disk shuffling.
After installing the main program
modules, the Setup program asks if
you'd like to have it modify your AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files without
telling you what it intends to do to them
(a practice Idespise); you can opt to have
continued
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it make the changes or to copy examples
of the two files into your Sprint directory. Since I'm wild about punishment, I
decided to let it make the modifications.
Instead, the program gave me the examples. When Iwent back and requested examples, hoping to get the changes, it gave
me the examples again.
All hell broke loose when Igot to the
printer- installation segment. I selected
an option that would let me specify the
port to which my printer was attached,
and found myself locked in an endless
loop in which the program kept requesting the Setup disk and refusing to recognize that the disk was, indeed, in drive
A. Iwas able to hit the Escape key and
exit back to the main menu, but from that
point on, one of the screens having to do
with printers kept on appearing in the
middle of totally unrelated operations. I
tried this several times, choosing different printers, and the result was always
the same. Icould have Sprint send output
to the standard PRN device or to afile; if
Iwanted to pick aport, Iwas flat out of
luck. Ouch.
After about 10 runs through the Setup
program, I figured Sprint was as installed as it was ever going to be. Choosing to let the program give me the dictionary, the thesaurus, and all the user
interfaces and file conversions, Sprint
was occupying close to 2.5 megabytes of
my hard disk drive. (If you choose only
one interface and forget about conversions, you can keep it to between 1and
1.5 megabytes.) Since macros, formats,
interfaces, overlays, translation routines,
printer definitions, dictionaries, and
suchlike are all separate files, Ihad 59
entries in my directory. Irefuse to think
about using this program without ahard
disk drive.
Anyway, Iplowed on without giving
the manual more than a quick skim.
After all, Iknow many word processors,
right? Sprint unceremoniously flashed a
brief copyright notice and dropped me
directly into the editing screen of the advanced Borland interface: ruler at the
top, status line at the bottom, and not the
slightest hint of how to do anything further. A quick check of the reference card
led me to the F10 key, and Ibrought up
the main menu. Iwas amazed to discover
that on my EGA monitor/video card
combination, the initial letters on the
menu, which can be used to invoke commands, were highlighted in white on
white. Ifound the Customize menu,
changed the colors to something readable, and loaded the WordStar interface, with which Ithought I'd be more
at ease.
120
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different environment.
Iaccomplished the interface shift, but
the text vanished. So much for the autosave feature that protects you from data
loss if you stop typing for afew seconds.
Needless to say, Ihave not been able to
replicate this experience, although in
subsequent trials with the WordStar interface, I've managed to lose large
chunks of text without knowing why.
Ithen spent a few hours reading the
documentation, which is both exhaustive
and exhausting. The manuals are perfect-bound, which means broken spines
if you try to flatten them out, and printed
in dense black type. The word " unrelenting" springs to mind.
The next time Itried the program, I
went with the Microsoft Word interface.
Yes, it looked exactly like the advanced
Borland interface, but the menus employed Word's command set. When Ibegan typing, Sprint put in all the symbols
Word uses to indicate spaces, returns,
tabs, and suchlike. Iwas impressed until
Iswitched back to pure Borland and noticed that the funny symbols didn't go
away. It turns out that loading the Word
interface sets preference options that determine the appearance of your text, but
the other interfaces aren't bright enough
Ihit Fl for help and was treated to an
to look for the same options and reset
ominous message: " If you are not familthem.
iar with WordStar, Borland suggests that
OK. Having had my fill of the imitayou use the more powerful Sprint interface instead." Ididn't think this was a tive interfaces, Idid the rest of my testing
in Borland mode. On my Tandon PC AT
good way to instill confidence, but most
clone, the program was certainly fast
of he standard WordStar commands apenough for me, even throttled down to 6
peared to be available, so Ibegan to do
MHz. Block moves, margin changes,
some editing.
spelling checking, and basic editing opItyped afew words and then tried to
erations were quite acceptable, and I
use the arrow keys to back up and correct
hummed along contentedly for awhile.
acouple of typing mistakes. Couldn't do
As Ibegan to try out more sophisticated
it; the cursor was frozen in place at the
features, though, Iencountered aseries
end of the line. Ihad no idea if Ihad done
of oddities inherent to Sprint's design.
something wrong or if Sprint was in the
You can have as many as 24 files open
process of crashing, but Istarted punchat any one time, with up to 6appearing
ing Control and function keys at random
simultaneously on-screen. That's nice,
to see if I could produce a response.
until you discover that windows are horiNothing but an occasional beep. At that
zontal only. Forget side-by-side comparpoint, Iwent off and made myself acup
isons of narrow columns; can't be done.
of tea.
Windows stretch the full width of the
When I returned, the cursor had
moved to the front end of the line, and a screen, and each displays astatus line at
the bottom. Let's see: If you try for the
string of K's stretched off the right side
maximum of 6 windows on a standard
of the screen. I tried WordStar com25-line display, that's 6 lines deducted
mands and cursor keys to move along the
for status information, leaving you 19
line, but they didn't do anything. The uplines to be divided six ways. Unless you
arrow key worked, however, and Imoved
can do something useful with 2- and 3up to the ruler line, which Iwas able to
line windows, you'd better forget the
delete, much to my surprise. Then, since
maximum and plan for only 3or 4files
Ihad magically regained access to the
open on the screen.
help screen, Imoved from there to the
According to the documentation, you
main Sprint menu and tried to reload the
can do complex formatting, like creating
advanced Borland interface. Iwanted to
continued
see if the cursor would start moving in a

What ISee Is Not
What IExpected to Get
Borland and Ihave adifference of opinion on what constitutes auser interface, I
guess, because Iwas expecting to see a
screen that looked like good old WordStar. What Igot was ascreen that looked
like the good old advanced Borland interface. No visible difference. And typing
the WordStar Control-key command prefixes brought up menus along the right
side of the screen, in exactly the same position the Borland interface uses.

B

orland

and Ihave adifference
of opinion on what
constitutes auser
interface, Iguess.
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OUTSIDE USA---- CALL

(718)692-0071
FOR CUSTOMER

SERVICE

Call Mon-Fri:9:30am-4:30pm
(718) 692-1148

Retail Outlet: Penn Station, Main Concourse
(Beneath Madison Square Garden) NYC,N.Y.10001
Store Hours: Mon- Fri 8:30-8/Sat-Sun 9r30-7
FOR ORDERS & INFORMATION CALL TOLL FREE

OR WRITE TO:
Montgomery Grant Mail Order Dept.
P.O. Box 58 Brooklyn,NY 11230

1-800-759-6565

FAX NO. 7186923372
TELEX 422132 NIGRANT

OPEN 7DAYS A W EEK FOR ORDERS: Monday-Friday9am-7:30pm/Saturday & Sunday 9:30am-6pm ( EDT)
NO SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS / WE INVITE CORPORATE & EDUCATIONAL CUSTOMERS
CORPORATE LEASING AVAILABLF

LAPTOPS

EPSON

PPC-640

Same Plea bv/Two 3601(
Floppy Drives

$ 2179

TOSHIBA 1000

$2929

TOSHIBA 3200

43695

TOSHIBA 5100

44740

ZENITH 184 SUPERSPORTS

$1899

W/ 2FLOPPYS
41469
ZENITH 184-2 SUPERSPORTS

WI 20MB

IBM AT Compatible Hard
Drive Package

----

SPARK by DATA VUE
SPARK EL

$949

$1099

MODEMS, EXTERNAL DRIVES
ACCESSORIES available lord

NEC` PowerMatè 1
739 .

IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE

PACKAGE

•800286 10 MHz Processor
640K RAM- 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
Monto

•

Same Package with NEC
20 MB Hard Drive

'124

Powermate II
with Mondor

n'

DESKPRO 386

MODEL 40

Hard Drive Package
•Keyboard • 80386 16 MHz
,Meroproccessorl MB RAM- 40
MB Hard Drive • 1.2 MB Floppy
Drive ir,Ootor o tone

S4

5

SEAGATE
20,30,40,60,80
MB HARD DRIVES
IN STOCK
commodore
128 PACKAGE
Commodore 128 Computer • Commodore 1571 Disk
Drive - Commodore 1902 Color RGB Merle°,
•Commodore 1515 Column Printer $ 699
64.0 PAOKAGE
Commodore 64 cComputer • Commodore 1541 Disk
Drive - Computer Printer
•1r Computer Monitor

$399

•
Keyboard • 80286 Proccessor
640K RAM•6/8/10 MHz - 1.2 MB
Floppy Drive-40 MB Hard Drive
12 Monitor.8 Expansion Slots
Serai and Pa•ailel Ports
EPSON EQUITY II+

$2199

640K w/2 720K DRIVES

$849

IBM AT Compatible

$ 2199

TOSHIBA 3100/20

$1399

Rush Service Available
Call For Details
Circle 178 on Reader Service Card

Monitor Opbonal

Hard

Monitor

Drive Package

$1199 999

IBM XT Package with $
2360K Floppy Drives

PACKARD-BELL 386
40 MB Hard DriveSetem

IBM AT Compatible
•1ME RAM • 80386 16 MHz
kficrop-occessor • 12 MB
Floppy Drive- 40 MB Hard Drive
5Expansion Slots • Enhanced
Keyoo; re • Serial 8 Parallel
D'S - .2' Monitor

$59.

$2A99

LOGITECH MOUSE M-7
95
We Can Reconfigure Any Of Our Computer Packages To Your
Specifications. Call For Information.,We Carry Modems, Drives, Cards,
Color Monitors & All Other Accessories For Your Corn • uter.

ilermme

LEADING EDGE

PACKAGES

APPLE IICW/ Ir

MODEL D Package

or

MONITOR.
$529
APPLE SEW/S.25 DISK DRIVE

xiL

5749

Apple JIGS Computer • se Disk
Dnve • Apple RGB Color Monitor
Package 9110 Diskettes • All
Cables & Adaptors • Package of
10 Diskettes • Apple Software

$1379

IBM PC ,XT Compatible

PRINTERS

321- SL

commodore
AM IG

-

.
AMIGA 500 Computer w/
1084 RGB Monitor

$449.95

_

y

ALL PERIPHERALS IN STOCK
STOCK
VENDEX HEADSTART
IBM PC, XT
10 MHz Dual Rcppy Drives
7
Compatible

mono

System

$
849

Color

Keyboard
1.2MB Floppy
20MB Hard Drive
80286
Processor 12' Mono Mont-

w/
.30 ,f
Mfl 1549

$649

w/ 20MB
OKIDATA
OKI-120
$ 189.95
Oétimate 20 $ 119.95
NX-1000 °Iodate 180 $ 219.95
RAINBOW $219.95 okidata 183 $299.95
NX-1000 $ 169.95
NX-15 $ 299.95
NEC
NX-2400
$339.95
NB- 2410 $409.95 P-2200
$339.95
STAR

Citizen Printers
IN STOCK

$
899

commodore COLT
IBM PC/XT COMPAT. PACKAGE

Keyboard
Two 360K Floppy
Drives
Serial & parallel
Ports
Mono Monitor
700 MS DOS

Dicono Printer For
Laptops $ 289.95

commodore

IBM PC XT COMPATIBLE
RGB COLOR PACKAGE
' • A-2000 Computer
w' Key board
• MB xp. to 9MB
.Built-in 3.5" D. Dr.
•RGB Color Monitor
•2088 IBM Compat.
Bridge Card yd'5.25"
Floppy Disk Drive

$
2049
• • •

LEADING EDGE D2
IBM AT COMPATIBLE 20MB
HARD DRIVE PICO

NEW PC1640

AMIGA 2000

AMIGA 500 Computer w/ 1084 ,, 99
Monitor 81010 3.5' Floppy Drive '

1629

Keyboard
640K RAM
Turbo Speed 1360K Drive
Mono Monitor Free Mouse
& Software

..

s
799

I4J

Laselet $
Series°
1MD Expender $349 HP DESKJET PRINTER.$710
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PRINTERS

PANASONIC
10801 H $ 159.95
10921 $299.95
10911-11 $ 189.95
KXP-1524 $499.95
KXP•1595 $409.95
KXP-4450 Laser.S1549

8•••

MONITORS THOMSON 14"CGA Monitor....$280
MAGNAVOX tr RGB Color
*mil«
$ 199
MAGNAVOX EGA Mmitor......S330
wr EGA Card
$450
MAGNAVOX VGA Monitor- 444a
vr/ VGA Card
$669

for $ 1499

512K RAM Keyboaro
4.7-7.16 MHz. 360K
Floppy Drive
12'
Monitor 8088-2
Processor

MAC PLUS Computer Package..
.-$ 1279
IMAGEWRITER Pinter
$449
IMAGEWRITER LO
$ 1049
MAC SE Computer wl Dual Drive $ 1949
MAC SE Cceopukar wi20118 APPLE
Hard Drive
$2599
APPLEMAC 1114/ Ka
d
$27131
3

EPSON
FX-1050 $489.95
EX- 850
$349.95
LO- 500
$315.95
L0-800.
$329.95
1.0-850
$509.95
$709.95
LO- 1050
$829.95
LO- 2500
$41995
EX-800
LX- 800
5199.95

PS/II ModeI30
1199
PS/II Model 30 w1 20 ...... ..... ......
1599
PSAI ModeI50w ,30MB& 1.44MBRosew 0849
PS/Model 60 w144 MB & 1.44M8 Roppy 13299
PSAIModel 60w/70MB 81.4481B Roppy $3619
PSAI Model 70wi6OMB it 1.4481B Roppy $4299
PSAIModel 80w/44MB 81.44MB Roppy $4295
PS/II Model 80 w/70M8& 1.44MB Roppy $4795
5.25 External Drive for PS/Il $ 169
IBM PERSONAL SYSTEM II MONITORS
8503 Monochrome Monitor $ 199
8512 Color Monitor
$449
8513 Color Monitor
$510
IBM Proprinter
$
UM

•IBM XT Computer • 18M Keyboard 256K
RAM Expandable ro 64CM • 360K Disk Drive
•20MB Hard Drive • Pacaage of 10 Diskettes
(Mondor Optional)

Keyboard • 640K RAM • 80286
Microprocessor • 1.2 MB Floppy
Drive • 20 MB Hard Drive • Mono

:,,panson Slots • 512K Expandable
to 768K • Parallel 8Serai Ports
Mouse Available in Colo or Mono
System • Over $ 1000 Worth of
Software NO CHARGEl

°J
r-71
1

$
2499
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EPSON EQUITY III+
40 MB Hard Drive Package

$729

TOSHIBA 1200 H

640 KRAM 144MB
Dine 20 MR Hard Dr,é

$769
112'31APe?re'r'cliCD'eopPly $

NEC MULTISPEED EL
$ 1299
NEC MULTISPEED EL.II $ 1449
NEC MULTISPEED HD

MODEL 50

•640K RAM wClock Calendar
360K Drive Keyboard- Serial 8
Parallel Ports•12 -Han Resolution Monitor-Box of 10 Diskettes

SD

640 K
720 K Floppy Drive
Built-in 2400
Baud Modem

$799

•PERSONAL
SYSTEM 2

Package
IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE

EPSON EQUITY 1+

elli AMSTRAD

INCLUDES FREE MOUSE
AND SOFTWARE

PC10-1

IBM PC XT Compatible
PACKAGE

•PC10-1 Computer . 5-2K RAM Expandable to 640K • 360K Disk Drive
Enhanced Keyboard- Serial & Parallel
Ports • 12" Monitor • AC Adaptors- All
Hook-up Cables- Pkg of ` 0Diskettes

$499
r,,:'.aerdc•aKi„ew$749
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numbered lists, multiple columns, or indented outlines. In practice, because
Sprint is not a WYSIWYG program,
every time you try something fancy,
you're flying blind.
The outline feature is agood case in
point. Each time you want to indent a
new sublevel, you have to insert the
Sprint formatting command BEGIN OUTLINE, which appears as highlighted text.
And for every BEGIN OUTLINE, you must
provide a matching END OUTLINE command. A standard outline quickly begins
to look like aPascal program (although
You can:

E

fJ Plug-in to BASIC, C,
FORTRAN, or Pascal.

[Il

very

Use HP-IB plotters,
printers, and instruments.

El

time you try something

Spend less time programming.

LII Call (617) 273-1818 and put us to the test.
Complete hardware and software solutions for just $395.

fancy, you're flying
blind.

People are talking about us.
"Lahey
specializes in
FORTRAN
Language
Systems."
"Lahey has
the fastest
compilation
speed."

"Lahey has
the most
mainframe
extensions."
"Lahey has
the best
diagnostics."

"Lahey has a "Lahey is
quick and
rated # 1by
reviewers."
easy to use
debugger."
"Lahey has a
"Lahey has
compiler for
technical
every
support you
FORTRAN
can count on." user."

When people talk about FORTRAN
the name mentioned most often is
Contact us to discuss our products and your needs. ( 800) 548-4778
Lahey Computer Systems, Inc. P.O. Box 6091, Incline Village, NV 89450
Tel: ( 702) 831-2500 FAX: ( 702) 831-8123 Tlx: 9102401256
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flush left), with your lines and Sprint's
commands interspersed. It's pretty easy
to lose track of where you are because no
information appears to tell you anything
about position. Numbering is automatically generated to go with the indents,
but only at print time; you can't see
either indents or numbers while you're
editing.
You can get arough idea of what's happening by calling up Sprint's pagepreview mode, which runs your text
through the independent formatting program and displays the result. You can't
edit while looking at the formatted version, and the documentation warns you
that what you're viewing is only an approximation of the final output.
Sprint is an old-fashioned word processor; editing and formatting are accomplished by two separate programs.
The editor has additional code to allow it
to act as ashell for the formatter, but the
two programs don't interact much. As an
example, you don't see dynamic page
breaks displayed by the editor; that's the
formatter's job. The editor doesn't
understand much about pages.
If you want to get an idea of how things
are breaking, you can push the text
through the formatter, which will place
visible breaks in the file. These breaks
won't respond to any changes you make
to the text later; if you do some editing,
you have to issue another repaginate
continued

NEW

THE "DESKTOP
PRESENTER PACK"

Everything you need for creating and
giving presentations with your PC.
Now, you can make impressive, professionalquality, full-color presentations of any kind right
at your desk with The DESKTOP PRESENTER
PACK.
Everything you need is included: Colormetric®
a high resolution graphics card for your PC,
PictureItTM business graphics software, and
PCPrintmaker® desktop printing software.
With The DESKTOP PRESENTER PACK
you will turn your personal computer into afullcapability workstation for creating professional-

quality presentations quickly and easily. Then
use your PC to give avideo presentation in
1000 colors.
Or make high resolution slides, overhead
transparencies or hardcopy all in full-color by
simply plugging in aSlideMaker® or color printer.
Buy the DESKTOP PRESENTER PACK and
make the best presentation of your career.

Call today 800-556-1234, ext. 234.
In Calif. ii00-441-2345, ext. 234.

General Parametrics Corporation

the makers of VideoShow

Berkeley, CA 415-524-3950
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SPEECH
PRODUCTS
For PCs and compatibles
SYNTHESIZER—only $79.95

The next versatile and best sounding speech product available for
under $4000! The amazing Speech Thing provides text-tospeech as well as PCM and ADPCM speech and music reproduction. Comes with ** Thing" D/A converter that attaches to the
parallel printer port outside the computer— ideal for laptops. Will
not interfere with normal printer operation. Also comes with audio
amplifier/speaker and power adapter. Software includes two advanced text-to- speech programs, digitized speech and music
files, full screen waveform editor, sampling music keyboard,
special effects mixing board, and drivers so you can add speech
and sound effects to programs written in BASIC, C, PASCAL, and
others. Includes 54 page manual. SPEECH THINB—$79.95.

DIGITIZER—only $89.95

The Voice Muter PC Digitizer is afull 8- bit PCM sampler board.
Fits in any available slot. Up to 15,000 samples per second.
Input pre-amp has automatic gain control and 4.5 Khz low pass
filter. Includes aquality headset microphone. Software included
for recording and editing sound files for playback through
Speech Thing. Also includes areal-time spectrum display and
oscilloscope display as well as assembly language source listings for writing your own drivers. BONUS: Voice recognition program included which is callable via an interrupt vector. Demonstration program written in GWBASIC. VOICE MASTER PC
DIGITIZER—M.95.

VOICE RECOGNITION
only $49.95
VOICE
MASTER
KEY

A price/performance break-through! Equal in performance to
other systems costing hundreds more III The amazing Voice
Master Key program adds voice recognition to just about any program or application. You can voice command up to 256 keyboard
macros. Fully TSR and occupies less than 64K. Instant response
time and high recognitión accuracy. Easy and fun to use— no
compilers or editors required. Works with CAD, desktop publishing, word processor, spread sheet, even other TSR programs. A
genuine productivity enhancer. Voice Muter Key can also be
called from within a program for adding voice recognition to
custom applications. Voice Master Key requires the Voice Muter
PC Digitizer for operation. ( Please note: Vela Master Key will not
replace the keyboard or mouse except under certain circumstances. Not to be confused with the still unavailable " voice
typewriter.") VOICE MASTER KEY—$49.95.

BONUS OFFER! Buy Voice Master Key with PC Digitizer for only
1129.95— you save $ 10 ,
BETTER BONUS OFFERI Buy all three. Speech Thing, PC Digitizer, and Voice Master Key for only 1199.95— you save $20!
ALL OF THESE PRODUCTS ARE OF PROFESSIONAL DUALITY.
ORDER HOTLINE: ( 503) 342-1271
Monday-Friday, 8AM to 5PM Pacific Time
Add $5for shipping and handling on all orders. Add an additional
$3 for 2nd day delivery. All goods shipped UPS. Master Card and
VISA, money order, cashiers check or personal checks accepted
(allow a3week shipping delay when paying by personal check).
Foreign inquiries contact Covox for CIF price quotes. Specify
computer type when ordering. 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED. ONE YEAR WARRANTY
ON HARDWARE.
CO or write Ier FREE product catalog.

CCIVCIX INC.

1175-D COMBER ST.,
EUSENE, MESON 97402 U.S.A.
TEL: 503-342-1271 FAX: 503-342-12113
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command to relocate the breaks in the
file. If you're used to any sort of dynamic
formatting (as is found in most other
word processors), this is awkward and
confusing.
Should you make a mistake entering
formatting commands, like forgetting to
supply a matching END command for
each BEGIN command, you won't find
out about it until you run the formatter,
either for preview or printout. The effect
is like trying to write a program for a
compiler without the advantage of a
debugger.
Lots of Power; Who's It For?
True, Sprint has a lot of power. If you
like to program, you can generate editing
macros that will do just about anything
you've ever wanted to do in aword processing program. The language is thorough and extensive, and it look sa bit like
C. You can perform complicated search
and replace operations, manipulate files,

M

ymajor

question about Sprint
is: Who is this program
for?

and even create new command sets (the
user interfaces were all written as
macros). There's some slight performance degradation when using macros as
opposed to native commands, but it's
barely noticeable on an AT-class machine. Similarly, you can program the
formatter with aterse, often cryptic formatting language. Commands can reside
within your document or in independent
"style sheet" files that get sucked in
when you run the formatter.
The resulting flexibility is marvelous,
but determining how to make Sprint do
its tricks is severely hampered by the
documentation, which seems to be written mostly for programmers. Longer tutorials would help, particularly for writing macros. Code samples in the
manuals are few and short, and the discussion of macro programming techniques is limited to 30 pages.
You do get agood selection of features
with Sprint, including excellent spelling
correction, a large thesaurus, mail
merge, ahuge amount of context-sensi-

tive on-line help, good printer support,
and the auto- save feature that kicks in
when you've left the keyboard idle for a
few seconds, but you can get those features elsewhere— which leads to my
major question about Sprint: Who is this
program for?
I'm not convinced that Sprint is the
right tool for novices, though Borland assures me that its interface was carefully
developed to appeal to new users. Intermediate users and those used to
WYSIWYG will be thrown for a loop.
Programmers ( who'd appreciate the
macro capabilities) would be just as satisfied with Pmate, MultiEdit, or the editor/debugger combos that come with
most programming environments. That
leaves Sprint appealing to an odd subset
of the word processing world.
Iaccept Borland's contention that it
serves the needs of offices that want chameleon interfaces for part-time and temporary employees used to other programs. For anyone else, the collection of
surrogate interfaces is merely a transitional pathway into Sprint.
Borland includes an eye-opening pamphlet that details the ways in which its
implementations of the interfaces differ
from the originals; each interface gets
two or three terse pages of exceptions and
exclusions. And if you're going to do
anything with macros or complex formatting, you're going to have to learn
Sprint anyhow.
The program also seems well suited to
environments that need heavy-duty formatting for long, complex documents
that include many different types of materials. Encyclopedias, almanacs, technical training manuals, and software
documentation would be perfect uses for
the package. So Sprint would be excellent as the choice for word processing at
(surprise!) Borland itself.
So here's a modest proposal: Since
Sprint would seem to be aprogram designed by Borland for Borland, let's let
Borland use it.
Project Mismanagement
Recently, Ireceived a delightful letter
from Hugh Roth on the subject of project- management software. Hugh has
been battling several programs for the
past few months, trying to develop
scheduling systems for book publishing.
The letter was long, articulate, and
thought-provoking. With his permission,
I've extracted a few of his key points;
they're worth remembering if you're attempting to pick your way through the
mine field of conflicting claims and incontinued

From real time embedded
applications to comprehensive
commercial applications on
Macintosh, IBM PC, Amiga,
Atari, and others, Aztec C has
earned awell- deserved reputation as an innovative, tough to
beat, rock- solid C development
system.

systems purchased directly from
Manx come with a30- day, no
questions asked, satisfaction
guarantee. Call for yours today

But don't just take our word for
it— try it yourself. We know that
the best way to understand what
puts you ahead with Aztec C is
to use it. That's why Aztec C

We can also send you information that details the special features and options of Aztec C.
Plus information on support software, extended technical support options, and all of the
services and specialized support that you may need when
you're pushing your software to
the limits and... beyond.

MS-DOS Hosted ROM Development Systems
Host+Target: $750
Targets:
• 6502 family
• 8080- 8085- Z80- Z180-64180
• 8088-8086-80186-80286 8087-80287
• 68000-68010-68020 68881
Components:
• c compiler for host and target
• Assembler for host and target
• linker and librarian
• Unix utilities make, diff. grep
• Unix vi editor
• debugger
• download support

Additional Targets: $500
Features:
• Complete development system
• Fast development times
• Prototype and debug non-specific
code under MS-DOS
• Compilers produce modifiable
assembler output, support inline
assembly. and will link with assembly
modules
• Support for INTEL hex. S record, and
other formats
• source for UNIX run time library
• processor dependent features
• source for startup

IMIff'1111111111P111111/11111MW-MT11111

%/
COD . VISA. MasterCard. American Express. wire ( domestic and international), and
terms are available One and two day delivery available for all domestic and most
international destinations
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Manx Software Systems
One Industrial Way
Eatontown, NJ 07724

Aztec C Micro Systems
Aztec C is available for most microcomputers in three configurations:
The Professional; The Developer; and
The Commercial system. All systems
are upgradable.
Aztec C68k/Am .... Amiga
source debugger- optional
Aztec C68k/Mac ... Macintosh
MPW and MAC ll support
Aztec C86
MS-DOS
source debugger • CRM libraries
The followng have special pricing and
configurations Call for details.
Aztec C68k/At

Atari ST

Aztec C80

CP/M-80

Aztec C65

Apple Il & II GS

Standard System
• C compiler
• Macro Assembler
• overlay linker with librarian
• debugger
• UNIX and other libraries
• utilities

$ 199

Developer System
• all Standard System features
• UNIX utilities make. dill. grep
• UNIX vi editor

$299

Commercial System
• all Developer features
• source for run time libraries
• one year of updates

$499

Aztec C is available on a thirty- day money back guarantee. Call
now and fir-d out why over 50,000 users give Aztec C one of the
highest user- satisfaction ratings in the industry.

Cal11-800-221-0440

In NJ or outside the USA,
call 201-542-2121
Telex: 4995812 Fax 201-542-8386
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Importers:
It's time to change
bad habits.

eDon't think Germans offer high
quality only at high prices.
•Don't limit your market survey
to Asian products.

e Don't forget to order our catalogue.

Printer Buffer Inside cable.
For the average user, most buffers
are too complicated.
So we designed abuffered cable
with 64K or 256K inside.
Just acable. As easy to use.
Nearly as inexpensive.
Take out your data.
In abattery-operated buffer. Up to
128K with parallel or RS232- input.
Battery will hold data for as long as
3years. Record and play as often
as you like. Carry data to aprinter
or to another computer.
Share your printer.
Forget these boxes that occupy lot
of your desk space. Forget the
times when you had to switch
manually. We have acable that
allows two computers sham one
printer automatically.
That's how T.switches should
look like!
For IBM-compatibles. 2printers to
one computer. Complete set incl.
all cables and asmall switch-box.
No bulky box on your desk!
Isolating line drivers
If aline driver is not optically isolating, you might face problems
arising from different mains
supplies. That's why our RS232drivers are 100% isolated up to
1000 volts.
Data Isolators
Transients on the mains supply or
electrostatical discharges can cause
erraneous data transmissions and
even destruction of computen.
We offer optical isolators.
Terminal bus.
Connect up to 16 terminals to one
2- wire bus. Save installation costs
and gain flexibility and ease of
use. MUX-BUS includes optically
isolated line drivers.
Interfaces.
We have acomplete line of interfaces: 20mA, Atari130, C64/128,
Centronics, IBEE488, RS232 and
RS422.
Mr following are registered trademarks:
Atari, 054, CI28, CelleCekl, IBM
Austria:
France:
Switzerland:
USA:

Zahrer, Wien
Neol, Strassbourg
Weber&Co, Zürich
Tectrans, L.A.

0222-347671
(88) 623752
01-9302003
(818) 2853121

Manufacturer and Exporter:

wiesemann &
theis gmbh
MIKROCOMPUTERTECHNIK
winchenbachstr. 3-5
d-5600 wuppertal 2
west-germany
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phone: 202-505077
telex:
859 16 56
fax:
202-511050
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comprehensible specifications that characterize this peculiar niche of the software world.
Like many of us, Hugh sees adesperate need for good project-management
tools. " Everywhere in business," he
writes, " thousands of essentially unrelated dates are pumped into spreadsheets
and databases and then pumped out as
schedules. Garbage. One date has no relation to another unless there's some hard
code behind the data." Yet most commercial packages are overly complex
and, as aresult, are rarely used.
Hugh cites poor handling of " tasks
without resources that are based on time,
rather than resource availability. You can
kludge your way around this, but who
wants to? The classic case is curing concrete. A certain number of calendar days
must pass, independent of any resource.
You can bet that most packages will not
show the concrete curing on the weekend!"
He also blasts atendency to assign unrealistic starting dates to tasks without
precedents. Let's say your project has
one isolated task that must be completed
before the end of the second month, and
it doesn't depend on any other resource
used elsewhere in the project. " Most
packages will show the task as starting
when the project starts. Where is the person in business so virtuous or so unbusy
that he can start a task 50 days early?
This is a real flaw, or maybe the programmers don't want to fix it because it
means several iterations of the calculation algorithm each time you calculate
the schedule. The critical path must first
be established, then tasks like this have
to be calculated backward."
But the most disturbing points he
raises relate to the overall design philosophy of project-management programs.
"The general outlook of the packages is
that a department does a few projects,
each with a different set of resources,
and these projects rarely overlap. Who
wants to learn [the programs] for just a
few projects?
The place where you need the power is
where you have many projects drawing
on acommon resource pool. You need to
be able to keep each resources calendar
up to date and have any changes reflected
in the individual projects. If one supplier goes on strike, and Ihave 50 projects that use this supplier, what do Ihave
to do? Open and load 50 DOS files and
scroll to the correct calendar and change
it? Yuck!
"The other place that most packages
fail is in cross-project reporting. When a
department has 250 projects to traffic

Item
Discussed
Sprint
$199.95
Borland International, Inc.
1700 Greenhills Rd.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 439-1060
Inquiry 934.

and develop, 250 individual schedules
don't do too much good if I'm asupervisor and I've got one person out sick and
another on vacation. I need to know,
'What do Igotta get out this week?' I
know this is atough problem. The 640Kbyte barrier owns part of it, but most
packages don't ( by their design) acknowledge that this is a real problem.
With much heavy breathing, they tell you
1000 tasks, 1600 with EMS, or some
such. Gawd. You're out of runway by the
time you link the fourth project.
"This kind of reporting is much more
important than resource leveling, because many departments work on a ' do or
die' type of schedule. Don't tell me you
don't have enough bodies to get the job
done! Get it done anyway!"
Irealize that I've been troubled by the
same questions, but I've never been able
to identify the cause for my unease. In
the future, I'll keep the " Roth Rules for
Evaluating Project-Management Software" firmly planted in the back of my
brain.
Hugh concludes by urging me to continue reporting on project-management
packages. " They are agood way to keep
your salary in others' hands. Some of
them offer the opportunity to use acomputer and make the job harder (as you
pointed out). You get to use nifty things
like 6-pen plotters. You get to spend several weeks figuring out the yes/no
answer to the following preferencescreen question: ' Show negative float on
Gantt?' And, not to forget, you get to appreciate really simple, elegant, intuitive
packages like Q&A and SuperCale 4."
Amen. •
Ezra Shapiro is a consulting editor for
BYTE. You can contact him on B1X as
"ezra." Because of the volume of mail he
receives, Ezra, regretfully, cannot respond to each inquiry.
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.
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A Small Case For BIG Performance!!!

CALL

•
w-e
//

SUPERSPORT
Dual Floppy

T1000
T1200F
T1200H
T3100
T3200
T5100

CALL
20 MB HD

CALL
suPERsPORT
286/20

CALL

in*
From

MITSUBISHI

ZENITH

TOSHIBA

MegaHertz

CALL
MP2861—/20

Weltec _

External 5.25" FDD

• 11" Diagonal Black
& White Display

Easy Talk 3270
3270 Emulation Card for
Toshiba Laptops; Fully supports
IRMA & IBM Emulation.
Auto-C,onfig. — No Jumper
Changes required.
Includes software for 3270 and
IND/FILE Transfer Support

$599.00

Specify TOSHIBA, ZENITH or NEC*
*No cable wINEC Drive - Cable included in NEC Laptop Box

• 20 MB Hard Disk
• 12 MHz 80286

MHz INTERNAL MODEMS
1200 Baud $139

2400 Baud $239

• 1.4 MB Floppy Drive

Specify:

Easy EGA
EGA Card for Toshiba T1200
and T3100 Laptops. Supports
MDA, HGC, CGA & EGA

Toshiba, NEC EL/HD,
Zenith 181/183 or SupersPort

$299.00
Easy Talk E2400

WonUnder

Introductory Price

$2695.00

$299

Single card expansion slot for

the T1100+, T1200, T3100/20 & T5100

2400 Baud Modem for the
Epson Equity LT

$239.00

Dual Floppy ( 1.4 MB) Model
Diconix 150P Portable Printer
Laplink Plus

$2195.00

V99
79

When Purchased with any Laptop

•Competitive Price
•Corporate Volume Discounts
Prices Subject
•Net Terms to Qualified
to Change
Corporate Accounts
Without Notice
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Make your programs
millions of times
smarter
More and more, programmers and workstation builders are using DESQview 2.0 as a
development tool. The reason is simple.
They can create powerful, multitasking
solutions today for the millions of DOS PCs
in use today. Solutions comparable to those
promised for tomorrow by OS/2.

The API Advantage

Some of the applications under
development right now using
DESQview 2.0 API Tools: CAD,
Medical systems, insurance, 3270
mainframe communications,
network management, real
estate, typesetting, point of sale,
education, commodity trading,
stock trading and online voting.

Programmers who take advantage of DESQview's API
(Application Program Interface) get access to the powerful
capabilities built into DESQview—multitasking, windowing, intertask comunications, mailboxes, shared programs,
memory management, mousing, data transfer, menubuilding and context sensitive help.

Bells and Whistles
Aprogram taking advantage of the DESQview 2.0 API can
spawn subtasks for performing background operations or
new processes for loading and running other programs
concurrently. It can schedule processing after an interval or
at acertain time. It can use DESQview sintertask communications to rapidly exchange data between programs,
share common code and data; or interrupt at critical events.
It can use DESQview's menuing and mousing capabilities
to create menus. And there's lots more it can do.

80386 Power
80386 programmers can take advantage of
the 80386's protected mode for large
programs, yet run on DOS and multitask in
DESQview—side by side with other 80386
and DOS programs. The breakthroughs that
make this possible: DOS Extenders from
PharLap Software and AI Architects and
DESQview support of these DOS extenders.

DESQview Developer Conference
So if you are adeveloper, looking to create programs with
mainframe capabilities, but wanting to sell into the existing
base of millions of DOS PCs, come to Quarterdeck's first
DESQview API Developers Conference, August 16-18, 1988
at the Marina Beach Hotel, in Marina del Rey, California.
For more information call or write us.
Come learn about the DESQview 2.0 API and 80386 DOS
Extenders. Meet 80386 experts as well as those smart
people who are creating DESQview 2.0 API workstations
solutions.
And if you want to get aleg up before the conference, ask
us about the DESQview API Tools for assembler or C
programmers.

New Power to DOS.
ew 2.0 API Toolkit
•

Attarteatick

Quarterdeck Office Systems 150 Pico Blvd.,Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 392 9851
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Wayne Rash Jr.

BESECURE,
NOT SORRY

Nobody likes to worry
about security, but
people problems and
accidents happen

y

our hard disk doesn't boot. Or
maybe it does boot, but only
one file is left, and it seems to
be named GOTCHA. Or maybe
one of your employees quits suddenly
and his or her new employer seems to
know who all your customers are. Usually, it takes something like this to get
the managers interested in computer
security.
Security is not the most glamorous
area in computing. Managers don't like it
because security systems cost money.
Employees don't like it because they
think it's too inconvenient. The technical
staff doesn't like it because they think it
gets between them and the machine.
They're all right, of course. But
they're also all wrong. Many things affect security, and not all of them apply to
all computer systems. For starters, let's
look at why security is important, and
why it's worth spending money on.
Time Is Money
While your computers are certainly
worth something in themselves, their
real value isn't in the hardware. Instead,
it's in the information the machine contains and the machine's importance to
your operations. If the information had to
be located and reentered, how much
would that cost you? If the computer is
necessary to some facet of your operation, how much would you lose if it were
missing and you couldn't do the work
without it?
The problem boils down to two areas:
the safety of the computer itself and the
safety of the information it contains. Because physical security and data security
ILLUSTRATION: DAVE RIDLEY © 1988

are so different, the solutions to the problems usually seem different also. But, in
reality, they are closely related. After
all, if someone steals your computer, he
or she probably has your data, too.
Physical Security
If you keep people away from your computer, they won't have the chance to steal
it or fiddle with the stuff on the hard
disk. If you keep it in asafe place, you
won't have to worry about anything else
happening to it, either. That's the basis
of physical security.
Of course, you can't always keep the
computer in the safest possible place.
The users might not be able to work on it
there, for one thing. But you can still
keep people from taking the machine or
tampering with it. The easiest way is to
lock it. The IBM PC AT and most of its
clones, as well as the IBM PS/2s, have a
built-in lock that is reasonably effective
against casual tampering. It secures the
case and tells the computer to ignore the

keyboard. While a determined person
can pry open the case to override this feature, most people won't do that.
Not all computers have a keylock,
though. If you can't keep your equipment
in alocked room when it's not in use, you
can at least lock it inside a cabinet.
Again, this provides some security
against casual tampering, but some of
these cabinets are unwieldy and others
provide aconvenient way to roll an entire
system out the door. If theft is your biggest worry, there are always systems like
Anchor Pad that let you lock the computer system to aflat surface such as a
tabletop. Then thieves have to steal the
table along with the computer—amuch
more conspicuous act.
Data Security
If your business is like most other businesses, the biggest investment you have
in your computer system is the data that's
inside it. If that data disappears, you
continued
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could be out of business, or worse. In
many cases, the data is worth agreat deal
more than the computer it resides in.
Protecting that data means preventing
people from removing, altering, or copying it, and protecting yourself from losing the use of it through system failure.
In the first case, people are the threat to
data security. Some people are really out
to do you harm. Others are simply careless or not trained properly. And then
there's the problem of losing data
through ordinary accidents and system
failures. In any case, you're out of business, whether you lost your data through
the actions of adisgruntled employee or
because the head crashed on the hard
disk.
Protecting against Loss
Data loss is the easiest problem to protect
against. All you need to do is keep acurrent backup. Then, all it takes is afew
minutes to restore your data, and you're
back in business. How you back up your
data, whether with a software product
such as Fifth Generation System's Fastback Plus or atape drive, makes little difference. What's importait is that you do it.
The People Problem
Once you've taken care of protecting
yourself against losing the data, then you
have to worry about the people. Most instances of data loss that I have come
across were the result of accidents. You
can reduce the problem of unintentional
data loss through training. Once people
understand that formatting the hard disk
makes it hard to use the data that was on
it, they usually won't do it.
However, then there are the people
who really want to erase everything or
want your information for themselves.
This is what most people think of when
they think of computer security. This is
also the focus of most security products
and the area in which password access,
encrypted data, and the like become important.
Depending on your type of business,
malice may not be a significant threat.
Most businesses, however, keep some
sensitive information in their computers.
It could be related to a firm's bidding
process or personnel records, or it could
be other data that will give your competition the edge. How do you keep this information secure?
First of all, keep the computer itself in
alocked office. It's amazing what people
will do out of curiosity, given enough
time. Second, lock the computer, if you
have one that will lock. Finally, consider
some sort of security system.
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Watchdog
$295.
Fisher International Systems
P.O. Box 9107
Naples, FL 33942
(800) 237-4510
(813) 643-1500
Inquiry 955.
Access II
$ 165.
Access II +
With EPROM
$ 175.
With halfcard $ 195.
Kinetic Software Corp.
Distillery Commons 240
Lexington Rd. at Payne
Louisville, KY 40206
(502) 583-1679
Inquiry 956.

idea to learn alot about them. One interesting source of help is the National
Computer Security Center. This organization operates under the auspices of the
super-secret National Security Agency,
but it exists to help all computer users
learn more about security and to help the
computer community cope with security
issues.
The Center publishes a number of
pamphlets, posters, and books that it
will send you. You can pick up some of
these materials free at computer shows or
purchase them for a nominal fee. You
can contact the Center at 9800 Savage
Rd., Fort Meade, MD 20755, (301) 6888744. The Center, along with the National Bureau of Standards, hosts the National Computer Security Conference
each year. The conference is open to anyone and has tracks for people of all
levels. This year it's in Baltimore, starting October 17 and running through October 20. The price for the conference is
$150 before October 7 and $ 175 thereafter.
Does all this sound like alot of trouble? Well, maybe. Many systems probably don't need alot of security because
they don't do much. But think about your
other computers. What would happen to
your business if the information in them
disappeared or got to your competitors
tomorrow?

Security Systems
There are hardware and software systems
that will prevent unauthorized people
from using the computer and permit
others to perform only certain actions.
These programs require users to identify
themselves, and they require apassword
OS/2 Update
to use the computer.
A businessman asked me about OS/2 the
I've already mentioned machines like
other day. He wanted to know if he
the IBM PS/2s, which have alock on the
should put off buying his software until
case. You can also set up the PS/2s so
an OS/2 version came out. Iadvised him
that you must enter apassword before you
not to wait.
can use the computer.
As you may remember from my AuMore thorough systems control nearly
gust column, my investigations at COMevery aspect of the computer operation.
DEX showed me that there was virtually
Normally, they do this through aseries
no software available for use with OS/2,
of menus that control access to the operand much of what was could also be
ating system, restricting most users to a found for MS-DOS. Since then, I've
few selected operations. These systems
gone to PC Expo. The picture hasn't gotdo, however, restrict the flexibility of ten much better. The advice remains the
use. You need to decide if the individual
same. If you need software, and there's a
case justifies this loss of flexibility.
DOS version available now, don't wait.
A couple of the better-known security
Coming up in future issues—to LAN
systems are Watchdog from Fisher Interor not to LAN? Also, does productivity
national Systems and Access II from Kisoftware really help productivity? •
netic Software Corp. Both companies
base their security systems on multiple
Wayne Rash Jr. is amember of the profesaccess levels through menus and user
sional staff of American Management
passwords. Kinetic includes aboard that
Systems, Inc. (Arlington, VA), where he
fits IBM PC-compatible computers and
consults with the federal government on
forces the machine to boot only off the
microcomputers. You can reach him on
hard disk.
BIX as "waynerash."
Your questions and comments are welLearning about Security
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Before you get too deep into setting up
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
security systems, it's probably a good
03458.
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thousands more.
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You can spend thousands of dollars
for three dimensional CAD software
and still not get the power and
capability that DesignCAD 3-D
offers for aremarkable $299! DesignCAD 3-D is
proof positive that you don't have to spend afortune
for quality.
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The compatibility that
DesignCAD 3-D offers you means
that it can be used with almost any
PC compatible system. It supports
more than 200 dot matrix printers, more than 80 plotters
and most digitizers and graphic adapters. DesignCAD
3-D can read drawings from most other CAD systems.

DESIG CAD 3-D

The best reason to buy DesignCAD 3-D is not the low
DesignCAD 3-D allows you to develop and advance
price, the performance or the compatibility. The best
any design in 3dimensional space, while providing you
reason is the amazing ease of use. DesignCAD 3- D's
with features such as shading, hidden line removal,
powerful commands mean that you can produce
printer and plotter support. DesignCAD 3-D's extensive
professional 3-D drawings in less time than you thought
file transfer utilities allow you to: transfer documents
possible. In fact, we think you'll agree that DesignCAD
to and from IGES, DXF HPGL, transfer to GEM and
3-D is easier to learn and easier to use than any 3-D
Post Script and to read ASCII text files and X, Y, Z
CAD system for IBM PC, at any price!
coordinate files. It allows up to 4simultaneous views
(any angle or perspective) on the screen. Complex
S ta your local computer dealer for DesignCAD 3-D, or contact:
extrusions, extensive 3-D text capabilities, auto
dimensioning and ahost of other
To quote from P.C. MAGAZINE'S
features are all included with
••
June 14, 1988 issue: " DesignCAD
DesignCAD 3-D, all at no extra
Small Business Computers, Inc.
3-D.
delivers more bang per buck
charge.
327 S. Mill St., Pryor, OK 74361

mencan

than any of its low-cost competitors
and threatens programs costing ten
times as much."

(918) 825-4844 FAX 918-825-6359
Telex 9102400302

Call or write for adetailed brochure and afree demo disk.
Circle 20 on Reader Service Card
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We've Invented the Future of
Instrumentation Software . . . Twice.
With Words

With Pictures

Acquisition
Integrated libraries for GPIB, RS-232, AID-D/A-DIO plug-in cards,
and modular instruments.

011,1

1141

1.1111

I.,

I 1,

Intuitive character-based function panels

Front panel user interface with virtual
instrument block diagram progranuning.

that automatically generate source code.

Analysis
Extensive libraries for data reduction, digital signal processing, and
statistical analysis.

Over 100 analysis functions plus all the
built-in functions of your language.

Over 250 icons for computation and
analysis.

Presentation
Flexible high-performance graphics and report generation.

Extensive graphics support for CGA, EGA,
MCGA, VGA, and Hercules.

Macintosh Desktop Publishing compatibility.

The Software is the Instrument
Lab Windows—
for the DOS-based PC and PS/2,
with Microsoft QuickBASIC or C.

of NATIONAL
INSTRUMEN'TV

Lab VIEW ()—
for the Apple Macintosh

12109 Technology Boulevard
Austin, Texas 78727-6204
800/531-4742 512/250-9119
Circle 181 on Reader Service Card for LabWindows.
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Don Crabb

MS-DOS,
MINIFANS,
MATH, AND MICE
Hardware, software,
and peripherals make
the Mac amultifaceted
machine

tried the CGA emulation. That was even
MiniFans is acompact version of the
worse. Itried running Microsoft Wininternal corporate correspondence, cusdows 2.03 under the Hercules emulation.
tomer-tracking, and distributed-inforIt was so slow, Igave up. In fact, after
mation productivity system that Acius
less than aweek, Igave up on the Mac286
uses every day. TopGuys is a special
altogether. Icouldn't get any DOS work
database that contains information on
done with them because of the severe
about 400 influential Macintosh specialvideo problems.
ists, such as journalists, vendors, develOut came the old ATs. Goodbye, table
opers, and so on. In short, it's Acius
space.
president Guy Kawasaki's personal Roack in November 1987, Iwas
looking for some way to reduce
AST acknowledged the video problodex of MacFolk. It's avery useful tool,
the number of computers that
lems with the driver software and promas well as fun to rummage through.
inhabit my office and my home.
ised fixes. In early June, Ireceived its
MiniFans and (in particular) TopGuys
If Icould semi-retire acouple of them, I first update, version 1.01.
are excellent examples of well-behaved
could reclaim some valuable table space.
What a difference a version number
and well-designed 4D applications.
It was about that time that Iremembered
makes! The video performance of the
Acius wants developers and users to see
the AST Mac286 coprocessor board Ihad
Mac286 is dramatically improved with
how the internals work with both; that's
seen at the Boston MacWorld in August
the 1.01 software. It's so much improved
part of the reason they have distributed
1987. In demos held for the press, this
that Ican now use my Mac Ils for all my
them. Kudos to Acius for anice job.
board (which is really two boards cabled
DOS work.
Another Acius 4D application that
together that occupy two NuBus slots in a
Besides improving the display speed,
should be coming out soon is called SkelMac II) seemed to do the job of an 8AST polished and cleaned up other parts
eton, written by technical-support wizMHz IBM PC AT.
of the interface. MultiFinder support,
ard Dave del'Aquila (the same guy who
Well, Ithought, here's achance to rewhich was not quite there in version 1.0,
wrote MiniFans). Igot achance to put it
tire a couple of old ATs and still keep
has been upgraded. You can now copy
through its paces when Ivisited the Acius
basic AT/MS-DOS functionality. So I DOS screens to the Mac Clipboard by
headquarters in Cupertino in June.
bought a couple of these beasts, along
columns as well as by lines. This makes
Skeleton is agood name for this develwith a couple of Apple's 5U-inch PCit a snap to transfer stuff from a DOS
oper's tool, since it provides the framecompatible floppy disk drives. Installadatabase, spreadsheet, or statistics file to
work of atypical 4D application and protion was fairly painless.
aMac application.
vides the lowest common denominator of
In less than an hour per Mac II, Ihad a
AST will send you the 1.01 software
functions that these applications require.
dual-operating-system computer that ran
upgrade for free if you are aregistered
It is also fully customizable and extensiboth the Mac operating system and MSMac286 owner. If you buy the Mac286
ble. This " skeleton" allows adesign to
DOS. The Mac286 even shared my existcoprocessor boards now, you'll get the
be undertaken in the 4D custom environing Mac hard disks by setting up separate
1.01 software. In either case, the softment, which helps speed application proDOS partitions on them. Goodbye, ATs.
ware update turns aclever but virtually
totyping. Skeleton should be a help to
Hello, table space!
useless Mac II hardware accessory into a both experienced 4D developers and novAlas, my compact-computing joy was
useful, workable solution to running
ices who need some firmer ground to
short-lived. Iissued aDIR command in
DOS on aMac.
stand on while learning 4D.
the Mac286 window, and something
weird happened. The video scrolling beSkeletons in 4th Dimension
Mathematica on the Mac
came slow and jerky—practically unEven though the promised update to 4th
I've been using the 1.0 release of Mathereadable. And that happened with the
Dimension (dubbed version 1.1) has
matica for the Mac II for several weeks
standard monochrome-emulation mode
been delayed, Acius has not been sitting
now. Even though this release is not bugin the Mac286 window, on an Apple
back twiddling its corporate thumbs
free and the documentation is not comcolor monitor.
waiting for Laurent Ribardiere to finish
plete (two problems that Mathematics's
Okay, Ican fix that, Ithought; I'll try
it. Over the last several months, Acius
publisher, Wolfram Research, expects to
the Hercules-emulation mode. Same
has released two inexpensive, but imfix before this column hits the newsproblem. Must be the monochrome emupressive, applications written in 4D:
stands), Mathematica is certainly an imlation on acolor monitor, Ithought. So I MiniFans and TopGuys.
continued
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pressive piece of software.
Mathematica is ageneral software system for doing math computations. The
application will eventually run on anumber of computers, including large systems and shared workstations (e.g., Sun,
NeXT, and IBM), but its Mac implementation is the first and perhaps the most interesting, because it works fully with the
Mac's user interface.
Mathematica works like a real-time
electronic whiteboard (formerly blackboards— how times change) that can
solve equations. You can type in your
equations using numeric forms, but you
can also use more advanced symbolic
forms. Mathematica's symbolic processing accounts for a good measure of its
power.
You can enter simple numerical calculations in Mathematica as you would with
an electronic calculator, using Mathematica's syntax. For example, In[1] :=
N[log [4w]] finds the value of log (4w).
But you can also enter symbolic calculations directly, which is something no calculator permits. For example, the entry
In[3] : = x4/(x 2- ') finds the formula for
the integral
s
x 41 (x 2 _

1)

dx.

Further, you can have Mathematica
integrate this expression with the command In[4] : = Integrate [%, x]. Mathematica then finds the explicit formula for
the integral:
Out[4] = x +

x3+
3

LogE — 1 + x]
2

—Log[ 1 + x]
2
Symbolic algebra and calculus could not
be done previously on computers of the
Mac II's size; programs of this sort were
typically found only on minicomputers
or supercomputers. Overall, Mathematica does many different kinds of algebraic computations, including expansion, factoring, and polynomial and
rational expression simplification. Algebraic results for some kinds of matrix operations are also possible. In addition, as
my example above shows, Mathematica
can do calculus, evaluating derivatives
and integrals and deriving power series
approximations.
Mathematica on the Mac II with an
RGB monitor provides adynamite fullcolor display that's especially impressive
when results are graphed in two and
three dimensions. The jazzy display is
backed by afunction library of more than
400 math functions.
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AST Mac286 1.01
$1599
(Software upgrade free to
registered Mac286 1.0 owners)
AST Research, Inc.
2121 Alton Ave.
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 863-1333
Inquiry 800.
4th Dimension 1.06
$695
MiniFans 1.0
$20
Skeleton .999
$20
TopGuys 1.0
$20
4D run-time module
$75
(MiniFans and TopGuys require
4D run-time module)
Acius, Inc.
20300 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Suite 495
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 252-4444
Inquiry 801.
Mathematica 1.02 Enhanced
Macintosh II Edition
$795
Mac Plus/Mac SE version $495
Wolfram Research, Inc.
P.O. Box 6059
Champaign, IL 61821
(217) 398-0700
Inquiry 802.
Music Mouse 1.00 for the
Macintosh
Opcode Systems
1024 Hamilton Court
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 321-8977
Inquiry 803.

$60

Mathematica is something of abreakthrough product: It will give educators
an entirely new and powerful tool in
teaching mathematics. Confirmed mathphobic students may very well be drawn
into Mathematica's impressive displays
and its ability to solve equations quickly
and display graphical results; this could
enable them to absorb the algebra and
calculus that seemed impossible to comprehend from atextbook.
Of Mice and Music
As good as Mathematica is, there is more
to life than plotting functions or deriving
aTaylor series. The publisher of Music
Mouse, Opcode Systems, knows this.
Music Mouse takes an approach to making music that is similar to Mathemati-

ca's approach to manipulating mathematics: Neither requires you to be an
expert in the field to make good use of it.
Music Mouse is acontrol application
that lets your Macintosh make music all
by itself, or with the aid of an external
speaker or stereo system, or through an
external MIDI (musical instrument digital interface) synthesizer. Music Mouse
also works as astand-alone controller for
MIDI synthesizers that do not have a
keyboard.
It's difficult for me to explain how
Music Mouse works since it's such avisceral experience. But here goes, anyway.
Once you start the application, you can
control the music you're creating by
moving the mouse and pressing keys on
the keyboard. The Mac screen gives you
an x,y grid display with two different
melodic lines that are " wired" to the
x-axis and y-axis movements of the
mouse. The application sticks in two additional melodic lines, so you have four
voices all told.
These two application-supplied lines
track the ones you are creating with the
mouse, and they can be varied with keyboard control (as can pitch, tempo, and
so forth). The screen display gives you
some visual feedback for the music
created, using what Opcode calls apolyphonic cursor to show the " motion" of
the music, as well as the pitch. While the
effect and action are hard to describe, the
results are stunning, even without hooking up aMIDI synthesizer.
The one big omission with Music
Mouse is recording: As yet, it doesn't
have adirect recording mode. However,
you could use a macro recorder like
Tempo II, AutoMac III, or the MacroMaker CDEV (supplied with System 6.0)
to record a Music Mouse session. Just
make sure that you use the real-time recording modes for these utilities; otherwise, your music will sound strange,
indeed.
The Music Mouse can be used by firsttime and professional musicians. If
you're anovice, it's fun to explore some
basics of music composition using this
application. One caveat: It won't run
properly under MultiFinder. •
Don Crabb is the director of laboratories
and asenior lecturer for the University of
Chicago department of computer science. He is also a consulting editor for
BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as
"decrabb."
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.
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FREE DeskPaint
Software.
The DeskPaint'" Software
desk accessory inspires full graphic
editing without deserting your
desktop publishing program.
It crops, sizes, details, lightens, darkens
and embellishes plain art into
professional presentations.

•
.re,

Affordable line art and halftones
without sacrificing your printer.
VisionScan'" delivers quality scans in
seconds without tying up your.
Image Writer"' printer.
Whether you're scanning photos, graphs,
charts, or other original materials for
newsletters, marketingseports, layouts or
other applications, VisionScan" produces affordable
halftone images and extremely high quality line art.
Scan 3-D...and at no extra cost.
VisionScan can expand your view to 3-1). The roomy
overhead scanner accepts objects up to one inch in
height and gives you an added vantage point — avalue
many higher priced scanners can't begin to offer.

Vontran Ls a trademark of Mirror Technologies. Inc.
Macintosh and Imageltrite,r are trademarks of Apple Comintter f:ompany
DesIsPairst is a trademark of ledcor ho orponded.
Read- a! ls a trademark of OLIn VA/ orhoration.
Prices subject to change without notice.

Scan and edit text like theewro
al
with an optional O.C.R. software
program, only $ 199°°.
With the revolutionary Read- it!"
softww-eprogram by Olduvai Corporation,
VisionScan enables your Macintosh"' to read whole pages of
text, then store and manipulate them faster than ever before.
Why buy from Mirror?
• Buying direct saves money • Full . 30 day "money back" guarantee
• Full 90day warranty • An ongoing commitment to innovation
To order VisionScan"' and your free DeskPatnr software
package, call toll free:

1-800-654-5294

5-7.
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Mirror Technologies, Inc.
2644 Patton Road
Roseville, MN 55113
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UserSoft/C is the
Business C
UserSoft Business Cis the financial Ccompiler that makes sense
to both clients and programmers.
It is not just another Ccompiler.
Compare the functions:
UserSoft Business Cis asuperset
of Power C, Microsoft Cand
Turbo C. It has over 1,000 standard
and business development functions. The SuperIOR component
of UserSoft Business Chas the
input/output features of COBOL,
PL/1, FORTRAN and BASIC and
yet can read financially formatted data ( eg. $2,109.87 CR).
UserSoft Business Chas 36
easy- to- use matrix functions for
management science ( operational research), business statistics, finite element and circuit
analysis.
Compare the Portablity:
UserSoft Business Csupports the
latest features of standard ANSI
C. If you already have aC
compiler ( MS-DOS, UNIX, VS,
VMS, MVS, etc.) our Business
Development Tool package will
commercialize your compiler for
only $199.95 for PCs. This package is suitable for IBM, Wang,
Sun, VAX and other systems.
Compare the Documentation:
The UserSoft Business Cmanual
provides actual programming
examples for every function —
over 1,000 of them.
Compare the Product:
UserSoft Business Cis the capability union of C + COBOL +
BASIC + PL/1 + FORTRAN +
Make + SCREEN:PC version
of UNIX's curses + database
tools + graphic tools + IBM
mainframe's VSAM + amultiple
window graphic debugger and
more.

•
••••*•******•••

•,•• •• •• Itee

Compare the Price:
It's afraction of what you might
expect— the complete UserSoft
Business Cpackage is available
at the introductory price of
$249.95 while the Business
Development Tool Package is
available for $199.95.
"In our testing, none of your claims
have failed. It is to our advantage
to use SUPERIOR, SAM and SCREEN for
our research. I
strongly recommend that all professional program developers use SUPERIOR,
SAM and SCREEN for artificial
intelligence, scientific, engineering, industrial, financial and
especially business related
applications."
Dr Paul RSchroeder, PhD (MIT)
President of Maximum Storage, Inc.
Co- Founder of INMOS US
Sole Designer of Mostek 4116
Co- Designer of Mostek 4027

UserSoft Business C:
The ultimate C
language for
business & financial
applications

UserSoft Business Cis anew ANSI
compatible compiler that runs
faster and easier than Microsoft
Cand has more functions than
Turbo C®. It cuts coding for business and financial applications
by at least 50% - 90%.
If You're Just Beginning,
Usersoft Business C makes
learning Capleasure.
If You're Programming In
COBOL, BASIC or FORTRAN,
switching to UserSoft Business C
will be easier than you expect.
UserSoft Business Cretains the
best of these languages while
simplifying Cwithout loss of any
standard Cfeatures.

USERSOFT

UserSoft Systems Limited
Suite 1512,409 Granville St
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6C 112
Telephone 604/681.8872

If within 60 days of purchase, this product
does not perform raccordance woth our
clams, call our customer service deport.
ment and we will arrange arefund

Power C is otrademark of Mix Software
MS-DOS, Microsoft C is oregistered
trademark of Microsoft Corporation
Turbo C is oregistered trademark of
Borland Internationol
IBM, MVS and VSAM ore trademarks
of Internotional Business Machine
Sun is otrademark of Sun Micr 'systems
DEC, VMS and VAX are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corporation
UNIX is otrademark of Bell Laboratory
VS is otrademark of WANG Laboratory

•••••••••-• • •

All UserSoft products are trademarks
or registered trademorks of UserSoft
Systems Limited Other brand end prod•
Oct names are trademarks or registered
trodernorks of their respective holders
Copyright< 1988 UserSoft Systems
Limited
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If You're Programming in C,
you may switch to UserSoft
Business Cor enhance your current compiler with our Business
Development Tool package. This
will give you UserSoft Business C
capabilities on most popular
systems such as Microsoft C,
Power C, Turbo C, UNIX C, and
Wang VS C.

UserSoft Business C:
With anew state- ofthe art C debugger
UserSoft Business Cdebugger
will reduce the time you spend
debugging your Cprograms by
at least afactor of 10. It allows
you to debug graphics programs
on asingle monitor.

UserSoft Business C:
The World's most
versatile Data
Manager and
Database Tool
Our Structured/Access Method
(S/AM) allows:
•unlimited types of key ( including
graphics)
•unlimited numbers of key parts
•unlimited numbers of data fields
•mixing of fixed and variable lengths for
data fields or key parts
•dato encryption from file level down to
byte level
•unlimited devices for storing akey port
oro data field
•unlimited size for any key part
•unlimited number of tables
•unlimited concurrently open files
•maximum protection on data security

S/AM is well suited for applications to finance, banking,
business, imaging, artificial
intelligence, knowledge- based
information, science, engineeering, simultation and industrial
control.
Business
Development Tool
Package

To order Call: 1-800/663-0322
60 Day Money Back Guarantee
Not Copy Protected
See us at Comdex 88 at the
Tropicana Booth — T617
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Get your
work done before
1991
labels while you're writing areport in Word
Perfect, or laying out anewsletter in Ventura
Publisher, or designing abuilding in AutoCAD.
DESQview even lets you transfer text,
numbers, and fields of information between

The futwe of personal computing is dear. More
powerful PCs. Easier to use PCs. Wth graphics
and character-based programs working side by
side. Talking to each other. Multitasking. Wmdowing. Mowing. Mousing. Getting your work
done easier and faster.

programs.

Fulfill the 386 promise.

Have it all now.
DESQview"1is the operating environment that gives DOS the capabilities of OS/2.' And it lets you, with
your Misty , 8086, 80286, or 80386
PC, leap to the productivity of the next
generation. For not much money And
without throwing out your favorite
software.
=WrdStar--C:Ela
tee s.rah
Add DESQview to your PC and it
tel Salter
Mqcha
L !-isi
-DESQ -LIhh—
quiddy finds your programs and lists
He Mat lam of affiliates)
•
Cost at Sales
Itarist aid Muse Imam
Se I lea Csames1 & Aidialstratlas
them on menus. So you can just point
Iammo
lutarert bquiss
to the program, using lb_oard or
or Sales
Total Serames
I
I
lea Cemara I & Ittla in istrat ion
I
mouse, to start it up. DES
Qview
—
knows where that program lives. And
what command loads it.
full screen. Open more p
than you
For those who have trouble remembering
have memory for. And mUtl
ilnIC them. In
DOS commands, it adds menus
640K. Or if you own aspecial
to DOS. It even lets you sort your For programmers, DESQview's
EMS 4.0 or EEMS memory
API, with its strengths in interfiles and mark specific files to be task communications and multiboard, or a386 PC, DESQview
copied, backed-up, or deleted— tasking, brings aquick and easy
lets you break through the DOS
way to adapt to the future. V%ith
all without having to leave the
640K barrier for mu_titasking. If
the API's mailboxes and shared
program you're in.
programs, programmers are
you have other non-EMS memones t
of all, DESQview accom- able to design programs running
ry expansion products like AST's
plishes all this with asubstantial on COS with capabilities like
Advantage or the IBM t
Memory
those
of
C6/2.
speed advantage over any
Expansion Option, we have a
•altemative environment
solution for you, too. The ALL CHARGEMultitask beyond 640K.
CARD" 'unifies' all your memory to provide
up 10 16 megabytes of continuous workspace.
When you want to use several programs
DESQview lets you use this memory to
together, you don't have to leave your
current program. Just open the next proenhance your productivity. You can start 1-2-3
gram. View your programs in windows or
calculating and tell Paradox to print mailing
DEQVIEW SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
IBM Personal Computer and 100% compatible (with 06,
B0138, 83286, or 80396 proxssor) with monoctuome or color
display; IBM Personal Systern/2• Memory 640K MOMmended; for DESQview Swan-145K. Expanded Memory
(Opticaulk expanded memory boards compatible with the
Irtel Abovelloard; edunced emended memory boards
compatible with the AST RAMpage; BAS 4.0 ecpanded
memory bpards•Disk two diskette drives or one diskette
drive and ahard disk•Graphics Card (Option* Hercules,
IPM Color/Graphics (CGA). IBM Enhanced Graphics
(EGA), IBM PeriondSysten/2 Advanced Graphics
(VGA). Moue Optician Mouse Systems, Miacooft illd
compatible* Modern ice Auto-Dialer (Option* Hayes or
compatiile• Orerating System PC•CC6 2.0-33; MS-DC6
203,2. Soinvue Moot PC-DC6 and MS-DOS application
progruns; programs specific to Microsoft Windows 1.03•
203, GEM 1.1-3n, IBM TopMew 1.1. Media De3Qview 2.0
is available on tither 54/4" or 3-iir floppy diskette.

F

IUS!
II need increased
productivity now!

Mal MIS

Qty

If all of this sounds like promises you've
been hearing for future systems, then you can
understand why over amillion users have
chosen DESQview. And why PC
;'
Magazine gave DESQview its
Editor's Choice Award for 'The
MAGAZINE Best Alternative to OS/2," why
I1)11(11{'S readers of InfoWorld twice voted
II( /I( I
pou 24,
DESQview 'Product of the Yea?'
why, bypo
vote at
weE8
Comdex Fall for two
PRODUCT
years in arow, DESQview
OF THE was voted "Best PC EnvironY E AR men?' in PC Tech Journal's
Systems Builder Contest.
DESQview lets you have it all now.
IBM

••

1
I

MIM Mal

Product

SIM

Format

Price Each

DESQview 2.0

J5-1/4 J3-1/2

$129.95

QEMM-386

J5-1/4 33-1 /2

$59.95

State

Zip

Payment Method JVisa JMasterC_ard Expiration /
Account #

Grand Total

150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 905 I
(213) 392-9851

'Ns ALL CHARCECARD is designed for the 113M FC AT and FS/2 50 and fla If you have ancther type of 81:1226-bited FC, there's aversion for you, too. Please call 14013er44 for special ordering informaton. Offer
Trademarks are property of their respective holders IN, C6/2 F5/2.1-2-3, Paradox, Vixd Perfect, Ventura Pub4ishee AutoCAD, bid, Above Board, AST 8AMFee Advantage ,Henks,MmeSYstems,HaYee•
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MI

Totals

Calif Residents add 6.5%

IAddress
L

Experts are voting for
DESQview. And over a
million users, too.

J5-1/4 J3-1/2
$59.95
QEMM-50/60
ALL CHARGECARD (Special for D'ew owners) eoo.cce
Shipping & Handling $5in USA/ $10 outside USA

"'Name
City

For 80836 PC users, DESQview
becomes a386 control program when
used in conjunction with
Quarterdecks Expanded Memory
Manager (QEs8386—eivitie
faster multitasking as well as virtual
windowing support.
And when you use DESQview on
an IBM PS/r Mode150 or 60 with
QEMM-50/60 and the IBM Memory
Expansion Option, DESQview gives
you multitasking beyond 640K.

August 31,1«
Wedows,Tern
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OS/2 NOTEBOOK

Mark Minasi

THE GOOD NEWS
AND THE
BAD NEWS
When it comes to
performance, there's a
price to pay for all those
nifty OS/2 features
S/2 is more important to an
OS/2 application than DOS is
to a DOS application. Given
that, how does OS/2 perform
relative to DOS? Rarely better, often
only awee bit worse, and sometimes alot
worse. As a multitasking platform, it
performs better than expected.
How do Iknow? Simple—Iran some
benchmarks. Benchmarks are one of
life's sordid pleasures. Artists often say,
"Everyone's a critic." Hardware and
software designers could say, " Everyone's abenchmarker." Another reason
to do benchmarks is the interesting mail
you get after writing articles.
OS/2 is more important to an OS/2 application than DOS is to aDOS application because, as Isaid last month, OS/2 is
atrue operating system and DOS is not.
If aDOS application needs to write to the
screen, it can allow DOS services to do
it, or it can write directly to the video
buffer itself. Allowing DOS to put the
characters on the screen ensures compatibility across machines and versions
of DOS, but it sacrifices speed. A DOS
application requiring snappy screens can
always opt to bypass DOS. Under OS/2,
an application's I/O must go through the
operating system—hence the interest in
OS/2's performance.
An associate and Ihave benchmarked
OS/2 services, using a combination of
simple programs and more complex systems to answer a number of questions.
The questions and answers, summarized, follow. (Note: Whenever I say
"OS/2," Imean " protected- mode
OS/2," unless Ispecifically mention
OS/2's DOS-compatibility box.)
ILLUSTRATION: TOM CENTOLA C) 1988

percent system overhead. Extra per-task
overhead is fairly small, no larger than 2
percent.
How does the compatibility box affect
OS/2 multitasking overhead?
Radically. By design, the compatibility box does not run at all when in the
background. When the compatibility box
is running a DOS program in the foreground, the background OS/2 processes
slow down by afactor of 100 to 500 times.
How does the choice ofprocessor chip affect DOS versus OS/2 comparisons?
Surprisingly, the ratios of DOS times
to OS/2 times do not vary much from the
80286 chip to the 80386 chip.

Does aprogram run faster under DOS or
under OS/2?
OS/2 is, in general, up to 20 percent
slower than DOS, except for disk I/O.
Unbuffered disk I/O is about 50 percent
slower under OS/2.
Does aprogram run faster under DOS or
under the OS/2 DOS-compatibility box?
The compatibility box runs programs
up to 4percent slower than DOS, except
for disk I/O. Disk I/O can be 50 percent
(or more) slower under the compatibility
box.
Microsoft claims improved video I/O with
OS/2. Are OS/2 video writes faster?
In some cases, yes: TYPE writes to the
screen over twice as quickly under OS/2.
In other cases, the result is atoss-up.
Ifyou run multiple programs under OS/2,
how great is the multitasking overhead?
Fairly low. It appears that you pay for
multitasking up front, with the 10 to 20

How much slower or faster does aprogram run in OS/2 background, compared
to foreground?
That depends on the PRIORITY= parameter. With PRIORITY=ABSOLUTE,
there is no difference for CPU-intensive
tasks. Screen writes are actually slower
in the foreground than in the background, because background screen
writes are made to regular memory,
while foreground screen writes are made
to slower video memory.
With PRIORITY=DYNAMIC, the background process seems to wait for the
foreground process to complete before it
starts. ( Yes, it's strange, and I'll explain
further next month.)
Now let's look in detail at the benchmarks.
To the Bench
What would a benchmark suite be
without the venerable Sieve of Eratosthenes? We ran the Sieve (a general compute-bound integer program), the Savage
test (afloating-point test), and three tests
designed to isolate video response and
disk speed.
To ensure consistency, we used Micontinued
OCTOBER 1988 • BYTE
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software for
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systems.

Table 1: Differences in the architectures of Intel's 80x86 microprocessors
have led to the development of different memory models.
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Medium

1

Compact

Multiple

1

Large

Multiple

Multiple

Huge

Multiple; data structures can be > 64K bytes

crosoft's dual-mode C and BASIC compilers to generate both real-mode (DOS)
and protected-mode (0S/2) code from
the same source. Whenever possible, we
just compiled and linked one program,
then bound it. (" Bind" is Microsoft's
term for subjecting aprogram to aconverter that renders it able to run under
DOS or OS/2.)
Absurdities in the architectures of the
Intel line of processors have led to anumber of " memory models" for 80x86 programs, as shown in table 1. Examples of
programs in the small and medium categories include many small utility programs and, of course, benchmarking
programs, but few of the large popular
business applications.
The Sieve benchmark ran 1or 2percent slower in the compatibility box and 4
or 5percent slower under OS/2 (see figure 1). However, with larger memory
models, OS/2 was up to 44% slower on a
386 machine and 18% slower on an IBM
PC AT (due, no doubt, to their different
memory architectures.)
Results of the Savage test (see figure 2)
were consistent; the compatibility box
slowed the programs by a few percent,
and OS/2 slowed them by about ten percent on the 386 and 5percent on the AT.
We tested video I/O with asimple test
designed to TYPE afile to the screen 100
times— first under DOS, then under
OS/2. The tests were done on a16-MHz
80386 with aCompaq VGA board.
Under DOS, the task took 60.4 seconds, while OS/2 took 27.1 seconds. Impressive. But then we created a simple
program that writes lines to the screen
until it runs out of time ( 15 seconds). The
results contradicted those of the first test.
In this case, DOS was able to write 2171
lines, while OS/2 wrote only 1820 lines.
We wrote the program in Microsoft
BASIC and compiled it for both DOS and
OS/2, using the BASIC 6.0 dual-mode
compiler. Obviously, OS/2 screen handling can be faster than DOS, but not always, depending on how you do it.

Multiple

Disk Access
Our preliminary tests showed that OS/2
was abit slower at disk access than DOS.
The Norton Utilities provided a simple
test: We ran DISKTEST under DOS, and
then in the compatibility box. With disk
caching enabled, OS/2 operated nearly
as fast as DOS without acache enabled.
Without the cache, OS/2's performance
was miserable: 1369.8 seconds, compared to 90.3 seconds for DOS.
OS/2's performance (relative to DOS)
suffers significantly in programs that do
alot of disk input and output and for programs that use more than 64K bytes of
data. While the first category may not
apply to many programs, recall that
large memory access was one of the principal reasons for developing OS/2 in the
first place. Good disk performance is, of
course, important for many applications.
As afinal DOS versus OS/2 comparison, we used C code from an August
1984 BYTE article, " Benchmarking
UNIX Systems" by David F. Hinnant.
The results are shown in table 2. One interesting number comes up: Notice that,
despite the fact that all the C programs
run faster under DOS than under OS/2,
the Dhrystone runs faster under OS/2!
Bear in mind that there is nothing in the
Dhrystone that isn't in the other tests.
Could there be a "benchmark detector"
in the Microsoft C 5.1 compiler?
OS/2 Tip of the Month:
Making DOS and OS/2 Coexist
If you use the Microsoft Developer's
Toolkit, you know that Microsoft included aneat feature whereby your program will prompt you at boot time with
Boot: Enter for OS/2, ESC for DOS

By pressing the Escape key or the Enter
key, you can boot either operating system. It's called the " dual boot" feature.
For some unknown reason, IBM left it
out of its OS/2.
continued
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Figure 1: According to my tests with small memory models,
compatibility box and in OS/2 protected mode than in DOS. the Sieve of Eratosthenes took somewhat longer to run in the
percent longer on a16-MHz Trillian Power Systems 386 (
a), Using larger memory models, however, OS/2 took as much as 44
and 18 percent longer on an 8-MHz IBM PC AT (
b).
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Figure 2: Floating point rate (in kiloflops) of the Savage floating point benchmark run under DOS, the OS/2 compatibility box,
and OS/2 protected mode. Note that the compatibility box slowed the programs by afew percent, while OS/2 slowed them by
about .10 percent on the Trillian Power Systems 386 (
a), and 5percent on the IBM PC AT (
b).
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IBM mechanical and electrical clone. An
entirely fresh packaging design approach has
been taken using modular construction. At
present, over 40 optional stock modules allow
you to customize our standard chassis to nearly

Table 2: Results of UNIX benchmarks run under DOS, the OS/2
compatibility box, OS/2 protected mode, and OS/2 with an editor running in the
compatibility box in the foreground. (Times normalized to 1.00 for DOS 3.3.)
DOS
3.3

Compat.
box

Copy char array
Copy char array using pointers

1.00
1.00

1.02
1.01

1.06
1.05

N/A
111.11

Loop
Loop
Loop
Loop

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01

1.05
1.05
1.06
1.05

111.11
111.11
104.17
108.87

Int arithmetic
Long int arithmetic
Float arithmetic
Double arithmetic

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.01
1.00
1.03
1.06

1.05
1.05
1.16
1.14

100.00
90.91
100.00
142.86

Address arithmetic w/char ptr
Address arithmetic w/struct ptr

1.00
1.00

1.01
1.01

1.05
1.05

111.11
90.91

User C function call overhead
System call overhead (getpid)

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.01

1.04
24.39

90.91
N/A

Library string length function
Library string copy function
Library string compare function

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.01
1.01
1.01

1.09
1.08
1.06

90.91
100.00
100.00

Savage floating-point test
Dhrystone general benchmark

1.00
1.00

1.01
1.01

1.10
0.88

111.11
90.91

Copy file, buffered stream I/O
Copy file, unbuff low-level I/O

1.00
1.00

1.22
1.88

1.10
1.34

111.11
N/A

Copy file, buff stream blocks
Copy file, unbuff low-lvl blocks

1.00
1.00

1.01
1.01

1.05
1.14

142.86
111.11

Seek/read in file, but stream
Seek/read in file, unbuf low-lvl

1.00
1.00

1.33
1.54

1.11
1.23

200.00
500.00

Dummy report with qsort
Dummy report with shellshort

1.00
1.00

1.37
2.07

1.37
1.95

22.73
N/A

Test name

using
using
using
using

auto int indexes
static int indexes
2register variables
5register variables

Pure
OS/2

OS/2 w/edltor
In compat. box

any requirement. Integrand offers high quaiity,
advanced design hardware along with
applications and technical support all at prices
competitive with imports. Why settle for lm?

Rack & Desk
PC/AT Chassis
II

Rack & Desk Models
Accepts PC, XT, AT Motherboards and
Passive Backplanes
Doesn't Look Like IBM

N/A refers to timer overflow or lack of comparability.

Rugged Modular Construction
Excellent Air Flow & Cooling
Optional Card Cage Fan

Why return to DOS, when we have the
compatibility box? Well, I'll take the
matter up entirely in alater column, but
basically because the compatibility box
is only about 80 percent compatible with
DOS, and because it severely restricts
your working space (maximum available
memory is not 640K bytes, but about
530K bytes). Take my advice: Don't
burn the DOS manual yet.
The answer: Partition your hard disk
drive into C and D drives, using the
DOS FDISK command. Format the separate drives. Put your DOS data on drive
D, and set up OS/2 to boot from drive
C. There is no way to FORMAT D:/S

under DOS, but the next best thing is to
create aseparate boot floppy disk. Just
put your usual AUTOEXEC.BAT file on it,

then add the lines
set comspec=d:\ command. com

Designed to meet FCC
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized
145W& 85W also available

and you're all set. Then write IBM aletter demanding the dual boot feature in
the next release of OS/2.
Next month, I'll take alook at multitasking benchmarks: benchmarking
OS/2 against itself •
Mark Minasi is a managing partner at
Moulton, Minasi & Company, a Columbia, Maryland, firm specializing in technical seminars. He can be reached on
BIX as "mjminasi."
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.

Reasonably Priced

11. Be BI
11--•••

irr=ni Are Ea Ea=rl

•
OEM MI
•
70.13, La•
.11
M1.71 MIMJ

••••••

•

F

RESEARCH CCAR
Call or write for descriptive brochure and prices:
8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia, CA 93291
209/651-1203
TELEX 5106012830 ( INTEGRAN!) UDI
EZLINK 62926572
We accept BankAmericard/VISA and MasterCard
IBM. PC, XT. AT trademarks or Intarnanonal &amens Mactunes
Doves and computer boards not Included
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lied announces
Attempt
file transfer.

Reread manual once
again to figure out
how to send file.

ottec'°G

Call party
to agree on
parameters

opecEss°'

Look all over
for destination
FAX number.

Print document
from PC

Look all over
for secretary.
Send FAX yourself.

Announcing the first non-stop communications route sending adocument as big as the NewYork phone book.
Now your faxes or files can fly cross country And you
between businesses anywhere in the world.
can still be zooming around in your flight simulator. Or
Intel's Connection CoProcessor.'"
writing that letter to your biggest account. Or recalculating
It's awhole new way to send and receive programs,
your spreadsheets for tomorrow's meeting. Without
files, text, graphics and electronic messages. Not just
interruption or downtime.
between PCs, but with fax machines as well.
And when you fax, there are no
The Intel Connection is anew
The
Intel
more
stopovers at the printer, or
communications coprocessing board
is
for
convenient
con
imunirat
ions.
cooling your heels in line at the fax
that frees your PC from the task of
machine. Because Connection lets you
communicating.
do everything without leaving your PC.
Which means you can work on your
And when you send files directly to
computer non-stop — even while
01988 Inte1G3Cporation. Connection CoProcessor is atrademark of Intel Corporation.WtxdPerfect oaregistered trademark ofWordPerfect Corp.Ashion-Tate is aregistered trademark of Ashton-Tate Corporation. Borland is aregistered
Microsoft is aregistered trademark i
if Microsoft Corporation. CAS ( OCA/Intel Communicating Application Specification.)
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non-stop flights.
Transfer failed.
Spend 17 minutes
figuring out
the problem.

Resend document,
cross fingers.

Eureka!
It worked.

[1
7 .fflv.•.!•••ru
,z

,

ful
M
\"
r
3

Call party
on telephone
to confirm
receipt of FAX.

Stand patiently
in line at
FAX machine.

Wait in
line again.

Work through
lunch to make up
for lost time

Finally, you send,
but FAX line is busy.

another Connection-equipped PC,you won't have to fiddle
around with modem parameters or protocols. Because the
Connection CoProcessor sets them for you. At 9600 bps.
Best of all, Connection supports CAS,*a new
communication standard that is supported by major
software and hardware developers like Ashton-Tate?
Borland? DCA®, Microsoft', and WordPerfect, Which
means you can send, for example, aword processing
file to your London office, without ever exiting your
WordPerfect program.
You just send the document directly from your
application.That's it. There isn't any complicated

Circle 120 on Reader Service Card

communications software to learn.
And everything is backed by tollfree technical
support and afive-year warranty from Intel.
So what are you waiting for? Call 800-538-3373 now
for afree demo disk.
Because with Intel's Connection CoProcessor,
communication is really going to take off.

inter
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Tomorrow's LAN Solutions — Today.
EtherLAN Plus-/The Affordable Ethernet Solution
In today's LAN world, every new
LAN manufacturer seems to have a
new idea of what anetwork should
be. Standards for the industry are
few and far between, but are there
if you want to pay for them.
Wouldn't it be nice if for once you
could buy aLAN system, at aprice
you can afford, and be fully
compatible with the ethernet
standard? Well now you can!

Turn Key Ethernet

Even better yet, you can use
standard DOS commands to
control your network, so you are
not stuck spending hours to learn a
new set of commands. The
operating system functions
transparently, so you won't even
know you're on anetwork.

Features You Can Rely On.

•Low memory requirements.
•NETBIOS compatible.
•Everything you need is included
at one low price.

The best news of all is
the price.

•Fully ethernet and cheapernet
compatible ( IEEE 802.3).

At only $699.95 per node, you
get all hardware, software, cabling
and manuals needed.

•Fast — afull 10,000,000 bit per
second.

Introductory Offer

EtherLAN is here to give
you everything you need to
set up an ethernet LAN
EtherLAN 6 Node Comparison
system. You'll receive the
EtherLAN network adapter,
500 Kbytes
Read and Write
Retail
25 feet of thinwire ethernet
EtherLAN
11 and 10 seconds
$4199
coax cable, T connector
3Com *
14 and 12 seconds
$5670*
and easy to understand
Novell
SFTe
10
and
9
seconds
$8265*
Installation and User's
'Figures from PC Magazine.
Guides, all for one low
price. In addition to this,
you'll also receive
•NO dedicated servers are
complete software needed to get
required.
your new EtherLAN system up and
running quickly. You'll get
•Transparent operation —operates
NETBIOS software and also a
as ashell above DOS.
complete network operating system
to make using your new EtherLAN
•Easy to use DOS type
system even easier.
commands or pop up menus.

SimpleWARE" Makes
EtherLAN Unbeatable
The operating system you'll get
works as ashell above DOS, so all
your normal DOS programs will run
on EtherLAN as well as locally.
144B
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•Share disks, subdirectories,
printers and plotters.
•DOS file and record locking.
•Up to 5printers per server.
•Time and Date sharing.
•Electronic Message System.

Four Node Kit for only
$2499.00. Save over
$300.00.

With features like
these, and an
affordable price
per node, how can
you lose?
Call Toll Free
1-800-262-8010
1-714-529-8850 ( in CA)
VISA

VISA, M/C, COD, or
Prepaid orders accepted

=

See us at COMDEX Booth # B1540

Simple Net Systems, Inc.
545 W. Lambert Rd., Suite A
Brea, CA 92621
FAX: ( 714) 529-2413
Requires IBM PC XT AT or compatible. running DOS 3 10 or
higher EtherLAN is a registered trademark of Simple Net
Systems. Inc Other brand and product names are trademarks
of their respective holders

Circle 239 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 240)
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ADVICE

Brock N. Meeks

BACK TO THE
FUTURE AGAIN
Will Prodigy, the latest
incarnation of
computer conferencing
for the masses, bring
information services to
ahome near you?

I

nthe 1950s, futurists claimed that
people in the 1980s would be commuting from their rooftops via personal helicopters, filing flight
plans instead of fighting freeways. In
1959, U.S. Postmaster General Arthur
E. Summerfield predicted, " Before man
reaches the moon, your mail will be delivered from New York to California, to
India, or to Australia by guided missiles.
We stand on the verge of rocket mail."
History ultimately betrayed these predictions. Certainly in today's high-tech,
Back to the Drawing Board
ultrahip global village, such outlandish
Still, the idea of electronically delivered
predictions would not be foisted on the
services, accessible from the comfort of
public, would they? Don't believe it at
all. Let's go back to the future for a your home, is agood idea. And agood
idea has away of hanging around until
minute.
the time is right. Say hello to agood idea:
It's early in the 1980s, and the burProdigy, the information-age equivalent
geoning information age is being hyped
of personal helicopters (easing daily
by two videotex systems: Times Mirror's
tasks) and rocket mail (offering effective
Gateway and Knight-Ridder's Viewtron.
and inexpensive communications).
A perfect marriage, or so it seemed. The
"We see our major competition being
parent companies dealt in delivering inthe traditional way people go about doing
formation. They thrived on it. So now
their everyday tasks," says Robert
they sought to launch the next wave in inCaviglia, Prodigy's branch sales manformation delivery: news and assorted
ager in the San Francisco area. There is a
esoteric services delivered via your TV.
small catch. Prodigy's success is diHowever, both services flamed out.
rectly linked to the infiltration of microThey were victims of high operating
computers into the American home. By
costs, perplexing user interfaces, and—
industry estimates, there are roughly 13
most of all—flaccid consumer response.
million of them in homes today, with
These companies should have known betslightly over 1million of those hooked to
ter than to make the American family
amodem. Prodigy believes the Americhoose between reading the day's headcan home is just now beginning to realize
lines and watching M*A*S*H (
reruns
that having amicrocomputer is more than
notwithstanding). M*A*S*H won hands
anovelty.
down.

Circle 150 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 151)

Making the Future Work
With awork force of some 750 people,
the Prodigy team has cleared extensive
technical hurdles (like building its own
network to carry Prodigy services) and is
now working on attracting the paying
customer. Three initial markets were
chosen in June: San Francisco, Atlanta,
and Hartford, Connecticut.
There are two prime factors in Prodigy's success equation: price and performance. Pricewise, aflat fee of $9.95 per
month allows you unlimited access to the
service. This " all you can eat" fee may
be Prodigy's savior. Other on-line sercontinued
OCTOBER 1988 • BYTE
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bits per second.
So when you're using the
PostScript compatible interpreter,
you'll produce aprinted page
almost twice as fast as most other
systems. But that's just ground
speed.
If you use Aldus" PageMaker or Ventura Publisher," you'll

"People aren't afraid of the PC anymore," says Dave Waks, Prodigy's director of technology and acharter member of its development team. " We are a
service for people who want to use the
PC to accomplish things, to make their
lives easier, use their time better, gratify
themselves, educate themselves."

2. DDL Publishing System ( DDL only).
•Resolution: 300 x300 dpi.
•Emulations: Both systems include HP`
Laserlet.
•Memory: 2Mg.
• typefaces: UPS includes 35 typefaces, DDL
System includes 22 typefaces.
•Speed: 10 pages- per- minute.
•Dual paper cassettes standard, 250 sheets
each.
•Dual output bins standard, 250 sheets each.
•Manual feed handles single sheets, envelopes, transparencies, and labels.
•Workload: 10,000 pages- per- month.

144C
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TALLY
1800'8439 F
In Washington state, call:
206-251-5524 Ext. 162
Test results available upon request. PostScript is aregistered trade
mark of Adobe Systems, Inc. DDL is aregistered trademark of
Imagen Corp. Ventura Publisher is aregistered trademark of Ven
tura Corp. Pagemaker is aregistered trademark of Aldus Corp.
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COM1:

vices charge on aper hour basis. If you
use Prodigy just for its electronic mail,
you'll more than make up the $9.95.
And for that flat fee, you get up to six
accounts. That means six different people can use the system for the same price.

what kind of ads show up on your screen.
This tailoring raises the specter of privacy violations. Will Prodigy be able to
track my individual purchasing habits?
Will my interest survey be sold to hundreds of commercial companies trolling

nal, where the user is aslave to the remote system, Prodigy makes the PC the
master; the system is the slave.
Prodigy's design takes full advantage
of the intelligence built into the PC.
(Currently, Prodigy is available only for

You'll never have to wait for
amainframe again.

Microsoft just eliminated a3000-pound headache for mainframe programmera. With Microsoft COBOL Optimizing
Compiler 3.0.
Now instead of endlessly waiting for mainframe time, you can
bring your COBOL programs right down to the PC on your
desk. Suddenly you've got control unknown in other platforms,
as well as serious speed and power.
You've ge full MS' OS/2 support to let you break the 640K
memory barrier.
You've got fast execution because Microsoft COBOL is now a
native code compiler.
You've got arich development environment thanks to the
Microsoft COBOL Animator source level debugger, :\ licrosoft
Editor and other powerful utilities.

One final assurance. Because Microsoft COBOL 3.0 is now
mainframe COBOL compatible, you'll enjoy aseamless flow of
soume code between mainframe and PC environments.
Feel free to also enjoy the
highly technical information in
Mictosoll.03130L
the adjacent column. Then call
us at 800-541-1261 for more
information and the dealer
nearest you.
The mainframe wait is over
with Microsoft COBOL 3.0. Ap
pealing soon on aPC near you.
MK1060tf

Microsoft®

OD 1988 Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft, the Microsoft fre, MS and MS-DOS an registered trademarks ofMicrosoft Corporation. Mime COBOL Optimizing Compiler version 3.0 is based on COBOL/2from Micro Focus.

COM1:

Microsoft COBOL
Optimizing Compiler
Version 3.0 for
MS OS/2 and MS-DOS'
Complete COBOL Solution
for Application .1
\Iaintenance
and Development on the PC.
•Develop and port large mainframe
applications on the PC
•Break the 640K barrier with OS/2
support including dynamic link libraries and multi-thread support. NEW!
•Develop programs that run in both
MS-DOS and OS/2. NEW!
•Compatible with several different
COBOL dialects. (IBM! VS
COBOL II," IBM OS/VS" COBOL,
IBM SAA, Data General, and others.)
•Call Microsoft Cand Macrn Assembler
routines. NEW!
•HUGE memory model allows data
items to be greater than 64K. NEW!
•Full network support with record and
file locking including Novell. NEW!

Powerful
COBOL Development
Environment
•Animator source level debugger.
NEW!
Trace execution, backtracking,
breakpoint DO statements, and
periodic breakpoints.
•Microsoft Editor, the programmer's
editor for both MS OS/2 and
MS-DOS. NEW!
Reconfigurable and extendable
editor that even lets you run your
programs from within it.
•Incremental linker for MS OS/2
performs partial links up to 20 times
faster than afull link - only changed
modules are relinked. YEW!

ANSI 85 COBOL
support. NEW!
•Certified HIGH by National
Bureau of Standards.
•Structured language enhancements:
Scope delimiters
In-line PERFORM statement
CALL BY CONTENT statement
EVALUATE statement
Negated conditions
Global variables
Reference modifications
Nested programs

Native Code compiler
with fast execution.
NEW!

•10x faster computations than

MS COBOL 2.2.
•30% faster I/0 than MS COBOL 2.2

another user," Waks adds.
The demonstration Iwas given performed flawlessly, and the full-color
graphics screens were quick, even at
1200 bits per second.
What's Here
Prodigy has been branded with the title
"Stodigy," apparently because it offers
no innovation and less in the way of useful services. Nothing could be further
from the truth.
True, Ifound the user interface too
splashy for my tastes and, yes, abit simplistic. But the system was designed to attract a mass market—to augment people's lives, not turn them into computer
experts.
Will on-line veterans find any use for
Prodigy? Of course. Its E-mail feature
alone is worth the monthly price. And
when Prodigy brings its conferencing capability on-line, in the form of specialized bulletin board-type services, the
system just might attract more than afew
power users.
Prodigy's mnemonic menu system (M
for menu, H for help) is awelcome sight.
If you don't want to deal with amenu,
you can use ajump command and bypass
alot of on-screen real estate. In addition,
you can set up a self-directed personal
path that leads you sequentially through
the system, visiting only areas of interest
to you. Navigating your personal path entails only hitting the Enter key.
The system contains all the information that you'd expect on such aservice:
news, weather, and special information,
like material from Consumer Reports.
(An interesting side note: No advertising
screens are visible while accessing Consumer Reports. As in the hard-copy publication, it is devoid of all ads. This tells
me that Prodigy is likely to deal with future information providers concerned
about what types of ads people are subjected to while accessing their particular
database. Nice touch.)
Travel information is available. And
soon you'll be able to order airline tickets, too.
There's apanel of 40 experts writing
daily columns, from Howard Cosell on
anything to Jane Fonda on fitness to Robert Novak on politics. And you can send
E-mail to any of these experts, with a
promised personal reply within 72
hours.
Iwas all set to really slam these columns as superficial until Iread Novak's
column. Novak wrote about the selection
of akeynote speaker for the Democratic
national convention. He outlined afiery
controversy over the choice. Good stuff.

Tightly written in just over 80 words. But
the biggest surprise: Iread the same information, almost verbatim, in his syndicated newspaper column 3days later. By
using Prodigy, Ihad, in fact, scooped
millions of newspaper readers.
You can access stock quotes on a 15minute delay, as per SEC requirements.
You can also buy and sell stocks via
Prodigy and track your portfolio by
using atype of personal path system for
setting up aseries of stock symbols.
And there's much more coming down
the pike— grocery delivery, for one
thing. You can imagine how welcome it
will be for aSan Francisco couple to simply type in ashopping list and have the
order delivered at apredetermined time.
No hassling with lines; nc scheduling
one's time around the supermarket.
There's also awide variety of entertainment and educational services. One
particularly intriguing game called GEO
puts you in charge of alictitious corporation. Over the course of afew weeks, you
drive the company, making decisions
about mergers, product development,
and capital investment. You play against
several other Prodigy users, and at the
end of the game, your position is ranked
with the others. It's acutthroat game that
any corporate barracuda will love.
Will It Work?
Prodigy does have its problems. The
most perplexing one is that distribution
of software and documentation has been
terribly inadequate. People have waited
months to receive their materials. Prodigy officials say this is " demand outstripping supply," but insiders cop to the
real reasons: poor planning and poor
choice of distributor. As of this writing
the problems still exist, but word has it
that Prodigy is aware of the hassle and is
doing what it can to fix the mess.
Success is often amatter of definition.
If Prodigy succeeds only in educating the
American market to the fact that on-line
electronic services are available and easy
to use, it will be asuccess.
As for its fate vis-à-vis personal helicopters and rocket mail? Well, Isuppose
that's left for acolumnist to write about
sometime well into the twenty-first
century. •
Brock N. Meeks is a San Diego-based
freelance writer who specializes in high
technology. You can reach him on BIX as
"brock."
Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458.
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The Tandon PAC 286

Foe

"Shareable'
shar'a•bl, a. [A.Sax. scearu, aportion]: The ability to
let everyone in your company have their own personal
computing environment without having to buy hundreds
of PCs.
The Personal Data Pac provides the perforThe dramatic improvement in personal productivity through the use of personal computers
mance of afixed Winchester: With an effective
access time of less than 40 milliseconds, it
hasn't come without asubstantial price tag.
has the fastest data throughput of any removable
Buying and maintaining aPC for every user can
make areal dent in the data processing budget.
mass storage in recent tests.
And removability
But the simple fact is,
doesn't mean loss of relithe typical business PC
ability. The Data Pac can
is used less than 3hours
withstand up to 250G
aday.
of shock— twice as much
Now there's asimple,
as other removable
economical way to get the
Winchesters— thanks to
most out of your existing
Tandon's patented
PCs and give every user the
clamping
mechanism
personal computing enviwhich locks the heads
ronment they want. It's
away from the disk surface.
called Personal Data Pac
If you still need additechnology From Tandon.
tional processing power
This innovative technolafter all your PCs are
ogy consists of aportable
Ad-PAC
equipped, Tandon
30MB Winchester disk
The Tandon AdPAC
has
the
answer.
The
pack that is both small
Tandon
PAC
286...a
powerful
AT-compatible
unit
and rugged, called the Personal Data Pac, and
with
two
built-in
Data
Pac
receptacles.
an external drive receptacle called the Ad-PAC.
Find out how your PCs can become more
The total package will cost you less than $1,000.00.
shareable. See your Tandon dealer today or call
Provide your users with Data Pac technology
us at 1-800-556-1234, Ext. 171 ( In California
and several can share asingle system. And
1-800-441-2345, Ext. 171).
still keep their personal data personal. PCs could
even be configured differently for different
applications. Users would simply work at the
system that fits their needs.
Installing an Ad-PAC is as simple as plugging
the controller card into an expansion slot of
any AT-compatible personal computer and conWe're redefining
necting the cable. The Personal Data Pac inserts
into the Ad-PAC as easily as aVCR cassette.
personal computing.

7a--r,r don

GSA# GSOOK87AGS6049 OPT1
Pricing and information correct at presstime. Tandon reserves the right to vary prices and specifications
at any time without notice. Tandon is atrademark of Tandon Corporation.
Circle 292 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 293)
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Now that the best name in
CAD is this affordable,why
settle for ageneric hand?
What's in aname? When it comes to the
Autodesk name, alot. In fact, it's the bestselling, most well- respected name in the CAD
business. There simply is not another company
with the credentials to make that claim.
That's why you shouldn't settle for anything less than AutoSketch ethe best way to
get started in CAD. AutoSketch is the precision
drawing tool from the Autodesk family of products. Not only is AutoSketch priced at just
$79.95,* but unlike some entry-level CAD products, you don't have to keep spending more to
add the features AutoSketch already has. Standard features like boxes, circles, stretching, mirroring and rotating— to mathematical precision.
And advanced CAD capabilities like dynamic
PAN and ZOOM and automatic dimensioning
and scaling, in up to 10 working layers.

Of course, if you do want to move up from
AutoSketch at some point, your files can easily
be uploaded into AutoCAW
AutoSketch runs on IBM® PC/XT"/ATeand 100%
compatible computers, and supports IBM's PS/2."
So if you're ready for CAD, why not go with the
name that rates highest among both critics and
users? Anything else is, well, second-rate.
To order AutoSketch call 1-800-223-2521.
For the name of your nearest AutoSketch
Dealer or for more information, call 1-800445-5415 Ext. 1or
write to AutoSketch,
2320 Marinship Way,
Sausalito, CA 94965.

AUTODESK, INC.

Circle 26 on Reader Service Card
*A speed-enhanced version (9times faster), requiring amath coprocessor, is available for $99.95.
AutoSketch and AutoCAD are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by Autodesk, Inc. IBM and Personal Computer AT are registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corporation. Personal Computer XT and PS/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
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Rick Grehan and Tom Thompson

Borland Beefs Up
Its Languages
Turbo C and Turbo
Pascal get upgrades, but
the big news is an
assembler and adebugger

B

orland International is well
known for its low-cost line of
development languages: Pascal,
Basic, Prolog, and C. But up to
now, if you really needed to get down
close to the silicon by using assembly
language or debugging your wayward
masterpiece of code when it sporadically
crashed, you had to look elsewhere. No
longer: Borland has closed this breach by
introducing ahigh-speed assembler and
apowerful stand-alone debugger. If that
isn't enough, the company has upgraded
its premier development languages—
Turbo Pascal and Turbo C—with builtin source-level debuggers.
The Turbo Assembler and Turbo Debugger are entirely new. Being alowly
assembler, TASM operates more or less
in aline-oriented environment; happily,
it operates noticeably faster than other
assemblers. The Turbo Debugger is possibly Borland's best release of this group.
Like TASM, the debugger boasts support
for the complete line of 80x86 processors
and 80x87 coprocessors.
Turbo C 2.0 and Turbo Pascal 5.0 feature their usual integrated development
environment, which consists of the compiler itself, a WordStar-style program
editor, and source code debugging capabilities. Both compilers make use of expanded memory, provide faster fboatingpoint emulation, have in-line assembly
language support, and support the new
stand-alone debugger. If you shun this
integrated environment in favor of aprogram editor that you're comfortable
with, each Turbo language also provides
a command- line- interface version.

Sound familiar? Yes, Microsoft's Quick
languages give you the same option.
Turbo C 2.0
Turbo C 2.0, like its predecessor, supports every conceivable memory model:
tiny, small, medium, compact, large,
and huge. It now supports the long double data type and adds new raise and
signal functions. The raise function
signals a hardware exception, and the
signal function lets you respond to the
exception, either by two predefined handlers or by your own handler. The edit
buffer makes use of the Expanded Memory Specification (EMS), freeing an additional 64K bytes of RAM to compile
and debug aprogram. An asm keyword
lets you add assembly language statements directly into your C code. To use
this feature, though, you'll need TASM,
since Turbo C generates an assembly
language file rather than alinkable object code file when you use this option.
Turbo C 2.0 comes on six 360K-byte
5 ',4-inch floppy disks and requires 448K
bytes of RAM and MS-DOS 2.0 or higher. It sells for $ 149.95. (Contact Borland
International, 1800 Green Hills Rd.,
P.O. Box 660001, Scotts Valley, CA
95066, (800) 543-7543 or (408) 4388400.) We installed abeta version of the
2.0 compiler on an Epson Equity II+
with a 10-MHz 80286 processor, 640K
bytes of RAM, and a30-megabyte hard
disk drive. Turbo C has no installation
program: You copy the contents of the
floppies to your hard disk, or just the libraries you need. Borland also sells
Turbo C Professional, a $250 package
with Turbo C 2.0 and the new assembler
and debugger.
When you start Turbo C, it looks alot
like Microsoft's QuickC: It has amenu
bar, and you can access the menus and
menu items with one or two keystrokes.
The most immediate difference between
version 2.0 and version 1.0 is the new
Break/Watch menu, which is quite similar to QuickC's Debug menu. It lets you

set and clear breakpoints as well as set
"watches." A watch is adisplay of avariable's contents, and the display is dynamically updated as the program runs.
The built-in debugging facilities,
which operate identically for both Turbo
C and Turbo Pascal, are easy to use and
powerful (see photo 1). Pressing F7 single-steps you through the program source
code, line by line. On acolor monitor, a
bright bar of color highlights the statement being executed. You can set a
breakpoint by stepping the program to
the statement of interest and selecting
Toggle Breakpoint from the Break/
Watch menu. The source code statement
thus selected is highlighted in acolor different from that of the other statements, a
nice touch if you're plodding through a
lengthy trace. Or, you can move the editor cursor to the target statement and
select Go to Cursor from the Run menu.
With the Break/Watch menu, you can
also examine the contents of arrays and
structures by means of awatch. The contents of the target variable are displayed
and are updated as their contents change.
You can have the watch variables displayed in a particular format, such as
hexadecimal, decimal integer, real,
character, Boolean, and pointer.
We used BYTE's C compiler benchmark to compare the performances of
Turbo C 1.0 and 2.0. This benchmark is
the source code to XLisp and consists of
24 files. It's compiled with the large
model option. Turbo C lets you define
and build " projects" that reference
multiple source code files, so we set up
an XLISP.PRJ file. Turbo C 2.0 compiled the project in 2minutes, 5seconds,
versus the 2 minutes, 40 seconds required by Turbo C 1.0. The preliminary
documents for version 2.0 claim that it's
about 10 percent to 30 percent faster than
its predecessor. The BYTE benchmark
pegs it at 21 percent. We also compiled
the source code for the Sieve, Sort, and
Fibonacci benchmarks that were used to
continued
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2.0 or higher, one floppy disk drive, and
448K bytes of RAM for the integrated
environment or 256K bytes for the command-line interface. We installed abeta
version of Turbo Pascal 5.0 on the same
Epson Equity II+ that we used to test
Turbo C. Turbo Pascal does come with
an installation program that asks you
several questions and then prompts you
for the disks. The compiler's sourcelevel debugger is the same as Turbo C's.
The $ 150 Turbo Pascal Professional version, with the assembler and debugger, is
also available.
For performance measurements, we
compiled the source code for the Pascal/S compiler. For comparison, we did
the same using Turbo Pascal 4.0. This
also tested the claimed compatibility to
older versions of Turbo Pascal, since the
MS-DOS implementation of Pascal/S includes aTurbo3 unit. Both 5.0 and 4.0
compiled the 2074-line program without
errors in about the same time: 4.8 seconds. Next we compiled the p-code interpreter for the Pascal/S program and used
the newly created Pascal/S compiler to
compile two example programs. We then
ran the resulting p-code with the interpreter program. Both the interpreter and
the programs ran without problems.

evaluate Microsoft C 5.1 ( see " Microsoft Languages Update," April BYTE).
We were pleased to see that Turbo C accepted the processor-specific int86x( )
function, used to extract elapsed machine time, as coded for Microsoft C.
The version 2.0 benchmarks ran as fast
as those for 1.0, except for the Fibonacci,
which ran 2seconds slower.
Turbo Pascal 5.0
Like Turbo C 2.0, the Turbo Pascal 5.0
editor can make use of EMS memory. It
features the ability to generate programs
larger than 64K bytes; has new built-in
procedures such as Inc( ) and Dec; and
supports several new data types, including longint, short int, word, and the
IEEE floating-point formats. It also offers compatibility with Turbo Pascal 3.0
and 4.0. An inline statement has been
expanded: Formerly you could insert inline assembly language statements within Pascal source code using this keyword, but now you can declare entire
procedures or functions to be of type inline. These functions then act like
macro expansions: Every time the procedure/function name is encountered, all
the assembly code within it will be directly inserted into the Pascal program.
Priced at $ 149.95, Turbo Pascal 5.0
comes on either three 360K-byte 5
inch disks or two 720K-byte 31
/2
inch
disks. The package requires MS-DOS
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8088/8086, 80186, 80286, and 80386.
(For the 80386, though, it has no protected-mode environment similar to the
one that's provided by Phar Lap's
RUN386.) TASM also recognizes coprocessor op codes for the 8087, 80287, and
80387. TASM runs on IBM PC compatibles with MS-DOS 2.0 or higher and
256K bytes of RAM. The assembler is
sold in asingle package with the new debugger for $ 149.95.
If you activate the /JJUMPS commandline option (or use the JUMPS directive),
TASM performs automatic jump sizing.
This means that when the assembler encounters aconditional jump whose target
is out of range, the assembler will recode
the jump as aconditional branch around
anonconditional full-segment jump. So,
if you have automatic jump sizing activated and TASM encounters JNZ TARG
and determines that TARG is out of the
jump range, it will emit
JZ $+5
JMP TARG
since the destination of an unconditional
JMP instruction can be anywhere within a
64K-byte segment.
TASM is equipped with the STRUCT
and RECORD directives, mechanisms for
defining complex data structures. These
directives are available in the Microsoft
Macro Assembler (MASM) as well, but
TASM adds the UNION directive for defining asingle location as having multityped access ( this is similar to C's
union). For example, the definition
WOFtDORBYTE
BYBYTE
BYWORD
WORDORBYTE

UNION
DB
DW
ENDS

LOCATION

WOFtD0FtBYTE < ? , ? >

lets you reference LOCATION as either a
word or a byte. So, you could use MOV
[LOCATION.BYBYTE] , 255 as well as MOV
[LOCATION.BYWORD] , 30000 to store a
value into LOCATION.
Perhaps TASM's biggest feature is the
information contained in its 580-page
user's manual. In these pages you'll
find—among other things—ahelpful tutorial on the pitfalls of programming in
assembly language. The tips range from
the absurdly simple (e.g., forgetting to
return to DOS), to the mistakes we all
make when we've worked late into the
night (e.g., reversing operands, such as
entering MOV DX,AX when you really
meant MOV AX,DX), and on up to the
fiendishly subtle (e.g., forgetting that,
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after a string-manipulation instruction
using aREP prefix, the SI and DI registers are left pointing one element away
from the last address processed).
We were also impressed by the chapters on interfacing assembly language to
Borland's Turbo C, Turbo Pascal,
Turbo Basic, and Turbo Prolog. Each
section covers parameter-passing conventions, register-passing conventions,
and coping with processor segmentation.
We tested a beta version of TASM
using the source code for the 8088 version of BYTE Small-C, which consists of
four files ranging in size from 28K bytes
to 65K bytes. Table 1shows how TASM
fared against MASM 5.0. As you can
see, TASM is an average of 2.5 times
faster than MASM.
We also used the Turbo Linker,
TLINK, to create the executable code for
the Small-C compiler. This required that
we link the TASM-generated object files
together with the run-time library file,
which we had created some time ago with
Microsoft's library manager. TLINK
readily accepted the run-time file, and
we had a running version of BYTE
Small-C in much less time than it had
taken before.
Turbo Debugger
Now that you have all these languages so
you can grind out code to your heart's
content, the next requirement is obvious:
adebugger to fix all the mistakes you're
sure you won't make.
The Turbo Debugger proudly continues the tradition of Borland windows that
we've seen in the company's other language products. The debugger defines
two kinds of menus: pull-down menus
for activating major functions whose
contents are typically static, and pop-up
menus for entering information. (Macintosh programmers will see the similarity
with the Mac's pull-down menus and dialog boxes.) Although the Turbo Debugger does not have abuilt-in editor, you
can configure it to fire up your favorite
editor from apop-up menu when you're
in the midst of adebugging frenzy.
Another powerful feature of the debugger is that it's polyglot; it lets you
perform source- level debugging on
Turbo C, Turbo Pascal, and TASM programs. Borland says that support for
Turbo Basic will be added in afuture release. The capabilities of the debugger in
source mode are quite extensive, particularly in that you can perform expression
evaluation operations in the high-level
languages from within the debugger. If
you're working on aTurbo C program,
you can enter complete C expressions

(including functions), even while debugging within an assembly language routine that your C program has called. This
is powerful stuff, since you can view the
contents of amemory location cast as you
might use it in aC expression. For example, ( long far *) 0x4000: : 14 lets you
view the contents of memory location 14
in segment 4000 hexadecimal as though
it were afar pointer.
For Turbo Pascal, the debugger can
evaluate the language's full syntax with
the exception of string concatenation and
set operators. Finally, Turbo Debugger
can evaluate the complete assembler syntax when you're debugging TASM programs. You can even modify executables
created by Microsoft LINK to work with
Turbo Debugger.
To run Turbo Debugger, you need
DOS 2.0 or higher, 384K bytes of RAM,
and an 80-character screen. Borland recommends that you have ahard disk drive,
though the company says that a dual-

floppy system works fine. If you want to
use Turbo Debugger on one of Borland's
other language products, you'll need the
following versions: Turbo Pascal 5.0,
Turbo C 2.0, or TASM 1.0.
When you activate Turbo Debugger, it
loads the program to be debugged, opens
the module window, and positions a
pointer to the start of the file. From here
you can move around in the source code,
set breakpoints and watchpoints, and do
much of what you can in the integrated
source- level debuggers described already. What's new is that you can open
Turbo Debugger's CPU window and
step down alevel into the real insides of
the system.
The CPU window is made up of five
components, called " panes." The code
pane shows assembly language instructions intermixed with their generating
high-level expressions (if you're debugging the output of ahigh-level language).
continued

Table 1: Test results show that TASM easily outperforms Microsoft's MASM
on the benchmarks. All times are in seconds.
Filename

TASM
1.0

Microsoft
MASM 5.0

Source file
(bytes)

CC1 . ASM
CC2.ASM
CC3.ASM
CC4.ASM

7.24
5.34
7.03
4.33

18.53
13.17
18.93
9.42

65,128
44,318
65,323
28,043

Data
Window
File
tlier
Run
Breakpoints
PU 88386
ax
_gain:
sub
sp,OC
bu
cs:0012183ECOC
cx
scgbpc88.17:
NOV
bx,0008
dx
cs:0015 180800
si
scgbpc12.18:
push
bx
di
es:0018 53
bp
scgbpc88.19:
non
al,01
sp
cs:0019 8001
ds
scgbpc88.20:
es
call _gumode
cs:0018 E85008
scgbpc88.2 ,80387 lPT11 -80000 OPCODE ,000 OPTR=80000
cs:801E Valid ST(8) 3.1415926
scgbpc88.2 Valid Slit) 2.718281828
Empty ST(2)
11)87:8000 Empty ST(3)
1067:8808 Empty ST(4)
127:0010 Empty 81(5)
127:0018 Empty St(6)
Empty ST(7)

1
1(

READY

Options
0000
ODIO
0000
ODIO
OHO
388Z
0000
FDEZ
1DC7
1DC7
im=1
da=1
on=1
um=1
pft=1
tel.@
pc=3
rc=8
ic=8

1
cre
zr0
s=1
ore
p=0
a.0
i=1
dr0

le=0
de=8
re=0
oe=8
12=8
pe=0
ir=0
cc=8
st=0
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Photo 2: Turbo Debugger's numeric coprocessor window lets you dive into your
system's floating-point unit (in this case, an 80387). Notice that you can enter
numbers directly into the coprocessor's registers.
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Inside the stack pane you can see the contents of the word at the current stack
pointer, as well as one word above and
below.
The data pane displays ahexadecimal
dump of a selected region of memory.
Typically, you use the data pane to watch
blocks of memory in your data segment
for activity, but you can set this pane to
view anywhere in system memory. You
can also alter the data pane's display format to be hexadecimal bytes, hexadecimal words, long hexadecimal integers
(the C long data type and the Pascal
longint type), 8-byte decimal integers
(the Pascal comp type), short floatingpoint numbers (scientific notation), 6byte real numbers, 8-byte double numbers, or 10-byte extended floating-point
numbers.
The registers pane provides acontinuously updated display of the CPU registers, while the flags pane shows the state
of each of the CPU's flags. And yes, if
you select either the registers or flags
pane, you can muck around with the processor's internals all you want.
Each pane has its own pop-up local
menu. For example, in the code pane's
local menu, you can select the FOLLOW
command to see where ajump instruction will go if the jump is taken. You
might also be debugging inside asubroutine and want to know what function
called that subroutine; use the CALLER
command.
If you've got amath coprocessor installed in your system, Turbo Debugger
will sense its presence and let you activate anumeric coprocessor window (see

photo 2). This window is similar to the
CPU window in that it lets you probe the
internals of the floating-point unit; you
can examine and interactively modify
the floating-point registers, as well as the
coprocessor's status and control flags.
This feature is unique among debuggers.
For anyone with an 80386 system with
at least 700K bytes of extended memory,
Turbo Debugger can operate in " virtual
debugging mode." In this arrangement,
the debugger loads itself into extended
memory and operates your program
from protected mode—which means that
whatever you're debugging has free run
of the lower 640K bytes. It also means
that you can't run a virtual debugging
session with software that uses the
80386's virtual or protected modes (such
as DESQview, Windows/386, and Compaq's EMS simulator).
The Turbo Debugger's main attraction is its remote debugging (see photo
3). Anyone who has used CodeView to
debug agraphics program and gone dazzle-happy while it flipped the screen
from mode to mode will appreciate remote debugging. Simply put, you hook
two machines together via serial ports.
One is the debugging station, from which
you execute Turbo Debugger as you normally would. The other is the remote target, on which the program under question executes, shepherded by a small
program (about 20K bytes long) named
TDREMOTE that communicates with the
debugging station. In this way, the program's keyboard input and display output take place on the target, circumventing the annoying interleave of debugger

Photo 3: Remote debugging with Turbo Debugger. The machine on the left is
executing the BYTE low-level graphics benchmark program, controlled via aserial
connection with the machine on the right running the debugger.
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I/O with the debuggee I/O. This is also
handy if you're developing a software
monster that's too big to crowd into
memory with Turbo Debugger running
stand-alone.
The remote link can operate at three
data transfer rates: 9600 bits per second,
40,000 bps, and 115,000 bps. With a
beta version of the debugger, we ran a
quick remote session between a 4.77MHz IBM PC XT clone and a 10-MHz
PC AT clone and were surprised to see
that they operated flawlessly at the highest data transfer rate. Borland also provides a remote file-manipulation program, TDRF, that you can operate from
the debugging station to copy files between the machines, delete files on the
target, create subdirectories on the target, and more.
Faster Development through
Better Debugging
A lot of program development is not so
much how fast you can write code, but
how fast you can get it converted into machine code. To that end, compiler writers
have boosted the throughput of their
compilers wherever possible. However,
what's overlooked at times is that asignificant part of developing aprogram is
making sure the code you wrote works.
It's no good having afast compiler if you
spend most of your time tracking down a
bug rather than writing useful code.
The Turbo C and Turbo Pascal upgrades are significant as good debugging
tools. As far as compilation speed goes,
the improvements are minor. However,
now you can single-step through source
code statements with a keystroke and
display avariable's contents in any format. With that type of debugging ability,
the performance of these development
languages has improved indeed.
The only surprise to TASM is that it
took Borland this long to create it. It has
everything you'd expect in an assembler,
and it's faster than MASM. The documentation is loaded with interfacing details and probably makes the purchase
price worth it.
On the other hand, the Turbo Debugger is apleasure to use. Its ability to connect seamlessly with other Borland languages, along with its chameleon-like
countenance—the capability to operate
stand-alone, in virtual 80386 mode, or
remotely—should put it high on any programmer's shopping list. •
Rick Grehan and Tom Thompson are
BYTE senior technical editors at large.
You can reach them on BIX as "rick_g"
and "tom_thompson."
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QNX': Bend it, shape it, any way you want it.
ARCHITECTURE If the micro world were
not so varied, QNX would not be so successful. After all, it is the operating system
which enhances or limits the potential
capabilities of applications. QNX owes its
success (over 60,000 systems sold since
1982) to the tremendous power and flexibility
provided by its modular architecture.
Based on message- passing, QNX is radically more innovative than UNIX or OS/2.
Written by asmall team of dedicated
designers, it provides afully integrated
multi-user, multi- tasking, networked operating system in alean 148K. By comparison,
both OS/2 and UNIX, written by many hands,
are huge and cumbersome. Both are examples of amonolithic operating system
design fashionable over 20 years ago.
MULTI-USER OS/2 is multi- tasking but
NOT multi-user. For OS/2, this inherent
deficiency is aserious handicap for ter-

minal and remote access. QNX is both
multi- tasking AND multi-user, allowing up
to 32 terminals and modems to connect to
any computer.
INTEGRATED NETWORKING Neither
UNIX nor OS/2 can provide integrated
networking. With truly distributed processing and resource sharing. ONX makes
all resources ( processors, disks, printers
and modems anywhere on the network)
available to any user. Systems may be
single computers, or, by simply adding
micros without changes to user software,
they can grow to large transparent multiprocessor environments. QNX is the mainframe you build micro by micro.
PC's, AT's and PS/2's OS/2 and UNIX
severely restrict hardware that can be used:
you must replace all your PC's with AT's. In
contrast, QNX runs superbly on PC's and
literally soars on AT's and PS/2's. You can

run your unmodified QNX applications on
any mix of machines, either standalone or
in aQNX local area network, in real mode
on PC's or in protected mode on AT's.
Only QNX lets you run multi-user/multitasking with networking on all classes of
machines.
REAL TIME QNX real-time performance
leaves both OS/2 and UNIX wallowing at
the gate. In fact, QNX is in use at thousands
of real-time sites, right now.
DOS SUPPORT QNX allows you to run
PC- DOS applications as single- user tasks,
for both PC's and AT's in real or protected
mode. Witn OS/2, 128K of the DOS
memory is consumed to enable this facility.
Within QNX protected mode:a full 640K
can be used for PC- DOS
ANY WAY YOU WANT IT QNX has the
power and flexibility you need. Call for
details and ademo disk.
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Steve Apiki and Stanford Diehl

Presentation
Manager
and LAN Manager
A graphical interface
and network support
carry OS/2 well beyond
the traditional
DOS environment

A

11 the pieces are starting to fall
into place for OS/2, and the
nearly completed system is beginning to look pretty impressive. In addition to the primary benefits
of multitasking and seemingly limitless
program memory, the Standard and Extended Edition 1.1 versions of OS/2 offer
features that enhance usability, add
functionality, and even point to a new
standard for both user and programmer
interfaces.
One of the most eagerly awaited features of DOS's heir apparent is the Presentation Manager, agraphical user interface scheduled to be included with
Standard Edition 1.1 and released this
month.
The LAN Manager, slated for release
with Extended Edition 1.1, adds network
support to the communications and database management capability of the current Extended Edition.
Together, the two programs represent
anew direction in operating-system design: tight integration of aconsistent user
interface with functions currently found
only in applications packages.
Presentation Manager
The phrase most often used to describe
the Presentation Manager is " Windowslike," but the comparison is understated.
From the user's point of view, the Presentation Manager is Windows, except
now you're working on the system level
and can access both applications programs and the operating system itself.

Users familiar with either Windows or
the Macintosh should have no trouble getting up to speed with the Presentation
Manager's point-and-click interface.
The Presentation Manager is actually
a shell program that can be enabled or
disabled using the PROTSHELL command
in the OS/2 CONFIG.SYS file. With Standard Edition 1.1, you have the option of
using either the standard OS/2 interface
or the Presentation Manager.
At boot-up, you're presented with two
windows: the Task Manager and the
Start Programs window. These are special operating-system windows that control the session and cannot be removed.
Together, these windows replace the Session Manager found in the original incarnation of OS/2, although that is something of an oversimplification—the Start
Programs window allows you to begin
new tasks, and the Task Manager allows
you to switch between them.
Within the Start Programs window is
alist of tasks that can be started by pointing and double-clicking with the mouse
or by choosing Start from the Program
submenu on the menu bar. Two task
choices are always in the main list: OS/2
Command Prompt and OS/2 Windowed
Command Prompt. Selecting these lets
you enter commands at the DOS-like
[C: ] prompt, either in full-screen mode
or within awindow.
You can also select DOS Command
Prompt to work in the DOS compatibility
mode, but, as always, you are limited to
one real-mode session. Adding programs
to the list in the window is as easy as
bringing up adialog box and specifying a
name and apath to an OS/2 executable
file. Tasks can be grouped in the Start
Programs window, and you can switch
easily from group to group.
The task list also contains two system
control programs: The PM Control Panel
and the PM Filing System. The Control
Panel gives the user control over system
parameters, such as port configurations,
screen colors, fonts, and country infor-

mation (such as currency, date formatting, and numbering conventions).
Choosing the Filing System brings up a
powerful file-management facility: It
allows you to navigate through adirectory tree, moving, copying, and deleting
files—and subdirectories—using just the
mouse. You can group files by association, change file attributes (read-only
protection, archive status), and sort files
using the Filing System.
The Task Manager contains only tasks
that are currently running. Switching between active tasks can be done through
this window or by selecting the task window with the mouse. You can also close
or terminate active-task windows. The
menu bar for the Task Manager offers
other commands that can be used to shut
down the system or to arrange windows
on the screen. The shut-down choice can
be used to save currently active tasks so
that they will restart on boot-up. The file
information is simply saved in STARTUP.CMD.

The Role of the API
Using applications in the Presentation
Manager may be simple and intuitive,
but writing them is avery different story.
Programmers with Windows experience,
like users, will feel much more at home
than those used to the plain vanilla DOS
environment. Even application developers just getting comfortable with OS/2
kernel programming will have to throw
out much of what they know to work
within the Presentation Manager shell.
Of course, programs using the OS/2 kernel functions for I/O (functions beginning with the VIO, KBD, and MOU prefixes) should run from a windowed
command prompt with no adjustments,
but they will not take advantage of the
Presentation Manager's consistent
graphical interface.
Application programs are insulated
from direct contact with users by the Presentation Manager's Application Procontinued
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Presentation Manager's graphical interface provides user-friendly multitasking.
gram Interface. The API is the underside
of the Presentation Manager, providing
all applications with a consistent interface in the same way that the topside provides aconsistent interface to the user.
From the program's point of view, there
are only three kinds of output and one
kind of input. The application can write
either text, graphics, or dialogue information to apresentation space. The presentation space can be associated with
devices (screen, printers, etc.) by the application. Input to the program comes
from one source only: amessage queue
where the API posts messages to the program about user actions.
Four different types of devices can be
associated with a presentation space.
There are screen, memory, metafile, and
device contexts, which allow you to access output hardware without resorting to
application-specific device drivers. Of
course, the screen is used for almost all
program output, but sending data to a
printer can be done using the same
screen-display code; the application
merely needs to associate the presentation space with a different device context. While graphics and text can be written to any device, dialogue information
(which creates an interactive dialog box)
can be written only to the screen display.
All program input comes through the
message queue. Each window on the
screen has its own queue, which contains
information specific to that window. For
example, when the user resizes awindow
using the mouse, the Presentation Man158
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ager posts a message in the window's
queue letting it know that its frame has
been resized and it must update its
display. Similar messages are posted
when the window is moved, minimized
(reduced to a bit-map icon), or terminated. Messages are processed by the application in sequential order. Windows
can also send messages to each other; a
good example is ascroll-bar window relaying user-selection information to the
window containing the text to be
scrolled.
The message-based software architecture makes writing Presentation Manager applications very much like writing
applications for Windows. A Presentation Manager application must begin by
registering awindow class and drawing a
window. Next, it must create amessage
queue for itself. Most of the application's
time is spent in a simple message-processing loop like the following:
while ( WinGetMsg(hab,msg,
filter,first,last))
WinDispatchMsg ( hab,msg);
A quit message in the queue causes WinGetMsg to return avalue of 0, dropping
the program out of the loop. Any other
message is processed by awindow procedure, the real meat of the application.
The window procedure is generally built
around a structure like the C switch
statement, where each message is handled by its own section of code.
What allows these programs to be

written in ahigh-level language at all is a
huge assortment of standard functions
and definitions, provided only (for now)
by Microsoft's Software Development
Kit. The functions, though readily identified (WinEnableWindowUpdate) will
take any non-Windows programmer a
while to become comfortable with. The
header files and the window-handling
routines also add ahigh overhead to any
program; the source code for aPresentation Manager " Hello World" program
can be 3.2K bytes long, and even acarefully linked " Hello" executable can be
over 11K bytes.
LAN Manager: The Missing Link
Certainly, the release of the Presentation
Manager is amajor step in the development of IBM's Systems Application Architecture (SAA). The ultimate goal is a
standardized interface for both user and
programmer, from application to application and from machine to machine.
Helping to reach that goal are powerful
operating-system utilities that behave toward the user like any other application.
The latest of these is the LAN Manager,
another key piece to the OS/2 puzzle.
While the Presentation Manager links
OS/2 to the user, the LAN Manager aspires to a loftier goal: to link users to
each other. Touting the promise of multitasking and transparent resource sharing, OS/2 stalks adomain once considered the exclusive province of powerful
mainframe computers. Personal computers already pack the hardware punch
necessary to meet the challenge; only the
software gap holds them back. For the
most part, the computer community
shares the OS/2 vision. We only disagree
on which standard will emerge. Now, finally, Microsoft lays its cards on the
table.
The LAN Manager offers an interface
much like the Presentation Manager's,
with a system of hierarchical menus
forming the user interface and the underlying API interfacing with OS/2. The
user interface breaks down into four
parts: the View menu, the Message
menu, the Config menu, and the Status
menu. The administrator can also access
afifth menu for system maintenance. A
separate interface for console servers
uses the same menu structure with options limited to sending messages and
monitoring activity.
The user can also drive the LAN Manager directly from the command line.
This not only allows batch files to automate command sequences, but it also ensures compatibility with other PC networking products such as PC-NET and

PRESENTATION MANAGER AND LAN MANAGER

MS-NET. Microsoft, again, tries not to
leave DOS behind in its grand scheme of
connectivity. The LAN Manager runs in
protected mode when linking to shared
resources. But once connected, it can
switch to the DOS environment to run
MS-DOS applications.
While the user clicks through the
friendly menus, the API churns away beneath the surface. In fact, many times the
user won't even realize just how hard the
API works. The API persistently strives
for the dual goal of smooth operation and
total transparency. If the user tries to
send amessage before loading the messenger module, the API loads it. Or suppose the user tries to access aremote disk
without first connecting to the server.
The LAN Manager will automatically
start asession to the server, issue aNet
Use command to access the shared disk,
validate user-access level by submitting
the user name and password specified at
network start time, and then proceed
with the user's original request. The
user, meanwhile, sees only the response
to the original request, completely oblivious to the API's work. The API will
even try to reestablish a disconnected
session if the user issues a command
after losing the link.
DOS workstations also benefit from
this intuitive interface. Workstations
running Microsoft Networks version 1or
2cannot specify auser name or agroup
name—a necessary input to the LAN
Manager servers running in user-level
security mode. However, when the
server receives the request from aDOS
workstation, it automatically issues a
guest user account, complete with permissions and passwords. If this account
conforms to the access level requested,
the LAN Manager makes the connection.

LAN Manager's menu structure makes it easy to set system parameters.

can add, delete, and reconfigure the
queue, thereby retaining complete control over system requests and device access. The administrator can also establish pools of devices and route jobs to the
first available device in the pool. The
LAN Manager further enhances device
access and priority routing by permitting
more than one queue to send requests to a
particular device or device pool. A series
of queues, each assigned adifferent priority level, waits for an available device.
Priority levels allow time-critical jobs to
take precedence over those jobs assigned
to a lower priority. Jobs with identical
priority levels are processed FIFO (first
in, first out). Requests within a queue
can be scheduled for aspecified time or
date.
The network also shares disk space.
Share and Share Alike
The administrator can designate entire
Whether it be messages or files or physidirectories (to include subdirectories) for
cal devices, aLAN's principle purpose
sharing or limit access to specific files.
is to let users share common resources.
For added security, the administrator
As a LAN Manager administrator, you
can determine which functions each user
decide who shares which resources, as
can perform. Even though anumber of
well as when and how they are shared.
users may be able to access adirectory on
Using the Add Share command button
the shared disk, some of them may only
from within the View menu, the adminbe able to write files to the directory
istrator can select the resource to be
shared, assign ashare name, designate a while others can delete files or change
file attributes.
drive and path if necessary, limit the
In addition to reading and writing
amount of users who can access the refiles, the user, with proper permission
source, issue apassword, and determine
from the administrator, can execute re
how the resource can be used.
mote programs in server memory. In one
In the case of shared printers or comswoop, the user shares adisk, aprogram,
munications devices, the LAN Manager
and even memory from the server. Upestablishes a queue to route requests
dated files are left in the shared directory
through the network. The administrator

for other users in agroup to access or
modify.
The LAN Manager also includes a
messenger service so users can send and
receive messages across the network.
The administrator can send messages to a
group of users or to every user on the network. Each workstation is assigned a
message name, and messages are usually
routed via the message name, although
you may also tag amessage for aspecific
workstation or server by designating its
computer name. A Pop Up option enables
immediate display of areceived message.
The message will flash in the message
box at the receiving workstation. Although the LAN Manager does not currently include atext editor for message
composition, the message service will
transmit files as well as short notes, so
the user can compose amessage on any
word processor and relay the file across
the network. If you wish, you can have
your messages automatically stored in
your message log.
Although further enhancements to the
LAN Manager and the Presentation
Manager will surely follow, the basic
pieces of OS/2 are in place. The concept
is grand, the structure inclusive, but the
verdict is in the hands of the users, who
must see if these final pieces of OS/2 fit
into the real world. 3
Steve Apiki and Stanford Diehl are BYTE
Lab testing editors. They can be reached
on BIX as "apiki" and '' sdiehl,"
respectively.
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The Dell System 220.
Once again the critics
stole the words right
out of our mout
"The Dell System 220 runs most PCLabs system
benchmark tests at speeds that would make you think
you're running a386"
-PC MAGAZINE

`.`..the Dell machine is renewed evidence that the
price of286-based desktop equipment continues to
drop rapidly, making such machines very attracù'vefor
da* work under MS-DOS even as they hold out the
promise ofrunning OS/2 in the ture."
-WILL FAST1E, PC WEEK

`.`..includes ayears' on-site support... in the price ofthe
computer This is the sweetest support deal offeredby any
computer vendor in the industry?'
-ERIC KNORR, PC WORLD

"The hot itemfrom atechnicalpoint ofview is the
System 220 This machine runs a286processor at 20 MHz;
which is its major claim tofarne."
-WILL FASTIE, PC WEEK

the System 220 has more goingfor it thanjust speed"
160
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-PC WORLD

The reviews are beginning to pour in.
And they read like awish list for
every power user looking to exceed the
ordinary limitations of a286 computer.
The computer everyone is praising in
such glowing terms is the Dell System 220.
The first 286 computer with aclock
speed of 20 MHz.
It's totally MS-DOS® and MS® OS/2
compatible. Yet it sells for much less than
you may pay for a3861-computer.
Because you buy it direct from us.
Eliminating the mark-ups and margins of computer stores.
We design and build every Dell
computer right here in Austin, Texas.
We put each and every one through
acomprehensive burn-in and abattery of
diagnostic tests before we ship it.
And after we ship, we give you the
best technical support you'll find anywhere in the computer industi y
Our technicians are on the phone
from 7AM to 7PM every business day.

Almost any question you may have
about aDell system can be answered over
the phone.
And, in the rare case, that your question can't be answered by an on-line technician, we'll send aHoneywell Bull technician by the next business day.
A full year of on-site Honeywell Bull
service is included within the purchase
price of your Dell system.
Your Dell computer also comes with
athirty-day money back guarantee.
And we back every one of our computers with aone year limited warranty
on materials or workmanship.
For more information about Dell
computers, read the reviews in the trade
press, turn the page, review our product
offerings, and call us at (800) 426-5150.
You'll like what we have to say.

DELL TO ORDER, CALL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

800.426.5150

IN THE U.S. AND CANADA
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The Dell
Computer
Store.

Welcome to our store.
We believe you'll find this an extremely
pleasant shopping experience.
Our sales staff is on hand to serve you
from 7AM to 7PM (CST) from Monday
thru Friday.
Just call (800)426-5150 and we'll give
you the technical assistance and information you need to make sure youle buying
the system that's right for your needs.
Then you have the option of either
adirect purchase or your company can take
advantage of our Leasing Plan.
Once you've made your choice, our
Total Satisfaction Guarantee gives you
thirty days from the day you receive your
system, to decide if you are absolutely,
totally satisfied with the product.
If you're not, simply return the system
and you'll receive afull refund. No questions asked.
Your Dell computer is supported by a
team of technical experts that can be reached
every business day, from 7AM to 7PM (CST),
simply by calling (800) 624-9896
In most cases, any question you may
have about your Dell system can be
answered by one of our technicians on
the telephone.
Our technicians are also supported by
Honeywell Bull service engineers who can
be sent to your office by the next business
day, should on-site service be required.
This optional service contract is available in over 95% of the United States, with
over WOO engineers in 198 service locations.
We also offer aOneYear Limited
Warrante which warrants each system we
manufacture to be free of defects in materials and workmanship for one full year.
Feel free to call or write for the complete terms of our Honeywell Bull Service
Contract, Guarantee and Warranty. Dell
Computer Corporation, 9505 Arboretum
Blvd., Austin, Texas 78759-7299
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THE NEW
20 MHz 3861
SYS'I'EM

THE NEW
20 MHz 286
SYSTEM

The top of the line. It's our highest
performance computer available,
faster than the IBMt PS/2t Model
80 and the Compaqt 386/20. It
runs at 20 MHz with the latest 32bit architecture. Since it also has
Intel's Advanced 82385 Cache
Memory Controller, and high performance disk drives, the System
310 is ideal for intensive database
management, complex spreadsheet development, CAD/CAM,
desktop publishing or perfor
mance as anetwork file server.

As fast as most 386 computers,
at less than half the price—more
power for the money than any
other system. An 80286 system
that runs at 20 MHz, with less
than one wait state. Completely
compatible for both MS-DOS®
and MS® OS/2 applications (it
runs faster than IBM PS/2 Model
80), and with aremarkably small
footprint, the System 220 is the
ideal executive workstation.

310.

Standard Features:
•Intelt 80386 microprocessor
running at 20 MHz.
•1MB of RAM (640K usable)
expandable to 16 MB without
using an expansion slot.
•Advanced Intel 82385 Memory
Controller with 32 KB of high
speed static RAM.
•Socket for 20 MHz 80387 or
Weitek coprocessor.
•5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB
diskette drive.
•Dual diskette and hard disk
drive controller.
•Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
•1parallel and 2serial ports.
•200-watt power supply.
•8expansion slots (6available).
Performance Enhancements
(Systems 310 and 220):
•384 KB of dedicated RAM is
used by portions of the system
software for increased
performance.
**Leasefor as low as $148/Month.
System 310
Hard Disk
Drives

220.

Standard Features:
•80286 microprocessor running
at 20 MHz.
•1MB of RAM (640K usable)
expandable to 16 MB (8MB*
on system board).
•Page mode interleaved memory
•Integrated diskette and VGA
video controller on system
board.
•One 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drive.
•Integrated high performance
hard disk interface on system
board.
•Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
•1parallel and 2serial ports.
•LIM 4.0 support for memory
over 1MB.
•Three full-sized ATt compatible
expansion slots available.
•Socket for 80287 coprocessor.
Options:
•External 5.25" 12 MB diskette
drive.
•3.5" 1.44 MB diskette drivé
•Intel 80287 coprocessor.
•1MB RAM upgrade kit.
**1 Pasefor as low as $85/Month

With Monitor & Adapter
VGAVGA
Mono

Color
Plus

With Monitor
System
220

VGA
Mono

VGA
Color

VGA
Color
Plus

40 MB 28 ms

$4,099

$4,399

90 MB 18 ms
ESDI

$4,899

$5,199

One
Diskette
Drive

$2.299

$2,499

$2,599

150 MB 18 ms
ESDI

$5,399

$5,699

40 MB 29 ms
Hard Disk

$2,999

$3,199

$3299

322 MB 18 ms
ESDI

$7,399

$7,699

100 MB 29 ms
Hard Disk

$3,799

$3999

$4,099

A Full Line Of Corn uters With
rations.
A Full Line Of Co

THE
125 MHz
SYSTEM

200.

A great value in afull-featured AT
compatible. An 80286 computer
running at 12.5 MHz, this computer is completely MS-DOS and
MS OS/2 compatible. The System
200 offers high speed drive options,
industry standard compatible BIOS
and on-site service. As Executive
Computing said of this computer's
predecessor, "If faster processing
speed and low Lust are two key issues
affecting your purchase decision,
this machine might be the ideal
choice for your office"

At Dell, we understand that
different users have different needs.
So we tailor each system to the
user's individual requirements.
We offer monitors, graphics
boards, tape backups, dot matrix
and laser printers, hard disk and
diskette drives, expanded memory
boards, serial mice and more.
We also offer third party software applications for virtually

Standard Features:
•Intel 80286 microprocessor running at 12.5 MHz.
•640 KB of RAM expandable to
16 MB (4.6 MB*on system board).
•5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB
diskette drive.
•Dual diskette and hard disk
drive controller.
•Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
•1parallel and 2serial ports.
•200 watt power supply.
•Real-time clock
•6expansion slots. (4available
with hard disk drive controller
and video adaptor installed).
•Socket for 8MHz 80287
coprocessor.
Options:
•512 KB RAM upgrade kit.
•8MHz Intel 80287 coprocessor.
**Leasefor as low as $78/Month.

* stem
200

With Monitor & Adapter

Hard
Disk
Drives

VGA
Mono

VGA
Color
Plus

40 MB 28 ms

$2,699

$2,999

90 MB 18 ms
ESD1

$3,499

$3,799

150 MB 18 ms
ESD1

$3,999

$4299

322 MB 18 ms
ESDI

$5,999

$6,299

every business application including: accounting, communications,
desktop publishing, graphics, word
processing, integrated applications
and user training.
So when your Dell System
arrives, you can do productive
work the minute you unpack
the box.
We can build you the system
you've been looking for.

COMMON TO THE SYSTEM 310, SYSTEM 220 AND SYSTEM 200:
The Dell System Analyzer. Guaranteed hardware and software compatibility. Security lock
with locking chassis. 12 month on-site service contract (Available on complete systems).

PRINTERS/SOFTWARE. We offer a
fill line ofprinters andpopular software.
Allprinters come with our 30-day money-back guarantee.
LASER PRINTERS.
LASER SYS1EM 150; $5,995.
15 pages per minute, text
and full-page graphics.
Dual 250 sheet-input trays.

LASER SYSTEM 80; $3,295.
8pages per minute, text
and full-page graphics.

LASER SYSTEM 60; $2,195.
6pages per minute, text
and full-page graphics.

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS.
PRINTER SYSTEM 800;
$699.95.
Highest resolution text and
graphics from a24-wire dot
matrix printer.
Draft quality at 200 cps.
Correspondence quality
at 132 cps.
Letter quality at 66 cps.
Standard parallel and serial
interfaces.
Wide carriage.

PRINTER SYSTEM 600;
$499.95.
9-wire dot matrix.
Draft quality at 240 cps.
Near-letter quality at 60 cps.
Standard parallel interface.
Wide carriage.

PRINTER SYSTEM 300;
$199.95.
9-wire dot matrix.
Draft quality at 144 cps.
Near-letter quality at 36 cps.
Four standard fonts.
Paper parking.
Standard parallel interface.

OPERATING SYSTEMS.
Dell Enhanced MS-DOS 3.3 with disk cache and other utilities; $119.95.
Dell Enhanced MS OS/2 Standard Edition 1.0 $324.95.

DELL TO ORDER, CALL
COMPUTER
CORPORATION

800•426•5150
IN THE U.S. AND CANADA

All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Please inquire for current details. Dell cannot be responsible for
errors in typography or photography. In Canada, leasing is not currently available and configurations and prices may vary Microsoft*
MS* and MS-DOS* are owned by Microsoft Corp. tSignifies registered or unregistered trademarks owned by entities other than Dell
Computer Corporation.*Available January 1,1989. **Payments based on a36-month open-end lease. Please inquire for further details.
© 1988 DELL COMPUTER CORPORATION.
AD CODE NO. IIEJ8
Circle 80 on Reader Service Card
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80386 CLONES

80386s
for the Masses
Twenty 80386-based
clones that offer
arevolutionary new
feature—affordability
Steve Apiki and Stanford Diehl

I

ntel's introduction of the 80386 chip
in 1986 set the DOS world on its ear.
It ushered in anew age, where multitasking, greater memory access, and
ever-increasing processing speed blurred
the distinction between mainframes and
microcomputers. This chip put dazzling
power at the fingertips of every user willing to shell out $5000 to $ 15,000 for a
Compaq Deskpro 386 or an IBM PS/2
Model 80.
Over the last year, however, the 80386
system market has grown from these elite
few to look much more like the market
for IBM PC AT clones, with offshore
vendors assembling systems and sparing
every expense. Most of these new entrants are the same ones who have been
selling AT clones for years, and many of
them offer fantastic savings.
Don't let these unfamiliar names and
logos fool you: These are real 80386s,
capable (with enough memory) of running OS/2 or Windows/386, and of
reaching more memory than an AT ever
dreamed of. They can be hooked up to
networks and configured as multiuser
systems or used as Unix workstations.
Bargain systems they may be, but even at
these bare-bones prices, an 80386 machine is hardly acommodity item. Every
system deserves close inspection, something not easy to do when dealing with a
mail-order house.
For this month's Product Focus, we
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chose agroup of systems selling in usable
configurations for under $3000 ( see
table 1). Our minimum requirement was
that they include aclock speed of at least
16 MHz, 1megabyte of memory, a40megabyte hard disk drive, a 1.2-megabyte floppy disk drive, ahard disk drive
and floppy disk drive controller, amonochrome graphics card and monitor, a
101-key keyboard, apower supply, and
both serial and parallel ports. In other
words, the systems we tested had to be
fully equipped.
What surprised us was not only the
sheer number of systems meeting this requirement, but also the many optional
features available. Some companies were

able to throw in an extra megabyte of
memory, for example, or upgrade from
the usual 16-MHz system to 20 MHz. Of
course, almost all the manufacturers offer upgrades of these base systems, if
high performance is amust (see the text
box " Upgrading from Entry Level" on
page 168).
None of these machines are built
around Intel's 80386SX, which is expected to unleash aflood of low-cost systems later this year. The 80386SX is a
midrange processor, offering 32-bit capability, but with a slower 16-bit data
bus. These review systems are true 32-bit
systems, inside and out, and they rely on
mass production and low-cost cornpo-

Photo 1: Two affordable 80386
machines that perform remarkably
well—the Micro Express ME 386 (left)
and the Gateway 386 (right).

nents to cut costs. All were evaluated
using the new 80386 versions of our standard system benchmarks (see the text
box " 80386 Benchmarks" on page 172).
Heart and Soul
When we sat down and started using
these systems, we got used to seeing
many of the same things: the same beige
AT case, the same amber monochrome
display, the same keyboard, and even the
same motherboard. Most of these machines are assembled by resellers who
simply take the components and put them
in abox. The result is ahodgepodge of
drives, power supplies, and system
boards, where the only way to differenti-

ate the systems is to take note of their
choice of subsystems.
In such an environment, the best barometer of performance is the motherboard itself—the heart and soul of the
machine—which simply becomes another component. Manufacturers can and
do, however, make modifications to the
same motherboard that can result in dramatic performance differences. They
can adjust the memory speed and amount
or change the clock frequency. What's
more, some of these resold motherboard
designs are clearly superior to others.
Unlocking the power of the 80386 requires complex memory interfacing. Its
32 data lines require 32-bit memory and

a32-bit path to reach it; its 32 address
lines can theoretically access 4 gigabytes, but DOS limits program space to
640K bytes. Taken together, these factors impose restrictions on both the system designer and the user.
All these systems have 32-bit data
paths on the system board, but you can fit
only so much memory in the limited
physical space. The only place to add
more memory becomes the expansion
slot, where you don't always get the full
data path. Three of the systems—the
Pacesetter 386, the Uniq 386, and the
GCH EasyData 386—rely on stuffing the
board with single in-line memory modules (SIMMs) to conserve real estate.
Others—like the six units that share the
Micronics 08-002-201 motherboard—do
away with on-board memory entirely and
simply have expansion cards on 32-bit
slots.
The rest feature conventional memory
on-board and an option for expansion
using memory cards. Only 13 of the 20
systems tested, however, feature 32-bit
expansion slots (see table 2); for the rest,
you must fall back on 16-bit memory.
Going to a 16-bit slot halves the performance of the 80386, because it is
forced to get the first word and then the
second rather than making the 32-bit
fetch it's capable of. At that point, your
high-priced 80386 is acting like an 8086.
Other memory performance hits occur
when aCPU makes sequential access to
the same memory bank. While the
Micronics-based systems and a few
others employ static RAM (SRAM),
most systems make use of bank-switched
dynamic RAM, where the CPU accesses
one bank while the other bank of DRAM
is refreshed. If aread or write operation
continued
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Table 1: For less than $3000, all these systems offer at least aI6-MHz CPU and Imegabyte of RAM, with avariety of

memory configurations and expansion options (O = yes; O = no).
Computer

Price

Motherboard

CPU
Speed

Waits
4.77

Speed select (MHz)
6
8 10 12 16

FPU slot
20

Blackship 386

$2813

16 MHz

287

Micronics 08-002-201/B

Bus 386

$2800

16 MHz

287

Micronics 08-002-201/B

Club 386

$2724

16 MHz

287

Everex EV-3000A

CompuAdd Standard-386

$2705

16 MHz

DataWorld 386

$2744

16 MHz

0/1
0

287

FS- 101

287

Micronics 08-002-201/B
Cache Comp 386-1001-002

Fortron 386

$3000

20 MHz

287

Gateway 386

$2995

20 MHz

287/387

Gene 386

GCH EasyData 386

$2994

16 MHz

287/387

GCH PCB-386-AT- 16
Intel iSBC 386-AT

0/1

Hertz 386

$2995

16 MHz

1

387

Micro Express ME 386

$2954

20 MHz

0/1

287

AMI 386

Micro 1Power 386/20

$2995

20 MHz

387

Micronics 08-011-201

PC Network THE PC 386

$2854

16 MHz

287

Micronics 08-002-201/A

Pacesetter 386

$2995

20 MHz

0/1

287/387

CompuSystems ver 1.0

Spear Mono-386A

$2500

16 MHz

0/1

287

Everex EV-3000A

Suntronics-386

$2785

16 MHz

287

Micronics 08-002-201/A

Uniq 386

$2675

16 MHz

Value 386

$2831

16 MHz

0

287

2M 810-04

287

Micronics 08-002-201/13

VIPC Micro 386

$2999

20 MHz

0/1

287/387

AMR Micro 386

Whole Earth 386

$2995

16 MHz

0/1

287

AMI/Mylex 386

Zeos 386 Tower

$2995

16 MHz

0/1

287

AMI 386

3

Mernoryaccess times may vary with machine purchase.
Requires motherboard modification; otherwise, 1megabyte.
S = static; D - dynamic.

is attempted twice consecutively on the
same bank, adelay is imposed on these
systems. This performance problem lies
in wait for any DRAM-based system;
only faster RAM can help.
One system feature that can do wonders for processing speed is a memory
cache. Six of these systems use aRAM
cache to boost their processing power:
the Micro Express ME 386, the Zeos 386
Tower, and the Whole Earth 386, with
the AMI motherboard; Spear's Mono386-A and the Club 386, with motherboards much like the AMI; and the
Micro 1Power 386/20. The cache is, in
all but one case, 64K bytes of 32-bit
SRAM, with short access times (40 to 45
nanoseconds). The Micro 1 features a
32K-byte RAM cache. The power of this
feature was demonstrated in our benchmarks (see the graphs on page 173),
where the top finisher overall and the top
finisher in the 16-MHz group both had
memory caches.
Most of these systems use the 384K
bytes of RAM between 640K bytes and 1
megabyte—which DOS can't directly address—to relocate BIOS or video BIOS
from slow ROM (sometimes referred to
as shadow RAM). This feature did not
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make a significant difference on our
benchmarks, but software that makes
frequent BIOS calls should see significant improvement.
Raw CPU and memory speed are, of
course, important factors that can't be
overlooked. All these systems use the
80386 double sigma, the standard chip
with 32-bit address and data lines. While
six systems run a 20-MHz clock, only
four actually use the 80386-20. The
Photo 2: Inside

the Gateway 386:
a20-MHz clock,
dual 80287/80387
support, and a
32-bit expansion
slot provide
power and room
for growth.

other two, the Gateway 386 and the
VIPC Micro 386, use the same 80386-16
as every other system and simply run it at
higher than its rated speed. Both machines turned in good benchmark performances, but constantly running any
piece of equipment out of spec is arisky
proposition at best.
Gateway added to the performance of
its machine by including 60-ns RAM,
which placed it well within the true 20-
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ROM BIOS

RAM

Runs OS/2
as configured

Power
supply

On-board
memory

Type 3

Access
time

Extended
memory

Max. 32-bit
memory

Cache

1M
1M
1M
1M

S
S
D
S

80 ns
80 ns
120 ns ,
100 ns

0
0
0
0

10 M
10 M
4M 2
10 M

None
None
64K
None

Phoenix 386 BIOS 1.1032
Phoenix 3.07
AMI 386 BIOS
Phoenix 386 BIOS 1.10.B1

0
0
0
0

220 W
200 W
192W
200 W

1M
1M

S
S

80 nsl
80 ns

0
0

10 M
10 M

None
None

Phoenix 386 BIOS 1.10.B2
Award 386 BIOS c3.03

0
0

230 W
200 W

1M
2M
2.5 M
1M

D
D
D
D

60 ns
100 ns
120 ns
100 ns

0
1M
2M
0

12 M
16 M
16 M
4M2

None
None
None
64K

Award 386 BIOS c3.03
0
Phoenix 1.0003 •
Phoenix 386 BIOS 1.00.00 •
AMI 386 BIOS
0

200 W
200 W
220 W
220 W

1M
1M

S
S

80 ns
80 ns

0
0

10 M
16 M

32K
None

Phoenix 386 BIOS 1.1032
Phoenix 386 BIOS 1.10.B2

0
0

200 W
200W

1M
1M
1M
1M
1M
2M
1M
1M

D
D
S
D
S
D
D
D

100 ns
80 ns
80 ns
120 ns
80 ns
100 ns
120 ns
120 ns

0
0
0
0
0
1M
0
0

8M
4M 2
10 M
8M
10 M
10 M
4M 2
4M 2

None
64K
None
None
None
None
64K
64K

Phoenix 386 BIOS 1.01.02
AMI 386 BIOS
Award 386 BIOS c3.03
AMI 386 BIOS
Phoenix 386 BIOS 1.10.62
Quadtel BIOS
AMI 386 BIOS
AMI 386 BIOS

0
0
0
0
0
•
0
0

200 W
200 W
200 W
200 W
220 W
200 W
200 W
200 W

MHz category on our index. While memory speed played arole in all machines'
success on our tests, the effect was outweighed by caching and clock speed
more often than not.
Each reviewed machine has provisions
for changing the CPU clock speed. Most
are constantly running at abus speed of 8
MHz to maintain compatibility with
other devices. Several have multiple
crystals on-board and are able to switch

to four different speeds.
You should consider more than speed
when evaluating a motherboard. A key
point is expandability—though 32-bit
slots are important for memory expansion, 8-bit and 16-bit slots are just as vital
for everyday cards like disk drive controllers and graphics adapters. The systems all have between four and six 16-bit
expansion slots. On-board memory capacity must also be considered, because
Photo 3: The
popular Micronics
08-002-201
motherboard
found in 6of the
20 review
machines (the
Blackship 386 is
shown here).

the price of achip set is far less than the
price of an expansion card. All machines
also include battery-backed clock chips.
While the AMI motherboard mentioned earlier may well be the fastest, the
most unusual is easily the AMR Micro
386 on the VIPC Micro 386. The VIPC,
aproprietary design, includes everything
but the disk drive controller on the
motherboard, leaving all but one 16-bit
slot available for future expansion. A
serial port, aparallel port, and EGA circuitry are built in. This saves aconsiderable amount of money when configuring
an EGA system, but you wind up paying
for EGA even if you don't need it. The
VIPC suffered on our benchmarks because monochrome EGA is several times
slower than Hercules graphics.
The Difference aDrive Makes
As July's roundup of hard disk drives
pointed out, only system clock speed affects your computer's performance more
than drive access times. A slow disk
drive can seriously thwart the impressive
processing speed of the 80386 chip. You
cannot simply drop the chip into asystem
and expect breathtaking performance.
continued
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Upgrading from Entry Level
J

ust because you've decided on an entry-level 80386 system doesn't mean
you have to live with it forever. Choosing aversatile system initially can lead
to a wealth of performance-enhancing
options down the road. As with any
computer purchase, the number one criterion in selecting an upgrade path must
be its utility in performing your primary application.
The best upgrade for calculationintensive applications is afloating-point
unit. An 80287 or 80387 can, in some
cases, double your processing speed.
We ran the 16-MHz Compaq Deskpro
386 through our benchmarks—with and
without an 80287—and the difference
was striking: ascore of 10.38 on our application index versus 8.81, and that's
taking into account applications that
don't access the FPU at all.
There is also amarked difference between running an 80287 and running an
80387. Not only does the 80387 allow
for direct 32-bit communication with
the 80386, but its special hardware-implemented transcendental functions let
it calculate sines and exponentials with
ease.
To test the effect of afast 80387 on
overall system speed, we ran the benchmark suite on a 20- MHz Deskpro
386/20. The results: 17.93 when including the coprocessor, and 14.25 when
leaving it out. Again, the numbers factor in applications like word processing
and databases, which perform the same
with or without the FPU.

Coprocessors let you compile and run
programs specifically made to take advantage of 8087 code. Most FORTRAN
and C compilers include library mutines for this purpose; the alternative,
using emulator code, is not nearly as
good as the real thing. As an example,
consider the numbers earned by these
machines on our Livermore Loops and
LINPACK tests. All of them, using the
test compiled with emulation routines,
scored significantly lower than the
80287-equipped IBM PC AT. The AT
scores 0.0237 million floating-point operations per second on the Livermore
Loops and takes 1010.22 seconds to execute the UNPACK; compare these with
the benchmark results on page 172.
Adding memory is another way to increase performance without wasting
any of your initial investment. The real
multitasking power of an 80386 can be
put to use only if you have enough space
to use it in. Adding memory above the 1megabyte level will let you use OS/2,
which requires 1.5 megabytes. Memory
must be at the same speed throughout
the system, and it must be added in fullbank increments.
Unlike the standard 8-bit PC slot and
the standard 16-bit AT slot, there is no
standard for 32-bit expansion boards.
You will often need to purchase memory boards from the same source as your
system board, and your ability to upgrade memory may be only as good as
the longevity of your system's manufacturer. Dynamic RAMs are not cheap,

PC 386, which finished last on our disk
benchmarks.
Zeos, on the other hand, opted for the
ing the trade-off between low price and
Seagate ST277R, and our benchmarks
lost performance. Nowhere is that delireveal that the choice was agood one. In
addition to excellent performance, the
cate balance more critical than in the
ST277R delivers over 50 percent more
choosing of ahard disk drive. That's bestorage space, packing in 64 megabytes
cause vendors can save considerable
of data. Despite aslow access time of 40
money by installing abargain drive, and
milliseconds, the ST277R achieves its
they can fatally hobble their system in
performance boost by employing runthe process.
length-limited (RLL) encoding at 7.5
Four of the systems employ the Seamegabits per second. The ST251-1 uses
gate ST251-1 40- megabyte hard disk
the same ST412 interface as the ST277R,
drive (see table 2), and for good reason:
but it uses modified-frequency-modulaThe company and the drive enjoy an extion (MFM) encoding at 5.0 megabits per
cellent reputation. The drive's price is
one of the lowest on the market, and it's a second. The original ST251 uses the old
ST506 interface.
solid, dependable product. Six others
opted for the original S1'251, a slower
While Zeos made agood choice, other
drive, and the move turned out to be parvendors did not. Uniq Technology
ticularly bad for the PC Network THE
should have heeded our July warning.
Vendors, in an effort to stake aclaim
in the inexpensive 80386 market, must
cut corners wherever possible by weigh-
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and more and more memory is not always the answer. If you plan to use your
80386 more as afast AT than as amultitasking system, better upgrade choices
are available.
One of the best choices is adding a
faster hard disk drive. Drive- access
time contributes to delays no matter
what applications you run. There is a
difference, however, between adding
memory or acoprocessor and upgrading
your drive: The upgrade makes your
current hard disk drive obsolete. If you
have additional drive bays, you can continue to use your old drive, of course,
but chances are you won't use it often
enough to justify its original cost.
Nevertheless, the drive will probably
be the slowest subsystem on your 80386,
and a natural target for replacement.
When you choose to do so, you can
choose those with new high-speed
small-computer-system-interface or enhanced-small-device-interface controllers that can cut average seek times from
28 milliseconds to 10 ms. These will
really accelerate the performance of
your system, but be prepared to pay
dearly for them.
Other upgrade options will, like additional memory, affect your capability
more dramatically than they will affect
your performance. Color graphics, for
example, will let you use the speed and
power of the 80386 for CAD applications. With asufficiently versatile system, the possibilities for improvement
are almost endless.

That month's Product Focus placed the
Microscience HH-1050 at the bottom of
the benchmark results. Unfortunately,
Uniq placed that same drive into its system and paid the price of poor performance. Those vendors selecting the Seagate ST4053 ( VIPC, Blackship, and
Value) also suffered the consequences,
as all three systems placed in the bottom
half of our drive benchmarks and our
overall rating. Micro Express went with
the Priam V150, and that drive certainly
did not hamper the system's top-of-theheap performance.
Disk drive controllers also play an important role. Since these systems are best
thought of as entry machines on which to
build, the controller should conform to
that philosophy by offering ready expansion. All the systems tested support two
continued
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Table 2: The systems use awide variety of disk drives, which differ substantially in performance.
Computer

Floppy

Controller

Hard disk
Type

Access

Capacity

WDC WD1003-WA2

1.2 M

ST4053

28 ms

Bus 386

LCS-6620TX

1.2 M

ST251

40 ms

42 M

Club 386

Everex EV-332

1.2 M

Micropolis 1333A

28 ms

44 M

Blackship 386

CompuAdd Standard-386
DataWorld 386
Fortron 386
Gateway 386
GCH EasyData 386
Hertz 386

44 M

WDC WD1003-WA2

1.2 M

MiniScribe 6053-11

25 ms

44 M

WD-1006-WAH/VVD-1002 FDC

1.2 M

ST251

40 ms

42 M

Ntl. Computer Ltd. NDC5425

1.2 M

ST251-1

28 ms

42 M

WD-1006-WAH/WD-1002 FDC

1.2/1.44 M

ST251-1

28 ms

42 M

Data Technology 5280CRA

12M

ST251

40 ms

42 M

WDC WD1003-WA2

1.2 M

Micropolis 1323A

28 ms

44 M

Ntl. Computer Ltd. NDC5425

1.2 M

Priam V150

28 ms

44 M

Micro 1Power 386/20

WDC WD1003-WA2

1.2 M

Toshiba MK-134FA

25 ms

44 M

PC Network THE PC 386

WDC WD1003-WA2

1.2 M

ST251

40 ms

42 M

Pacesetter 386

42 M

Micro Express ME 386

WDC WD1003-WA2

1.2 M

ST251-1

28 ms

Spear Mono-386A

Everex EV-332

1.2 M

ST251

40 ms

42 M

Suntronics-386

WDC WA2-16

1.2 M

ST251

40 ms

42 M

Uniq 386

WDC WD1003-WA2

1.2 M

Microscience HH-1050

28 ms

44 M

Value 386

WDC WD1003-WA2

1.2 M

ST4053

28 ms

44 M

VIPC Micro 386

WDC WD1003-WA2

1.2 M

ST4053

28 ms

44 M

Whole Earth 386

WDC WD1003-WA2

1.2 M

ST251-1

28 ms

42 M

Zeos 386 Tower

Adaptec 2372

12M

ST277R

40 ms

64 M

Software key: a) Setup/diagnostics
b) Disk utilities/disk management

hard disk drives and two floppy disk
drives. Most vendors selected the Western Digital controller ( WD1003-WA2)
for the same reason that many selected
the ST251-1 hard disk drive.
The Adaptec 2372 controller boosts
the performance of RLL-encoded
drives, but using MFM encoding lets you
upgrade without buying anew controller.
National Computer Limited's
NDC5425, the controller of choice in
two of the three top performers, also
proved a worthy product, delivering
functionality, expandability, and 2-to- 1
interleave.
DataWorld and Gateway reverted to a
dedicated hard disk drive controller
paired with aseparate floppy disk drive
controller. The 1-to- 1interleave of this
combination enabled these two machines
to finish second and third on our drive
benchmarks, just behind the Adaptec
2372/ST277R-equipped Zeos.
The Flesh and Bones
With so much emphasis being placed on
the nitty-gritty system components—
CPU, memory, and hard disk drive—the
nuts-and-bolts features that bring it all
together are often overlooked. Most
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C) Video utilities
d)1/0 utilities
e) 386 utilities

f) Memory management
g) MS-DOS 3.30 w/GWBASIC

users don't put much thought into the selection of things like monitors, keyboards, and cables. Sure, they are necessary, but as long as they perform the
basic functions, you're covered.
But think about that. The keyboard
and the monitor are your direct interface
with the computer. That's where the rubber hits the road. Though ablurry monitor or adefective keyboard might not affect basic system performance, it most
certainly will affect your productivity,
your enjoyment while working on the
computer, and, in the long run, your
overall evaluation of the product.
All the systems include monochrome
graphics cards, except for the VIPC,
which comes with an EGA on the
motherboard. With the exception of the
Bus 386's monochrome card, all the
graphics cards also include an additional
printer port. Each card supports 720- by
348-pixel resolution and packs a 64Kbyte video buffer. The graphics cards in
the Fortron 386 and the Gateway 386
performed the best in our video benchmarks.
The monitors also share the same
basic specifications, although several vendors offer a 14-inch display rather than

the standard 12-inch model. However, it
was the shape of the screen, rather than
the size, that made the biggest difference. The new flat display screens with
square corners definitely presented a
crisper image with less glare. While
GCH, Hertz, CompuAdd, and Suntronics ship flat screens, we especially liked
the EverVision 14-inch flat display atop
the Club and Spear machines.
Like art and pizza combinations, the
satisfactory feel of acomputer keyboard
is amatter of personal taste. In general,
though, most people prefer a keyboard
with positive tactile response and firm
recoil. All these systems include either a
101-key or 102-key layout in the Enhanced IBM AT style.
The feel of the keyboards covered a
wide range, from very subtle differences
to basic design differences. The Blackship, Suntronics, and PC Network keyboards all lacked that comforting feel of
positive tactile response: It's hard to tell
when you've made true contact with the
keys. Fortron's keyboard had miniature
Control and Alt keys, and it also suffered
from excessive recoil. On the other hand,
the DataWorld, Hertz, Pacesetter,
Value, Whole Earth, and Zeos key-
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Video
Board

Expansion slots
Monitor

Size

8-bit

16-bit

Software
Included

Ports
32-bit

Printer

Serial

Game

DTK

Quimax

14"

2

5

1

2

2

1

a,f

MGC

Panasonic

12"

2

5

1

1

1

1

a,d

Everex

Ever Vision

14"

2

6

0

1

1

0

b,c,d

MG- 150

Samsung

12"

2

5

1

1

0

0

a,c

Graphicsmith MGP

Samsung

12"

2

5

1

2

1

1

a,f

MGP Monochrome

Samsung

12"

2

5

1

2

2

0

a,b,f

TOP MGP

Samsung

12"

2

5

1

2

2

1

a,f,g

MGP Adaptor

XTAON

14"

2

5

1

2

1

0

a,b

Everex

Hertz

14"

2

4

2

2

1

0

a

Turbo MGP

VM-1400

14"

2

6

0

2

1

0

a

5
5

1
1

2
2

1
2

1
1

a,b,c,d,f
a,b,f

MG- 132

Samsung

6046 MGP

Samsung

12"
12"

2
2

Twinhead

Packard Bell

12"

2

6

0

2

1

0

a,e

Everex

EverVision

14"

2

6

0

2

1

0

a,b,c,d,g

MGP

Mitsuba

14"

2

5

1

2

1

1

a

MG- 150

Samsung

12"

4

4

0

2

1

1

a,c

Hercules

Samsung

12"

2

5

1

2

1

1

b,e,f

Motherboard

Quimax

14"

1

6

1

2

2

0

a,c

C&F Herc Comp

Packard Bell

12"

2

6

0

1

1

0

b,c

CT-6040T

Packard Bell

12"

2

6

0

2

1

1

b,c

boards all had the IBM-like true-click
feel.
Almost all these systems use cables
with abasic design flaw: They're just too
darn short. This problem rears up most
flagrantly with the Zeos system because
of its "tower" configuration. This setup
lets you free desk space by placing the
unit on the floor beneath you, but the
cables were so short that we still had to
put the Zeos on the table with its monitor
and keyboard. Kind of defeats the purpose of the "tower" design, doesn't it?
CompuAdd's Standard-386 commits a
worse oversight by omitting a COM1
port. You can expect an immediate upgrade if you go with this unit.
Another oft-overlooked item is documentation, and with these systems, clear
documentation is not agiven. Most of the
vendors simply ship the manuals provided by the component manufacturers.
This includes the woefully inadequate
hard disk drive installation manual for
those systems packing Seagate drives.
We found confusing jumper settings on
the Gateway machine, and the motherboard documentation did little to help.
The motherboard manual shipped with
the Uniq system was so poorly written

that it was often incoherent.
In fact, alack of clear and useful documentation plagued all these systems, although the Spear Operations Manual and
the Club User's Manual were more comprehensive than most, and the Pacesetter's Technical Reference Guide displayed impressive depth.
The Price of Paying Less
While these systems offer attractive
price breaks, most of the companies are
unknown quantities in the 80386 market.
Most haven't yet built a strong track
record. If you end up spending saved
money on repair bills, enhancements, or
perhaps even another computer before
the expected life has expired, you end up
losing in the long run.
Major vendors, on the other hand, usually have aproven track record. Good or
bad, that track record is something to go
on. It's often akey to such factors as durability, reliability, and customer satisfaction. These vendors usually have established anetwork of customer support
that few minor vendors can match.
Though the minor vendors often have a
technical-support department, staffing
is usually inadequate.

Remember, also, that these vendors
had to cut costs somewhere. Just make
sure you know where the cuts were made
and what the trade-offs are. For example, acouple of the vendors, Gateway and
VIPC, shipped 20-MHz crystals with
16-MHz chips. The chips will run at 20
MHz, but the manufacturer will not
guarantee performance at that rate. So
it's agamble. You have to decide if that
kind of risk is worth taking.
Given the piecemeal structure of these
systems and their low price, you'd expect
to run into a few problems now and
again. We expected to run into afew during this review, but it went far beyond
our expectations. Fully 6of these 20 machines had problems when we first received them, problems that ranged from
nuisances to complete system failures.
And these are demonstration units,
which should be the cream of the crop.
Problems included BIOS fatal errors,
erratic disk failures, a nonfunctioning
serial card, and the especially annoying
keyboard with the T key not working.
Some systems were shipped with mechanical problems, like afull-height disk
drive jammed into adrive bay at a45 decontinued
OCTOBER 1988 • BYTE
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BYTE Benchmark Indexes
Computer

Conventional
benchmark results

Application-level

Low-level

LINPACK

Lvrmore

Dhry

CPU

Disk

Video

Wp

Sprd

Db

Sci/
eng

Cum.
CompIr appl*

Micro Express ME 386

1698.51

0.0125

5952

3.30

1.47

2.58

3.46

2.73

1.73

1.31

2.32

Gateway 386

2000.61

0.0107

5149

2.77

1.55

2.80

3.16

2.25

2.39

1.14

2.27

11.54
11.21

Fortron 386

2001.60

0.0102

5086

2.77

1.33

2.84

3.15

2.78

1.54

1.12

2.15

10.74

Zeos 386 Tower

2140.23

0.0094

4098

2.61

1.97

2.25

3.08

2.67

1.54

1.05

2.30

10.64

DataWorld 386

2513.00

0.0081

4061

2.20

1.52

1.64

2.76

2.34

2.15

0.90

2.14

10.29

Spear Mono-386A

2141.21

0.0095

4724

2.61

1.38

2.28

3.01

2.66

1.45

1.05

1.92

10.09

Micro 1Power 386/20

2366.35

0.0087

4336

2.54

1.44

1.86

2.90

2.39

1.69

0.98

2.07

10.03

Club 386

2141.21

0.0099

4716

2.62

1.39

2.28

2.91

2.17

1.56

1.05

2.06

9.76

Whole Earth 386

2140.17

0.0099

4743

2.75

1.30

2.25

2.92

2.16

1.50

1.05

2.05

9.68

VIPC Micro 386

2118.10

0.0100

4766

2.91

1.33

1.90

2.72

2.46

1.54

1.07

1.90

9.68

CompuAdd Standard-386

2513.00

0.0081

4065

2.20

1.43

1.66

2.64

2.34

1.50

0.88

1.91

9.27

Pacesetter 386

2211.96

0.0097

4081

2.36

1.43

2.06

2.60

2.15

1.48

0.97

1.88

9.08

Suntronics-386

2514.00

0.0081

4065

2.20

1.23

2.33

2.62

2.15

1.44

0.90

1.83

8.93

Blackship 386

2519.38

0.0085

4045

2.43

1.33

1.48

2.74

2.01

1.43

0.89

1.81

8.88

Bus 386

2513.33

0.0081

4065

2.20

1.04

1.63

2.57

2.14

1.51

0.89

1.70

8.81

Value 386

2513.34

0.0085

4065

2.20

1.22

1.65

2.66

2.00

1.32

0.90

1.85

8.74

GCH EasyData 386

2569.08

0.0083

4065

2.42

1.34

1.84

2.45

2.00

1.50

0.90

1.90

8.74

PC Network THE PC 386

2513.00

0.0085

4065

2.20

0.93

1.63

2.54

1.97

1.43

0.91

1.83

8.67

Uniq 386

2544.00

0.0074

4115

1.87

1.26

1.50

2.47

1.91

1.45

0.82

1.78

8.44

Hertz 386

2898.97

0.0075

3396

2.03

1.32

1.57

2.09

1.61

1.32

0.82

1.75

7.59

•Cumulative application index. Graphs at right are based on indexes and show relative performance.
Indexes show relative performance; for all indexes, an 8- MHz IBM PC AT= 1.
All low-level benchmarks were generated using the 80386 version ( 1.1) of Small-C (32- bit integers).
For the Livermore Loops and Dhrystone tests only, higher numbers mean faster performance.
For afull deschption of all the benchmarks, see " Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks," June BYTE.

80386 Benchmarks
Rick Grehan

B

YTE is taking this opportunitythe first roundup of affordable
80386 systems- to introduce our
80386-specific low-level benchmarks.
I've modified the code-generation portion of BYTE Small-C for MS-DOS to
emit 80386 code compatible with Phar
Lap's 3861 ASM, 386ILINK, and
RUN386 combo package. The most important addition? It's 32-bit integers, of
course. As you peruse the benchmark
results, be aware that the Sieve, Sort,
and Matrix programs, calculated into
the CPU indexes, are now manipulating
32-bit integers, pointers, adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides, and an
addressing capability that cracks the
64K-byte barrier.
We're also generating two additional
figures with the String Move benchmark: doubleword-odd and doublewordeven. Recall that String Move clocks
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the time required to move blocks of data
from one memory location to another,
and that it moves the bytes one at atime
(byte-wide) and two at atime (wordwide). The new version reports the additional figure for 4 bytes at a time
(doubleword-wide). Also, depending on
the processor's data bus width and the
system's memory hardware, moving a
word from odd address to odd address
can turn in asignificantly different time
(usually aworse result) than moving a
word from even address to even address.
The same holds true for doubleword
moves.
Though none of these systems include
afloating-point unit, I've modified the
floating-point coprocessor librarywhich originally assumed only an 8087
coprocessor-to take advantage of new
instructions within the 80387. ( We've
also developed an 80287 library that

we'll bring on-line soon.) You'll see the
most noteworthy performance boosts in
the benchmarks involving transcendental functions. Specifically, the 80387
has asingle instruction for calculating
the sine (on the 8087, you had to derive
the sine from the tangent), and calculating the exponent requires fewer instructions than for the 8087 and the 80287.
We'll be using the 80386 version of
the benchmarks for all upcoming 80386
machines. As usual, we'll be making
the source code for the 80386 version of
Small-C and the updated benchmark
programs available in the public domain
(see page 3for details). If you have any
suggestions or comments, we'd like to
hear them.
Rick Grehan is aBYTE senior technical
editor at large. He can be reached on
BIX as "rick_g."
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APPLICATION- LEVEL PERFORMANCE

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE

Micro Express ME 386

11.54*

Gateway 386

11.21

Fortron 386

10.74

Zeos 386 Tower

10.64

DataWorld 386

10.29

Spear Mono-386A

10.09
V

Micro 1Power 386/20

10.03

Club 386

9.76

Whole Earth 386

9.68

VIPC Micro 386

9.68

CcmpuAdd Standard-386

9.27

Pacesetter 386

9.08

Suntronics-386

8.93

Blackship 386

8.88

Bus 386

8.81

Value 386

8.74

GCH EasyData 386

8.74

PC Network THE PC

8.67

Uniq 386

8.44

Hertz 386

7.59

14.25

Compaq 386/20
9.35

Compaq 386s
8.81

Compaq 386/16

D

CPU

ri

•cumulatIve application

Disk

D

Video

D
E

Word processing

u

Scientific/engineering

Spreadsheet

El

D

Database

Compiler

index Graphs are based on indexes at left and show relative performance All tests were done without an FPU

Figure 1: The Micro Express ME 386 and the Gateway 386, with 20-MHz 80386s, finished tops. Of systems with 16-MHz
80386s, the Zeos 386 Tower and the Data World 386 are on top. Fourteen systems finished higher on the benchmarks than a16MHz Compaq Deskpro. Compared to the Compaq 386s, all had ahigher CPU index, and half had ahigher application index.
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Company Information
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Blackship Trading Co.
385 Oyster Point Blvd., Suite # 10
South San Francisco, CA 94080
(415) 952-1994
Inquiry 898.

Micro 1
557 Howard St.
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 974-5439
Inquiry 908.

Bus Computer Systems
135 West 26th St.
New York, NY 10001
(212) 627-4485
Inquiry 899.

New PC Network
625 Academy Dr.
Northbrook, IL 60062
(312) 205-1300
Inquiry 909.

Club AT, Inc.
3401 West Warren Ave.
Fremont, CA 94589
(415) 683-6600
Inquiry 900.

Pacesetter Systems
7130 Fire Lane Rd.
Columbia, SC 29233
(803) 736-0673
Inquiry 910.

CompuAdd Corp.
12303-G Technology Blvd.
Austin, TX 78727
(800) 627-1967
Inquiry 901.

Spear Technology, Inc.
710A Landwehr Rd.
Northbrook, IL 60062
(312) 480-7300
Inquiry 911.

DataWorld, Inc.
3733 San Gabriel River Pkwy.
Pico Rivera, CA 90660
(213) 695-3777
Inquiry 902.

Suntronics Co., Inc.
12603 Crenshaw Blvd.
Hawthorne, CA 90250
(213) 644-1140
Inquiry 912.

Fortron Corp.
2380 Qume Dr., Suite F
San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 432-1191
Inquiry 903.

Uniq Technology, Inc.
1120 Stewart Ct., Suite G
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 736-7440
Inquiry 913.

Gateway 2000
P.O. Box 2414
Sioux City, IA 51107
(800) 233-8472
Inquiry 904.

Value Plus Distributing
900 Larkspur Landing Cir., # 165
Larkspur, CA 94939
(415)461-0811
Inquiry 914.

GCH Systems, Inc.
845 West Maude Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 733-2131
Inquiry 905.

VIPC Computers
384 Jackson St., Suite # 1
Hayward, CA 94544
(415) 881-1772
Inquiry 915.

Hertz Computer Corp.
325 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10016
(212) 684-4141
Inquiry 906.

Whole Earth Electronics
2990 Seventh St.
Berkeley, CA 94608
(415) 653-7758
Inquiry 916.

Micro Express
2114 South Grand Ave.
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 662-1973
Inquiry 907.

Zeos International
530 Fifth Ave. NW, Suite 1000
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612) 633-4591
Inquiry 917.
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gree angle, or motherboards installed so
close to the edge of the case that the
flange on the expansion cards wouldn't
fit in the slot. Not all terribly serious
problems, but they do indicate ageneral
lack of quality control in some of these
systems.
The Best for Less
Looking at these systems made us remember the true meaning of the word
"clone." At first look, none of them
stood out from the rest. With so many
common components and identical features, we thought picking the best would
be impossible. Luckily, afew of the systems shucked the " cheap" label and displayed an admirable mix of performance
and quality. A couple of the systems went
astep further, emerging as truly exceptional buys.
It's one thing to compare these systems to one another and find outstanding
performance; it's quite another to look at
them in reference to the rest of the 80386
arena and find the same thing. The systems we've rated highly here give good
account of themselves, even against
Compaq's big guns. In fact, all but six of
these machines finished higher on our
benchmarks than a similarly equipped
16- MHz Deskpro.
While none were able to touch the
overall performance of the Deskpro
386/20— with its high-speed enhancedsmall-device-interface disk drive controller and dedicated cache controller—
the top finishers were able to come much
closer than their prices would indicate.
And what of the 386s, Compaq's
80386SX-based machine? Every last one
of these review machines earned abetter
CPU index than the 1.86 assigned to the
386s.
Superior subsystems also became apparent. Our benchmarks demonstrate the
superiority of the AMI type motherboard: The three AMI systems and the
two very similar EV-3000A-equipped
systems made up half of the top 10, regardless of the other system parameters.
The AMI does, however, have significant drawbacks: A low memory ceiling
and alack of 80387 support will hamper
future upgrades. On the other side of the
coin, the common Micronics 08-002-201
motherboard was installed in systems accounting for 6 of the bottom 10. For a
full accounting of the performance indexes, see page 173.
Often, the choice in memories comes
down to a trade-off between size and
speed. The Hertz 386, though very slow,
does come with 2.5 megabytes of memcontinued

Insist
On The Best
Micronics
Motherboards

uality,
Performance
and Innovation
best describe our 80386
based board level product
line. Now with both AT and Baby size and
high speed CACHE memory.
Micronics is the leading supplier to OEMs,
VARs and Systems Integrators that require
the best in 80386 technology.
For adistributor near you, call
800 / 234-4386.

Circle 168 on Reader Service Card

Innovation
and
Performance

MICR NICS
COMPUTERS

INC.

C CoPrrigb1 1988 Micronics Comp:ten, Inc.
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Val THE INSIDE
eYOUR NEC COMPUTER
011 PRINTER.
"

NEC Customer Engineering and
its authorized dealers offer you the
highest quality service
because we know
your NEC equipment best. NEC
has awide range
of service options,
high quality parts, and comprehensive maintenance contracts. Call us, and fmd out about
the many ways NEC Information Systems takes
care of its own.
Service Excellence Through People, Pride and Professionalism's"'

1-800-325-5500

NEC

Computers For The Blind
Talking computers give blind and visually impaired
people access to electronic information. The question
is how and how much?
The answers can be found in "The Second Beginner's
Guide to Personal Computers for the Blind and Visually Impaired" published by the National Braille Press.
This comprehensive book contains aBuyer's Guide
to talking microcomputers and large print display
processors. More importantly it includes reviews,
written by blind users, of software that works with
speech.
Send orders to:

National Braille Press Inc., 88 St. Stephen Street
Boston, MA 02115, (617) 266-6160
NB!' is anonprofit braille printing and publishing house.
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ory. The Hertz was able to run memoryhungry OS/2 as configured, a trait
shared only by the EasyData 386 and the
VIPC Micro 386. Our test for OS/2 compatibility was a simple one, running
three simultaneous processes from
Microsoft's OS/2 demonstration disk.
No times were recorded. We did have
some video problems when running
OS/2 on the VIPC, and we could not get
it to run successfully using the on-board
EGA. The company assured us that it had
no problems running OS/2 on similar
units, and we did get it to work using an
external Hercules card.
All manufacturers claim Windows/
386 compatibility. We were unable to test
this, though, because Windows/386 version 2.0 does not include a Hercules
driver, and version 2.1 was not shipping
as of press time.
Beyond the raw benchmark results, we
looked at many factors when evaluating
these systems. We considered the apparent quality of the overall product, the
performance of the subsystems, the general look and feel, and the reliability of
operations. Even so, it is hard to ignore
the impressive performance of the Micro
Express ME 386 on our benchmarks. It
not only excelled on our low-level tests,
especially the CPU index, but it also
blazed by the other machines when converting that low-level capability to practical applications. Churning along at 20
MHz, it posted an application index of
11.54, good enough for top honors.
However, when evaluating the whole
package, the Gateway 386 surpasses all
the others. Coming in aclose second on
our application index, the Gateway delivers speed without sacrificing features: a
16-MHz chip running at 20 MHz, 60-ns
RAM, a 1.44-megabyte 31
/2
inch floppy
disk drive to accompany the standard
1.2- megabyte 5 %- inch floppy disk
drive, an extra serial port and a game
port, DOS 3.30 with GWBAS1C, and
sockets for both the 80287 and the 80387
coprocessors. The system ran without a
glitch, although we would prefer to see a
true 20-MHz chip under the hood. We
were truly surprised to see asystem of
this caliber selling for less than $3000.
It's a testament to the state of the
80386 market. You don't have to wait for
the unveiling of the 80486 or for prices to
drop on the hybrid 80386SX to get an
80386 at areasonable price. The shakeout has arrived. The clones are here. And
they can get the job done. •
Steve Apiki and Stanford Diehl are testing
editors for the BYTE Lab. They can be
reached on BIX as "apiki" and "sdiehl."

LOW

EQUITY I+

EQUITY II PLUS

•360K Floppy
•20 Meg Hard
•640K Ram
•Serial/Parallel
•Monochrome
•Monochrome
•MS DOS
•GW Basic

PRICE

Disk
Port
Card
Monitor

$1295

•1.2 Meg Floppy
•40 Meg Hard Disk
•640K Ram
•Serial/Parallel/C/C
•80286 CPU
•80286 CPU 6-8 12 MHz
•Monochrome Monitor
•1.2 MEG Floppy
•Graphic Card
•40 MEG Hard Disk
•MS DOS
•DOS 3.2 Mono Monitor
•GW Basic
In order to provide the best service,Card
& Graphic
EPSON EQUITY is
exclusively sold on location.

EQUITY Ill+

LEADER
SINCE 1983

$2195

WE STOCK

CITIZEN
OKIDATA
EVEREX

= r.....:-. ==
— ...= 7 -

PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2
PS/2

2595
3795

ARCHE RIVAL 386
$2995

249

Lotus 1-2-3
dBase III +

AND MANY, MANY MORE!

297
385

AST
AST
AST
AST

386 model
286 model
286 model
286 model
CARD &

Toshiba 3200-40
Toshiba 3100-20
Toshiba 1000
NEC Multispeed
NEC Multispeed EL
EPSON LT

AMDEK
HAYES
SAMSUNG
CALCOMP

3695
Call
Call
1395
1595
Call

PC MOUSE
MICROSOFT MICE
LOGITECH
MITSUBISHI

IRWIN & ARCHIVE
TAPE BACK
TAXAN

EPSON®

PRINTERS

Epson
Epson
Epson
Epson
Epson

FX850/1050 ...$379/535
LQ850/1050 ...$559/785
LQ500/2500 .. $359/895
LX800/EX800 ..$199/445
L02550
$970

CITIZEN
PRINTER

AST

239

Word Perfect 5.0

1775
2595
3395
4100
4595

Microsoft Mouse ...$ 109
Microsoft Excel $309
Aldus Pagemaker $479

SOFTWARE

Microsoft Word

30/20 meg
50/20 meg
60/40 meg
60/71 meg
80/40 meg
MONITOR EXTRA

SCall

P-TOP

i

SPECIALS
of the Month

Macintosh
Mac-SE/20 Meg
Mac- 11/40 Meg

model
model
model
model
model

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
SONY
ACER
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS

TOSHIBA
NEC
WYSE
HITACHI

10/20 MHz, 1.2 floppy, 2MB RAM
Monochrome

Everex

„

6495
2395
4195
5650
4195

$Cail for
your
configuration

Step 386-20 MHz & 16 MHz
256K cache of very high speed RAM
2Meg RAM, expandable to 16 Meg
S/P, C/C
Enhanced keyboard
1.2 MB floppy
DOS/BASIC

._. _
_

1"0117PAa
386 130 meg/20 MHz
286 40 meg
386 40 meg/16 MHz
386 60 meg/20 MHz
Portable III 40 meg/12 MHz
CARD & MONITOR EXTRA

Everex
Step 286 - 12 & 16 MHz
1Meg RAM
Set up utility in ROM
SIP, C/C
Enhanced keyboard
1.2 MB floppy
DOS/BASIC

340
4395
80
1695
120
Call
140
2695
MONITOR EXTRA

180D/15E

MSP40/45
MSP50/55

Tribute 124/224
Overture Lazer

$179/385
$299/439
$399/509
$529/679
$1459

HP LASER Jet II .$1750

WE ACCEPT LC, CASHIER CHECKS, MONEY ORDERS, VISA, MC, AmEx
3% charge on VISA, MC & 5% on American Express

COMPUTER LANE
HOURS:
M-S9-6
CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME
CALL FOR VOLUME DISCOUNTS
CONSULTANTS CALL FOR PRICING
Circle 67 on Reader Service Card

1-800-526-3482 (
outside cA)

22107 ROSCOE BLVD.
CANOGA PARK

(818) 884-8253 (FAX)

CA 91304

(
818) 884-8644 (In CA)

Prices subject to change without notice

1
/
2BLOCK W. OF TOPANGA

Compaq is a Registered Trademark of Compaq
IBM is aRegistered Trademark of International Business Machines
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CSystems

1800 669 9933

Serving Computer Buyers For
Eight Years

PANASONIC
KXP1091I

Para Asistirle En Espanol
Llame Al Tel 1-800-842-1777

SAMSUNG

LOGITECH

Printer

12" Flat Amber
Monitor

C7 Mouse
W/Plus Software

$199

$82

$68

:RIES
CopyI1PC Brd Deluxe
Masterpiece +

ACCOUNTING

MICi
$ 99
95

Logitech
MS Bus Mouse

$

( is

MODEMS

SCSystems
Series 88
XT Computer
Slide Case Top w/upfront
keylock. turbo button/led.
reset button. 150 watt power
supply, 360K drive. 47710MHz. 640K. Phoenix Bios,
AT style keyboard, Limited
one year warranty.

$565
AST Premium/286
Model 120
Model 80
Model 140X

$2279
1629
2479

BOARDS
AST Adv Prem lmb
AST 6Pac Prem 1mb
AST Sixpac
Hercules Grph +

$ Call
525
115
182

EGA BOARDS
AT! EGAWonder
Genoa SuperHiRes+
Orchid Designer
Paradise 480
Paradise VGA +XT
Paradise VGA Prof
Vega VGA

$ 175
195
Call
Call
Call
385
269

EGA MONITORS
Princeton U/Sync
NEC Multisync 2
Samsung

$ 529
589
359

HARD DRIVES
Seagate 125 w/cont
Seagate 138 w/cont
Seagate 30MB w/cont
Seagate 20MB w/cont

$ 321
411
294
269

Hayes 1200
Hayes 1200B
Incomm RPC1200
Incomm RPC2400
Incomm 11200
Incomm T2400
Incomm T2400EC

$ Call
Call
62
147
76
167
224

$ 145
Call
215
82

3COM
3C503 ELink II
3C523 ELink/MC

$ 31:,
132

$ Call
199
319
285

C.Itoh
ProWriter C715

925

NEC
P2200

Call

Okidata
('all on all models.

Carbon Copy Plus
CrossTalk XVI
CrossTalk MK 4
PC Anywhere 3
SmartCom II

$ 106
89
115
98
82

Clipper
Data Perfect
DBa.se III
DBXL Diamond
Fox Base +
Paradox 2.0
Q and A
Relate & Report

$ Call
282
375
109
190
430
188
100

DESKTOP PUBLISHERS
$ Call
70
495

GRAPHICS
Chartrnaster
Generic Cad 3.0
Harvard Graphics
Printshop
Sign master

$ 199
51
272
33
Call

No Charge for
Mastercard or Visa

Panasonic
1080I/M2
1091I/M2
10921

164
199
Call

Star
NX-1000
NX-1000 Color
NX-15

179
234
Call

Toshiba
321SL
341SL
351SX

54
110
95
117

COMMUNICATION

Pagemaker 3.0
PFS First Pub. 2.0
Ventura

PRINTERS
Citizen
120D
180D
MSP-15E
MSP-40

$

DATABASE

MONITORS
Amdek 410
Princeton MAX15
Samsung RGB
Samsung Amber

DacEasy 3.0
DacEasy Bonus 3.0
Dollars & Sense
Managing Your $

INTEGRATED

500
674
1005

Ability Plus
First Choice

$ 139
87

LANGUAGES
MS QuickBasic
MS Quick C
Turbo Basic
Turbo C
Turbo Prolog 2.0

$ 60
60
59
59
89

SPREADSHEETS
Lotus 123
Quattro
Surpass
VP Planner Plus

$ Call
Call
329
87

UTILITIES
Copyll PC
Desqview
Duet
Fastback Plus
Formtool
Mace
Norton Advanced
Norton Commander 2.0
PC Tools Deluxe
Sidekick Plus
Sideways Print

18
71
48
88
52
48
72
43
36
117
39

WORD PROCESSING
Rightwriter
Sprint
Word Perfect 5.0
Wordstar 2000
XY III Plus
(mina

$

49
117
219
Call
275

VISA

Call For Items Not Listed

SC Systems
205 S. 29th St., Phoenix, AZ 85031
Order Line 800-669-9933

Espanol 800-842-1777

Status Line 602-275-1395

FAX No. 602-273-0043

Order Line for Europe & Mexico 602-275-1395

TERMS: No charge for Visa or Mastercard. We do not charge your card UNTIL WE SHIP your order. Manufacturers warranty applies in all cases, all warranties are
handled by the manufacturers. We accept Purchase Orders from authorized companies only, for 3.5% above cash price. No COD orders. No refund on opened software.
All prices are subject to change. Allow 14 days for personal/company checks. Arizona orders add 6.7% tax. Add 2% for shipping plus $2.00 for handling ($4.00
minimum). Please call for shipping charges on all Canada and International orders. We do not guarantee compatibility. All returns are subject to a20% restocking fee.
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SYSTEM REVIEW

Bucking
the System
VGA monochrome monitor and a 28millisecond 40-megabyte hard disk drive
for $4099. My review unit included 2
megabytes of RAM, a 20-MHz 80387
coprocessor, a 1.44-megabyte 31
/2
inch
floppy disk drive, a 90-megabyte enhanced-small-device-interface ( ESDI)
hard disk drive, and a high-resolution
VGA color monitor. This brought the
grand total for my system to $7000.

Dell's System 310
proves that top-notch
performance doesn't
have to come at
top- shelf prices
John Unger

Performance Credentials
A Chips & Technologies 20-MHz 80386
chip set underlies the System 310's basic
design. These components, integrated
with aconcurrent bus architecture and
high-speed cache and main memory,
form the framework of the Dell System
310. You can set the 20-MHz 80386 CPU
to switch to 8 or 4.77 MHz when you
press the Control, Alt, and backslash
keys. The system's expansion bus runs
independently of the CPU's clock speed
at aconsistent 8MHz. The motherboard
also has one 32-bit memory slot, six 16bit AT slots, two 8-bit PC slots, and a
socket for a 20-MHz 80387 math coprocessor.
Memory access has been optimized in
aking a 20- MHz 80386two ways. The system's concurrent bus
based microcomputer run at
architecture allows the system bus to be
its maximum potential reeffectively decoupled from the processor
quires more than a20-MHz
bus. The CPU can then execute instrucCPU: The entire suite of hardware comtions while the system bus is running diponents has to interact efficiently. Such
optimized performance was obviously a rect memory access ( DMA) cycles,
thereby speeding up operations such as
prime consideration when Dell's engidisk and memory data transfers. The
neers designed the System 310.
System 310 also incorporates an Intel
The System 310 is asolid, high-per82385 cache memory controller and 32K
formance 80386 computer that's aprime
bytes of high-speed, 35- nanosecond
contender for the title of fastest 20-MHz
static RAM (SRAM), like the Compaq
80386 machine. But that's not all; the
Deskpro 386/20, the ALR FlexCache
machine's excellent performance comes
20386, and other high-performance
at aprice that's well below that of compa80386 machines.
rable systems.
The main purpose of the cache is to
The System 310 is available in avariprovide afast access buffer of SRAM beety of models that share the same basic
hardware. Each has a20-MHz CPU, 1 tween the processor and the slower, normal dynamic RAM that makes up the
megabyte of RAM, a1.2-megabyte 5'4computer's main memory. The cache
inch floppy disk drive, and aVGA card.
continued
The entry-level model also includes a

M
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Dell System 310
Company
Dell Computer Corp.
9505 Arboretum Blvd.
Austin, TX 78759
(800) 426-5150
Components
Processor: 20- MHz 32- bit Intel 80386
with zero wait states, switchable to 8or
4.77 MHz; socket for 20- MHz 80387
coprocessor
Memory: 1megabyte of 80-ns RAM,
expandable to 2megabytes on system
board (maximum system memory is 16
megabytes); Intel 82385 cache controller
with 32K bytes of 35-ns SRAM; Phoenix
80386 ROM BIOS Plus, version 1.1009
Mass storage: One 1.2-megabyte 51/
4inch floppy disk drive; 40-megabyte ATtype or 90-, 150-, or 322- megabyte
ESDI hard disk drive
Display: Monochrome, EGA, VGA
color, VGA Plus color, or VGA
monochrome monitor
Keyboard: 101- key IBM
Enhanced- style keyboard
I/O interfaces: Two RS-232C serial
ports with DB-9 connectors; DB-25
parallel port; one 32- bit memoryexpansion slot, six 16- bit slots, and two
8- bit slots
Size
61
/
4 x21% x17 1
2 inches; 45 pounds
/
Software
Microsoft MS-DOS 3.30 and custom
utilities; Microsoft GWBASIC 3.22;
Microsoft Windows/386
Options
1- megabyte SIMM upgrade: $899.95
Dell memory-expansion board with
2megabytes: $ 1799.99
20- MHz 80387 math coprocessor:
$799.95
40- megabyte internal tape backup unit:
$399.95
1.44- megabyte 31/
2inch floppy disk
drive: $ 199.95
Documentation
167- page System 310 Owner's Manual;
77- page MS-DOS 3.30 Enhancement
Guide; 475- page MS-DOS 3.30 User's
Reference; 425- page Microsoft GWBASIC
Interpreter User's Reference
Price
Base system (with one 1.2- megabyte
51
/4
inch floppy disk drive, 40megabyte hard disk drive, and VGA
monochrome display): $4099
System with 322- megabyte ESDI hard
disk drive and VGA Plus color
display: $ 7699
System as reviewed: $ 7000
Inquiry 883.
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controller holds what it thinks are the
next 32K bytes of instructions and/or
data the CPU needs and lets the CPU run
with no wait states. The chip does more
than simply control the high-speed
SRAM cache, though. It also figures out
when to load new data into the cache, and
it determines which parts of RAM are
mapped directly to the video display and
shouldn't be put into the cache.
Idon't want to give the impression that
the System 310's main memory is slow;
it's not. Dell uses 80-ns RAM chips on
the motherboard, which has eight connectors for special single in-line memory
modules (SIMMs) that each hold 256K
bytes of RAM. (The system comes with 1
megabyte of RAM that takes up four of
these slots.) You can also add memory to
the system by mounting aDell memory
card fitted with 80-ns memory chips into
aproprietary 32-bit expansion bus. Finally, you can use standard AT-type
memory cards in the 16-bit expansion
slots. If you decide to add RAM to the
system by using the Dell bus, however,
you won't have enough room to add a
full-length expansion card in the 8-bit
slot at the left-hand edge of the computer.
The maximum configuration for system
memory is 16 megabytes.
To make the most of the increased
memory-access performance that the
system's interleaved memory provides,
you have to install an additional 1megabyte of RAM on the system board. Also,
if you install aproprietary 32-bit memory-expansion card, you must add another megabyte to the standard 1megabyte to achieve the full benefits of
interleaved memory. After adding 4
megabytes of RAM to the motherboard
and the 32-bit bus, you can install an additional 12 megabytes of RAM by using
Lotus/Intel/Microsoft Expanded Memory Specification memory cards in the
16-bit AT-compatible expansion slots.
You also have the option of copying the
system BIOS from ROM to a special
write-protected area of RAM located
above the 640K-byte partition. The BIOS
ROM and RAM have identical memory
addresses. A similar option for the BIOS
of an EGA or VGA speeds system and
video display performance. You can
make these options part of the system's
setup program so that they take effect
when you boot the system. This feature
may be incompatible with future releases
of DOS or OS/2, however, so Dell made
it an option in the setup program.
Speaking of Speed
There's only one way to describe the performance of a microcomputer like the

System 310: It flies. The machine has all
the hardware and design potential to
make it as fast as or faster than any other
20-MHz 80386 system that BYTE has
tested. The Dell machine has a slight
edge over the Compaq 386/20 in that it
uses 80-ns RAM for its interleaved memory while the Compaq uses 100-ns chips,
and the Dell can store the instructions
from its operating- system BIOS and
video ROM chips in RAM for faster
access.
The System 310 outperforms the IBM
PS/2 Model 80 in all BYTE's benchmarks. It enjoys aslight advantage over
the Compaq 386/20 in most of the tests
and is in adead heat with the ALR FlexCache 20386. The comparative benchmark tests show little difference between
these three computers in terms of overall
performance, so other factors such as
price, service, or expandability may be
the distinguishing factors.
Sometimes increased performance
comes at the expense of software incompatibility. However, Ihad no trouble running WordPerfect 4.2 and 5.0; BRIEF
2.1; Turbo C 1.5; Quattro 1.0; Dan
BricKLin's Demo II 1.0; and Microsoft
C 5.1. The system also ran through the
application benchmark suite without a
hitch.
While my review machine had an 8-bit
VGA board, Dell says that the System
310 will be shipping with 16-bit boards
by the time you read this. This is likely to
change the video- and graphics-oriented
benchmarks.
Expansion Options
Physically, the System 310 closely resembles other large MS-DOS microcomputers. It has a200-watt power supply,
and the front right corner has room for
three half-height drives. Only the top
two spaces are suitable for floppy disk
drives or atape backup unit, though; the
bottom space is suitable only for ahard
disk drive because the front case covers
most of it. My system's Mitsubishi 1.2megabyte 5 'A-inch floppy disk drive and
Sony 1.44-megabyte 31
/2
inch floppy
disk drive fit into the top two slots.
To the left of these slots is another
storage bay that can accommodate either
two half-height hard disk drives or asingle full-height hard disk drive. The front
case completely covers these slots. The
review system's Control Data Corp. halfheight 90-megabyte ESDI hard disk drive
was mounted in the bottom of this storage
bay.
The system includes eight expansion
slots. Six of them use the 16-bit IBM PC
continued

Dell System 310
Dell System 310

APPLICATION- LEVEL PERFORMANCE
WORD PROCESSING
XyWrite III+ 3.52
Load ( large)
Word count
Search/replace
End of document
Block moves
Spelling check
Microsoft Word 4.0
Forward delete
Aldus PageMaker 1.0a
Load document
Change/Bold
Align right
Cut 10 pages
Place graphic
Print to file

Medium
Large
N/A
10
02 : 16
04 : 18
:01 : 10
:08 : 08
:07 : 47
:10
:07
:19
:15
:13
:04
1:31
3.45

7 Index:
SPREADSHEET
Lotus 1-2-3 2.01
Block copy
Recalc
Load Monte Carlo
Recalc Monte Carlo
Load rlarge3
Recalc rlarge3
Recalc Goal- seek
Microsoft Excel 2.0
Fill right
Undo fill
Recalc
Load rlarge3
Recalc rlarge3

:04
1:28
:02
:17
01

D Index:

3.58

02
:01
:09
:04
:02
:01
:02

DATABASE
dBASE Ill+ 1.1
Copy
Index
List
Append
Delete
Pack
Count
Sort

:49
:05
1:03
1:32
:01
1:18
:03
:51

D Index:

2.84

SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERING
AutoCAD 2.52
Load SoftWest
Regen SoftWest
Load StPauls
Regen StPauls
Hide/redraw
STATA 1.5
Graphics
ANOVA
MathCAD 2.0
IFS 800 pts.
FFT/IFFT 1024 pts.

18.2*

Compaq 386/20

17.9

IBM PS/2 Model 80-111

13.2

IBM PC AT

5

8.2

:34
:27
:07
:05
8:37
Word
Processing

:16
:10

D

:11
:11

Spreadsheet

O Index:

4.98

Database

COMPILERS
Microsoft C 5.0
XLisp compile
Turbo Pascal 4.0
Pascal Scompile

304

Scientific/
Engineering

CI Index:

3.41

1:3

D

03

Compilers
•
Cumulative applications index. G-aphs are
based on indexes at left and show relative
performance.

All times are in minutes:seconds. Indexes show relative performance; for all indexes, an 8- MHz IBM PC AT 1.

Dell System 310

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE'
CPU
Matrix
String Move
Byte- wide
Word- wide
Odd-bnd.
Even-bnd.
Doubleword-wide
Odd-bnd.
Even-bnd,
Sieve
Sort
D Index:
FLOATING POINT
Math
Error 2
Sine(x)
Error
ex
Error
O Index:

3.30
21.48
29.10
10.75
21.03
5.38
17.78
13 34
3.91

6.08
0.00E+00
2.01
2.00E-09
2.23
1.00E-09

DISK I/O
Hard Seeks
Outer track
Inner track
Half platter
Full platter
Average
DOS Seek
1- sector
32-sector
File I/04
Seek
Read
Write
1-megabyte
Write
Read
111 Index:

3.33
3.33
6.67
9.96
5.82
7.42
19.25
0.09
0.05
0.80
3.09
2.94
3.21

O Index:

Compaq 386/20
3.92
3.90
3.77
3.75
N/A

IBM PS/2 Model 80-111

IBM PC AT

1.46
1.49
1.54
3.42
3.68
N/A
3.68
3.81
1.50
N/A

1••••••01

2.45

8.38

N/A- Not supported by graphics adapter.
All times are in seconds. Figures were generated using the 8088/8086 and
80386 version ( 1.1) of Small-C.
The errors for the floating-point benchmarks indicate the difference between
expected and actual values, correct to 10 digits or rounded to 2digits.
Times reported by the Hard Seek and DOS Seek are for multiple seek
operations (number of seeks performed currently set to 100).
Read and write times for the File I/O benchmarks are in seconds per 64K bytes.
For the Livermore Loops and Dhrystone tests only, higher numbers mean faster
performance.

2

VIDEO
Text
Mode 0
Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3
Mode 7
Graphics
CGA:
Mode 4
Mode 5
Mode 6
EGA:
Mode 13
Mode 14
Mode 15
Mode 16
VGA:
Mode 18
Mode 19
Hercules

CPU
CONVENTIONAL
BENCHMARKS
LINPACK
Livermore Loops ,
(M FLOPS)
Dhrystone (MS C 5.0)
(Dhry/sec)

FPU
170.27
0.16

Disk I/O

6596.00

Video

For afull description of all the benchmarks, see " Introauang the New BYTE Benchmarks," June BYTE.
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1-500'

The bad news is, this is aquiz.
The good news is, we're going to
make it easy.
All three of these 24- pin dot
matrix printers are versatile, rugged office-quality printers. They all
provide avariety of type styles and
compatibility with most popular
software. But there's only one Top
Dot. And all the clues you need
to find it are right here in this ad.
Top Dot's high performance
features include combined letter-

quality text and graphics, color
printing, and asizzling 480 cps
draft speed.

SelectDial puts total printer control at your
fingertips.

Aunique Select-Dialn' feature
gives Top Dot effortless, fingertip
control. And plug-in Intelli-Cardr
provide instant software upgrades.
Top Dot's $1085 price is a
remarkable $400 below comparable printers. Even more remarkably,
it includes toll- free hotline support,
a2-year warranty, an unheard-of
full year of on-site service, and for
$25, aQuick-Start kit packed with
$150 worth of supplies, software,
documentation and more.

Epson is aregistered trademark of Seiko Epson Corporation. Acce1-5011 Select-Dial and 11)14111-Card are trademarks« Advanced Matrix Technology. Inc. elg88 Advanced Matrix Technology. Inc.
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And only Top Dot is available in
your choice of finish: Executive
Black or traditional Ivory.
You have to visit adealer to buy
two of the printers 00 this page.
But you can get Top Dot delivered
to your door by UPS.®
Just call 1-800-637-7878, correctly identify the Top Dot, and

BUCKING THE SYSTEM

AT-type bus, and the other two use the
8-bit IBM PC bus. The half-length VGA
card on my machine occupied one 8-bit
slot, and aWestern Digital 1007 ESDI
controller disk resided in one 16-bit slot.
The latter uses a1-to- 1interleave and has
a data transfer rate of 651K bytes per
second. It includes cabling for two floppy disk drives and two hard disk drives
and has power supply connectors for four
disk drives.
The System 310 has three standard
display options: VGA monochrome,
standard VGA, and VGA Plus. All use
the same VGA card and differ only in the
type of monitor included. Monochrome
and EGA displays are also available.
Paradise makes the principal verylarge-scale-integration chip on the VGA
display adapter. My review unit came
with a 14- inch Mitsubishi VGA Plus
monitor, which has a 0.31-millimeter
dot pitch. This adapter/monitor combination gives crisp color graphics at up to
640 by 480 pixels in 16 colors and provides high-quality text. By contrast, the
standard VGA color monitor offers similar resolution, but at adot pitch of 0.42
mm. The monochrome monitor displays
16 shades of gray at 640 by 480 pixels.
Unlike IBM's PS/2 computers, the System 310's display chips are on expansion
boards, not on the motherboard.
My one complaint about the Dell System 310's hardware is that it's noisy. The
cooling fan was louder than that in any
other system I've seen, and a highpitched tone emanated from somewhere
within the depths of the hardware.
My machine worked fine during my
evaluation, but it failed to boot during
testing in the BYTE Lab. Calls to Dell
revealed that the machine had adefective
ROM BIOS (version 1.10 08). Two new
ROM chips (version 1.10 09) failed to
solve the problem, however. Dell then
sent a new motherboard with the new
BIOS installed, and the System 310
worked fine. The company says that all
machines it has shipped to customers
have the newer BIOS chips.

COWIRLSO\ CHART
\\IT

I.; () son

Print spew
(12cpi)
Draft Mode
Memo Mode
LO Mode

\cce1-50(1

1.1)-250(l P35I tiX

Toshiba

480 cps
200 cps
80 cps

324 cps
N/A
90 cps

300 cps
N/A
100 cps

Plug-in fonts

card

card

cartridge

Color printing

standard

N/A

optional t

Warranty

24 mo

18 mo

18 mo

On-site service

1yr

N/A

N/A

Price

$1085

Starter Kit

$25

$1449 ti $1499 It
N/A

N/A

1
$239 tt nentilaHurer:s suggested list price

we'll ship it to you. FREE.* If after
30 days. the Top Dot hasn't become
indispensable to your office, just
send it back. Otherwise, do nothing.
We'll charge $ 1085 to your credit
card or bill you against your purchase order. That's all there is to it.
And if you're still not sure of the
answer. don't worry. Our operators
will give you three chances to get
it right.

A1.11.rderes

Quick-Start Kit contains supplies, cable, satware, documentation—nen transparency
materials. .
1 $150 value for only $25 with
Top Dot.

ACCEL-500
1-800-637-7878
œ

VISA

Ventura Peripherals
100 Rancho Road, Suite 27
Thousand Oaks, California 91362
•Offer subject to alailabilit and erica approval

TM

Finishing Touches
In addition to MS-DOS 3.30, Dell includes 15 enhanced utility programs that
make the operating system easier to
manage.
The utilities are more useful and easier to use than ahandful of similar public
domain or even commercial software
programs because of the uniformity in
command-line argument syntax and the
similarity of their help screens.
The System 310 includes Microsoft
MS-DOS and GWBASIC manuals and an

owner's manual that gives clear, liberally illustrated instructions on setting up
the system. Dell also bundles Microsoft's Windows/386 software with the
System 310.
Dell sells its computers by mail order
only and has atoll-free number for technical assistance. The support technicians
Ispoke with were knowledgeable and responded to my questions quickly. As part
of Dell's 1-year warranty, Honeywell
Bull provides on-site service for customers who live within 100 miles of one of
Honeywell's 180 customer-service dispatch offices, and you can extend the service contract for up to 4years.
A Dollar Saved
Compared to the Compaq Deskpro
386/20 and the ALR FlexCache 20386,
the System 310 is abetter value. My review unit, at $7000, is about $6000 less
than a comparably configured 386/20.
Substitute a 150-megabyte ESDI hard
disk drive and, at $7598, the System 310
is some $ 2000 less than a similarly
equipped FlexCache.
The only drawbacks to the System 310
were its noisy fan and the limitations on
its expansion bay configuration. You can
access only two of the five expansion
bays from the front of the case, so you
can't install two floppy drives and an internal tape backup unit, for example.
Do you need the kind of performance
this computer delivers? For many users,
the answer will be no. A zero-wait-state
80286 machine with a 12- or 16-MHz
CPU will give you most of the qualitative
"feel" of speed and instant response that
the System 310 gives when running applications such as a word processor or
spreadsheet.
But others need to stay at the leading
edge of hardware and software development. A high-performance 80386 is anecessity if you want to be able to move
quickly into all the generations of OS/2
as they develop or to run Unix on a
microcomputer that's powerful enough
to let this operating system work as it
should.
For such users, the System 310 has
much to recommend it. It exhibits flawless high performance, its hardware design and components are among the best
available, and it's priced right. For my
money, the System 310 is the system to
beat. •
John Unger is ageophysicist for the U.S.
government and lives in Hamilton, Virginia. He writes graphics software and
uses computers to study the earth's crust.
He can be reached on BIX as "junger."
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HARD DRIVES
&9 Seagate
40Mb
ST251

Includes drive, AT mounting hardware & " Disk Manager" partitioning software

Day " Worry- Free"
Guarantee
If for any reason , you are
not completely satisfied
with any product, simply
return it for aprompt and

40Mb ST251 $
PC/XT KIT

$244

Seagate 150Mb KIT

$788

369

Includes drive, controller, cables,
How-To manual, mounting
hardware & partitioning software.

Drives and Kits are

Complete PC/XT KIT
Complete PC/XT KIT includes $
drive, controller, cables, How-To
manual & mounting hardware.

available for All

269

Complete kit includes drive, cables, Perstor
ADRT controller. How-To Manual, mounting
hardware and -Disk Manager* partitioning
software. Full Height. 28ms access time.

We carry the entire
Seagate product line
including 3.5" drives

Macintosh Drives

PS/2 models!

Card Drive

Hard Cards
Card Drive 20S

Complete PC/XT KIT includes
drive, controller, cables, How-To
manual & mounting hardware.

courteous refund!

$319

Also available for XT

20Mb ST225 KIT

40ms

Internal drive kits are now available for
Macintosh SE and II as well as external
kits for Macintosh Plus!

Call for pricing!

65Mb ST277R
40ms access • Half Height
Autoparking heads

'This drive requires an RLL controller

379

$319

Card Drive 30S

40ms

$349

Includes drive, mounting hardware &
"Disk Manager" partitioning software

Card Drive 50S

40ms

$499

High Speed 40Mb
Seagate ST251-1

-- Features -•Available for most Tandy models
•Quality engineered for reliability
•Super easy installation & setup
•ONE YEAR Warranty
•Auto park heads

Help is just aphone
call away with our
Technical Assistance
Department!

These Card Drives use quality Seagate Hard Drives

28ms access • Half height • Auto parking heads
Also available for XT

Includes drive, AT mounting hardware &
"Disk Manager" partitioning software

No Surcharge for Visa or MasterCard Orders
Hours: 8am to 7pm Monday - Friday, 12pm to 5pm Sat. MST
International Orders call: (602) 784-1038

;
..
IEHARD
DRIVES
..
..
a
.. International

....
.. ,n

IDN Company

in

Toll Free Customer Service (800) 541-8387

(800) 234- DISK
J

VISA

MostorCotet1

C-4

.131
MI=
1208 E. Broadway Road # 110 • Tempe, AZ 85282

(602) 784-1038 FAX: (602) 829-9193

Prices and availability subject to change without notice. All items are NEW with manufacture?' warranty. 5% surcharge for American Express and COD orders. P.O.', accepted NET 10 - subject to 9%
surcharge. Add $ 10 shipping for APO/FPO orders. 30 Day Guarantee conditions: shipping dr handling charge is not refundable; product must be in original condition.
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SYSTEM REVIEW

The Odd
Couple
view unit also came with an internal
1200-bit-per-second modem. As outfitted, this machine costs $3767.
The Amstrad PPC640, designed in the
U.K., is hardly traditional. It features an
unusual case design. It has afull-width,
IBM PC AT Enhanced-style keyboard
and a6%- by 43
/4
inch supertwist LCD
screen, and it runs on 10 C-cell batteries.
The system has an 8086 CPU running at
8MHz, 640K bytes of RAM, dual 720Kbyte 31
/2
inch floppy disk drives, and an
internal 2400-bps modem. This is alarge
machine, too wide and too long to fit on a
lap—and even if it would fit, the keyboard is hinged in such away as to make
laptop use impossible. It is primarily designed as aportable for desktop use. This
computer will run you $ 1199.
There are some similarities between
the two machines, though. Both are compatible with the IBM PC XT. They both
use 31
/2
inch floppy disk drives. Finally,
they both let you use an external monitor
so that you can avoid eyestrain in the
office.

The Amstrad PPC640
and Epson Equity LT
portables have
little in common
Wayne Rash Jr.

The Amstrad PPC640 ( left)
and Epson Equity IT ( right).

T

here could hardly be a greater
contrast between the Amstrad
PPC640 and the Epson Equity
LT. The PPC640 is so large that
it will fit on no lap of which I'm aware,
and it has dual floppy disk drives. The
Equity LT, which will fit on alap, has a
floppy disk drive and a 20-megabyte
hard disk drive.
The Equity LT is by far the more traditional of the two machines. It closely resembles other laptops, such as the NEC
MultiSpeed HD (June BYTE). The Equity LT features aV30 CMOS processor
running at 10 MHz and 640K bytes of
RAM. My review unit of the Epson Equity LT had a9%- by 41
/2
inch backlit, supertwist, liquid crystal display (LCD)
screen with blue characters on a silver
background. It also had an internal 20megabyte hard disk drive and a 720Kbyte 31
/2
inch floppy disk drive. The re-

The Epson Equity LT
If you're planning to use a computer
while traveling, the Equity LT's design
makes it agood choice. With the backlit
LCD screen and the hard disk drive, it's
convenient to use on an airplane or in an
office. The relatively light weight and
slim profile make it easy to carry.
The Equity LT's screen swings up to
reveal amodified version of the AT's Enhanced keyboard. The Caps Lock key is
located next to the A, and the Control
keys are on the lower corners of the keyboard. Across the top of the keyboard is a
string of 10 function keys, rather than the
12 found on other versions of the Enhanced keyboard.
A full numeric keypad is just to the
right of the alphabetic keys. Above that
are abank of LEDs and atiny door that
covers a group of switches. The LEDs
monitor such things as battery condition
continued
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THE ODD COUPLE

Epson Equity LT

Amstrad PPC640
Company
Amstrad, Inc.
1915 Westridge Dr.
Irving, TX 75038
(800) 237-3116
(214) 518-0668

Company
Epson America, Inc.
2780 Lomita Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505
(800) 922-8911

Components
Processor: 8086 running at 8MHz;
socket for optional 8087-2 math
coprocessor
Memory: 640K bytes of RAM
Mass storage: Two 720K- byte 31/
2inch
floppy disk drives
Display: CGA or monochrome on
internal LCD or external monitor
Keyboard: 101- key full-size Enhancedstyle layout
I/O interfaces: One parallel port; one
serial port; RGB video connector
Other: 2400- bps Hayes- compatible
modem

Components
Processor: NEC V30 running at 4.77 or
10 MHz
Memory: 640K bytes of RAM
Mass storage: 720K- byte 31/
2inch
floppy disk drive; 20- megabyte 31/
2inch
hard disk drive
Display: CGA on internal backlit LCD or
external monitor
Keyboard: 85- key modified Enhancedstyle layout
I/O interfaces: One serial port; one
parallel port (configurable as external
floppy disk drive port); RGB video
connector; proprietary expansion bus for
modem card or memory expansion

Size
19 1/
2 x 16 1
/
2 x 4inches (open); 12
pounds

Size
13 1/
2 x 12 1
/
4 x 31
/
4 inches; 14 1
/
5
pounds

Software
MS-DOS 3.3; SoftKlone Mirror II; PPC
Organizer

Software
MS-DOS 3.2; GWBASIC 3.2; Xtree disk
management utility

Options
None

Options
Supertwist LCD screen: $299
Backlit LCD screen: $499
1200- bps modem: $299
Carrying case: $49
Cigarette lighter adapter: $29

Documentation
354- page Amstrad Portable PPC, 29page PPC Organizer Software
Price
PPC512 (with 512K bytes of RAM and
one floppy disk drive): $899
PPC512 (with 512K bytes of RAM and
two floppy disk drives): $999
PPC640 (with 640K bytes of RAM, two
floppy disk drives, and a2400- bps
modem): $ 1199
Inquiry 884.

Documentation
140- page Equity LT User's Guide; 376page Equity LT MS-DOS 3.20; 404- page
Equity LT GWBASIC 3.20
Price
Equity LT with dual floppy disk drives:
$1899
Equity LT with 20- megabyte hard disk
drive and 720K- byte floppy disk
drive: $2999
System as reviewed: $3767
Inquiry 885.

and the disk drive activity, as well as the

CGA monitor, and a power connector.

current condition of Num Lock, Caps
Lock, and Scroll Lock. The switches beneath the door control the appearance of
the screen, the CPU clock speed, and
whether the machine uses the built-in
screen or an external monitor.
On the right side of the machine is the
720K-byte 31
/2
inch floppy disk drive.
On the dual-floppy disk version, there is
acompanion drive on the left side; in my
review unit, the hard disk drive resided
on the left side. In the rear are connectors
for a serial port and a parallel port, a

There are also a power switch and a
series of DIP switches that select the assignment of the parallel and serial ports.
One switch allows the parallel port to
double as a connector for an external
floppy disk drive. If you choose that option, however, you lose the ability to use
aparallel printer.
The carrying handle slides out from
beneath the front edge of the keyboard.
This is ahandy location for carrying the
computer, but it results in aridge directly
in front of the space bar on the keyboard.
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This ridge interfered with my typing.
The Equity LT can use areflective or
backlit LCD screen. You can remove the
LCD screen and set it aside, which
makes using an external monitor easier.
If you have an external monitor, you
could use this machine as your only
computer.
Epson includes a reference disk that
makes the Equity LT more convenient to
set up and also provides sophisticated diagnostics should something go wrong.
For daily use, Epson has provided the
convenient Xtree disk management utility. Xtree supports several of the more
common MS-DOS functions through a
menu system. The Equity user's guide is
well organized and illustrated.
Power User
The Equity LT can run on AC or internal
battery power. The AC adapter recharges
the batteries when the computer is off. A
complete recharge of the batteries, which
are composed of eight nickel-cadmium
cells, takes 12 hours.
Epson designed the screen so that the
backlighting will turn off after a userselected period of minutes to help save
battery power. In addition, you can turn
the internal modem and hard disk drive
on and off as required. Since modems
and hard disk drives are heavy users of
power, keeping them turned off can do a
lot to extend battery life.
In spite of all this, the batteries, when
fully charged, can run the machine only
for slightly less than 2 hours, and the
low-battery light begins flashing after
11
/ hours. These times are based on my
2
use of the computer with very little hard
disk activity and with the screen backlighting turned off about 80 percent of
the time.
Amstrad's PPC640
The PPC640 seems an eccentric machine in some ways. Its most noticeable
characteristic is its layout. It does not
look like any other computer in the marketplace. In large part, this is due to the
full-size Enhanced keyboard that graces
the machine. It is also partly due to the
small screen located on the left side of
the machine's top surface.
The PPC640 makes a strong impression from the first time you open the case
and look at it. It's wide. Counting the
comfortable plastic handle on the right
side, it's 19 1
/ inches wide, as compared
2
to the Equity LT's 13 1
/2
inch width.
The keyboard folds out from the top
toward you. This is afull-size 101-key,
AT Enhanced- style keyboard, with
continued

Amstrad PPC640, Epson Equity LT
APPLICATION- LEVEL PERFORMANCE
Amstrad
WORD PROCESSING
Med./Lrg.
XyWrIte III + 3.52
:27
Load (large)
:10/:74
Word count
:18/:58
Search/replace
:051:33
End of document
:311:30
Block moves
:43/4:39
Spelling check
Microsoft Word 4.0
1:23
Forward delete
Aldus PageMaker 1.0a*
N/A
Load document
N/A
Change/Bold
N/A
Align right
N/A
Cut 10 pages
N/A
Place graphic
N/A
Print to file
D Index:
SPREADSHEET
Lotus 1-2-3 2.01
Block copy
Recalc
Load Monte Carlo
Recalc Monte Carlo
Load rlarge3
Recalc rlarge3
Recalc Goal-seek
Microsoft Excel 2.0*
Fill right
Undo fill
Recalc
Load rlarge3
Recalc rlarge3
O Index:

Epson
Med./Lrg.
:24
:08/:57
:14/:45
:041:24
:201:19
:26/3:12
:56
:25
:76
:59
:50
:13
5:35

N/A

1.02

Amstrad

Epson

:23 : 10
:06 : 04
2:55
: 51
:26
: 20
:42
: 12
:04 : 03
:12
: 10

DATABASE
dBASE II1+ 1.1•
Copy
Index
List
Append
Delete
Pack
Count
Sort

Epson

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2:49
:29
:28
5:02
:05
3:12
:24
2:31

N/A

0.92

0 Index:

SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERING
Amstrad

N/A

0 Index:

6:56
6:40
1:55
1:47
1:26:25

3:31
2:23

2:41
1:53

4:32
5:31

3:34
4:13

N/A

0.34

Amstrad

Epson

N/A

'
25

:43

14

N/A

0.81

All times are in hours:minutes:seconds. Indexes show relative performance; for all indexes, an 8- MHz IBM PC AT-1.
•
Not run on the Amerad PPC640. The PPC640 is limited to 720K- byte floppy disks and could not run tests where the
program and files exceeded 720K bytes We were unable to compute an application index for the Arrstrad PPC640.

El Index:

0.72

FLOATING-POINT 2
Amstrad
Math
N/A
Error
N/A
Sine(x)
N/A
Error
N/A
ex
N/A
Error
N/A
Index:

N/A

Epson
15.76
87.17
87.16
43.61
84.25
67.23
0.93

Epson
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

DISK I/O
Amstrad
Hard Seek
Outer track
N/A
Inner track
N/A
Half platter
N/A
Full platter
N/A
Average
N/A
DOS Seeks.*
1sector
77.55
32-sector 432.14
File I/08
Seek
0.59
Read
13.22
Write
12.92
1-megabyte
Write
N/A
Read
N/A

Epson
9.20
9.24
23.05
27.65
17.28
39.18
107.46
0.41
2.12
2.08
N/A
N/A

4

VIDEO
Text
Mode 0
Mode 1
Mode 2

Amstrad

Epson

18.18
18.18
15.71

13.79
13.81
14.96

15.71
N/A

14.96
N/A

Mode 3
Mode 7
Graphics
CGA:
Mode 4
Mode 5
Mode 6
EGA:
Mode 13
Mode 14
Mode 16
CI Index:

D Index:

N/A

5

IBM PC 1.5

Word
Processing

Spreadsheet
Database

Scientific/
Engineering

N/A •

Compilers

Cumulatve applicat ons index. Graphs are
based on indexes at left and show relative
performance.

Epson Equity LT

IBM PC AT

IBM PC
7.76
7.80
8.13

6.08
6.08
6.36

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

0.88

0.81

0.57

N/A

All times are in seconds. All figures were generated using the 8088/8086
version ( 1.1) Small-C ( 16-bit integers).
Floating- Point benchmarks were not performed because the Epson Equity
LT and Amstrad PPC640 did not have amath coprocessor chip.
The Amstrad PPC640 did not have ahard disk drive; all tines are for floppy
disk drives.
DOS Seek times for the Epson Equity LT are for multiple seek operations
(number of seeks performed currently set to 100).
Read and write times for the File I/O benchmarks are in seconds per 64K
bytes.
eFor the Livermore Loops and Dhrystone tests only, higher numbers mean
faster performance. Tests were performed in emulation mode.
3

IBM PC AT

Amstrad PPC640

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE'
CPU
Amstrad
Matrix
20.16
String Move
Byte-wide 113.37
Word-wide:
Odd-bnd. 113.37
Even-bnd. 56.74
Sieve
109.41
Sort
86.61

3. 9*

Epson

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

I: Index:
COMPILERS
Microsoft C 5.0'
XLisp compile
Turbo Pascal 4.0
Pascal Scompile

Epson Equity LT

3.9

AutoCAD 2.52'
Load Sot tWest
Regen SoftWest
Load StPauls
Regen StPauls
Hide/redraw
STATA 1.5
Graphics
ANOVA
MathCAD 2.0
IFS 800 pts
FFT/IFFT 1024 pts.

N/A
: 14
N/A
6:28
N/A
: 05
N/A
1:12
N/A
: 05
0.88

Amstrad

CONVENTIONAL
BENCHMARKS
Amstrad Epson
LINPACK
9307.62
7189 36
Livermore Loopse
(MFLOPS) 2.30E-03 3.00E-03
Dhrystone (MS C 5.0)
(Dhry/sec) 1103.00
1438.00

CPU

FPU

Disk I/O

5

Video

For afull description of all the benchmarks. see " Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks," June BYTE.
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THE ODD COUPLE

Not Really aLaptop
I

naddition to the other laptops in this
review, Ialso looked at the Laser
Compact XT ( available from Video
Technology Computers, Inc., 550 East
Main St., Lake Zurich, IL 60047, (312)
540-8086).
The Laser Compact XT is a dualspeed (4.77- and 10-MHz) IBM PC XT
clone with no expansion slots and meager documentation. This minimalist
computer is sold for aminimal price—
$599 for the base model with 512K
bytes of RAM, and $699 for the 640Kbyte model.
The idea behind the Laser Compact
XT appears to be to provide afull-featured clone for as small aprice as possible. In this its designer seems to have
succeeded.
This machine is about the size of a
laptop computer that contains its single
360K-byte 5%-inch floppy disk drive
on the right side of the machine. It is
equipped with 1.6 megabytes of memory, CGA and Hercules graphics, aparallel port, a serial port, ajoystick or
mouse port, and an external disk drive
connector for the optional external
360K-byte floppy disk drive. It comes
with RAM disk software, so the lack of
asecond floppy disk drive is not abig
problem. Finally, it weighs less than 12
pounds and has ahandle that folds out

every key faithfully placed in its proper
location.
The main section of the computer has a
small screen on the left side. The screen
will tilt to any position, from perfectly
flat to nearly upright, so you can adjust
the angle for better viewing. Adjusting
the angle is important, because the Amstrad PPC640 uses a reflective LCD
screen. The supertwist LCD screen is
reasonably clear, but it's much harder to
see than abacklit display. This machine
needs either an external monitor or good
room lighting.
Beneath the display are cooling vents;
for them to work properly, the display
needs to be tilted upward. The PPC640
stopped running twice during the course
of this review, and each time it started
again after Iraised the screen and allowed the machine to cool. The area beneath the screen gets warm, but not hot,
during long periods of operation.
Next to the screen is asmall cubbyhole
that can hold a telephone cord for the
built-in 2400-bps modem. Below that are
188
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from underneath so you can carry it
around.
Using the Laser Compact XT
Getting the Laser Compact XT set up is
achore. The documentation is both slim
and vague. When Itried to set the video
board to handle aCGA monitor, Ifound
the documentation so confusing that I
had to call the manufacturer's technical
hot line to get the proper instructions.
Once Igot the Laser Compact XT set
up, it performed adequately. It supported CGA when Ihad the switches set
properly, although the character set was
smeared and hard to read. The machine
was shipped with MS-DOS 3.21 and
GWBASIC. Unfortunately, the RAM
disk drivers were shipped on aboot disk
with MS-DOS 3.20; Ihad to jockey the

controls for screen contrast and speaker
volume, and aseries of LEDs that show
disk drive activity, whether the CRT is
enabled, and whether the power is on.
Below the LEDs is aswitch that controls
the power source.
Power in the Amstrad PPC640 comes
from 10 C-cell alkaline batteries or from
an AC adapter. The user's manual advises against using rechargeable batteries. Amstrad also provides a 12-volt car
adapter that you can plug into your cigarette lighter. The C-cell batteries lasted
about 3 hours before the battery alarm
sounded; during that time, the PPC640
ran the BYTE benchmarks twice.
On the right side of the PPC640 is a
square plastic handle that protrudes from
the carrying case so you can carry the
computer securely. Next to the handle is
apair of 720K-byte 31
/2
inch floppy disk
drives. An internal hard disk drive is not
available. On the rear of the machine is a
door that swings open to reveal aserial
port, aparallel port, aDIN connector for
power, a coaxial DC power connector,

disks around until Icould get the newer
version of DOS onto the memory driver
boot disk. This could be aproblem for a
new user.
There seemed to be no problem with
compatibility for the software Itried,
which included WordStar 4.0, Lotus
1-2-3 version 2.01, and some games,
such as Tetris. There were no problems
with copy protection at high speed when
Iused Lotus 1-2-3.
The keyboard occasionally doubled
characters, and it was hard to use unless
the rear of the machine was propped up
on its carrying handle. Once oriented
like this, the keyboard was farther off
the tabletop than is the case with adetached keyboard on an IBM clone.
The Occasional Computer
This is amachine for people who sometimes want to work at home or who
sometimes need an IBM compatible. It
is quite portable, although you will need
amonitor where you are going—unless
you plan to carry that, too.
The Laser Compact XT is not dependable enough to be aprimary computer. It does what it advertises, but you
can't add expansion cards. If one floppy
disk drive and aRAM drive are what
you need, then this might make an
acceptable secondary machine.

an RGB monitor connector, and apair of
RJ-11 connectors for the modem.
Hands on the PPC640
Once you get past the size, you'll find
that Amstrad has added some software
that makes the PPC640 easy to use. An
integrated package called the PPC Organizer includes text retrieval, an appointment book, acard file, aword processor,
and acalculator. It's aconvenient package, and it supports acolor monitor if you
have one attached. Mirror II, acommunications package, is also bundled with
the system.
The PPC640 is extremely quiet. Since
it does not have ahard disk drive, there's
none of the whirring and whining that
goes with one. The floppy disk drives are
quiet and trouble- free.
Since the PPC640 has afull-size keyboard, it was easier to get used to than
any other laptop I've reviewed. The keyboard is just like those on larger machines. If you do alot of word processcontinued
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It looks good on paper.
You expect excellent letter- quality print from a24-pin printer.
And Citizen's new precision-builtTributeT" 124 delivers.
With razor-sharp letter definition at 66 cps. Attractive correspondence quality at 132 cps. As well as crisp, impressive draft
printing at 200 cps.
You might be surprised, however to find that the versatile
Tribute 124 offers quite abit more. Like abuilt-in push or pull
tractor with top, war or bottom feed. Automatic paper loading.
Outstanding compatibility Push-button convenience of afront
control panel. Even optional color printing.
It also provides awide selection of typestyles via available font
cards. And produces striking high- resolution graphics.
With all these value-accled features and an exceptional 12month warranty theTribute 124 is very affordable. So, not only
does it look good on paper, it looks good for less paper.
For the Citizen printer dealer nearest you, call 1-800-556-1234,
Ext. 34. In California, call
CITIZEN
1-800 2111-2345 Ext. 34.

,

e1988 Citizen America Corporation. Citizen, the Citizen
logo andTribute arc trademarks of Citizen Watch Co., Ltd.

Printers that run like clockwork.
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REVIEW
THE ODD COUPLE

Aldus PageMaker and dBASE III Plus,
was impossible. Neither machine had a
math coprocessor chip, thus eliminating
the FPU tests.
In the tests that the BYTE Lab could
run, both laptops were adequate in
benchmark performance. Even though
both used 8086-level technology, they
performed well when compared to the
IBM PC XT; in many tests, both of them
ran two to three times faster than the XT.
Even when compared to the 80286-based

ing, this keyboard will fit right in.
The PPC640's documentation was
adequate. The user's manual contained
instructions for not only the computer
but also MS-DOS and the Mirror II communications software.
Spotty Benchmarks
The BYTE Lab couldn't run the full
suite of system benchmarks on these machines. The PPC640 lacked ahard disk
drive, so running some software, such as
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AT, they put in arespectable showing.
The Equity LT consistently performed
at 80 percent to 90 percent of the speed
of the AT. In one test-the word-processing application benchmark-the Equity
LT actually beat the AT by asmall margin. Overall, this machine shows exceptional speed. There is one area, the Scientific and Engineering tests, where the
processor's limitations (and lack of a
math coprocessor) show up; Ithink it's
unlikely, however, that this machine
would be purchased for aheavy user of
AutoCAD.
The PPC640 was also reasonably fast,
especially for an 8086-based machine
costing under $ 1200 and running on
flashlight batteries. It turned out a respectable half to two-thirds of the speed
of the AT. Since this machine is designed
to be aclone of the old XT, its benchmark performance was certainly adequate. The PPC640 could not run all the
application benchmarks, but those it
could handle indicate that it maintains its
speed relative to the AT.
Interestingly, in sorting operations,
the PPC640 was virtually as fast as the
AT; this is probably due to the 16-bit data
path the 8086 shares with the 80286.

We sereptVISA MC Orders.
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Anion Advanced Willer
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Stick with Others
The Epson Equity LT is similar in style
and price to portable computers available
from other manufacturers, such as NEC
or Toshiba. But the NEC MultiSpeed
HD's keyboard is slightly easier to use,
and the Equity LT's carrying handle
causes an awkward ridge in front of the
keyboard, making typing difficult. The
Equity LT is basically asound machine
at a reasonable price, but in terms of
overall convenience, I still prefer the
NEC or Toshiba computers.
The Amstrad PPC640 is unique. It has
no hard disk drive and no backlit display,
but it has the best keyboard available on a
portable. This makes typing easy, but it
reduces the machine's portability. The
PPC640 is similar in price to other machines, such as the Toshiba T1000, but it
has dual floppy disk drives.
Neither machine, though, succeeds in
breaking new ground. If Iwere buying a
laptop portable, Iwould stick with the
NEC MultiSpeed HD, Toshiba T1000,
or Zenith SupersPort. •
Wayne Rash Jr. is aconsulting editor for
BYTE and amember of the professional
staff of American Management Systems
in Arlington, Virginia. He consults with
the federal government on microcomputers and communications. You can
reach him on BIX as "waynerash."

An inside look at
386valu ajo und.

The more you look into 386 compatibles, the more
you realize that well thought-out design innovations
(that really work) are few and far between.
That's why our engineers set out to design the
CV- 386. They realized they could unlock more of the
chip's potential, if only they could speed up data retrieval,
without affecting system reliability.

QUALITY THROUGHOUT
Of course, our most important criterion when
designing our super compatible wasn't speed— it was
quality. Take alook inside the CV- 386 and you'll see it
everywhere: from the highest quality components available to the intelligent use of special CMOS RAM to store
system set-up information. On the outside, the fit and
finish of the GV-386 would make Big Blue green. Even the
INNER POWER
user's manual has impressed users and reviewers alike.
Here's how they did it: ahigh-speed RAM cache
We'd like to tell you more about
circuit—afull 64K of superfast
what went into the CV-386. Give us a
memory—that puts your most frecall and we'll give you the whole story.
GV-386
quently accessed data right at your
We'll also tell you about our exclusive
Specifications
fingertips. If you're ever involved in
30-Day Compatibility Guarantee, our
processing complex databases, long
Li Available with I6MHz
full One-Year Warranty and our tollspreadsheets, or detailed engineeror 20MHz CPU
free support service.
ing drawings, you'll see the value of
Li Zero Wait States
The CV- 386 from PC Designs.
this innovation in asecond...literally.
Li 64K Cache ( keyboard
With design innovations this
Best of all, the cache circuit
enabled)
advanced, at this price, it's an
actually makes the GV-386 more reliLi I
MB RAM on-board.
open and shut case.
able than other high-speed machines.
expandable to 4MB
by sparing integrated circuits from
U Socketed for 80287 or
harsh overloading.
80387
J I/O Bus runs at 8MHz for
hardware compatibility
U Six I6-bit slots: Two 8-bit
Call us now at I-800- 32-BIT PC
slots
80 - 322 - 48 72 I
Là Price: 20MHz systems start
25( il)
Hemlock Circle. Broken Arrow. OK 74012
Our BBS is on-line 24 hours
at $2.750: I6MHz systems
•918-251-5550 iFax: 918-251-70571
Call The Soft Stop at 918-252-9137
as low as $ 2.375
19 Rector Street Suite 2705 New York NY 10006

PC

Price, subiect to change
Circle 195 on Reader Service Card

•212-514-72801Fax -212-797-3973i
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PRESENTING
AMERICAS
110/TEST NEW
CORPORATE HIS.

FIVESTAR'S fleet of powerful business computers have really taken off in the last three years.
That's because they're built for corporations that want
to get where they're going in ahurry.
We build afull line of high-powered performers that not only provide total PC compatibility
and advanced business capabilities, but also offer
American-made ingenuity, quality and value.
In fact, when you really compare, you'll
find that FIVESTAR Computers leave the competition
far behind.
FIVESTAR 286's.
The performance to fly through
heavy workloads.
FIVESTAR 286's provide the features and
performance aggressive companies need to reach
higher corporate goals. In fact, they're designed to run
future as well as current operating systems.
The 286/10 is powered by an Intel 80286
microprocessor that operates at afast 10 MHz, with
zero wait states. With 640KB memory and 1.2MB
floppy disk drive, you'll soar through today's popular
business applications. Serial, parallel and game ports,
and an enhanced 101-key keyboard, provide in-flight
convenience.
192
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The 286/14 is also powered by an Intel
80286 CPU, but operates at 14 MHz (with zero wait
states) for even faster performance. It, too, comes
equipped with 1024KB memory, 1.2MB floppy disk
drive, serial/parallel/game ports and a101-key keyboard. No doubt about it — it's ahot machine and a
dream to fly!
FIVESTAR 386's.
Don't forget to fasten your seat belt.
The incredible speed and power of
FIVESTAR 386's have made them aleading choice of
corporations across America for multitasking and
sophisticated applications, including CAD. In fact,
there's so much performance and value built into our
386's, it can take your breath away.
The 386/16 is fast. Very fast. That's
because it features an Intel 80386 CPU operating at
16 MHz, with zero wait states.
And its 1024KB memory
Prices:
and 1.2MB floppy disk drive
The 286/10 will keep you airborne for long
from $ 1099.
distances. Serial/parallel/
The 286/14 game ports and asmooth
from $ 1499.
performing 101-key keyboard
are standard equipment.

The 386/20. It's made for those who want
to fly to the outer limiis. With an Intel 80386 microprocessor operating at 20 MHz (with zero wait states)
it'll move through the most complex applications
with astounding ease. And you won't have to worry
about running low on memory either. It not only
features 1024KB of RAM and a1.2MB floppy disk
drive, it also has a64KB cache memory. Naturally,
it comes equipped with serial/parallel/game ports
and a101-key keyboard, too.
Customize your FIVESTAR
to meet your own specifications.
All FIVESTAR 286 and 386 Computers are
available with hard drives, from 20 to 320 MB, as well
as achoice of monochrome, EGA. VGA or super-high
resolution paper-white monitors. Whatever the
requirement, FIVESTAR can meet it.

Prices:
The 386/16 from $ 1999.
The 386/20 from $ 2999.

Unmatched reliability.
Unbeatable ground
support.
Because every
FIVESTAR Computer is tested
and certified to meet the
highest standards of quality,
you can count on years of

;II prices and specifications an. :ubject to change mahout notice.
Circle 294 on Reader Service Card

reliable performance.
Once you've purchased your FIVESTAR
computer, you'll get all the support you'll need. Just
call our highly-trained service department toll-free.
Most difficulties can be resolved within minutes.
For companies with critical applications, a
comprehensive on-site service contract is available for
just $99. In most cases, service calls are made within
24 hours.
Order by phone today.
And move your company to higher
levels of performance.
'Ib order aFIVESTAR 286 or 386 Computer,
or for more information about our full line of highpowered computers, call us TOLL FREE. We'll have your
hot new corporate jet parked in your hanger in no time!

1-800-752-5555

FIVESTAR
COMPUTERS

America's hottest new corporate jets.
EST;R and Intel are n•gistemd trademarks
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HARDWARE REVIEW

Bringing
the Outside World
Five low-cost
scanners for capturing
images or text
Laurence H. Loeb

W

ithout a doubt, the Macintosh's built-in graphics capability gives it uses that its
designers never thought of.
Desktop publishing is agood example of
this: It requires amachine that can freely
mix graphics and text, organize them,
and then display them consistently—
something that the Mac does very well.
This ability to freely use graphical information to illustrate or amplify text has
spawned many a newsletter that might
have never been produced otherwise.
However, these capabilities don't
solve a fundamental problem for many
people who wish to use them. Simply
put, not everyone can draw the images
they want.
This is where the scanner as graphics
tool comes into the picture. A scanner is
apiece of hardware that copies an image
and converts it to an electronically usable
form, either as an image in the Mac's
RAM or as afile on disk. Once you get
an image from, say, abook or magazine
or snapshot into the Mac, you can then
manipulate it with any of an army of Mac
applications. You can import the image
to an application either via the Clipboard
or by opening the file.
Another use of scanners is in optical
character recognition (OCR). With the
right application, the Mac can analyze an
image to recognize the presence of characters. This allows rapid data entry from
paper documents and eliminates typing it
in by hand, which is time-consuming and
error-prone.
194
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Itook alook at five scanners designed
for use with the Macintosh: ThunderWare's ThunderScan ($249), Mirror
Technology's VisionScan ($695), Microtek Lab's MSF-300C scanner ($ 1795
with small-computer- system- interface
connector and cable), Datacopy's Model
730 ($2495 with SCSI connector kit),
and New Image Technology's MacScan
($1995). Ichose aprice ceiling of about
$2500. This range by no means covers
the entire Mac scanner market, but it
should give a good picture of what's
available at the low end and what the
price/performance trade-offs are.
The least expensive scanners (ThunderScan and VisionScan) use the Mac
serial port to convey data. The most costly scanners (the MSF-300C, Model 730,
and MacScan) are flatbed devices that
resemble small photocopiers and use the
SCSI port to communicate with the Mac.
The SCSI port allows faster data transfer
rates between the Mac and the scanner
than you get through the serial ports. All
scanners except the VisionScan can save
gray-scale information with an image.
To obtain some realistic, quantitative
results, Iscanned the same image with
each scanner. The image was BYTE's
standard test sheet ( see figure 1). All
scanned files were saved as bit maps—
that is, with no gray-scale information.
All that can be shown on aMac display
(except for that of the Mac II) is bit-map
information, so the scans all looked the
same on-screen. For consistent results
when saving the image to disk, Isaved all
the scans as 1-bit-per-pixel Tag Image
File Format (TIFF) files. Iused aMac
Plus with 2.5 megabytes of RAM using
MultiFinder 6.0 with System 6.0.
Using What You've Got:
ThunderScan
The ThunderScan uses your Imagewriter
printer as the scanning mechanism (see
photo 1); it replaces the ribbon assembly
on the Imagewriter with an infrared
scanning device. Software on the Mac

controls the Imagewriter, using its carriage to advance the paper with the image
on it up past the print head and moving
the print head with the attached scanning
device back and forth across the image. It
scans by measuring the infrared reflection point-by-point as the scanning device moves across the paper.
The ThunderScan system is an ingenious way to use all the hardware of a
typical Mac system to get scanning capability, since Mac users usually have a
printer. But what if you have a LaserWriter? Sorry, you're out of luck. What
if you've got abook, rather than aphoto
or magazine page? If it can't fit into the
Imagewriter carriage, again you're out of
luck.
The scanning device feeds data to the
control software via either serial port.
ThunderScan draws 5volts from the Mac
for its power. In its original design, it obtained this power from the DB-9 serial
ports on 128K- byte and 512K- byte
Macs. But on the Mac Plus and SE, the
DB-9 connectors have been replaced
with mini DIN-8connectors, and a5-V
source is not available. ThunderWare
built a special PowerPort adapter, supplied with the scanner, that makes these
machines electrically and cable-compatible to the original design.
The PowerPort adapter fits over the
external floppy disk drive connector and
draws the 5V from it. A duplicate connector lets you attach an external drive to
your Mac. The adapter also has aDIN- 8
connector for the Mac's printer port, and
these signals are provided on aDB-9 connector to the scanning device. Mac II
users have to obtain aspecial PowerPort
adapter since it doesn't have an external
floppy disk drive connector.
Setup is amazingly simple. You remove the printer ribbon from your
Imagewriter or Imagewriter II printer
and clip the scanning device into its
place. Then you attach the PowerPort
adapter to the external floppy disk drive
connector. Next, you attach the scanning

into aMacintosh
VisionScan

device's cable to the provided junction
box, and the Imagewriter's printer cable
to another connector on this box. Then
you hook the junction box to the PowerPort connector. Finally, you copy the
software to your start-up disk. Although
this operation sounds involved, in just
under 10 minutes Iwas ready to do my
first scan.
The ThunderScan 4.0 software lets
you select aspecific area of the page to
be scanned. You cannot directly set the
dots per inch of the scan, but you can set
magnifications from the standard 75-dpi
scan (from 50 percent to 300 percent) to
change the resolution. The software
checks the amount of memory required
for the scan before it takes place; if not
enough memory is present, the ThunderScan application will not allow the scan
to proceed. This application also includes an editor that allows a FatBits
level of picture editing and the use of the
MacPaint-like lasso, select, pencil, eraser, and scrolling hand tools.
The scanner can store 32 levels of
gray-scale information for the image in
memory. You can also edit the gray
scales of the scanned image with agraylevel map editor and then save it to disk.
You can save an image as abit-mapped
MacPaint document (up to amaximum
of 32K bytes in size) or as aMacDraw
PICT file; you can save the image's grayscale information as aThunderScan file,
an Encapsulated PostScript File (EPSF),
or aTIFF file from within the ThunderScan application. TIFF files are saved in
either a1-bit " vanilla" format or a4-bit
compressed format. Due to the wide latitude that the TIFF specification allows in
its implementation, ThunderScan TIFF
files might not be compatible with certain applications, such as Zedcor DeskPaint. However, PageMaker and Quark
XPress accept the TIFF format.
Because of the nature of its scanning
mechanism, the ThunderScan takes the
longest of the devices tested to do ascan
(see table 1). However, if you can spare

the time, ThunderScan gets you into the
game inexpensively.
No Moving Parts: VisionScan
The next step up the scanning ladder is
the VisionScan from Mirror Technology. The VisionScan unit is a Chinon
flatbed scanner with no moving parts except for an internal mirror in the head
(see photo above). It has amaximum resolution of 200 dpi. You place the image to
be scanned on aflat base underneath an
arm that extends up and over the base
holding the image. The bottom of this
overhead arm is clear, and it contains the
charge-coupled device and optics that do
the scanning. The image is illuminated
by room light—the scanner adjusts for
ambient level when you power it on. Depending on how a room is lit, the arm
may cast a shadow on the document; it
will show up as a darkening of the
scanned image in the shadowed area.
This happened to me during testing, and
Ifound that supplemental fill lighting
from asmall high-intensity lamp is necessary for best results.
Like the ThunderScan, the flatbed
scanner's data goes to either of the Mac's
serial ports. An adapter cable provides
the connection between the VisionScan's

DB-25 serial port and the Mac's DIN- 8
port. A Centronics-style parallel port is
present on the scanner, but, at least with
the setup Ihad, there's no software or cabling to make use of it. An external
power supply plugs into a wall outlet,
similar to the power supplies found on
some calculators and modems.
You can set up this scanner pretty
quickly. Place the scanner on aflat surface, and connect it to the Mac using the
adapter cable. Next, connect the power
cord to the scanner, and then plug the
power supply into awall outlet. Check
the position of several DIP switches on
the scanner, then turn the scanner on.
Copy and install the software onto your
start-up disk, and you're done.
You control scanning with either the
VisionScan 1.0 application program or a
supplied VisionScan desk accessory 1.0.
Scans can be made at 100-, 120-, 150-,
and 200-dpi resolutions. You can't edit
the image from within either of these
programs. Zedcor's DeskPaint DA 1.05,
supplied with the VisionScan, is afullfeatured editor that provides the necessary functions.
This scanner has three methods of determining what portion of the image is to
continued
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ThunderScan

VisionScan

MSF-300C

Type

lmagewriter scanner

Flatbed scanner

SCSI flatbed scanner

Company

ThunderWare
21 Orinda Way
Orinda, CA 94563
(415) 254-6581

Mirror Technology
2644 Patton Rd.
Roseville, MN 55113
(612) 633-3255

Microtek Lab, Inc.
16901 South Western Ave.
Gardenia, CA 90247
(800) 654-4160
(213) 321-2121

Features

300-dpi scanning cartridge with
detachable adapter box;
ThunderScan 4.0 software; user's
guide; all necessary cabling;
external drive PowerPort connector
for use in connecting to Macintosh
Plus or SE

200-dpi Chinon scanner; 15-V
external power supply; VisionScan
1.0 software; user's guide; Zedcor's
DeskPaint software; DB-25to-Apple DIN-8serial port
connector

300- dpi MSF-300C scanner;
interface box with 5-V power supply
and tabletop mounting brackets;
scanner-to-interface box connector;
spare scanning lamp; VersaScan
Plus 1.05 graphics software with
user's guide; scanner-to-Apple
DIN- 8connector for serial port use

Hardware Needed

Macintosh 512K, 512KE, Plus, SE,
or II

Macintosh Plus, SE, or II

Macintosh 512KE, Plus, SE, or Il;
DB-25-to-50-pin SCSI converter
cable (tor Mac Plus, SE, or II)

Software Needed

System 3.2/Finder 5.3 or higher
(System 4.2 or higher for Mac SE/II)

System 4.2/Finder 6.0 or higher

System 4.2/Finder 6.0 or higher

Options

Mac II power supply: $49

None

None

Price

$249

Inquiry 893.

be scanned. As with most of the scanning
software, you can specify the scan area
with aclick and drag of arectangle outline over atemplate that represents the
scanner bed. You can also scan the area
of intersection determined by the position of adjustable horizontal and vertical
sliders on the scanner base. This ends the
need to measure an image to find where
to set the scan, because you can specify it
directly with the image itself. Or, you

$695

Inquiry 894.

can place the provided small v-shaped
markers on the image itself. These markers indicate to the scanner the top right
and bottom left corners of the image area
you wish scanned. This is much more intuitive than having to select an area from
within aapplication on aMac screen.
You can save images as MacPaint
(again, only to a 32K-byte file limit),
PICT, Compressed TIFF (unrecognized
by DeskPaint), Uncompressed TIFF

$ 1595
Bundled with SCSI connector and
cable: $ 1795
Inquiry 895.

(recognized by DeskPaint), and Clipboard formats (to get around the 32Kbyte MacPaint limit but not the Clipboard's 1024-pixel width limit).
Scans at all dpi ranges from 100 to 200
dpi took about the same time, and the
scanner was easy to use. The scannercontrol DA was aconvenient and useful
tool, and Icould do most necessary
touch-ups with the DeskPaint DA. The
scanner was light enough to transport

-11111S.

1 Photo 1: The ThunderScan (left) uses an lmagewriter or
Imagewriter II print head.
Photo 2: The Datacopy Model 730 and SCSI adapter unit.
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REVIEW
BRINGING THE OUTSIDE WORLD
INTO A MACINTOSH
Model 730

MacScan

SCSI flatbed scanner

SCSI flatbed scanner

Datacopy Corp.
1215 Terra Bella Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 965-7900

New Image Technology, Inc.
9701 Philadelphia Court
Lanham, MD 20706
(301) 731-2000

300-dpi Model 730 flatbed scanner with
AC power cord; installation and
maintenance guide; SCSI unit needing no
external power supply; scanner-to-SCSI
unit connectors; MacImage 2.01 graphics
software with user's guide

300-dpi Canon IX- 12 scanner; AC power
cord; SCSI unit with external 5-V power
supply; scanner-to-interface unit cable;
Mac SCSI port-to-interface unit cable;
MacScan 1.38 software; instruction
manual

Macintosh Plus, SE, or II; DB-25-to50-pin SCSI converter cable

Macintosh Plus, SE, or II

System 4.2/Finder 6.0 or higher

System 4.2/Finder 6.0 or higher

MacImage Kit with SCSI connector: $695

Textscan OCR software: $395

$1800
Bundled with MacImage Kit: $2495

$1995

Inquiry 896.

InquIry 897.

easily and was compact enough to fit well
on my cluttered desk. The only potentially serious flaw Ifound was the need to
provide supplemental lighting so the
overhead arm would not cast ashadow.
It is harder to scan abook on this scanner than on the flatbed ones because
there's no easy way to hold the book flat.
The scan output may be distorted over
the bowed surface. However, single flat
sheets scan rather nicely.
Short aCable: The MSF-300C
The first SCSI flatbed scanner Ievaluated was the Microtek MSF-300C. It
consists of the flatbed scanning unit itself, an interface unit, an adapter cable to
connect the scanner to the interface unit,
abrick- size power supply for the interface unit, and the VersaScan Plus 1.05
software for the Mac. [Editor's note: As
we went to press, Microtek introduced its
MSF-300Q scanner, which can record 64
gray levels. It costs $2495.]
The Microtek interface unit is awide
metal box that comes with support brackets used to mount it vertically on the desk
next to the scanner. This unit sits electrically between the scanner and the Mac's
SCSI port. The unit has asingle DB-25
connector for the scanner cable, and two
50-pin SCSI connectors. The two SCSI
connectors let you daisy chain other SCSI
devices or use aSCSI terminator block to
terminate the bus. A relatively thick DB25-to-DB-25 cable connects the unit to

the scanner. The scanner itself is aflat,
bulky metal box with its own power cord
and switch.
Right away, while hooking up the
scanner, Iran into aproblem: A needed
cable was not supplied with the unit. This
cable, made by Apple, converts a50-pin
standard SCSI socket to Apple's DB-25
SCSI connector. Unfortunately, the
cable is not standard issue from Apple.
You must order it, and Microtek assumes
you already own one. You'll save yourself some embarrassment if you have this
cable handy when the box comes.
The VersaScan Plus 1.05 application
that comes with the scanner will be familiar to anyone who has used similar
software with AST Research scanners. It
combines paint-like tools for editing a
scanned image and the control functions
necessary to operate the scanner. A dialog box lets you set the scan's resolution
(75, 100, 150, 180, 200, or 300 dpi) and
the area of the image to be digitized. The
dialog box also displays the amount of
memory available for a scan. You can
even bypass the SCSI port and communicate with the scanner at 9600, 19,200, or
57,600 bits per second through the Mac's
serial port. This feature should be of use
to 512KE Mac users whose machine
lacks aSCSI port.
The time to scan an image was the
same ( 14 seconds) regardless of the format Isaved it in. ( Available formats
include the VersaScan native format,

Table 1: The scanners compared.
Iscanned an 8- by 6-inch image at
150 dpi and noted the elapsed
time. The image was saved as a
1-bit-per-pixel TIFF file. Times
are in minutes:seconds.

ThunderScan
VisionScan
MSF-300C
Model 730
MacScan

Time

File size
(K bytes)

25:37
1:14
0:14
0:15
0:12

117
192
501
249
122

MacPaint, TIFF, gray TIFF, PostScript,
and gray PostScript). As long as you have
sufficient RAM to store the image, you
can edit it right away. Iran VersaScan
under MultiFinder with other applications taking up available RAM to simulate out-of-memory conditions, and the
error handling was graceful, without loss
of work. The TIFF files the MSF-300C
saved, though, were huge compared to
those saved at the same dpi by the other
scanners. Ican find no reason for these
excessive file sizes.
Slick Hardware, Mediocre Software:
Datacopy Model 730
The Datacopy scanner package consists
of a flatbed scanner (I looked at the
Model 730), asmall SCSI unit, an adapter cable to connect the interface unit to
the scanner, and the MacImage 2.01
software. The Datacopy is the only SCSI
scanner whose interface box did not require an external 5-V power supply; its
installation was much neater, without excess cabling. The front panel of the scanner, with its scanner status lights, has a
slick " instrument" look to it.
Setup is fairly quick and simple. However, Iran into the same problem Ihad
with the Microtek scanner: a missing
SCSI adapter cable. To be fair, Datacopy's SCSI adapter kit does include a
DB-50-to-DB-50 SCSI cable that you
can hook to an external SCSI hard disk
with asecond SCSI connector. However,
if you own aMac SE or Mac II with an
internal hard disk, you need that Apple
adapter cable.
The supplied MacImage 2.01 application, like the scanner, had some nice
touches. The image setup dialog box uses
pop-up menus for selecting scanning parameters. You can scan images at resolutions of 75, 100, 120, 150, 180, 200,
240, and 300 dpi and with 16 gray levels.
The application has excellent control
continued
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Triumvirate
Times Roman
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Tnumvirate
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Triumvirate
Times Roman

Figure 1: (a) BYTE 'stest pattern for scanner quality. (
13) The test pattern scanned
at 150 dpi. The Microtek scanner was adjusted for halftone scanning to accommodate the halftone image. When the scanner was adjusted for line art, the lines
and patterns looked considerably better, but the halftone's quality suffered.
(c) The test pattern scanned at 300 dpi, halftone setting. Notice the improvement in
the lines and patterns as well as in the halftone image. All images are actual size.
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functions, such as ahalftone data editor
that allows use of custom halftone patterns, and agamma value editor that lets
you use custom gray levels. A rich variety of useful formats is available for storing images, including scaled and clipped
MacPaint, a proprietary Datacopy format (compressed and uncompressed),
compressed and uncompressed TIFF,
PICT, PostScript, EPSF, Raster Image
File Format (used by Image Studio), and
SuperPaint.
Another useful and unique feature of
the software is the Auto-Configure command. This allows the system to find the
correct SCSI address of the scanner, as
well as confirm the hardware model
used, since the MacImage application is
designed to run with several models of
Datacopy scanners. Highly useful for the
novice, it eliminates the possibility of
setting the SCSI address to the wrong
value.
Still, the software needs to be revised.
After completing a 300-dpi scan in 15
seconds, the MacImage program took almost 5 minutes to spool the 994K-byte
uncompressed TIFF file to disk and return control to the user. Once the image
was available on-screen, the only editing
tool available was aFatBits pencil. Loading and converting files not saved in the
Datacopy format also takes too long,
compared to other programs doing the
same thing. These waits, and the lack of
asuitable image editor, mar an otherwise
nicely done product.
No Complaint: MacScan
New Image Technology's MacScan uses
the Canon IX- 12 flatbed scanner, which
is also sold as the Princeton Graphic Systems' LS-300F. The MacScan did not
need any additional SCSI cables. The
supplied ribbon cable connects the Mac's
DB-25 SCSI port to the DB-25 SCSI connector on the scanner's interface unit.
The cable also has an extra connector so
that it can be connected as male-to-female or male-to-male. It is so handy for
connecting Mac SCSI devices in general
that Imay forget to pack it back into the
box when Ireturn the unit. The interface
unit requires an external power supply.
The supplied MacScan 1.21 software
(the company says the version now being
shipped is 1.38) did agood job of controlling and editing scans. You set the
scan region by clicking and dragging on a
template on the Mac's screen. Many
MacPaint-like tools are available for
editing, and the image is loaded into
memory rather than spooled to disk. You
can select, manipulate, print, and save
subareas of the image separately from the

REVIEW
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main image. A full-page scan took 12
seconds regardless of the resolution (75,
150, 200, or 300 dpi) of the scan. You
can save files as TIFF (uncompressed,
compressed, and gray- scale), EPSF
(standard or Macintosh format), MacPaint, SuperPaint, PICT, and PageMaker 1.2 formats. Gray-scale information is limited to 4bits ( 16 levels) and can
only be saved in the TIFF format.
Iliked this unit best of all the SCSI
scanners because the hardware occupied
the smallest volume and because the
software is loaded with features. It also
gave the best results at 300 dpi.
Reading What's Scanned: OCR
Iused Read-It! 1.06 by Olduvai Software
to do some OCR tests. This application
can drive the Microtek scanners or
MacScan and can even read abit-mapped
image to extract character information as
ASCII text. It costs $395 for any scanner
but ThunderScan (this version costs
$149). Olduvai also supplies type tables
containing 200-dpi information that
allows the application to make character
decisions with the data. Itried Read-It!
with two of the five scanners: the Mirror
Technology VisionScan, because of its
aggressive price/performance ratio, and
the New Image MacScan, because ReadIt! can control the MacScan unit.
Ihad Read-It! load atype table very
similar to the type of the document Iwas
using. Since the application learns from
its mistakes, Iwent through one recognize/learn cycle with it to make sure that
my type choice was reasonable.
The VisionScan produced good results
on the first pass: Only 3out of 880 characters were not recognized. The MacScan worked well at 200 dpi, but the performance with the program's supplied
200-dpi type tables degraded significantly when Idid a 300-dpi scan. The increased sensitivity of the 300-dpi scan introduced errors in recognition.
What Scanning Is Worth
All the scanners produced good results.
Scanning at ahigher resolution improves
the overall image, but since the Mac
display is limited to 75 dpi, the images
look the same on the screen. Where the
higher resolution pays off is when you
print the image to adevice that can support it (see figures lb and 1c). Of course,
higher-resolution scans require more
memory and more disk space.
If it were my money, I'd buy the Mirror Technology VisionScan. Its price/
performance ratio is unequaled. Performance was fine for my personal use. It's
smaller than the other units, and setup is

fast. Since it uses the serial port, turning
the Mac off is not necessary, as it is when
connecting a device to the Mac SCSI
port. Ialso liked the flexibility of having
the scanner software as aDA. It made the
scanner available whenever Iwanted it,
without the need to launch a separate
control program.
But if you need 300-dpi resolution for
LaserWriter output, I recommend the
New Image MacScan. The hardware and
software are complete, the $ 1995 price is

reasonable for a SCSI flatbed scanner,
and the company promises a gray-level
upgrade for those who need it by the time
this article sees print. Your scanner will
not be obsolete should you wish to
upgrade. •
Laurence H. Loeb is an electrical-engineer-turned-dental-surgeon in Wallingford, Connecticut. He is comoderator of
the macintosh conference on BIX. He can
be reached on BIX as "lloeb."

WHY DESIGN YOUR PRODUCT
AROUND ACOMPUTER?
Design the computer in.

Little Board"/286
Built-in vs. built-around. External systems mean
boxes, boards, backplanes, cables, and reliability
problems. Ampro's little Boards give you acomplete
system on asingle board you can build right into
your product.
Small size. Big power. Eliminate the bulk and
constraints of multi-board, bacicplane-based systems.
Embed aLittle Board that requires just 2/3rds the
power and volume of a51
/"floppy drive. But with
4
the full power of aPC or ATo.
Fully compatible. little Board/286 and little
Board/PC are functionally identical to multi-board
PCs and Ais. They run PC-DOS'" 2.0 to 3.X. They
run DOS languages, compilen and applications.
You'll be standing on aproven foundation of
hardware and software.
Ampro's Single Board Systems. It's all there. Up
to aMegabyte of RAM. RS-232C and Parallel ports.
AT/PC-compatible controllers and bus expansion.
EGA/CGA/MDA and Hercules'-compatible video

Little Board/PC
options. Even optional solid-state disk. Plus SCSI
support for hard disk, tape, optical drives, bubble
drives ... you name it. And, low power consumption
(+5VDC, less than 8W) and awide operating temperature range ( 0to 60°C). Perfect for standalone
operation and harsh environments. Anywhere that
reliability is acritical consideration.
Available worldwide. For information and the
name of your nearest U.S. or international Ampro
representative, call us at the number below. Or
write for Little Board Product information.

408-734-2800
Fax: 408-734-2939

TI. x

49,0 402

1=MCI

COMPUTERS, INCORPORATED
1130 Mountain View/Alviso Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94089

Reps: Ausealle-61 3 720-3298; Ausega-43-222/ 45 45 01: Canade—(604) 438-0028: Denmark —45 3 66 20 20. Finlend-358 0 585-32Z France- 331
4502-1800, Germeny, West — 49 89 611-6151: Israel- 972 3 49-16-95: Italy — 39 6 811-9406: ..... — 81 3 257-2630: Nelherlanda —
010-411 8520. Speln — M34 3204-2099. 8..eden-46 855-00-65. Seetrertend-411 740-41-05: UMW KInedorn-44 2964-35511; USA—contact MARRO
Trademarks. IBM. AT— IBM Coco, Hemutes—Hercules Compute,Technology. Inc: MS-DOS—htcroeoft Corp.: LetleBoard - Ampo Computers. Inc.
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CLEO is your SNA, BSC and Coax Gateway
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Sharing Information
Whatever your industry, your computers
need to share information with your
mainframe. Or, they need to exchange
data with other computers. In either
case, you need atotal communications
solution. You need software, hardware
interfaces and modems that all work
together smoothly. You need CLEO!
CLEO software products allow your
computer to communicate with minicomputers and mainframes, and to
emulate their workstations. Since 1981,
CLEO has provided communications
between micros, minis, and mainframes
for the automotive, insurance, medical
and banking industries. Today over
78,000 CLEO users worldwide are
running on all major computer brands.
The greatest number of these users run
CLEO software on IBM Personal
Computers and NETBIOS LANs.

Complete
Software/Hardware Package

Call us today to discuss
your application.

Every CLEO package contains all the
software and hardware accessories
you'll need. Your selected CLEO SNA,
BSC, or Coax software is packaged with
1) an internal modem card for dial-up
applications, or 2) an interface card and
cable for use with your existing modem,
or 3) aCoax card for local connectivity.
There's no waiting for non-CLEO
add-ons. And, you get prompt, singlesource service.

CLEO Software
1639 North Alpine Rd.
Rockford, IL 61107
Telex 703639
FAX 815/397-6535

Package prices
range from 8795.00
for most stand-alone packages, up to
$1,995.00 for the 32-user SNA gateway.

Headquarters:
USA:

1-800/233-2536

Illinois: 1-800/422-2536
International: 815/397-8110
sales and Distribution:
Benelux: 31(0) 33-948888
Canada, East: 800/361-3185
Canada, West: 800/361-1210
Canada, Montreal: 514/737-3631
Colombia, S.A.: 12172266
Denmark: 02 94 81 19
England: (0993) 776543
France: 146861136
Italy: (0331) 634 562
Mexico City: 596-5539
Sweden: 468311'80

CLEO

CLEO and 3780Plus are registered trademarks of CLEO Software. IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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Smalltalk àla C
Environment:
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copyTo
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iv Class name: Object vi
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iv File name: Object vi
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fi
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save
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search
F6
replace all F7
again
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in aSmalltalk-like

bonding. And, in certain respects,
C_talk rivals C + + .
For data, C_talk implements classes
and methods. The identifier id is used to
define any object class. The C declaration of id is

environment

typedef long id;

C_talk provides object
extensions to C

Namir Clement Shammas

D

evelopers who program in C
are always in need of abetter
way to handle objects. C_talk
1.0, an object-oriented language from CNS, may be the answer. It
gives the C programmer object-oriented
programming and aSmalltalk-like environment. C_talk extends the C language
with elements of an object-oriented language, such as classes, objects, methods,
messages, inheritance, and dynamic

The id type is used to store the memory
address for the definition of an object
class.
Also available are both class and instance variables. Class variables are
shared by all the instances of that class.
Instance variables are the private variables (or record fields, if you like) associated with each instance of the object
class. Every time an instance (equivalent
to avariable in structured languages) is
created, anew set of instance variables
are also allocated. By contrast, only one
set of class variables exists at any time.
C_talk comes with a set of defined
"foundation classes," with the " object"

class as the parent of all classes. The
foundation classes include the popular
data structures, such as Buffer, Stream,
ByteArray, Collection, and so forth.
You can inspect and even alter the C_talk
code for any of these methods.
The second object-oriented aspect that
C_talk supports is inheritance. Inheritance is apowerful aspect of object-oriented programming that lets you bypass
having to rewrite similar code for every
new subclass. This means that both the
class and instance methods of aclass object are automatically inherited by all
subclasses. C_talk supports linear inheritance, where asubclass can inherit from
only one parent class (also called a superclass). You can override inherited
methods by simply defining new ones
with the same name for asubclass.
The third object-oriented component
of C_talk is messaging that activates various objects and lets them interact with
other objects. Here C_talk introduces its
own new syntax. A C_talk message, like
that of Smalltalk, is made up of a receiver (i.e., the object receiving the message), the selector (which is very similar
to afunction or procedure in structured
languages), and optional arguments. The
general syntax for aC_talk message is
@receiver selector < list of
optional arguments>;
Receivers can be either classes or instances. The most frequently used messages associated with classes are those
that create new instances, such as
id CalculatorStack; 1* assign id
to instance *1
@Stack new_ &CalculatorStack@;
This example informs the stack object
class to invoke the new_ selector and
create a new stack. CalculatorStack
points to the dynamically allocated incontinued
OCTOBER 1988 • BYTE
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C_talk 1.0
Type
Object-oriented language
Company
CNS, Inc.
Software Products Dept.
7090 Shady Oak Rd.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612) 944-0170
Format
Two 51
/4
inch floppy disks
Hardware Needed
IBM PC or compatible with 512K bytes
of RAM and ahard disk drive; amouse is
recommended

And like C functions, C_talk permits
messages to return data:
getVolume
/* get the volume of aroom
assuming that room has the
following instance variables:
double length, width, height;
*1

return ( self-> length * self-> width
*self-> height) ;

Price
$149.95

C_talk does not require you to define a
data type for the message. You must,
however, type message arguments. The
manual suggests the Kernighan and Ritchie convention of listing the arguments'
data type on separate lines.
Also, notice in the above example that
C_talk supports the identifier self,
which enables you to make references to
the variables of an object. In addition,
C_talk also implements the identifier
super so that you can refer to the superclass. You can use the above message as a
function to assign avalue to avariable:

Inquiry 892.

volume = @room getVolume@;

Software Needed
Microsoft C, Turbo C, Lattice C, or C86
Language
Documentation
152- page user's manual

stance of Stack. All instances of object
classes are declared dynamically. Once
created, the instances of the classes can
receive their own messages to store, recall, and manipulate data. For example,
the following message clears the contents
of the stack CalculatorStack:

C_talk also supports an interesting
feature that adds a lot of flexibility in
messaging: the ability to use variables to
represent selectors. You place the actual
selector name in backward single quotes
and assign it to avariable. Then the variable is used in the message:
int selector;
selector = ' getVolume ' ;

@CalculatorStack clear;
volume = @room selector@;
Or amessage could push anew value in
the stack:
@CalculatorStack push_
newValue@;
Messages in C_talk have optional arguments. C_talk employs ascheme where
each argument is preceded by akeyword.
A keyword is an identifier ending with an
underscore. The complete name of the
selector is the concatenation of all the
keywords involved. For example,
@room putLen_ len width_ wide
height_ high;
assigns the three dimensions of a room
object. The selector is putLen_width_
he ight_, and the arguments are len,
wide, and high.
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Generally, Ifound the object-oriented
syntax and constructs of C_talk easy to
learn. However, Irecommend that most
C programmers become familiar with
the rules of object-oriented languages
first and then begin using C_talk. The
learning effort for C_talk is far less than
that for, say, Smalltalk. Getting into the
world of object-oriented programming is
made even easier with the C_talk environment ( see the text box " Object-Oriented Programming Basics" on page
203).
The C_talk Environment
There are three main components that
make up C_talk's package: the browser,
the preprocessor, and the make utility.
The C_talk browser manages the window-based environment that you use to

enter, view, and edit C_talk applications. The C_talk preprocessor converts
C_talk files, which contain hybrid C and
C_talk code, into pure C source code.
You use the C_talk make utility to intelligently preprocess and compile updated
files and then relink the application's object code files. It yields applications
compiled with either Microsoft C, Turbo
C, Lattice C, or C86.
The C_talk browser brings a slick
Smalltalk-like environment to C programmers. Using amouse is highly recommended, but it is not mandatory. The
browser contains five windows, of which
three can display scrollable information.
The windows consist of the following:
title, classes, method type, methods, and
contents (atext editor window).
Iused the two-button Microsoft Mouse
to work with the system. Pressing the
right button while the rectangular cursor
is in awindow causes an associated menu
to pop up. In general, you can select any
option by positioning the mouse and
clicking on its left button. If you move
the mouse away from the pop-up menu,
the menu simply disappears. Ifound this
to be a graceful way of removing the
menu. In the absence of amouse, you can
use the cursor-control keys to select options and move around in the browser.
The title window in the browser displays the environment filename. Its
accompanying pop-up menu lets you perform basic management of the environment: exiting, invoking the DOS
shell, invoking aDOS command, editing
afile, setting up the Make specification,
and saving the entire contents of the environment.
The Make setup option leads to another pop-up window. The latter window
permits you to specify the C compiler's
command line, alist of auxiliary files in
use, the linker's command line, and the
list of . OBJ and . LIB files to be included
in the linking process. You can easily examine and alter these specifications outside the C_talk browser by using atext
editor to edit the environment file.
The classes window displays the various class identifiers that are associated
with the environment examined by the
browser. To illustrate how classes inherit
properties from their superclasses, the
browser displays classes indented according to the inheritance level. Beyond acertain level, classes are not initially displayed. You can use an option in the
associated pop-up menu to display the invisible classes. This is helpful when concentrating on a particular subtree of
classes. Other options in the class menu
let you load, save, delete, swap, and add
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Subscription
Problems?

Object-Oriented
Programming Basics
O

bject-oriented languages work by
issuing commands to data objects,
telling them to perform certain procedures or functions. For example, to calculate the square root of anumber in an
object-oriented language (00L), you
must send amessage to the object (in
this case, the number) telling it to return
its square root. The general syntax is
object selector [ arguments]

The selector is the method invoked and
is equivalent to aprocedure or function
in structured languages. An OOL has a
set of methods (i.e., routines) that are
declared to work with it. Thus, an OOL
combines the what (the object) with the
how (the method).
An important departure from traditional structured programming in an
OOL is the way the data types are handled. In object-oriented milieus, data
types are called classes and are also
considered to be objects. While this
may seem very odd for veterans of
structured languages, classes have their
own methods that, for example, empower the creation of dynamically allocated variables, called instances. Instances are also objects with their own
set of methods and hidden data structures. Accessing the data structure of an

classes. Since C_talk maintains the exact
hierarchy of classes, loading a deeply
nested class causes the program to load
all its superclasses not already in the
browser. When you select a class, the
contents window displays the substance
of the header file (in C) associated with
the class.
The appealing part of the C_talk environment is that it lets you access the information related to aclass. The method
types window permits you to select properties that are related to either aclass or
an instance. When either is selected, the
C_talk environment automatically updates the methods and contents windows.
Initially, these windows reveal variables
and methods related to the selected class
or its instance. When a method is selected, the contents window then displays
the detailed listing of that method.
Since the contents window is a text

instance requires methods that authorize you to do so. Also, methods can
permit access to specific parts of an instance. Thus, object-oriented programming fosters data hiding to implement
robust software applications.
Inheritance is a powerful concept
used by 00Ls based on the ability to define subclasses derived from parent
classes. Subclasses are able to automatically inherit the data structures and
methods of the parent classes. Consequently, less coding is needed if the inherited method is valid for asubclass.
But asubclass can also define its own
data structure (i.e., add to the inherited
structure) or its own methods. Linear
inheritance is the typical scheme of inheritance where asubclass inherits from
asingle-parent class. Some 00Ls implement nonlinear inheritance, which
allows asubclass to inherit from two or
more parent classes.
The hierarchy of classes has an interesting impact on message handling.
When an object receives amessage, the
message is first searched in the catalog
of methods directly associated with that
object. If none matches the incoming
message, the methods of the parent class
are searched, and so on. The search
either finds a matching method along
the path of ancestor classes or fails.

editor, you can modify the method of a
class, the method of an instance, the
variables of aclass, or the variables of an
instance. The contents window's pop-up
menu supports copying, cutting, and
pasting text; saving the substance of the
contents window; and performing text
search or translation. When using a
mouse, the contents window displays
both an underscore text cursor and a
mouse block-type cursor. I found that
editing text was confusing when the system shifted from the text cursor to the
mouse cursor. Backspacing and moving
the cursor often required me to click on
the mouse or press the Insert key to reposition the text cursor.
Processing Files
The C_talk application environment is
stored into an ASCII text file with an

We want
to help!
If you have aproblem
with your BYTE
subscription, write us
with the details. We'll
do our best to set it
right. But we must
have the name,
address, and zip of the
subscription (new and
old address, if it's a
change of address). If
the problem involves a
payment, be sure to
include copies of the
credit card statement,
or front and back of
cancelled checks.
Include a "business
hours" phone number if
possible.

MITE
Subscriber Service
P.O. Box 7643
Teaneck, NI 07666-9866
D'it#
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.ENV extension name. The default environment filename is APP.ENV, and it contains alist of the object classes, followed
by alist of auxiliary C files. Any related
.OBJ or . LIB files are listed next, followed by the sequence of commands to
invoke the C compiler and the linker.
Thus, you can edit .
ENV files with text
editors to alter the compiler and linker
sequences. Originally, APP. ENV contained commands to invoke the Microsoft C 4.0 compiler. Iedited the .
ENV file

C_talk

to invoke the Microsoft C 5.1 compiler
installed on my hard disk drive.
Each application should reside in a
separate DOS directory. Each object
class in an application is stored in aseparate text file with the .
PRE extension
name. These .
PRE files contain all the information relevant to aclass. The C_talk
browser uses an exclamation character as
aspecial delimiter, allowing it to parse
the various declarations when reading a
.PRE file. You can alter a .
PRE file with

TM

The Practical Union
of È and Smalltalk

Add anew dimension to your C compiler.
From C:
• Ease of application delivery portability

From Smalltalk:

• Performance - speed and efficiency of C

• Full object inheritance

• Familiarity of C - use all your existing
Ccode

• Polymorphism - message sending
with dynamic binding

Roost Your Productivity!

• Data abstraction - data
hiding / encapsulation

C _ talk's practical approach to object-oriented program-

your favorite text editor provided that you
do not tamper with exclamation characters.
The C_talk preprocessor is a utility
that you invoke separately from the DOS
command line. You can invoke the preprocessor for any object class without going through an entire sequence of checking related superclasses. The C_talk
preprocessor reads a.
PRE file and yields
a . 0file containing C code. The preprocessor is able to detect inconsistencies
and flags them for additional editing.
You also invoke the C_talk make utility as aseparate program from DOS. The
make utility's role is to invoke the C_talk
preprocessor, C compiler, and linker.
Only the .
PRE files that belong to updated
object classes are run through the preprocessor. The corresponding C files and all
altered auxiliary C files are recompiled,
and the linker is invoked to relink the entire set of object files.
Writing a C_talk application is relatively easy, though there are afew rules
to watch out for. The first is that the
main( ) function should be placed after a
dummy method, using the following general method:
main /* dummy C_talk method */

ming in C allows you to realize substantial productivity gains using these tools:
• An automatic Make utility - for
building applications

• C talk's Browser - apowerful
Smalltalk-like browser for building
software objects

• A Preprocessor - for converting
objects into C source code.

• A set of Foundation Classes - to use
as basic building blocks.

main( ) /* the actual main function * J
<declarations>
_init_classes( ) ;
<other code lines, I/O, etc.>

mr;

•••••,...{

O.

J.... b.... Owl«

•,

-

Why C_talk?

Order today!

C_talk has been proven successful in
delivering several large-scale systems in
demanding realtime environments. Its
concise, easy to learn and use. It is
programming in C ( not anew language),
while adhering to the Smalltalk paradigm.

Call or write:
CNS, Inc.
Software Products Dept.
7090 Shady Oak Rd.
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
Tel: ( 612) 944-0170
Fax: ( 612) 944-0923

C_talk is the practical, and affordable,
union.
C_talk is designed to operate with MSDOS on IBM or
compatible computers At least 512K of memory, ahard
disk and mouse are recommended

‘may
C_talk is atrademark of CNS
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Add for shipping $ 5US, $ 25 Intl
(30- day money- back guarantee)

...providing and advancing
object-oriented methodology.
CNS isa registered trademark of CNS. Inc

Circle 296 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 297)

In addition, the main( ) function must
include acall to the _init_classes( )
function, found in the file CLASSES.C.
The C_talk browser updates CLASSES.0
to include the declaration of new object
classes and calls to initialize them. If
CLASSES. Cis not properly updated, you
may get alinker-error message, putting a
halt to the production of the application's
executable file.
Overall, C_talk provides a very
practical and smart route to objectoriented programming. Its Smalltalklike environment is easy to use, and its
object- oriented extensions to C are
powerful. Clearly, C_talk is a worthwhile product for any programmer interested in getting into object-oriented
programming. •
Namir Clement Shammas is a columnist
for several computer magazines and a
freelance writer living in Glen Allen,
Virginia. He can be reached on BIX as
"nshammas."

Unretmched ,own hnag,

Buy The One On The Left And You'll Have
To Put It Where The Sun Don't Shine.
The monitor on the right,
howeve4 can be placed anywhere
you like. Even in direct sunlight It's
the new Flat Technology Monitor from
Zenith Data Systems—winner of PC
Magazine's coveted "Technical Excellence Award" in the
hardware category for 1987.
You Have To See Zenith To Believe It
So clear. So precise. So lifelike. It's the only monitor
with acompletely flat screen. Abreakthrough that has
redefined monitor quality forever. Industry experts are
already convinced. And once you see it in person, you'll
be abeliever, too.
Bigger, Brighter, Glare-Free
Our Flat Technology Monitor has an impressive
14 - inch display. And even though it's bigge4 it's 50%
brighter than conventional CRT's and it has 70%
greater contrast. So you get colors with greater depth
and definition that make your reports, charts and graphs
come alive like never before.
The Flat Technology Monitor is virtually glare-free.
So you can work longer without the usual headaches
1988, Zenith Data Systems
Circle 281 on Reader Service Can/

and eyestrain. And that means greater productivity. But
to get the whole picture, you have to see it with your
own eyes.
Backward And Forward Compatibility
You also get full compatibility with the high
resolution VGA Video generated by IBM's new P512®
computers. And with Zenith's Z-449 or other VGA-class
video cards, you can enjoy CGA, MDA, Hercules and
EGA graphics as well.
Experience Zenith's Latest Technology Breakthrough
Obviously, amere picture can't do justice to our
new Flat Technology Monitor. It demands aface-to-face
evaluation. For ahands-on demonstration, call today
for the name of your nearest authorized Zenith Data
Systems dealer—the Flat Technology Monitor is available
in quantities right now.

1-800-553-0305

7

0,-11171

data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'

Personal System:2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of IBM Corp.
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As you can see, Microsoft can
make all kinds of HP printers and
plotters look their best.
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Purchase Form

Personalize your Laserjet Series II F>inter
with HPffints and memory boards.

These documents were brought to you
by Microsoft Excel, Microsoft
Windows, and the HP Laserjet Series II,
Pain(jet and Deskjet printers.
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Because to
us, anything
worth presenting
in aspreadsheet
is worth presenting more clearly,
more concisely, and more forcefully.
Which is exactly what Microsoft®
Excel and the Hewlett-Packard®
LaserJet Series fr printer let you do.
With this powerful combination of software and printer, now ifs
easier to take common data and
make it look anything but common.
With incredibly flexible font styles,
font sizes, borders and shading.
Incorporated into spreadsheets,
charts, tables and forms that instantly make your data say more. Your
numbers add up to more. Your

facts, figures and ideas mean more.
And of course, FIP® desktop
plotters and printers, from the
ColorPm® plotter to the Paintjetr
DeskJetTM and LaserJet Series II
printers, can unleash the potential
power inside every box of Microsoft
Excel. And vice versa.
To witness awhole new world
of spreadsheet output, call us at
(800) 541-1261, Dept. I56 for a
free copy of our booklet, "Of
Power And Printers:' Or simply go
to your dealer. And see firsthand
what happens when two explosive
elements get together.
And the chemistry's just right.
eitriptaiiimmut suhre,,,

HP Lasedet Series II Printer

Microsoft
,
E) 1988 Microsoft C.orporatmn. Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are registered trademarks of the Mic:osoft Corporation. Hewlett-Packard, ColorPro, PaunJet and LaserJet Senes 11
are registered trademarks. and Desklet is atrademark of Hewlett - Packard Company. Customers in Canada call 1-416-673-9811, outside of North Amenea, 1-206-882.8661.0f fee
good in United Stmes onlr
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Systat. Because other statistics and
graphics packages are not enough.
Systat now offers more statistical graphics than any other PC or
mainframe package. And we still give you less bulk with more statistics.
Statistics

Basic statistics, frequencies, [- tests, post- hoc tests
Multiway crosstabs with log- linear modeling, association

coefficients, PRE statistics, Mantel-Haenszel, asymptotic standard
errors Nonparametric statistics (sign, Runs, Wilcoxon, KruskalWallis, Friedman two-way ANOVA, Mann-Whitney U, KolmogorovSmirnov, Lilliefors, Kendall coefficient of concordance) Pairwise/
listwise missing value correlation, SSCP, covariance, Spearman,
Gamma, Kendall Tau, Euclidean distances, binary similarities Linear,
polynomial, multiple, stepwise, weighted regression with extended
diagnostics Multivariate general linear model includes multi- way
ANOVA, ANOCOVA, MANOVA, repeated measures, canonical
correlation Principal components, factor analysis, rotations,
components scores Multidimensional scaling Multiple and
canonical discriminant analysis, Bayesian classification Cluster
analysis (hierarchical, single, average, complete, median, centroid
linkage, k- means, cases. variables Time series (smoothers.
exponential smoothing, seasonal and nonseasonal ARIMA, ACF,
PACF, CCF, transformations, Fourier analysis Nonlinear estimation
(nonlinear regression, maximum likelihood estimation, and more).

Graphics

Overlay plots

Drivers for most graphics devices

Two dimensional: Error Bars Scatterplots Line and Vector Graphs
Vector, Dot, Bubble and Quantile Plots Bar Graphs (single, multiple,
stacked, range) Box plots (single and grouped) Stem- and- leaf
diagrams Linear, quadratic, step, spline. polynomial, LOWESS,
exponential smoothing Confidence Intervals and ellipsoids (any
alpha value) Smooth mathematical functions Rectangular or polar
coordinates Log and power scales ANOVA interaction plots
Histograms (regular, cumulative, fuzzy) Stripe and jitter plots
Gaussian histogram smoothing Scatterplot matrices Voronoi
Tesselations Minimum spanning tree Maps with geographic
projections (U.S. state boundary file included) Chernoff faces Star
plots Fourier plots Pie charts Contour plots on regularly and
irregularly spaced points Control charts and limits Three
dimensional: Data plots Smooth function plots Vector plots
Linear, quadratic, spline, least squares surface smoothing Threedimensional type fonts.

Data Management

Import/export Lotus. dBase, and DIF

files Full screen data editor Full screen text editor Unlimited
cases Missing data, arrays, character variables Process
hierarchical, rectangular or triangular files, irregular length records
Wag..

Character, numeric, and nested sorts Merge and append large files
Unlimited numeric and character variable transformations
Subgroup processing with SELECT and BY Value labels and RECODE
Statements Macro processor with programming language, screen
control, file manipulation, applications generation, and report writing.

SYSTAT
Systat operates on IBM PCs and compatibles, MS-DOS and CP/M
machines, several UNIX minicomputers, and the VAX/Microvax.
Menu/windowed Macintosh version also available. Single copy price
$795 USA and Canada, $ 895 Foreign. Site licenses, quantity prices
and training seminars available. No fees for technical support.
Statistics and graphics available separately.
For more information, call 312 864.5670 or write Systat Inc.,
1800 Sherman Avenue, Evanston, IL 60201.
The following are registered trademarks: CP/M of Digital Research. Inc., IBM PC of IBM.
Inc.. MS-DOS of Microsoft. Inc.. Macintosh of Apple Computer Inc.. UNIX of AT&T and
VAX of Digital Equipment Corporation.

Systat. Intelligent software.
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Circle 252 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 253)

SOFTWARE REVIEW

Turbo Prolog
Revisited
GEOBASE: Natural

language interface to U.S. geographu

Query: Uhat is highest point in the USA?
mount mckinley
Query: Uhat is the louest point in the USA?
death ualley
Query: Uhat states border on states that border on Alabama?
mississippi
missouri
north carolina
kentucky
uirginia
florida
georgia
tennessee
south carolina
arkansas
alabana
louisiana
12 Solutions
Query: Uhat are cities that haue population greater than 1000000 1
detroit
neu york
philadelphia
los angeles
chicago
houston
6 Solutions
Query: _

Sc

Quit

FU: La%t line

Ctrl S Stop output

End: End of line

the rule. Turbo Prolog 2.0 stretches the
language even more than did the original
Turbo Prolog 1.0 ( September 1986
enhanced database and
BYTE).
Borland's Prologs enforce strong typgraphics features
ing of objects and relations (Edinburgh
Prolog, the de facto standard, doesn't)
and limit the assert and retract mechanism to facts alone (Edinburgh supports
Alex Lane
dynamic modification of facts, predicates that define relations, and rules involving those predicates).
Despite these impurities, Turbo Prolog has found afollowing. Users apprecirogramming languages and
ate features like fast compilation, linkage
their implementations fuel endto stand-alone .
EXE, foreign- language
less debates within the microcompatibility, integrated edit and debug
computing community. Should
facilities, and the rich assortment of
an implementation provide precisely
those features set forth in the language' s built-in predicates that work with numbers, strings, files, windows, the Prolog
definition, or should it alter that defdatabase, and the DOS environment.
inition for the convenience of the imTurbo Prolog 2.0 upgrades these capabilplementer and the user? Borland Internaities and breaks significant new ground
tional's language products—mentioned
in two areas—graphics and the database
often in such debates—fall into the latter
system.
camp, and its Prologs are no exception to

Version 2.0 offers

Though straightforward, the installation process isn't completely intuitive.
For example, to install it on ahard disk
you must make the hard disk drive, not
the floppy disk drive, your default drive;
in my opinion, that detail should be
transparent to the installation routine.
Once begun, installation of Turbo Prolog
is a mindless, disk- swapping affair.
Many of the files are bundled into archives; the installation program spends
most of its time unarchiving them. At the
end, it reminds you to insert the commands FILES=20 and BUFFERS=40 into
the CONFIG.SYS file.
You'll need just under 1.5 megabytes
of free space on your hard disk to install
all the files that come with Turbo Prolog
2.0. A root directory contains the compiler, the core library PROLOG.LIB, the librarian, and the linker. Five subdirectories contain Borland Graphics
Interface (BGI) drivers and font files; all
the sample code shown in the documentation; answers to tutorial problems;
model Prolog applications like Geobase
(a geographical database that supports
natural-language queries) and the Prolog
Inference Engine (PIE), an Edinburghstyle Prolog interpreter written in Turbo
Prolog; and reference examples comparing the use of the old and new standard
predicates.
To use Turbo Prolog 2.0, you'll need
an IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or true
compatible, PC-DOS or MS-DOS 2.0 or
higher, and a minimum of two floppy
disk drives and 384K bytes of memory.
Such a system would be barely usable
(the installed Turbo Prolog would be
spread out over five disks), so Iwholeheartedly agree with Borland's minimum recommended system—ahard disk
drive and 640K bytes of RAM. Ievaluated the package on a16-MHz ARC 386i
equipped with a multiscan monitor, a
hard disk drive, and 512K bytes of
RAM, and also on a4.77-MHz IBM XT
equipped with aCGA, ahard disk drive,
continued
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Turbo Prolog 2.0
Type
Prolog programming language
Company
Borland International
1800 Green Hills Rd.
P.O. Box 660001
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(800) 543-7543
(408) 438-8400
Format
Four 51
/
4inch floppy disks
Language
Hardware Needed
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or true compatible; 384K bytes of RAM (640K bytes
of RAM recommended); dual floppy
disk drives (hard disk drive
recommended)
Documentation
480- page user's guide
462-page reference guide
Price
$149.95
Inquiry 888.

an 8087 math coprocessor, and 640K
bytes of RAM.
General Improvements
Most Turbo Prolog 1.x programs will
compile unchanged. Those that won't are
ones that refer across module boundaries
to domains, databases, or predicates; you
must now explicitly declare these elements to be global. Also, version 2.0 assumes that global predicates are deterministic (i.e., not expected to generate
multiple solutions). That assumption enables the compiler to emit more efficient
nonbacktracking code in situations that
don't require backtracking. You must
qualify a global predicate with the
keyword nondeterm to make it
nondeterministic.
The files domain now supports stdin,
stdout, and stderr. These names, familiar to C programmers, enable Turbo
Prolog programs to communicate with
other programs by means of DOS pipes.
C programmers will also appreciate new
directives for conditional compilation
(if
def,
, ifndef) and the capability to define constant expressions.
You can log the debugger's output directly to a file or printer; this feature
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really helps when you're trying to track
down strange program behavior in the
middle of atrace. You can enable or disable run-time checks for integer and
stack overflow, and you can control the
size of the heap available to acompiled
Prolog program.
TLIB, the librarian, stores predicate
object modules in library files. Iuse it to
reduce disk clutter; by archiving source
code on floppy disks and storing the corresponding object code in a library, I
minimize the number of . PRO files in my
Prolog environment.
Several command-line parameters are
now available with Turbo Prolog. The -e
flag loads aspecified file into the editor;
by default, it loads WORK.PRO. The - sflag
loads asetup (. SYS) file. You can enable
or disable snow-checking with - c. And
the -xflag enables Turbo Prolog's highresolution text modes (43 or 50 rows by
90, 120, or 132 columns).
The syntax of the language has been
changed in ways that move it closer to traditional Prologs. Comments, which in
version 1.x programs required the C
idiom 1*. . .*/, can appear as the remainder of any line that begins with apercent
sign. Predicates can now have multiple
arities. For example, apredicate called
sales_contact might have two forms,
one describing aname and address relation and another describing aname, address, and phone-number relation. In
documentation, you'd write sales_contact/2 and sales_contact/3; in code,
you'd write sales_contact and let the
compiler choose, based on the number of
arguments supplied.
Many of the standard predicates now
have multiple arities. The makewindow
predicate, for example, has two forms;
makewindow/8 does the basic job, and
makewindow/11 adds control over the
style of the frame and position of the
title. Some new standard predicates are
bios/4, which returns the status of flags;
edit/13, an upgraded version of the original edit/2 facility that gives Prolog programs access to the Turbo Prolog editor
for complex I/O; and exit/l, which sets
the DOS errorlevel.
Database Support
The database portion of Turbo Prolog
has been almost completely redesigned.
In the old scheme, asingle internal database served as the repository for facts.
You filled it from three sources: database
predicates in source code; database predicates stored in a separate file and accessed by means of consult; or assert
predicates contained in clauses or agoal.
The retract predicate deleted a fact,

and save wrote the contents of the database to an external file. Available RAM
limited the size of the run-time database.
Although the 1.x documentation hinted
at away to virtualize the database, it was
disk-intensive and involved a laborious
indexing scheme.
Version 2.0 preserves and extends the
internal database facility. Now you can
name multiple internal databases, and
you can consult or save each separately. New versions of consult, save,
assert, and retract work with these
named internal databases. To use adatabase across module boundaries, you
must declare it in the global database
section and declare its predicates in the
global predicates section. As before, the
amount of RAM limits the size of internal databases.
The new external database implements avirtual store of facts. You can put
an external database in RAM or expanded memory, if there's room, or you
can put it on adisk file. An external database is made up of one or more chains
(linked lists) of terms and, for each
chain, an associated B+ tree is used to
index it. New predicates analogous to
save, consult, assert, and retract
work with external databases. The specialized accessors db_chains and
chain_terms bind entire chains or individual terms to Prolog variables during
backtracking. You can use the bt_ (
B +
tree) predicates to sort chains and gain
fast keyed access to terms.
The internal and external databases
aren't compatible with one another. You
can't use assert or retract with an external database, nor can you chain internal predicates. But that's logical, since
terms belonging to an internal database
are actually part of a Prolog program,
while terms belonging to an external
database are data manipulated by that
program. This arrangement isn't unique
to Turbo Prolog 2.0. Arity/Prolog 4.0
implements something quite similar.
The Turbo Prolog 2.0 documentation devotes a full chapter to external databases. Sample programs clearly illustrate how to scan, update, restructure,
protect, and display them.
Borland Graphics Interface
If you've had achance to play with Turbo
Pascal 4.0, you're probably familiar
with the BGI. The BGI comes with
Turbo Prolog 2.0 as well. It supports
CGA, MCGA, EGA, VGA, Hercules,
AT&T 400-line, 3270 PC, and IBM 8514
graphics adapters. Turbo Prolog 2.0 offers more than 70 new standard predicates; they create and manage viewports
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(graphics windows), draw shapes such as
circles and rectangles, and define patterns used to fill shapes. All these new
features get aworkout in the sample program GRDEMO.PRO. Though at first
graphics and Prolog might seem an odd
mixture, Ican think of some interesting
applications combining the two. A system of artificial intelligence-based controls for a water treatment plant could
graphically represent water levels and
flow patterns. A circuit-board troubleshooter could illustrate where to put logic
probes, or could display waveforms.
There are two ways to package code
that uses the BGI. The easiest way is to
compile and link the Prolog program,
then run the resulting .
EXE file in the
presence of the drivers (. BGI files) and
fonts (. CHR files). The disadvantage here
is that the program has to be able to locate these files. Alternatively, you can
use the new bgidriver and bgifont
compiler directives, which specify the
drivers and fonts you want to attach to
your program. This approach consolidates your application into asingle file.
But that file is substantially bigger—a
program that incorporates all the drivers
supplied with the package grows by almost 30K bytes.

Table 1: Turbo Prolog 2.0 lags behind version 1.1 on number-crunching
tasks but betters its predecessor in symbolic computation.
.EXE
file

Source
file

Memory
compile

Compile/
link

Run time

(bytes) (bytes) (seconds) ( minutes:seconds)
1.1

Test

2.0

1.1

2.0

1.1

2.0

1.1

2.0

Floating point

635

35,503 32,436

2

2

0:15

0:18

0:30

0:36

List reversal

908

35,854 29,923

2

2

0:15

0:18

0:23

0:11

0:03

0:03

0:05
0:14
0:24
0:15
0:16

0:06
0:14
0:24
0:16
0:16

0:21

0:31

973

35,790 26,323

2

2

0:15

0:18

1456

38,526 33,251

5

4

0:17

0:21

Sieve
Math
sqrt
In
exp
atan
sine

656

35,546 37,055

2

2

0:14

0:17

Towers of Hanoi 677
10 rings
7rings
5rings

35,478 29,067

2

2

0:14

0:17

Disk write

605

36,425 27,854

2

2

0:14

0:17

0:29

0:29

Disk read

470

36,444 30,625

2

2

0:14

0:17

0:16

0:16

Factorial

0:85 0:1670:34'
0:11 0:0270:04'
0:03 0:01 ./0:01'

•Snow-checking off.
•• Snow-checking on.

poses: They teach Turbo Prolog by example, and more generally, they motivate the study of some classic problems
that Prolog helps to solve. Borland, as alForeign Languages
ways, provides source code for these apThough version 1.x could link Prolog
plications so you can study and try to
programs with external routines written
modify them. In awelcome change from
in foreign languages, the feature never
version 1.x, the documentation describes
worked to my satisfaction. Happily, version 2.0 is fully compatible with Bor- these applications.
Geobase is adatabase that contains inland's Turbo C. You can write C routines
formation about the geography of the
that support Prolog predicates, as before.
United States and a natural-language
You can even call Prolog predicates from
query facility that lets you ask questions
C; the catch here is that the main prolike " What is the largest city in Missisgram must be implemented in Prolog, so
sippi?" The documentation tells how to
Prolog can control the stack and heap.
compile and link the program, outlines
Not having acurrent version of Turbo
its architecture, and suggests how to exC close at hand, Ilinked asimple C routend it to other domains. SEN_AN, asentine compiled under Microsoft C (vertence analyzer, uses acontext-free gramsion 5.0) with a program written in
mar to parse simple English sentences.
Turbo Prolog 2.0. Despite a few comGENI, an expert-system shell, comes
plaints from the linker about undefined
with asmall knowledge base containing
symbols, Icould call the routine successdefinitions of various kinds of animals.
fully from Prolog. Despite all this, Iremain skeptical about the usefulness of In consultation with GENI, you specify
the language interface. In theory, it's a an animal's attributes (e.g., " has feathers," " doesn't have long legs"), and the
great way to subcontract computing tasks
program seeks to identify the animal in
that Prolog doesn't handle well, like nuquestion. GENI has an update mode,
merical analysis and sophisticated string
too. When it can't identify the animal
handling. In practice, you have to own
you have in mind, the program can help
another Borland language product, and
you add it to the knowledge base. The
you need more than apassing acquaintdocumentation, again, suggests ways for
ance with concepts like memory models.
you to extend the application into other
domains.
Sample Programs
The PIE impressed me most of all. PIE
Turbo Prolog 2.0 comes with awealth of
sample programs. These serve two pur- is asmall but powerful Prolog interpret-

er that, unlike Turbo Prolog itself, permits the user to assert and retract both
facts and rules. The appendix that describes PIE is dense and, at times, patronizing of traditional Prolog implementations, but nonetheless it's an education
in the esoteric art of Prolog interpretation. The program does have its bugs. I
noticed that when goals are resatisfied
during backtracking, the trace window
displays the old instantiated variables
rather than anonymous variables. In addition, Ihad to reboot my XT with a
DOS-only disk in order to compile PIE
with the trace mode enabled. Nevertheless, Iwas able to load and run an unmodified copy of the Prolog chestnut
QUEENS4.PRO.

Nearly 1000 pages of high-quality
documentation accompany the software.
That's agreat improvement over the version 1.x manual in terms of both quantity
and quality. The new documentation set
divides into two hefty tomes: a480-page
user's guide and a 462-page reference
guide. The user's guide explains how to
install the package on your computer,
how to set up the environment, and how
to get started with the editor. Then it
dives into Prolog. Topics include backtracking, unification, lists, recursion,
strings, windows, files, graphics, databases, and debugging.
Most of the reference guide is devoted
to the description of version 2.0's stancontinued
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dard predicates. The rest of the book features a programmer's guide, a list of
error messages, and a series of appendixes describing the applications that
come with Turbo Prolog 2.0.
Better Performance?
For testing purposes, Iused a4.77-MHz
IBM PC XT with ahard disk drive, an
8087 coprocessor, and 640K bytes of
memory. Itested versions 1.1 and 2.0
using the same benchmarks that were
used for the BYTE review of version 1.0.
There's one minor change—Imodified
the floating-point test so that it passes intermediate results on recursive calls.
The floating-point tests measure the
time required for 5000 iterations of aset
of floating-point multiply and divide operations. The list-reversal test, adapted
from aLisp benchmark, clocks 30 reversals of alist of 50 integers. The Sieve of
Eratosthenes finds all the prime numbers
between 1and 100, 10 times. The math
benchmark performs 1000 calculations
each of square root, natural logarithm,
exponential, arctangent, and sine functions. The factorial test computes 10!
1000 times. The Towers of Hanoi bench-

mark writes anarrative description of the
namically assert and retract rules. But
solution to that puzzle for 5, 7, and 10
logic programmers aren't necessarily
rings. Finally, the disk read and write
complaining. Many, for example, supbenchmarks write a 64K-byte file to a port Turbo Prolog's strong typing. In
floppy disk drive and read it back.
any case, as Prolog implementations proVersion 2.0 produced code that was 20
liferate, it's getting harder to point to a
percent to 30 percent smaller than that
definitive standard.
produced by version 1.1 (see table 1).
Turbo Prolog 1.0 was a useful and
Somewhat surprisingly, 1.1 outperpopular implementation of Prolog. Borformed 2.0 on the math-intensive benchland International has raised Turbo Promarks. That result doesn't particularly
log 2.0 a cut above that. The external
concern me, however; Prolog isn't a database puts serious knowledge-crunchnumber-crunching language. If you need
ing capability into the hands of Turbo
those capabilities in a Prolog context,
Prolog programmers, and the BGI feaconsider linking appropriate routines
tures should yield some interesting
written in assembly language or C. Prographical applications. Traditional it
log's strength is symbolic computation,
may not be, but Turbo Prolog has cerand on those benchmarks—the list-revertainly become amature environment for
sal test and the Towers of Hanoi-2.0
logic programming.
significantly outperformed 1.1. The results for the Towers of Hanoi with and
Editor's note: The Prolog source code for
without snow- checking, by the way,
the benchmarks is available in a variety
show the rate of text output to the screen
offormats. See page 3for details. •
to be an important limiting factor.
A Mature Environment
Like its predecessor, Turbo Prolog 2.0
isn't atraditional Prolog; the language is
strongly typed and doesn't let you dy-

Alex Lane is a knowledge engineer for
Technology Applications, Inc., and lives
in Jacksonville, Florida. He can be
reached on BIX as "a. lane," where he is
the moderator of the prolog conference.

All the Power of A 25 MHz 386

At Half the Price of Compaq or IBM

Omega 386/25 $3295

386/16

effl

Complete High Quality 386/25/20/16 Systems
Omega 386/25/20/16 Motherboard
Hard/Floppy Controller
1:1 Interleave
I/O Card ( Parallel, Serial, Game Ports)

All systems are custom assembled and
burned in by OMI technical personnel and
come with a1year warranty on parts &
labor. All Prices Sut:¡ect to Change without
notice. IBM & Compaq are Trademarks of
their respective Corporations.

Toehba 40Mb 25rne Hard Drive
Teac 1.2Mb Floppy drive
101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
230 Wan Power Supply

Two 32 Blt, Four 16 1311, 8 Two 8 Bit bids
Monochrome Graphics/Printer Adapter
1 Mb 8Ons Memory ( expandible up to 16 Mb)

AT Case Turbo/Led., 5 Drive Slots
Packard Bell TTL Amber Monitor

•Ram Cache 386 soon available

• Tower Case available

System Specs

Omega 286/20/16/12 Mother Board
Award BIOS
Hard/Floppy
Controller 11 Interleave
I/O Card ( Parallel, Serial, Game Ports)
Six 16 Bit Slots 8 Two 8 Bit Slots
1 Mb Memory Installed

Teso 1.2Mb Floppy Drive
101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
2)3 Watt Power Supply
AT Case Turbo/Leds, 5 Drive Slots
Monochrome Graphics/Printer Adapter
Packard Bell TTL Amber Monitor

Omega 88/10 XI' Compatible
10h1Hz XT Motherboard ( Phoenix BIOS)
Teac 360K Floppy Drive
Packard Bell TTL Amber Monitor
Floppy I/0 Controlkrr ( 2F,CLK,PP, SP, GP)
150 Watt Power Supply
AT Jr Case Turbo/Leds
Keytronics 101 Key Keyboard
Monochrome Graphics/Printer Adapter
8 Expansion Slots
640K Memory installed

$795.00

286/20 $ 1895
286/16 $ 1795
286/12 $ 1495

Printers

Hard Drives

Panesonic
108 01
8181
1091 $222
1092 $ 361
1592 $400
1595
S4 73

Flossy Drives

Toshiba
40Mb 25ms
70Mb 25ms
Micropolis
72Mb 28ms
Miniscribe
84 25 2081b 65ms
84 38 2018b 65ms
3053 40Mb 25ms
3085 7281b 28ms
6085 72Mb 28ms
6128 100Mb 28ms

Term
720k 3.5" $ 115
1.44M 3.5« $ 125
380k 5.25$ 89
1.2M 5.25* $ 104

Met=
12 001 $ 57
1200E
595
24 001 $ 103
2400E $ 162

$543
$1395
$610
$281
$287
$618
$720
$966
$850

5MS Omtt
5527 XT ALL
8240 AT MFM
510 SCSI
512 SCSI

$ 83
$ 144
$65
$80

286/20

Norton SI Ver 4.0
28.2

The Fastest 286 Available
286/20/16/12

Test Results
386/25

27.3

Landmark Ver . 99
33.6

26.7

Power Meter Ver 1.20
4.25 Mips

Other product

Admit=

Siunsung White Mono
Packard Bell Mono
Thomson Mono
Princeton MAX12
Thomson CGA
Mitsubishi CGA
Packard Bell EGA
Samsung EGA
Mitsubishi EGA
Mitsubishi Multi
Technica Multi
Tatung VGA

3.64 Mips

$100
$80
$110
$158
$240
$269
$375
$386
$408
$528
$443
$582

lines

offered:

Video Seven
Keytronics
Northgate
Archive
Novell
AutoDesk
Eplon
Western Digital
DTC
Sharp
And Many Morel

Toi Free
(
800) 346'
6527
Hours: 9am-8pm EST
In Georgia (
404) 429-8862
Fax:
(
404) 953-6286 Monday t.hru Friday
1029 Franklin Road Suite 4-C Marietta, Georgia 30067
We Will Gladly Answer Any Customers Technical Questions!
Call For More Information Including Complete Product Catalogue
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YOU CAN'T BEAT THE BOSS
DATABOSS APPLICATION GENERATOR for Turbo Pascal V4.0 and Turbo C
•The simple and revolutionary
new 4GL used to develop
sophisticated relational database

applications.
•Lets you design and paint data
entry screens and datafile layouts,
as well as menus and reports.
•Automatically generates the

solid, structured Pascal or Csource
code that makes up your finished
system.
•DATABOSS is only $399 — and
it's complete. You need only Turbo
Cor Turbo Pascal V4.0.

DATABOSS
COMPONENTS
INCLUDE
THE FOLLOWING:
MOW gRIFRA/1111t. -

•Unlimited menu nesting
•Call internal DOS commands
and external . EXE .COM and
.BAT files with parameters
•Include your own initialization
and exit routines
•Nine security levels and
modifiable password file

•Free form full screen editor
•Draw lines and boxes — full
IBM extended character set
•Copy, move, insert, center text
•Color painting, foreground,
intensity and background

•Unlimited number of totals and
subtotals
•Send report elements to CON,
LST, RS232, DSK individually or
simultaneously
•Paint and build report range
selection screens
•Print multiple records across
apage
IFNIPEX QUERY BY

aid

•Import external ASCII files into
your DATABOSS database.
•Query datafiles using point and
select cursor movements
•Select fields to be output and
specify order
•Impose conditions for data
selection
•Select index or create ad hoc
•Output to screen, disk or printer

,011
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CUSTOMIZE AND
MAKE APPUCATIONS

DATABOSS TOOLS
An integrated, intelligent, high
level interface to DOS for managing
Files and Console input and output
Available as an independent
package for $99. An invaluable
adjunct to DATABOSS Application
Generator.

•Each field defined via a4GL
template
•Up to 16 related datafiles per
application module
•16 index keys per datafile
unique or duplicate
•Up to 9segments per index
key
•Allows multiple use of fields in
key segments
•Automatic datafile linking
•Dynamic traceback of linkages
•Unlimited number of open files
•Character input control via
pictures
•Any field default value allowed
•Full field validation via
BOOLEAN check
•User defined error messages
•Compute and key expressions
•Automatically generated
re-indexing module
•Automatically generated
datafile reconfiguration module
THE MOST POWERFUL

MOREAMIEUL
•Write your own functions,
initialization and exit routines and
include them in the function table
•Customize askeleton file and
use this file at generation time
litllUlRtt

COMPILE USINIMIIII
TURBO PASCAL

II.

V4-11 OR TURBO
•Generate 1000 lines of code in
10 seconds
•Compile to produce fast
executable object code
•No runtime licence fees
•We provide you with end user
screen and printer installation
modules to include in your menus

Rush coupon below to:
TOP GUN SYSTEMS,
4COTTAGE AVE.,
MILL VALLEY,
CALIFORNIA. 94941.
PHONE: (415) 461 4040.
FAX: (415) 388 9226.
OR FOR ORDERS PHONE:

(800) 323 7767.

Please send me DATABOSS APPLICATION GENERATOR at $399
O For Turbo Pascal V4.0, or III For Turbo C
El Please send me DATABOSS TOOLS at $99
El Please send me your CAN'T BEAT THE BOSS booklet

RELATIONAL REPORT

Name .

GENERATOR EVER

Company .

DEVISED

Street Address .

•Design any type of report
•Automatic structure definition
for relational reports
•Areport element can be afield,
text, function

Mi

City:

State .

U Check enclosed.

Charge to my0=

Account No
Expiry Date .

Zip

Signature

Trademarks DATABOSS by Top Gun Systems Turbo Pascal and Turbo Cby Borland Internavonal
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OUR 1113DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
HELP PROJECTS GET ON THEIR FEET.
The "creature" shown above doesn't
depict afuturistic lunar landing. Rather,
it represents apolar landing of asophisticated weather monitoring device. A
new parachute-deployed device that
instantly transmits vital environmental
data to waiting scientists. And whose
Antarctic installation and erection now
happen automatically, in amatter of
minutes, allowing critical data collection
in remote areas that were impossible to
reach before.
This "Self-Erecting Weather Station,"
sponsored by the National Science
Foundation and designed and developed
by Polar Research Lab, was made possible by Avocet and AVSIM, Avocet's
unparalleled simulator/debugger.

Unequaled capability
Polar Research needed AVS1M's
sophistication to control the sensors
in the weather station's "legs" and to
create its transmitter. AVSIM's detailed
on-screen CPU simulation, unlimited
breakpoint facility, and unique "undo"
capability gave their engineers the ease of
use and flexibility that allowed them to
execute and test the software even before the
hardware was ready Saving crucial time
and frustration in both the programming
and testing phases of development. And
money, too: at only $ 379, AVSIM is a
fraction of the cost of additional
hardware.
Complete compatibility:
from the ground up
Best of all, AVSIM is completely
compatible with our AVMAC' macro
assemblers and our AVOCET CT''' cross
compilers — the ideal combination of
tools which gives you acomprehensive
development solution.

The AVSIM Full-Screen Display

AVOCET

Get your own project off the ground:
try before you buy
Try the AVSIM demo yourself for
30 days. If you're not satisfied for any
reason, return the unopened program
disk for afull refund — less $35 for the
demo disk and manual, which are yours
to keep.

Free Catalog

Call Toll-Free 1-800-448-8500*
For your free catalog to ordet
or for more information about
AVSIM and other Avocet products.

Call Avocet today and ask about our
complete line of affordably priced software and hardware 1413 development
tools. Discover how we can help you get
your next project on its feet, too.
©1988

Avocet Systems, Inc All nglm reserved

SYSTEMS; INC.

THE SOURCE FOR QUALITY µP DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Avocet Systems, Inc., 120 Union St., P.O. Box 490AV, Rockport, ME 04856 /* In Maine, or outside U.S., call ( 207) 236-9055 / TLX: 467210 Avocet CI / FAX: ( 207) 236-6713
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APPLICATION REVIEW

Dthe Data
Language
File name store

Personal interface definition STORE has compiled successfully.
Personal interface STORE has 10 record descriptions.
rd CUS_REC rec has 15 fields; 101 chars
rd IMO_REC rec has 8 fields; 45 chars.
rd SAL_REC rec has 9 fields; 50 chars.
rd liER_REC rec has 11 fields; 89 chars.
rd ORD_REC rec has 11 fields ; 96 chars.
rd PAR_REC rec has 7 fields; 58 chars.
rd ASS_REC rec has 6 fields; 27 chars.
rd STA_REC rec has 2 fields; 15 chars.
rd CAT_REC rec has 2 fields; 14 chars.
rd HIS DEC rec has 9 fields; 64 chars.

C.\DDII\STORE.PI

'ress

has been updated.

any key to return to menu__

A powerful tool
for storing and
manipulating data
Pam Oppenheim

menus, color monitor support, the ability
to recover deleted records, new options
for many commands, pie charts, bar
graphs, histograms, and a facility for
building context-sensitive help for your
applications.
A batch file handles the installation
and lets you put D in the subdirectory of
your choice. The batch file prompts you
for the three program disks and checks
that you've inserted the correct one. The
program is not copy-protected. The
fourth disk contains an example database, which you copy into the subdirectory with D. The program requires 512K
bytes of RAM and ahard disk drive (it
uses about 1 megabyte). Iran D on a
Compaq Deskpro that uses an 8086 processor at 7.14 MHz with a20-megabyte
hard disk drive.

IlinAction
Within I), information is organized as
database definitions (DBDs) that contain
data groups, which are analogous to
files, procedures for menus, automated
he manual to D the Data Lanprocessing, and reports. Data groups are
guage advises that " D is avery
defined as fields, supporting alphanudifferent animal in many remeric or numeric character and binary
spects. Not difficult, just differfield types. Subfields are supported and
ent." And it's right—D is very different
add to your ability to control and access
from the majority of PC database packinformation. For example, a master
ages. It is aDBMS that, for example, lets
field-name job number can consist of a
you create custom applications for every
customer number, a sequence number,
user who accesses the database. A numand the year. You can reference the sinber of people can, therefore, get only the
gle entity or any of the components.
information they need without seeing
The lack of adate type is inconvenient.
confidential or extraneous data.
However,
using the JDATE and EDATE
Indeed, D is apowerful, flexible tool
for manipulating data. First, it provides a functions, which convert character data
mechanism for getting information into a from aspecified format to the equivalent
Julian date or calendar date, procedures
database, and then it supports developcan be developed to process dates as
ment of integrated menus, procedures,
needed. The starting date for Julian calreports, and screens. But this flexibility
culations is user-definable as part of the
is not always immediately apparent.
database definition. If you set up adates
D ($395) comes with two spiral-bound
field with subfields, it's easy to pull remanuals, asmall addendum for the latest
ports for specific periods without any
version, and four 360K-byte 54 -inch
date conversion required at all.
floppy disks. The addendum, included
You must compile the DBDs and prowith version 2.7, which I reviewed,
continued
covers new features, such as pop-up

T
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Back,
by popular
demand.
Just afew years ago, illegal hunting
and encroaching civilization had all but
destroyed the alligator population in the
south. They were added to the official
list of endangered species in the United
States.
Now alligators have made a
comeback.

Dthe Data Language 2.7
Type
DBMS
Company
Caltex Software, Inc.
3131 Turtle Creek Blvd Suite 1101
Dallas, TX 75219
(214) 522-9840
Format
Four 360K-byte 51/
4inch floppy disks
Language

Conservationists
intent on preserving this
legendary reptile helped the
alligator get back on its feet.
Once again some southern
swamps and marshes are
teeming with alligators.
With wise
conservation policies,
other endangered
species have also made
comebacks ... the
cougar, gray whale,
Pacific walrus, wood
duck, to name afew.
If you want to help
save our endangered
species, join the National
Wildlife Federation,
Department 106, 1412
16th Street, NW,
Washington, DC
20036.
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Hardware Needed
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with
512K bytes of memory, one floppy disk
drive, and one hard disk drive
Software Needed
DOS 20or higher
Documentation
136-page Introduction Manual
367-page User's Guide
Price
$395
$75 for the run-time module
Inquiry 889.

cedures before you use them. Part of the
data group definition is the number of
records it contains. When the file is full,
you can't add more information without
updating the DBD. Changing adatabase
is a multistep process that, at the very
least, requires you to unload data from
the DBD into atemporary file, make the
modification, recompile the DBD, modify and recompile procedures if you've
changed any DBD names, open the DBD,
and reload it. After verifying the data,
you must edit procedures to reflect the
new field types and sizes and recompile
them again. Finally, you must rebuild
the keyed field references. Sometimes,
flexibility has ahigh price.
An INFO command lets you know all
about your database, from the basic
structure to the number of loaded and active records. A uniqueness column shows
you the number of unique values that
exist for aparticular field. An associated
command, REDUCE, lets you compress a
set of isolated records to reflect only the
unique values. This is similar to
dBASE's UNIQUE qualifier on indexes,
but it's more flexible since it does not
limit access.
To Caltex's credit, it advises users of
the importance of establishing backup

and reload procedures for all DBDs. In
fact, the company goes so far as to include achapter in the documentation on
database maintenance and recovery.
STRUCTURE, CONSTRUCT, DESTRUCT, and
KEY help you rebuild keyed fields should
they become damaged. Yet, in working
with D, Iexperienced no data losses,
even when Ipurposely turned off the
power while updating afile.
To DOS, adatabase definition represents only four open files, regardless of
how many data groups and procedures
exist. D supports an unlimited number of
data groups, keyed fields, and related
files within aDBD.
Confusion arises when you first try to
use these keyed fields, because the data
is displayed in the order in which it was
entered. The terms key and keyed index
files imply that the data is ordered on the
value. I determined that, unlike
dBASE's index files or indexed sequential-access method file structures, keyed
fields do not generate index files or, in
any other way, impose avisible structure
on the data. The keyed field provides an
internal structure used by the FIND command to isolate records within the data
group.
There are trade-offs to either approach. Imposing the structure takes
time during all data-entry and update
activity and makes the system more vulnerable to corruption during power failures. Without that structure, you must
organize your data via sorts every time
the order is important.
Sorting It Out
Fortunately, D's sorts are fast and
powerful. A sort lets you specify multiple fields, ascending and descending
orders, and case insensitivity. An option
enables you to specify the use of high instead of low values for missing data. You
can apply sorts to acollection (isolated
portions of files) or to an entire data
group. The sorted order remains in effect until you sort on another field, add
records to the working set, clear the collection, or close the database. A singlefield sort of 1586 records took less than 2
seconds, while the comparable dBASE
sort (Iused dBASE III Plus 1.1) took 4
minutes and 27 seconds and also took up
valuable disk space.
D's PICK, FILL, and FIND commands
are the mechanisms for isolating data.
They more closely resemble dBASE's
FOR and WHERE clauses than its SEEK command. dBASE's SEEK command located
arecord and advised me that arecord did
not exist in less than 1second using my
continued

Which would you like to see first?
The world's fastest dBASE compiler or the most
powerful database development language?
Surprise. Now you get both in the same package.
New Clipper' from Nantucket!'
Our latest version — Summer '87— is still the bestperforming compiler ever. It lets users run dBASE*
applications up to 20 times faster. But there's alot
more to it than raw speed.
Because new Clipper is one of the most powerful,
full-featured development languages ever. And
gives you more control over your applications than
any release of dBASE ever will. Now or in the future.
Instead of designing Clipper as an add-on, we've
structured it as an extended database language that
uses dBASE as asubset. In addition to emulating
the dBASE language, we've added commands for
menus, screens, windows and extended functions.
As aresult, you get dBASE compatibility and an
entirely new level of power and versatility.
And with Clipper's open architecture, you can
write functions in Clipper, C. Assembler or other
languages, and integrate them into one seamless
application. Which helps you create more sophistie Nantucket Corporation, 1988. Nantucket is aregistered trademark and Clipper is a
trademark of Nantucket Corporation. dBASE is aregistered trademark of Ashton-Tate.
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cated applications in less time. And by using our
full-featured debugger, you'll be done even faster.
We also give you source code security that
keeps users from damaging your application. And
sophisticated record and file locking capabilities that
make networking applications easier to create. But
no matter what you create, you don't have to buy
runtime modules or additional software.You don't
even have to pay licensing fees.
If you haven't tried Clipper yet, just call (213)
390-7923 today. We'll send you full information and
afree demo diskette. Or the complete program,
if you'd rather.
But call today. And see how easy it is to find the
best dBASE development
J1P"
language. Just get the fastest
compiler. And open the box.
(

Nantucket, 12555 W. Jefferson Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90066 Telex: 650-2574125
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Diamond Sean 14
Auto-Tracking
800 x600 pixels (digital, analog, morochrome)
330 x500 pixels (composite NTSC)

Diamond Sean 20A
Auto-Tracking
800 x600 pixels (digital, analog, monochrome)
1024 x800 pixels (maximum)

Diamond Sean 161
Auto-Tracking
1024 x768 pixels (typical)
1280 x1024 pixels (maximum)

Diamond Scan 201
Auto-Tracking
Up to 1280 x1024 pixels
Actual unretouched screen images

A Clear View To Monitor Quality
REVIEW
D THE DATA LANGUAGE

1586-record file. The FIND command
isolated matching records in just over 2
seconds. But FIND allowed me to look at
these matching records nearly instantaneously, while dBASE's BROWSE FOR and
DISPLAY FOR were slow in writing just
the first 16 entries to the screen. FIND is
the means for loading data records into
memory from a data group. A WHERE
clause that supports greater than, equal
to, less than, starting value, and an " any
value" expression provides control over
which records are retrieved. The any
value operator is extremely powerful, locating records if the contents of the field
contain the value. This capability does
not exist in dBASE. PICK supports locating information by record numbers
rather than by values. You can specify
single records or ranges of records to be
retrieved.
Command and Control
You can edit any command that is still on
the screen; simply move the cursor to the
command and press Enter. The line is
now redisplayed as the next line to execute, and you can edit the line before
execution.
218
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Context-sensitive help is always available by pressing Fl. The use of a split
screen when displaying help lets you
complete acommand easily by following
the displayed syntax. You can look up
field names in the same fashion. Ifound
this process far superior to that of manually writing down the syntax while in
help so that Icould enter the command
correctly when Iexited help.
Creating moving light-bar menus was
a delight. From the procedure menu, I
selected MENU, and, using the text editor,
Ilisted the procedure names and descriptions. To mark the options for the menu,
Iplaced the cursor to the left of the procedure name and pressed F5, for each allowable menu selection. D automatically
handles all the cursor control and highlighting, then invokes the selected
procedure.
On the down side, there is no typeahead buffer and no indication that what
you've typed has gone to never-never
land. Most commands, except for compiles, execute fast enough so that this is
not amajor problem. Still, Iwould have
preferred to receive awarning from the
program, rather than having to type the

commands all over again.
A text editor lets you create reports,
procedures, screens, and even the database definition. The editor supplied with
D is adequate, providing insert and overstrike modes, full-screen and line-edit
modes, and block moves and copies. You
can use any text editor that creates pure
ASCII files; however, you can't invoke
the editor from D, resulting in aloss of
productivity.
Within the screen definitions, you
have access to awide range of field edits,
including required, unique, fill, uppercase conversion, and auto-increment.
Templates, ranges, and lists are fully
supported. As it does with moving light
bars, D handles all the specified edits
from the menu to enter or edit data
without any user-generated code. When
specified conditions have not been met, a
terse prompt like ALPHA or REQUIRED appears on the screen and abeep sounds.
Unless the override option is invoked,
you must correct the response before D
proceeds to the next prompt.
UPDATE and APPEND commands let you
enter and edit information in the data
file. When using screens, you must be on

Circle 174 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 175)

with the resolution and size to fit your specific needs. This
includes the Diamond Scan Series of 14", 16" and 20" autotracking monitors, some with microprocessor-enhanced
programmable display settings. All at very competitive prices.
To get aclear view of monitor quality and value, look
to Mitsubishi.
For product information or nearest authorized
Mitsubishi Electronics sales representatives, please call
1-800-556-1234, ext. 54M. In California, call 1-800-441-2345,
ext. 54M. Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc., Computer
Peripherals Division, 991 Knox Street, Torrance, CA 90502,
(213) 217-5732.

Only one supplier of color monitors offers the widest
selection of features and operating flexibilities in the market
today.
That company is Mitsubishi Electronics.
Mitsubishi' delivers the reliability and performance
that can meet your color information display requirements
today as well as tomorrow. Larger screen sizes, truer colors,
and optimum resolutions make your work easier—and far
more productive.
Whether your requirements call for fixed-frequency
graphics standards, like EGA and VGA, or multiplefrequency performance, Mitsubishi has the color monitor

Compatibility/Resolution
Screen
Size
(Inches)

Mitsubishi
Model

14/13V

Diamond Scan 14
(AUM1381A)

)0429C
VGA Compatible
640 x480 pixels

Horizontal
Scan Frequency (kHz)

Mask
Pitch
(mm)

15.7 — 36 auto-tracking 0.31

1024

VGA
CGA

EGA

Std.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Diamond Scan 16L*
(HL6605TK)

16/15V

30 — 64 auto-tracking

0.31

Diamond Scan 20A
(HA3905ADK)

20/19V

15.7 — 36 auto-tracking 0.31

Diamond Scan 20L*
(HL6905TK)

20/19V

30 — 64 auto-tracking

XC1429C

14/13V

31.5

0.28

XC1410C

14/13V

22 or 15.75

0.40

•

•

XC1430C

14/13V

22 or 15.75

0.31

•

•

•

•

0.31

1280

loin
788
A pp le
Ext. Mac II (aft) (64 kiin

PITSC

•

•

•

•

•

*Microprocessor-enhanced programmable display settings
XCI410C/XCI430C
EGA Compatible
648 x350 pixels

And Value.

©

Art

MITSUBISHI
ELECTRONICS

See us at COMDEX Booth # 1128

1988 Mesubeto Elect nos Amenca. Inc
Mitsubeh, ea legstered trademark of Mrtsuben, Electrc Corp, Tokyo

Screen mages poduced voth penman from the follovong companes (
trademarked software package name lodays company
neme) Autodesk. Inc (AutoShade). Computerveon Corporaton (
Persona) Desgneg Computer Fnends, Inc Modem Aresp.
SuperMac Software (
Pee)Pant). Three ID iGraphcs. Inc (Perspeceve); Mcrosolt Corporaton (
Eros) Verson 20)
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the last transfer field to write the data to
the file. Because you have total control
over the prompt order, this field may be
anywhere on the screen. To avoid problems, the manual advises you to press
End to get to the last transfer field, then
press Enter to write the data to disk.
You can generate output via print commands or acomprehensive report procedure. PRINT does areasonable job of providing columnar information with titles,
column headings, subtotals, and grand
totals, but there is little format control.
PON and POFF commands control output
that is sent to the printer.
REPORT provides more control over
content and appearance via detail, breakpoint, and final ( ATEND) sections.
Within these sections, conditional processing is supported with IF statements.
Data can be calculated, printed, or written to data groups.
From the title and declaratives sections, you can control titles, subheadings, and footers. As with most databases, you can place date, time, and
page-number displays within the report.
BTITLE enables you to put titles in the
body of areport, greatly adding to the

flexibility of the report generator.
From areport, you can isolate records
to another collection using the SELECT
command. This feature can help you reduce the number of times you must process afile to get information. For example, while printing customer statements
you can collect all the customers whose
balances are over 30 days outstanding.
From this collection, you can also print
an overdue account list without processing the file asecond time.
Via aWRITE statement, you can use a
report to update any data group within
the database. As with SELECT, this lets
you accomplish complex processing with
aminimum of overhead.
File Importation
DBF, ASCII, data-interchange format,
and blocked files can be loaded into D,
but there is no automated import. After
correctly defining adata group to store
the information and arecord definition,
which defines the file structure to be
read, you must LOAD the information.
This area in particular is not well documented. It took me four tries and about
30 minutes to transfer my file. Caltex

says it is currently rewriting the documentation for the new version. The company specifically acknowledged the
problem with the import/export explanations and advised me that additional material would be available in the new
release.
An intuitive relationship exists between data groups whenever they share a
common field. Consider aDBD consisting of customers and sales. Viewing the
related data is as simple as FINDing the
records you want from the sales files and
MATCHing the information with customers using the customer number field.
The MATCH command locates all records
in the sales data group that have customer
numbers equal to those in the customer
file. There is no limit to the number of
data groups that can be matched. And
since D does not structure the data files,
you need not worry about the related files
being indexed on the relate field, as is required in dBASE. D's strength becomes
apparent when you use RELATE in conjunction with MATCH. RELATE lets you
create one ordered, logical file of the
merged data for reports and fully supcontinued
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BYTE's Subscriber Benefits
Program
o

ur BYTE subscription brings
you acomplete menu of the latest
in microcomputer technology every
30 days. The kind of broad-based
objective coverage you read in
every issue. In addition, your
subscription carries awealth of
other benefits. Check the check
list:

BONUSES
11 Annual Separate Issues: In
addition to BYTE's 12 monthly
issues, subscribers also receive
our annual IBM PC issue free
of charge, as well as any other
annual issues BYTE may
produce.
BYTE Deck: Subscribers
receive five BYTE postcard
deck mailings each year—a
direct response system for you
to obtain information on
advertised products through
return mail.
Reader Service: For
information on products advertised in BYTE, circle the
numbers on the Reader Service
card enclosed in each issue that
correspond to the numbers for
the advertisers you select. Drop
the post-paid card in the mail
and we'll get your inquiries to
the advertisers.
.,£j TIPS: BYTE's Telephone
Inquiry System is available to
subscribers who need fast
response from advertisers. After
obtaining your Subscriber I.D.
Card, dial TIPS and enter your
inquiries. You'll save as much
as ten days over the response to
Reader Service cards.
Free Programs Via BYTEnet:
You get access to the BYTEnet
Bulletin Board Service, which
allows you to download, via

sign up is amicrocomputer, a
modem, and telecomm software. For further information
and cost, call 1-800-227-BYTE.

Pets, IMPRESSIONS
Mudd deer
CluckBose 40
3Pew Spreedenetts
UPWC Lets Yu FsE41020 Some
REVIEWS

The Portable 386
Compaq sluth!
smorest yet

PS1 Mode! 10
Speedup Bore lor Al
10386.0ased C,ones
Moue/one 410 C316
WordCruncher

1111 1

Program Listings: Listings of
programs that accompany
BYTE articles are now available on BIX, on disks or in
quarterly printed supplements
(see reply cards in this issue for
cost information), or call
1-800-258-5485.
Microform: BYTE is available
in microform from University
Microfilm International in the
U.S. and Europe. See Contents
page for cost information.

DISCOUNTS
modem, valuable program
listings. There is no connect
charge for this service.
[1.1 Subscription Service: If you
have aproblem with, or a
question about your subscription, you may call our service
department toll-free at
800-423-8272 ( in New Jersey
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ports one-to-one, one-to-many, many-toone, and many-to-many relationships,
all with remarkable ease. By comparison, to process these complex relations in
dBASE correctly, you must write code
that explicitly tests the conditions.
Options with RELATE let you translate
information via an intermediate data
group and control the primary sort order
for reports. The translation feature lets
you use codes as input for speed and reliability, while reports show the appropriate meaning instead of the code.
Variables are defined by the SET command and are accessible everywhere
within D. Arithmetic calculations and
string concatenation are supported.
Final Input
Where does D fit in the PC database picture? If you're looking to manage afew
files, such as amailing list or parts inventory, the more traditional tools, such
as dBASE, are better choices. If the order
of your data is always important, the required sorting in D makes it an unacceptable alternative.
D is aviable applications development
tool and is especially useful for situations where many people use the database for separate functions. By defining
personal interfaces, which are yet another kind of procedure, the developer
can show the users only the information
they need to know and provide access to
only those functions they need to perform. Data security is easier to enforce,
because users see only what you want
them to see—without ever knowing that
more data exists.
Applications that require multiple file
updates, as a result of processing, are
also agood fit, as are large applications
with highly normalized files that exceed
the maximum number of open files allowed by DOS.
The flexibility of the data structures,
and the ability to order the data when you
need it, as you need it, are perhaps most
useful for those situations where it is difficult to initially determine all the required operations and reports.
D is different and takes some getting
used to. But it allows ahigh degree of
customization and is agood alternative to
dBASE for developing custom applications. •
Pam Oppenheim is president of Rational
Solutions, Inc. (Fort Lauderdale,
Florida), an independent software consulting firm involved in the planning, design, and implementation of mini- and
microcomputer systems. You can reach
her on BIX as "editors."

Handy
scan.
Full-Page Scanning In The Palm
Of Your Hand.
Mitsubishi Electronics now gives you all
the advantages of scanning in apractical
size at an affordable price.
Incorporating the 3-in-1capabilities of
handheld, sheetfed and flatbed scanners,
the scanner from Mitsubishi' scans up to
81
/ inches wide and 14 inches long, at 200
2
dots per inch resolution.
The scanner recognizes up to 16 gray
shades and can scan any photo, text, or
illustration in seconds. With the included
utility software and controller, the scanner
runs with IBM* PC, AT or compatible computers. All for $995 suggested retail price.
Images scanned can be loaded into popular paint or desktop publishing software
packages which support .TIFF or .PCX file
formats, such as Aldus' Pagemaker'
Ventura Publishee ZSoft PC Paintbrush'
Plus, and many others.
For product information or nearest
authorized Mitsubishi Electronics sales
representatives, please call 1-800-556-1234,
ext. 54H. In California, call 1-800-441-2345,
ext. 54H. Mitsubishi Electronics America,
Inc., Computer PeripheralsDivision, 991
Knox Street, Torrance, CA 90502,
(213) 217-5732.

The scanner, model SP-MH2I6AF, can scan an 81
2 "
/
x11"
page in 10 seconds, independently or with its optional
automatic paperfeeder, model SP-MHO/FA, shown above.

Visit us at COMDEX
Booth # 1128
#

MITSUBISHI

MU ELECTRONICS
1988 Mitsubishi Electronics Amerce. Inc
Mitsubishi is aregistered trademark of Mitsubishi Electric Corp. Tokyo
Aldus and PageMaker are registered trademarks of Aldus Corporation
IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines
Corporation Ventura Publisher is atrademark of Ventura Software. Inc
PC Paintbrush Garegistered trademark of ZSott Corporation
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Cut your losses.
Buy MICRO CADAM
CORNERSTONE R.1.3, send
us your obsolete PC CAD
software, and get a $ 1,000*
check from CADAM!
If you've always wanted real
mainframe-based CAD power for your
IBM® PS/27 PC/AT® or compatible system,
here's asharp new offer from CADAM®
Buy new MICRO CADAM
CORNERSTONE R. 1.3 now. Compare its
productivity ease of use, and mainframe-

based features with your conventional PC
CAD system. (You can go right to work
with your existing CAD files, thanks
to MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE's new
DXF data translator.)
Then cut up your obsolete software
and send us the half with the label, along
with your completed rebate coupon and
proof of purchase for MICRO CADAM
CORNERSTONE R. 1.3. We'll cut you a
check for $ 1,000.
CADAM's rebate offer is the ultimate
deal on the "ultimate PC CAD production
tool:' But act fast. Rebate expires December
31, 1988. See your dealer today for

qualification details and rebate coupon. For
the location of your nearest dealer, phone
CADAM toll-free today: 800-255-5710.
MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE . . .
The Ultimate PC CAD Productior Tool
Please see us at COMDEX, Booth # 4014
and AUTDFACT, Booth # 70.30

d ie
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ALOCKHEED COMPANY

rebate mar not be combined with any other special CADAM INC promotion or discounts and is available only in the United States to end users. Cenain restrictions apply— bee rebate coupon available from your MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE
dealer for derails and restrictions. All sales will be verified with dealer of record.
CADAM is aregistered tradenari and MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE aatrademark of CADAM INC. AutoCAD Éaregistered trademark of Autodesk, Inc IBM and PC/AT are registered trademarks and PS/2 is atrademark
of International Business Machines Corporation. 41988 WO INC.
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APPLICATION REVIEW

Suit Yourself
with Sprint
isn't just aword processing program; it's
also a macro-based programming lanpr iii
guage designed for writing word proFil,
IIiMUI
cessing programs. Its verbs and syntax
,•u
dit
Alt
E
5 ihtuber 1988
are reminiscent of C. When you run
Ctl-F3
0,en
(t1 11
usert
Alt- I
Sprint, you're actually running a proypestyle Alt- T
nsert
gram in what Borland calls the " Sprint
tyle
AltS
ne Jones
macro language." Unlike the macro caCtl-FZ
ayout
Alt- L
due
1111 Yaukey Way
pabilities of other word processors,
rite As
oston, MA 00000
rint
Alt- F
Sprint goes beyond printer file and keyevert to Saved
indow
Alt- U
Dear Mr . Jones:
board interface modification to let you
tilitles Alt U
ranslate
alter or rewrite any part of the program.
ustonize Alt- C
ile Manager
Iwrote this letter using Sprint's ad
Sprint includes the source code for its
ick fron List Ctl-F9
ce, the nain nenu appears in the upp
macros. Once you find and unpack them
creen uhen you press the F10 key. In
op up as needed.
from an archive file on one of the distribution disks, you can load them into
'
riot also includes UordStar, WordPerfect, Microsoft Mord,
Sprint as word processing documents
idekick, EMACs and FinalUord II interfaces, which are
and then study, modify, compile, and
ssentially keyboard reassignments: Sprint's look and feel
mains the sane. There are also three native interfaces: Borland
use them. Complete documentation for
dvanced, Tutorial and Simple. The latter two are limited
the macro language is included.
rr.ions of the standard Borland interface and display Feuer
The language is specially designed for
ton s in the menus.
t.
Ln.5 of 2
Col
writing word processing applications; its
t`TI
,l'h
•
verbs deal mostly with text and menu
manipulation. It also has global and local
variables and conditional statements, and
there's an interesting menu verb that hanorland International, the firm
A high-end word
dles displaying apop-up menu and exethat originated the pop-up softcuting whatever command the user picks
ware genre with SideKick, has
processor that
from the menu list.
come up with another new
It's fairly simple to load the source
genre— soft software.
you can customize
Softness is the whole idea behind Bor- code for the user interface and change
key assignments: You simply load and
land's new Sprint word processor, afulledit the source code as you would any
featured, top-of-the-line word processother word processing document. For ining package that you can customize
Lamont Wood
stance, if your sloppy typing makes it adbeyond recognition, since the necessary
source code and programming language
visable to eliminate the command assignment for Control-A, you can load the
are included with it. It also does apersource file (SP.SPM) and find the list of
fectly good job when it comes to produckeyboard assignments using the Find
ing adocument, although it lacks many
command; you'll see ^A : WordBack.
of the desktop publishing functions ofYou replace WordBack with Null, save
fered in other packages. For this review,
the file, and then load it as amacro defiIran Sprint 1.0 on a4.77-MHz Eagle PC
nition, so that when your left hand slips,
with 640K bytes of RAM and a20-meganothing happens.
byte hard disk drive.
You could also use the Sprint macro
language to write your own word procesDifferent by Design
sor from scratch. But budding word
Borland touts Sprint as aword processor
processor programmers had best take
with multiple interfaces. This multiple
note—the source code for the main Borinterface capability is actually aproduct
continued
of Borland's design philosophy— Sprint
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Sprint 1.0
Type
Word processor

should stand on the merits of its word
processing features.

Abundant Interfaces
As shipped, Sprint 1.0 is bundled with
Company
nine interfaces: Microsoft Word, WordBorland International
Perfect, WordStar, SideKick, Final
1800 Green Hills Rd.
Word II, EMACS, Borland Tutorial,
P.O. Box 660001
Borland Simple, and Borland Advanced.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
The first three interfaces offer com(800) 543-7543
patibility with the leaders in the word
(408) 438-8400
processing market, so their inclusion is
to be expected. SideKick is a Borland
Format
Eleven 51/
4inch floppy disks; 31/
2inch
product. Borland produced Sprint by acfloppy disks available
quiring, rewriting, and enhancing Mark
of the Unicorn's Final Word II, so Final
Language
Word's interface was included. EMACS,
a mainframe editor, was included because it was the precursor to the Final
Hardware Needed
Word interface. The Tutorial and Simple
IBM PC or compatible with 384K bytes
interfaces are subsets of the Borland Adof RAM and two floppy disk drives or a
hard disk drive
vanced interface, which is the native
Sprint interface. Borland is also working
Software Needed
on other interfaces, including MultiMate
DOS 2.0 or higher
Advantage and DisplayWrite. You can
also create your own interface using
Documentation
Sprint's macro language.
362-page User's Guide
The idea of having multiple interfaces
388-page Advanced Reference Guide
seems to be simply to ease the user into
504- page Advanced User's Guide
using Sprint. Having a Microsoft Word
32-page Alternative User Interfaces
or WordStar interface doesn't mean that
Price
when you call up Sprint you'll be tricked
$199.95
into thinking you're using those pro$595 for five- user network license
grams. The interface basically covers
keyboard reassignments and custom popInquiry 891.
up menus that are overlaid on Sprint's
main structure.
Borland makes no attempt to clone the
"look and feel" of the target software. It
simply attempts to help users, habituated
to one of these word processing programs, to get up to speed with Sprint by
emulating the function keys and key
land interface macro is 73K bytes long.
Word processor programming is not a combinations these programs use.
For instance, when using the Microtrivial task.
Sprint also comes with some interestsoft Word interface, that program's command menu doesn't suddenly appear
ing canned macros (invoked through the
along the bottom of the screen. Instead,
Potpourri menu) for things like " transSprint's one-line shaded status line appose letters" and " delete next parapears there. But when you press Escape,
graph." You can either call them up from
apop-up menu appears that lists the comamenu or assign akeystroke to each one
mands you would normally see on the
and invoke them automatically.
bottom of the Word screen, and the funcPresumably, you could keep adding
tion keys have the same effects they
macros and eventually rewrite Sprint to
would have if you were using Word. If
something that exactly suits your tastes.
You could have Sprint automatically do a you choose to load more than one interface during the installation procedure,
lot of little chores, like stripping out the
you can switch between them while editReturn for next line prompts that aling adocument.
ways sprinkle everything you download
For the perplexed, there's acommand
from certain electronic mail services—
that gets you an on-screen diagram of the
or you can create entire programs, such
assignment of the function keys, and a
as a text database for handling filing
macro prints aquick reference card for
tasks (see listing 1). But Borland is sellwhatever interface you're using. The Aling Sprint as aword processor, not aproternative User Interfaces booklet that
gramming language, so the package
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comes with the documentation covers the
basics for each.
Sprint stores files in its own format,
which is ASCII with embedded control
characters, no matter which interface
you use. But it does include translation
facilities to convert to and from ASCII,
DisplayWrite 4.0 (and other IBM Document Content Architecture-formatted
files), Microsoft Word, MultiMate 3.3,
MultiMate Advantage, WordPerfect 4.0,
and WordStar. You can also import SideKick Plus Outlook outline files, but you
can't export them back to SideKick.
The Native Interface
The Borland Advanced interface has several ways of doing almost anything. To
save afile, for instance, you invoke the
Save command by pressing FIO to bring
up the main menu, and then you scroll to
the menu's File item (via the cursor keys
or by pressing F) to call up the submenu
dealing with file commands. (Or you
could just press Alt-F.) You press S to
scroll to the Save entry on the submenu.
Or you can skip the whole process and
just press Control-F2. Alternately, you
could edit the interface macro as described earlier so you can invoke it with
any key combination you select.
Meanwhile, on the screen, what you
see is not what you get, and it may not
even be approximately what you get
when you're doing fancy formatting,
such as columns or footnotes. Sprint has
no graphics mode, and the screen displays straight text with embedded commands. Changing to multiple columns or
changing font sizes has no apparent effect. You simply see ahighlighted BEGIN
COLUMNS2, for instance, if you go to a
two-column page.
You can change fonts through the
Typestyle selection on the main menu.
Since the process of installing Sprint involves specifying which printer (and font
cartridge, if applicable) you're using,
Sprint knows what typefaces are available and presents you with a list. To
change to, say, 14-point Helvetica Bold
(having installed the B cartridge on a
LaserJet Plus or equivalent), you'd invoke the Font command under the Typestyle command and pick He1vBold from
the list. The boldfaced command FONT
HELVBOLDENDF appears with the cursor
under the Ein ENDF. All text positioned
between HELVBOLD and ENDF appears in
Helvetica Bold.
The Customize Screen option replaces
the highlighted screen commands with
the actual control characters Sprint uses.
This helps to diagnose formatting probcontinued
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to finish.
The HP LaserJet
Series II Printer.

IRMA

Nothing brings your
ideas to life like the HP
LaserJet Series II Printer—
from office memos to forms
to newsletters. As the leading laser
printer, it works with all popular PCs
and PC software packages. And, with
awide range of fonts, you get more
options to create superior looking
documents.

With additional
memory you can even
print sophisticated 300
DPI full-page graphics.
And with HP's ScanJet
scanner, you can also
easily add photographs,
illustrations and text.
No wonder more people choose
the original over all other laser printers
combined.
So call 1800 752-0900, Ext. 900D
for your nearest HP dealer.

HEWLETT
PACKARD
e Hewlett-Packard 1988
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Listing 1: This simple macro provides alook at Sprint's macro language.
The routine formats aSprint text file for use with Ventura Publisher by
replacing quotation mark characters (ASCII 34) with printers' open or closed
quotation marks (indicated in Ventura Publisher as < 169> and < 170>,
respectively).
Name of macro.

Ventura :
while ( 34 csearch) {

Search for ASCII
34 (")

occurrences and

when found move forward
one character.
If the new position is
part of a word,

if istoken
(r c del

insert "< 169>")

back up,

delete the ",

and

insert < 169>.
Or,

else

if the position is not

part of a word,
(r c del

insert "< 170>")

back up,

delete the ",

and

insert < 170>.
1

This ) ends the " if true"
condition for the search.

r toend

Means " reverse to end"
(i.e., go to top of file).

Table 1: Benchmark results for Sprint versus Microsoft Word and
WordPerfect. The use of amouse with Microsoft Word and Sprint gives both
programs an advantage on the keystroke count test. All times are in seconds.
Sprint 1.0
Keystr.oke count
Search and replace
Reformat 4K- byte file
Convert ASCII to word processing
Convert word processing to ASCII
Print in columns
Scroll text
Load word processing file
Save word processing file

160
46
1
11
17
101
32
3

Microsoft
Word 4.0

WordPerfect
4.2

158
24
<1
1
5
160
35
3
6

246
8
<1
7
12
90
89
2
4

lems. For example, in one document I you change to an 8-point proportional
font, for example (so that alot more text
created, Ifound that strange blank spaces
can fit on aline), the text on the preview
and randomly positioned capital letters
screen doesn't change size. Since the
showed up in my printouts. Using the
character size remains the same on the
Customize Screen option, Idiscovered
screen, and the margins stay the same,
stray control characters in the file left
over from my previous editing sessions. I where does all the extra text go?
The preview screen formats the text so
deleted these, and the problem went
that it shows the material that is flush
away. Switching to control-character
mode makes the text hard to read, howagainst either margin, and the extra text
drops from the middle of the line. Except
ever; tabs, for example, show up as ^I,
for the first and last words of each line,
and the actual tab spacing disappears.
the material is gibberish. There's no
To get an idea of what your text looks
harm in this, since the point is to see how
like without actually printing it, you can
the page is laid out, but it's abit disconuse the Preview command. This formats
certing the first time you see it.
the text as if Sprint were printing it, with
headers, footers, and margins displayed
According to Borland, a version that
supports graphics mode is in the works
on the screen. But the text has the same
fixed size and spacing that the raw text
and will run under OS/2's Presentation
Manager. Borland says that it avoided
on the word processing screen has. So if
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graphics for version 1.0 in order to make
the software useful on abroader range of
hardware and to enhance performance.
Sprint does, indeed, respond well, and
its benchmark results were respectable,
if not blazing, compared to Microsoft
Word and WordPerfect ( see table 1).
I/O Issues
As for printed graphics, Sprint lets you
use embedded commands to print Encapsulated PostScript Format (EPSF) graphics as part of adocument, but it doesn't
handle any other kinds of graphics files.
There are also commands to draw lines
and bars, but these, likewise, work only
if you are using a PostScript printer.
Sprint also makes provisions for using a
Microsoft Mouse.
Sprint includes a 100,00D-word spelling dictionary and a 25,000-root-word
thesaurus. The dictionary has an autospell feature that you can set to beep
when you misspell a word. The autospeller actually kept up with my typing
(about 80 words per minute), and Ifound
the instant feedback valuable.
Also included is amail-merge facility
for generating form letters, an outliner,
style sheets, and a glossary facility for
capturing and replaying keystroke sequences. There are commands for creating indexes, which are dynamic (i.e.,
they follow page-numbering changes).
You can configure Sprint to save text
automatically—it updates your changes
to aseparate " swap" file every time you
stop typing for at least 3seconds, so that
apower outage or forgetting to save the
file won't cost you aday's work. Sprint
automatically retrieves unsaved changes
from the swap file each time you call up
the document. You can also set the interval between disk updates to any number
from 0 (no update) to 60 seconds. This
process is transparent; it doesn't snag the
keyboard or the display, and the only evidence that shows it occurring is the disk
indicator light.
You can have up to six windows open
on the screen at one time, each containing either different documents or different parts of the same document, and you
can shift text between windows. Each
window stretches all the way across the
screen, but the vertical size is adjustable
and can be as shallow as one line.
The documentation-- a softbound
user's guide, an advanced user's guide, a
reference guide, and an alternative user
interfaces booklet—is thorough. However, Sprint's help screens are all that
most users will need to get up and running. Also, while each book has an incontinued

Small cash input
for laser-quality output.
HEWLETT
PACKARD

Dear Reader:
This letter was printed on one of
today.

the finest printers available

The HP DeskJet Printer.
It prints text and graphics more crisp and clear than 24- pin
printers.
And as you can see from the chart, it's a lot quieter
than 24- pin printers, too.

PRINTER NOISE LEVELS
NOISE IdSal

80
60
40
20

Ida
HP DESKJET
PRINTER

AVERAGE
8- PIN

PoiERAGE
24- PIN

It's also easy to use.
It does your important office tasks, but
it's small enough to fit on your desk.
Everything considered,
it's the perfect personal printer.
And one of the most amazing features of
under $ 1,000.

all

is

its price.

It's

Call us for the name of your local HP Dealer at 1 800 752-0900
Ext. 9085.
Then go see for yourself why we call it laser- quality
printing.

Sincerely,

Richard Snyder

The HP DeskJet Printer.
Laser- Quality Output for Under $1000.
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27 million
Americans can't read.
And guess who pays the price.
While American business is trying to stay competitive with foreign companies, it's paying an
added penalty. The penalty of double-digit illiteracy.
Believe it or not, 27 million American adults can't read and write. Another 47 million are literate
on only the most minimal level. That adds up to almost one third of our entire population...and
probably adisturbing number of your employees.
What does illiteracy cost you? Get out your calculator. Illiterate adults make up 50%-75% of
our unemployed. Every year they cost us an estimated $237 billion in lost earnings. They swell
our welfare costs by $6 billion annually and diminish our tax revenues by $8billion.
Illiteracy costs you through your community, too. It robs the place where you work and live of
its resources. It undermines the potential of the people who make your products and the people
who buy them. No dollar figure can be assigned to this. But over the years, this may be the
costliest loss of all.
What can your company do about this? It can join in local efforts to fight illiteracy. It can
volunteer company dollars and facilities for better school and tutorial programs. It can invest in a
more literate community.
The first step is to call the Coalition for Literacy at 1-800-228-8813 or fill out the coupon below. Do it today. You may find it's the greatest cost-saving measure your company has ever taken.

Aliterate
America
is agood
investment.

_;

Iwant my company to ; oin the fight against illiteracy
Please send brochure with additional information
We want to discuss funding the Coalition for Literacy
Please have arepresentative contact me

Name
title
Company
Address

rid
Cialttion for Literacy
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State

Phone
Please return to Coafit,on lot Literacy
Business Division
PO Sox 81826
uncoln NE 68501 1826

Zip
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dex, the documentation could use acentral index. There's no hint in the user's
guide of advanced features, such as column formatting, which are discussed in
the reference guide.
Run for the Money
Seen from a programmer's viewpoint,
Sprint is adelight. Seen from atypist's
viewpoint, however, it offers nothing
new. Sprint's most unique feature is its
programmability. But how many typists
want to write their own user interfaces?
And even experienced users are more
likely to cringe than salivate when presented with yet another programming
language.
Putting programmability aside, Sprint
offers most of the features of its competitors and is adequate. However, it doesn't
share the aspiration of the current generation of word processing programs: adding desktop publishing functions ( see
"Word Processors for Desktop Publishing" in the May BYTE). For example,
Total Word can capture screen graphics
from other programs, and MASS- 11
supports Lotus PIC, Hewlett-Packard
Graphics Language, and EPSF files. By
contrast, Sprint has no graphics mode,
supports only PostScript graphics files,
and you can create only lines and boxes
with it. It also has no redlining, scientific
equations, on-screen math, or other recent offshoots of the word processing
features checklist wars.
On the other hand, at $ 199.95, Sprint
is far less expensive than its rivals. It's a
no-risk word processor that's so easy to
use that anyone brought in from atemporary office help agency could pick it up
immediately. Sprint's multiple interfaces could also help users that are familiar with different word processors to
standardize on one word processing file
format without having to learn a new
keyboard interface.
If your word processing needs are
more sophisticated and you're willing to
do some programming, Sprint is aword
processor you can ultimately adapt to any
project. If you want a word processor
with capabilities that push the limits of
technology, Sprint won't fit the bill. But
if desktop publishing functionality isn't
essential, or if you want aword processor
you can alter to match your needs, then
Borland has something for you. •
Lamont Wood is afreelance writer in the
computer and electronics fields and lives
in San Antonio, Texas. He has been using
word processors professionally for more
than 10 years. He can be reached on BIX
as "lwood."

New Corporate Profile.
This is the remarkable new, AT"compatible,TCS-4000.
Like today's most successful corporate executives it's slim,
effective, ready to do what has to be done...and then some.

Thanks to an advanced design, and the advanced
manufacturing techniques needed to turn design
into hardworking reality, the TCS-4000 is an ideal
computer for even the most demanding corporate
system requirements. Yet, its price is such that it
can easily and effectively serve as aworkstation.
Key to the TCS-4000's enormous capabilities,
flexibility, and value is its sophisticated,
fully featured motherboard. It allows you
to quickly, simply, make the TCS-4000
part of a network. In short, the TCS-4000
is acomplete computer. There's little need
to worry about selecting components
and peripherals.
The TCS-4000, and its motherboard,
features an 80286, 10MHz, microprocessor, 640KB RAM...expandable
C
to 1MB, 2 I/O slots ( all that's needed

Circle 259 on Reader Service Card

since the motherboard includes floppy and hard
disk controller, parallel and serial ports, and an
EGA adaptor), and a host of other features that
add up to enormous capabilities.
At Tatung, the measure of technology is not
how big it is, but how hard it works. The new
TCS-4000 measures up. For complete details,
call today.

OTATUNG

Advanced thinking is an ancient art.
West ( 213) 979-7055 — Mid- West ( 817) 640-3175
East ( 609) 395-6770
Tatung Company of America, lc.
2850 E' Presidio Street,Long Beach,California 90810
Tatung Science & Technology, Inc.
2060 Ringwood Ave., San Jose, CA 95131
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All trademarks are property of their respective manufacturers.
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Review Update
Poor Man's PostScript

GoScript uses Bitstream outline fonts
rather than true Adobe fonts, but that's
not the problem. PostScript was not made
for dot-matrix printers, and it shows.
When Iran GoScript on a 20-MHz
80386 system, the times edged up to tolerable limits. The graphics file came
through at 3:03, and the small text file
took 13:38. Unfortunately, us poor folk
can't afford 20-MHz 80386s. And so it
seems PostScript must remain aluxury
of the privileged elite.

No longer must you invest aminimum of
$4000 for alaser printer or $ 1800 for an
upgrade card to take advantage of PostScript, Adobe's standard page-description language (PDL). GoScript, a $ 195
printing utility from LaserGo (9235
Trade Place, Suite A, San Diego, CA
92126, (619) 530-2400), generates output on aHewlett-Packard LaserJet Series
II printer from most PostScript files.
Adobe's Destiny:
And you don't even need afancy laser
More Clones Ahead
printer. GoScript can produce PostScript
documents on your lowly dot-matrix. A As hard as Adobe tried to stave off imitators by employing proprietary scaling alpoor man's dream!
gorithms and hiding embedded font comUnfortunately, the dream withers
mands, any industry standard-bearer
under the harsh glare of reality. Because
must one day face the inevitable. Destiny
GoScript requires no intelligent laser
printer controller board, you'd expect a Technologies (930 Thompson Place,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (800) 874-5553;
trade-off in processing speed. This
in California, ( 408) 733-3171) has
trade-off, though, is hard to swallow. As
areference, Iran GoScript through the joined the first wave of PostScript clonemakers with the release of PageStyler
same benchmarks used for our PostPDL.
Script laser printer review (September
PageStyler has a12-MHz 68000 CPU
BYTE). Ialso used the same IBM PC AT
and 2.5 megabytes of RAM (upgradable
with PageMaker and Adobe Illustrator to
to 4.5 megabytes). The PC- resident
create and print Encapsulated PostScript
board costs $ 1195, but you'll also need
files. In the review, the QMS ColorScript 100, athermal printer with beautithe $495 software and at least one of the
$100 printer interface cards (for the HP
ful output in four colors, posted the slowLaserJet Series II, Destiny LaserAct II,
est time by far on all three speed tests.
Acer LP-76, or Canon LBP-8 II). That
The large (30-page) text file printed in
still adds up to asignificant savings over
26:22 (minutes:seconds); the small (6true PostScript boards. The software inpage) text file printed in 6:02; and the
cludes 13 base fonts. Options include an
1-page graphics file printed in 4:57.
additional 22 downloadable fonts and a
Istarted the tests by booting GoScript
memory upgrade.
and sending the large text file to adotThe PageStyler software took awhile
matrix printer. Four pages and 90 minto load (4:26), but you can set up your
utes later, Iaborted. The small text file
autoexec file to do that. The large text
poked through in 22:15, and the 1-page
graphics file took 15:40. Ithought the
file printed in 8:27, at the bottom of the
heap compared to other PostScript printthroughput times might improve when
ers or even true PostScript boards such as
printing to the LaserJet, but they actually
the JetScript ($2495). However, Pagegot worse. The graphics file, for inStyler handily beat out PC Publisher's
stance, took 35:05.
Kit, aPostScript clone we tested in SepFor $ 195, you may be willing to live
tember. The small text file printed in
with slow-motion throughput, but it'll be
1:59. Only the ColorScript was slower
even harder living with the output. The
than that. PageStyler also came up slow
dot-matrix printout approached illegibilon graphics throughput, posting atime of
ity, and the laser output, though much
4:12.
better, did not support special-effects
PageStyler, despite its slowness, did
features (e.g., rotation and shadowing).
produce high-quality output. Destiny selected Bitstream fonts over the Adobe
versions, but the differences between the
two, though noticeable, are not flagrant.
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PageStyler performs all the slick PostScript effects: shading, rotation, curves,
character manipulation, and shadowing.
If you have alaser printer without PostScript capability, you should take the upgrade plunge. The improvement in output will startle you. Which upgrade path
to take will be aharder choice to make.
You can go with true Adobe PostScript or
you can opt for a less expensive—and
slower—clone.
PostScript Printing from NEC
NEC (NEC Information Systems, 1414
Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough, MA
01719, (508) 264-8000) throws its hat
into the PostScript ring with the Silentwriter LC- 890. The $4795 unit is actually an LED printer, not alaser. It comes
with a 10- MHz 68000 processor, 3
megabytes of RAM, 35 resident fonts,
and two 250-sheet hoppers. The rated
speed is 8pages per minute at 300 dots
per inch. Interfaces include parallel,
serial, and AppleTalk connections.
The Silentwriter is one of the easiest
page printers to set up and use. The toner
cartridge snaps over the toner hopper for
quick and clean loading. All functions
and interfaces are configurable from a
menu on the control panel, and aprintdensity dial controls the print darkness.
In addition to handling all of PostScript's special features, the Silentwriter
produces exceptional print with particularly smooth gradations. NEC has gone
with the real thing: true PostScript (version 47) and licensed fonts from Adobe.
The printer is slow, though. It came
out near the bottom on all three of the AT
speed benchmarks when compared to the
printers reviewed in September. The
large text file printed in 5:59, the small
text file in 1:37, and the graphics file in
3:03. The Silentwriter did much better
on the Macintosh side, placing among
the upper half of those printers tested.
Interfacing through AppleTalk, the
Silentwriter registered times of 7:40 on
the large text file, 1:30 on the small text
file, and 1:57 on the graphics file. Despite slow times, this is asolid product
and agood buy.
—Stanford Diehl
Testing Editor, BYTE Lab
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PICK BIX
BRAINS
... With a10 Day Trial Membership
If you've thought about joining BIX
before but weren't sure it was what you
needed, now is the time to try it. Because
now for alimited time. we're inviting
you to try BIX for 10 days. If at any
time during this 10 day trial period you
don't feel BIX has made you amore
knowledgeable microcomputer user,
well refund your entire registration
fee. You pay only for time spent on the
system.* (
See log-on instructions for
hourly rates).
Explore MX in your home or office.
Put its power to work for you and unleash your full microcomputer potential
— programming, designing, specifying,
researching — and more.
Try BIX for 10 full days and see what
it can do for you. Explore more than
160 conferences. Access vendor support.
Speak to expert consultants. Research
new products and systems, and download public domain software.

Prepare yourself for success
It takes asharp mind and hard work
to stay ahead, and having the right
tools helps.
Today, you can put one of the most
powerful instruments for career advancement to work for you: BIX.

•Learn about new products before
they hit the market.
•Get quality marketplace feedback on
the products you're thinking of purchasing before you invest.
•Research problems and find the solutions that no one else has been able
to render.
•Access some of the most advanced
public domain software available in
the industry.
• Increase your working knowledge
of micros to make more confident
purchasing decisions and recommendations.

Join BIX and arm yourself with
the latest in microcomputer.
related information
BIX's exclusive Microbytes newswire
gives you complete, daily, up-to-date
computer industry information. You'll
gain insight from BYTE editors and writers who analyze new products and their
potential impact, inform you of the
latest mergers and acquisitions, and report late-breaking news from important
seminars and conferences.

Talk to colleagues worldwide
You'll stay on top of your company's

business with BIX's electronic mail
service.
"Talk" to your east coast, west coast
— even European — contacts all in the
same day.
Or, simply communicate with other
BIX users worldwide. Share information
and ideas privately, or in conference.
Choose any option for
online access with aone time
$39 membership fee
•Use MasterCard, VISA or American
Express and begin your 10 day trial
use of BIX right now.
•The 10 day trial also applies if you
open an individual pre-paid account
on BIX Trial commences once we
open your account and notify you.
•Other billing options including qualified corporate accounts are available
(Sorry our 10 day trial is not available
for these accounts.) Call or write BD(
for details.
Use credit cards for immediate
access or call the BIX Helpline for information on any other payment option at,
1-800-227-2983 ( from U.S. and Canada)
603-924-7681 ( in New Hampshire
and elsewhere).
Act now! Our 10 day trial offer is
subject to cancellation at any time.

*To notify SIX that you wish to discontinue service at any time during the trial period, call the BIX Helpline, and your entire membership fee will be refunded.
"BIX can be accessed via Tymnet throughout the U.S. and Canada. For the Tymnet number nearest you, call the SIX Helpline or Tymnet at 1-800-336-0149.
tIf your local Tymnet number is atoll call you will receive additional charges from your local phone company at their prevailing rate.
ttContinental l'S. Tymnet rates. Rates from other areas are available from BIX.
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magine, if you will, walking into
the New York Public Library and
picking up abook on Mozart. You
begin to read and learn that Mozart
was an Austrian composer in the late
1700s. You wonder what else was happening in Austria then, so you go to the
card catalog, find a book on Austrian
history, go to the stacks, locate the volume (if it's not checked out), and read it
before you continue.
In this book, you find a reference to
old Salzburg, and you wonder what it
looked like. Back to the card catalog, and
the stacks, to find a book with images
from that time. Finally, you get back to
Mozart and read of a piano concerto
you've never heard. This time you head
for the library's record collection and listening room.
This process continues until you have
either satisfied your desire for knowledge on the subject or worn yourself out
searching for it, whichever comes first.
Now imagine sitting at your computer
and bringing up a hypertext system on
music. You begin to read about Mozart.
When you wonder about Austrian history, you simply highlight the text and
request more information with amouse
click or afew keystrokes. To find images
of old Salzburg, you use the same process. And to hear the piano concerto?
The same.
Sounds alot simpler, doesn't it? The
only restriction to this seemingly endless
fountain of knowledge is that the author
of the hypertext system had to establish
the connections for you to follow and
provide the additional knowledge for you
to retrieve.
In the article " A Grand Vision," Janet
Fiderio delves into the mysteries of hypertext: where it came from (Ted Nelson's Xanadu and Douglas Engelbart's
NLS), where it is now (Guide and Hyper-

Card for microcomputers), and where
it's going (CD-ROM). Janet describes its
form and various functions, such as
browsing, nodes, and links—aspects that
separate hypertext systems from normal
databases—as well as the two main directions of recent hypertext research.
One of these directions, using hypertext for great libraries of information, is
the thrust of the article " From Text to
Hypertext" by Mark Frisse. To organize
large volumes of textual material, you
must convert and structure quantities of
(hopefully) on-line text into hypertext
format. Mark deals with this process and
its attendant problems.
The other research direction is using
hypertext as an aid to problem resolution.
In their article " The Right Tool for the
Job," Michael L. Begeman and Jeff
Conklin describe the gIBIS system's approach to system analysis. This system
provides a framework within which to
present issues, take positions on those
issues, and argue with those positions—a
framework for constructive discussion.
Finally, in " Hyper Activity," we provide a variety of resources, including
some current hypertext products, various
educational institutions involved in hypertext research, and ashort, noninclusive reading list.
As the mass of knowledge we all must
assimilate in this multifaceted world of
ours continues to grow, from Mozart to
microcomputers, the future of hypertext
systems looks bright indeed.
—Jane Morrill Tazelaar
Senior Technical Editor, In Depth
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INTRODUCING FUJITSU'S
DL3000 SERIES PRINTERS.

If you
to ask
how
much
it costs,
this is the
printer for you.
Meet Fujitsu's new DL3000 series printers. All you
ever wanted from a24-wire dot matrix printer at a
surprisingly affordable price.
Superb Paper Handling, Speed, and Quiet Operation.
First, with just apush of abutton you can switch
between letterhead and computer paper. The built-in
tractor with paper parking does all the work.
Next, print fast. 288 characters per second, or one-page
memos in 10 seconds.
Finally, print quiet Quiet enough to let you comfortably
carry on aconversation.
Easier, faster and quieter than the competition. Ask to
see one. We'll prove it
Comes Fully Loaded, Ready To Go To Work
The DL3000 printers give you crisp graphics and
exceptional letter quality printing.
They give you an easy-to-use programmable operator
panel with memory for two different menus. And you'll
be compatible with today's popular business systems
and software.
You even get an industry leading reliability rating of

8,000 hours
High Speed Draft
288 cps at 12 cpi
Speed
MTBF. For years
216 cps at 12 cpi
Draft Quality
72 cps at 12 cpi
Letter Quality
of trouble-free
Courier 10
Fonts
Prestige Elite
performance.
Compressed
Optional Font Card with 2Fonts per Card
Call 80°Paper Handling
Standard Push Tractors with Automatic
Sheetloading and Paper Parking; Optional
626-4686 toda)
Single and Double Bin Cut Sheet Feeders
55 dBA
Acoustic Noise
for more inforCentronics Parallel or RS232C Serial
Interfaces
mation on this
IBM' Proprinter XL' IBM Graphics
Emulations
Printer,' Diablo 630 ' API, Epson JX80'
or any of our
(with Color Option)
User Installable Kit
Color Ogioru,_
world famous
family of printers, including daisywheel, dot matrix,
laser and band.
Because the more you ask, the more we can do for you.
A COMPANY WITH CHARACTER AND DRIVE

FUJITSU
FUJITSU AMERICA
Computer Products Group

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE DL3000 SERIES PRINTERS, CALL 800-626-4686
I98T Fujitsu America, Inc IBM, Propunter XL and Graphics Printer are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporatton Epson JX80
registered trademark of Xerox Corporation
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aregistered trademark of Seiko Epson Corporation
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HYPERTEXT

A Grand Vision
Hypertext mimics the brain's ability to access information
quickly and intuitively by reference
Janet Fiderio

F

or 1945, the vision
was agrand one: an
on-line text and retrieval system that
contained not only post-war
scientific literature but also
sketches, photographs, and
personal notes. The machine,
called amemex, would let you
browse and make associative
links between any two points
in the library. You could then
record and traverse them at
will.
Vannevar Bush, President
Roosevelt's science advisor
and overseer of all wartime
research, including the Manhattan Project, envisioned,
yet never created, the mechanism. It became the foundation for all hypertext systems.
(See the text box " The Pioneer Spirit" on page 238.)
Now, 43 years later, hypertext applications are finding
their way out of the research
laboratories and into the market.

the brain's ability to store and retrieve information by referential links for quick
and intuitive access.
What Is Hypertext?
Current hypertext programs don't use
Hypertext, at its most basic level, is a
DBMS that lets you connect screens of typical database record and file structures; their databases usually consist of
information using associative links. At
its most sophisticated level, hypertext is a screen- size workspaces called nodes.
You can fill these computer index cards
software environment for collaborative
with text, graphics, images, and audio
work, communication, and knowledge
and video data. Most hypertext impleacquisition. Hypertext products mimic
ILLUSTRATION: ROBERT TINNEY © 1988

mentations link nodes in
either a hierarchical or nonhierarchical fashion; some
support both structures.
Early designers envisioned
hypertext either as an environment for interconnected
writing and literature storage
or as a sophisticated, multipurpose research environment that encouraged cooperative thinking on shared
projects. Product development now proceeds on several
fronts. Universities, including Brown, Carnegie-Mellon,
and the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, are
experimenting with hypertext
systems as multiuser teaching, library- reference, and
writing environments. Commercial hypertext applications—like on-line reference
manuals and documentation,
public information systems,
authoring systems, cooperative work systems, and personal organization tools—are either available or in
development.
Hypertext programs, and the freeflowing databases that are their trademark, have been adapted for electronic
publishing, project management, systems analysis, software development,
and CAD. You can also find software
continued
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A GRAND VISION

The Pioneer Spirit
annevar Bush designed a simple
machine by today's standards. It
used microfilm and photocells to store
its data. But Bush, who was President
Roosevelt's science advisor, dreamed
up an information organization and retrieval scheme bold enough to influence
two hypertext pioneers 20 years after
the fact.
The first researcher influenced by
Bush's concepts of associative links and
browsing was Douglas Engelbart. His
research at the Stanford Research Institute in the early 1960s centered around
using computers to augment human intellect. At that time, he began developing the On-Line System, or NLS, now
called Augment and used internally for
several projects at McDonnell-Douglas.
Augment is an on-line work environment. In its original form, it served as a
storage receptacle for memos, research
notes, and documentation; as acommunication network, since on-line conferencing was possible; and as a shared
work space where researchers could
plan and design projects.
Still running on aDEC 20, Augment
stores information in asophisticated hierarchical structure allowing nonhierarchical branching. Since speed was
important, Engelbart invented the
mouse as an input device. He also came
up with the concept of viewing filters.
Via filters, you can view a shortened
version of the statement or file, which
lets you move quickly through ahypertext database, scanning for only pertinent data. In fact, Engelbart was the
first to use an F10 context-dependent
Help system, an integrated mail system,
multiple windows, and ashared screen.
While these developments helped
researchers deal with complex multidimensional problems, Ted Nelson took
Bush's concept astep further. Nelson
envisions hypertext as an on-line network holding the world's literary treasures under one roof. Xanadu is his ver-

(e.g., outline processors, teleconferencing systems, and windowing products)
that borrow some, but not all, hypertext
techniques.
In Many Flavors
Hypertext systems come in many flavors
and support varying tasks. Typical hypertext software consists of atext editor,
graphics editor, database, and browsing
238
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sion of the publishing utility of the
future. It is, perhaps, the most wellknown hypertext system. It was Ted
Nelson, in fact, who originally coined
the word hypertext over 23 years ago to
mean nonsequential writing.
As designed, Xanadu will be an everexpanding publishing environment that
millions of people could use to create,
interact, and interconnect with linked
electronic documents and other forms
of hypermedia, such as movies, audio,
and graphics. It's designed to run in
parallel on many networks of servers.
On abasic level, astorage manager lets
you create links between like topics and
then keeps track of the origins, variations, and interconnections of the text.
Xanadu documents consist of native
bytes, the original document and inclusions, information originally found in
other documents, and hidden pointers.
Links are attached to bytes. You can ask
the system to tell you where bytes came
from, and you can ask to see them in
their original form.
Since the number of documents
created via Xanadu's system can be immense, the system tracks documents
using afour-part designator that can locate the server, user, document, and
contents. (For adetailed explanation of
the tracking scheme, see " Managing
Immense Storage" in the January
BYTE.) Xanadu is more than just an online reference system, however. It's also
an interactive writing and conferencing
environment.
One of the most radical points about
Xanadu is that existing programs won't
operate under it. New applications will
need to be developed for it to gain widespread acceptance.
A Xanadu prototype is now up and
running on aUnix-based Sun workstation. Nelson claims that products based
on the Xanadu hypertext concept will
ship sometime in 1989 (see the item in
Microbytes in the July BYTE).

tool for three-dimensional viewing. (The
browser is usually agraphic that you use
to become oriented within a database
filled with many nodes.) Bit-mapped
displays, amouse, windows, icons, and
pull-down menus are all standard hypertext tools.
The various systems have one underlying database, and so far there's no
DBMS standard. Current products use

everything from home-grown to relational databases. Some products let you
distribute the database across anumber
of networked file servers to create acollaborative hypertext environment.
When you use ahypertext application
that you didn't help to author, you really
see only the front-end of the program—
the user interface. The machinations of
the back-end, the database, are hidden.
Depending on the application, some systems feature highly developed frontends, like those in CAI systems, or complex back-ends, like those in research
and cooperative work environments.
As asystem user, you have access to a
number of indexing capabilities. You can
create inverted files of words, phrases,
or keywords in context and perform word
or Boolean searches. Some programs let
you create hierarchical indexes, like
tables of contents, while others let you
create content-based indexes, like thesauri. Some systems let you create both.
If you write applications or use asystem that doesn't delineate between author and user, you have access to hypertext's editing, linking, and development
tools. You can author both simple and
complex applications, depending on the
hypertext system you use. In addition,
many products let you invoke programs
from your application at the touch of a
mouse. These programs can be short and
macro- like or large conventional programs that you would normally run from
the operating system.
Not surprisingly, the only thing standard about hypertext systems is that there
are no standards. It's anew technology
with creative new implementations. One
emerging standard, the Standard General
Markup Language ( SGML), lets hypertext authors create links across various
applications. Although you usually hear
SGML described as an electronic-publishing standard indicating type sizes and
formats, it also features useful document-structure cross-referencing and indexing commands. Most text editors can
read links created with SGML.
A Discrete Affair
To use ahypertext system, you must get
used to parsing your information into
small discrete units, or nodes, which
consist of a single concept or idea. In
theory, nodes are both semantically and
syntactically discrete. The information
contained in anode can usually be displayed on one computer screen. In situations where you need more space, some
programs let you create longer nodes that
scroll up from the bottom of the screen.
Nodes can come in two varieties:
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typed and untyped. An untyped node is a
box for information. It has no label or descriptor, so you can fill it with anything.
A typed node is labeled, and the descriptor helps you determine the style of information contained in the node. Types help
you to classify nodes or define specialized operations. They are also helpful
when you're browsing through adatabase
looking for aparticular area of interest.
One system that uses typed nodes is
gIBIS, the Graphical Issue-Based Information System from MCC ( Microelectronics and Computer Technology
Corp.). It's aprototype designed for systems analysis of complex problems. It
lets you create three basic types of nodes:
issue nodes, describing an issue you wish
to discuss with your work group; position
nodes, describing an assertion that resolves an issue; and argument nodes,
containing your objection or support for
aposition node. Organizing nodes in this
manner helps gIBIS users navigate easily
through a complex hypertext network.
(For more details, see the article " The
Right Tool for the Job" on page 255.)
You can also combine nodes to form
composite nodes. These are composed of
related subnodes that can be handled as a
single object or broken out into individual elements. You can create icons to reflect the contents of acomposite node for
easy access. You can also rearrange subnodes if needed.
Depending on the hypertext product
you use, nodes can be displayed on the
screen one at atime, as in Apple's HyperCard, or in groups, as in NoteCards
from Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
(PARC), asystem designed for idea processing (see figure 1).
The Missing Link
In general, links are used to connect the
nodes. A hypertext link is like an electronic footnote, an endnote, or aparenthetical phrase. That is, just as footnotes
and parenthetical phrases direct readers
of printed material to related points or
further topics for research, hypertext
links connect you to associated text or
ancillary information.
Links, therefore, are the mode of
transportation in a hypertext network.
You follow them to move about between
various nodes. You can usually embed
them in text and then edit and review
them to ensure that they are valid. You
can also create, delete, or change link
attributes.
Links must have two qualities: Your
computer must be able to trace or follow
them, and they must be able to transport
you quickly from one node to another.

Usually one or two keystrokes or the tap
of amouse button is all you need to transport you from one node to the next. The
total time required to traverse alink is
small, usually only asecond or less.
While it's normally up to you to create
links between nodes, some products can
create links automatically; this ability
may be useful for systems that need to
cross-reference large text databases. Systems such as NoteCards also let you
"type" links. A typed link specifies a
particular relationship between two
nodes, one that you define.
Links can do more than just connect
two nodes, however. Depending on the
hypertext system, links can connect annotations to adocument (including notes
and comments, like electronic Post-its)
and provide organizational information,
such as where the text fits in atable of
contents or where it originated. Therefore, links can help define the node's relationship to other nodes within the database. Links may also clarify the contents
of charts and graphics by connecting the
graphics to explanatory information like
longer descriptions.
Links usually originate at a single
point, like asentence, called alink reference. Their destination, called alink ref-

erent, is usually anode, achunk or region of text.
Points and Buttons
A point is a single character, token, or
icon that " points out" alink in adocument. It's usually identified by either the
name of the destination node, the link, or
an arbitrary string, and by whether it's a
source or destination point.
HyperCard and Guide (from OWL International) refer to points as buttons.
Buttons can trigger the display of additional information, traverse a link, or
activate aprogram. They can be represented by text or icons, or, as in HyperCard's case, they can even be invisible.
(For more information on these two popular microcomputer hypertext systems,
see the text box " What about Micros?"
on page 242.)

Capabilities of New Missileser ,M
Ue„ .
Even though the weapons in question
replace older weapons ( the Pershing
IA and the Vulcan bomber), both are
capable of more destruction faster
than their predecessors. This is the
result of new radar guidance
systems, with new levels of accuracy.
Also have sufficient range to make
vulnerable installations and cities in
the Western USSR, in the case of the
P 2, within a matter of minutes.
(p. 371) See

Guidance of Pershing II

TO

<Support> Tomahawk Charact.

FROM

<Support> Capabilities o

FROM

<Comment> Pershing C

A Bird's-Eye View
Hypertext systems are designed to let you
browse through or quickly peruse associated nodes. While this feature is important, it can also be aproblem, because in
large hypertext databases, you can forget
how or why you got to where you are. To
alleviate this problem of disorientation,
continued
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warhead, is designed to be even
more accurate. As it falls back 1
earth this compares a radar ima
the target with an image stored
computer memory. It should the
able to adjust its flight path so a
hit its target with pin- point accur
after a journey of 1,600 kilomete
(p. 13)
<Support> Tomahawk Characteristics
NATO -MISSILES
NewCards
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Keyword ( navigation}
Certainty (. 8)

Tomahawk cruise missile:

jet engine

produces speeds of 800km/h over
distances of 2,500 km.

r-1

Missile

carries a computer which is
programmed with maps of the areas
missile is to fly over, so can compare
actual position with programmed course
and correct course= Computer is
designed to allow missile to follow a
zig-zag course at altitudes as low as 15

TopBoxes

Figure 1: NoteCards' display of mul iple nodes. Note that the lower two nodes
further clarify the topic introduced in the upper left node. (Graphics courtesy of
Frank Halasz from MCC.)
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many systems provide a tool called a
graphical browser.
The graphical browser is anode that
contains a structural diagram of a network of nodes. Browsers usually supply
aglobal or " zoom lens" map of the network. You can use the browser to orient
yourself or to move directly to an area
you're interested in by selecting that
point on the screen with amouse (see figure 2). While not all systems provide a
graphical browser, most attempt to provide some type of overview system that
helps you stay oriented in the network
and visualize how information is linked.
In large hypertext environments consisting of hundreds of nodes, browsing tools
are especially important because it's so
easy to get lost.
A browser can also help you decide on
your next action. For example, Symbolics' Document Examiner, an on-line
hypertext documentation system for
Symbolics' Lisp machines, uses its
browser, the Show Overview command,
to help you quickly locate information.
The command displays atree-structured
view of related nodes called records. By
repeatedly using this command, you can
get afeel for the context of the surrounding subject area and familiarize yourself
with an area of interest.

A Variety of Tools
Depending on the particular product you
use, commands and features may vary.
Some hypertext products use apath to
help you find your way through a network. Paths are default routes through
a database; they guide or direct you
through an ordered list of nodes.
When you follow apath, you are really
letting the original author guide you to
the next logical node, which relieves you
of navigational duties. An example of a
system that used paths is Textnet, created
by Xerox PARC researcher Randall
Trigg. It was designed as amultiuser literary-exchange system for the scientific
community.
A viewing filter is another interesting
hypertext tool. Basically, a filter does
exactly what you'd think it would—it
suppresses detail. By filtering the lower
level of anode's contents, you can scan
quickly through anetwork for the information you need.
Where the Products Are
The availability of windowing products
and low-cost workstations with high-resolution graphics and storage options like
CD-ROM have made the development of
hypertext products more attractive. Fifteen or more systems are now used in
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Figure 2: Note Cards' displays can hold asignificant amount of information. In
this screen shot, agraphical browser (lower left) takes up much of the display space;
acontents node, atopics node, and an index node are also displayed; and pages of
relevant information are shown at the lower right. (Graphics courtesy of Frank
Halasz from MCC.)
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universities and in research centers such
as MCC and Xerox PARC, and commercial products are in development.
Hypertext systems vary significantly,
depending on the applications and users
they address. They are designed for
either single-user or multiuser applications and are most commonly run on
workstations, although more and more
microcomputer applications are becoming available. HyperCard and Guide are
perhaps the best known of the microcomputer products.
Typically, you'll find four types of hypertext systems: problem-resolution systems, on-line browsing systems, library
or literary-exchange systems, and multipurpose systems. Depending on the type
of system, the tools available may differ.
Systems designed primarily for problem resolution and network creation feature tools that help you define and analyze data through structured types of
links and nodes. These systems help you
organize elements in unstructured problems and feature commands that let you
create and modify internal links between
concepts quickly.
Most importantly, the tools can usually suppress details through viewing filters similar to those in Douglas Engelbart's On- Line System ( NLS). (NLS is
now used as aprototype for several collaborative-work projects at McDonnellDouglas under the name Augment.) Such
products might be used for systems analysis, idea processing, or authoring new
applications. Augment and gIBIS are examples of systems designed to be problem-resolution work environments.
Just Browsing
Hypertext systems created primarily for
browsing, such as CAI programs or online reference manuals, have fewer user
tools for editing or link creation. These
systems feature clear, understandable
screen displays for presenting information and easy-to-operate browsing commands for perusing it. For example, the
Document Examiner features a clean,
book-like user interface and heuristic online string and keyword searches. You
use these features to browse through the
documentation, sometimes viewing information in several levels of detail.
Like many other browsing systems,
the Document Examiner won't let you
modify areference manual, but you can
keep a chronological record of recent
searches or information of interest using
the Bookmarks Pane. You can save personalized bookmarks and use amouse to
call bookmarks for fast retrieval. And
continued
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What about Micros?
W

ant to test the hypertext waters
and see what all the hoopla is
about? Well, if you don't have aworkstation handy, two of your primary options for microcomputer hypertext environments are OWL International's
Guide and Apple's HyperCard.
Guide
Guide, which runs on both the Macintosh systems and the IBM PC AT and
compatibles running Microsoft Windows, is a general-purpose hypertext
tool ( see " Guide" by William Hershey
in the October 1987 BYTE). A few of
the applications you can develop with it
include on-line documentation, storyboards, E-mail, and CAI courseware.
Guide lets you create dynamic layered documents. The " guideline" network is organized in both ahierarchical
and anonhierarchical manner. To move
about hierarchically, you use replacement buttons, which follow embedded
menus. You can also use note buttons to
bring up complementary information,
such as adefinition of aword or phrase.
An inquiry button, which reveals the
other buttons at your disposal, is also
available.
To follow nonhierarchical links, you
use the reference button, which will
jump you to anew document or adifferent section of the document you're in.
Guide 2.0 uses an internal script language to let you execute external programs from your Guide document. You
can also access and control videodisk
players and modems via the serial port.

you can display apiece of documentation
in an editor window while you write program code in another part of the screen.
The Document Examiner is particularly interesting because it's integrated
into the software-development environment that it supports. It lets you scroll
through the entire Symbolics softwaredevelopment product documentation.
The hypertext implementation of this
documentation has an estimated 11,000
nodes and 23,000 links.
Another system designed for structured browsing by a large user base is
ZOO, developed in 1972 at CarnegieMellon University and installed in 1982
as acomputer- assisted information-management system on the USS Carl Vinson,
a nuclear-powered aircraft carrier. Its
applications included an on-line policy
242
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Last, but not least, a version called
CD-Guide lets you create CD-ROM applications. OWL also markets adeveloper's toolkit so software developers
can use Guide as aframe for an on-line
help system.
HyperCard
HyperCard, available for the Mac II,
the Mac Plus, and the Mac SE, is apersonal organization tool and a simple
database manager (see " HyperCard"
by Gregg Williams in the December
1987 BYTE). It is also a commercial
software developer's tool and is in use
in some corporations as a front-end to
the mainframe database.
This system uses screen-size cards
(or window-size cards on the Mac II)
organized into topic-related stacks to
create simple databases. One card is
displayed at a time. Touching your
mouse cursor to abutton on acard executes a script written in HyperTalk,
HyperCard's programming language.
You can browse through alreadycreated stacks (stackware), paint and
type, author new cards and stacks, and
write and edit HyperTalk scripts. (It's
fairly easy to write scripts with HyperTalk because of its English-like syntax.)
HyperCard applications have been
developed in many areas. Much stackware is available in the public domain.
Editor's note: An assortment of public
domain stacks can be found on BIX in
the "stackware" area of the listings conference. See page 3for more details.

manual and an on-line maintenance
manual with avideodisk attachment.
The commercial version of ZOG is
KMS ( Knowledge Management System)
from Knowledge Systems. ZOG/KMS
uses frames instead of nodes; frames are
connected by two kinds of links, hierarchical and cross- referential. To help you
navigate through a network, frames are
formatted with a name, a title, a body,
tree items linked to lower- level links,
and special and command items. For
simplicity and speed, ZOO and KMS use
neither overlapping windows nor a
graphical browser. The developers focused, instead, on fast text-search capabilities, multiuser support, and a minimal system-response time.
CD-ROM is particularly well suited as
a database for hypertext browsing sys-

tems. One such system, being beta tested
by Boeing for Knowledgeset Corp., is an
on-line maintenance manual for the
Boeing 757.
On- Line Libraries
Systems envisioned to support mammoth
on-line libraries, documents, and document creation and critiquing, such as Ted
Nelson's Xanadu, are the third major
application group of current hypertext
systems. These systems will probably
feature complex, multiple structured
back-ends, or databases, that can store
everything from collaborative notes and
research to E-mail, documents, and
whole libraries.
Unfortunately, these systems will be
difficult to implement because of the
complexity and size of the task. Before
such systems can become a reality, we
must develop a standard user interface
and acentral storage system. In addition,
we must be able to maintain the network
such that all links are legitimate, copyrights and royalty issues are addressed,
and the systems are fast enough to meet
the needs of the general public.
Significant research in this area has
been completed. Ted Nelson and his colleagues have worked on Xanadu for
years. Randall Trigg's system, Textnet,
let users store archival documents, making time-consuming research unnecessary. The system allowed collaborative
writing and the critiquing of new documents. It featured two types of nodes—
those containing text and those containing tables of contents of other nodes. The
system defines over 80 types of links.
While many of the designs for the
original on-line library systems had to be
implemented from scratch, researchers
at Bellcore are working on a hypertextlike front-end to connect existing on-line
encyclopedias, libraries, and wire services. When completed, Telesophy, as
the design is called, will let you access
CD-ROM, recorded speech, and image
archives. (Putting existing text onto ahypertext system is a challenge in itself.
See the article " From Text to Hypertext" on page 247.)
Several well-known hypertext products function as general-purpose systems. You can customize these products
to fit your application or simply to experiment with hypertext itself. NoteCards, HyperCard, and Guide are three
such systems.
In the Driver's Seat
Regardless of the application, to use ahypertext system correctly, you must realcontinued
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guidance.
ize that you are in the driver's seat. Hypertext products won't think for you.
They have no artificial intelligence.
They might help you clarify and manage
your thoughts or speed you through your
research, but you are in control. Your
value judgments determine what to include in the database, what type of links
to create, and how to organize topics.
If you use an on-line hypertext documentation system, you decide which
nodes to access and which links to follow. If you follow obscure paths, you
may find it hard to locate information.
Likewise, if your associative powers are
weak and you create meaningless links,
you may well end up with a worthless
database. To put it simply, branching
documents, like hypertext, require
greater attention from both the system's
users and its authors.
The Problem with Hypertext
Hypertext is an immature technology
with many problems yet to resolve. Perhaps the most difficult part of creating a
hypertext system is not building the user
interface but creating sound underlying
data models that can be maintained.
Since hypertext systems need to be
maintained, systems designers should
watch for uncontrolled linkages, which
will become maintenance problems. Just
as large software programs with many
patches can turn into " spaghetti" code,
so a hypertext system can turn into a
morass of meaningless, obscure connections and references. Hypertext systems,
therefore, must let you edit and delete
links and nodes easily.
Another problem for some users is that
some hypertext systems give you control
when, in fact, you may need guidance.
You may, for example, get lost following
obscure links before you have afirm grip
on the basics of the subject area you're
trying to research.
When you're reading printed text, a
good author will guide you through anetwork of interrelated, relevant points.
With hypertext, you guide yourself and
make your own associations—at the risk
of taking the wrong turn and getting lost.

Even experienced hypertext users can get
lost in large hypertext networks. While
graphical browsers may help, the lack of
visual and spacial cues can still be disorienting. One of the valuable attributes of
printed copy is that it has such cues.
Another issue is the difficulty of
breaking athought or asegment of information into anode. Themes in adocument or thought can be very tightly interwoven, so much so that breaking the
information into discrete nodes would be
detrimental. Therefore, not all literature
is suited for ahypertext literary system.
On asimilar note, even though information may have discrete components,
you may not be at the level where you
perceive these units when you are constructing ahypertext application. In such
cases, you might break information into
nodes prematurely and at alater time realize that your logic was skewed. Then
you would need to edit, rearrange, or retitle the information.
Unfortunately, such changes are not
well-supported by all hypertext systems
at this time. Virtual structures—nodes,
links, or composites—would be useful in
this situation. They would change dynamically when you add or delete nodes
and links, depending on their descriptions. Virtual structures are similar to
relational database views.
One last concern is that many hypertext systems are really only suited for
new application development. Converting existing applications to hypertext is a
difficult task because the file structures
are so different.
Tremendous Potential
Augmenting human intellect with the
help of hypertext is a grand vision indeed, one worth exploring. Hypertext
applications, including interconnected
writing, on-line libraries, and collaborative work environments, have tremendous potential. Current products are just
the forerunners of more sophisticated applications, and we will probably see
many hypertext features in mainstream
software packages.
But hypertext is still in its infancy; implementation and design problems and
standards issues must be resolved. Just as
it takes awriter time to shape and mold a
good short story, it takes time for the
structure of new concepts to gel and for
practical applications to emerge. But the
concepts that underlie hypertext, whether they go by that name or another, will
be with us for along time to come. •
Janet Fiderio is aBYTE technical editor.
She can be reached on BIX as "jfiderio."

MEET THE GUYS WHO CHEATED
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
OUT OF $60,000,000.

With their software, you can do everything a $1000 DEC terminal does — on your PC —Pr amere $245.
The suave and debonair gentlemen bandits who sit
before you virtually invented DEC terminal emulation
for the IBM personal computer.
To the uninitiated, what that means is this.
With their software, you can do everything a $ 1,000
DEC terminal can do — right on your own PC — for the
paltry sum of only $245.
Has business been good for our heroes?
You bet: to the tune of 60,000 users, who would
otherwise have blithely gone out and bought DEC
terminals.
Does this make DEC happy? What do you think.
Heavy DEC Experience + Heavy IBM
Experience = Perfect Emulation.
The product these wizards invented is VTERM/220.
And the reason it's so good, frankly, is that nobody has
more experience than they do in DEC emulation on aPC.
With VTERM/220, you can emulate DEC's VT220,
VT102, VTI01, VT100, and VT52 terminals.
Of course, there's emulation and then there's
EMULATION. This is TRUE EMULATION. Complete! Comprehensive! Thorough! Fast! Accurate!
Installation's asnap. Setup is asimple full-screen operation. You can toggle between DOS and the terminal
screen and put mainframe data directly into PC spreadsheet and data base products such as Lotus 1-2-3Tm,
dB aseTM, and MultiplanTM. And for file transfer, there's
XMODEM, ASCII, Kermit or VTRANS, our own
high-speed, error-correcting protocol.
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One last word from the Robin Hoods of software.
Are there other terminal emulators?
Of course there are.
But, we invented DEC terminal emulation at
Coefficient. We know the subtleties, the little features
(and the big ones) that make an emulator ajoy to use.
And we've incorporated them all into VTERM/220.
Just ask any of our 60,000 users.
They paid us the highest compliment of all.
They chose our software over the real thing.
r

A free working copy of their software. Free? Yes,

free. -I
I

There's only one way to experience the speed, power, and
simplicity of VTERM/220. Try it.
0 Send me afree, time- limited, full-blown working copy of
VTERM/220, which is mine to keep.
0 Send me afree, time limited full-blown working copy of your
new VTERM/4105 or OVTERM/4208 Tektronix graphics
terminal emulators.
Name
Title
Company
Address
Telephone ( )
Iam a0 user

I dealer.

Coefficient Systems Corporation
611 Broadway, New York, New York 10012
Voice: (212) 777-6707, ext. 421 Fax: (212) 228-3137
Telex: 6503156498 MCI Mailbox: CSC
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From Text
to Hypertext
Traditional tools like outline processors already incorporate
many of hypertext's lessons
Mark Frisse

0

ne reason hypertext is attracting
so much attention
these days is that
more and more people are
communicating via electronic
media. Equipped with a
modem and amicrocomputer,
you can spend agood bit of
time reading electronic bulletin boards, composing electronic mail messages, contributing to group databases,
and preparing large documents for printing and distribution.
However, communicating
through these channels means
that you often have to integrate fragments of text into
your personal computer archives. You can do this by
placing text items as separate
entries into a file system,
which works as long as you
don't have too many interdependent files to manage. Hypertext programs provide another alternative for information storage.
But hypertext can be used for more
than creating simple databases of 3by 5
cards. You can also use these programs
to convert on-line versions of aprinted
document, such as abook, into hierarchical hypertext skeletons amenable to
complex user-specified interactions. The
examples included in this article come
ILLUSTRATION: ROBERT TINNEY 0 1988

from converting part of amanuscript for
amedical textbook into an experimental
hypertext handbook using Xerox's NoteCards. You can follow them to learn
some of the tips you'll need to turn text
into hypertext.
Setting Up the Cards
Hypertext lets you rearrange text. In the
early systems described by Theodor Nel-

son and Douglas Engelbart,
the basic unit of text is asingle
character. New documents
are created by linking characters from different documents. For instance, character strings from Romeo and
Juliet could be merged with
those from Julius Caesar to
create a new play entitled
Caesar and Juliet.
While this approach is exciting, it isn't widely adopted
in hypertext design. A second
approach, which is advocated
by developers of systems such
as Xerox's NoteCards and
Apple's HyperCard, specifies anondecomposable data
structure, often called acard.
You define cards both in
terms of the types of data
structures they support (e.g.,
text, bit- mapped graphics,
and video) and the operations
that can be performed on the
data structures (e.g., text insertion and deletion).
To map aflat-text file onto aset of hypertext cards, you first decide how much
text you want to place in each card and
then create aprogram that will perform
this transfer with minimal intervention.
If your text file consists of aseries of Email items, addresses, or telephone conversation summaries, you can easily fit
continued
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series of discrete, unrelated paragraphs
each item from the text file into asepaor asingle lengthy text file. The medicalrate card. If an essay or other lengthy text
handbook text files used in these examfile is not divided into logical sections,
ples are hierarchically structured docuyou usually must place an arbitrary numments. A specific set of identifiers—
ber of paragraphs onto acard. You can
either Roman numerals, uppercase letwrite sentences into scrolling text fields,
ters, integers, or lowercase letters—pinbut this approach can detract from the
points each level of the hierarchy (see
power of the card metaphor.
figure 1). Because the text between the
But the organization of some flat-text
files can't be characterized as either a identifiers consists of only a few sen-

II. Pathophysiologic mechanisms. Respiratory failure can be separated into oxygenation failure and ventilation failure. While the two may occur together, it is
useful to separate them to understand their pathophysiology and management.
In addition, critical tissue hypoxia may result from nonpulmonary factors that
influence oxygen delivery, and these must also be considered in comprehensive treatment.
A. Oxygenation failure. The transfer of oxygen from alveolar air to pulmonary
capillary blood is affected by the partial pressure of oxygen in the alveolus
(PA02), the diffusion of oxygen across the alveolar-capillary membrane, and
the matching of alveolar ventilation to capillary perfusion. The five mechanisms that may lead to alow arterial oxygen tension ( Pa02) are low inspired
oxygen tension, alveolar hypoventilation, diffusion impairment, mismatch of
ventilation to perfusion, and right-to-left shunt. The goal of oxygen therapy is to
relieve critical hypoxemia. Although clinical criteria are important, serial ABGs
are crucial to plan and evaluate treatment.
1. Response to oxygen administration depends on the underlying pathophysiology (see sec. II.A). Three patterns are common.
a. Hypoxemia caused by mild to moderate lung disorders. This pattern is
typical of flu and asthma.
b. Hypoxemia caused by severe lung disorders is more refractory to supplemental oxygen, and potentially toxic concentrations are often typical
of severe disorders.

Figure 1: A representative section of amedical handbook. The identifiers are (in
order) Roman numerals, uppercase letters, integers, and lowercase letters.

S1.II. PHYSIOLOGIC MECHANISMS
II. Physiologic mechanisms. Respiratory failure can be separated into oxygenation
failure and ventilation failure. While the two may occur together, it is useful to separate
them to understand their pathophysiology and management. In addition, critical tissue hypoxia may result from nonpulmonary factors that influence oxygen delivery,
and these must also be considered in comprehensive treatment.

S1.II.A. OXYGENATION FAILURE. THE TRANSFER OF OXYGEN
S1.II.B. VENTILATION FAILURE IS PRESENT WHEN THE
S1.11.C. OXYGEN DELIVERY AND TISSUE OXYGENATION
S1.II.D. INSPIRATORY MUSCLE FATIGUE OCCURS WHEN THE

Figure 2: A hypertext card from the same section of the medical handbook. The
card contains only the text delimited by the identifier Il and the identifier A. The
titles of other child cards denoted by uppercase B, C, and D are visible on the
hypertext card but not on the page displayed in figure I.
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tences or paragraphs each, it's appropriate to use these identifiers as card delimiters (see figure 2). In text files with
many sentences between delimiters, you
might have to obtain aline or paragraph
count to decide when to start anew card.
Making the Connections
Hypertext's power resides in the links
that weave isolated cards into aunique
graph- structured fabric. When you
transform aflat-text file into hypertext,
you must recognize two distinct classes
of links. The first, structural links, enforces the mapping between the conventional document and the hypertext skeleton. These links must be generated by
programs, text parsers, that convert conventional text into hypertext. The second
class, user-defined links, lets you create
new, nonsequential paths through text.
Each collection of cards in ahypertext
document has some underlying order
maintained by structural links (see figure 3). The order of cards in arandomf
ile hypertext database (e.g., recipes,
phone numbers, and so on) can be arbitrary and quickly modified through standard sorting techniques. The order of
cards representing alengthy essay is sequential and usually static. E-mail
stacks can be ordered by topic, and,
within atopic, by date of receipt. In a
hierarchically structured document like
the medical handbook, card order resembles atree. In this case, the limbs of the
tree declare the structural relationships
between cards.
A text parsing program converts flattext files into hypertext documents. The
underlying structure of the flat-text file
determines the text parser's complexity
and function.
For example, database parsers can
look for new record identifiers. These
identifiers signal the system to create a
new card and to copy the new record's
contents to the new card. Parsers for essays can simply allocate to each card in
turn as many paragraphs of text as will
conveniently fit on each card. Parsers for
mail systems, on the other hand, might
require a list of acceptable identifiers
and, for each topic, apointer to the last
card filed under the identifier. Parsers
for hierarchical documents can use an
ordered list of identifiers to create ahierarchical hypertext consisting only of
cards and structural links.
For each possible set of identifiers,
there exists only a limited number of
"acceptable" tokens that lead to creation
of anew card and appropriate links. For
example, if you were placing text from a
section labeled " V.C.2.a." into acard,
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An unstructured hypertext (3by 5cards)
the acceptable identifiers would be any
member of the set VI, D, 3, b (see figure
4). If the identifier read was D, the current subtree " C.2.a." would be popped,
anew card of level " VI.D." would be instantiated, and astructural link between
card " VI." and card " VI.D." would be
created. Defining card identifiers appropriately is critical for simple, rapid parsing of hierarchical documents.
Although most flat-text file parsers
employ ad hoc grammars, the parsing
process will be simplified if documentdefinition language standards become
more widespread. One of these, the Standard Generalized Markup Language
(SGML), appears particularly promising. SGML emphasizes document structure over document appearance. For example, the standard might identify a
string as a " section heading," but it
would not make any statements about the
section heading's font or size.
SGML also lets individuals or groups
define logical structures for new document types. This flexibility increases the
likelihood for standards in specialized
and highly technical publishing niches.
Finally, the interest shown in SGML by
the federal government has encouraged
the development of anumber of tools for
authoring, revision, and document parsing. Conceivably, these tools can be used
to simplify the conversion of text already
in electronic form into personal or community hypertext.
Finding the Right Card
Creating ahypertext from aflat-text file
is rather simple. You exploit document
identifiers to parse the file and create the
new data structure. Developing the software that lets you access appropriate portions of a hypertext document is much
more difficult. Most hypertexts let you
access cards through several methods.
First, the initial cards in many hypertext documents contain abrief table of
contents. This method provides you with
an overview of the overall organization of
the hypertext document. Browsers are
another way you can find acard. They
are useful when you want to peruse small
lists or card networks. String patternmatching is the third card-access method. It's useful when you think that the
search will retrieve a small number of
useful cards and very few, if any, useless
cards.
Unfortunately, there are many situations where these methods are inadequate. The table of contents method fails
when acard can be filed under any one of
several categories, which requires you to
continued

Asequential hypertext (essay)

Astructured hypertext for mail

Ahierarchical hypertext

Figure 3: Hypertext file-card arrangements. Some applications, like unsorted
recipes or telephone logs, require only arandom ordering. Long essays generally
require asequential ordering. Mail files resemble trees with astrong sequential
component. Complex documents in outline format require hierarchical data
structures.
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search many categories to find desired
information. Browsing can be laborious
if there are many cards to peruse, and
pattern matching fails if the desired card
uses asynonym (poor recall) or if there
are many unwanted cards containing the
same search string ( poor precision).
Therefore, you need alternative methods
for both card indexing and card retrieval.
Hypertext Indexing
You can, however, exploit two powerful
document-indexing techniques in hypertext. The first, indexing using a controlled vocabulary, classifies each document by one or more members of afinite
set of descriptor terms. The National Library of Medicine's Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH) system is one of the
best examples of this approach.
This 15,000-term hierarchical vocabulary is used to classify most of the
world's medical literature. Its principal
advantage is that it is awidely agreedupon vocabulary implemented by experts in the field of medical classification. This ensures that properly trained

users, and effective programs, retrieve
equivalent queries.
Unfortunately, there are two major
shortcomings to indexing small hypertext documents with controlled-vocabulary terms that are developed for larger
documents. First, you must create the
vocabulary so that each card is classified
by at least one term, and you must have a
relatively uniform distribution of classification terms among all hypertext
cards. Both criteria are difficult to
achieve. Second, the contents of the
cards using the index terms must be classified manually, a prohibitive expense
for most hypertext authors.
You can use asecond powerful document-indexing technique, classification
with an uncontrolled vocabulary, when a
structured body of index terms is not
available or when cost factors prohibit
the controlled-vocabulary method. The
uncontrolled-vocabulary method creates
inverted indexes by eliminating stop
words (e.g., the, are, a), removing suffixes (e.g., -s, -ing, -ed), and retaining
word roots as indexes into the text file.

Figure 4: The characters preceding each section of the handbook serve both as
delimiters to assigning text to acard and as identifiers to control the parsing and
creation of links between cards. The leftmost tree is apart of the subtree present
when the active card is V.C.2.a. The arrows depict each possible new card
identifier. The rightmost trees depict the trees that would result from the detection
of each legal identifier.
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For example, the sentence " The lungs
are inflated" creates the index terms
"lung" and " inflate." In general, the
index file will be about one half the size
of the text file. Proponents of this approach argue that, for most domains, it is
as effective to retrieve information this
way as it is via controlled vocabularies.
Moreover, the software needed to create
these indexes is readily available. But for
many applications, the space required by
the indexes and the problems that occur
because of misspellings and synonyms
offset the benefits of indexing with an
uncontrolled vocabulary.
Making the Best Match
Adding information-retrieval approaches
commonly used for larger documents
could make hypertext systems more
powerful and responsive. How you implement these approaches depends on the
structure of the underlying hypertext. In
unstructured, highly modular hypertext
(e.g., unrelated cards with significant
amounts of free text on each card), the
hypertext is really just a " folder" containing many tiny documents. In these
settings, you don't need to enhance traditional free-text document-retrieval techniques. If, on the other hand, you have
created a highly structured hypertext,
you must exploit retrieval techniques.
In the hypertext medical handbook
prototype, the power of uncontrolledvocabulary indexing techniques that
measure card content was combined with
heuristic card-weight propagation functions that reflect card context. This was
done so that the user could identify the
"best" set of cards for browsing about a
requested topic. The system doesn't try
to identify acard with " the answer" to
the query.
For example, if ahierarchically structured hypertext contains several potentially useful sibling cards whose parent
doesn't contain text relevant to the query,
you could design the system so it presents
you with asequential list of the sibling
cards (see figure 5). As an alternative, it
could just show you the parent card and
provide anote on the card saying several
of the children appear to contain useful
information (see figure 6).
The good point about the second option—seeing the parent card—is that it
conveys additional information concerning the context in which the various child
cards are stored. This means you can better judge their relevance.
There are three basic steps to implementing this approach. First, define a
utility function that calculates acard's
intrinsic " utility" based on the query
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Figure 5: This graph displays only the intrinsic card utilities resulting from a
query. Cards with positive values contain one or more terms in common with the
query terms. Cards with avalue of 0do not contain any of the query terms.
The graph displays only structural links between cards.
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Figure 6: Here, agraph displays the total card weights, which are the sum of the
intrinsic card utilities based on card content and the propagated weights based on
card context. Even in this simulation, the propagation of weights has amarked
impact on the ranking of cards and suggests that the lower subtree might prove to be
agood candidate for browsing.
terms and card contents. Then, identify a
method that propagates these weights to
neighboring cards so that cards with contextual information are recognized. Finally, use both the intrinsic utility and
the propagated weights to identify which
cards should be considered candidates
for graphical browsing. Let's analyze
each of these steps in greater detail.
Weights and Measures
A card's utility is due in part to the correspondence between terms within the card
and the query terms stipulated by the
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user. This component of card utility is
called the intrinsic weight, and the value
can be calculated using amodification of
Salton's well-known algorithm.
This algorithm assigns term weights
to cards as a function both of the frequency of occurrence of the term in the
entire search space and of the number of
cards containing the term. The algorithm
assigns ahigher weight to cards containing infrequently used terms and also to
cards containing several occurrences of a
term that is not found in many other
continued
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Tools and Toolboxes

Modula2
cards. The formula is as follows:
weight u = k Xfreq u X (
log(n)
— log(docfreq,) + 1)
where weighty is the weight component
of card idue to term j; k is aconstant;
freq u is the number of occurrences of
terrn jin card i; nis the number of cards
in the collection; and docfreq i is the
number of cards containing the term j.
A card's utility also depends on its relationship to other cards. The term extrinsic weight describes the component of
acard's total weight contributed by propagation from neighboring cards. In the
hypertext medical handbook, a card's
extrinsic-weight component depends on
the weights of its immediate descendant
cards. The following formula represents
this dependency:

Eweight,
-F LEtotalweight,,

card is of some fractional weight of the
original highest-ranking card.
In addition to the obvious traditional
problems associated with uncontrolled
indexing vocabularies and full- text
document retrieval, the approach used
throughout this article is limited in many
other ways. First, the propagation function does not take into account graphs,
cycles, and link types with different semantics. Second, the current approach
can't exploit user feedback in any meaningful way.
It would be desirable to update card
weights dynamically on the basis of user
responses to the card's contents. Unfortunately, most alternative approaches to
this problem (e.g., Bayesian updating or
Connectionism) appear too impractical
for routine use.
Learning Its Lessons

Many points about creating and using
hypertext are already clear. First, you
have to distinguish hypertext programs
y d
from hypertext documents. You can use
hypertext programs for tasks ranging
where yis the number of immediate defrom replicating mundane 3-by-5 card
scendants of card i, and dis an immedifiles to creating complex hypertext docuate descendant of card i.
ments consisting of multiple interrelated
This propagation function is called recards and links. This distinction is crucursively from the leaf cards to the root
cial, since only card content is important
card. A graphical display of the search
for simple 3-by-5 card files, but both
subtree and card weights (see figure 6)
content and context are important when
serves as aroad map for browsing.
creating true hypertext.
Term-weight assignment and propagaSecond, it's easy to build hypertexts
tion allow for cards to be ranked on the
and add links incrementally, but it's difbasis of an estimate of their utility to the
ficult to use hypertext effectively. Even
user. In general, you hope for aranking
with extensive search capabilities and
that will produce ashort list of cards that
graphical browsers, it's not always possiare distributed throughout the hypertext.
ble to retrieve desired information or to
In this situation, you can quickly explore
avoid getting lost in ahypertext graph.
various subtrees, jumping from one locaThird, the computational complexity
tion to another. You can, however, reof information-retrieval algorithms sugtrieve more aberrant lists. Consider, for
gests that alternative computer architecexample, the common case where the
tures might be more useful.
second-highest-ranking card is the parFinally, it's clear that many problems
ent of the highest-ranking card.
in the field are unresolved. Will effective
Presenting both cards on the browsing
updating and revisions require that links
candidate list may suggest that the cards
be bidirectional? Can we arrive at astanrepresent two markedly different avedardized set of hypertext card types
nues for browsing rather than the actual
state of term-weight predominance in a (e.g., text, graphics, sound, and video)?
Will hypertext systems provide atrue adsingle subtree. As an alternative, you
vantage over other media?
could remove the highest-ranking child
Traditional tools like outline procescard and display only the parent, under
sors have already incorporated many of
the assumption that the increased context
hypertext's lessons. Similar innovations
provided by the latter outweighs the dewill affect E-mail, collaborative work
crease in weight due to card content.
tools, and others in the future. •
However, if this process is applied recursively, you ultimately will arrive at a
Mark Frisse is an assistant professor of
card list containing only the root of the
medicine and medical informatics at the
tree. You can apply several heuristics to
Washington University School of Medimanage these aberrant cases. One of the
cine in St. Louis, Missouri. He can be
most useful heuristics halts the replacereached on BIX as "editors."
ment process when the replacing parent
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For A yoneWho Considers
Code AFour LetterWord.
If you think writing program code
is adirty business, we have something
to help you clean up your act.
It's called Matrix Layout. Layout
lets you create programs that do
exactly what you want, quickly and
easily— without writing asingle line
of code. Layout does it for you automatically, in your choice of Turbo
Pascal, Turbo C, Microsoft C, QuickBasic or Lattice C. And if you're not
aprogrammer, you can even create
programs that are ready-to-run.
As the first true CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering)
development tool for the PC, Layout
lets you write your programs simply
by drawing an icon-based flow chart.
They'll have windows, icons, menus,
buttons, dialog boxes, and beautiful
graphics and text. Like the Macintosh
and the OS/2 Presentation Manager.
And because Layout is so efficient, everything you create will
work incredibly fast, even on standard PC's with 256K and only one
disk drive. To top it off, all your programs will feature Layout's automatic mouse support, sophisticated
Hypertext functions, and decision
handling.
The full Layout package also

comes with three additional programs:
Matrix Paint is aprofessional
paint program that comes with afull
palette of high-powered graphics
tools, plus scanner support. And any
picture or symbol that you draw or
jggilaki
".
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1. Draw aflow-chart.

2. Matrix Layout creates
the program code.
3. Your program is complete.
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scan into Paint can be included in
your program.
Matrix Helpmaker allows you
to include an electronic manual in all
your programs. Context-sensitive help
windows, atable of contents, indexing, and the convenience of Hypertext
functionality can now become apart
of everything you create.
Finally, Matrix Desktop gives
you the ability to organize your files
and disks in avery Macintosh-like
easy to see, easy to use way.
What's the cost? At just $ 149.95
for the entire package, Layout speaks
in alanguage you'll love to hear.
Especially with our free customer
support, no copy protection, and a
30-day, money-back guarantee.
Video Tape Offer
Our new demonstration videotape graphically illustrates how the
many features of Matrix layout will
make adifference in your life. Call
1-800-533-5644 and order your VHS
copy now (just $9.95 for shipping
and handling, credited against your
purchase). In Maçsachussetts. call
(617) 567-0037.
Do it today. Because once you
see what layout can do for you, we
think you'll swear by it.
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HYPERTEXT

The Right Tool
for the Job
Even the systems design process falls within the realm
of hypertext
Michael L. Begeman and Jeff Conklin

H

ypertext is an
ideal model for
the systems design process. We
have been
rking on a hypertext project, the Design
Journal, to provide asystems
design team with amedium in
which all of their work can be
computer-mediated and supported. This includes such
traditional documents as requirements, specifications,
high-level design, and the design document itself; it also
includes scenarios, design reviews, interviews with users,
designers' early notes and
sketches, design decisions
and rationale, internal design
constraints, meeting minutes,
and so on.
The Design Journal places
particular emphasis on capturing the design rationale as
the center around which to integrate all the other documentation. This rationale includes design
problems, alternative resolutions (including those later rejected), trade-off
analyses among these alternatives, and a
record of the tentative and firm commitments made during problem resolution.
We have built arunning prototype of the
Design Journal; it's based on the IssueBased Information Systems (IBIS) method and is called gIBIS (graphical IBIS).
ILLUSTRATION: ROBERT TINNEY © 1988

question can be an issue and
may require discussion (if not
agreement) for the design to
proceed. In the IBIS model,
this argumentation constitutes the design process.
IBIS focuses on articulating the key Issues in the design problem. Each Issue can
have many Positions. A Position is astatement or assertion
that responds to the Issue.
Often Positions are mutually
exclusive, but they needn't
be. Each Position, in turn,
can have one or more Arguments to support or object to
it. Thus, each separate Issue
is the root of a ( possibly
empty) tree; its children are
Positions, and their children
are Arguments.
There are nine kinds of
links in IBIS. For example, a
Position Responds- to an
Issue, and this is the only
place you can use the Responds-to link. An Argument either SupThe IBIS Method
The IBIS method was developed by Horst ports or Objects-to its Position. Issues
can Generalize or Specialize other
Rittel (see reference 1) and is based on
Issues, and they can also Question or be
the principle that the design process for
complex problems is fundamentally a Suggested-by other Issues, Positions, and
Arguments. (The remaining two links
conversation among the stakeholders
are Replaces and Other.)
(i.e., designers, customers, and impleA typical IBIS discussion begins when
menters) in which they pool their respecsomeone posts an Issue node containing
tive expertise and viewpoints to resolve
continue
design issues. Any problem, concern, or
OCTOBER 1988 • BYTE
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a question such as " How should we do
X?" That person can also post aPosition
node proposing one way to do X, as well
as some Argument nodes to support that
Position. Someone else can post acompeting Position responding to the Issue
and can support the Position with Arguments, and so on. New Issues that the
discussion raises can also be posted and
linked into the nodes that most directly
suggested them.
There is no stopping rule, nor is there
aparticular way of registering Issue resolution by agreeing on some Position. The
goal of the discussion is for each stakeholder to try to understand the elements
of the others' proposals, and perhaps to
change the others' minds. The method
inhibits unconstructive rhetorical moves,
such as argument by repetition and name
calling, and supports more constructive
moves, such as seeking the central issue,
asking questions and giving answers, and
being specific in supporting your own
viewpoint.
In implementing gIBIS, some changes
and extensions have been made to allow
needed flexibility, but the method has
been changed as little as possible. The
extensions to IBIS in the current gIBIS
tool are three: an additional Other type
for nodes and links, as an escape mechanism when you can't find away to express a thought within the IBIS framework; an additional External type for
nodes that contain non-IBIS material,

such as requirements, documents, design
sketches, or code; and the ability to let
Positions specialize or generalize other
Positions, and to let Arguments specialize or generalize other Arguments.
The gIBIS Tool
Three technological themes guided our
design of gIBIS. First, we wanted to explore the capture of the rationale behind

T

he browser

lets you see the IBIS
graph structure, its
nodes, and their
interconnecting links.
the design. Second, we wanted to support computer-mediated teamwork, particularly the kinds of design conversations that might be held over networked
computers, electronic mail, or news (see
references 2and 3). Third, we needed an
application with an information base
large enough to allow us to investigate
the navigation (searching and browsing)
of very large information spaces.
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Photo 1: The gIBIS interface. Note the graphical browser (left), the structured
index (upper right), the control panel below the index window, and the inspection
window (lower right).
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The pattern of gIBIS usage falls into
two categories: Some people use the tool
primarily as an isolated hypertext tool
for structured thinking and design, while
others use it primarily as a vehicle for
structured communication.
The basic gIBIS interface is divided
into four windows (see photo 1): agraphical browser on the left, a structured
index into the nodes on the top right, a
control panel below the index window,
and an inspection window in which to
view the attributes and contents of nodes
and links. This interface is somewhat unusual among hypertext systems: To view
the contents of anode or link, you must
select it, and the contents will display in
the inspection window.
The Browser
The browser lets you see the IBIS graph
structure, its nodes, and their interconnecting links. Most of it is dedicated to a
local view of the network: azoomed-in
view of the current area of interest, with
nodes and links in full detail. The lowerright portion of the browser contains a
global overview: azoomed-out view of
the entire network without node labels,
link-type icons, and secondary links. A
rectangular overlay indicates the scope
and position of the current local view.
You can scroll the browser window by
using traditional scroll bars or by " snap
scrolling" (clicking the mouse anywhere
within the local view to center that location in the window). This method lets
you fine-tune the position of the display
and scroll diagonally without having to
reposition two independent scroll bars.
You can also scroll to an area outside the
local view by repositioning the localview indicator in the global-view window. You simply drag the rectangle to a
new area within the global view to update the local view.
The browser supports a direct-manipulation-style interface (see reference
4) to the display objects ( nodes and
links). You select a display object by
clicking on it with the left button of your
three-button mouse. The browser highlights and boxes it, puts its contents in the
inspection window (see photo 1), and
scrolls its index line to the top of the
index window. A right-button mouse
click displays context-sensitive menus
that let you create, edit, delete, and move
objects.
For example, if you press the menu
button without selecting an object, a
menu appears indicating that the only
legal operation you can perform is Issue
creation (i.e., the beginning of a new
continued
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IBIS structure). By contrast, if you select
an Issue node, the menu changes to reflect the legal operations on Issues. If
you create afollow-up Position node, it is
placed next to the Issue and linked to it
with a Responds-to link. Then, the inspection window divides in half and a
Node Creation window preloaded with a
structured template appears beneath it.
You fill in the template's structured
fields (e.g., Subject, Keywords, and so
forth) and provide an optional description of the node's topic (i.e., an unstructured node body). When the node is complete, you push the Submit button in the
control panel (which appears only during
Node Creation and Editing); the node is
then parsed and stored, and the browser
and index windows are updated to include it.
When you follow the " Link to another
node" menu item, you can choose from
the set of legal outgoing link types for the
current node, and the new link appears
stretching between the source node and
the current mouse position. You move the
mouse to the destination node (by " rubber banding") and then drop the end of
the link there.
You can also select canonical IBIS
subnets (i.e., asingle Issue followed by
its Positions, and their Argument nodes)
as a single entity. The gIBIS tool supports the movement and automatic layout
of these subnets as wholes. Further, it
lets you gather asubnet into asingle composite Issue- Position-Argument ( IPA)
node; this node provides additional
gIBIS ( Internal

release

111
Jeff'.

Reyes

109

3.8)

Issue

« les

Log

tool -

structure to analyze competing Positions
and commit to one of them (Issue resolution).
While it has astructure and body all
its own, the IPA node by default inherits
its label, subject, and keywords from the
root Issue of the underlying subnet. Selecting the composite means traversing
the underlying subnet and composing an
"inherited" body, which is shown in the

first order starting from each Issue. The
Issues, Positions, and Arguments are
given sequence numbers like you might
find in an outline editor (see reference
5). For example, the Subject line for
Issue 8is 1.8; it has no children, so that's
all there is. The Subject line for Issue 9is
1.9; its first Position node (P.9.1) has
two Argument nodes ( A.9.1.1 and
A.9.1.2), and so forth. Issues are ordered by creation date. The view-configuration panel lets you tailor the index to
reflect by Subject, Author, Keyword, or
node Label.
You can select nodes through the index
as well as the browser. Clicking on a
node's index line makes that node current: Its icon is highlighted in the browser, the window is scrolled, if necessary,
to bring it into the local view, and its contents appear in the inspection window.
This browsing method provides alinear,
compressed view of the data in the network.

T

he node-

index window provides
an ordered, hierarchical
view of the nodes in the
current network.

The Control Panel
The control panel is composed of aset of
buttons that extend gIBIS's functionality
beyond simple node and link creation.
Each button hides amenu that extends or
tailors its basic function. The Next button, for example, normally records that
you have read the current node before it
displays the next one. But if you press the
right-hand mouse button while over the
Next button, the hidden menu will appear. This is aslight extension of basic
continued

inspection window along with any composite-specific text (see figure 2). Since
the inherited body can become quite long
with a large subnet, a function key lets
you suppress (or reveal) it in the inspection window.
The Node-Index Window
The node-index window provides an ordered, hierarchical view of the nodes in
the current network. To traverse the network, you follow Primary links in depth-
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Figure 1: A canonical IBIS subnet (
a) before and (
b) after aggregation. Since the "inherited" body can be quite long in alarge
IBIS subnet, afunction key lets you suppress or reveal the inherited text body in the inspection window.
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Problems in Paradise
O

ne common but subtle difficulty in
hypertext systems is that sometimes it's unnatural to break your
thoughts into discrete units, particularly
if you don't understand the problem
well and those thoughts are vague, confused, and shifting. With gIBIS, this effect is pronounced, because the IBIS
method imposes on you arather austere
selection of node and link types; gIBIS
makes you think within a particular
framework (i.e., you focus on Issues
without necessarily resolving them),
and this can be disruptive.
The early phase of considering a
writing or design problem is critical and
fragile and must be allowed to proceed
in a vague, contradictory, and incomplete form for as long as necessary (see
references 1and 2). However, any insights should be captured, and gIBIS
should support the emergence of acoherent structure as it develops.
Design conversations often feature
commitments like " Let's try X—it has
advantage Y." This is aPosition and a
supporting Argument, but no Issue is
mentioned. Since you don't always see
the Issue or Position immediately, it
would be nice to have a "proto-node" in
which to record ideas, snippets of text,
and perhaps graphical sketches before
having to structure them.
Ultimately, of course, it's valuable to
have separated these elements into
Issues, Positions, and Arguments. But
when you're struggling to solve aproblem, the mental effort required to separate it into discrete thoughts, identify
their types, label them, and link them
can be prohibitive.
Finding the Right Answer
In the IBIS method, you resolve an Issue
by selecting one of the Positions that respond to it as being "the right answer,"
or at least "the Position we are committing to for now." You could mark the
Position node as Selected and display it
by marking such nodes distinctively in
the browser, perhaps with a somewhat
different color.
We have recently added an Issue resolution feature to gIBIS. It combines indicating resolution with the aggregation
into Issue- Position- Argument nodes;
once an Issue is part of an IPA node, you
can resolve it. At the moment, you
change the value of the Resolved field to
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True and indicate which Position holds
the resolution.
The rationale for adopting aparticular conclusion may require more explanation; for instance, perhaps all the argumentation didn't occur within gIBIS.
Sometimes, resolving an Issue transcends the original options. Such resolutions may combine elements of the
original options and abandon prior assumptions or presuppositions. Sometimes, when abreakthrough occurs, it's
clearly the right solution.
The gIBIS tool needs to allow such
leaps in argumentation and not force the
Issue to a well-structured resolution.
This may be as simple as providing the
free-text annotation of an IPA tree or the
marking of some discussions as " irrelevant in light of Position X."
Getting the Whole Picture
Using hypermedia for cooperative work
has its problems as well. Sometimes, an
unexpected problem can emerge when
several users work cooperatively in a
shared Issue group. Unless each author
writes clearly and completely, while
you might understand the individual
nodes, it's hard to follow the thread of
thoughts as it winds through several
dozen nodes. That is, the hypertext tool
forces the author to express ideas in a
fined-grained, separated manner, and
this obscures the larger idea being
developed.
This is afamiliar problem common to
many hypertext systems: The freedom
of choice inherent in branching documents requires greater care from both
the author and the reader. The separation of Position and Argument in IBIS
(i.e., an idea and its justification) could
also be another factor.
However, there may be amore subtle
issue here: Traditional linear text provides a continuous, unwinding context
thread as ideas are proposed and discussed—a context that the writer constructs to guide you to the salient points
and away from the irrelevant ones. Indeed, a good writer anticipates questions and confusions that you may encounter and carefully crafts the text to
prevent them.
The hypertext (or at least the gIBIS)
author, however, is encouraged to make
discrete points and separate them from
their context. Sometimes, the gIBIS au-

thor, in ahurry to capture adesign Issue
and its analysis, may write only the bare
minimum necessary to record the essence of the Issue, Positions, and Arguments. Even the careful author, however, may not anticipate all the routes to
agiven node, and so may fail to develop
the context sufficiently to clarify its
contents.
Using a path may linearize a network's segments sufficiently to provide
context ( see references 3 and 4). And
there are higher-level constructs that aggregate a set of nodes. The new IPAnode type combines all of an IBIS subtree's nodes (an Issue, its Positions, and
their Arguments) into asingle node and
lets you append additional IPA- specific
text as well. This linearizes the discussions of individual Issues and reduces
the sense of fragmentation you sometimes have when reading a gIBIS network, but it's probably not sufficient to
restore the context in which those nodes
were created.
Finally, part of the context is the relative importance of the points presented,
and we need to incorporate an " importance" meter into gIBIS nodes. One
possibility would be to incorporate one
of three keywords, HI IMPORTANCE,
MED IMPORTANCE, or LO IMPORTANCE, into each node at creation.
This would guide you to the most salient
points first (see also reference 5); it
could also be used to control the level of
clutter in the browser display.
Staying on Track
It's common in conversations to " go
meta" and make acomment on the process (
as opposed to the content) of the
discussion (i.e., " But that isn't the issue
here"). Similarly, in IBIS discussions,
sometimes you need ameta-discussion
when one person in an Issue group feels
that another has misused the IBIS structure to present ideas. For example, if B
feels that A's Issue node is actually two
Issues and aPosition, B needs away to
express this and to initiate adiscussion
about it.
There are three levels of collaborative
work: substantive (
the content of the
work), annotative (
comments about
substance), and procedural (
comments
about procedures and conventions) (see
reference 4). In IBIS, you can theoretically treat all three levels as Issues. For
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example, B could post an Issue, connected by aQuestions link to A's Issue,
asking " Isn't this really two Issues and
aPosition?" While this is avalid move,
it has drawbacks.
B's Issue is by its nature meta-substantive, although whether it's annotative or procedural is unclear. But by
placing it in the network, B creates an
Issue that adds complexity to the browser display without shedding any light on
the problem being discussed; Balso initiates adiscussion that may change the
network, after which this meta-discussion will have only historical interest.
This problem has several resolutions.
You could have special meta-level Issue,
Position, and Argument nodes to distinguish them from substantive ones. Or
you could label nodes as " only of historical interest." Such nodes could be
archived or have their display suppressed so they wouldn't normally be
visible. You could also give each node
its own meta-layer (only displayed on request) for such discussions. In asimple
version of this option, you can append a
meta-line at the end of any gIBIS node
and then begin an annotative or procedural discussion there. The node's author might append aresponse or revise
the network to correct the structural
error.
Lost and Found
A hot issue in hypertext research is how
to use agraphical browser effectively to
navigate networks with more than afew
dozen nodes. This is part of the more
general problem of disorientation, particularly its visual and spatial aspects in
alarge data space. Although gIBIS has
addressed this problem with its globalview and query mechanisms, many hypertext systems have not.
Keeping Current
Any database must be able to manage
changes to its data. Often, aversioning
scheme that allows older versions of the
data to be marked and archived is used.
In gIBIS, the issue of change is of unusual importance, because the very nature of an " Issue base" is its use for
evolving discussions in which older material may be accurate and highly important, inaccurate and of only historical interest, or anything in between. For
example, the original form in which an

Issue is framed may be biased toward a
particular Position, or it may contain a
presupposition that is later made explicit
and rejected. How can you handle this
"outdated" form of the Issue?
Sometimes, the Issue and its discussion subnet may be isolated and wrong;
then it's easy to decide to archive that
subnet and delete it. But more often,
parts of the subnet will be wrong, misleading, or irrelevant, while others are
still relevant or important and part of an
active region of the network. How do
you prevent these partially invalid segments from poisoning the network?
Perhaps you could systematically
indicate the age and relevance of network material by, say, displaying older
nodes as yellowed or frayed (unless they
have been recently visited and updated).
Like importance, salience, and confidence, age and relevance are somewhat
subjective measures and can be only
partially automated. Another possibility for managing change is completely
human: As Issue networks grow in size
and importance, organizations should
have people whose job is to maintain the
currency and consistency of the Issue
base.
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functionality and leaves the current node
marked unread.
For those functions with no extensions, the menu provides alonger explanation of the button's functionality. For
example, the Goto button loads aparticular Issue group's data into the browser; it
hides aHelp menu that tells you to " enter
an Issue group name and push this button."
The Misc button hides agrab bag of
functionality. For instance, the Tool
Config item lets you tailor particular aspects of the interface. If you select it, a
new window appears that contains the
gIBIS configuration parameters, their
current settings, and any constraints on
their legal settings. These parameters are
divided according to whether they affect
the index, the browser, or the inspection
window.
Primary and Secondary Links
When anode is created, it's usually automatically linked into the existing network of nodes. This automatic first link
is its primary link. Later, you may connect that node to others in the network,
but all subsequent links are secondary
and differ from the primary one both visually and navigationally.
Filtering out the secondary links from
acanonical IBIS subnet results in ahierarchy that becomes the basis of the index
window's structured listing. For example, let's say that three Positions respond
to an Issue, and two of them have supporting Arguments. The Positions are
mutually exclusive, so each Argument
also objects to the other Positions; hence,
secondary links make these connections
explicit.
It's easier to understand the IBIS network if, on first pass, the browser displays only the primary links and "turns
off" the secondary links. The Next button leads you through the network in the
canonical IBIS order (the same sequence
as the index window). The primary-link
view shows clearly how the current node
relates to the surrounding conversational
structure. After the first pass, you can
make the secondary links visible, if you
wish, to see the cross-relationships encoded in the network. (In keeping with
the design philosophy of tightly coupled
windows, selecting anode with the Next
button causes the same scrolling and
highlighting as selection via the browser
or index window.)
The Use of Color
We designed gIBIS for use on Sun workstations with color monitors. Thus, color
continued
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is used to indicate node- and link-type information, as well as such special node
states as " currently selected" and
"matches the current query." You can
also configure gIBIS to customize the
color mapping.
This flexibility caused some trouble at
first, and we quickly added aset of standardized color mappings. Having colored nodes and links turns out to be one
of the most compelling aspects of gIBIS.
You can quickly learn the type mappings

for the most commonly used nodes and
links, and type identification then becomes arapid, reflexive activity. While
you may occasionally change your mappings with the Tool Config panel for special purposes (like making some links
invisible for presentations), most users
commonly set up their colors and leave
them alone.
If you have a monochrome monitor,
the information encoded by color is duplicated with icons. While gIBIS by de-
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fault presents both color and icons, both
can also be suppressed. Usually, the
color-monitor user suppresses the link
icons to make the browser view appear
less cluttered.
Using color presents its own set of
problems, however. For one, you must
have acolor display. And you are limited
to a small number of color mappings.
The gIBIS tool contains nine link types
and is probably near the limit of people's
ability to reliably perform the mapping.
By adding the link-type icons, the mapping complexity drops, and more link
types could be safely added.
More surprising, however, is the large
machine-to- machine variation among
color monitors in overall brightness,
convergence, and RGB-gun saturation.
This variation has eliminated the possibility of using asingle, standardized set
of color mappings for all machines. The
color settings that produce bright, highly
defined images on one screen can be
dark, muddy, and indistinct on another.
To address this, the four sliders at the
bottom of the Tool Config window let
you fine-tune the color map to your
machine.
Search and Query
Another control-panel feature is the
Query button. Pressing it brings up a
small query- construction window. It
contains a small control panel and a
specification section for " query by example," which lets you create a protonode against which the nodes in the current IBIS net will be matched. When you
press the Execute button, the query is
parsed and evaluated, and its results displayed in both the browser ( selected
nodes turn a bright yellow in both the
local and global views) and the index
window (the window shows only the index lines for those nodes satisfying the
query).
You can then examine those nodes
using standard navigation techniques.
Pressing the Help button reveals another
window (obscuring the browser window), which contains instructions on
how to formulate queries, their appropriate grammar, and anumber of examples.
This query- specification technique
lets you formulate node-content searches
based on the logical AND of predicates
over node attributes. The grammar could
be extended to allow full Boolean expressions over the predicates, but there
has been little demand for it. These more
sophisticated queries may be required
when the networks become very large,
but the simple query engine in gIBIS is
continued
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sufficient for searching moderately sized
networks.
A Time Saver
Choosing arelational DBMS as astorage
manager for gIBIS provides concurrency
control, record-level locking, reliable
data storage, fast access methods, and a
reasonable search engine. In addition,
the one we used includes an uninterpreted
data type (afield for long text passages,
digitized voice, graphics bit maps, or

whatever). Thus, you can store the body
of anode as part of adatabase record. In
retrospect, implementing gIBIS on top of
an existing DBMS allowed us to focus on
the task at hand and saved us many
months.
Unfortunately, the DBMS doesn't adequately notify you when atable or set of
records is modified (e.g., when a new
node is added to an Issue group). To
overcome this, we added a notification
layer that keeps track of the status of the

database for each individual user. When
the database is modified so that it
changes your view of the data, you are
notified and your view is updated appropriately.
Using a DBMS presents one major
drawback, however: It closes the system.
In essence, all the objects that the Issue
networks reference must reside within
the database. Unfortunately, many objects that instigate Issue-based discussions, like requirements or architecture
documents, as well as those objects resulting from these networks, such as
code and documentation, are external to
the database. A special surrogate type of
node lets gIBIS reference external objects, such as text, graphics, or spreadsheets, in a " blind faith" sort of way.
A surrogate has two parts: apointer to
the external object (usually afully qualified path name) and the name of an optional display program that gIBIS should
invoke to display the object. If you don't
specify a program name, the default
display program assumes that the external object is atext file and loads it into
the standard inspection window. If you
specify a display program, gIBIS invokes it and passes it the external path
name as an argument.
A Useful Structure
IBIS is apowerful method for research
thinking and design deliberation. If
you're working alone, the Issue-PositionArgument framework helps to focus
your thinking on the hard, critical parts
of a problem and to detect incompleteness and inconsistency in your thinking.
If you're collaborating in an Issue group,
the structure gIBIS imposes on discussions is useful and exposes axe grinding,
hand waving, and clever rhetoric. It has a
tendency to make assumptions and definitions explicit.
You can trace some of these advantages to the semi-structured nature of
IBIS networks (see reference 6). The
writer can structure acomplete message
without any constraints on what is said,
while the reader has arecurrent structure
in the text that aids search and comprehension. The explicit rhetorical structure
of IBIS reveals at least the general structure of an unfolding discussion. Indeed, a
distinct advantage stems from the particular structure that IBIS provides. That is,
agood match exists between some of the
cognitive structures and processes of design and the three node types and nine
link types that compose IBIS.
However, we have found some major
shortcomings in gIBIS. There is no specontinued
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cific node type for goals and requirements. There is no particular support for
making adecision (or reaching aconsensus) among the various Positions of an
Issue, and no way to indicate that such a
decision has been made. Design decisions usually result in adding solution
elements to the design itself (e.g., code,
module structure, and so on), but these
elements are not supported by gIBIS and
must be stored externally. (For further
discussion of these and other shortcomings, see the text box " Problems in Paradise" on page 260.)

A Synergy of Tool and Method
The noncomputerized IBIS method is
cumbersome and would not have reached
the popularity that it has here in our lab
without the gIBIS tool to support it. Although gIBIS is not the only hypertext
system available in our environment, it
has achieved wider and more prolonged
usage in a much shorter time than has
PlaneText, the other system (see reference 7). We speculate that this is due to a
particularly good match between the requirements of the IBIS method and the
hypertext facilities of the gIBIS tool.

For example, one clear success has
been in using color to indicate the types
of the IBIS nodes and links. Perhaps this
is partly because there are only afew distinct node and link types in IBIS, and
each has reasonably well-defined semantics, so the browser display can use bright
primary colors that, after a while, become strongly associated with their
meanings. Despite its narrow design and
rigid functionality, gIBIS provides facilities that are easy to learn and quite helpful with ill-defined design problems. •
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price structure is offered to qualified dealers. All AccuSys
products carry a1year parts and labor warranty. Visa,
MasterCard and COD accepted.

Sales 1-800-247-6413
Tech Support (702) 746-1818
AccuSys

8/10 Mhz software switchable I/O bus and supports 80287,
80387 and Weitek processors.
twithout CPU or DRAM, please call for current prices.
twithout RAM, please call for current price.
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eclat corporation
3495 N. McCarran Blvd.
RO. Box 41334
Reno, NV 89504
Telex: 650 308 4898 MCI
Fax: (702) 746-2306
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HYPERTEXT

Hyper Activity
HYPERTEXT PRODUCTS
Business FileVision
Macintosh
Marvelin Corp.
3420 Ocean Park Blvd.
Suite 3020
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 450-6813
Inquiry 958.

$395

Document Examiner
Feature of Genera software
environment that comes bundled
with Symbolics workstations
Symbolics, Inc.
11 Cambridge Center
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 621-7500
Inquiry 957.
Graphic KRS (
Knowledge
Retrieval System) $400
Workstations
Text KRS
$300
Workstations
Hyper KRS
$3000
(includes IHyper Indexer and
10 Hyper KRS)
Additional workstation
copies
$125
Knowledgeset Corp.
60 Garden Court, Building A
Monterey, CA 93940
(415) 968-9888
Inquiry 963.
Guide
Mac
IBM PC, AT, PS/2s
IBM XT
Owl International, Inc.
14218 Northeast 21st St.
Bellevue, WA 98007
(800) 344-9737
(206) 747-3203
Inquiry 959.

$199.95
$275
$300

HyperCard
$49
Mac Plus, SE, and II
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
An assortment ofpublic domain
stacks for HyperCard is available
on BIX in the "stackware" area
of the "listings" conference.
Inquiry 960.
KMS (
Knowledge Management
System)
$ 1995
Sun 3, 386i, and 4workstations;
Apollo DN 3000 and DN 4000
workstations
Scribe Systems, Inc.

HYPERTEXT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Commerce Court, Suite 240
4Station Square
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 281-5959
Inquiry 961.
Knowledge Pro, aknowledge
processor
$495
IBM PC, XT, AT, and PS/2s
under MS-DOS
Knowledge Garden, Inc.
473A Malden Bridge Rd.
Nassau, NY 12123
(518) 766-3000
Inquiry 962.
MacSMARTS
$195
Mac 512 or higher
MacSMARTS
Professional
$495
Mac 512 or higher
Cognition Technology Corp.
55 Wheeler St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 492-0246
Inquiry 964.
Marcon, aDBMS with
hypertext-like indexes $495
IBM AT or higher
Marcon Plus
$795
IBM AT or higher
AIRS (Automated Information
Reference Systems), Inc.
335 Paint Branch Dr.
College Park, MD 20742
(301) 454-2022
Inquiry 965.

Bell Communications Research
(Bellcore)
435 South St.
Morristown, NJ 07962
(201) 829-2000
Superbook, atext browser
Telesophy, on-line literary
system
Thoth II, asystem that embeds
semantics into hypertext
Brown University
Institute of Research in
Information and Scholarship
P.O. Box 1946
Providence, RI 02912
(401) 863-2001
Intermedia, an interactive
teaching and learning environment
(in development)
Carnegie-Mellon University
Computer Science and English
Departments
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
(412) 268-2565
Notes, ahypertext writer's tool
(in development)
ZOG, amultiuser hypertext
system (in development)
MAD Intelligent Systems
55 Wheeler St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 492-1982
Developing hypertext through
machine-generated links.
Common Lisp software that runs
on aMac II and Unix machines.
Prototype in use by the New
York Stock Exchange.

RECOMMENDED READING
Conklin, Jeff. " A Survey of Hypertext." IEEE Computer, September
1987.
Halasz, Frank. " Reflections on Notecards: Seven Issues for the Next
Generation of Hypermedia Systems." Communications of the ACM,
July 1988.
Hypermedia: The guide to interactive media production (
premier
issue from MIX Publications, 6400 Hollis St., # 12, Emeryville, CA
94608, (415) 653-3307).
Hypertext ' 87 Conference Proceedings. University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, Department of Computer Science (CB #3175, Sitterson
Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599).
Nelson, Theodor H. " Managing Immense Storage." BYTE, January
1988.
Salton, G., and M. J. McGill. Introduction to Modern Information
Retrieval. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1983.
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MCC ( Microelectronics and
Computer Technology Corp.)
Software Technology Program
3500 West Balcones Center Dr.
Austin, TX 78759
(512) 343-0978
gIBIS, aproblem-analysis tool
that runs on Sun workstations (in
development)
PlaneText, a Unix-based,
general-purpose system (in
development)
University of Maryland
Department of Computer Science
Human Computer Interaction
Laboratory and Institute for
Advanced Computer Studies
College Park, MD 20742
(301) 454-4255
Hyperties, an instructional,
interactive encyclopedia system (in
development)
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
Department of Computer Science
CB #3175
Sitterson Hall
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
(919) 962-1792
WE, an interactive writing
environment
University of Southern
California
Computer Science Department
Los Angeles, CA 90089
(213) 743-2311
DIF, ahypertext system with
software engineering tools (in
development)
The Xanadu Operating Co.
8480 Fredericksburg, Suite 138
San Antonio, TX 78229
(512) 927-6073
Xanadu, aworldwide hypertext
library (in prototype for Sun
workstations)
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
Intelligent Systems Laboratory
3333 Coyote Hill Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
(415) 494-4000
NoteCards, an information
analyst's support tool

CONFERENCE
HyperExpo Boston
World Trade Center
Boston, Massachusetts
October 15-16, 1988

.40110P

EVERY HAYES MODEM MUST SURVIVE
8HOURS OF TORTURE ON THE RACK.
The Rack. It's 8 straight hours of burn- in

basis, we believe in testing all of our modems.

testing. Yet only one of many trials every Hayes

With no exceptions.

modem must go through before it's packed and

At Hayes we've been making dial- up

shipped.
In all, there are over 20 tests and inspec-

data communications as common and as reliable as
ordinary phone calls for over adecade. Whether

tions for quality and reliability. Thus allowing us to

PC- to- PC. PC- to-

offer the most comprehensive performance war-

Host or PC-to-LAN.

SMARTMODEM 2400

ranty in the business.

Hayes has set the

GI Hayes'

Today. while all too many manufacturers
are content to perform only the most perfunctory
tests on their products and then only on arandom

standards.
And we intend to let nothing lower those
standards. Especially one of our own modems.

For your nearest Hayes dealer. call 800-635-1225. Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.. PO. Box 105203. Atlanta. GA 30348.
1088 Haves Microcomputer Products Inc
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PC Power, Part 1:

POWER
PROTECTION
Just what do those power protection devices do,
and how well do they do it?
Mark Waller
ention power protection, and the first thing
many people think of is lightning. But, as
someone who spends every day solving computer- related electrical-power problems, I
think of money—protecting your investment in
computing without wasting your money in the process.
To be sure, you must protect your computers from lightning.
But you don't want to spend hundreds of dollars on aproduct
only to find that it won't solve your problem. Neither should
you deceive yourself into thinking that by spending just afew
dollars on a surge suppressor, you have absolutely protected
your computer from being damaged by athunderstorm.
The Problem
Computer equipment is designed to operate with a steady
stream of uninterrupted sine waves of 120 volts root means
square (RMS). The nature of utility power is such that, as often
as twice aday, you may experience some electrical disturbance
that falls outside your computer's acceptable limits. In major
data centers across the country, study after study has shown
that surges, sags, brownouts, blackouts, and damaging impulses happen with dismaying frequency.
Over the last 10 years, the quality of power has steadily declined. Microcomputer users are especially vulnerable to this
degradation. While mainframe computers have the advantage
of employing adedicated power source, microcomputers live
off power straight from the local power company. However,
there is one alleviating factor in this situation.
Since you plug your computer into anearby outlet, your machine is normally located agood distance from the building service entrance (i.e., the meter, or the place where power enters
your building). Thus, in order to reach your equipment, potentially damaging impulses generated outside your location must
travel through the impedance of lots of copper wire. This barrier serves to dampen out many of those disturbances, but you
can derive only small comfort from this fact.
The real problem occurs along the electrical path from where
270
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the power enters your building to your machine. Between these
two points are all kinds of devices, such as elevators, air conditioners, coffee makers, and so on. The ignition of an oil furnace, for instance, produces an electrical spark that can generate an impulse that might be more than 1200 V. The starting
transient of an air conditioner is strong enough to interfere with
any electronic equipment that may be connected to the same
power-source transformer. Copiers are notorious as asource of
noise that creates soft errors in computers that share circuits
with them.
Any equipment that arcs, cycles on and off, or draws excessive bursts of current is apotential hazard to your computer.
There are far more pervasive culprits residing inside your
building than any potential lightning strike, and they should be
the prime focus of your protective strategy. Lightning-caused
surges are rare events. When protective devices such as gas
tubes (lightning arresters) are shorted across a power line,
lightning is diverted to ground. When this happens, you and
other users down the line will experience amomentary power
sag. This is why you will see lights flicker during storms.
It's more important to protect your computer from the more
common electrical malfunctions caused by equipment in your
building than to protect it from infrequent lightning surges.
Cause and Effect
The pressure to put computers into smaller and smaller packages caused aquiet revolution in power- supply design. Until the
1980s, computers used what is called alinear power supply
(see figure 1). Its most prominent feature was a60-Hz power
transformer connected across the input (between line and neutral). After the line voltage was transformed from 120 V to 5V,
or whatever level was necessary to satisfy the DC logic, the
power was rectified and filtered. (A rectifier is adevice that
converts AC current into DC current.)
Those 60-Hz transformers made linear power supplies big
and heavy. Out of the need for smaller, lighter power supplies,
continued
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the switching power supply was born (see figure 2). This design change eliminated the power transformer. With the new
circuit, the incoming power is applied directly across the bridge
rectifier. The resulting ripple DC is then pulsed at between 20
kHz and 100 kHz, depending on the specific supply design.
The action of chopping up the rectifier's output into highfrequency segments allows designers to use ahigh- frequency
transformer, which is smaller and thereby reduces the size of
the power supply.
The use of switching power supplies also dramatically affected computers' susceptibility to noise. A linear supply draws
current in step with the voltage sine wave. In other words, as the
line voltage rises and falls, the power supply's current demand
rises and falls along with it. Linear power supplies are voltagesensitive, however. If the supply voltage varies more than afew
percent plus or minus, problems will develop.
On the other hand, a switching power supply (sometimes

called a switch-mode power supply) is not voltage-sensitive.
Such power supplies draw current in huge gulps once every half
cycle. For this reason, the power source's internal impedance
can be a problem because if the impedance is too high, the
power source cannot deliver power easily. But while you must
be concerned about current, you do not have to concern yourself
with voltage regulation as you do with the linear power supply.
Switching power supplies regulate the level of voltage by varying the amount of current that is drawn. This action is basically
independent of the voltage of the power source.
Because they contain switching power supplies, microcomputers can operate over awide voltage range. This range can be
from as low as 80 V to as high as 140 V.
There are devices on the market, such as ferroresonant transformers, that regulate voltage to microcomputers. However,
since your computer's power supply does not need voltage regcontinued

Figure 1: Linear power supplies, used in small computers up until afew years ago, featured alarge 60-Hz power transformer
connected across the input. Such power supplies were sensitive to variations in voltage and made power supplies bulky.

Figure 2: The circuit of aswitching power supply. The use of small, high-frequency components allows such power supplies to
be smaller but makes the computer vulnerable to common-mode noise.
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Make Any Computer Do Exactly What You Want With McGraw-Hill's

Contemporary
Programming &
Software Jeign
Series
LC*

Make no mistake. Almost all books and courses on "programming"
teach you only the final 5% of the total programming process—
namely, how to code in aspecific language. . information of little
value if you don't know how to reach the point in the programming
process when you are ready to code.
With the Series, however, you'll learn to create your own programs from scratch, even modify off-the-shelf programs. You'll
learn enough BASIC and machine language to get you started
on the remaining 5% of the programming process.

From Writing Your Own Programs to Modifying
Existing Software, Here's the New, Easy, and Low
Cost Way to Unlock the Secrets of Your Computer
Whether you use computers for business, for personal
applications, or for fun, off-the-shelf programs will never
do everything you want them to do for you. That's
because they were written by programmers to
satisfy what they perceived as the needs of the
greatest number of potential users—often missing
some or many of your specific needs.
That's why McGraw-Hill's new Contemporary
Programming and Software Design Series
teaches you how to create your own software
. . . either from scratch or by making key
modifications to existing programs.

'
b,45c+

Pls

Build Your Own Personal Software Library
The sample programs you work with throughout the
Series are excellent learning tools. But they're more than
that. By combining the sample programs onto one master
disk, you'll have the start of your own personal software
library. In addition to the programs you've written and
modified throughout the Series, you'll also receive dozens
of the most popular public domain and user-supported
programs, such as data base manager, word
processor, calendar generator, appointments
reminder and much, much more.
15-Day No- Risk Trial
To order your first module without risk, send
the postage-paid card today. Examine the first
module for 15 days and see how the Series will
help you
make your
computer
3,1
do exactly
what you
want it
to do!

There is nothing magical about it. You learn
the process of building acomputer program
step-by-step with McGraw-Hill Concept Modules sent to you one
at atime, once amonth. Each of the ten modules in the Series
takes you through an important step in the development of the
structure and detailed logic of aprogram, including testing,
debugging, and documentation.

«I»

Unique Interactive Hands-On Instruction
Each module includes an easy-to-understand guide PLUS a
51
4 "floppy disk containing typical programs and interactive instruction that you
/
can run on IBM PCs, PC compatibles and Commodore 64 and 128 computers for
hands-on experience.
In the first Module, for example, when your sample program (Declining
Interest Loans) appears on your screen, you'll find errors on certain program
lines. You'll also see that the program is only three-quarters completed.
Now comes the fun part. You'll discover
how this program is built, and in the process
you'll learn how to identify and corred errors.
And by the end of Module 1, you'll actually
have completed this program yourself.
But there's more. Special graphics on
your screen work in conjunction with the
accompanying guide to amplify, illustrate,
and deepen your understanding of software
design principles.
The Crucial 95%—Learn the Foundation of Computer Programming
While the Series includes interactive disks that run on specific computers, everything you learn you can apply to any language or machine. Why is this possible?
Because McGraw-Hill knows programming is far more than coding aprogram into
the computer using aspecific language. In the real world of computers, 95% of the
programming process is carried out using design techniques that are independent
of specific language or machine. It is this crucial 95% that you thoroughly understand and master in the Series.

e
e

11111111111111111
If someone has beaten you to the card, write to us for ordering information about the Contemporary Programming and
Software Design Series.

11,4

McGraw-Hill
Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, DC 20016
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ulation, these devices are unnecessary. In addition, such devices limit the amount of instantaneous current that can be
delivered to your machine's power supply—an undesirable attribute, for the reasons explained earlier.
Noise About Noise
If you look behind the faceplate of the nearest wall plug, you
will see either two or three wires. The black wire is called the
phase wire, sometimes termed the " line" or " hot wire." The
white wire is called the neutral wire. If you see athird wire, it
will be the ground wire and will be either green or bare copper.
If you do not see athird wire, the installing electrician may
have used the metal conduit as the ground path.
Where your service enters your building, you will find that
the neutral and ground are bonded. If you measure the voltage
between neutral and ground at the outlet, it will usually be
zero. If you measure from line to ground, or from line to neutral, it will read 120 V. These three wires not only provide
power to your computer, but are the path through which electrical noise travels.
Let's define electrical noise as any signal, other than the desired signal, that appears in acircuit. Noise, then, can be either
minor or major. Noise can include large transient events or
damaging impulses, or it can be continually oscillating signals
from spinning motors and other kinds of interference. There
are two kinds of noise: normal mode and common mode (
see
figure 3).
Normal-mode (or transverse-mode) noise appears as avoltage between line and neutral. The word normal is used because
that's normally where utility power is transmitted, between
line and neutral.
Common-mode noise can be measured from line to ground
or neutral to ground. This type of noise appears on both the line
and neutral with respect to ground; in other words, it is common to both lines.
Basically, your computer's power supply is vulnerable only
to high-energy impulses that appear in the normal mode (normal-mode noise). And generally speaking, acomputer's chips
and logic are vulnerable only to common-mode noise.
Power-supply components are designed to take line voltage

(normal mode) with peaks of up to 170 V and convert it to DC.
Because power-supply components are so rugged, they have a
high degree of immunity to normal-mode noise. An oncoming
impulse would have to be several hundred volts before it would
damage your computer's power supply.
The old linear power supply, with its big power transformer,
was immune to common-mode noise. Noise appearing along
the line and neutral would cancel in the primary winding, because they are 180 degrees out of phase. If the cancellation process was imperfect, the magnetic transformation would convert
it to normal-mode noise. Not so with switching power supplies.
Switching power supplies have no up-front transformer.
And, because their components are tightly packed, they offer
many capacitive paths at various frequencies. Stray capacitive
coupling inside your machine and ground loops between other
devices can let common-mode noise slip into, around, and
through the power supply and reach the computer's chips and
logic. Also, your logic chip's ground reference is usually tied
directly to power ground—asure recipe for disaster. What this
means is that at various frequencies, common-mode noise may
appear across the logic circuits themselves.
Because the distance between connections on the chip is only
afew microns, ICs can tolerate only afraction of the voltage
that the rectifiers inside the power supply can tolerate. Noise
from afew volts to afew dozen volts will interfere with your
processing. Common-mode noise exceeding afew dozen volts
could destroy your computer's chips.
Ground Yourself
Ground, as it relates to computers, is probably the single most
misunderstood electrical concept. As far as your computer is
concerned, ground is not earth. Grounding something has
nothing to do with driving acopper rod into your flower bed.
The earth is not an electrical septic tank into which we flush
unwanted noise to make it disappear forever.
Electricity travels in circuits, and current flowing to apoint
will flow away from that point. If current is directed to a
ground wire, it will reemerge somewhere else along any electrical path that might be part of the ground circuit. This circuit
may take different paths at different frequencies.

Figure 3: Normal-mode noise appears as voltage between the line and neutral wires in acircuit. Common-mode noise appears
between the neutral and ground wires. If common-mode noise can find astray path (and it will, especially through aswitching
power supply), it will appear across the chip from one of its pins and the logic ground pin. Normal-mode noise appears across
the power supply just like utility power.
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frequencies, the physics of electricity and the paths it follows
are very different from 60-Hz utility power. Your computer's
circuitry was never designed to digest this kind of high- frequency energy.
Scientists have tried to quantify and define what the typical
spike might look like. The result of their findings is astandard
that has come to be known as the IEEE 587 ring wave ( see figure 5). It is awaveform with strict parameters and is a testmeasuring criterion for surge-suppression equipment. This is
why so much good power equipment states proudly on its package that the product can withstand so many hits of the IEEE 587
test wave.
Recently, UL introduced atesting standard of its own, called
UL 1499. In most respects, this waveform is similar to the ring
wave. When you are in the market for surge-suppression prodponents.
An IC is referenced to ground. It operates by detecting a ucts, look for these standards to tell you that the product actually performs as advertised.
logic level of so many volts with respect to ground. If the
But will surge suppressors really protect your computer?
ground reference point changes in relation to the logic level,
errors will result. If this voltage difference exceeds the withDiversion Tactics
stand rating of the chip, current will bridge the substrate of
Actually, asurge suppressor doesn't suppress unwanted elecyour chips and destroy them.
trical energy; it diverts it. Rather than suppressing, absorbing,
arresting, or otherwise making unwanted impulses disappear,
Suppressing Those Surges
these devices actually divert the energy from one path to
Before looking at the actual circuit elements involved in the
another.
common surge suppressor, let's look at what it is supposed to
Transient suppression devices come in four different varisuppress. Typically, you think of asurge as aspike or an imeties: metal oxide varistors (MOV), zener diodes, filters, and
pulse. Figure 5shows what an impulse might look like. It inigas tubes. By far the most popular device is the MOV. The term
tially rises to apeak and then oscillates in adiminishing fashvaristor means variable resistor and describes the MOV's basic
ion until it dissipates.
function. As voltage builds up across this device's terminals, it
There are two vital features to an impulse. The first is its
reaches what's called the breakdown voltage. At this point, the
kinetic energy (joules or watt seconds) determined by its peak
varistor changes from ahighly resistive device to alow-resisvoltage, current, line impedance, and time span. The second is
tance device, and large amounts of current can then flow
its rise time, or the time it takes to rise from nominal voltage to
through it.
its peak voltage.
If you connect aMOV in parallel to your machine, when a
It is the front slope of the impulse that causes damage to your
spike
comes along, the MOV will clip it. In other words, that
computer. This rapid rate of change is full of energy at various
portion of the impulse that rises above the MOV's breakdown
frequencies. The faster the rise time, the more high-frequency
voltage is clipped off and diverted through the MOV. This clipcomponents the spike contains. It is these high frequencies that
ping level is usually around 140 V RMS. The peak let-through
find those stray paths and cause all the damage. Lightning, arc-

If apower glitch occurs in your computer at normal power
frequencies, electricity directed to the ground wire should
travel back to the electrical panel to trip abreaker. At higher
frequencies, however, a noise signal may find stray paths
through boards, cables, or between cabinets to be afar lower
impedance route back to its source than the power ground wire.
This is called aground loop ( see figure 4). Ground loops can be
a source of processing errors as well as actual hardware
damage.
Local area networks are extremely susceptible to ground
loops. In such an environment, current will flow because of the
electrical potential difference between the ground connections
of different workstations. This undesirable current flow may
induce dangerous voltage levels in nearby electronic com-

continued

"
ng, and sparking have extremely fast rise times. At these high

Figure 4: Noise current will take the path of least resistance, asituation that may interfere with the transmission of data
between devices or even cause damage.
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Figure 5: The IEEE 587 ring wave is atesting standard for
surge-suppression products. Engineers have found this wave
shape to be typical of what might appear on 120-1/ circuits
leading to your computer.

Figure 6: Typical circuit of asurge suppressor. Most simple
surge strips have only aMOV (metal oxide varistor) and
capacitors from line to neutral.

Figure 7: Apower-line conditioner contains an isolation
transformer with secondary surge suppression and the neutral
and ground bonded.

voltage is likely to be as high as 340 V in some cases. Most
often, you may think of aspike as appearing at the peak of the
sine wave. But if the spike appears in the valley of the sine
wave, the level of the voltage before clipping will be high. This
is one of the weaknesses of this type of transient suppression
device.
Zener diodes, sometimes called avalanche diodes, act similarly to MOVs. They do, however, have different performance
characteristics. Zeners have afaster response time and come in
sizes with alower breakdown voltage than MOVs. MOVs, however, can usually handle more current than zeners. In order to
take advantage of these complementary qualities, manufacturers often place both devices in surge suppressors.
Filters, in the form of capacitors and chokes (coils), are used
in surge products to block the flow of noise current at the design
frequency and to divert it through a lower-impedance path.
Most surge suppressors have one or more capacitors. The better
ones have chokes in series on the line and neutral wires.
Another device common to some suppression products is the
gas tube. When voltage builds up across agas tube's terminals,
the gas inside the tube ionizes and becomes aconductive path.
Through arcing, the path ionizes, and the energy is bypassed.
The arcing action of agas tube, though, creates very undesirable high-frequency characteristics that make it inappropriate
for placement near your computer. In addition, agas tube can
take aseemingly unimportant impulse and turn it into adamaging impulse. Yet, the market has seen the proliferation of tiny
gas tubes inside surge suppressors. Evidently, designers think
that including agas tube in asurge suppressor will give you the
illusion that it can handle enormous amounts of energy.
The proper use for agas tube is in alightning arrester placed
near your building's service transformer. Enough wire exists
between this point and your machine to block the passage of the
high-frequency effects of gas-tube firing.
In figure 6, which shows atypical surge- suppressor circuit,
notice the MOV that is placed between line and neutral. As this
MOV conducts ahigh-energy impulse from the normal mode,
current is dumped onto the neutral. This current flow creates a
voltage drop between neutral and ground. By this process, the
surge device has used normal-mode noise to generate commonmode noise. Photo 1shows that the impulse created by this current flow is nearly as large as the one from line to neutral.
Notice that to protect your computer from common-mode
noise, figure 6 also shows MOVs connected from line to
ground and from neutral to ground. This is agood feature. But
remember that common-mode noise sensitivity is significantly
higher than that for normal mode. You must be concerned with
the logic and any voltage that might appear across it. A MOV
will allow up to several hundred volts to pass ttirough before it
activates.
Suppressor Circuit Caveats
In the surge-suppressor circuit (see figure 6) you see filtering
elements made up of chokes and capacitors. This is a fairly
well-engineered circuit. Someone has taken the time to worry
about both normal- and common-mode noise and has included
filtering as well. Unfortunately, simple surge strips that go for
about $ 10 to $20 usually have only one MOV between line and
neutral. Obviously, you should be concerned about what's inside the surge suppressor, though it is difficult (if not impossible) to tear open aproduct before you buy it.
There is still another problem. Not only does the common
surge protector convert one kind of noise into the kind your
computer finds least tolerable, but when parts of your device
continued
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Protects Your PS/2 and PC Data
The DataSentry from Rainbow lbchnologies offers acosteffective means of protecting files on any IBM PS/2, PC/XT/AT,
or compatible. The DataSentry is acompact, user-installable,
external hardware security system utilizing DES methodology.
It is the only protection system of its type that is fully
compatible with all models of the IBM PS/2 system.
Applications
•IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles
•IBM PS/2 - all models
•Laptop computers

The DataSentry System. The Key to Safe Files.

O RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES

Benefits
•Secured modem transmissions
•File privacy on shared computers
•Department-wide data security
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Features
•Simple to use and completely user- installable
•Can protect individual files or whole directories
•Encrypts files using DEIS or afast proprietary algorithm
•Compresses encrypted files to save disk space
•Provides master keys for multi-level security systems
•Optional password protection
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HOW DO YOU GET
AJOB WITHOUT
EXPERIENCE?
AND HOW DO YOU
GET EXPERIENCE
WITHOUTA JOB?
Most young people have one
answer to this problem. They avoid it
until they're out of college. But they
could be getting solid work experience while they're still in college. With
your company's help. And ours.
We're Co-op Education. Anationwide program that helps college
students get real jobs for real pay,
while they're getting an education.
But we can't do it without you.
Those real jobs have to come from
real companies. Like yours.
For more information on how
you can participate in this valuable
program, write Co-op Education,
Box 775E, Boston, MA 02115.
Not only will you be giving students
achance to earn money and pick up
the most valuable kind of knowledge,
you'll be giving yourselves achance
to pick up the most valuable kind
of employee.

Co-op Education.
You earn afuture when you earn adegree.

APublic Service of This Publication © 1987 National Commission kir Cooperative Education
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fail, the device won't give you any indication that you no longer
have surge protection. Because they are connected in parallel to
your computer, when MOVs or zener diodes fail, your machine
will still run and you won't know that the surge device has
passed away.
Perhaps to make you feel better, some manufacturers build
continued

Photo 1: As the impulse in the normal mode (top trace) is
conducted by the MOVfrom line to neutral, another impulse
(bottom trace) appears between neutral and ground, the
common mode.

—

(b)
Photo 2: These photos show noise in an electrical circuit,
(a) before and (
b) after insertion of apower-line conditioner.
In both photos, the top trace is normal-mode noise and the
bottom trace is common-mode noise.
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Create a professional form
in less than 15 minutes!!!
ACERFORM enables both mouse and keyboard users
ACERFORM is an MS-Windows application. All

the advantages you enjoy and rely on from Windows,
like excellent graphics, are at your fingertips when you
use ACERFORM. With ACERFORM, lines can be as
thin as a strand of hair or as thick as your pencil. For
frame and text backgrounds you have 16 patterns to
choose from.

Corporate logos and other images are easily loaded and
sized. With SoftFont, character styles come in a wide
variety of shapes and sizes -- and the fonts you select
are shown right on the screen, just as they appear on
your printed form.

Selectable line widths range from 0.i cm to . 01 cm.

ACER FORM

Actual loaded image.

ACER FORM
Loaded, resized image.

ACERFORM offers acomprehensive toolbox with 12
tools to aid you in drawing lines, loading and cropping
images, and typing or loading text. There's also a tool
especially for block operations, such as saving a part
of your form for loading into another form or uniformly
editing parts of your form.

œlola•
Mall»

to develop aform efficiently without dealing with complicated screens and strange codes. The command menus
and form tools complement one another to make form
building a logical and simple process.
ACERFORM supports most laser printers and is for use
on IBM PC/XT/AT/386 & PS/2 compatible systems.
Write us today for more details.

USING ACERFORM YOU CAN:
Ill Merge data from external sources as you print.
• Easily draw lines and frames and place them
on your form accurately.
MI Load, place, crop aid size images accurately.
II See the actual form and all font typefaces and
sizes on your screen as you work.
III Fill out the form completely, partially, or not at all.
▪ Make this advertisement. ( We did!)

ACERFORM's text editing
feature allows you to utilize
data from several sources.
You can key in directly from
your keyboard or load data
stored in WordStar,
dBase III Plus
and Lotus 1-2-3.

he ACERFORM Toolbox offers an
unprecedented range of form tools.

MS- Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft.
IBM, PC/XT,.4T and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corp.
WordStar is a registered trademark ai AlicroPro. Inc. dBase ill Plus is a registered trademark
of Ashton-Tate, Inc. Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of the Lotus Development Corp.
,ICER is aregistered trademark of .4eer incorporated.

This advertisement was created using ACERFORM.
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The Third Way

Publishing
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Dept. J, 977 Min Sheng East Road, Taipei 10581, Taiwan, R.O.C.
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dige lategrAdaTM

PC POWER PROTECTION

...the first completely integrated Ada Program-

into surge protectors astatus indicator—usually alittle green
light. A green light tells you everything is OK, right? Wrong.
Most status indicators just tell you that power is flowing. Thus,
you may think your surge strip is protecting you, but you don't
know for sure.
So, is asurge suppressor the answer to protecting your equipment? Not really. There is an alternative that will protect your
computer investment much better than asurge suppressor.

ming Support Environment priced for the individual
programmer on a PC. Designed for the novice as
well as the software engineer.
IntegrAda Compiler
QUIT
Set Path
Virtual Disk --- E
Optimizing Code

with TEXT_10;

Remove Unused Subprograms

use TEXT_10:

Target = > ALL

procedure

Software Floating Point

TEST is

Debug Compile < ON>

task CONTROLLER is

CUIF4--Check Syntax
CM— FE— Compile

entry TBD(_ : in out

CtrIF7—Bind

end CONTROLLER;

Execute

-=t
QL

task body CONTROLLER is

Bu
Waited Specs
library Manager

begin
loop

Change Keys
Ada

Screen & Cursor

CREATE Ada Structure

Search

CREATE Ada Type

Making lines /1. Bio

SEARCH/REPLACE TBD's-----

Ada Syntax tienotatl

Ada SPECIFICATIONS

Ada Compiler

PASTE BUFFER-- -------- --=

Save

Replace

Tools

Gull Controls

Comm Interlaces

•

Validated Production Compiler

•

Use on 8086,80186,80286,80386.

•

Full 640KB . EXE Programs

1

•

No Extra Memory Required

•

No Math Coprocessor required.

•

On- Line Library Management

•

Math, Text, Console Packages included

•

Multiple File Code Retrieval

•

Full-Color, Full Featured Editing

•

Selectable Function Keys

•

Ada Subprogram and Package Generation

•

Ada Type Generation

•

Ada Sensitive Cursor

•

Interactive Cursor Error Correction

•

Interface to Ada Design Language (ADADL)

•

Ada Standard Pretty Printer

•

DoD 2167 Documentation Features

•

Optional On- Line Ada Training Course

• No Run-Time Royalties
AETECH 380 Stevens Ave, Suite 314,
Solana Beach CA.92075
(619) 755-1277

FAX (619) 755-7540

"...the first choice among the half dozen or so
compilers now on the market"— PC WEEK

+4-01ETECII
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$495
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(DEALERS: 12)

A Better Solution
If you want to protect your investment in computing without
wasting money on products of dubious utility, or if you are trying to solve power problems you already have, Irecommend a
power-line conditioner with abuilt-in isolation transformer at
its heart (see figure 7). Properly designed, the transformer,
along with acouple of capacitors and aMOV across the secondary, will give you security far superior to that of asurge protector. Photos 2a and 2b ( before and after insertion of apower-line
conditioner) show how effective this design can be in protecting
your computer from undesirable voltage impulses.
The isolation transformer acts as an inductive cushion, stripping away high-frequency components of normal-mode noise.
Any remaining normal-mode noise will be shunted by the filter
capacitors connected across the transformer's secondary, or by
the MOV if it contains high energy.
Perhaps apower-line conditioner's most important feature is
the neutral-to-ground bonding on the secondary side of the
transformer. This is a requirement of the national electrical
code that has some very happy consequences for all microcomputer users. This bonding is ashort circuit for common-mode
noise, and, since there is no impedance across ashort circuit to
allow avoltage to develop, common-mode voltages do not occur (Ohm's law: current x impedance = voltage). With this
type of device, no voltage will appear across your logic circuits.
Suppress or Condition?
When all's said and done, then, what kind of device will really
power-protect your computer? If you opt for asurge suppressor,
adevice that is relatively inexpensive and easily available, what
features should you make sure it has? You want filtering as well
as surge suppression. You have to have both normal- and common-mode protection. And you should have some way of determining the state of the device's internal components. In addition, be sure that it has been tested to UL 1499 or IEEE 587
standards. To obtain this type of surge suppressor, you will
probably have to pay more than $ 100. But even if you do choose
this route, you have hardly obtained the ultimate in power protection for your computer.
If you opt for the alternative, apower-line conditioner, you
may need to ask the advice of apower professional to help you
make the best choice, or you can purchase your device from an
industrial or commercial dealer. This more effective product
costs around $250, much more than asimple surge strip.
Computer power protection is not as easy or inexpensive as
you might think. Protective devices are like insurance—a
trade-off between cost and risk. In most cases, aquality choice,
while it may not be the least expensive, is the best choice. •
Editor's note: Next month, in Part 2of this series, Mr. Waller
will discuss backup power devices.
Mark Waller is acomputerfacilities consultant and the author of
Computer Electrical Power Requirements and Mastering PC
Electrical Power, both published by Howard W. Sams. He can
be reached on BIX as "editors."

ME 386-20

ME 386-18

ME 286-12

20 MHz 80386-20 processor D Microsoft
OS/2 and DOS compatible D 1MB 32-bit
RAM running at "0" wait state ( upgradable
to 8MB)
Socket for 80387/80287 math
co-processor D High performance NCL
floppy/hard disk controller D 1.2 MB
floppy disk drive D CMOS clock /calendar with battery back-up
Enhanced
keyboard

18 MHz 80386 processor 0 Microsoft
OS/2 and DOS compatible D 512K 32-bit
memoty on board DTwo 32-bit expansion
slots D Socket for 80387 math coprocessor ID High-performance NCL
floppy/hard disk controller D 1.2 MB
floppy disk drive D CMOS clock/calendar

8/12 MHz 80286 processor
512K
memory ( upgradable to 1MB on board)
"0" wait state option ( s.i. 15.3) T Microsoft OS/2 and DOS compatible Li 8I/O
expansion slots D High-performance NCL
floppy/hard disk controller D 1.2 MB
floppy disk drive D CMOS clock/calendar
Enhanced keyboard

$2350

Upright Case
Add $300

Enhanced AT keyboard $ 1799

*SPECIAL *
ME V20

11.

64

OK)
di
nve D Monochrome
gra
ard r Monochrome monitor
D Keyboard
Complete system... $499.00

The Network Solution
FIS Network for two-to-four users.
Increase your company's productivity
without making abig increase in expenditures. Complete software...
Call for all Novell Products

H
ME Roadrunner

Roadrunner Plus (386)

12 MHz 80286 processor
Socket for
80287 math co-processor 640K memory
(1 MB option)
New Super-Twist LCD
with Backlit and Reverse; 640 x200 dots
(640 x400 option); 80 char. x25 lines
Monochrome/Color graphics card for
external monitor D 6expansion slots
Floppy/hard disk controller E Serial/parallel/clock-calendar El 1.2 MB floppy
disk drive
20 MB hard disk ( 30, 40. or
60 MB optional) C7,' 12-function AT style
keyboard Li 110/220V auto-switchable
20 pounds

Intel 80387 processor u 6/ 16 MHz clock
speed El 1MB of memory
Socket for
math co-processor
Floppy/hard disk
controller 11 1.2 MB high capacity floppy
disk drive E 42 MB fast access hard disk
(60 MB optional) El Serial/parallel ports
Color/mono display card for external
monitor — New Super-Twist LCD with
Backlit and Reverse; 640 x400 dots;
80 characters x25 lines D 6expansion
slots D 12-function keyboard D 110/220V
auto-switchable [120 pounds

$1799

$899

$3399

Circle 165 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 166)

Prices and availability
subject to change
without notice.

$
499

VISA

CALL TOLL-FREE

(800) MICRO-21

in Calif. (714) 662-1973

NE

MICRO
EXPRESS

2114 South Grand Avenue
Santa Ana, California 92705
Fax (714) 662-1258 - Telex: 910 240 3029
Come See Us At COMDEX Booth #C607
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Transputer Development System
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•
MicroWay's Monoputer is the best t
selling Transputer-based PC coprocessor in the world. It was the first board
available to run the 20 MHz T414 or T800.
As a result, it received many rave reviews
in the UK (available on request) and became
the standard Transputer software development tool. Parallel code can be executed on
a single Monoputer or on an array of Monoputers wired together by their external link lines.
The Monoputer includes 2 megabytes of 100
c,
nsec DRAM, a 20 MHz 1414 or T800 and the
MicroWay stand alone Occam Compiler, which
generates Transputer code that runs under MS-DOS. Optional
tools include our licensed version of the TDS and a Pascal,
Fortran, C. and Prolog.
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; AN: ;.41

Ú,,dn,itrTM
Mainframe Power
For Your PC!
MicroWay's Quadputer is the
most versatile multiple Transputer coprocessor on the market today. It can be
purchased with 2, 3, or 4Transputers, each of which
has 1or 4megabytes of local memory. Two or more Quadputers can be easily cabled together to build larger parallel
processor systems. A single Quadputer using four T800s provides 40 MIPS of CPU and 6 megaflops of NDP throughput at
one fiftieth the cost of acomparably performing mainframe.

For more information please call ( 617) 746-7341. After July, 1988, call ( 508) 746-7341.

The World Leader in PC Numerics
P.O. Box 79. Kingston, Mass. 02364 USA ( 617)746-7341
32 High St., Kingston- Upon- Thames, UK 01-541-5466
St. Leonards, NSW, Australia 02-439-8400

TRADEMARKS Ouadpuler. Riputer and Monoputer of MicroWay. Inc INMOS. Transpuler. TDS. OCCAM ol INMOS Corp MicroWay'

saregistered trademark of MicroWay, Inc
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Steve Ciarcia

Part 1

AS
UPERCOMPUTER
monster system with 256 processors.
tween them. For these discussions, I'll
ignore the necessary I/O hardware and
The Circuit Cellar Mandelbrot engine
presume that the program and data are
starts at roughly twice the performance
of an 8-MHz AT with just one card of 8 already loaded into memory.
This CPU is so simple that it doesn't
processors, increases smoothly past a
include any registers; all operations must
16-MHz 80386 with three cards (24 prorefer to memory locations. For example,
cessors), and zooms far beyond it with 64
an ADD instruction must specify three
processors (eight cards). Ihaven't found
memory locations: one each for the two
anything (under $500,000) to compare
numbers to be added and where to put the
with afull-bore system of 32 cards. Not
very month, Iget several hunresult. Although your favorite microbad, considering that the Mandelbrot endred letters from readers. Many
computer may not have such an ADD ingine is based on the lowly Intel 8051.
of them ask for help with spestruction, the earliest computers (back in
In this first part, I'll describe how to
cific hardware or software probthe Good Old Days of relays and vacuum
increase the performance of single-prolems, but there are always afew letters
cessor systems and show why there's a tubes) actually worked this way. Figure
chiding me for not building areal com2 shows the execution sequence for the
definite upper limit to processing speed.
puter. They imply that even 80386 and
ADD instruction I've described. Each verThe solution seems to be using multiple
68030 machines are simply uninteresttical line marks asingle CPU clock cycle
computers on the same problem, so I'll
ing, and that Ishould design asupercomor memory access.
explore some of the different ways to conputer of one sort or another.
The first step, of course, is to fetch the
Unfortunately, the problem with a nect multiple processors in arrays, and
ADD instruction from memory. After the
the troubles that arise from these connecsupercomputer is that it takes super softinstruction arrives in the CPU, it is deware to drive it. Remember, my favorite
tions.
Before launching into adiscussion of coded to determine the addresses of the
programming language is solder, and
operands. The CPU then fetches the
multiprocessing, I'll review some of the
that doesn't make me particularly fond
operands and performs the addition. Fiperformance problems and solutions for
of introducing " Yet Another Computer
nally, the CPU stores the result back into
single-processor systems. I'll start with
System" with " Yet Another Programmemory. This sequence repeats for each
the simplest possible system and work up
ming Language."
instruction, with some variation.
to pipelining and caching.
But around the Circuit Cellar we like
What's of interest is that asingle into do things that are out of the ordinary. I
struction requires four memory acthus decided to see what it would take to
Building Performance
cesses: an instruction fetch, two data
In comparing performance, you must be
build asupercomputer, and Ithought you
fetches, and one data store. During two
careful what you're measuring. A convewould be interested in how Idetermined
more cycles, memory is idle while the
the proper architecture. The result is a nient unit is the number of instructions
CPU decodes and executes the instrucper second, which you get by dividing the
three-part description of multiprocessing
tion. Other instructions have different
total number of instructions executed by
that starts with theory and ends with
the elapsed time from start to finish. A sequences, but the overall pattern is
reality.
similar.
The Circuit Cellar supercomputer is a processor that executes twice as many inThe memory in this example must be
structions in agiven time has twice the
multiprocessor computer specialized to
able to return data within asingle CPU
performance, for an increase of 100 perevaluate the iterative formula describing
cycle and also be ready for another accent. (Some of the examples I'll give will
the Mandelbrot set, so amore accurate
cess at the start of the next cycle. Dyfocus on the number of cycles per inname is the Circuit Cellar Mandelbrot
namic RAMs need some time after an
struction, which is the reciprocal of the
engine. A driver program running on an
access to get ready for the next operation;
number of instructions per cycle. Be
IBM PC AT presents the results in realthe minimum time between accesses is
careful not to compute the performance
time color on an EGA or aVGA, with
the DRAM's cycle time. The memory's
ratio upside down.)
smooth panning and scrolling so you can
cycle time is necessarily longer than the
Figure 1shows the two essential comexamine the results on the fly. System
access time required to return data.
performance increases as you install
ponents of acomputer: aCPU and memTypically, DRAMs have a cycle time
more processors. You can start with a ory to hold the program and data. The fat
that's about twice the access time.
arrow between the two represents the adsingle processor, graduate to 64 procescontinued
sors (as in my example), or work up to a dress, data, and control lines running be-

Steve begins a
supercomputer project
by looking at
multiprocessing basics

E
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For example, premium DRAMs with
a 100-nanosecond access time have a
cycle time of about 200 ns, so each CPU
cycle must be 200 ns. The ADD instruction I've presented will therefore take 6
X 200 ns, or 1200 ns. Some instructions

may be faster and some slower, so the
CPU will run at about 800,000 instructions per second.
Increasing the performance of this
machine by afactor of 2 sounds simple
enough: Double the clock frequency and

Registered Speedup
Figure 3 shows a more complex CPU
with internal data registers. Each register can hold the same amount of data as
one memory location, so an instruction
can refer to either memory or registers.
Because the registers are on the CPU
chip, register accesses are faster than
memory accesses. To take advantage of
this, the definition of an ADD instruction
changes so that it now adds the contents
of amemory location to an internal register and puts the result back into the same
register. This reduces the number of
memory accesses to two: one instruction
fetch and one data fetch.
The reason for these changes is to let
the CPU run with afaster clock rate than
the memory could otherwise tolerate.
The CPU cycle time can now be 100 ns,
half the memory cycle time of 200 ns.
Any memory access must include one
extra cycle, but operations within the
CPU can now proceed twice as fast as
before.
Figure 4 shows the execution of the
new ADD instruction. Fetching the instruction takes two clock cycles because
of the memory access, but decoding it
takes only one. Fetching the operand from
memory takes two more cycles, but the result is computed and stored in aregister in
asingle cycle. The ADD instruction takes
six cycles from start to finish, but the
faster CPU clock rate reduces the total
elapsed time to only 6 x 100 ns, or 600
ns, half that of the processor in figure 1.
Both processors use the same type of
memory, but the second system has twice
the performance of the first. Bearing in
mind that atypical system has only one
CPU and several megabytes of memory,
a more complex CPU is a good way to
improve the overall system performance
without increasing the overall cost beyond reason.

Figure 1: The essential
parts of acomputer system.
Memory

CPU

Address
Data
Control

Fetch
instr.

Decode
instr.

Fetch
meml

Fetch
mem2

Store
mem3

Exec.
instr.

One CPU or memory cycle
Figure 2: Execution sequence for the instruction ADD meml,mem2,mem3.

Figure 3: Adding registers
to the CPU offigure I.
CPU

Memory

Registers
Address
Data
Control

Fe tich
meml

Decode
instr.

Fetch
instr.

Exec. and
store

One memory cycle One CPU cycle
Figure 4: Execution sequence for ADD meml, reg. Note that memory access is now
two CPU cycles (see text).

I
I

Fetch
instr.
One memory cycle

I
I

I Decode 1
instr.
)\.__v _i

reduce the CPU and memory cycle times
to 100 ns. Unfortunately, DRAMs with a
50-ns access time and a 100-ns cycle
time are on the forefront of technology
right now, and more expensive than you
can imagine. But all is not lost.

Fetch
meml

Exec. and
store

One CPU cycle

Figure 5: Doubling the CPU clock speed for the instruction shown in figure 4yields this sequence. Since the CPU is running
twice as fast, memory access now requires four cycles.
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The extra cycle for each memory access is commonly called a wait state.
Many of the newer AT clones run with
zero-wait-state memory, which simply
means that the memory can keep up with
the processor. The complete details are a
little more complicated than I've shown
here, because the AT's memory is actually measured by access time rather than
cycle time, but the principle is similar.
If doubling the CPU clock rate helped
so much, how about doubling it again?
Memory accesses now require 4cycles (4
X 50 ns, or 200 ns), and figure 5shows
what happens. The ADD instruction now
takes 10 cycles, for an elapsed time of 10
X 50 ns, or 500 ns. Doubling the clock
rate improves performance by only about
20 percent because the CPU now spends
most of its time waiting for memory
accesses.
But if 100-ns-cycle-time memory was
too expensive, you can imagine what 50ns memory will cost. At some point, the
system will outrun the fastest DRAMs,
so static RAMs are the only choice.
SRAMs have about 25 percent the density of DRAMs, so the chip area that can
hold a1-megabyte DRAM will hold only
256K bytes of SRAM. Prices are driven
by chip area, so the memory cost increases by a factor of 4, even without
considering the additional cost of the
faster memory.

cache can be returned in one cycle, just
like the CPU registers. But if there's a
cache miss and the cache must access the
main memory, the access will take five
CPU cycles.
Assuming that the CPU is running at
50 ns, figure 7a shows that an ADD instruction with all cache hits takes only 4
X 50 ns, or 200 ns. If those hits turn into
misses, the ADD instruction takes 12 x
50 ns, or 600 ns (see figure 7b). It's obvious that the cache hit ratio determines
the overall system performance.
More complex caches guess where the
processor will need data and prefetch
from those locations so that the CPU's
accesses will be hits. Some systems have
separate instruction and data caches with
different updating strategies to take advantage of the differences in access patterns. In fact, acache is one of the trickiest parts of asystem, and it can harbor
the most obscure bugs for the longest
times.
The Last Drop: Pipelining
We can squeeze more performance from
the processor by introducing instruction
pipelining. Pipelining, also known as
overlapped execution, takes advantage of
the fact that each instruction breaks
down into several distinct phases. The

Access Caching
There's another trick we can use: memory-access caching.
Although the system may have megabytes of memory, most program instructions are clustered in small groups. For
example, aloop may execute adozen instructions hundreds of times. Data accesses can be clustered in the same way,
as with aword processor updating successive characters in abuffer.
A cache takes advantage of this typical
program behavior by storing the most recently accessed instructions and data in a
local memory that's much faster than the
main memory. Figure 6 shows acache
inserted between the CPU and the memory unit. Instructions and data in this

Fetch
instr.
Cache miss

ADD instruction I've been using has four
phases, which I'll call I- fetch, I-decode,
D-fetch, and D- store. By adding CPU
hardware to handle each phase separately, we arrive at figure 8.
Figure 9shows the sequence of events
as the CPU begins executing aseries of
ADD instructions, each with different
memory and register operands. A new
ADD instruction starts every clock cycle,
so, after the pipeline fills, the throughput is one ADD instruction every clock
cycle. Although an ADD instruction (with
cache hits) still takes four cycles, one
ADD instruction finishes every cycle, se
the overall performance is 50 ns per ADE
instruction.
In this example, the pipeline hardware
improved performance by afactor of 4at
the same clock rate. As with the other
tricks, pipelining doesn't always provide
that much improvement. For example, it
an instruction needs a register set by a
previous ADD instruction, the CPU must
ensure that the instructions complete in
the right order.
Not all instructions have the same
number of phases, so the pipeline may
not always be full. Branch instructions
are a particular problem, because the
system can't determine the next instruccontinuea

CPU

Memory

Registers

Figure 6: The modified
system from figure 3is
further modified by adding
acache between the CPU ana
memory.

Address
Data
Control

Fetch
instr.

Decode
instr.

Fetch
meml

Exec. and
store

Figure 7a: Executing the
instruction ADD memi , reg on
the cached system,
assuming one-cycle cache
hits.

Cache hit CPU cycle

1
1

Decode
instr.

1
1

1 Fetch

meml

1
1

Exec. and
store

CPU cycle

Figure 7b: Executing the same instruction as in figure 7a with five-cycle cache misses.
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beyond 20 MHz. Unfortunately, performance increases by the same factor as the
clock rate. Therefore, a24-MHz 80286
is, at best, three times faster than an 8MHz 80286.
What the block diagrams do not show
is the incredible amount of hardware required to add caches, pipelining, and all
the other sorcery to support the higher
clock rates. All this circuitry must run at
the increased speed, and designers find
out that tricks that worked well at lower
speeds aren't as effective at higher
speeds.
Regardless of your cleverness, the
hardware circuit technology will set an
upper limit to the clock rate. Mainframe
computers, with custom LSI chips and
optimized interconnections, run at about
Performance Limits
60 MHz. In round numbers, 30 MHz is
From these examples, you can see that
the fastest clock rate you'll see on your
the ultimate limit to aprocessor's perfordesktop computer for quite awhile, bemance is one instruction per clock cycle.
cause the price of the technology goes up
Although several instructions may be in
dramatically beyond that point.
the pipeline, each clock cycle will proA 30-MHz clock rate means that aproduce only one result at atime. That's the
cessor can produce one result every 33 ns
upper, theoretical, ideal limit, so cache
at best. If the program and hardware can
misses and pipeline flushes can only desupport one instruction per clock cycle,
tract from it.
the processor will hit 33 million instrucBecause a single processor can protions per second. In real life, of course,
duce only one result in aclock cycle, the
only way to boost performance (for a your mileage may vary....
To put this into perspective, a stangiven processor design) is to increase the
dard 4.77-MHz IBM PC runs at about
clock frequency. This explains the
"clock race" pushing 80386 machines
0.1 MIPS. A stock 8-MHz AT runs at

tion address until after the branch is decoded. As with caches, pipelines require
some very subtle logic to take account of
all the possible combinations.
It's worthwhile to remember that these
tricks do not always improve the processor's performance. For example, if a
program doesn't use asmall set of data
that fits into the cache, every data reference will be acache miss. Similarly, if
the program has many branches that
flush the pipeline, the throughput will
drop off to the level of aprocessor that
hasn't been pipelined. No matter what
the hardware assumes, someone can always write aprogram to bring the system
to its knees.

Registers

I-fetch
I-decode
D-fetch
D-store

Figure 8: In afinal attempt to improve throughput, pipelining is added to the CPU.

l-fetch
CPU
pipeline
stage

I-decode

Fetch
ADD- 1

Fetch
ADD-3

Fetch
ADD-4

Decode
ADD- 1

Decode
ADD-2

Decode
ADD-3

Decode
ADD-4

Fetch
mem1-1

Fetch
mem1-2

Fetch
mem1-3

Fetch
mem1-4

Store
reg1-1

Store
reg1 -2

Store
reg1 -3

D-fetch

One machine cycle
Figure 9: The CPU from figure 8executes aseries of ADD meml, reg instructions.
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Architectural Choices
If one processor can deliver one answer
in one clock cycle, how many answers
will two processors deliver in the same
time? Although this sounds like achild's
riddle, the answer is profound: two!
The work needed to solve some problems can be divided more or less equally
among multiple processors. If each processor can run simultaneously, the total
performance increases directly with the
number of processors. Two processors
will produce the result in half the time of
asingle processor, and so on.
There are several different types of
multiprocessor systems, each suited for a
different class of problem. I'll discuss
some of the main architectural choices
and describe what sort of problem each is
best suited to solve; after that, the description of the Circuit Cellar supercomputer will make more sense.
A scalar is amathematical term indicating avalue that can be expressed as a
single number. A scalar computer, therefore, can work on a single number at a
time. You are probably most familiar
with scalar processors, although you
may never have thought of your computer
in quite that way before. All the examples in the previous sections have dealt
with scalar processor design.
A vector is a value that must be expressed with two or more numbers. For
example, the coordinates for a point in
space consist of three numbers: the distance from the origin along the x, y, and z
axes. The notion of avector is more flexible than that, though, and can describe
continued

Fetch
ADD-2

D-store

286

about 0.5 MIPS, and a 20-MHz PS/2
Model 80 does about 3 MIPS. The best
we can expect in the near future is only
another order of magnitude faster.
Obviously, something has to give if we
want still more performance from acomputer system.

Store
reg1 -4

Don't Be AClone Alone.
The largest group of IBM-compatible users in
the world shares its problems and solutions online every
day in CompuServeSIBM' and Tandy' Forums.
And you can join them.
Find out what hardware and software works best
with your system, and what quirks to expect before
buying it. Then work out the bugs with someone who
has already solved the problem.
Are you going to end up paying more for a
low-price peripheral, or have you really found an
outstanding deal? Ask someone whci bought one.

Circle 61 on Reader Service Card

Questions about printer compatibility? Add-on boards?
Visit aCompuServe IBM or Tandy Forum and get the
answers. Theres' no better way to get more out of
your computer
To join CompuServe, see your computer dealer
To order direct or for more information, call 1800
848-8199. In Ohio and Canada, call 1614 457-0802.
If you're already amember, type GO IBMNET or
GO TANDYNET at any! prompt

CompuServe'
\rr IiNk 1.1.rurpar,
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Figure 10: Two processors
connected to acommon
memory. Access to the
memory is regulated by a
memory control.

Memory
CPU
#1

Memory
control

Figure 11: Both CPUs of
the system described in figure
10 execute ADD instructions.

CPU # 1

Fetch
instr.

Decode
instr.

Fetch
mem1

Fetch
mem2

Exec
instr.

Store
mem3

Wait

Fetch
instr.

Decode
instr.

Wait

Fetch
mem4

Wait

CPU #2

CPU
#2

Idle

Idle

Idle

Fetch
mem5

Exec
instr.

Store
mem6

One CPU or memory cycle on either processor

Figure 12: Afour-way
tightly coupled
multiprocessor system.

Figure 13: Afour-way
direct-connected
multiprocessor system.

Figure 14: A
multiprocessor system
consisting of six CPUs
connected via acommon
message bus.

CPU
#1

CPU
#2

CPU
#3

CPU
#4

Message bus
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points with hundreds or thousands of associated numbers.
A vector processor includes enough
hardware to perform computations on all
(or at least many of) the numbers for
each point at one time. A machine with
three ALUs could add all three coordinates of two points simultaneously, delivering the result in one-third the time of
ascalar processor with one ALU.
All the ALUs in a vector processor
perform the same operation on each of
the vector's components. Many problems
involving vectors need exactly this sort
of lock-step processing, but some simply
need more freedom. Although you can
create some variations, in general, all the
ALUs in avector processor must do the
same thing at the same time. This means
that some problems simply don't fit the
vector processor pattern.
The solution to problems that need
more performance than the best scalar
processor can provide, but are too unruly
for avector processor, can often be handled by a true multiprocessor system.
Unlike scalar and vector machines,
though, the exact design of amultiprocessor system determines what type of
problems it can handle. In fact, some
multiprocessors on the market are so
specialized that they can solve only one
class of problem.
The distinguishing feature of amultiprocessor system is that—unlike avector
system—the processors are all executing
different instructions on different data.
There's no centralized control determining which instruction to use on what
data.
Although using multiple processors on
asingle problem can provide adramatic
performance improvement, not all problems will respond to this sort of treatment. For example, aprogram that computes the factorial of a number by
recursive calls can't be split up on multiple processors, because each result depends on the preceding one. A word processor won't attain a dramatic speed
increase on amultiprocessor system, because most of the time the software is
waiting for keystrokes. (You could speed
up reformatting by assigning one paragraph to each processor, but that's not a
convincing application.)
It's worth pointing out that, regardless
of the type of multiprocessor system,
each individual processor can be any sort
of scalar processor you'd like to use. Any
and all of the tricks described earlier to
crank up scalar performance are fair
game in multiprocessor applications.
The only catch is that, because the system has many processors, the cost goes

up dramatically as each processor becomes more complex. Sometimes, as
we'll see next month, many simple processors can outperform fewer complex
ones.
And, as Imentioned above, the design
of a multiprocessor system determines
the types of problems it can handle with
greatest efficiency. Just as with caches
and pipelines, some problems will actually run slower on amultiprocessor than
on ascalar machine.
Tightly Coupled Multiprocessors
Any multiprocessor system starts with
two or more scalar machines. Figure 10
shows two simple processors connected
to acommon memory, which is similar
to the simple DRAM we started with in
figure 1. Because the memory can handle only one access at atime, amemory
controller must decide which processor
will get access to the memory on each
cycle. If the processors access the memory simultaneously, one must wait until
the other is finished.
Figure 11 shows what happens when
these two processors both start executing
different ADD instructions with three
memory operands each. This is the same
situation described in figure 2, but now
you can see the lost time when CPU # 2is
locked out of the common memory by an
access from CPU # 1. The two ADD instructions take 9 cycles to complete,
where two on apure scalar machine take
12 cycles.
Doubling the number of processors
should increase performance by 100 percent, but it went up only 33 percent (%
compared to 2/
12 ). What went wrong?
Even though the processors are executing separate instructions with different data addresses, both processors must
access the shared memory to get information. Because it is possible for the
memory to handle only one request, the
system is running at only half efficiency
when both processors need the memory
simultaneously.
There are two solutions to this problem: The memory can become complex
enough to handle two accesses at once, or
the processors can reduce the number of
memory accesses required for each instruction. Each solution raises additional
problems, but the latter choice is the only
practical one for systems that use more
than afew processors. Imagine building
amemory that can support adozen simultaneous accesses.
Figure 12 shows afour-way multiprocessor. Each processor has alocal memory for its program and working variables. Results and status flags are stored

in common memory, which is accessed
over the global memory bus connected to
each processor. The memory controller
decides which of the four processors will
gain access during each memory cycle.
Processors that lose the battle for access
to common memory must wait for the
next free memory cycle.
Because each processor has direct access to the global memory, this is an example of atightly coupled multiprocessor system. The tightest of coupling is the
limiting case occurring when the processors have no local memory. Each processor can change the state of any other processor's computation by simply writing
new data in the right addresses. As you
can imagine, this may not be an entirely
good thing, particularly for debugging
errant programs.
The hardware problem with this architecture is that the global memory bus requires alarge number of signal lines. If
the processors use 32-bit words and the
global memory has only 1megabyte, the
bus needs over 50 lines for just the data
and address. High-frequency transmission-line techniques are required to extend this bus more than a few feet, so
there is adistinct limit to the number of
processors that can connect to a single
global memory bus.
For problems that demand a large
number of processors, there is no feasible
way to connect each processor to a
shared high-bandwidth memory bus.
Worse, the contention for that memory
will begin to wipe out the advantage of
multiple processors (remember the simple example in figure 11). Again, there
must be abetter way.
Loosening the Bonds
The best performance for atightly coupled multiprocessor architecture occurs
when you are running programs that
don't need much access to the global
memory. If that is indeed the case, the
wide, fast, expensive global memory bus
can be replaced by a relatively narrow
connection between processors. The ultimate reduction is a bidirectional serial
link, but it could be abyte-wide or wordwide channel with some handshaking
control lines.
Figure 13 shows afour-way multiprocessor connected by narrow ports between each pair of processors. Because
each link has arelatively low bandwidth
compared to the previous global memory
bus, the processors can exchange only
limited amounts of data. But for problems with fairly strict partitioning, this
works reasonably well.
continued
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Figure 15: A 16-processor system. Each processor can communicate with its four
closest neighbors.
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Figure 16: The processors from figure 15 are each assigned an ID number to
simplify message passing.
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Connecting each processor to all the
others simplifies the task of exchanging
data, but it requires n — 1ports on each
processor. For four processors this is
feasible, but Ichallenge you to draw the
connections for a 16-processor system.
For lots of small processors, there's a
problem fitting all the connections into
the available physical space.
One way around this is to connect all
the processors to a common " message
bus," as shown in figure 14. Although
the figure looks much like figure 12, the
difference is that the common bus is relatively narrow and doesn't connect to a
global memory. Any processor can send
amessage to any group of the others, but
only one transmitter can be active at any
one time.
You'll notice a striking resemblance
between figure 14 and the standard block
diagram for a local-area network. In
fact, although LANs are usually thought
of as away to share peripherals, they're
also useful for coordinating the work of
many processors. I've seen some work
that uses otherwise idle computers on a
LAN to perform " background" computations on a complex problem, shifting
the calculations around the network to
take best advantage of the available
hardware.
The problem with aLAN, of course, is
that there can be only one message active
at atime. Regardless of the LAN bandwidth, there will be some lost time when
the processors queue up to use that single
resource.
Figure 15 shows one way around this
problem. Each processor can send messages to its four closest neighbors, with
processors on the edges of the array
wrapped around to the other side. Depending on how the processors are programmed, each can support up to four
messages at once. If the code is particularly clever, any processor can send a
message to any other one by routing it
along the shortest distance between the
two.
That layout will work if most of the
messages are to adjacent processors.
Sending amessage across the entire array
will involve all the processors between
the two nodes, and the overhead involved
in figuring out the proper path can be
significant. A slightly different way of
connecting the processors can improve
message passing, at the cost of greater
wiring complexity.
Figure 16 looks almost the same as
figure 15, with each processor linked to
four others. If you look closely, you'll
see that the processor numbers differ by
only 1bit across each link. That change
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makes the message-routing problem almost trivial.
When aprocessor receives amessage,
it compares the destination address in the
message header with its own address by
performing an exclusive-OR. If the result
is 0, the two addresses are the same and it
can process the message. If the result
isn't 0, the message must be forwarded to
another processor. The processor sends
the message to the neighboring processor
that has an address differing in that same
bit position.
Using this method, you can interconnect 65,536 processors with only 16
links per processor and amaximum message delay of 16 transmissions. This
seems to be the best way to connect truly
large arrays to minimize transmission
delay without unduly complicating the
backplane wiring.
Communication Bottlenecks
What should be obvious from these sample systems is the need to figure out just
what level of communication will occur
between the processors. A large communication volume requires high-bandwidth connections, with the attendant
complexity of common memory design.
Programs with shorter, less frequent
messages between fewer processors can
run effectively on processors with " narrower" links, perhaps using message
passing between links to reduce the number of distinct connections.
A multiprocessor system must be designed to solve aparticular class of problems. Ideally, it will handle that class
with particular efficiency (although
every now and again the designers find
that there's askeleton in the closet that
hampers performance). Attempting to fit
aproblem from adifferent class onto that
machine will result in poor performance, perhaps even lower than on ascalar machine.
Upcoming Events
If you're at all familiar with the calculations behind the Mandelbrot set, you can
probably tell why Ielected to use it as the
foundation for asupercomputer. A single
image requires massive amounts of computation, but it can be easily divided between an arbitrary number of processors.
The results of the computations can be
summarized by 1or 2bytes, so the output data transmission can use arelatively
slow link. Even better, the algorithm
doesn't need any communication between neighboring processors, so the interprocessor communication isn't acritical issue.
In the next part of this project, I'll de-

scribe the system architecture of the Circuit Cellar Mandelbrot engine and explore the mathematics and algorithms
behind its operation. In the concluding
part, I'll cover the array hardware and
the control/display software for the Mandelbrot engine. •
Special thanks to Ed Nisley and Merrill
Lathers for their expert contributions to
this project.
Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous
Circuit Cellar articles. Most of these past articles are available in book form from BYTE
Books, McGraw-Hill Book Co., P.O. Box
400, Hightstown, NJ 08250.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume Icovers
articles in BYTE from September 1977
through November 1978. Volume II covers
December 1978 through June 1980. Volume
III covers July 1980 through December 1981.
Volume IV covers January 1982 through June
1983. Volume Vcovers July 1983 through December 1984. Volume VI covers January 1985
through June 1986.

Circuit Cellar Ink
It's virtually impossible to provide all the
pertinent details of aproject or cover all the
designs I'd like to in the pages of BYTE. For
that reason, Ihave started abimonthly supplemental publication called Circuit Cellar Ink,
which presents additional information on
projects published in BYTE, new projects,
and supplemental applications-oriented materials. For aone-year subscription (6issues),
send $ 14.95 to Circuit Cellar Ink, 12 Depot
Square, Peterborough, NH 03458. Credit
card orders can call (203) 875-2199.
There is a multiline Circuit Cellar bulletin
board system (running TBBS 2.0M) that supports past and present projects in BYTE and
Ink. You are invited to call and exchange ideas
and comments with other Circuit Cellar supporters. The 300-/ 1200-/2400-bps BBS is online 24 hours aday at (203) 871-1988.
To receive information about the Circuit
Cellar Ink publication for hardware designers and developers, please circle 100
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back of the magazine.
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Emulating amath chip
is fine, but you still
need some way to talk
to the outside world

L

ast month Iintroduced abinary
floating-point mathematics
package and described the code
for the four primary math operations: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Using those routines,
you can build the more complex functions—transcendentals and trigonometrics, for example—that you find in highlevel languages.
But there are acouple of ingredients
still missing from the recipe. Although
you can manipulate floating-point numbers with the functions I've given, you
need to be able to get numbers to and
from the routines. Ican remember when
Itoggled in my first program on my old
Altair 8800's front panel and showed my
mother its results on the accumulator
LEDs.
"Look, Mom! That light means a2,
that one means an 8, and that light means
a16, for atotal of 26!"
"That's nice, dear."
A mathematics package with no easy
way to get the numbers in or out is not
much better. It's time for some I/O.
Inside/Outside
As you'll recall from last month, the
floating-point format I've defined accommodates storage for a 15-bit exponent, an 80-bit mantissa, and a1-bit sign
(which needs aseparate byte of its own;
you may want to refer to the diagram on
page 314 of last month's BYTE). All this
requires 13 bytes of storage per number
local to the package. Ireferred to this
storage area as the floating-point accumulators, FAC1 and FAC2.
However, a program that calls the
•-- Circle 189 on Reader Service Card

FLOATING-POINT
WITHOUT A
COPROCESSOR
package is not likely to want to allocate
13 bytes of storage for each floatingpoint number: A large array of such numbers can consume memory rapidly. And
the format I've described uses an entire
byte to hold the mantissa's sign. This is
necessary only to make the execution of
floating-point operations faster. When a
number is being stored externally—waiting around until you use it again— it
doesn't make sense to use 8bits to store
the sign when 1bit will do.
Listing 1shows the pseudocode for a
pair of routines called LDFACC and
STFAC1. LDFACC loads one of the two
floating-point accumulators (selected by
the DI register) from an external memory
location, assuming that the number at
that location is in external floating-point
form. STFAC1, the reverse of LDFACC,
stores the number in FAC1 to an external
location. Ididn't provide a routine for
storing FAC2 anywhere, because the four
operations I've so far defined all leave
their results in FAC1.
The external representation the package uses is very close to the 10-byte
extended format used by the Apple Macintosh's Standard Apple Numeric Environment library (which is compatible
with the IEEE 10-byte extended definition). My numerics package doesn't define special cases like NAN (not-a-number) and infinity as defined in SANE,
but some intrepid programming could
add such entities; in fact, you can make
the package compatible with whatever
you want.
Most of these routines' time is spent
shifting and masking. The external representation stores the mantissa's sign in
the highest bit of the exponent (abit that,
internally, is used to detect exponent
overflow). Also, since the normalization
routine Ipresented last month aligns the
mantissa so that its topmost bit is 0 (to
catch overflow), STFAC1 shifts the mantissa before storing so you don't waste
space storing an empty bit.
Actually, you can grab one more bit's

worth of accuracy in the external representation if you consider that, unless the
floating-point number is true zero, after
one shift to the left the most significant
bit of the number must be a1. You could
rewrite STFAC1 to perform asecond shift
before it stores the number. Then, rewrite LDFACC to recover those top 2bits
by shifting the mantissa to the right twice
and setting the highest 2 bits to 01
binary. The IEEE and Microsoft formats
for encoding short and long real numbers
use this trick.
You can modify the load and store routines to customize your own external representations (or adhere to those of some
other commercial numerics library).
Perhaps you don't need a64-bit mantissa's worth of accuracy—you'd prefer
handling lots of less-precise numbers
quickly, rather than take more time for a
few really precise ones. In this case, you
can lop bytes off the mantissa from the
right—but keep in mind that for every bit
you give up in the mantissa, you lose
about one-third of a decimal digit's
worth of accuracy. If you want to store
the exponent in abyte rather than aword,
you'll certainly have to pick a smaller
bias value ( 128 comes to mind, since that
number divides abyte's range: 0to 255)
and write some routines for translating to
and from byte- wide and word- wide
exponents.
Incoming
Getting afloating-point number into the
package from the outside—typed in from
the keyboard or read from afile—simply
requires a routine to read a character
string representing afloating-point number and translate that number into the
package's internal representation. You
can break this requirement down further
into a series of simpler requirements:
The routine must read and translate signs
(+ or —), amantissa, and an exponent.
The routine I've provided reads acharacter string whose format can handle any
continued
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Listing 1: Pseudocode for the LDFACC and STFAC1 routines that move
numbers to and from the floating-point accumulators.
LDFACC:
(Assumes
the

SI

points

to

floating-point

(Set

the

Set

sign

byte

Move

DI

points
to

to

SIGN

field of

store.)

field)

at [ DI]

the

Clear

number,

accumulator

based on high bit

number

lowmost

into

the

of byte

at [ SI];

accumulator;

word of mantissa;

Clear highmost

bit

Shift

right

mantissa

of exponent;
1 bit;

RETURN;

floating-point number that the package is
capable of handling. I haven't built a
great deal of flexibility into the input
routine— it likes its strings just so—but
I'll point out places where you should
have no problem extending the software
to handle freer entry formats. While I'm
on the subject of formats, here's the format that my input routine expects:
sD.DDDDEeDDD<null>

STFAC1:
(Assumes
Shift
IF

DI

FAC1

FAd

ELSE

register points
MAN

left

SIGN =

AND

7FFFH;

—

th; number

the

1 bit;

0 THEN FACl_EXP = FACl_EXP

FAC1 EXP = FAC1
Move

to destination.)

top

4 words

FACl_MAN

are

EXP

out

OR

8000H;

of FAC1,

exponent

first,

of the mantissa; ( Since FAC1

contiguous,

this

uses

an REP

followd by
EXP

and

MOUSW

instruction.)
RETURN;

Listing 2: Inputting afloating-point number.
FPINPUT:
CH = NextCHAR;
IF CH = '+'

THEN FACl_SIGN=0;

ELSE

FACl_SIGN=128;

DEC EXP=0;
FACT MAN=0;
CH = — NextCHAR;
CALL ADDIGIT(CH);
CH = NextCHAR; ( Skip decimal

point)

REPEAT
BEGIN
CH = NextCHAR;
IF CH

is

not

a digit

THEN GOTO FPIl;

CALL ADDIGIT(CH);
DEC_EXP=DEC_EXP-1;
END
FPIl:
(The

next

line

skips the " E"

and

reads

the exponent

sign.)

CH = NextCHAR;
IF CH = '+'
EXP

THEN EXP_SIGN=0;

ELSE

EXP_SIGN=128;

VAL=0;

REPEAT
BEGIN
CH = NextCHAR;
IF CH

is

not

EXP_VAL =

a digit

10 *

THEN GOTO FPI2;

EXP_VAL +

VALUE ( CH);

END
FPI2:
IF EXP

SIGN =

DEC EXP =
ELSE

0 THEN
DEC_EXP +

EXP_VAL;

DEC EXP -

EXP_VAL;

—

DEC

EXP =

FACl_EP=BIAS+797
CALL NORM1;
FAC2 =

10.0

IF DEC EXP >
REPENT'

DEC

0 THEN
EXP

TIMES

CALL FPMULT;
IF

DEC EXP <

0 THEN

REPEAT ABS(DEC

EXP)

TIMES

CALL FPDIV; —
RETURN;
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continued

where sis asign ( + or —), Dis adigit (0
to 9), < null> is the null character
(ASCII 0), "." is adecimal point, and E
is E (which signals that the exponent portion follows). If you've done any engineering or scientific programming,
you'll feel right at home with this format.
You can see that anumber is written as
the sign of the mantissa, followed by the
mantissa, followed by E, followed by the
sign of the exponent, followed by the exponent. As Imentioned before, my input
routine is fairly inflexible, so none of
this is optional. You must write 1 as
+1.0E+0; 5000 as + 5.0E+3; —. 0045
as — 4.5E-3; and so on.
Listing 2shows the pseudocode for the
input routine. NextCHAR is a fictitious
function that returns the next character
from the input string (in the actual code,
the SI register points to the input string,
so the NextCHAR function is actually a
LODSB instruction). Once FPINPUT translates the sign of the mantissa, it simply
grabs each mantissa digit from the input
string and adds it into FAC1's mantissa.
(Like the other routines in the package,
this routine returns with the inputted
number stored in FAC1.) As each digit is
added in, the routine treats FACl_MAN
not as a binary fraction but as a large
binary integer. In effect, the routine ignores the decimal place; it remembers
where it is by counting how many digits
appear to the right of the decimal point.
This value is kept in DEC_EXP.
Next, the routine reads the exponent
sign and exponent value. This process is
aminiature version of what's just gone on
in the mantissa. For the exponent: Get a
digit, multiply the accumulated exponent
value by 10, add the new digit in, and repeat. Once the routine has successfully
converted the ASCII exponent to binary,
it adds that amount into DEC_EXP.
Now it's acleanup job. The routine has
all the numbers it needs. First, it normalizes the contents of FACl_MAN. Notice
the value loaded into FAC1_EXP prior to
normalization to reflect the fact that the
number in the mantissa is an integer—
that is, that the binary point is to the right
of the least significant bit. Then the rou-
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ADDIGIT:
CALL FAC1x10;
FAC1 MAN - FAC1 MAN + VALUE ( CH);
RETURN;

tine loads afloating-point 10.0 into FAC2
and, depending on the sign of DEC_EXP,
either multiplies or divides FAC1 repeatedly by 10.
You now have abinary floating-point
number in FAC1.
My routine requires one digit to the
left of the decimal point. Modifying the
algorithm to accept any number of digits
to the decimal point's left should be trivial. It would also be simple to recode
things so that signs are not required; no
sign would indicate an implied plus sign.
Finally, you could have the routine assume azero exponent if it encountered
the end of the string before running into
an E.
Outgoing
Once you've done all sorts of complicated floating-point calculations, you
need away to examine the results of your
cipherings. You need the reverse of the
input routine: something to convert a
floating-point number to an ASCII character string ( see listing 3).
The output algorithm works like this:
Remember that the internal representation of the floating-point numbers is in
base 2, so we need to somehow extract
the base- 10 exponent portion of the number. We already know the internal representation for 10.0 (we used that in our input routine), so we can perform aseries
of multiplications or divisions by 10 until
the number falls somewhere between 1
and 16. You can tell when the number is
in this range by watching the exponent
(in this case, FACl_EXP minus the bias
amount), which tells you how many digit
positions the binary point is from the
number's most significant bit. For example, if FACl_EXP = BIAS + 5, you know
the number looks like bbbbb.bbbbb...
(where bis abit, 1or 0). If FAC1_EXP =
BIAS — 2, the number looks like this:
0.00bbbbbbbbb . . (
where the leftmost b
is the most significant digit).
Each time the routine performs amultiplication (or adivision) by 10, it increments (or decrements) DEC_EXP. In this
way, the routine determines the number's base- 10 exponent.
The routine's next step is to narrow the
number's range even further by verifying that it is between 1and 10. If the
number is greater than 10 (it cannot be
less than 1because of what the routine
has done to the number so far), FPOUTPUT
does one more division by 10. Now the
routine adjusts the number so that the
binary point is between bits 75 and 76,
and the top 4bits of the number are its
integer portion. And thanks to all the

FAC1x10:
(This routine multiplies FAC1's mantissa by
the

identity

10 using

10*x=8*x+2*x.)

Shift FAC1 MAN left 1 bit;
FAC3 MAN = - FAC1 MAN;
Shift FAC1 MAN left 2 bits;
FAC1 MAN = - FACl_MAN + FAC3_MAN;
RETURN;

Listing 3: Pseudocode for the floating-point output routine.
FPOUTPUT:
DEC EXP=0;
IF FAC1 EXPO THEN GOTO FOUT1;
FAC2=1070;
(Note:

The

comparisons

statements

treat FAC1

WHILE FAC1 >

in the
as

following two WHILE

a positive

number.)

15

BEGIN
CALL FPDIV;
DEC_EXP=DEC_EXP+ 1 ;
END
WHILE FAC1 <

1

BEGIN
CALL FPMULT;
DEC EXP=DEC_EXP - 1;
END IF FAC1>--10

THEN

BEGIN
CALL FPDIV;
DEC EXP=DEC_EXP+1;
END (Set

binary point between bits

75

and 76.)

IF FAC1 EXP=BIAS+4 THEN
Shift FAC1 MAN left 1 bit;
ELSE
WHILE FACl_EXP < BIAS+3
BEGIN
Shift FAC1 MAN

right

1 bit;

FAC1 EXP-FT%Cl_EXP+1;
END

-

ROUND FACl_MAN;
FOUT1:
IF FAC1

SIGN =

0 THEN OUTPUT('+');

ELSE OUTPUT('-');
CH = Leftmost nibble of FACl_MAN;
OUTPUT(ASCII(CH));
OUTPUT('..);
REPEAT N TIMES
BEGIN
Clear leftmost
CALL FAC1x10;
CH = Leftmost

nibble of FACl_MAN;
nibble

of FAC1 MAN;

OUTPUT(ASCII(CH));
END
OUTPUT('E');
IF DEC EXP>=0

THEN OUTPUT('+');

ELSE OUTPUT('-');
OUTPUT(Integer_to_ASCII(ABS(DEC_EXP ))) ;
RETURN

continued
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multiplying and dividing by 10 that's
gone on, we know that the integer portion
of the number must be between 1 and
10—that is, asingle decimal digit.
The rest of the job is a snap. Since
you've isolated your first digit in the top
4 bits, you simply strip those bits out,
convert binary to ASCII, and output the
character. Then you multiply the mantissa by 10, strip the top 4bits out again,
and keep up the process until you have
however many digits you need. ( Warn-

ing: Do not use the package's FPMULT
routine to do this multiplication, since
FPMULT exits through the normalization
routine, which would reset the binary
point. Instead, you should use the fact
that 10 xx = 2 x x + 8 xx and implement the multiplication as a series of
shifts and adds. Check out the pseudocode for routine FAC1 x 10.) The decimal exponent portion is waiting for you
in DEC_EXP, so just output it using an integer-to-ASCII routine (the details of

PolyAWKTM
The Toolbox Languagé"

neAWK-%

Progranuning
Language

For C, Pascal,
BASIC, Assembler,
FORTRAN &
noLYTRO
dBASE programmers.

For
MS-DOS

99

Programmers, engineers and scientists are using PolyAWK to replace ahost of specialized tools and
programs. You will still use standard languages like Cor Assembler to develop applications, but this
versatile, simple and powerful language will become an indispensable part of your toolbox. Alfred
Aho, Richard Weinberger and Brian Kernighan of Bell Labs developed AWK for UNIX. PolyAWK, for
MS-DOS fully conforms to the AWK standard as defined by the authors in their book, The AWK
Programming Language, which functions as the user's manual.

A Pattern Matching Language
PolyAWK is apowerful pattern matching language for writing short programs to handle common text
manipulation and data conversion tasks, multiple input files, dynamic regular expressions, and user
defined functions. APolyAWK program consists of asequence of patterns and actions that tell what
to look for in the input data and what to do when it's found. PolyAWK searches aset of tiles for lines
or strings matched by any of the patterns. When amatch is found, the corresponding action is performed. Apattern can select lines by combinations of regular expressions and comparison operations on strings, numbers, fields, variables and array elements. Actions may perform arbitrary processing on selected lines. The action language looks like C, but there are no declarations, and strings
and numbers are built-in data types.

Concise Code Saves You Time & Effort
The most compelling reason to use PolyAWK is that you can literally accomplish in afew lines of code
what may take pages in C, Pascal, BASIC, FORTRAN or Assembler. The brevity of expression and
convenience of operations make PolyAWK valuable for prototyping even large sized programs.

Math Support & Large Model Implementation
PolyAWK includes extensive support for math functions such as strings, integers, floating point
numbers and transcendental functions (sin, log, etc.) for scientific applications. PolyAWK is alarge
model implementation and can use all of available memory to wn programs or read files greater than 64K.

30 Day Money Back Guarantee
Credit Card Orders: 1-800-547-4000 Ask For Dept. BYT
Send checks and P.O.s To: POLYTRON Corporation
1700 NW 167th Place, Beaverton, OR 97006 (503) 645-1150 FAX: (503) 645-4576

P• ILY1RON
High Quality Software Since 1982

which Iwon't go over here, since there
are plenty of sources for such algorithms), and you're all done.
The only thing I've glossed over is
rounding (the pseudocode shows it as
ROUND FACl_MAN). There are various
ways you can go about rounding the number for output; the choice depends on
what sort of accuracy you're looking for.
If you modify FPOUTPUT to be part of
some formatted numeric output package,
you'll have to add code to determine
which digit to round on. This will depend
on how many digits aparticular calling
routine requests to output. My math
package's output routine simply adds 5
9 to the number in the mantissa
X 10 -'
since, as Isaid earlier, a64-bit mantissa
gives about 19 digits of accuracy. (It does
this by adding 9393 hexadecimal to the
least significant word of FACl_MAN and
rippling any carries on up the rest of the
mantissa.)
Left as an Exercise
Carnivorous floating-point addicts may
want to extend the package even further.
This is understandable; there are plenty
of functions involving floating-point
numbers that Ihaven't covered here.
Some of the more esoteric are beyond
what Ihave room to present. Other, more
recognizable functions are quite easy to
implement:
•Integer-to-floating-point: The clue to
this is hidden in the floating-point input
routine. First, you check the sign of the
integer, store that in FACl_SIGN, and, if
it's negative, convert the integer to apositive number. You move the integer into
FACl_MAN—right-justified, so that the
low word of the integer is in the rightmost
word of FACl_MAN. Then you load
FACl_EXP with the value BIAS+79 and
call the normalization routine.
• Floating-point-to- integer: Load the
number into FAC1 using LDFACC and examine FACl_EXP. If FACl_EXP is less
than or equal to BIAS, forget it—the
number has no integer part. Otherwise,
FAC1_EXP — BIAS tells you how many
bits, starting with bit 78 and moving to
the right, are the integer portion. For example, if FACl_EXP — BIAS = 5, then
bits 78 through 74 form the integer (with
bit 78 being most significant). Do alooping shift operation and afinal check with
FAC1_SIGN to see if you have to negate
things, and you're there.
•Floating-point comparisons: Comparison operations—greater than, less than,
equal to, and so on—are easily done
using the floating-point subtract routine
continued
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How to create high-performance programs
without wasting your time or money

Ihe ttigh-Performant eC ( omper

Technical Specifications

ym

y_y•

**J....W.

Step 1: The $19.95
Power Ccompiler

1.à..

»aura...re
•
1
1

Power Cis the new ANSI compatible Ccompiler
that runs faster than Microsoft C and has more
functions than Turbo C'. Power C combines
high-performance software with superb documentation, all for less than the price of most C
books alone. It's your fast route to fast programs
without the fast bucks. Compare Power Cto the
competition and see how much time and money
you'll save.

Performance/Price Chart
(execution times in seconds)
Power C Quick C" Turbo C'
1) fib

23.8

53.4

26.4

2) sieve

27.6

43.2

25.5

3) tdbl

3.5

9.0

9.6

4) diskio

13 5

14.4

14.3

5) report

11.0

71.7

60.7

6) drystone

36.6

41.6

31.8

Compile Link

73.9

113.5

81.4

EXE File Size

25120

32092

27184

Compiler Price

519.95

$99.00

S99.95

Debugger Price

$19.95

NC

N. A

Library Source

$10.00

$150.00 $150.00

Total Cost

$49.90

$249.00 $249.95

NCno charge - NAnot available
Benchmarks compiled using Make utility. command- line compiler
and medium memory model
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Step 2: The $19.95
Power Ctrace debugger
Powe( Ctrace is the new state-of-the-art

C debugger that makes Microsoft's Codeview
look like old tecnnology. Power Ctrace will reduce
the time you spend debugging your Cprograms
by at least afactor of 10. With Power Ctrace,
you'll be working smarter instead of harder. Actually, you'll be having so much fun that it won't
even feel like work anymore.
Unlike other debuggers, Power Ctrace lets you
debug graphics programs on asingle monitor.
You can even debug programs that write directly
to video memory. However, the major advantage
of Power Ctrace is simple operation. You won't
waste ay time trying to understand or remember
cryptic commands. With Power Ctrace, asingle
keystroke is all it takes. Help screens show you
which key to press and pop-up menus list your
options. Invest just 10 minutes with Power Ctrace
now and you'll save hours from now on.

Power Cincludes: Power Ccompiler with integrated Make.
Power CLinker. Power CLibraries ( 450 fenctions). the Power
Cbook ( 680 pages), and support for
• ANSI standard
• IEEE floating point
• 8087 80287 coprocessor
• auto- sensing of 8087 80287
ke automatic register variables
unlimited program size
mined model ( near 8. far pointers)
r-.' graphics on CGA, EGA. VGA. 8. Hercu'es
Optional Products:
Power Ctrace debugger
V.- Library source code
BCD business math

Order now by calling our toll free number or mai
the coupon to Mix Software, 1132 Commerce
Drive, Richardson, TX 75081.

1-800-333-0330
For technical support call: 1-214-783-6001
Minimum System Requirements
DOS 20or later. 320K memory. 2floppy drives or hard drive
Runs on IBM PC. XT. AT. PS 2and compat bleu

60 day money back guarantee
Name
Street
City
Zip
State
Telephone
Paying by . . , Money Order
E Visa
H MC ,I_, AX

check
Discover

Cud #

Card Expiration Date
Computer Name

Disk SIZE

51/
4"
3
Product(s) ( Not Copy Protected)
Power Ccompiler ($ 19.95) $
El Power Ctrace debugger ($ 19 95) $
Li Library Source Code ($ 10.00) $
(includes assembler 8.

library manger)

: I BCD

Business Math ) S10.00l
5
Add Shipping ($5USA - $20 Foreign) $
Texas Residents add 8% Sales Tax $
Total amount of your order
$
Power C8 Power Ctrace are trademarks DIM. Software Inc
Quick C u Codeview are registered tradem.sks of Microsoft Corp
Turbo C s aregistered trademark of Borland in:E.-national
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3.5" DS/DO
111 MAXELL
• SONY
• DATASAFE

1.25
1.17
1.09

(FPSUB) and checking the sign of the
result.

5.25" DS/HD
• 70K
• DATASAFE

1.29
.89

5.25" 08/00
•
B
la
•

.84
MAXELL
.59
VERBATIM
.57
3M
.39
DATASAFE
PrIces based on 200 Desks
Includes Labels, Sleeves & Ube
Smaller Ouentrtres

in NJ 800-426-0247
FAX
2014392-5655
201-B92-6186

PRINCETON
\\\OISKETTE
432 Macarthur Or. • Brick, NJ 08724
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PDK51

FTÏJ-L7,1
are

The $595 Solution to 8051
Product Development
The PDK51 is a powerful and economical
choice for the development of 8051-based
systems. The PDK51 is used with an IBM-PC or
equealent and includes,
•SIBEC-II 8052 Basic Microcontroller
•SXA51 Cross Assembler
•ROM-Based Monitor/Debugger
•PROM Programmer
•Power Supplies
•Documentation, Tutorial and More

Call Now! (603) 469-3232
Inc.
L_
main st. P0 Box 67, Merdes, NH 03770

rb Binary Technology,

2400BAUD
$95 MODEM
WE

30 DAY FREE TRIAL

AREN'T KIDDING .. HIGH PERFORMANCE TEXAS INSTRUMENT CHIP SET. LOW
COST, NO COMPROMISE 2400, 1200, 300 BAUD
MODEM. FULL FEATURED, HAYES COMPAT.
IBLE IBM INTERNAL. SOFTWARE INCLUDED.
30 DAY MONEY BACK TRIAL
CALL FOR DETAILS

CompuCom Corporation

(800) ACT ON IT

(408) 732-4500 ( CA)

Circle 58 on Reader Service Card

CHPCLOC.
10-year clock/calendar IN ACHIP!
Easy plug-in U 10-year battery
Never set date/time again
No slot needed II 100% compatible
NOW WORKS WITH PS/2
CHIPOLOK wisoftware NOW $49.00
30-day money-back guarantee

COMPUQUEST INC.
801 Morse Ave

Schaumburg, IL 60193

1-800-722-2353
1-312-529-2552 in IL

•Multi-user Database!
•Powerful!
•Multiple Operating
System Compatibility
•Attractive Dealer
Pricing!
•Full Dealer Support!
Dealer Inquiries Invited
[111
•
. 0JE

"D" SIZE PLOTTER
$2299°
RETAIL

dr

••••••

8
1695 0

NTRODUCTORY
I
OFFER

•Model PC 3600
•Repeateility .001"
•Speed at 7" Per Second
•Vacuum Paper Hold Down
•High Resolution Circles: Suitable for
PCB Artwork
MR 490-8380 zEizticcnv
STEVENSON BUSINESS PARK
BOX 1669, FREMONT, CA 94538
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sine(x) = x — x'/3! + x5/5! — x117!
+ x°/9! .. .
The infamous CRC (Chemical Rubber
Company) Handbook of Standard Mathematical Tables, forever the sidekick of
any university math, science, or engineering student and available in most college bookstores, will provide you with
the series expansion for more functions
than you can think of.
Finally, you can find more information on floating-point processing in the
In Depth section of the March issue of
BYTE.
Next Month
Dave Betz, author of XLISP, joins in for
adiscussion of embedded languages. •

Circle 59 on Reader Service Card

DATAFLEX.

Of course, there are other routines that
are even simpler. To take the absolute
value of a floating-point number, you
simply clear the sign bit. To change a
floating-point number's sign, you do an
exclusive-OR operation on the sign bit.
You can perform these functions without even moving the number into the
accumulator.
Then there are the tough routines,
such as trigonometric and transcendental
functions. You can handle these by applying either interpolation to lookup
tables (
if you have lots of storage and
you're looking for speed) or series expansion (which is best when storage is
tight and you don't mind waiting alittle
for your answer). For example, the series
expansion for sine(x) is as follows:
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Stop fooling around. It's time to get hardcore about software. With Microsoft.
We'll give you all the resources you want. Tens of millions in R&D
funding. Along with one of the most elementary tools for thinking — adoor,
which leads to your own private office. All backed by management that truly
does speak your language, because they probably helped write it.
We're serious about software design. If you are too, then apply right now
for one of these opportunities.

Software Design Engineers
We're working on everything from worldclass application software, compilers,
operating systems, and networking to sophisticated graphics, powerful productivity software and more. You could be too, if you have programming
experience and abackground that includes 68000, Macintosh® Toolbox, Windows', " C", micro's, 8086, UNIX" /XENIX®, or MS-DOS®.
There are opportunities to work with our teams in systems, applications,
CD-ROM, languages, or networking.
If you qualify, Microsoft offers you an opportunity to live and work
where the quality of life is high and the cost of living is low — the beautiful
Pacific Northwest. Along with amenities such as ahealth club membership,
workout facilities and parcourse, plus an array of benefits.
To apply, please send your resume in confidence
to: MICROSOFT CORPORATION, Human Resources, Dept. SSDE-1088BYTE, 16011 N.E.
36th Way, Box 97017, Redmond, WA
98073-9717. We are an equal opportunity
employer. No phone calls, please.

Afiausafte
Trademarks are registered to their respective companies.
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THE BUYER'S MART

A Directory of Products and Services

THE BUYER'S MART is amonthly advertising section which enables readers

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum),
descriptive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can
be accomodated), plus company name, address and telephone number. Do not
send logos or camera-ready artwork.
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2months prior to issue date. For example: November issue closes on September 9. Send your copy and payment
to THE BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458. For more information call Mark Stone at BYTE 603-924-3754.

to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each
BUYER'S MART ad includes aReader Service number to assist interested
readers in requesting information from participating advertisers.
RATES: ix—$475 3x —$450 6x —$425 12 x —$375
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISA/MC Accepted.
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

FREE CATALOG

YOUR OWN COMPUTER PAPER

Thousands of parts and new surplus electronic parts
at super low prices FAST ORDER PROCESSING

Put your name and/or department, project, proposal, or report across the bottom of every final

AND SHIPPING ( 95% of all orders shipped within
48 hours)
CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG

ALL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P 0 Box 567

Van Nuys CA 91408 0567

1-800-826-5432

presentation page. Send us your copy plus
name, address, phone number and printer
make and model number and we'll send you
FREE SAMPLES,

FORMSMART, INC.
P.O.Box 592, E. Freetown, MA 02717

Inquiry 576.

nquiry 581

FREE UPS CATALOG
Protect your computer and make It last longer.
Call or write today!

Best Power Technology, Inc.
World's largest manufacturer of
unInterwuptIble power systems.
P.O. Box 280, Necedah, WI 54646
TOLL FREE ( 800) 356-5794 ext. 1004
or ( 608) 565-7200 ext. 1004

Oosson Software
Box

33113 Coon Rapids MN 55433

Inquiry 585.

SMART PRINTER STAND
UNDERSTAND
is an attractive printer stand with switchable data conversion surge suppression & power switch Saves
space & avoids clutterl
UNDERSTAND- PP:
$295 ( 2 parallel in 1 parallel out)
UNDERSTAND- PS:
$395 It parallel & 1serial in
parallel out)

MAS Inc.
15941 S Harlem Ave

Suite 333, Tinley Park, IL 60477

nquiry 582.

CUT RIBBON COSTS!
Re- ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily Do all
cartridge ribbons with iust one inker! For crisp, black
professional print since 1982. You can choose from 3
models:
Manual E-Zee lnker — $39.50
Electric E- Zee Inker — $89.50
Ink Master ( Electric) — $ 159.00
1000's of satisfied users in 5years Money back guarantee

BORG INDUSTRIES
525 MAIN ST

LISP on a MAC

Get all the functionality of the Franzlisp
dialect of the Lisp language. $20 purchases
a64K Lisp program, which will run on a
MAC plus or equivalent. 1MB RAM recommended for this program. Send order to:

muLISP'm 87 for MS-DOS
Fast, compact, efficient LISP programming environment muLISP programs run 2103 times faster &
take 1
/ to 1
2
/ the space of other LISPs. 450 Com2
mon LISP functions, multi-window editing & debugging, flavors, graphics primitives, lessons & help.
demo programs, comprehensive manual.

Soft Warehouse, Inc.

3615 Harding Ave

JANESVILLE, IA 50647

In IOWA 319-987-2976

nquiry 578.

Suite 505. Honolulu, HI 96816

(808) 734-5801

(815) 489-4501

nquiry 577.

1-800-553-2404

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

nquiry 586.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

BACK UP SYSTEMS

HIGH PERFORMANCE RULES BASED
EXPERT SYSTEM " SHELL" ( H.E.S.).

THE EASIEST & FASTEST BACKUP UTILITY

Caters for thousands and thousands of rules, integrate with your
existing database Easy to use, no knowledge of programming required Applications medical diagnosis, our Magnostoo. business.
admin banking, finance, insurance, law, engineenng. education,
electricity boards and many other application areas Available on
PC/XT/AT. MS-DOS, send. Unix Demo copy $84 With fealty to
create 300 rules) Full version $21.000

NO KNOWLEDGE OF DOS — DAILY BACKUPS RUN
IN A FRACTION OF THE TIME
CALL FOR INFO & DEMO DISK 800-457-1313

HD BAC -UP
FOR PC/XT/ATS & COMPATIBLES
AFFORDABLE PRICE $3650
EASY INSTALLATION & USE — REQUIRES

HORIZON SOFTWARE LTD.

HI-TEC INDUSTRIES

27 East Sr , Leicester LEI 6NB U K

6100 S Fairfax Rd., Bl.rnington. IN 47401

Tel ( 441 533 556550

nquiry 583.

812-824-8000

nquiry 587.

BAR CODE
SELF- INKING PRINTER RIBBON
Awarded Umted States Patent 14701062
Lasts 1045 times longer Man Me conventional ribbon
For printers using 1
2 "width open spool ribbon
/
Okidaia 82A- 83A.84.92 93 D. LA 180/120
1eietype ,
33. 35
Dec LA 30/1BM 1443
Star Gernin 10X
Teetype•Modo 00
xtel
Ti 800/810 820 880
-oam
ts me).l cwoot
telex and we

Jo
t)

,

CONTROLLED PRINTOUT DEVICES, INC.
FOB 869. Baldwin Rd

Arden, NC 28704

Nano LISP $ 99.99

BAR CODES Ed BIG TEXT

An MS-DOS Common LISP interpreter that supports most Common LISP operations and strictly
adheres to the standard. Numerous advanced and
extra features, excellent debugging facilities, sample Al programs, fully- indexed manual, free
technical support.

On EPSON, IBM. OKI dot matrix or LaserJet. Design any format/size on ONE easy screen. 1-120 fields/label 13 text sizes
to 1" — readable at 50 ft. AIAG. MIL- STD. 2of 5. 128,
UPC/EAN. Code 39. etc Color. Reverses, File Input,
FAST—$279. Other menu-driven bar code programs from $49

Microcomputer Systems Consultants

Worthington Data Solutions

PO Box 6646 Santa Barbara. CA 93160

(704) 684-9044 • TELEX: ( FILMON-AREN) 577454

(805) 967-2270

30 day

back

A Ingalls Sr . Santa Cruz CA 95060

In

(800) 345-4220

CA: (408) 458-9938

nquiry 579.

Companion and Extender
The PS/2 COMPANION lets you add an extra keyboard and
monitor up to 150 feet away from your system unit ft comes
complete with all connections and supports both color and
monochrome monitors Prices start at $249 for a25' unit.
EXTENDER lets you move the keyboard and monitor up to
150 feet from the system unit Prices start at $ 149

NEW Expert System
FirstExpert - expert system generator Ridiculously easy yet
extremely powerful. No programming needed Speed up
business decisions and analysis. Information transferable to
other environments Amplifies Your intelligence! An ingenious
program for a sensahonal price Many examples included

$99

Call or write for more information.

Cybex Corporation

NoveCest Expert Systems

2800-H Bob Wallace Ave , Huntsville, AL 35805

2530 Berryessa Rd Suite 607, San Jose, CA 95030

205-534-0011

Inquiry 580.
300
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(408) 272-4071
nquiry 584.

fax: ( 408) 437-7777

BAR CODE READERS
From the manufacturer for PC/XT/AT, & PS/2. Attaches as 2nd keyboard, reads as keyed data. External or bus install. With steel wand—$ 399. Also
Kirntron, Link, Wyse, & RS- 232. Portables, Lasers,
slot badge readers, and MagStripe too!
30 day $ back.

Worthington Data Solutions
S'

(800) 345-4220

Sam., Cu,'

35Ut,L ,

In CA: ( 408) 458-9938

THE BUYER'S MART
BAR CODES

BBS PUBLIC DOMAIN

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT
FROM YOUR PROGRAM
Add bar codes and big graphics text to your program.

language. Bar codes: UPC.
39. Epson, Oki, IBM dot maton
LaserJet up to 2. Font cartridges not
required. $ 159-$239. 30 day SS back.
Print front ANY MS-DOS

EAN, 2 of S MSI, Code

text up to /
2 "
1

Worthington Data Solutions
417.A Ingalls Sr

Santa Cruz. CA 95060

(800) 345-4220

COMMUNICATIONS

7,500 + Titles in Download Library

18+ Special Interest Forum message bases plus
Real Time Conferencing. USA TODAY DecisionLine News Service. Quarterly Newsletter & BBS
System Users Guide. PC Pursuit Accessible. Fee:
$10/3 Mo. — $25/Yr.
9 Incoming lines. FREE DEMO MODE
(503) 761-8100 12/2400 N,8,1

RANDOM ACCESS Information Network
PO Box 16675, Portland OR 97216
Voice ( 503) 239-8299

In CA: (408) 458-9938

nquiry 590.

Bi Directional File X-fers
Mulli-Com telecommunications program otters the following
Stmultaneous Downloading/Uploading
• Send/Receive Console Messages During File Transfers
• 100% Line Utilization During Multi- File Transfers
• Uses Full Duplex ADLC Protocol
• More Efficient Than % modem. Kermit, etc
• Saves Time and Cuts Connect Costs
Information & 5V.• Demo Disk
15.00 ... 53 sm
Program Pkg 31
/ . & 5, - disks. manual
2
14935 • Ss en

Multiplex Systems
PO.

(
412) 278-3374 24 hrs.

Box 16174, Pittsburgh, PA 15242

Inquiry 596.

CAD/CAM
COMPLETE LINE

$39.95 CAD

OF BAR CODE PRODUCTS

Fully featured, symbols, auto dimensioning, hatching, fillets, reads DXF, handles all but the largest
drawings. Extremely powerful BASIC- like macros,
on line manual plus so much more. Requires IBM
XT/AT/PS2 with 640K and hard disk. 20,000 new
users this year.

• PrintBar II • PrintBar Softfonts
• PrintBar I • CodeScan 2000
FREE BROCHURES (
206) 451-8966

PAFEC INC.

Bear Rock Software Co.
6069 Enterprise Dr. Placerville, CA 95667

FAX MACHINES

5550 Technology Park, Norcross, GA 30092

1-800-52PAFEC

(404) 441-9300

nquiry 591

23501 4213 El Toro Rd.. El Toro. CA 92630 714/739-9555

Inquiry 597.

CASE
BAR CODE MADE EASY
PERCON• El - READER'. keyboard Inter1aues and multiuse(
RS 232 models make it easy to add bar code to wrtually any
computerftermine WITHOUT
Immediate shipping

_a

SOFTWARE

Two e i warranty

MODIFICATION

Bar code pnnting

software available. Call for details on fast, accurate, easy data
entry Substantial reseller discounts

PERCON®
2190 W 11th St

Eugene

OR

$ 395

MURATA FAX 1200/1600
$795/925
SHARP FAX F0300/F0500
81195/1495
TOSHIBA FAX 30100/3300/37C0
8108i/1240/CALL
RICOH 10/20
81295/1595
CANON FAX 29
$ 1279
PC/XT SYS.Recenre/Transmit FOJ(+Scanner $ 1595
PC/XT Telephone Answer &Voicemail
$1195
Prepay prices Visa/MC 296 cod 296 restock 20%
TELEPHONE PRODUCTS CENTER

COMPUTER INSURANCE

Affordable CASE

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER

A new concept in Computer Aided Engineering for developing PC/DOS applications! C
Dispatcher generates fast, efficient C code for
command and menu driven applications.
Develop, document, and change easily. Many
features. For many compilers. $295.00 MC/Visa

SAFEWARE provides full replacement of hardware,
media and purchased software As little as $39 a
year provides comprehensive coverage. Blanket
coverage; no list of equipment needed. One call
does it all Call 8 am- 10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to 5)

Amaryllis Inc.

97402

563 Wattaduadoc Flu

(503) 344-1189

Bolton

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469
(Local 614-262-0559/

MA 0I740

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

(617) 365-5456

nquiry 592.

Inquiry 598.

COMPUTER RENTALS
READ là PRINT BAR CODES

CASE STATE PROGRAM COMPILERS

Fast, reliable data entry into your programs as if
from your keyboard. Internal unit for PC, XT, AT
PS/2-M30. RS-232 unit for DOS & Non-DOS
systems ( incl. all PS/2). Stainless steel wand and
LASER interlaces. Powerful Bar Code and Text
printing software.

The COMPEDITOR, asoftware development tool quickly documents and forms real time and event driven
source programs in ADA. BASIC, C, FORTRAN and
PASCAL.

15127

Seagull Scientific Systems

333, Redmond. WA 98052
(206) 451-8966

N E 24th, Ste

IBM PC, XT AT, PS/2
1175.00 per language
$30

Price:

190K RAM

RENTALS
WEEKLY

Dos 2.0+

(
With Primer and Debugger)

Sampler

AYECO

5025 Nassau Circle Orlando

INCORPORATED

FL 32808 (407) 295-0930

nquiry 593.

$

MONTHLY

YEARLY

IBM - APPLE
COMPAQ

1

F
, CSe
etN
eek
,:m
Dazn,D
.e
nl
.
ir
e
PER MO

800 PC-RENTL

IBM PS/2 Model 50

Inquiry 599.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
BAR CODE READERS
Among the industries best and most widely used barcofte
reader, reads all major barcode formats (code 39, 2 of S
UPC/SAN. codaban. connects between keyboard 8 seem
advanced CMOS uses keyboard power supply, connects to all
IBM compatibles and DIN terminals, completely OS independent, software independent Same day ship, 1 year warranty
30 day satisfaction guarantee CALL for prices too low to
advertise.

Solutions Engineering Sales
8653 Georgia Ave

Silver Spring MD 20910

800-635-6533
nquiry 588.

PROTOTYPING TOOL
Build aworking system model of your application
with PC -PROTO. Very Fast. Very Flexible. No Programming Required. Screen Painter. Data Base
Manager. Generate data dictionary, source code,
documentation, programming specifications.
Suitable for JAD as well. For PC, XT or AT. From
$149.00.
MC/VISA.

Kartech, Inc.
165 Pinewood Ave, Toronto, Ontario,

(
416) 656-2032
Canada Ml3C 2V8

Inquiry 594.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Universal Linker, Librarian
Targets for 36 Microprocessors
Hosts: PC/MS DOS, micro VAX, VAX 8000
Developed and supported at:

ENERTEC, INC.
BOX

1312, Lansdale, PA 19446

215-362-0966

MC/VISA

nquiry 600.

CD/ROM
DATA INPUT DEVICES
Bar Code & Magnetic Stripe Readers for microcomputers & terminals, including IBM PS/2 & others, DEC,
AT&T, CT, Wyse, Wang. All readers connect on the
keyboard cable & are transparent to all software. Low
cost bar code print programs & magnetic encoders are
also available. GSA contract aGSC>OKEf7AGS5346,

TPS Electronics
4047 Transport, Palo Alto CA 94303

415-856-6833
nquiry 589.

Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA

Public Data on CD-ROMs

Professional Series

• Econ/Stats I — Prices, Employment

PSeudoCode releases

•Consu/Stats — BLS/Census 1984 consumer data
•Agri/Stats — Agricultural series
•Makes tables, DIE, or ASCII
• $49 each. req. MS-DOS
•CD-ROM publishing services available

Series of cross assemblers. Most popular processors.

Hopkins Technology

421 Hazel Lane, Hopkins, MN 55343
(612) 931-9376
Compuserve 74017,614

nquiry 595.

it's

PseudoSam

Professional

Macros, Conditional Assembly, and Include Files. Vir-

MS-DOS 2.0 or
greater With manual for $35.00. Each additional $20.00.
(MI res. 40/0 tax). Shipping 6.5. Canada $ 10, Foreign 615.
tually unlimited size. For IBM PC's,

Visa/MC. ( Dealer Inquiries Welcome).

Kore
6910 Patterson, Caledonla, MI 49316

616-791-9333

nquiry 601.
OCTOBER 1988 • BYTE
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DATA CONVERSION

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

PEP Your Data to MS-DOS!

DISK & TAPE CONVERSIONS
AUTOMATICALLY
SAVE TIME AND MONEY

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
FANTASTIC SIMULATORS
For the 6048, 8051, 8080. 8086 & ZBO famtlies. Full function
stmulation including ALL MODES of interrupts. Built-in
dtsassembler Bener than expensive ICES

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
We support the 8048, 8051, 8080/8085, 8096 & Z80 families.
Just $75 each

PEP (" Printer Emulation Package') is aunique software
product which makes your MS-DOS system appear to
be an intelligent serial printer Converting your data from
another operating system is as easy as printing it!
Diskette plus 90 page typeset manual, $64.95 US ( Not
copy protected.) Specify 51
/ or 31
4
/ inch diskette size:
2
add $5 for both formats.

Lear Corn Company

Intelpro

2440 Kipling St /Ste 206. Lakewood. CO 80215

13 Saratoga Dr. Kirkland. Quebec, Canada I
19H 3J9

303-232-2226

(514) 894-8882

CREATIVE DATA SERVICES
1210 W Latimer Ave, Campbell. CA 95008
(408) 866-6080

Inquiry 614

nquiry 608.

Inquiry 602.

Over 1000 formats from Mini, Micro Mainframe, Word Processors, & Typesetters.
TAPE Conversions as low as $2300 MS
DISK Conversions as low as $ 1600 per Disk
Call or write TODAY for acost saving quotation

ATABASE MGMT. SYSTEMS
CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Macros, PC Compatible,

Relocatable, Condi-

tionals, Fast, Reliable
also: Disassemblers

from $ 150

EPROM Programmer Board

MICROCOMPUTER TOOLS CO.
Phone ( 800) 443-0779
In CA ( 415) 825-4200
912 Hastings Dr

SOFTWARE KIT PACKAGING
OEM supplier to one of the world's largest computer
comparses offers quality packaging arid supplies for
your software products. From diskettes to printed
manuals. Quality products reflecting your company's
image is our highest priority Call or write.

COMPUTER LOGICS LIMITED
4845 Transit Road Unit K8 Depew NY 14043

Concord, CA 94518

Inquiry 603.

(716) 633-2810

Fax (716) 633-2813

680X0 Cross Assemblers

RAVEN Computer Systems

Box 12116, St. Paul, MN 55112

( 612) 636-0365

nquiry 604

FREE TRIAL dBASE III CLO!!
-1on 1is aprogrammable relational DBMS
1on 1 a
30 is agreat deal for those who would be glad to have a
dBASE Ill PLUS clone"

•• PC MAGAZINE 5/17/88 ••

Free 30 day trial full program USA only or Buy now get free
upgrade Money back guarantee $69 • $ 5 S/H chit/Attica.
CAN ..$4. Other +$ 10 Call or write

1 on 1 Computer Solutions

26 Finchwood Dr Trumbull, CT 06611
203-375-0914
dBASE Ill is atrademark of Ashton TATE

nquiry 610.

ASSEMBLERS & TRANSLATORS

QUALITY CONVERSIONS

Over 20 high quality, full function, last relocatable
and absolute macro assemblers are available immediately. Source language translators help you
change microcomputers. Hosts: MS/DOS, CPM80,
ISIS.

•Disk • Scanning • Tape

RELMSMCNISA

TWX 910-379-0014

•TYPEWRITTEN $ 23 per page to ASCII
'TYPESET 6-24 point Low Rates
(*WP Formats available)
IMAGES
Logos/Line Art/Glossies

1st Run Computer Services Inc.
1261 Broadway. Suite 508, New York. NY 10001

(408)356-1210

(212) 779-0800

AMEX

312/554-3567
FAX 312/554-3575
TELEX 858757

507 North Adams St
Oswego, Illinois 60543

CONVERSION SERVICES
Convert any 9 track magnetic tape to or from over
1000 formats inCluding 3
1
/
2', 5
4 ", 8" disk formats &
/
1
word processors. Disk to disk conversions also
available Call for more info Introducing OCR Scan.
nIng Services

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.

165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept. # E3
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (312) 459-6010

DEMOS/TUTORIALS
INSTANT REPLAY III
Build Demos, Tutorals, Prototypes, Presentations, Musc
Timed Keyboard Macros, and Menu Systems Includes
Screen Maker KeystrokarTime Editor, Program Memorizer
and Animator Redd Great Revewsi Simply the BEST Not
copy protected No royalties 60 day satisfaction money
back guar IBM and Compatb $ 14995 U SChk/Cr Crd
Demo Diskette $500

NOSTRADAMUS, INC.
3191 South Valley Street ( ste 252)
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109

(
801) 487-9662

nquiry 617.

nquiry 611

nquiry 605.

Oswego Software

nquiry 616.

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

PO. Box 6719, San Jose, CA 95150

Translator allows users to move programs written on HP 85,
86, 87. 9915 to IBM PC, AT, PS/2, compatibles and run them
on Microsoft's powerful OuickBASIC 4.0. File copy utility included. HP BASIC program translation and disk file copy to
PC's our specialty. Call us

nquiry 615.

Inquiry 609

No«, inexpert., dude/ %En Cross Meemblen nia use >our OM PC or
compete. AS venom include edema bang Noakes i4D to 32 dar9995.
eased eyed detiles INCLUDE fie PArH names ORO, DC Da EOU. many
re* trees« (aced MACROS) printed manees Eleis wester crmie 5made Linking melons crews tether Snoods or rama* modules ant
inctude aWar tech creases Sreccrtis ce beery suede Nu Fibt cop/ protected Mtnanuen radurarrieno ara 320a DOS 2XY, & 1-5 1
/"0500
4
Banc etC0058010—$4995
Linkng 88:0158010-48995
Basic 68020—S6995
Base caormeasi—$123
Checks VISa MC aarsped MN sewer. .6as sate so NDPO scrCrL.
exassm

RUN HP SERIES 80
PROGRAMS ON IBM PC

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Z80/HD64180
SLR Systems cross assemblers run on PC and are
compatible with Microsoft M80/U30. $ 195.00 for
assembler and linker We have CP/M emulator

Get the Expertise You Need!
Disk/Disk • Tape/Disk • OCR
Over 1000 formats! 31/
2 ,
51/t, or 8 inch disks. 9 track

ing at $249.951 Also 280/HD64180 C compilers.

nag tape; 10 MB Bernoulli cartridge Data base and
word processor translation. Specialists in Government Security Data. Call for tree consultation.

Z-World

Computer Conversions, Inc.

cards for PC. Up to 125 mhz ZOO clock speed, start-

1772 Picasso Ave., Davis. CA 95616 ( 916) 753-3722
Please see our ads on page 320

nquiry 606.

9580 Black Min Rd

Ste J San Diego CA 92126

(619) 693-1697
Inquiry 612.

HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR

•Desktop Publishing and CAD low cost graphics sub',
•Workstation Resolution for your IBM PC/XT or AT comp,
•1024 x768 paper white le eat screen
•Dmers for Ventura, Page Maker, Windows OEM and AutoCAD
•Can coexist with another color graphics adapter
•Call NOW $595 Includng graphics board. monitor and
software
•VISA and MasterCard accepted

CATI INC

1684043 Joieen Way. Morgan Hill, CA 95037
HOT LINE 408-778-CATS

Inquiry 618.

DATA CONVERSION
MEDIA CONVERSION/DATA TRANSLATION

More than Just astraight dump or ASCII transfer!
Word Proceulng. DBMS, and Spreadsheet data on Disks
or Tapes transferred directly into applications running on
Mainframe., Mints, Micros, Dedicated Word Processors,
Typesetters, and Electronic Publishing systems.
IBM PS/2 & Macintosh supported
el in the translation industry ,

CompuData Translators, Inc.
3325 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1202, Los Angeles, CA 90010

(213) 387-4477

1-800-825-8251

Inquiry 607
302
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DISK CONVERSIONS
Media transfer to or from: IBM, Xerox, DEC, Wang,
Lanier, CPT, Micom, NBI. CT. also WP WS,
MS/WRD, DW3, MM, Samna, DEC DX, MAS 11,
Xerox-Writer, ASCII.

FREE TEST CONVERSION

CONVERSION SPECIALISTS
531 Main St., Ste. 835, El Segundo, CA 90245
(213)

545-6551

Inquiry 613.

(213) 322-6319

Desktop Publishers!

When you need the best

-no-nonsense"

veis for

Screen Capture and Image Management

Collage Display Utilities
Dynamic Grayscaling, Image Browsing and Cataloging, and
rt,ch much more!
Supports EGA, VGA, PS/2, CGA,
Hercules, arid MDA displays'

Suggested Retail price, only $ 89 95

Inner Media, Inc.
nquiry 619.

601 465 3216

7195 Fax

THE BUYER'S MART
DISK COMPATIBILITY

DUPLICATION SERVICE

IBM PC's USE Mac DISKS

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION
•One Stop Shopping •
•Custom Packaging •
•Copy Protection •
•Competitive

Illateledakar lets you plug any Macintosh external floppy drive into an IBM PC. Half size card and
software lets you copy to/from, view directory, initialize. or delete files on the Mac diskette. Works
with PCs, XTs, ATs, and compatibles The easy way

SATISFACTION

800-222-0490

to move information
$149.00 Visa/MC/COD/Chk.

GUARANTEED
NJ 201-462-7628

MEGASoft

Micro Solutions Computer Products
132 W Lincoln Hwy, DeKalb, IL 60115

Technical Support
Drop Shipping
Fast Turnaround
Pricing

PO Box 710, Faenad NJ 07721

815/756-3411

STRUCTURED FLOW CHART

NSChart creates Nassi-Shneiderman ( structured)
flowcharts from a simple PDL. Keywords define
structures & text strings appear in the chart. Easy
to create, even easier to revise! Automatic chart sizing, text centering. Translators from many
languages available. For Mac and IBM PC.

SILTRONIX, INC.
PO Box 82544. San Diego, CA 92138

1-800-637-4888

See our es on page 339

nquiry 632.

nquiry 626.

Inquiry 620.

FLOW CHARTS

HARDWARE

DISK DRIVES
SOFTWARE PRODUCTION

HARD DISKS
110
338
71
150
71

MN6128
MN9380E
MN6085
MC1355
MC1335
ST4096
ST251
ST251-1

CPU

MB
MB
MB
MB
MB

$699

28MS
16MS
28MS
23MS
28MS
28MS
40MS
28MS

80 MB
40 MB
40 MB

• Disk duplication •
• All formats •
• EVERLOCK copy •
protection •
• Label/sleeve printing •
• Full packaging

$2399
$545
$1299
$545
$525
$329
$379

services

(
714) 870-9033

INC

Warehousing
Drop shipping
Fulfillment
48- hour delivery
Consultation &
guidance

Star- Byte, Inc.

713 W Main St . Lansdale. PA 19446
215-368-1200
800-243-1515

DIGITAL MICRO CONTROL
15617- 25th Drive SE. Mill Creek WA 98012
(206) 338-2406

nquiry 633.

nquiry 627.

nquiry 621.

8096 Microcontroller
Single Board 8096/7, Ser Interface, 5V only;
Assembler+Forth in EPROM+Manual/Software
Guide $ 400. Add-on EPROM Simulator incl
download SAN $350. Hardware/Software evaluation
package incl. cabling and tutorial books $ 580.
Cross Compiler ( Assembler/Forth) available.

ENTERTAINMENT
PS/2 DRIVES FOR PC's AT's
CompatiKit/PC
$ 329
CompatiKit/AT
.
$ 269
Built-in floppy controllers— no problem
Supports multiple drives and formats. Lets your
computer use IBM PS/2 1AM diskettes plus more!
Call for further information or to place an order.
VISA/MCICOD/CHECK

Micro Solutions Computer Products
W [ [ r[co[n ( Ivor. DeKalb it Wilk

nquiry

**CHESS SPECTACULAR!**
At last achess program designed for the new graphics sta,
dard High resolution animation brings your EGA to life ,
Solves mate in 7 Huge opening book Save/restart your
games Animated teaching mode Select level Take
back/Change sides On screen clock MUCH MORE! EGA
Ches. 869 95 256k EGANGA 525" disk ViSA/MC

CUBE Microsystems
PO Box 26064, Overland Park, KS 66225

DUNE SYSTEMS

2603 Willa Or. Si Joseph MI 49085
(616) 983-2352

(913) 649-6747

815(756-3411

Inquiry 634.

nquiry 628.

622.

CHIP CHECKER
•74/54 TTL y CMOS • 8000 Nat y Signetics
•14/4000 CMOS • 9000 TTL
•14-24 Pin Chips • 3" y 6" IC widths
Tests/Identifies over 650 digital chips with ANY type
of output in seconds Also tests popular RAM chips IBM
compatible version $259 C128 + C64 version $ 159

DISK DUPE EQUIPMENT
DO YOUR OWN DUPLICATION
Copy 10,000 or only 10
in as little as 15
seconds each with famous Mountain Duplication equipment at the very best prices!! See us
for all of your duplication equipment needs
from Disks to Drives to Duplicators.

SYSTEMS SUPPORT DATA
223 North Royal Avenue Front Royal VA 22630
1-800-231-4355

HOOKED ON BLACKJACK?
Bleck¡ack Pkiyes— irnprois yOur play win an inexPensrwr Sul good
(IBC) Blackjack program Plays ALL Casino games and options
Blackjack VI 00 includes • on-line basic strategies • simple card
counts For you card-counters were is aPro- Player Upgrade feature
mar allows YOUR card counts and VOUR strategies Machine re
quirments • IBUIPC compatible ( 256 61 • PC -DOS V20 or late ,
•BLACKJACK program S20 00 Pro- Player Upgrade add 512 5o
(Specify diskette size) Money back guarantee 30 days — allow a
weeks for delivery Mail check or money order to ( FL rills add 65,

IBG SOFTWARE

JB COMPU-TRONIX

3816 N Wadsworth Blvd

Wheat Ridge. CO 80033

(303) 425-9586

P 0 Bon 27-6354, Dept B. Boca Raton, FL 33427-6354

nquiry 635.

Inquiry 629.

nquiry 623.

PC CARDS/KITS
•8 bit A/D card, 0-5V
$79
•8 bit D/A card, 0-2.5V
879
•Relay driver card, 8 outputs (
3A)
$149
• Digital I/O ( 8 TTL input/output)
$79
•JB XT computer kit ay/monitor
$499
• FREE CATALOG— parts, kits, computers

DISK DUPLICATION
DUPUCATFON IS THE SINCEREST FORM OF FLATTERY
Let

us Flatter you!!!

See us for all disk

duplication needs. 10 disks to 100,000 and
more All formats— All systems. Best
prices— Our

own

in-house

printing

of

documentation— labels- sleeves.

SYSTEMS SUPPORT DATA
223 North Royal Avenue, Front Royal, VA 22630

NEMESIS" Go Master'
Go is apopular Oriental game of intellectual complexity and elegance. NEMESIS, recognized
worldwide as the best Go program, is an ideal
playmate and tutor. Pournelle's game of the month
twice: "It you are Interested in Go, buy this program." BYTE 7/87

Toyogo, Inc.
76 Bedford Si

(617) 861-0488

1-800-231-4355

DISKETTES

CHEAP DISKS!!!
Although this headline may not convey
our 31/
2 " floppy disks do!
100% Certified
720k only 980
1.44 MEG only $ 2.60

FLOW CHARTS
FLOW CHARTING II+ HELPS YOU!
Precise tlowchartng is fast and simple with Flow Charting
lie. Draw, edit and print perfect charts bold and normal fonts,
26 shapes— OS sizes, fast entry of arrows, bypasses& connectors. Fast Insert Line. shrink screen displays 200-column
chart, 40 column odd screen for detail work, much more!

PATTON & PATTON

Ell Great Oaks Blvd

San Jose CA 95119

SYSTEMS SUPPORT DATA

1-800-525-0082 (
Outside CA)

223 North Royal Avenue. Front Royal, VA 22630

408-629-5376 ( CA/Int'l)

1-800-231-4355

Inquiry 625.

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.
851 Parkview Blvd , Pittsburgh, PA 15215
For info, call (412) 782-0384

Inquiry 636.

nquiry 630.

nquiry 624.

quality

Ste 34Y Lerunoton MA 0:[17"[

LATEST VERSION AWARD BIOS
NOW, you can have the latest AWARD BIOS for
your PC/XT 286 or 386. Upgrade your old machine
for VGA, networking and new keyboard and hard
drive types. Fast, knowledgeable service,
guaranteed results
Call 1-800-423-3400 ( 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM EST)

Inquiry 631

87C51 PROG. $125.00
The UPA 87C51 Programming Adapter lets you use
your general purpose programmer to program the
87C51, 8751H, AMD8753H, 87C252, and 8752BH
Also lets you program the 87C51/8751H security bits
and the 87C51 encryption array it's very simple and
VERY cost effective

LOGICAL SYSTEMS CORPORATION
6184 Teall Station

(315) 478-0722

Syracuse

1.32 17

Telex 6715617 LOGS

Inquiry 637
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HARDWARE
BUY

*

SELL *

TRADE

Apple • IBM • Compaq • Service Parts
• Accessories • Systems •
PRE-OVVNEO Electronics, Inc.
30 Clematis Avenue, Waltham, MA 02154
800-274-5343

INFORMATION

LEGAL

The " Economic Report of the President"

LEGAL DOCUMENT MAKER

has concise tables of the major economic indicators (
GNP, Employment, Inflation, Population
the deficit, and much more.) The Tables of the
1988 Report are now available on disk in (CAL,
WKS, CSV, or TXT) formats for ( PC or MAC or
most CP/M)- $49.95

All pleadings and documents.
Any word processor software
Free Brochure
New , Supra II"

FAIRFACTS

FAX 617-891-3556

Service Centers and Dealers welcome

PO Box 872687, Wasilla, AK 99687

(907) 373-6550

Tel. 415-485-1781

nquiry 644.

Inquiry 638.

TSC - The Software Company

nquiry 649.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
SANYO

550/555

USERS

38/7 2MHZ TURBO BD W/8088-2
IBM STYLE CGA VIDEO BD.
IBM STYLE RS- 232

$79.95
$ 159.95
179.95

HARD DISK CONTROLLER PKG.
$ 139.95
768K MEM/CLK/EXPANSION BD
$ 169.95
20 MEG HARD DISK SYSTEM
$ 549.95
COMPOSITE MONO MONITOR
$ 109.95
550 COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE $ 4995

TAMPA BAY DIGITAL
813-442-1577

STOCK- MASTER 4.0
Commercial grade inventory management
software at micro prices.
• Supports all 12
• Stock Status Reporting
transaction types • Activity History Analysis
• Trend Analysis • Bill of Materials
•Quality Control • Purchase Order Writing
• Multiple Locations • Order Entry
• Purchase Order Tracking • Material Requirements

DEVELOPMENT
TOOLS
Professional Programmers Extender: Standard
Mac interface, lists, printing, graphics, tiling. Extender GraphPac: Quality color graphs. Line, bar,
semi- log, customizable symbols

•Open Order Reporting • On Line Inquiry
• Serial/Lot C Tracking

INVENTION Software

Applied Micro Business Systems, Inc.

1750 Drew St , Clearwater. FL 34615
••• FREE CATALOG •••

MAC

813-443-7049

nquiry 639.

ITTF Riverside Ave. Newport Beach, CA 92663

(313) 996-8108

714-759-0582

Inquiry 645.

nquiry 650.

LANS
68000 / 68020 / 68881

Are you about to spend thousands of dollars for

COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

Novell or 3-COM?

for the 68000, 68020 and 68881 chips- includes the

The in,siblo Network does Me same thing, but costs only

chips, power supply,

serial

interface with software

68000/68020 cross assembler ( hosted on a PC), documentation.

schematic,

Operating

System,

cables

Special Price- 5110000

Phone URDA, Inc.
1-800-338-0517

$249 per machine True NETBIOS-compatible Local Area Network with high-speed 18 Mbps interlace cards, cables, and
all networking software Works great with Mufti- user dBASE,
Clipper. OuickSilker, FoxBASEk. and all other file- sharing and

MARKETING
FREE BROCHURE & CATALOG
If you have a computer product that you're
marketing
or thinking about marketing
we
can help We'll help you get free publicity from computer magazine editors, user groups and computer
stores Send for a free brochure today

multi-user software

Database Specialties (
415) 652-3630
PO. Box 2975, Oakland, CA 94618

nquiry 640.

DP Directory, Inc.
525 Goodale Hill Road, Ste 410 Glastonbury, CT 06033

(203) 659-1065
nquiry 651.

HARDWARE/ADD-ONS
USE JOYSTICK ONE- HANDED!
Still using your joystick two-handed? Hand
sore from holding that joystick? STIKFOOT' lets you use any flat-bottomed
joystick one- handed, and is easily installed.
Just $ 9.95. plus $ 1.90 shipping, check or
money order. Dealer inquiries welcome.

The Softwaresmith
Suite 131, 114 Daniel Webster Highway South
Nashua, NH 03060

nquiry 641.

LAPTOP COMPUTERS

LAPTOP SPECIALS
Toshiba • Zenith • NEC • DATAVUE • SHARP •
NEW! Hard drives available for Tandy 1400 LT &
Toshiba 1100+ • AFFORDABLE 51
4 " or 31
/
/
2"
DRIVE UNITS for LAPTOPS & DESKTOPS •
DICONIX PRINTERS • 768 card for T1000 • 2400
BAUD MODEMS for Laptops • Fast reliable and
friendly service For Low Pricing call

COMPUTER OPTIONS UNLIMITED

201-469-7678 ( 7 Days, 9 am- 10 pm Eastern time)

nquiry 646.

HARDWARE/COPROCESSOR
SCIFOX'PARALLEL COPROCESSOR

2 PC and 2peLlte
2PC: Connects any two PC's for file transfer and communication
Features • 115.200 baud transfer rate • directory trees • chat mode
'file tagging/viewing/deletion print featly " universal cable • free
cable wiring diagram ( so you can " roll your own" cable') • 31
2 "
/
8 51
/ - disks Complete • 855 $80). without cable - 845.
4
2K LA.: Less Expensive. Worlis Great' Complete- $40 (List $50).
without cable - 830. Both programs have 43- line mode

210 California Ave., Suite K, Palo Alto, CA 94306

Inquiry 642.

MEMORY CHIPS
412564512-10

Call

51003 ( 1 Meg)

4164-15

Call

51258 for Compaq 3136.Call

Cables sold separately ser/par kbd. mon. 8 others

Thompson Computing,

587F NVentu Park Road.
Suite 306. Newbury Park, CA 91320, ( 805)498-7653
VISA/MC add 4%

nquiry 647.

4164-12

Call

8087-3-2

Call

41128 Piggy Back he NI

Call

80287-6-8-10

Call

41464-12 (64(841

Call

80387

Call

414256 ( 2566,41.

Call

NEC-V-20-8

Cao

2764,27128.27256,27512
Call
Mouse
Prices sulciect to ChaOse,

ESSKAY

ZIP Image Processing

Call (
314) 962-7833 for VISA/MC. or send check
$79 u $ 2 s/h MO add 5.8%

Hogware Company
470 Belleview, St Louis, MO 63119
(314) 962-7833

Inquiry 643.
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Call

718-353-3353

nquiry 652

DRIVE MULTIPLE MONITORS
with one PC using our VOPEX video port expanders. Featuring no loss of resolution or color,
presentations are more dramatic. We have a
VOPEX for PC, PS/2, MAC II & workstations. Units
are available from 2 to 10 output ports

NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES INC.
800-RGB-TECH or 216-543-1646

MCNISAJAMEX

19145 Elizabeth St., Aurora, OH 44202

nquiry 653.

IMAGE PROCESSING

ZIP brings video image processing to the PC Control
ImageWise video digitizer, use 1 or 2 serial ports to capture/display images from any video source Outstanding
image display on FGA/EEGANGA in color and 64 gray levels

Call

MONITOR INTERFACE

PC/XT/AT/386 plug-in board with Forth software. 10
MIPS operation, up to 50 MIPS burst. 64K to 1M
byte memory. Uses Harris RTX 2000^ RISC
realtime CPU with 1- cycle multiply. 1- cycle
14- priority interrupts, two 256-word stacks, three
16- bit timer/counters, 16- bit i/o bus. Ideal for realtime control, signal and image processing and
multiple board operation. From $ 1.995.

SILICON COMPOSERS, INC. (415) 322 -8763

MEMORY CHIPS

MUSIC
LAP- LINK
The ultimate solution for linking laptop computer with any IBM
compatible desktop PC 115 200 baud racoler rato- tastes than
any other product available No installation necessary, easy to
use split screen design includes incredible -universal cable"
that connects any two computers Transfer entire disks faster
han aDOS copy command ,Only $ 129.95 including universal
cable and both 31
/ "and 5t." disks " Bridge" owners can trade
2
in for only $89.95 we cable

Traveling Software, Inc.
19310 North Creek Parkway, Bothell WA 98011
1-800-343-8080 ( 206) 483-8088

Inquiry 648.

MIDI - PC/XT

s84.95

Your MIDI instruments can talk with your PC/XT via a
MIDIATOR. Software INCLUDED , KE Enote^ Sequencer,
KE Eboard Splitter/Auto-Chorder. & MIDI Monitor Requires
256K, DOS 20k, Std Serial Port ( COM1 or COM2) & std
cables Needs no modifications, exp slot, or power sup Introductory Price $8495,5.00 s/h, TX res add 775% tax MC.
VISA. Check ( allow 10 days)

Key Electronic Enterprises
9112 Hwy 80, Sude 221-B, Fort Worth, TX 76111,
(817) 560-1912

nquiry 654

THE BUYER'S MART
PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS

PC BOARDS

Modula- 2

FREE SOFTWARE

Graphix brings the widely used MetaWIndcr« professional
graphics library to users of JPI TopSpeed. Lognech. and other
M2 compilers Supports multiple fonts, image scaling, mouse
tracking, many printers. and over 30 display adapters Call
for free demo Only $ 149 15189 with source) Includes
MetaWindow package From the creators of Repertoire ( S89).
NetMod 469), Dynarnatrix ($69), EmsStorage 1E491, etc
MC/VISA/AMEX/COD.

World's largest Free Software Library of IBM PC & Com.
patibles and Macintosh. Over 3000 programs for
Religion, Utilities, Business, Com . Word Processor,
Education, and Games on 54" and 35" format Best
quality, Lowest rate, and Fastest service For fast free
catalogue write to

P- C- B ARTWORK MADE EASY!
'Help Screens
• Dip & Sip Library
•Printer or Plotter Artwork
• Supports Mice
•Auto- Router available
• ICON Menus
Requirements. IBM or Compatible PC. 384K RAM.
DOS 3.0 or later.
PCBoards• $ 99 00

DEMO $ 10 00

PCBoards

PMI

2145 Highland Ave / Sta 201, Birmingham, AL 3E205
(205) 933-1122

Inquiry 655.

PUBLIC DOMAIN

nquiry

4536 SE 50th, Portland, OR 97206
(503) 777-8844; TLX: 650-2691013

660.

Buy or Rent Si/disk

SOFTSHOPPE

PO Box 15022, Ann Arbor MI 46106
(313) 763-8721

nquiry 666.

PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS
FREE BUYER'S GUIDE

Microsoft QuickBASIC
Does Database Management.
is

db/LIB Database Library
100% dBASE file compat Only $ 139.00.

AJS Publishing, Inc.

See Page 39
Programmer's Connection is an independent dealer
representing more than 250 manufacturers orto cser 750 software products for IBM personal computers Call to receive
our FREE comprehensive Buyer's Guide or refer to page 39
of this issue to see apartial list of our software products

Programmer's Connection
800-336-1166
216-494-3781

(800) 992-3383
(213) 215-9145 In CA.

$4.00 SHAREWARE $ 4.00
II381-PC Compatible Software
•Over 700 Disks to Choose From
• Not Half Full Like Some Distributors
• Dozens of Programs in Al, Categories
Call or Write for FREE Catalog on Disk
- Please specify 51
4 " or 3%2" Disk /

The Software Kingdom

PO Box 555 Auburn, NH 03032-0555
1- 800- 552- DISK ( In N.H.I (8031 483-5055

nquiry 667.

nquiry 661.

PUBLIC DOMAIN

Cor TPascal Code Instantly
Complete database in just minutes. Draw & Paint
your screen, show what fields to use for indexesThat's it- running source code in 6 seconds.
Automatic context sensitive help, programmer
does on each program. $389TTPascal ver.
$499fTC or MS- C ver

or

Call ASCII ( 800) 227-7681

OUTSTANDING IBM SOFTWARE

We send you 15-20 new IBM programs a month on 5
disks- FREE! You pay only $ 5 shipping/handling Annual membership reg $ 2995 Join today for only $ 9.95
and we'll send you over 30 programs on 10 disks as a
bonus- FREE! No gimmicks- no catches'

A.C.L. (916) 973-1850

SOFTWARE of the MONTH CLUB

1621 Fulton A.. Suite 435-B, Sacramento. CA 9582D

TLIB' 4.0 Version Control
The best gets better! They loved TLIB 3.0 "
packed with
features (does deltas) amazingly fast
excellent' - PC Tech Journal Sept 87. "
has my highest
recommendation"- R. Richardson, Computer Shopper Aug 87. Now TLIB 4.0 has: branching, mcre
keywords, wildcards & file lists, revision merge, LAN
and WORM drive support. more MS/PC-DOS 2x & 3x
699.95 u $3 585. Visa/MC

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
P 0 Box 4156. Cary, NC 27519

(
919) 856-0475

800 669-2669 ext 348

we take vlsemastercard(amex

$3.00 SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC

GRADEASE OR CHECKEASE

Hundreds to choose from, wordprocessors.
databases, spreadsheets, games, lotto, communications, business, music, bible, art, education,
language and useful utilities for making your computer easier to learn. Most programs have
documentation on the disk.
WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG TODAY!

GRADEASE FOR TEACHERS is the ultimate, Maintains
grades Prints class lists, reports, and seating charts
(IBM, Apple II, C64/128)
CHECKEASE FOR EVERYBODY is the best checkbook
program available. Tracks bills, Records tax info Reconciles unlimited accounts. Prints checks and user formatted reports, and more!!! ( IBM only)
Shareware $ 10 or $ 2995 for registration ( n $ 2 P&H)

BEST BITS & BYTES

PO Box 8245, Dept B Van Nuys, CA 91409
in CA: 18181 781-9975
800- 245- BYTE

nquiry 663.

nquiry 657.

toll free

nquiry 668.

nquiry 662.

nquiry 656.

FREE SOFTWARE

ONLY 62.75/DISK OR LESS
Our collection contains the latest versions of the Best
Shareware and Public Domain Programs Most are menu
drben with full documentation 3.50" format is also available
Orders shipped First Class Within 24 hours and Satisfaction
is guaranteed Write for free printed catalogue or send a25,
stamp for adisk catalogue

SOFTWARR

11919 Barrytree Drive, Houston, Texas 77070
(713) 955-8210

nquiry 669.

SCANNING SERVICE
TURBO PLUS $ 99.95
Programming tools for Turbo Pascal 1.0 Screen Painter,
Code Generator. I/O Fields, Dynamic Menus,
Programming Unit Libraries, Sample Programs,
280 Page Illustrated Manual 60 Day Sansfaction
Guarantee! Brochures 8 Demo Diskettes avail
Highly Favorable Reviews! IBM & Compatibles

Nostradamus Inc.

3191 South valley SI(
Suite 2521 Sail i_rwe City UT 84109
(801) 487-9662

FREE SOFTWARE
BEST OF PUBLIC DOMAIN
& SHAREWARE.
Carefully selected and
edited programs for I.B.M.
Send S.A.S.E. for free catalog.

C.C.S., Inc. Dept B1
PO Box 312, Lafayette Hill, PA 19444

PO Box 2875- BY, Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
(312) 469-3405

nquiry 664.

nquiry 658.

Signature Scanning Service
If you have a HP LaserJet Plus, Series II or compatible, have your signature made into a graphic macro
Save time! Save yourself from writer's cramp , Let your
LaserJet sign those letters for you , Includes instructions
for most popular word processors One signature only
$50 Three or more, only $40 each Logos and letterheads also available from $ 125 Send for free
samples ,

Orbit Enterprises, Inc.

nquiry 670.

SECURITY

Get INSIDE!

INSIDE is apowerful software performance analysis
tool for popular PC compilers INSIDE , measures the
execution time of every function or procedure with
microsecond accuracy or computes how often each
source line is executed Simply compile your application and INSIDE! does the rest $ 75

Paradigm Systems Inc.
P 0 Box 152, Milford, MA 01757

(800) 537-5043
nquiry 659.

In MA: ( 508) 478-0499

RENT SOFTWARE $ 1/DISK
Rent Public Domain and User Supported Software
for $ 1 per diskfull or we'll copy. IBM ( 31
2 " also),
/
Apple, C-64, Sanyo 550 and Mac. Sampler $ 3.
VISA/MC 24 hr. info/order line. ( 619) 941-3244 or
send 0/10 SASE ( specify computer) Money Back
Guarantee!

FutureSystems
Box 3040 ( T), Vista, CA 92083
office: 10-6

nquiry 665.

PST

MonrSat. ( 619) 941-9761

TOTAL PRIVACY $ 49
Powerful data protection for PC/AT-documents,
databases, spreadsheets- any data. The Diary's DES
and Ultra Fast encryption keep the curious out. Menu
and command line modes. Comprehensive Help Clear
manual starts you quickly. 649 Introductory price. $10
Demo. VISA/MC/COD. 90 day money back guarantee

DIARY

1-800-87- DIARY

Toll Free Information 24 Hours e Day
Or write, PO Box 70443, Bellevue, WA 98007

Inquiry 671.
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SECURITY
BIT- LOCK®

SECURITY

Piracy SURVIVAL 5YEARS proves effectiveness
of powerful multilayered security. Rapid decryption
algorithms. Reliab'e/small port transparent security
device. PARALLEL or SERIAL port. Countdown
and timeout options also available. KEY-LOK'
security at about 1/2 BIT- LOCK cost.

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122
(303) 922-6410

Inquiry 672.

SOFTWARE/BASIC

SOFTWARE/CHURCH

LOOKING FOR
COMPILED BASIC TOOLS?
Having trouble finding tools, books and utilities for
Compiled BASIC? We carry a full line.
Call KOMPUTERWERK for our FREE Catalog:
1-800-423-3400

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.
851 Parkview Blvd. Pittsburgh, PA 15215
For info, call ( 412) 782-0384

nquiry 678.

PowerChurch Plus®

Fast, friendly, reliable church administration
system. Full fund accounting, mailing lists,
membership, contributions, attendance, word
processing, accts. payable, payroll, multi-user
support, and much more - all for $695 complete. FREE demo version.

F1 SOFTWARE

PO Box 3096, Beverly Hills, CA 90212
1213) 854-0865

nquiry 683.

SOFTWARE/BASIC TOOLS
COPY PROTECTION
«ff. he world's ioading software manufacturers depend
I on Softguard copy protection systems. Your FREE
DISKETTE introduces you to SuperLoce—invisible copy
protection for IBM-PC (ard compatibles) and Macintosh.
•Hard disk support
• No source code changes
•Customized versons
• LAN support
•New upgrades available

(408) 773-9680
SOFTGUARD SYSTEMS, INC.
710 Lair..y. Su. 200, Sunny.., CA 940003
FAX (lag 773-1401S

nquiry 673.

ROMAR CHURCH SYSTEMST"

CluickWindows

As seen In the Microsoft Value- Pack Catalog!
Create windows, pop-up and pull-down menus, data-entry
screens, and multiple- input dialog boxes quickly and easily.
Full support of Microsoft mouse. Join the many Fortune 500
companies using OuickWindcsys and order your copy today
OuickWindows $79. Advanced $ 139 For Microsoft
OuickBASIC or BASCOM. See pg.78, BYTE, March ' 88.

Software Interphase, Inc.

SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEMS

.neey
sompine ruffincei sheem classroom designed and ten
ern the Small Bueness Owner in mind Business capital Ci Amer. ay
AN Present The YES ,Collechca (c) ( Your EffiNency System) Sean's
modules . rtlen by New England sRoss &Matra II Xyou are gaffing asea
Cuaness or have been in brffin.s tor less tnan Me years and can ...el
oriXemonal trainers na telephone then the YE Slic)cumculurn eV you
Choose non, our Staffing aNe. Venture". '' Tne Hone Based hotness
o- -Women in Busnasi each tux around NCR Hardware and a, , •
.osunting software that we Yelp you custorn. Ask purisell lyon
.
.sene. the best then say YES Woe or Call now for our freebie>, •

ALTERNATIVE BUSINESS TRAINING, INC.
206 Washington Street, Keene, NH 03431
1-800-328-7677
(in NH 357-5111)

reports any field(s) Offenng-256 funds; optional pledge.
statements, post to 255x/y1 Financegen ledger w/budget, up
to 500 subtotals & 99 depts month & YTD reports anytime for
any Month Attendance -8service times. 250 events per ser
orce. 60 consecutive weeks Available for floppy, 31/y 8 hard
disk Ad too short. Write for free 48- page guide.

Romar Church Systems, Attn: BJB
P.O. Box 4211, Elkhart, IN 46514

5Bradley St., Suite 106 • Providence, RI 02908
(401) 274-5465
Cell now for Free Demo Disk

nquiry 679.

SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEMS

Membership61 fields plus alternate addresses. labels. letters,

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
DATA

(219) 262-2188
nquiry 684.

ENTRY

SYSTEM

Heads-clown data entry with tve> pass verification for the
PC/XT/AT - PS/2 8. oompatibles, Loaded with features
like: Auto dup & skip verify bypass, range checks, &
Table lookups. Fully menu dnven only $395.
Call for free 30 day trial period.

COMPUTER KEYES
21929 Makah Rd., Woodway, WA 98020
(206) 776-8443
1-800-356-0203

Inquiry 674.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
PRACTICAL ENGINEERING TOOLS
Hobbyists—Students— Engineers
CIRCUIT DESIGN_CompDes. menu selections from
basic electricity through circuit designs.
MATHEMATICS_CompMath, menu selections from
general math through statistics.
ANALYSIS_CompView. Fourier Analysis of waveforms
and filters. PC/MSDOS. 949 each. VISA/MC

BSOFT SOFTWARE (614) 491-0832
444 Colton Rd , Columbus. OH 43207

Inquiry 685

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING TUTOR $ 79.95
Peanuts and Caviar Accounting Software is designed to introduce the principles of accounting
and bookkeeping to non- accountants through its
software and textbook. It then may be used as your
business accounting software. Being used by
educational institutions to teach accounting ( e.g.,
Pepperdine, etc.) $ 79.00

COUNTERTRADE PRODUCTS, INC.

TSA88-TRANSPORTATION

Affordable Engineering Software

A general-purpose System for solving transportation,
assignment and transhipment problems Solves
transportation problems with up to 510 ongns and/or
destinations by applying the Transportation Simplex
Algorithm. Menu-driven with features similar to LP88.
Requires 192K, $149 with 8087 support user's guide
VISAJMC

FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & CATALOG

EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC.

5145 Idylw,ld Tr , Boulder. CO 80301

PO. Box 15328, Alexandria, VA 22309

303-530-5433

(703) 360-7600

Inquiry 675.

nquiry 680.

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
•
.3eneral Ledger
• Purch Ord/Invntory
•Accounts Recvbl.
• Accounts Payable
•Order Entry
• Job Costing
•Sales Analysis

• Job Estimating

$99 EA. * s8rh w/dBASE 2,3 or 3+ SOURCE CODE

dATAMAR SYSTEMS 4876-B Santa Monica Ave

Sal Diego, CA 92107

Cr. Crd/Chk/COD

(
619) 223-3344

nquiry 676

Circuit Analysis • Root LOCUS •Thermal Analysis • Plotter Drivers • Engineering Graphics • Signal Processing
• Active/Passive Filter Design • Transfer Function/FFI
Analysis • Logic Simulation • Microstrip Design •
PC/MSDOS • Macintosh • VISA/MC

BV Engineering *Professional Software
2023

Chicago Ave Sude B-13. Riverside. CA 92507
(714) 781-0252

nquiry 686.

VERSATILE DSP & DISPLAY

dFELLER Inventory
Business inventory programs written in moditiabie dBASE
source code.
dFELLER Inventory 8150.00
Requires dBASE II or Ill, PC-DOS/CPU
dFELLER Plus 8200.00
with History and Purchase Orders
Requires dBASE Ill or dBASE Ill Plus ( For Stockroorns

Feller Associates

PC DATA MASTER is aDOS shell which Integrates a
full set of signal processing functions: flexible graphics,
data file math, DSP utilities, data sampling/generation.
and interactive help. Support for CGA, EGA, VGA. Herd
& AT&T. Add custom analysis or graphics functions
easily using your favorite compiler. $135. Toolklt $45.
Demo 610.

Durham Technical Images

550 CR PPA, Route 3, Ishpeming, MI 49849
(906) 486-6024

nquiry 681.

P0 Box 72, Durham, New Hampshire 03824-0072
(603) 868-5774

Inquiry 687.

SOFTWARE/ASTRONOMY
EARTH SATELLITE FORECASTS

FINANCE MANAGER II

SPACE BIRDS predicts visibility of earth satellites such as
Mir, Salyut 7, NOAA 10 against the star background; runs
on PCAT/AT Described in BYTE 6/88, p 82 Reviewed in
Sky& Telescope 7/88, p. 70. Quarterly Space Ornithology
New-defter keeps SPACE BIRDS purchasers informed
inquire tor details.

Easy to learn, fully integrated, menu-driven bookkeeping system for small business and personal
use. IBM PC, )(T, AT, PS/2 or compatible. ihy before

Astronomical Data Service
P0 Box 26180, Colorado Springs, CO 80936
(719) 597-4068

Inquiry 677,
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you buyl General Ledger evaluation copy for only
$10!

(
719) 528-8989
HOOPER INTERNATIONAL: PO Box

nquiry 682.

•Ppellne/Ductwork Sizing
•Pump/Fan/Compr. Sizing
•Heat Exchanger Sizing
•Fluid Properties Library

•
•
•
•

Orifice/Contra Valve Sizing
Project Financial Analysis
Conversion Calculator
Specification Writer

Above programs In one stand alone Integrated
package for $695. For IBM PC & Macintosh.

CALL TODAY!

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80962

Engineer's Aide
Join the Desktop Engineering Revolution!

E

62219,

1800-367-3585

nquiry 688

CO 8\I
P 0 Bo> 270, Woobstield, OH 43793

THE BUYER'S MART
SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
• COMPOSITE ANALYSIS •
Menu driven program for
analyzing composite laminates
•Calculates fiber stresses 8 strains
•Graphical strength ratios
•Database includes Graphite, Kevlar 8 Fiberglass
•SI/US units, thermal 8 moisture effects
Send check/MO for $225 or $3 for demo disk to

GS composites

7627 E .371h N. ono& Wichita, KS 67226

Inqt.iry 689.

FORECAST

PRO

An excellent forecasting package that uses artificial intelligence to help both the beginner and the experienced
forecaster achieve top-notch results Time series
analysis techniques include exponential smoothing,
Boo-Jenkins, 8, dynamic regression

CALL NOW FOR A FREE DEMO DISK!
Business Forecast Systems, Inc.
68 Leonard Street, Belmont, MA 02178

MINUTEMAN Software
PO Bo, 171'Y Slow. Masseeni,etts U SA

(508)

MICROCOMPATIBLES
301 Prelude Dr., Dept. B. Silver Spring, MD 209011.16a
(301) 593-0683

nquiry 700.

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL
SIMULATION WITH GPSSIPC'

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER?
Now you can call 2-D and 3-D graphics routines witnin yriur
FORTRAN program.
GRAFMATIC: screen routines $ 135
PLOTMATIC: pioner driver
135.
PRINTMATIC: printer driver
135
For the IBM PC. XT, AT 8 compatibles. We sepal
variety of compilers. graphics bd.. plotters and printers.

(617) 484-5050 TELEX # 710-3201382

nquiry 695.

GPSS/PC^ is an IBM personal computer implementation of the popular mainframe simulation language
GPSS. Graphics, animation and an extremely interactive environment allow atotally new view of your simulations Simulate complex real-world systems with the
mort interactive and visual yet economical simulation
software.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

SOFTWARE/FORECAST

GEOLOGICAL CATALOG
Geological software for log plotting. gridding/contouring, hydrology, digitizing, 3-D solid modelling,
synthetic seismogram, fracture analysis, image processing, scout ticket manager, over 50 programs
in catalog. Macintosh too! Please call, or write, for
Free Catalog!

897-5662 ext. 540 (800)223-1430 ext. 540

FORTHWITH DRUMA FORTH-83

Prayerful. well deeigned. User friendly. Attractively p
ed. Enhance productivity. Reduce development time.
•No 64K limit, 16 bit speed to 320K. 1Mb* memory
•On-line dochglossary. lull DOS 8 file interface
•Assembler, editor, examples, many utilities
15 day unconditional guarantee. From 879. UM 52. VISA•MC
IBM PC/XT/AT d all compatibles. Other packages inquire

DRUMA INC.

RockWare, Inc.

4251 Kipling St

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

Suite 595 Wheal Ridge. CO 80033 USA

(303) 423-5645

64-48 Hwy 290 East Ewa Austin, TX 78723
Orders: 512-323-0403
Elfloard: 512-323 240;

nquiry 701.

nquiry 690

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
Circuit Analysis - SPICE

TürboGeometry Library

FORTRAN for Macintosh

Non-linear DC & Transient; Linear AC.

Over 150 283 dimensional routines, includes Intersections, Transformations, Equations, HiddenLines,
Perspective, Curves, Areas, Volumes, Clipping, Planes,
Vectors, Distance, Polydecomp, IBM PC and Comp.
MAC. MSDOS 2+ Turbo Pascal, Turbo C, MSC & Turbo
Pascal MAC. 400 pg. manual, source code. $149.95
5.00 S&H. VISA, MC, Chk, PO. 30 Day guarantee.

Language Systems FORTRAN is a full-featured FORTRAN 77 compiler integrated w/MPW. Full ANSI FORTRAN 77 plus VAX-type extensions. SANE numeric.ii
calculations & data types incl. COMPLEX'16. 68000,
68020 and 68881 object coda Arrays greater that
Link with Pascal, C, MacApp. $304 w/MPW via a,r
MCNISA/Check. MAC., SE, Mac II. HD req.

•Version 381 with BSIM, GaAs, JFET,
1140SFET, BIT, diode, etc. models, screen
gsaphics, improved speed and convergence.
s Pc Version 2G6 available at $ 95.
Call, write, or check inquiry # for more into.

Northern Valley Software
2E327 Rothrock Dr, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274

(213) 541-3677

Disk Software, Inc.

Language

2116 E. Arapaho # 487, Richardson, TX 75081

Inquiry 702.

nquiry 696.

nquiry 691.

FREE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
Personal Engineering is a monthly magazine sent
tree of charge ( USA only) to scientists/engineers
who use PCs for technical applications. Topics
each month include Instrumentation • Data
AcqiControl • Design Automation. To receive a
free sample issue and qualification form either cir-

SEGS

SUBPROGRAM LIBRARIES

SCIENTIFIC & ENGINEERING GRAPHICS SYSTEM

Five vciumes of source code Math, Statistics. Graphics. GO 3
8 BIOS d 110 functions. Spectroscopy. Up to 98% le. Lee*
code with our fully tested library. Manuals with examples
guarantee fag success. Portability insured for BASIC. PASCA,
under MS-DOS, Mac-OS, VMS, HP300. Prices start $ 145 per
volume. 30 day $ back. VISA/MC/PO.

See "
What's New" pg 82, BYTE June, 1988
Log, Data & Linear Axes; Cone Fitting 8 Smoothing 1-2-3
Interface; Numeric Spreadsheet. Supports all Video Standards. PC Printers & Plotters. 10 Cunies w/5000 points each
Plus much more Call Today

cle below or send request on letterhead to:

Personal Engineering Communications
Box 1821, Brookline. MA 02146

Edmond Software
3817 Windover Drive
Edmond, Oklahoma 73013

Scientific LOGICS, Inc.

1-405-842-0058
1-800-992-3425

21910 Alcazar Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014
Phi/ 408-4464575

Composer.. 7.10 ,7,a6.t

nquiry 703.

nquiry 697.

nquiry 692.

Systems Corp.

441 Carlisle Drive, Herndon, VA 22070
(703) 478-0181

(214) 423-7288

SOFTWARE/LOTTERY
PC- LOTTO VER

EC.Ace ANALOG CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

FPLOT PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR

You can afford to get started with EC-Ace, a subset of
the powerful ECA-2 circuit simulator. Includes all the
basics and built-in graphics.
•AC, DC, Temperature, Transient
•A full 525 pg. EC.42 manual.
•Interactive, twice as fast as SPICE

Use your dot matrix or laser printer as an HP pen
plotter. Fast hi res output. Vary line width. Includes

$50 US REGISTERED COPY INCLUDES ONE
YEAR MEMBERSHIP IN PC- LOTTO CLUB

VPLC/T virtual plotter utility to capture plotting com-

NEWSLETTER + A NEW VERSION ONE YEAR

mands. Supports NEC P5/P6, IBM Proprinter, Epson LO/MX/FX, HP Laserjet. Uses Hercules, CGA,

LATER. COMES WITH MOST US AND CANA
DIAN LOTTOS, AUSTRALIA SHAREWARE VER

EGA or VGA for screen preview. $64 check or m.o.

SION $8 US OR ASK PC-CLUBS. MAIN BES
FREEWARE HOUSES. ( IBM-PC comp)

EC -Ace 2.31 IBM PC

or Mac $ 145.

Call 313-883-8810 for FREE DEMO

Tatum Labs, Inc.
1478 Mark Twain

CI,Ann

FPLOT CORPORATION

nquiry 704.

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS

SOFTWARE/FINANCIAL
"THE FINANCIAL PLANNER" SOFTWARE
SA/E 40% Retail $9995 -OUR PRICE S59.95 1.200 Sf 1-1 )
FK1 rmideres ado 6% 8 Menu Dmen program wonmed Martial
•8ular'ue Checkbook
*Prepare Budgee
•Vrepare Financial Statements

.Loan Amonesoon Schedule
•Manage Inverinnerts
•Plan Savings 8 more

Specify Apple Ilc, Ile. Ilgs. IBM PC or Compatible
CKSMCNISA
SHIPPED UPS
SOFTECH INDUSTRIES, INC.

717-584-5191

RD 1, Br 117A. Dept E3901. Hughesville. PA 17737

nquiry 694.

870 Gladiola Ave, Victoria B.C.
CANADA 462 218 18041 479-8538

212-418-8469
nquiry 698.

rcuiry 693.

LOTTOVVA R E

Suite 605. 24-16 Steinway St , Astoria, NY 11103

Arbor, MI 48103

2.1 (+ CLUB)

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
B&W or

color reproductions

of your display on any

dot matrix. inkjet, or laser printer GRAFPLUS supports

all

versions of PC or MS-DOS with

IBM

(
incl.

What? You've never seen
function?

a complex

AT LAST! Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled
Try

1(z)-

The Complex Variables Graphing Padame
for PC's with CGAJEGA

EGA, VGA), Tecrnar, and Hercules graphics boards.

"Let our animated screens show you what
the printed page cannot."

Jewell Technologies, Inc.

Lascaux Graphics

84995

4740 441h Ave. SW, Seattle, WA 98116

(212) 654-7429

800-628-2828 x 527 ( 206) 937-1081
nquiry 699.

nqu:ry 705.
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THE BUYER'S MART
SOFTWARE/PACKAGING
HARD TO FIND COMPUTER SUPPLIES FOR
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS & POWER USERS
Cloth binders & slipcases like IBM's. Vinyl binders,
boxes,

and

folders

in

many

sizes.

Disk

pages,

envelopes, & labels Low quantity impnnting. Bulk diem.
Everything you need to bring your software to market.
Disk and binder mailers. Much more! Low Prices! Fast
service Call or write for a FREE CATALOG.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
"powerful and easy to use..."
Ask for our tree 16 page brochure with complete
product descriptions and detailed technical application notes ( and for a brief description of two of our
products see "What's Ne.te'

2034 East 7000 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84121-3144

Anthropomorphic Systems, Limited
376 E Si Charles Rd

Lombard, IL 60148

1-800- DEAL- NOW

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility. Run as an
MS-DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Supports most languages and filetypes including Btrieve
and dBASE. Unlimited filesizes, multiple keys and
much more! MS-DOS $
149. XENIX $249.

(702) 588-3737
Opt-Tech Data Processing

(801) 943-0290

312-629-5160

nquiry 706.

Byte, page 84, July(88).

MicroMath Scientific Software

SOFTWARE/SORT

PO Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

nquiry 712.

Inquiry 718.

SOFTWARE/TAX PREP
SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

LET'S TALK LABELS

Scientific/Engineering/Graphics Libraries
Turbo 8 Lightspeed Pascal, Modula2, C

We are acomplete software packaging service.

Send for FREE catalogue of software tools for Scientists and
Engineers Includes: Scientific subroutine libraries, device
independent graphics libraries including EGA, HP plotter
and Laser(et support), scientific charting libraries, 3-D plotting library, data acquisition libraries, menu-driven process
control software hersions available for a variety of popular
languages.

Mice & Associates

Quinn- Curtis

9303 Cincinnati-Columbus Rd West Chester, OH 45069
513-777-0133

1191 Chestnut St., Unit 2-5, Newton, MA 02164
(617) 965-5660

We do elk label. (5Kr•& 31
2 )
/
• Better • Fester • Cheaper •
Be , ause e« specialize in disk labels.. Le's Talk
We aleo hese llisek Sleeves
Mailers • Binders • Vinyl Pages

nquiry 707.

nquiry 713.

Scientific Software
Scientific CALCULATOR parallel processing &
graphics, Scl.NOTEPAD free-form data management,
DIALSEARCH literature searches, SCLGRAPHPAD
and SCI.STATPAD graphics-aided data analysis
(locysemilog plots, error bars, whet fit, more). From $85 On 5,4 and 31
/ " MS-DOS disks. 30 day S back.
2
VISA/MC/PO. Also see our ad under LANGUAGES

Scientific LOGICS Inc.

ALLIGATOR TECHNOLOGIES
PC Boir 9706 Founta,n WO.. CA 921021

FAX. (714) 650-9987 »CI. ALLIGATOR

nquiry 708.

Illinois Business Machines Inc.
Department MAO
1403 Box 310 Troy Rd Edwardsville. IL 62025
PH. 8 ( 618) 692-6060

SOFTWARE/TOOLS

DATA ACQUISITION á ANALYSIS ON PC'S

Tei. (714) 6509964

• Used nation wide
• Menus, user friendly
• Step-by-step data entry • Prints W-2 & 1099
• Free phone support
• PC compatible

nquiry 719.

SOFTWARE SCIENTIFIC
•T•••
Tell us •.u, yag DSP woo«. we...
A/D or OM nee. Ow amen «wee.«
e« prow« y. ate •
NMI. Iwamoto« >ow needs matl budget
•ArD 5 IEEE ea bow. bons
ScentIllc Solute+0, me
men Demros
•Analyse teems «dual% PRIME FACTOR FFT eubrœwe Weary
FOURtER PERSPECTIVE II .85Ufeelormer seisms sneer
•Menu Orly. •oltear• front UM., Laboratory eichnokeies Dome
Curos «Id Odow, SclenalloAmenmeng 2430 graph.
Sert -Mute Ple« - pep 80. fIrTE Jury eee
LOW PRICES—SonWerflon GUARANTEED

W-2 & 1099 ON FLOPPY
The MAC COLLECTION of programs make an IRS/SSA FOR.
MAT floppy from a data entry screen or imported ASCII file
includes manual and application forms.

21910 Alca/ar Ave

(408) 446-3575

CupertInn CA 95014

NATURAL LANGUAGE SOFTWARE
Use JAKE to create afront end to your database, game,
or graphics program! JAKE translates English queries
and commands into C function calls and data structures.
JAKE offers context-sensitive semantic processing; interfaces easily; < 64K mem.
$495.

5525 Scotts Valley Dr 022. Scotts Valley, CA 95066

(408) 438-6922

Compusery 74017,663

nquiry 714.

INTERACTIVE DEMO $ 10

ENGLISH KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS, INC.

Inquiry 720.

STATISTICS
POWERFUL EON SOLVER
$99 RISK FREE OFFER WITH FREE WORD PROCESSOR!
• "A real Bargain" IEEE • "Des over 40 years by aerospace
vets" EE TIMES • "Defines new functions" Eng'g Tools
CURVE'. • Graph results ACROSS SINGULARITIES •
Change parameters/conditions • Fit 80th order curves to
imported data • COMPLEX/real roots • Din Eg • Indefinite
Integrals • More • MS-DOS, 640k, graphics card
Call Today! 800/621-0849 x 330
8,30-5,30 PTime • VISA/MC/AMEX/Check

Curve System International
747 Moreno Ave, LA. CA 90049

Inquiry 709,

KALA4AN FILTERING SOFTWARE
Dr Berman's FORTRAN programs and source code librares are
still in use at JPL end vastly simplify use or development of Kalman
Filter applications These highly regarded algorithms and code implementations are compiled to non on PC/MS DOS-based machines
or for your own development in source code All code s oily
documented
• Bierman Estimator Program ( Executable) $250
• Blerman Estimator Program ( Source Code) $500
• Berman Estimation Subroutine Library ( Source Code/$1500
%Pa« or 0 neck le*

TAU CORPORATION

485 AlbOtIO Way Los Gatos CA 95032

STATA

Statistics and graphics join to make STATA the
most powerful package for the PC. No comparable
program is as fast, friendly, and accurate. $ 20
Demo. Quantity discount available. Call toll-free for
more information. AXNISA/MC.

1 - 800-STATA PC
Computing Resource Center
10801 National Boulevard

nquiry 715.

Los Angeles, CA 90064

(213) 470-4341

408 395-9191 • TELEX: 184302 TAU UT

nquiry 721.

SOFTWARE/SECURITY
KEEP YOUR PC PRIVATE!

THE SURVEY SYSTEM

Acquire and analyze data from commercial or custom
analytical instrumentation. Fast real-time display,
WYSIWYG plotting. Extremely fast applications for curve
fitting, deconvolution, PLS algorithms etc. Spectral
search and archive. Array programming language includes matrix, FFT, graphic commands.

MicroLock PC Security Software protects MS-DOS tiles and
programs from unauthorized access MicroLock features
unlimited pasesoras, Quick Encryption, Locks Directories,
Hides files, Lodes . EXE and .COM files, uses one simple control menu Won-screen help!

questionnaire date. Produces banner format, cross
tabs & related tables statistics (incl. regression) & bar
charts Codes and reports answers to open-end

G IC

MIcroNiche, Inc.

Spectra Calc Data Processing

395 Main St . Salem, NH 03079
800-862-6004
603-898-7600
FAX 603-898-6228

nquiry 710.

Only $89951 ( 43 silt) 30 DAY MONEY SACK GUARANTEE
CheckNisark•C
The Summit. Suite 110, 4350 Brownsboro Rd
Louisville, KY 40207
Orders: (502) 893-4526
FAX (502) 893-4503

questions All reports are camera-ready for professional presentations CRT interviewing option

CREATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEMS
15 Lone Oak Ctr, Dept B. Petaluma, CA 94952

707-765-1001

nquiry 716.

ORDINARY/PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL EON
SOLVER
FOR THE IBM PC 8. COMPATIBLES

MICROCOMPATIBLES INC.
301 Prelude Dr, Silver Spring, MD 20901

HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM'

STATISTICS CATALOG!

-Locks Hard Disk.
• Restricts Floppy Use.
-Protects Subdirectories.
-Normal Use of DOS Commands and Application Software
•IBM PC, XT. AT and lkue Compatibles.
DOS V2.0 and Higher Hard Disk System.
-Keep Other People's HANDS OFF Your System

If you need statistics for IBM PC or Apple II, call
us and let our technical advisors help you find the
statistics programs you need.
Write or call now to get aFREE catalog of statistics
and quality control software.

•989.95

nquiry 711
BYTE • OCTOBER 1988

VISA/MC

SYSTEM CONSULTING, INC.
314 Canterbury Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15238

(301) 593-0683

308

An easyto- use package designed specifically for

(412) 963-1624
nquiry 717.

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
9010 Reseda Blvd Ste 222
Northridge, CA 91324

(800) 451-3030 ( 818) 993-8536 (
CA)
nquiry 722

THE BUYER'S MART
TRANSLATORS

RESULTS NOT SIGNIFICANT?
Next hme use EX- SAMPLE Expert program estrmates sample size
using poorer analysts for comparisons of means, props. regresson.
ANCAA. chr-square,
LISREL. surveys, expeornents, many
mom Justify sample size to funding agencies, plan samphng budget
Can pay for itself m asingle study IBM/MS-DOS, $ 195•5/h ( 50%
educ disc ) VISAJACAMEX/P0, 30-day guarantee Call now for
FREE brochure

The Idea Works, Inc.
100 West Brerwood. Columbia, MO 65203
1-800-5374888

UTILITIES

TRANSLATORS

STATISTICS

314-445-4554

Recover deleted files fast!

son. • Disco.

Docu. only

• FORTRAN IV to G
$474
$68
• PIJI ( Subset G) to C
$474.
$68
• CMS- 2M to Ada
5521
$88.
•Generic METAMORPHOSIS'
1387
$ 34
SEND USA CHECK 4- $ 12 s/h or call for order and data
sheets, custom translator quotation and other services
•Rule-dnven translator featuring do-it-yourself source and
target language definition

J.H. Shannon Associates, Inc.

PO Box 597, Chapel Hill. NC 27514

Disk Explorer now includes automatic file recovery You
type in the deleted file's name. Disk Explorer finds and
restores A. Disk Explorer also shows what's really on disk
view, change or create formats, change a file's status.
change data in any sector MS-DOS $75 US Check/Credit
card welcome

G1UAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl.

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243

(
919) 929-6863

nquiry 729.

nquiry 723.

UTILITIES
NCSS
Professional, easy to use, menu driven
system. Used by over 5,000 researchers.

• 5.0
•5.1
•5.3
•5.4
•56
We accept

THEY

Statistical System -$99
Graphics ( 20 & 3D)-159

Power Pac Supplement-$49
Exp. Design/OC-$49
Survival Analysis- 649
checks, PO's, Visa, MC. Acid $3 eh

NCSS-B

865 East 400 North, Kaysielle, UT 84037

801-546-0445

SIMPLY

NEVER

OPERATING SYSTEMS . XENIX, UNIX. DX10
HARDWARE
. Two discs, Cartridge tape, UPS
OPTIONS

. Data Compression, File ootimizabon

SPECIFICATIONS

. THE ULTIMATE DATA INTEGRITY

DISCOM°

STATISTIX' II
models (ANOVA, regression, logit, PCA, etc),
ARIMA, most standard stet procedures Clear, well
organized documentation. Satisfaction guaranteed.

template. New commands and new versions of existing

PO Box 13204, Roseville, MN 55113
(612) 631-2852

template. Search all directories for files matching a
commands, all with lots of variable options Plus all commands accept special codes to reduce repetitive entries. Get the most from DOS with these time- saving

MS-DOS/PCDOS 2.0 and higher $29.95

routines. For

Driscoll Graphics
135 E Church, P.O Box 625, Clinton. MI 49236

EcSta tic
$49.95
A lull featured StedISteal package !hate powerful, confflnient,
astonishingly easy to use and extraordinarily inexpensike At
last ,A statistical package that gives you the tools you need,
the clarity you want and at a price you can afford. Ideal for
researchers, professionals, and studenta Volume discounts
available. To order call or write to,

SomeWare In Vermont, Inc.
PO Box 215, Montpelier, VT 05602

1
400-451 -45so (4943-3173 In Vermont)

1-800-321-3267 or 1-301-565-8080

FasTeleve
FasTrieve, for IBM-PC and compatibles, indexes
your wordprocessing documents to instantly ( < 1
sec.) retrieve text using your search expressions
(boolean statements, phrases, spelling variations)
Retrieved text can be edited, printed, and saved
to disk. Retells for $ 99. Discounts available.

System Automation Software, Inc.
8555 16th St., Silver Spring, MD 20910
1-800-321-3267 or 1-301-565-8080

MATCH PRINTERS TO PC
For less than $30 klatchFont and Match-a-Printer
are great for foreign and scientific writings. Get all
the characters you need from most programs and
printers (Apple & Epson printers, daisywhee(s, etc).
Greek, French, Italian, Spanish, German, Swedish,
Japanese, graphics... You name it! To receive a
FREE demo disk use the inquiry # below or wnte to.

MATCH SOFTWARE

6426 Coldwater Canyon, North Hollywood, CA 91808-1113

$79.95!!

Order the RED Utilities now! Programs include:
Disk cache speeds hard and floppy disks. Printer
spooler. Batch file compiler speeds batch files.
Path command for data files. Wild card exceptions. Sort directories. Over 10 more programs.
IBM PC. Visa/MC. Send for free catalog.

The Wenham Software Company

5 Burley St, VVenham, MA 01984 ( 508) 774-7036

nquiry 737.

nquiry 732.

nquiry 726.

System Automation Software, Inc.

nquiry 736.

nquiry 731

nquiry 725

Deleted. Completely transparent. Retells for $74.95 with
quantity discounts available.

Enhanced DOS Commands
Get directory listings of all files that don't match a

NH ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE

User, Time on, Time 09, Directories used, Programs
used, Program start/end time, and calculates totals
Tracks direCtones/files, Opened, Created, Renamed,

nquiry 735.

Comprehensive, powerful and incredibly easy-touse. Full screen editor, transformations, linear

$169 PC DOS, $ 99 Apple II.

Logger, for IBM-PC and compatibles, tracks and reports

8555 18th St., Silver Spring, MD 20910

Slotlaan IS. 4902 AD Oosterhout
The Netherlands

nquiry 730.

Inquiry 724.

LOGGER®

FAIL

MIRROR- DISC SOFTWARE
WITH ALTERNATE READ

statistical

WORD PROCESSING
StatPac Gold'°

Voted Worlds Best Statistical & Forecasting Package
in 1987 by PC World Magazine readers. Six times
more votes than the next closest competitor. More
comprehensive & easier to use than all others. Get
Me facts Call now for your FREE brochure
1-800-328-4907

Walonick Associates, Inc.
6500 Nicollet Ave. S., Minneapolis., MN 55423
(612) 866-9022

COPY AT TO PC

The 12mB drive has long been known to READ but NOT
reliably WRITE on 360kB floppies With - CPYAT2PC""
1.2mB drives CAN reliably WRITE 360kB floppies saving a
slot for a second hard dssk Cir backup tape. "CPWIT2PC" (
Not
Copy Protected) offers ' the preferable SOFTWARE SOW.
TION' ONLY $79•34 S/H VISA/MC/COD UPS B/R

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS

655 Skyway, San Carlos, CA 94070
Order toll free 1
800-523 -8777
212 -334-1858 (NY)
FAX 415-593-7875

415 -593 -8777 ( CA)
TELEX EZLNK 62873089

Hebrew, all European, Scandinavran, plus either Hindi, Pun

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
710 Wilshire Blvd., Sude 609, Santa Monica. CA 90401
213/394-8622 Tlx: 5106008273 Gamma Pro SNM

nquiry 738.

nquiry 733.

nquiry 727.

FARSI / GREEK / ARABIC / RUSSIAN
jabi, Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil, Thai, Korean, Viet, or IPA. Full•
featured multi-language word processor supports on-screen
foreign characters and NLO printing with no hardware
modifications. Includes Font Editor. $355 dot matrix; $ 150
adcEl for laser: $19 derma SIN in U.S. inclO. Req. PC, 640K,
graphics 30 day Guarantee MCNISA/AMEX

TEXT RETRIEVAL
TEXT RETRIEVAL
Wee nigh epee Nat roamer earner* for IBM PC cornpatilee arid Agee
klacreoeh computers, Higley «darned
•No No COluersiOn or inducing required
•RearCleee br ee ul any Me ( ASCII EBCDIC. WordStar,
•RAM New* operate, lor immedieu auilablity, also runs as astar
dard DOS spocarion-Desk Accessory on Me Macintosh
•Moms text across deafen, nie bruin!, ( DisplayWnte e WordStro. Us
Word to WordPerreci.Mol
ONLY $79.931
Cali or eerie to order (VISA. MC. COD. Check)

MIcrolytics
300 Main St

Suite 1591, East Rochester, NY 14445

(800) 828-6293

nquiry 728.

(716) 377-0130 In NYS

The NOVA UTILITIES
Twelve advanced DOS programs that are on every
user's wish list. Disk editor, file recovery, point-and shoot window directory manager, encrypt and compress files, DOS command line qualifiers, find,
view, delete, move, copy, more! Less than $6 per
program at only 889.95 complete with 100+ page
manual. MC, Visa Welcome.

NOVA SOFTWARE, Inc.
PO Boo 37464. Albuquerque, NM 87176

nquiry 734.

(
505) 836-8400

PC-Write" Shareware Ver. 2.71

featured word processor/text editor for IBM
PC. With spell check, screen clip, mailmerge, split
screen, ASCII files, macros. Easy to use. Supports
400 printers - LaserJet+ and PostScript. Software,
User Guide, and Tutorial on 2disks for $ 16. Try it,
then register with us for only $89 and get User
Manual, 1 year telesupport, newsletter and 2
upgrades. 90-day guarantee. VISA/MC.
Fast, full

Oulcksoft

14300-88843088 CALL TODAY!
219 First N., 8224-BYTC, Seattle, hA 98109

nquiry 739.
OCTOBER 1988 • BYTE
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Mail-Order Electronics
ALL OTHER INQUIRIES (7AM-5PM PST)

Mail Order Electronics • Worldwide

24 HOUR ORDER HOTLINE

ELECTRONICS

415-592-8097

NEC V20 & V30 CHIPS
Replace the 8086 or 8088 In Your IBM PC and
Increase Its Speed by up to 30 °,0
PrIce

No

UPD701 08-5
UPD 701 08-8
UPC/70108-10
UPD701 16-8
UPD70116-10

7.49
$10.75
$14.95
$11.95
$19.95

(
5MHd) 820 Chip

$

(
8MHs) V20 Chip
(
1011Hz)V200811,
(
8MHz) V30 Chet
ItOMHd) V30 ChIP

7400
Part No.
7400
7402
7404
7405
7406.
7407
7408.
7410
7414
7416
7417
7420
7430
7432
7438
7442
7445
7446
7447
7448
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476

1-9

10+

Part No

1-9

10.

29
.29
.29
.35
39
39
35
29
49
35
35
.29
.29
39
39
49
79
89
89
195
39
39
39
49
45

19
.19
.19
.25
.29
.29
.25
.19
.39
.25
25
.19
.19
29
29
.39
69
79
.79
1.85
.29
.29
29
99
.35

7485
7486
7489
7490
7493
74121
74123
74125.
74126
74143,
74150.
74154
74158
74173.
74174
74175
74176.
74181
74189
74193
74198.
74221
74273
74365
74367

69
45
195
49
45
39
49
55
55
495
135
135
149
79
59
59
79
195
195
79
185
99
195
59
59

59
.35
1.85
.39
.35
.29
.39
.45
45
4.85
125
1.25
1.39
.69
.49
.49
.69
1.85
1.85
69
1.75
.89
1.85
49
49

75
89
39
.39
.39
3.95
59
69
69
59
69
69
79
99
89
49
349
.49
49
49
49
79
79
89
595
1.95
249
109
109
99
239

65
. 79
29
.29
.29
3.85
.49
. 59
. 59
.49
59
.59
.69
.89
79
.39
3.39
.39
.39
39
. 39
.69
.69
. 79
5.85
1.85
2.39
. 99
99
.
89
229

741.5
74L800
741502
74LSO4
74LSO5
74LSO6
74LSO7
74LSO8
74LS10
74LS14
741-S27
74LS30
74LS32
74LS42
74LS47
74LS73
74LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS93
74LS123
74LS125
74LS138.
74LS139
74LS154
74LS157
7415158.
7415163
7415164

26
28
28
28
59
59
28
26
49
35
28
28
49
89
39
35
39
39
59
.29
49
49
. 49
. 49
.49
49
119
45
39
. 49
59

. 16
. 18
. 18
. 18
.49
.49
. 18
. 16
.39
25
. 18
. 18
.39
. 79
.29
.25
.29
.29
. 49
. 19
39
29
99
.39
.39
39
1.09
.35
. 29
. 39
49

7
74500
74504
74806
74510
74532
74874
74585
74S88.
745124
74.5174
749175.

74E00
74F04.
74F08.
74F10.
74F32.
74F74
',IF-RA

•

25
25
29
25
29
29
89
.29
149
49
49

25
25
25
25
25
29
39
59

CD004001
004008
004011
C134013
004018.
004017
CD4018
004020
CD4024
CD4027
C04030
CD4040
004049
004050
CD4051
CD4052
CD4053
CD4063
CD4066
004067
004069
CD4070
004071
CD4072

7415165
74LS166.
74LS173
74LSI74
74L.S175
74LS189
74LS191
74LS193,
74LS221
74LS240
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245..
74LS259
74LS273
74LS279
74LS322
741.8365
74LS366
74LS367
741 0,9613
74LS373
741.5374
74LS393
74LS590
74LS624
74LS629
7415640
741-5645
7415670
74LS688

745188'
745189
748196.
745240
748244
748253.
745287 .
745288.
748373
745374
748472'

149
149
139
119
59
149
149
149
149
295

74F139
74F157
74F193.
74F240
74F244
74F253
74F373
74F374

59
59
295
69
69
59
79
79

OS

191 CD407b
59 I 004083
igl CD4082
29 I 004093
291 CD4094
4 91 C040103.
591 CD40107
.59 004510
.45 CD4511
351 CD4520.
351 CD4522
65 ICD4538.
29I 004541
29 004543
59
CO4553
004555
5
5:
149 C04559
C04566.

59
22
22
35
89
149
49
69
69
75
79
79
89
79
395
79

149 ICD4583.
19 I 004584
25 004585.
22
MC14411P
.22 IMC14490P

59
49
69
795
449

795
195

415-592-7108

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS
MISCELLANEOUS CHIPS
Part No
Price

6500/8800/68000 Coot
Pert No.
Pnce

8000 SERIES Cont.
Part No.
Price

D765AC
WD9216

6845
6850
6852
6854
MC6800018
MC68000110
MC68010L10
90680286128

8228
195
8237-5.
425
8243
175
8250A
495
82508 (For 6384).... 5.95
8251A
169
8253-5
195
8254
395
8255A-5.
295
8259-5
2.25
8272
395
8279-5
295
8741
995
8742
19.95
8748 (25V)
795
8748H (111105) (21 1/I... 9.95
8749
995
8751 13.581091.... 39.95
8751H 13.5-1MP .. 44.95
8755
13.95

395
ass

BM. 71101. ZSOR SERIES

Z80
7stre-ryc
Z80- F10
280A
Z80A-CTC
Z80A-DART
280A- P10
Z80A-S10/0
Z8013
Z80B-CTC
Z80B-P10

119
129
1.29
129
165
495
1.89
395
275
395
3.95

6500/011011/81000 SER.

6502
265
65CO2(CMOS)
775
6520
195
6522
295
6532
549
6551
295
65C80210105
15.95
6800
195
6802
295
6810.
125
6821
. 1.75
6840.
349

11000 SERIES

275
195
75
119
9.95
11.95
49.95
99.95

395
80031
995
8035
149
8073
695
8080A
225
8085A
249
8086
395
8086-2
695
8087(5MHz)
99.95
8087-1(10MHz). 22995
8087-2(8MHz)
159.95
8088
495
8088-2
695
8116
495
8155
249
8155-2
349
8156
295
8203
695
8212
229
8224
225

'4116-15
4128-20
4164-100
.4164-120
'4164-150
4164-200
-TMS4416-12
.41256-80
41256-100
41256-120
'41256-150
.41464-15
'511000P-10
'514256P-10

16,384 x 1 ( 150,10)
131,072 x 1 (20Ons1)149gyback)
65.536 x 1 ( 10Ons)
65.536 x 1 ( 120r1s)
65,536 x 1 ( 15Ons)
65,538 x 1 (2COns)
16,384 x4 ( 12Ons)
262.144 x 1 (808e)
262,144 x 1 ( 10080)
262,144 x 1 ( 120051
262,144 x 1 ( 15Ons)
65,536 x4 ( 150ns) 144641
1,048.576 x 1( 10Ons) 1Meg
262,144 x4 ( 10Ons) 1Meg

'2016-12
2018-45
2102
2114N
2114N-2L
21014
5101
'6116P-3
6116LP-3
"6264LP-12
'6264P-15
'62641.F1-15
6514
'43256-15L
'62256LP-12

2048 x8 ( 1208e)
2048 x8 (45ns)
1024 0 1 (35Orts)
1024 04 (45Ons)
1024 x4 (200ns) Low Power
1024 x4 (200ns) (CMOS)
256 x4 (450nS) (CMOS)
2048 x8 ( 15Ons) (CMOS)
2048 x8 ( 15Ons) LP CMOS
8192 x8 ( 12085) LP CMOS
8192 x8 ( 15Ons) (CMOS)
8192 08 (150.6) LP CMOS
1024 x4 ( 35Ons) ( CMOS)
32.768 x8 ( 15Ons) Low Power.
32,768 x8 ( 12Ons) LP CMOS

COMMODORE CHIPS

STATIC RAMS

Price
139
325
349
295
259
175
7,75
13.49
12.49
11.95
11.49
12.95
3995
5995
449
695
89
99
149
49
295
419
599
10.95
995
1025
375
15.95
16.95

EPROM

THIS2516
16882532
TMS2532A
TM52564
TMS2716
1702A
2708
2716
2716-1
27016
2732
2732A-20
2732A-25
27032
2764-20
2764-25
2764A-25
2764-45
27064-15
27128-20
27128-25
27128A-25
27C128-25
27256-20
27256-25
270256-25
27512-20
27512-25

2816A-25
2817A
2865A-30
52E113 (21V)

2048 x8 (450ns) 25V
695
4096 08 (45Ons) 25V
595
4096 08 (450ns) 21V
449
8192 x8 (45005) 25V
6.95
2048 x8 (45Ons) 3 Voltage
595
256 x8 ( 168)
495
1024 08 (450ns)
6.95
2048 x8 (450ns) 25V
375
2048 x8 (35Ons) 25V
425
2048 08 (45Ons) 25V (CMOS). . . . 4.25
4096 08 (45Ons) 25V
395
4096 x8 (200re) 21V
425
4096 x8 (25Ons) 21V
395
4096 08 (45Ons) 25V (CMOS).
4.95
8192 x8 (20080) 21V
425
8192 x8 (25Ons) 21V
359
8192 x8 (25Ons) 125V
369
8192 x8 (45Ons) 21V
339
8192 x8 ( 150ns) 12.5V (CMOS)
5.95
16,384 x8 (200ns) 21V
6.95
16.384 x8 ( 25Ons) 21V
595
16,384 x8 (25Orts) 125V
525
16.384 x8 ( 25Ons) 21V (CMOS) 5.95
32,768 08 (20Ons) 125V
6.95
32.768 08 (25Ons) 12.5V
549
32768 x8 (25Ons) 12.5V (CMOS) 625
65.536 x8 ( 20Orts) 12.5V
10.95
65,536 x8 (2505e) 125V
995
2048
2048
8192
2048

saLgie

CPU w/BASIC Interpreter $24.95
32- Bit MPU ( 8- Bit Data Bus)
$9.95
8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer
$14.95
8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer
$9.95
8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer
10.95 $
16- Bit Hi Performance MPU
$ 69.95
Math Co- processor ( 8MHz) $ 244.95
Math Co- processor ( 10MHz) $ 309.95
Math Co-proc. ( 16MHz) GRID ARRAY . . . $474.95
Math Co-proc. ( 20MHz) GRlo ARRAY
$749.95
DYNAMIC RAMS

Pert No.

x8
x8
x8
x8

LEPROUS
(250ns)
(35Ons)
(30Ons)
(35Ons)

5V
5V
5V
5V

ReacVVVr1te.
Read/VVrite....
Read/Wnte....
Read Only ..

625
7.95
9.95
1.49

TANTALUM CAPACITORS
1111/35 . 1
(
4fi 35V
9.11/35 10 0 359
192.2/35 2.20 0 359. .

Part No.

Price

LAG570
995
WD1770
695
513052P
125
6504A
119
6507
295
6510
12.95
6522
295
6525
495
6526.
14.95
6532
5.49
6545-1
395
6560
10.95
6567
24.95
6569
15.95
6572
10.95
6581 ( 12V)
12.95
6582 (9V)
14.95
8502
795
8564
495
8566
995
8701
995
8721
14.95
8722
13.95
*251104-04
12.95
310654-05
995
318018-03.
12.95
318019-03
12.95
318020-04
12.95
325302-01
14.95
325572-01
17.95
1125100PLA"
15.95
901225-01
1595
901226-01
1595
901227-03
15.95
901229-05
15.95
'No specs evadable
- Note 825100PLA =
U17 ( C-64)

74CCINIOS
74C00
74002
74004
71C08.
71010
74014
71032.
71074 .
74085
74086 .
740,89.
74090
740154
740173

29
29
29
.29
19
49
.29
.19
.149
..29
395
.99
2.95
59

74C174
740175 .

49
19

710221 ... 1.79
710210...1.19
740244 ... I.79
740373...1.95
740374 ... 1.95
740912.. 7.95
740915...139
740920 .../.95
740921 .. A95
740922...3.95
740923 ...3.95
710925 . 549

19
19
25

THAWS 47c1 0 35V.
1111.8/35 580 0 359. .
1980/35 100 0 35V

45
49
59

POTENTIOMETERS
Values evadable (Insert ohms lido space marled " Mr) 500B 1K 211
56, 10K. 2011 501( 1001( 20010, IMES
43PXX Walt 15 Turn .
99 63PXX 1
2 wan 1Turn
/
.
89

TRANSISTORS AND DIODES
992222
2822224
283055
2}13901

13
29
65
12

992907
13
281401 . . 12
16270
25
18751
15

JMT1 23 SFOT 04-0n

184004 .
18/118
161735
0106131. .

12
07
29
19

SWITCHES

1.19 I206-8 PDT 16 rmn DIP 129
sysI Momentary 39

MPC 121 SPCA On 080n 1.1 9IMS102

D-SUB CONNECTORS

DATA ACQUISITION

ADC0804LCN . . 2.79
ADC0808CCN. .
595
ADC0809CCN....
3.69
ADC120500J-1 . . . . 199
DAC0808LCN
17
DAC1008LCN
59
AY-3-1015D
49
AY- 5-1013A
195

f
MICROPROCESSOR
80524HBASIC
MC68008L8
MC68701
MC68705P3S
MC68705U3S
80286-10
80287-8
80287-10
80387-16
80387-20

MISC. COMPONENTS

.
69

DO25P Male. 25-pm

005568 1184, Red
005569 TI4t. Green.

DB25S

Female. 25pon . 75

LEDS
..

13 I 00.556Y T1
4.
/
3
Yell.
17 005560 Tits. DearrRed

IC SOCKETS
Law %Ms
9$
1,•Wren (
Gold) Lmi 112
8LP
11
86958
59
11LP
12
1411/W
65
161.P
13
1681141
69
24LP
25 24WW
119
28LP
27 285VW
139
40LP
29 40ViNv
189
Se/derma Standard Ideld 11101 4Header Plug Soclœts Also Aradahle

74HC HI-SPEED CMOS
Part No.

Price

Part No.

Pries

74H000
7411002
74HCO4
74HCO8
7411010
74H014
7411030
7411032
74H074
74H075
7411076
74HC85
74H086
74110123
74HC125
74HC132
74H0138
71H0139
74H0154
741-1C163
74HC174

19
19
19
19
25
29
25
29
29
35
35
55
35
69
49
49
45
45
149
19
59

71HC175
74HC221
74HC240
74HC244
74110245
74H0253
74110259
74140273
74110373
74H0374
71110595
74110688
74110943
741104040
74HC4049
741104050
7411C4060
74HC451 1
74HC4514
74HC1538
74HC4543

59
89
69
79
79
49
49
59
69
69
129
149
895
89
39
39
99
119
179
119
119

74HCT
74HCTOO
74HC102
71110701
74HCTO8
74H0110
741-10132
74HC171
71HCT86
74HCT138

050026CN
71.074011
11,084011
AF100-10N
LM307N
LM309K
LM311N
LM317T5
U.1318N
111319e1
LM323K
LM324N
LM338K
1.11339N
LF347N
LM348N
1843501
LF351N
LF353N
LF355N
(.F356N
LF357N
1.8435811
LM360N
LM3616
LM38011-8
114386N-3
114387N
18439311
LM399H
LF4I1CN
TL497ACN
NE540H (0511:11)
NE555V
XRL555
18455611
NE558N
LM565N
164567V
11E59211
LM741CN
11+1747CN
MCI350P
8101377P
S1C1398P
LA11414N

17
17
19
17
17
19
29
25
39

195
99
„ 89
898
1 :5:
6
99
1 29

3.49
35
449
39
149
89
295
39
49
ji
79

..
ii
1r51:

88

109
39

31?
,v
149
99
29
59
45
79
89
75
75
29
49
89
229
495
99

craosurn.
74HCT 139
74HC1157
74HCT I74
741101'1 75
74HC1210
74HCT244
741101245
74HCT373
74HCT371

1M10586
35
1-P41488N
45
LIS14088N (CMOS) . 1.19
LM1489N
15
DS14C89N (CMOS) . 1.19
LM1496N
69
8401648F
295
184187111
195
195
L11187214
LM18913N-1
149
ULN2003A.
75
)
012206
395
XR2211
295
082243
195
261529
295
261531
99
261532
99
261533
I49
1,84290111
25
LM2907N.
129
LM2917N (8pon)
179
14C34190L
395
MC3146N
99
MC34501,
19
MC3470P
119
99
8403471F
MC3479P
395
8403486F
119
6103487P
99
LM3900N
49
1M3905N
125
184390911
89
LM3914N
179
LM39115N
149
11E5532
69
10405534
69
780530 p.13401451..
129
7812K 1/1340K-12) .
1.39
7815K LA1340K-15) .
1.59
78057 (LM340T-5)
45
78121 (LA13401-12) . . . 45
78151 (111340T-15) . . 45
7905K (LA1320K-5) ..
109
79051 1114320T-5) . 49
75472
49
75477
129
MC1451061.
195
MCI 45406P
295

PARTIAL LISTING • OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! • CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
*RAM'S SUBJECT TO FREQUENT PRICE CHANGES
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39
29
35
39
69
59
69
49
19

Circle 128 on Reader Service Card

MEMBER

)1D0o0000000000000®0000000000000
ow available...Jameco's NEW 1989 Catalog
"h 74 pages of Computer Peripherals, Components & More!
IBM PCIXT 10MHz 711rb0 Compatible Kit
With 640K RAM

RS232 QUICK TESTER

The QTSS quickly determines the proper RS232
configuration required to interface two peripherals.
Simply slide the switches and determine by the
LEDs which configuration works best

OTS5

$49.05 $ 29.95

JAMECO SOLDERLESS
BREADBOARD SOCKETS

4 77/10MHz Turbo Motherboard
(Zero- K RAM - includes
AMI BIOS ROM)
$109.95

JE1002
JE1014
JE1015

Turbo Flip-Top Case
XT/AT Compatible Keyboard
5.25 OSDD Disk

JE1021
JE1031

cnne

JE1071
AMBER
4164-120
41256-120
41464-12

(
Beige 8.. 1
89.95
Mini 150W Power Supply. 69.95
Multi I/O with Controller
and GrapriiC.
119.95
12" Monochrome
Amber Monitor
99.95
Parity RAM ( 2 chips)
512K RAM ( 18 chips). . . .
128K RAM ( 4 chin.)

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
Zuckerboard 30 Meg Hard Disk Drive
Board for Tandy 1000, 1000A,
1000SX, 1200, 3000 and 300OHL

!lug
Includes
FREE
QAPlus
Diagnostic
Software!

69.95
59.95

•30 Megabytes formatted capacity • Uses
only one slot • Pre- formatted with MS-DOS

5.90
215.10
51.80

T3OMB 30MB Hard Disk $599795 $399.95

Regular List $892.45

eâ Seagate 20,30
40 and 60MB
Half Height
Hard Disk
Drives

1.3.1

SAVE $ 192.50!

JE3003

IBM Comp. PC/XT 10MFiz Turbo Kit

$699.95

ST2255 ( Pictured)

IBM COMPATIBLE DISPLAY MONITORS
12"

Amber Monochrome

-

TTL Input, High Resolution (PC/XT/AT)
JE23

JE24

Part
No.

Dim.
l"

JE20
JE21
JE22
JE23
JE24
JE25
JE26
JE27

6½x 3.
31
/ x21
2
/
2
6v2x 1/
4
3
61
/ x21
2
/
2
614 x3/
2
1
6k2 x4k.
6¼ y51,
7'. x7',

AMBER

JE27
Cortad t
Panto

Binding
Posts

200
400
630
830
1.360
1,860

Price

0 $ 2.95
0 $ 4.95
o $ 5.95
0 $ 7.95
2 $ 14.95
3
$22.95
4
$27.95
4
$37.95

2.390
3.220

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

CGA Compatible
Amber/Green/Color Sviitchable, 640 x
200 Resolution (
PC/XT/AT)

$279.95

14" EGA Monitor and EGA Card JE1059

$519.95

14" Multiscan Color -

•Award
BIOS ROMs
included

Graphic
Display
Cards
$49.95

JE1055

EGA Card with 256K Video RAM (PCPXT/AT)

$159.95

ZiEE3333-Protection JE1190
JE1190 Power Base.
$29.95
JE1191 6-Outlet Power Strip
$ 11.95

JE1071

Multi I/O with Drive Controller
and Mono Graphics ( PC/XT)

$119.95

JE1060

I/O Card with Serial, Game. Parallel Printer
Port and Real Time Clock (PC/XT)

$59.95

Jameco IBM PC/XT/AT
Compatible Keyboards

JE1061

RS232 Serial Half Card (PC/XT/AT)

$29.95

JE1065

I/O Card with Serial, Game and
Parallel Printer Port (AT)

JE1078

Expand to 384K (zero-K on-board) Multifunc. w/Senal,
Game, Parallel Printer Port 8Real Time Clock (PC/XT) . .

JE1081

2MB of expanded or extended memory
(
zero-K on- board) (AT)119.95

t‘t•

t Tt

for IBM PC/XT/AT

DJ10

TB40

JE1015 Stardard AT layout ( XT/AT) ..
JE1016 Enhanced layout ,XT/ATI ...

$59.95
$69.95

DATA BOOKS
104100
104200
104300
210830
230843

NSC Linear Data Book-Vol. I(
88)

$14.95
9.95
9.95
$17.95
$24.95

NSC Linear Data Book-Vol. II ( 88). .
$
NSC Linear Data Book-Vol III ( 88). . $
Intel Memory Handbook ( 88)
Intel Microsystern Hndbk.

set

(
88).

JE1082

JE1045

U.S. Funds Only
Shipping: Add 5% plus $ 1.50 Insurance
(May vary according to weight)

California Residents:
Add 6°/o, 61/
2% or 7%
Sales Tax
c1988 Jameco Electronics

10/88

$24.95

Jameco 5.25" PC/XT
& AT Compatible
Disk Drives
JE1022 ( Pictured)

89.95
89.95
$109.95

360K Black13.1 (PC/XT/AT) $
3801(8No•ENI. ( PC/XT/AT)

2ua wee wi (ecix-r/Ar ..

3.5 720KB ( Bezels and Installation
Kit included) ( PC/XT/AT) *149,95 $ 109.95
3.5 . 1.44MB ( Bezels and Installation
Kit included) ( PC/XT/AT) 81*9,95 $129.95

Datatronics

2400/1200/300 Modems
NEW, Pocket Version!
•Hayes command compatible •Bell 103/212A corn-

$59.95
_
$69.95

$

Patible• Auto-dial/autoanswer • FCC approved
1- year warranty • Includes
MaxiMIte Communication
Software ( except I200P)

1200P
1200H
24006
1200C
2400E

port, serial port and game port
lzero-K on- board) ( AT)

$169.95

20/40MB Hard Disk Controller Card ( PC/XT)
360K/720K/1.2MB Floppy Disk Cont. Card (PC/XT/AT)
360K/720K/1.2MB Floppy/Hard Disk
Controller Card (AT)

$79.95
$49.95

$149.95

$20 Minimum Order
IBM is a regatered trademark el Intarnatemal Bustness M.echtnes

J

ameco

Bawi

Pocket Modern

1200/300 Baud Internal Modem. .
2400/1200/300 Internal Modem. . .
1200/300 Baud External Modern
2.100/1200/300 External Modern . .

99.95
69.95
$129.95
S 99.95

$

$

$169.95

Metex M4650:
•Handheld, high ilCCurac
•4,2Digit LCD
•Manual ranging with Overload
Protection
•Audible continuity tester
•Tests AC/DC Voltage.
Resistance. Continuity
Capacitance. Frequency
•One Year Warranty
•Size 71_ x3,010/ x I'. 11

M4650 .... $99.95
Data Sheets - 50C each
Prices Subject to Change
Send $2.00 Postage for a
FREE 1989 CATALOG

Mail Order Electronics • Worldwide

ELECTRONICS

1200/300

TEST EQUIPMENT

Floppy and Hard Disk Controller Cards
JE1040 360KB Floppy Disk Drive Controller Card ( PC/XT).. . . $29.95
JE1041
JE1043

$349.95

40MB Tape Cartridge

MF355B

3MB of expanded or extended memory, parallel printer
JE1016 Pictured

40MB Tape Back- Up

Multifunction, I/O and Expansion Cards

tOM tteteiet

e
tS-Vr e
ter
tt r t

60MB w/Controller Card (AT). .

40MB Tape Back-Up

MF3536

Color Graphics Card w/Printer Port (PC/XT/AT)

1 teat» )-(' 1

6"8 Done only ( PC/XT/AT)
60MB w/Controller ( PC/7(7)

$224.95
$269.95
$339.95
$249.95
$299.95
$389.95
$429.95
$469.95
$ 539.95
$499.95
$549.95
$639.95

3.5" PC/XT/AT Compatible Disk Drives
JE1050

JE1052

Power

40MB te/Controller Card (AT)...

JE1020
JE1021
JE1022

$59.95

Computer

40MB w/Cont. Card ( PC/7(T)

-----111111sef

Mono Graphics Card w/Printer Port (PC/XT/AT)

'Limited Quantity Available

30MB w/Controller ( AT)
40MB Drive only ( PC/XT/AT)

S549.95

JE1050

Jameco

20MB w/Controller ( AT)
30MB Drive only ( PC/XT/AT)
30MB w/Controller ( PC/XT)

VGA/PGC/EGA compatible, 800 x600 Max. Reso-

IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE CARDS

JE1001

20MB Drive only ( PC/XT/A1)
20MB w/Controller ( PC/XT)

0:'C/XT ,AT)

TM5155

JE1001 4.77/8MHz (PC/XT) . . $ 89.95
JE1002 4.77/10MHz (
Kam ... $ 109.95
*JE1007 6/8/10/12MHz (AT) .... $249.95

ST225
ST225XT
ST225AT
ST238
ST238XT
ST238AT
ST251
ST251XT
ST251AT
ST277
ST277XT
ST277AT

EGA compatible, 720 x350 Max

Resolution - displays up to 16 colors (
PC/XT/AT)

PC/XT/AT
Compatible
Motherboards

IBM

cruel)

14" EGA Color - EGA/CGA Compat. 720 x350 Max. Resolution ( PC/XT/AT)
TM5154
$399.95

lution

Jameco

$99.95

14" RGB Color -

CTX241O

MC

MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Deect Marketing Ascot...ern. Inc

VISA'

FAX Numbers: 415-592-2503
or 415-595-2664
Telex: 176043

1355 Shoreway Rd.. Belmont, CA 94002 • 24 HR. ORDER HOTLINE 415-592-8097 • All Other Inquiries ( 7aim-5pm PST) 415-592-7108
Circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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INTERFACE CARDS
for PC/AT and PS/2

RS-232
FOR

u.
COMMUNICATION
DATA ACQUISITION
61 CONTROL
FOR A FREE CATALOG CALL

1-800-553-1170

MODELS 50, 60, 80
•DCE/DTE Selectable
•Transfers to 19.2 K baud
•Address Selectable
•Interrupt Selectable

ri QUA TECH

INCORPORATED

INCORPORATED

478 E. Exchange St, Akron, OH 44304
TEL: ( 216) 434-3154 FAX: ( 216) 434-1409
TLX: 5101012726

Circle 213 on Reader Service Card

478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
TEL: ( 216) 434-3154 FAX: ( 216) 434-1409
TLX: 5101012726

Circle 214 on Reader Service Can!

PARALLEL PORT

AS-422
FOR

PS/2

PS/2

MODELS 50, 60, 80
•LPT1, LPT2, LPT3
•Optional Serial Port
•OEM Pricing Available

MODELS 50, 60, 80
•Two Channel
•Transfers to 256 K baud
•Address Selectable
•Interrupt Selectable

1-800-553-1170

1-800-553-1170

p QUA TECH

INCORPORATED

478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
TEL: ( 216) 434-3154 FAX: ( 216) 434-1409
TLX: 5101012726

Circle 215 on Reader Service Cant

ANALOG-TO- DIGITAL
CONVERTER
12,000 SAMPLES/SEC
for IBM PC, XT & AT
SINGLE PIECE PRICE
$475
We
of

manufacture

data

a broad

acquisition

and

line

control

hardware and software for Apple
and IBM

Call

computers.
for

quotes

on

custom

hardware or complete systems.

LAWSON LABS, INC.
5700 RAIBE ROAD
COLUMBIA FALLS, MT 59912
800-321-5355 or 406-387-5355

Circle 140 on

Reader Service Card

478 E. Exchange St, Akron, OH 44304
TEL: ( 216) 434-3154 FAX: ( 216) 434-1409
TLX: 5101012726

Circle 216 on Reader Service Cant

16- BIT RESOLUTION

for IBM PC/XT/AT/386
and PS/2

ir

khelt

Set?e'

1-800-553-1170

QUA TECH

FOR

PS/2 _

9-Track Tape Drives: Yes!

I
IMAGING CARD
DV- 01
GRAY SCALE
FRAME GRABBER
Composite video in/out
256 x240 resolution
Digitize/display at frame speed
256 gray levels in
16 Meg. color palette out
PC/XT/AT compatible
$849.00 Complete with software
VISA/MC

Demo Disk available

Interchange tapes from mainframes.
Important features:
•800, 1600, 3200, 6250 BPI
•EBCDIC/ASCII conversion
• IBM & ANSI labeled tapes

•Network backup
•DOS, XENIX, Microport
•Highest quality customer service
For quick delivery we stock all major
manufacturers' tape drives, including
Cipher, Kennedy, M4 Data, Qualstar
Prices start at $ 3,755. Call Today!
Overland Data, Inc.
5620 Kearny Mesa Rd. • San Diego, CA 92111
Tel: ( 619) 57t -555c • FAX ( 619)571-0982

Circle 190 on Reader Service Card

DYNAMIC RAMS
1M BIT i0Ons
514256u:ions
41464 150es
41256 10Ons
41256 i2Ons
1/ 41256 i
5Ons
51258 100ns
iIe 4164
i
sons

$38.00
$59.00
$10.75
$12.75
$11.75
$10.85
$12.25
4C11=

• PROCESSORS
•E PROMS
Mx),
8 24 m
80387.16 t r,..
$43000
80287 10 ,ornetz $26800
27C512
, K
, . $ ',.'
27512
253,4 $ 1295
80287-8
vile$230 00
270256
25Ons
S 55e
80287•6
firnli,
$18900
77256
2504 $ 49,
8087-1 . UT,.
$205.00
8087•2
arnrir
$142.00
49 2,
70648
200's
4
8087
5.11-12 $ 9900
V.30
lirnFlz $ 12.75 .7.."Ar s
s
''
V-20
10.nl-tr $ 1700
y lyy.,
7
36" ..." ,,,, y
V-20
8..7
S 858
4361
,50,, s
s1350

I.C. EXPRESS

15358 Valley Blvd Crty el Inclustry.CA 91706 Tel 818 369 2688
(
1ne.5PST)

(804:4 89"218
88"89" . ( 800) 882-8181
IC

.11111

IOU

Glikl.Nil

Circle 117 on Reader

TM 11'10.I.:1 III , IV

Service Card

The BEST
for LESS

2W

Quality 51/
4"
DS DD Diskettes Min. 100
Guaranteed Teo- tor-One Replacement
il found initially defective within sir months

FREE sleeves, tabs, labels
51
4 "
/
COLOR ( Min. 100)
396
5'/4" HIGH DENSITY (Min. 50)
696
Brand Box 51
/"(Min. 101
4
63.99
Brand Box COLOR 51
/"
4
with FREE Plastic Case (Min. 101 .. $4.99
31
/ "DS DD (Min. 501
2
$1.09
100% Lifetime Warranty
Shipping $4 50

per min order S2 00 each adda lot
MC VISA Only

1.800-537.1600
Operator No. 227

Control Vision

P.O Box 596. Pittsburg. KS 66762
(316) 231-6647
Circle 69 on Reader Service Card

Dept No 1523 P0 Box 61000
San Francisco CA 94161

Circle 161 on Reader Service Card

PRODUCTS NOT LISTED ... CALL!

SPECIAL
GENERIC CADD 3.0
Includes:
Auto Dimensioning
Dot Plot
Drafting Enhancement 1
Drafting Ehnancement 2

SAVE UP
TO 70%

"It PAYS to

c

BUY! MHI!

PC & MAC

SINCE 1984

$95

New Orders:
AST Premium

1-800-621-3999

ZENITH 1490

DRAFIX

MITSUBISHI

FlatScreen

1Plus or 3D Module

Diamond Scan 40/70 Mb Disk

286/386

$579
SWEET-P 600

DESIGN CAD

SMART MODEM

6Pen Plotter

Standard or 3D

24008 mt.

PRINTERS
AST TurboLaser/PS 3Mb
Canon BJ-130
Citizen 180-0
MSP-15E
MS13-40
MSP-45
MSP-50
MSP-55
Premiere 35
Trbute 124
Trbute 224
DinDnix 150
HP LaserJet 11
JD L850 Series
NEC LC890
Panasonic 1080i-m2
1091i-m2
Others
Toshba 321-SL
341-SL
351-SX
Others

$3103
$689
$ 157
$295
$269
$389
$345
$440
$439
$439
$579
$299
$ 1690
Cat
Call
$ 155
$ 195
$465
$609
$888
Call

MONITORS
Arndek 1280 & Card
$639
210A
$87
722EGA
$431
Hitachi
Call
Cornerstone
Call
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan $477
Others
Call
Moniterm Viking
Call
NEC Multisync U
$565
Multisync GS
$ 185
Others
Call
RasterOps 1648s
$ 1995
1948s
$2949
Samsung
Call
Sigma Designs LaserView
Call
Sony Multiscan 1303
$495
Zenith 1490 Flatscreen
$579

SOFTWARE
AutoCad
AutoSketch
BoeingGruph
By-Line
Carbon Copy Plus
Clipper
Copy II PC
Corefast
Dac Easy 3.0
dBase Ill+
DesignCad
Deskink
DesqView
Drafix 1Plus
prefix 3D Mod di Options

Cad
$59
$ 195
$ 169
$ 103
$355
$ 18
$87
$58
$355
$ 149
$92
$69
$ 149
Cal

Dollars & Sense
Draw Applause
DDS Back-Up Plus
Easy Eural
Excel! PC
FastBack
FastBack Plus
FormTool
Freelance Plus
Fox Base Plus
GEM Draw Plus

$96
$264
$33
$54
$281
$75
$85
$52
$293
$ 179
$ 159

LIGHTING Disk
SpeedUp
Increase your Hard Disk
Speed as much as 40%!! ,

$69
Generic Cadd 3.0
$48
Generic Cadd Others
Call
Harvard Graphics
$255
Harvard Tot Proj Mgr
$317
In House Acct
$ 107
Laplink Plus
$74
Lighting Hard Disk Speedup
$69
Lotus 1232.01
$283
Lucid 3d (new Ver.)
$103
Managing Your Money
$ 113
MathCad 2.0
$ 199
MS- Dos 3.3
$95
Norton Util 4.0
$45
Pa.geMaker
$429
Paradox 2.0
$391
PC Tools Deluxe
$35
PathMinder
$55
Peachtree Accounting II
$ 145
PFS: First Cholos
$79
PFS: First Publisher
$52
PFS: Prof essional File
$ 129
PFS: Professional Plan
$51
PFS: Professional Write
$ 102
Plan Perfect
$ 185
O&A
$ 177
O&A Write
$ 115
Ouattro
$ 132
Rapid File
$ 172
R:Base for DOS
$409
ShipMate(tm) ( UPS Manifest) $ 199
SideKick Plus
Call

CAD CORNER
SPEC! AL
AST Premium 286
DlamondScan Monitor
Summa graphics 12x12 Plus
Intel 80287 Chip

$3360

Smart Sysmen
Sprint
Tops
Turbo Basic
Ventura Publishing 1.1
VersaCad & Libraries
Windows
WordPerfect 5.0
X-Tree Pro

VENTURA PAGEPUB 1.1
MAKER

$477 $439

$455 $429

PANASONIC

NOVELL
No-Key

10911-m2

$418
$ 115
$ 101
$57
$455
Call
Call
Call
$58

DIGITIZERS & PLOTTERS
Calcomp 1023-GT
Call
1043-GT
$5990
Digitizers
Call
Enter Sweet-p600
$ 598
Others
Call
Houston Instruments
Call
DMP 41/42
Call
DMP 51MP
$3550
DMP 51/52MP
$3200/2700
DMP 52
$2303
DMP 56A
$3803
DMP 61
Call
DMP 62
Call
MP Options
Call

DRIVES, MODEMS & FAX

COMPUTERS

Mitsubishi 40/70 Mb Hard Drive
1/2 ht AT, 23rre
$439
Panasonic FAX Board
$689
Seagate ST225 w/card
$260
ST238 30Mb w/card
$285
Smart Modem 12008 int w/sw . . $58
2400B int w/sw
$ 115
Toshba 3.5 XT/AT 720k Drive ... $89
5.25 XT/AT 360k Drive
$75
US Robotics Courier 2400
$299

AST Premium 286 & 386
Cad
NEC Multispeed
$ 1079
Multispeed EL II
$ 1423
Multispeed HD
$2209
Toshba Laptops
Cal
Accessories
Call

BOARDS & NETWORKS

HITACHI Digitizer
10 Year Warranty
kiDG-1212D-4
Includes:

4- Butt Cursor, 1- Butt Pen
,S Mouse Emulator.

$398

Hitachi ( Ten Year Warranty)
HOG- 12x1213-4
$398
HDG-12x12D-12
$486
FIDG-15x150-4
$598
HDG-15x15D-12
$659
loline
Call
JD L850 Series
Call
Kurta IS 12x12
$285
IS 12x17
$485
Summagraphics 12x12 Plus
$344
18x12 Pro w/4 Butt & Stylus .. $569
Mac Bit Pad 12x12. 4But,Sty
5299

Ups
manifest
ShipMatd
$199

$89

Adage AD10/4
$ 1370
AD10/8L
$2040
ArcNet
Call
Artist 8
$ 1178
10/16
$ 1920
12
$2320
AST
Call
ATI EGA Wonder
$ 169
VIP VGA
$249
EtherNet Plus
Call
Genoa VGA 600x800
$259
VGA 760x1024
$379
Hercules Graphics Plus
$ 169
Intel AbovaBoard 286/512k
$359
AboveBoard PS 286/512k
$388
Paradise EGA 480
Call
VGA Plus
Call
VGA Pro
Call
RasterOps Color Draw 24
$319
ColorBoard 104
$2484
ColorBoard 108
$ 1162
Sigma Designs VGA
$209
Tops Flashcard
$ 143
Verticom
Call
Video 7Vega Deluxe
$ 177

Intel
coprocessors
genuine!
8087-2 (‘»8MHz)
80287-8 (< 101.41-14
80287-10 (-> 10MHz)
80387-16
80387-20
80387-25
80387SX

$ 132
$205
$239
$397
$588
Call
Call

MOUSE
Logitech C7 Serial or Bus
HiRez Bus
Bus & Paint
Serial& Publisher
MicroSoft Serial
PC Mouse

$65
$83
$83
$ 104
$95
Call

HELPERS
Logical Connection 256/512k .
OTHERS
ScanMan

Call
Call
Call

NEW! Optical Disk Interface / 40ms

Filesize up to 21 GigaBytes and limited by Disk Only. Speed resembles a
40ms Hard Drive. OptiDriver supports most Optical drives including ATG
Gigadisk, ISI 525WC, LMSI LD-1200, Maxtor TXT 800S, Mitsubishi MW-5U1,
Optimem 1003, Optotech 5984, Panasonic LF-5000, Ricoh RO-5040WL,
Sony WDD-3000. Host Adapters supported include Adaptec. Future Domain,
Rancho Technology, Scientific Micro Systems, and Western Digital. OptiDriver is an applications interface for attaching optical disk drives to an IBM
PC/XT/AT or compatble computer system. Low memory usage, approximate1 ly 50kb, is required for the master program. NASA is now aproud user of this
revolutionary interface. Kit includes OptiDriver, Host Adapter, and Manual. Installs as drive "0" with belch file.

Pre-approved P.O.'s are We{COMO. Prices reflect cash discount arid are subject to change without notice. Product cornpatiaility, warranties, & claims are responsibility of manufacturer only. All returns are subject to a restocking fee. Personal/Corrparay checks delay shipping. AZ orders only add 6.7% tax. Orders are processed same Day. International orders

$525

Volume Bids
Wecome!
VISA

$6951ist

MHI Warehouse, Inc.
8129 N. 35th Ave. #2-30i
Phoenix, AZ 85051
New Orders:

MASTERCARD

1-800-621-3999

PO's

Order Info: 602-997-8877

Just Call First.

Fax: 602-943-3833

Cad (
602) 861-1090.

Circle 179 on Reader Service Card
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Power Soft ware
Batcom — Batch file compiler compiles your ". bat" files to ". exe" files to
make them faster, more professional,
and more capable. $49.95.

REDCache — speeds hard disks by
up to 7 times and floppy disks by up
to 55 times.
LIM EMS supported.

The Bible Library

$39.95.

Spool — allows you to use your com-

29 titles 9bibles + 20 reference works on one
CO- ROM laser disc The most comprehensive
Bible study tool available for the minister and
layman
$495
CD-ROM/WORM OUTLET
Save While Supplies Last
AMDEK DRIVE
$639
HITACHI DRIVES
2 for 1 Sale
MS DOS Es MAC S/VV DISCOUNTED: Brokers,
McGraw-Hill Science, Supermap, US. Atlas
Geovision, Comstock - 449 photos. PC-SIG
[25,000 programs), Public Domain - Aide
[5,000 arced programs]
CALL 1-800-543-1734 ANYTIME

puter while your printer prints long
documents.
LIM EMS supported.

839.95.

programs above plus protection from
accidental hard disk formatting, sorted
directories, text searching, DOS wild
card exceptions, and much more. For
IBM PC. 879.95.
Check, COD, Visa, MasterCard.
Wenham Software Co.

Circle 129 on Reader Service Card

I •
\._

Mere to Pau al

Woodchuck
Industries'
program for IBM
PC and MS-DOS
compatibles
translates
Microsoft BASIC
source code to Turbo Pascal source.
Comes with full documentation and
tutorial $179.00
••••0•Ra 111.1f1111lt

RED Utilities — Contains the three

(716) 852-6711 One Day Service
C.O.D./AMEX/MC/VISA
JASON ENTERPRISE
Dept D. 5459 Main Street
Williamsville, NY 14221

TRANSLATE BASIC
TO
PASCAL
P-tral
P-TRAL,

P-Tral is also available for the
Apple Il series Write or call for more
details

j 5 Burley St.
Wenham, Ma. 01984

(508)-774-7036 . FREE catalog.
Dealer Inquines invited.

Circle 274 on Reader Service Card

511EM

WOODCHUCK INDUSTRIES, INC.

340 WEST 1/ STREET Ste 78 NY, NY 10011
12121206 6490 / 924-0576

Circle 278 on Reader Service Card

"INDISPENSABLE"
Jerry Pournelle, Byte, 8/87

u•IMI•K

o
-

Sure
it insured?

0 4A

VT240

-'
49

TERMINAL EMULATION

provides full
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. M little as 839/yr. covers
•Fire • Theft • Power Surges
•Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident
SAFF1WARE'1"Insurance

KEA SYSTEMS LTD.
#412 • 2150 West Broadway
Vancouver, B.C. CANADA, V6K 41.9
Tel. 6114-732-7411 Telex: 64-352848 VCR
FAX: 604-732-0715
Order Toll Free (800) 663-8702

For information

or immediate coverage call

1-800-848-3469
In OW call 1-614 262-0559

KEA
SISTERS

Vopt is the fast, safe disk
organizer. It will quickly
eliminate the file fragmentation that slows your disk
operations.
Vopt includes Vmap for
viewin9 the organization of
your disks plus numerous
other utilities that test and
report on the efficiency of
your system.
Call for a free demo disk!
$3 shipping/handling

$59.95

(sifEw)

1
1 2870 Fifth Ave., Suite 201
San Diego, CA 92103

SAFE MI«. Tbe Insurance »encl .Inc

Circle 134 on Reader Service Card

800/284-3269

Circle 233 on Reader Service Card

x1

1T

DCB

°

CA add 6.5% sales tax.

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS

Circle 105 on Reader Service Card

lnot only a
printer buffer 1
THIS IS THE MOST SOPHISTICATED

PRINTER BUFFER - MULTIPLEXOR - SWITCH
WITH TWO SEPARATE INPUTS ' SERIAL AND PARALLEL) AND
TWO SEPARATE OUTPUTS [ SERIAL AND PARALLEL,
CAN BE
USED LIKE STANDARD SUPPER
WITH ANY INPUT TO ANY
OUTPUT
BUT ALSO YOU CAN CONNECT S COMPUTERS TO I
PRINTER. OR I COMPUTER TO S PRINTERS. OR S COMPUTERS
AND S PRINTERS
AND MORE • I COMPUTER TO S PRINTERS
OR 3 COMPUTERS TOI PRINTER
HIGH CAPACITY • 64 KB TO 295 KB AND - 226 KB TO I MB
[MODELS A AND 13)
PAUSE,
COPY AND RESET FUNCTIONS
SERIAL PORTS WITH 1 012 a BITS WORD LENGTH, I OR E STOP
BIT. PARITY SON/SOP?. MR. RTS

PC488A

$ 145/195

1.0W COST

PC/XT/AT
INTERFACE
FOR IEEE-488 ((. P111/11P1B)

• and
Includes
software
INSTALLABLE
support
155151)5.5
for BASIC
DOS DEVICE

DCB• A - 841( $
1.1

195

DCB•13•268), $

255 1.
1

Power supply end portlier ceblee ere Included

ALSO. WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE DATA CONVERTER
UNIT
CONVERTS 65534 SERIAL TO
CENTRONICS PARALLEL
OR VICE VERSA JUST BY MOVING JUMPERS BAUD RATE AIR'
PROTOCOL FULLY PROORAMABLE
PROM ISO TO moo PAU,
INCLUDES
DTR. RTS. )( 021/XOPP. PARITY. etc
IOU

•

80

I

• Itptional Lin guae support for C, CAMAI.. FORTRAN
and

I.•

ASSEMBLY - SMI

• Selectable haw I,S) addres, IRO and DMA
• CONTROLLER / TALKER / LISITNER capahiltly
• Customer supptut via dedicated 24 hours RAC Miertoy•
sterns BULLETIN
BOARD

P...., ruppl, end cablee NOT Included

•
11
PCI I
--

=

serialOparallel
bi-directional converter

• Quantity discounts avail:1111c
VISA

MC

AMEX

CO loche per datusheef!!

B&C MICROSYSTEMS
355 West Olive Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(4118)730 -S511 FAX ( 408)74(5521 TELEX 984151

Circle 29 on Reader Service Card

INTECTRA

-Dept 232

2622 TERMINAL BLVD
MOUNTAIN VIEW - CA•VeLle2

(415) 967-8818 TX 345545

6899
MPO.2 Waal pbrtS, 4pipit:Mel. ,
RAM, EP206A, teal-time clock. watchdog
timer, 44-pin 45 • 6.5 PCB
EXPANSION MODULES: RAM, EPROM, CMOS
RAM/battery, analog I/O, serial I/O.
parallel 1
,0, counter/timer, IEEE-488,
EPROM programmer, floppy disks,
cassette, breadboard, keyboard/display.

CI

%VINT EIK

WIntek Corp
1801 South 01,0.1
Lafayette, IN 47904
317.742.8428

Circle 276 on Reader Service Card

Circle 60 on Reader Service Card

CompuSave mivic

MICHOCOMPLITF !I
MARI< E TINA,
OUNCIL

COMPUTERS

BOARDS
A& Dig. Slave . 545 Orchid Designer. .. 329
Alloy Slave .. .... 599 Panasonic Fax .. 642
AST 4Port
299 Paradise 480 Auto_ 169
AST 5251-11E
.
545 Paradise VGA+
249
AST Hot Shot 286 ...... 349 Paradise VGA Pro - 352
All VGA Wonder. SAVE ST BVGA EM 512K . 299
All EGA Wonder_ 195 Sigma VGA H -- 242
30CA RAM AT.142 Video 7VRAM
485
GeflOil VGA Fillies . 392 Video 7Vega VGA . 252
Arbst/C,omputone/Intel/Metheus/Number 9.......... CALL
Duadrarn/Talltree/West. DignalNerticomNML. CALL

DISK DRIVES

CDC 150 Mb ............ 1,445
Miniscribe 40M ............ 295
Miniscribe 6053 _____ 545
Miniscribe 6085._..... 649

Seagate
Seagate
Seagate
Seagate

20k1 Kit _ 262
30M Kit
279
251 ___ 359
ST251-1 ...... 429

PlusCard 20M -- 518 Seagate 4096 — 599
PlusCard 40M
655 Toshiba 3.5" Kit
89
AST/Archive/Alloy/Genoa/lomega Micropolis__ CALL
Maynard/Maxtor/Tallgrass/Tecmar ... CALL

SOFTWARE
Carbon Copy+ 5.0_ 108 Microsoft Word 4.0_ 209
DBase Ill Plus___. 374
Fastback Plus
92
First Publisher 2.0._... 75
Harvard Graph 2.1 . 259
Microsoft Excel/PC. 289

Multimate Advan. 11.249
Paradox 2.0
429
Ouattro
139
Top for DOS
105
WordPerfect
239

Microsoft Works.
99 Ventura Publisher_ 495
Peachtree Complete 155 R:BASE for DOS
448

Acer 20 Mhz _ CALL
AST Model 80
1599
AST Model 386 .. CALL
Intel 25 MHz .. CALL
NEC EL 11.
1465
Packard Bell 12 Mhz.1279

Toshiba
Toshiba
Toshiba
Toshiba
Toshiba
Toshiba

1000
T1200F
T1200H
3100/20
3200
5100

_ 769
1495
2249
2995
3799
4899

Samsung 20 Mhz __ 2899 Zenith 183 - 20
1949
Samsuog Laptops SAVE Zenith Supersport .. 1625
Sharp _ CALL Zenith Superscort 2863395
Acer 80386:16 MHz/0 Wait/1 Mb Rain / 40 Mh 3299
Mitsubishi 286: 12 MHz / 40 Mb Hard Drive
1925
NEC Powermate Portable 286/644k2OM __ 2645
NEC Powermate Portable 286/640k/40M
— 3095
Sperry PC IT 512k/44M HD/Keyboard
2795
Samsung S500 AT: 10MHz/40M Drive ... 1565
Televideo 386: 16 MHz/2m/1.2M Drive.
2595
Wyse 2108: 8MHz/5121/11.2M Drive _____. 1195
Wyse 2112: 12.5 MHz/1M/1.211 Drive _.____ 1699
Wyse 2214: 12.5 MHz/0 WaiV1.2 Drive_____ 1895
Wyse 386: 16 MHz/1M/1.2M Drive/0 Wait_ _ 2795
Unisys 386: 16 MHzilM/1.2M Drive/0 Wait
2599
Abs 8Other Models
. CALL

TERMINALS
Altos V
485 Televideo 965
Adds 1010 ...................... 299 Wyse 30
IBM 3151
389 Wyse 50
Kimtron KT- 70 PC
359 Wyse 60
Televideo 905 ____. 289 Wyse 85G
Televideo 955
375 Wyse 9901
VisuabCIELink Qume Falco

. 412
289
355
395
379
469
CALL

Calcomp 1023GT _ 3785 Houston 62
"
13 95
95
Calcomp 5902 .._ 3395 HP 7475..
Calcomp 1044GT.10,245 HP 7550 A. .. 2895
Enter SP 1800 .. 3095 HP 7595 . .. 7795
Houston DMP 52 . 2399 loline 3700
3065
Houston 41/42............2110 loline 4000
3995
Houston 56A
3850 Roland 980
1195
Houston 61
3025 Roland 880 _ 929
NumonicsiTaxanNersatec/JDUOther Models . CALL

DIGITIZERS
Calcomp12 x12 ............. 365 Logitech HiRes Mouse. 92
Calcomp 44 x60 ___ 3745 Kurta IS 3____-- CALL
Calcomp36 x48 ___ 3195 Kuria IS 8.5 x11— 249
GTCO 24 x36
1945 Kuni IS 12 x12 — 315
GTCO 36 x48 — 2305 Mils IS 12 x17
535
Hitachi 11 x11 .....
439 Summa 12 x12 + _.._. 355
Logitech C7 Mouse __. 79 Summa 12 x18 ........... 599

MODEMS
All ETC .. 159 Novation Parrot .. 85
Anchor 2400E-145 Practical 12001..65
AST 9600
779 Prometheus 2400B/2.119
Avalen 1200 Ext........_ 95 Prometheus 24COG _.. 149
Hayes 1200 _
_ 279 Racal-Vadic 2400 VP_ 399
Hayes 2400 ._ 415 USA Courier 2400 ...... 299
Incomm 12400...............235 USA 2400E
345
Migent Pocket
109 USR HST 9600
649
Multitech 224 EH
388 VenTel 18000..
939
Multitech 224 EC
315 Zoom 2400 HC
139
AvatexiCaseverex/UDS/Other Models ... CALL

lit It RS: ‘ 10S-1. RI 7 ‘ NII-6 PNI. S : 9 %% I- 2 I'\I.%Mires,: 4207 S. 371h Si. lhuni
is it Maul notice.

edo nod guarantee e

pal

1-800-877-8855

INTE
RN ‘ TIONA
L ORDERS ARE WELCOMF
PRINTERS
PLOTTERS
Alps Allegro 24. . 362 NEC 5300
_ 689
Alps 324 E
. 745 NEC P5XL
835
Canon BJ 130
675 NEC P9XL . . 1038
Citizen120D .... 142 Panasonic 1080M2 . 165
Citizen 1800. . 165 Panasonic 1091A42 . 191
Citizen MSP40 . 312 Panasonic 1524 ........ 549
Citizen MSP55 . 489
Fujitsu 0L3400...............512
Okidata 390
464
Okidata 391
645
NEC P2200
330

Panasonic 1595 ...... 435
Star NX1000 _ 173
Toshiba P351SX _ 935
Canon 8IL
1565
NEC LC 890
3165

NEC 5200
519 HP Lazer Jet II__ SAVE
BrotherIC.Iloh/Data Products/Data South............ CALL
Diconix/Epson/GeniconVOMS/OTC/T1.

MONITORS
Amdek 310A.....................69 PGS LM 300
539
Amdek 1280 .
645 Samsung T11................ 79
ntercolor 19"1/GA__ 1595 Sigma Laser 19" .... 1765
Mitsubishi 1381A_ 509 Tatung Muttiscan..._ 475
Mitsubishi 20' Auto_ CALL Taxan 770+
. 51
NEC Mukisync IL_.... 575 Thomson 4160 ROB 209
NEC Multisync +__ 915 Thomson EGA .......... 319
NEC Multisync XL_ 2095 Wyse 650 VGA.......... 489
NEC Multisync GS_ 179 Wyse 700..................... 67
POS Ultra Synch .
522 Zenith 1490 .. 598
Seiko 1430: 14", Multiscan, 1024x768, .26mrrt_. 649

SCANNERS
Datacopy 730. _ 1095 POS LS-300 /wOCR96
AST HP , Texan ,
'
PC Hand Scanner. . CALL

i85040. Prices reflect cash discount% ami are sublet Ito change

credit cards and %elected PO's are accepted. R l ret tired ( or all returns.

ARIZONA SALES: ( 602)437-4855 - CUSTOMER SERVICE ( 602)437-4856 - F x ( 6s2)437-9685.

The Grand Canyon
of the Arctic
In Alaska there's aplace as magnificent and rare
as the Grand Canyon—the Coastal Plain of the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge. Oil companies want permission from Congress to drill there (even though
the odds are four in five that no oil exists). That's like
damming the Grand Canyon for hydropower.
Approval to drill will destroy what's left of Alaska's
north coast and deny future generations the beauty
of our most spectacular Arctic wilderness. To learn
how you can help us preserve it, write or call: Sierra
Club, 730 Polk Street, San Francisco, CA 94109,
(415) 776-2211.

Dennis & Debbie Miller

CALL

This could be the most productive
phone number you call today. Toll free.

1(800)531-5369
(Or, if you prefer to FAX your order- 1 ( 512) 344-2985.)

1299.°°

TrippLite Battery Back- Ups

This complete TrippLite
Series offers reliable
battery back-up at
an extremely
low price.
99.

gl10$
omemed•••••

41 Protect your equipment and data by providing safe shut down time
kt •ov
.16itrea
for your computer systems and other sensitive equipment during black or brown-outs. Data loss from one $590 00
black-out can cost you hundreds, if not
e •
thousands of dollars.
These units feature AC line
111.1) awe
0
spike and noise suppres- e
9.
trerreiie
sors, status indicator
111
lights and heavy gelcell batteries-aregulated battery charger
automatically restores Bc.200
SC- BC- 2000
BC-325
BC- 750
2000-W
325-W
750-W
battery to full charge 200-W
when AC power returns.
TrippLitee Voltage Regulator Line Conditioners
$ 1Oa 00
,

et'

$7

00

$299. °
3 00\

,e

$79 .00

$149

"

$399 . 00

mi/

1
18:earak

-11

BC- 1200
1200-W

Hard D

BC- 450
450-W

rive

ses

A

40101
lee $ 79 95
CC16 - P
.
ItippLites' ISOBAR command console
provides the highest level esurge and

noise suppression of any console unit on
the
market include
today. 6 outlets, 5
in dicator
Features
lighted

LS- 600

LC- 1200

LC - 1800

TrippLite Line Stabilizer/Conditioners automatically
adjust varying input voltage to provide lull voltage support
during alow voltage condition while suppressing spikes and
line noise.

Cable Assemblies

power switches, protection
I% ght, 15 amp circuit breaker and 12-toot
poWer cord.

e
•

PC/AT Parallel
Printer Cables

EV.1-904
can

your own EPROMS wen
p to
Iles
4,

EPROM
programm
you
p
rogram
er - ecan uprogram u
512K EPROMS sintttaneously-ea
16K th rusy
to use software is included.

Eprom

Eraser

$79 .
95

Stock 0
PPC301-6
PPC301-10
PPC301-15
PPC301-25
PPC301-6RA

Length
6ft.
10 ft.
15 ft.
25 ft.
6ft

DB-25 - 25 Line Cables
Male- Male

Price
S 6.95
7.95
11.95
17.95
12.95

POPULAR CABLES
Stocka

Description

MEC 6
KEC 6
ACPC-03
A111-6

Monitor Ext.
Keyboard Ext
Power Adapter
AT Modem Cable

cah Other cables available

Stock #
25MM-6
25MM-10
25MM-25
25MM-50
25MM-100

Length
611.
10ft.

25 tt.
50 ft.

100 ft.

Price

$ 6.95
7.95
17.95
33,95
62.95

These sturdy metal switchboxes allow
polec
you to share computers, printers and other
peree
rals quekly and easily. They have
tlated Contacts and are EMI-RFI pro-

DB-25 - 25 Line Cables

Price
$ 5.95
395
4.95
5.95

Male- Female
25MF-6
25M F-10
25MF-25
25MF-50
25MF-100

Length
611.
10ft.
25 ft.
50ft.
100 ft.

08
Stock
#-25

Pnce
6.95
7.95
17.95
33.95
62.95

48 25-2

Vou can erase your EPROMS quickly
easand
easily at homeor workplace with this
yto
th built-in timer.
use EPROM eraser wi
e time
It features an adjustable exposur
with
alarm and is static protected.
Without
timerLA-et
(not shown).

316
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$59. 95

Store Hours: 8:00-6:00 M- F, 10:00-2:00 SAT CST
10731 Gulfdale, San Antonio, Texas 78216

$21..::

ASfitl°3€h'-;
836-5
AE136-X
4

2 8.95

Six 90o
Cross
overn n

AB2 5- X

A33 6-3
4/
336. 4

Price

4
I
70
svuerpoooss
POroio
itn
ion

Centro

Your Electronics Supply House"

TERMS Minimum order 510 00 We accept Mastercard Visa, and Amencan
Express at no additional charge For C 0 D orders add $ 2 20 Fc orders
under $ 100.00, add $300 handling and actual UPS shipping char-el. For
orders over $ 100.00, we pay handling charge - you pay actual UPS shipping
charges plus insurance. Purchase orders accepted from approved a. courYs
All returns require an AMMO and are subject to arestocking fee. Te: ae residents add 7.5% sales tax. Prices subject to change and we are not responsiefor typographical errors.

be
hwree
scrip
sit
t
i
,
0
0n
n
i

)7:2255-4
A8 25-5
A3 25-6

Altex Electronics, Inc.

25 Line Switchboxes

5398..9
95
e

nics
36 Line Switchbo P
X2re
9icS
e95
Description
Two position

Three position
FFi°veerpos
Pnsiti
i
t
o
inn
n

We carry a Cross
complete
over lin

Sg::

..

34.9
44 5
.95
tvt7Ch9s-

box es for your
Ce ll for

different
reaegt:0iOf
inrrents.
s
i
more nform

Circle 15 on Reader Service Card

Circle 86 on Reader Service Card

- . - BASF

VMEbus
Multibus I& II
S-100 bus
To achieve performance, you
need aperformance bus. To find
out the latest information on any
of the above buses, you need

SUPERMICRO

1
/à99

OlibLE
SIDE
UNIVERSAL
PROGRAMMER

E(E)PROM

$495 ( Kits from $ 165)

•No personality modules; Menu driven device selection.

SUPERMICRO, PO Box 2089, Proxy, UT 84603

To find out how you can receive a
trial issue, circle the number below

695

660

630

HIGH
DEITY105

975

935

MHO

12 9
-51259 1195

MHO

15 5
A

• Built-in Eraser/beet option ($50); Conductive foam pad.
• Direct technical support; FuU Iyear warranty.
•Stand alone duplication & verify (27XX pares).
•Quick pulse algorithm ( 27256 under 60 sec).

the magazine for integrators and
users of VME, Multibus, and S-100.

PACKAGED
ER80X
2 BoxesAGE5 DBo1x0ePs 10 Boxes

•27m to 1Merit 25m; Nine CMOS: EEPROMS.
•8741,-2,-4,41,8H,..9,.9H,41,-051,52,-55, 9761 & morc
• IBM-PC. Apple, CPM or Unlit driven /addend RS232

ft1F2HD

•Offut/split Hex, Binary, Intel & Motorola 8,16,32 bit
• Manual 'Alb complete scbtroatka.
VISA MC AMEX
Call today for datasherts!!

R&C MICROSYSTEMS

41g 409_53993

Di üett ,
.

355 WEST OLIVE AVE. SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
Pit ( 40K) 730.5511 FAX: ( 408) 730-5521 TELEX: 004185

1495 1450

Del'erere

,29J à.,ee9
.11,1058
Nute,1.8?° el .
e,?31

t2 !; 8

Otilariorpe nle:?.;

Conerton-

FAX*405. 495.4598

TELE X*4933362

maxell.

Circle 30 on Reader Service Card

Circle 249 on Reader Service Card

ri§" '

Dealers!

vç

Network-OS LAN Systems - Includes Boards,
Cabling, Terminators and

Software. Two- user

hardware and software for under 81,000 list!

OPTICAL DISKS CALL

2Box 5Box 10Box

Packed 10/Box
Close- Up Remote Communications - Support
your

... at your command

customer

without

leaving

your

office.

Authored by Cogitate for Norton- Lambert!

Master Switch is sophisticated yet flexible. Several
computers can access one another or share printer,
and modems. Use serial or parallel interfaces, up
to nine ports. The buffer is expandable up to on,

Context

Sensitive

COBOL,

Clipper and

Help

for

dBase

DataFlex,
Ill -

Puts

RM/
your

megabyte. Access a job control menu from each
computer to view the queue or cancel, hold, and
release jobs. Many other features.

application's documentation 'on line.'

MasterNet software allows computer networking

User database for MS/PC-DOS, Unix and Xenix.

and electronic mail capabilities for PCs.

Site licensing available.

Other solutions from ROSE
• Printer Sharing

DataFlex Database Management - True Multi-

Dump/Restore-XT - Seven utilities for the MS/

• Multiplexers

Call or write today for our catalog and pncIng!

• Micro to mainframe • Cables
COGITATE, INCORPORATED
'A Higher Form of Software'
Dealer and OEM Inquiries are nelcome.

(ihF1
- ROSE
••

ELECTRONICS

24000 Telegraph Road
Southfield, MI 48034

P 0 BOX 112571
Cult FOR CATALOG

"4
rt1D•20D
ï MF 1DD —
I2 2
J
* mF2.. - 179_5. Ir.5 I7 2
i

Inn@

3
8,, .

FD1-1200 — IW-5 Ign
FD 2-1200

HOUSTON

TX I1174

713 933 7673

Circle 230 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 231)

CHIP SHOP

Visa/MasterCard Accepted

Circle 56 on Reader Service Card

REAL WORLD I/O '

4128

80287

41256

80387

1 meg chips
V20, V30 and more
Phone 1-800-2 SABINA
Phone 1-714-594-6336
FAX 714-595-4008

Circle 232 on Reader Service Card

Imiutotr zezeA:9:?...71.fiel
: 41,_,..,

a

Okianoma

1-890454.4058

yi Verbatim
—

0024 • 24- line digital I/O: 10 MHz 8255.

$ 95

AD500 • 8 channel 12- bit ( plus sign) integrating Al)
programmable gains of 1. 10. & 100 Hi-Z input and "
digital lines
$ 239
AD100 • Single channel version of AD500 with 10 digital
lines

$ 149

AD200 • 4 channel. 125 uS. 12-bit /VD board.

$ 239

ADA300 • 8 channel. 25 uS. 8-bit Al): single Mk 24 ITL
L0 lines ( 10 MHz 8255).

$ 239

04600 • Fast settling dual I2-bit WA.

$ 169

PD200 • Prototype development board with address decoder.
buffer 100 + page application protect manual.

$ 99

SB44) • External connectiowprotonpe board with cable $ 49
3o day return, lyear unrranly Call for Real World
interfacing" application notes.

Real Time Devices, Inc.
P.O. Box 906

State College, PA 16804

A Kodak Company

-DataLifePlus"& Data life ,

Ult

All boards include BASIC Pascal. C. and Forth drivers.

SABINA INTERNATIONAL, INC.

849
De la ware e 8,22z$21 mono

0.e R••••.•

with

LOWEST PRICES

8087

18 45

2n 2180

Take the byte out of data loss

CALL FOR THE

4164

2V

—

Minimum order $ 25 01)" No Surcharge on Visa
MasterCard!" COD orders add $322 Surface
Shipping UPS add $ 3,
19 per 100 for 3Wor 51d,
add $ 491D per 100 for 8:' U.S. Mail delivery add
5%."Pr:ces subject to change without Not ice

(313) 352-2345/Telex: 386581

For PC/XT/ATs

SAME DAY SHIPMENT

jj

3995 390.0 3715

MF 2HD —

PC- DOS user.

• Protocol Conversion • Modems
• Buffering • Manual Switches

7
95 7
9 7
31)
I5 2
°IV IT-5

RI:30 MD•211

2 Box

Double Side
75
Double Density
DataLifePlus'
Tet Ion 8, PC Formatted

9io.

HIGH DENSITY
Preformatted for AT
(Packed 10/Box)
Single Side

r

3

.2. Double Side
High Density

...-.

—

5 Box

10 Box

8/5

865

7§-9. 7»

14§à 13 9
.2 13»
2

Box

11L5

16iq
4225
-

5 Box

10 Box

11K, 10 95
152-5 155!)

4e 39K

822.4%1;1849
19000

Delaware

Di sikette
,
i'klahow.::i«.e.,99,51-.1058
Uonnectiotr U ,16192;Pee 2
lana

N

ada
iOn

1

,2

1

TELEX (4933362) — FAX(405-495-4598)

(814) 234-8087
Circle 228 on Reader Service Card
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Circle 85 on Reader Service Card

3m
DS- DD

*FREE!

Ii

Headcleanin •Kit

00

Quantity Discounts
Available

.69 ...
1.49 ...
1.99 ...
.85 ....
.47 ....
.52 ....

5.25" 3M Diskettes

...

3.50" 3M Diskettes

...

8.00 - 3M Diskettes

...

3M Highland Box Diskettes

f
Co
la
r
t
7
a0
Def5
en
'Ad"
ew
rD7
/k e
Dys

BASF
.59*...
1.29 ...
1.79

14.95

*FREE Plastic
Library Box

Quantity Discounts
Available

EIS -OD

BIGM

1.45
4.45
2.25

3M Mark 0 PC " Formatted' .Disks

F
Do
ar
ta50Def 3
enhdr 050

"A-6
7

DS- HD

3M No Logo Bulk. w/tyvek, labels w/p
DC- 1000
12.65 DC-300XLP 19.45
DC- 2000
17.05 DC -600A
21.45
3M Mag. Tapes 2400 W-T- S
12.50
3M Mag. Tapes 1200' W- T- S
925

14.95

Motion
Control &
Data
Acquisition

DS- HD

5.25" BASF Diskettes ...
3.50" BASF Diskettes ...
8.00" BASF Diskettes ...

.
89
4.45
1.99

$r9 5

•,•_!••

EA

WITH EACH
PURCHASE OF 60.

BASF 5.25" DS/DD Diskettes!
BASF Mag. Tapes 2400' W- T- S
11.95
BASF Mag. Tapes 1200' W- T- S
7.99
BASF No- Logo 5.25" DS/DD
' .
42
MD2-DMP

/flaxe n525"

.
72*

IMPLASTICK;

verbatim

MD2-HOMP

1.49* 1.59

5.25" DS/00 525" DS/HD 3.50"DS/DO

.
72*

- Datalife *FREE DaiaLifratus Offrr /wide

COLOR DISK

MF2-DDM

DS/DD 525" DS/HO 3.50"DS/DD

1.30* 1.49

525" DS/DD 350" DS/DD 3.50" DS/HD

.72*
.,.

1.59* 3.49

PLASTIC BOA

2,41

5.25" DS/DD 5.25" OS/HD 350D5/DO
I

.72

N

ashua

1.49

1.59

CALL FOR BEST PRICES!

BULK

,, t
,h
co
s
t
ieeT
t
N
es,i2
attIsD
S
a
n
/
a
DD 3

35

wip tabs

Block Disks

Color Disks

.29 .... 5.25" DS/HD/48 TPI ... .
39
.69 .... 5.25" DS/HD " AT" .... .
79
1.09 ... 3.50" DS/HD/135 TPI ... 1.19

Digital Recording
for your PC, XI', AT or Compatible

•VOICE MAIL SYSTEM
•TELEMARKETING
-Inbound 8, Outbound

•SMARTEST ANSWERING
MACHINE
•AUTODIALER-DATABASE
•VOICEPAD -

A card in your PC creates the fast LAB 40 bus
which supports up to 8 modules.
User Friendly Packages for PC/XT/AT.
• Intelligent DC Servo: Joystick, numeric control, motion record/playback, C calls. Up to 16
axes. Two axis package w/motors $ 1550 ( USA).
• 4-Axis Stepper w/source code & motor $316.
• Scope/FFT 650KHz A/D 4ch. w/source $525.
'Modules: 8 & 12 bit AID, Relay, Stepper, Clock,
Servo & Amps, Prop Controller (
Forth, AID,
EEPROM, 68HC11, RS- 232/422/485, LAB 40).
'Adapter for RS- 232 for Mac and others.
'Free immediate technical support & literature.
Call ( 415) 755-1978 or our BBS ( 415) 755-1524.

-Voice for your Programs

•PROGRAMMER'STOOLKIT
- ( optional 79.)

Yz card, software, cables, and speaker

3:

-

Please

Telex • 3727438

Circle 256 on Reader Service Card

INSTAN T

Toll Free Order Line:

Information Line:

1-800-523-9681

1-801-255-0080

TLX-9102404712

FAX- 801-572-3327

a DISKCOTECH

DISKCO TECHNOLOGIES, INC
213 Cottage Avenue
P.O. Box 1339
Sandy, Utah 84091
318
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MEMORY TTL IC TESTER FOR PC XT AI
E(E)PROM ( 16K-1MB)
PAL (20 8 24 pins)
BIPOLAR
8741/42/48/49/50 CPU
87(C)51/44 CPU
DYNAMIC/STATIC RAM &
TTL TESTER
Option: 4 Socket adaptor

"EXACT TERMINAL EMULATION
AND COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE'
•PRECISE EMULATION OF THE
DEC VT52, VT100, VT102, VT220
•EXPANSION MODULES FOR
OVER 40 EXACT EMULATIONS
•9FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOLS
•EASY TO USE, QUICK TO
INSTALL, AND MUCH MORE
•IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2
FOR INFORMATION
ONLY
800/548-9777
)irje
surntoescs
303/593-9540
TELEX 450236

Circle 243 on Reader Service Card

9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC/XT/AT

only $585 complete
Other products available. Individual program.
inters for E(E)PROM ( up to 1MB), PAL, BIPOLAR,
8748 series, 8751 series, Memory/TTL Tester, and
gang programmers with 4, 8, & 16 sockets.
Also industrial quality EPROM Eraser with timer
and safety switch is available ( erases 30 of 28
pin eproms at a time).
OEM & Distributor welcome.
10% educational discount
473 Sapena Cf. # 24
Santa Clara, CA 95054

Order Line - outside CA
1-800-541-1975
Tech Line ( 408) 727-8995
FAX ( 408) 727-6996

XELTEK VISA
mic

AMEX

Circle 279 on Reader Service Card

OPTICAL DISKS
LASLKDKIVL
as fqa.tured In PC WEEK 4126188
•800mB storage on single disk
• connecting to any host via SCSI
interface
• Plu9:n Play to any operating system

STORAGE

WE BEAT ANY PRICE!

UNIPRO
UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER AND

TE RMINAL

call for in

VISA. Mastercard or AMEX. COD only add $ 3.00. Prepaid
orders deduct 2% cash discount. PO's accepted from recognized
institutions and corporations on Net 30. Bank draft, T/T or L/C
acceptable. Shipping: $4/100 or fewer disks Reduced shipping
charges on larger quantities. Price quoted for case ( 100 disks)
quantities less than acase add 5%.

.41P

Talking Technology, Inc.
4383 Piedmont Ave. Suite 8
Oakland. CA 94611

Computer Continuum
(415) 755 1978

$2690° • 5s/h

(415) 652-9600

75 Southgate
Daly City CA 94015

FREE SLEEVES. LABELS AND W/P TABS

RIBBONS

UTHM

REAL VOICE

COLOR- CODED MODULAR
FILING CASE/78 FOR

r

only
Now you can exchange data files between
your IBM PC and any mainframe or minicomputer using IBM compatible 1600 or
6250 BPI 9- Track tape. System can also be
used for disk backup. Transfer rate is up
to 4 magabytes per minute on PCs and
compatibles. Subsystems include 7" or 10 1
2 "
/
streaming tape drive, tape coupler card
and DOS compatible software. For more
information, call us today!

PLIRLSTRR e
Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: (818) 882-5822

9621 Irondale

Circle 217 on Reader Service Card

$4995

Limited time only

PANASONIC LS5000

$2495 -

200 MB

OPTICAL MEDIA

For IBM 8/. Panasonic Optical
Drives - $52

We carry a full line of
51/4" & 12" Optical Drives
SKAN TEKNOLOGIES, INC.
optical storage' systems
(212) 809-5570 (
516)295-2237
Circle 241 on Reader Service Card

IBM COMPATIBLES GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES 1HIGHEST QUALITY
CAT' 8MHZ

BASE SYSTEM
•256K (Opt 640K) • 150 Watt Power
Supply • AT Style Keyboard
• 4 77 or 8MHZ Keyboard Selectable
•FDC
•8087 Socket • 360K Floppy Drive

CAT" 286-10

COMPLETE SYSTEM CALL FOR PRICE
1 Year Warranty

e

$39900

.//,

lIN 11111

oele

te n

Min

1
-1

$us"

$92900

,

OPTION C
12" Mono Amber Mondor
Graphics Card wiper port
20 Meg Hard Drive

OPTION B
600 o 200 Color Monitor
Graphics Card w/par port

OPTION A
12" Mono Amber Monitor
Graphics Card wiper port

OPTION A AT
12" Mono Amber Moon°,
Greens Card wiper pon

$10768*

M1908

T716 11.
1

./ COMPLETE

BASE SYSTEM
•5I2K Exp to 1MEG • 290 Wan Power
Supply • AT Style Keyboard
•Western Digital Controller • 12Meg
Floppy • Legal Bros w/manuals • Systems
Documentation • 1yr war • Clock/Calc

SYSTEM CALI_ FOP PRICE
113 Norton, SI

1111RIMII

::ern

see

1

OPTION B AT
640 n 200 Color Monitor
Graphics Card wiper port

OPTION C AT
12" Mono Amber Monitor
Graphics Card wiper pon
20 Meg Hard Drive

51299 00

$139988

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICED PERIPHERALS - CALL (800 654-7762
VIDEO CARDS

PRINTERS BY

41

339
529
749
349
499

Vega Video 7
Everex EGA 640 x350
Vega VGA PS2 Compatible
Everex VGA 640 x400, 17 VGA Modes
Everex PGA 640 x480, 256/4096 Colors
MEAD Monographics w/par port Hercules comp
MEAD Color graphics w/par port Hercules comp

CITIZEN
1800 180CPS 9Pin 10" 179
MSP15E 160CPS 9Pin 15" 369
MS1340 250CPS 9Pin 10" 369
Cables — Ribbons Available

150 Watt Power Supply Direct PC Replacement
200 Watt Power Supply Direct AT Replacement ..
Dos 3.2 w/GW Basic
Everex Ram Expansion for AT or XT starting at ..

EPSON

LX86E
LX286E
LX 008
L02500

329
429
439
839

L0850
L01050
FX850
FX1050

PANASONIC
KXP10801 144CPS
199
KXP10911 192CPS .
229
KXP10921 240CPS
379
Tractors — Sheet Feeders —

MODEMS BY -

,
t
ee
£e•eo.

COMPLETE KITS

54"
79 00
69 00
59"

69"
99 00
129 00
129. 0

40MB
40MB
40MB
60MB
60MB
125M8

Mini Cartridge, 1.8MB/min, XT
Mini Cartridge, 3.6MB/min, AT
Streaming Cassette, 5MB/min w/cont
Streaming Cassette, 5MB/min w/cont
Streaming Cartridge, 5MB/min w/Full cont.
Streaming Cartridge. 5MB/min w/Full cont

WESTERN DIGITAL
WX-1 8Bit 1/2 Sized for XT
WA-2 16 Bit Full Sized Hard/Floppy
W0-27)( 8Bit R11 5I2 Size
WAH 16 Bit Hard Drive Controller
RA2 16 Bit R11 Hard/Floppy for AT
MEAD Floppy Disk Controller for XT
MEAD 1.2 Meg 8 360K Controller for XT
Hard/Floppy Cable Set

359 00
359 00
53900
619 00
779 00
989"

External Add 195"

79 00
89"
239 00
369 00
479 00

299"
269 00
299 00
379 00
479 0.
489"
279 00
299"
519 00
649"

ONLY

69 00
119"
79 00
129 00
159 00
29 00
59"
500

COPROCESSORS BY

FLOPPY DRIVES FROM
FROM YOUR LOW PRICE LEADER
360K 1
2 Ht. PC Compatible
/
1.2 Meg Mitsubishi Black Face
720K 31
/ "Epson Drive w/5 1
2
/ "mounting
4
1.44 Meg Sony 31
/ "Drive w/5 1
2
/ "mounting
4
360K Tandon TM100-2 Full Ht
160K Tandon TM100-1 Full Ht

,,,sredirays

CONTROLLERS BY

TAPE BACKUPS BY

74 00
139"
199"

MONITORS BY

SAMS UNG
1252 12" Amber vi/Tilt & Swivel Base
1257 12" Amber Fiat Screen 720 x350
1461 14" Color 640 x200, 16 colors
1453 14" EGA 640 x350. 64 colors/.31
CN4551 Multisync EGA 720x480
IBM COA/VGA/PGA/EGA Compatible

seagate HARD DRIVES

ST125 20Meg 40 Mil th Ht
ST225 20Meg w/cont. & Cables
ST238 30Meg w/cont. & Cables
ST251 40Meg th HT 40 Mil w/software
ST251-1 40Meg, 28 Mil Sec
ST277R 60MB 40 Mil 1
2 Ht
/
ST4026 20Meg Full Ht 40 Mil .
ST4038 30Meg 40 Mil Full Ht
ST4053 40MB 28 Mil Full Ht
ST4096 80Meg Full HT to/software

ODD'S & END'S FROM MEAD

13EVEREe2

EV-920 EverCom 12 300/1200 bps Bitcom Software .
EV-940 EverCom 24 2400 Baud Int. Bitcom Software
EV-945 External 2400 Baud
For error correcting add $ 10.00
Hayes Compatible Maher Manufacturers
1200 Baud Internal w/Sottware
1200 Baud External fully Hayes Compatible
2400 Baud Internal 1
/ card w/software .
2
2400 Baud External Fully Hayes Compatible

c
g

179 00
129 00
349"
249 00
629 00
58 05
58 00

59 00
79 00
8900
139 00
89 00
39 00

nte
nIe
nte
nte
ste
ntel
te

INTEL

8087 5Mhz
8087 8Mhz
80287 6Mhz
80287 8Mhz
80287 10Mhz
80387 16Mhz
80387 20Mhz

et,
Ase

99 55
149"
179"
239"
289"
429"
699 00

OVERSTOCKED AT OUT COST
RAM UPGRADES
1YR. WARRANTY

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
DAISYWHEEL PRINTER MANUFACTURED BY C.ITOH

Why pay $ 1149 tor aCHO

STARWRITERN F-10

When our 40 cps letter quality daisywheel
printer from the same manufacturer is only

$2ggoo
ea.

Itageree''

100 for $249 ea.

•6ft. Serial Cable
$ 1900
3900
•AT or XT RS232/Serial Interface
149 00
•Bidirectional Tractor.
199 00
•Cut Sheet Feeder

STANDARD FEATURES
•40 CPS • Accepts Paper to 15 inches • Form
Length and Pitch Set from Conrol Panel
•Industry compatible ribbon, printwheels and
control commands • RS232 Serial Interface

10 MEG HARD DISK KIT
Includes Controller & Cables
•1
/ Height • 80 Msec
2
Brand New/Major Manufacturer
mead 159"

40 MEG HARD DISK
AT COMPATIBLE
•Full Height • 40 Msec
•30 Day Warranty
MOJO 279"
10 for 249 00 ea

OPTIONS

4164
1161
4161
11256
11256

150 NS
120 NS
100 NS
150 NS
120 NS

2,,
41256 100
32 ' 41256 40
3. , 4464
1Meg x1 120 NS
1Meg x1 100 tiS

MOUSE
MICROSOFT COMPATIBLE
•3Button
•Mechanical wlSoftware • Serial
Mead 29"

12' ,
13 ,5
13. ,
37"
39 00

Simm & pp Lipp
256 a9 100
129"
256 x9 120 NS
119 00
1Meg a8 12ONS
449 00
1Meg x9 12ONS
499"

TAPE CASSETTE/CARTRIDGE
DC1000, 3M....9 00
DC300XCL 45Meg 14" DC300A Used . 7"
CJ500
19 00 CJ600
24"
NO SURCHARGE FOR MC/VISA

800-654-7762
SALES: 7 p.m.- 6 ern. PST

TERMS:
MC • VISA • COO • CASH

702 -294 - 0204

Purchase Orders from Qualified Firms
Personal Checks • AE add 4%
20% Restocking Fee on Non- Detective Returns

CUSTOMER SERVICE IORDER STATUS
9 am - 4 pm PST

VISA'
MINIM!

FAX 702-2941168
1000 Nevada Hwy. • Unit 101 • Boulder City. NV 89005

Circle 155 on Reader Service Card

SHIPPING: Men 6.1 UPS

OCTOBER I988 • BYTE
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DATA ACQUISITION, COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL INTERFACES
or IBM PCIATIAT & PS12. MICHOCHANNII, Apple N
MACINTOSH Computers
Send Today Ibr Yost
Free Handbook'

HARD DISK CONTROLLERS

ADAPTEC
PC/XT Controller ST506/412
2070 PC/XT to 506/412 ALL
2071 PC/XT to ST506 ALL ( 1drive)
2072 PC/XT ALL
2370 PC/XT to ST506 ALL
3530 SCSI In Tape CMC 36
4000 SCSI to ST5061412
4000A SCSI to ST506/412
4070 SCSI in ST506/412 ALL
4520 SCSI to ESDI
5500 SCSI to ST506/412
5580 SCSI to SMD

$45
$69
$59
$79
$99
$78
$89
$129
$98
$98
$125
$175

XEBEC
S1410 SASI Controller
S1420 SASI to 51
4 " Floppy 8 Hard Disk Controller
/
Apple il. II.. IIE Host Adapter

$89
$29
$29

OTHERS

DTC 510A SASI controller
$98
OTO 5187 AT to ST506/412. No Floppy
$98
Konen DJ- 210 31
2 " SASI to ST506/412
/
(Xebec 1410 clone)
$89
WO 1002-SHD Xebec Compatible SASI Controller $ 109
Western Digital 1003WAH
$ 119
Manuals
$it each
Cables Available
Ask for Pricing
Hard Drives 20-380 MB
Call

Computer Surplus Store
10

1

71S

•
Circle 286 on Reader Service Card

BUY QUALITY
FOR LESS!

DMAN
51/
4"DS/DD

39 0

100% CERTIFIED
LIFETIME WARRANTY

Price based on quantity of 250 in hulk
includes Tyvek sleeves and label kits.

800-222-0490
NJ 201-462-7628
FAX 201-462-5658

•

24 HOUR SHIPMENT

•

100% CERTIFIED
51
4 "BULK DISKS
/

51/
4"DS/DD 59c
31/
2"DS/DD 1.09
Price based on quantity of 300
includes sleeves, labels and tabs.

800-222-0490
In NJ
FAX

MEGASoft

P.O. Box 710, Freehold, NJ 07728
Full service duplication facility

Circle 158 on Reader Service Card

•

F68HC11 = MC68HC11 + MAX FORTH
LOW COST * LOW POWER CMOS *
SINGLE CHIP OR EXPANDED OPERATION *
HLL RESIDENT FORTH * FAST DEBUG * 5
PARALLEL * 2SERIAL * WATCH DOG TIMER
* 8CH OF 8 BIT A/D * SUPPORTS RS232,
422, 485. F68HC11 OPERATING SYSTEM
UNDER $20 AT 1K PCS. NMIX0022PS —
COMPLETE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM WITH
MANUALS $265. VISA-MC ACCEPTED.

NEW MICROS INC.
1601 CHALK HILL RD.
DALLAS, TX 75212
214/339-2204

"We Buy and Sell

MAXELL

201-462-7628

201-462-5658

24 Hour Shipment •

MEGASoft
PO Box 710. Freehold, NJ 07728

OPERATING
SYSTEM
UNDER $20

Sycamore Dr. • Milpitas. CA 95035
Phone: 408-434-1060
Fax: 408-434-0931
Two: 1561447

Circle 66 on Reader Service Card
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IiC s sITPDirslr:IppellYEIY"'
QUANTITY ONE PACES S.OWN for AUG 9. 19811
()K)AIIUMA

NIl sAl ES DO,

DYNAMIC RAM
SIMM
1048Kx9
85 7IS $550.00
E
ee
1Mbli
10481(x1
100 ns
38.50 eN,
41256
256Kx1
60 ns
14.25
41256
256Kx1
80 ns
13.75 e
41256
256Kx1
100 ns
13.50
51258 + 256Kx1 100 ns
12.95
41256
2561(xl
120 na
12.75
41256
256Kx1
150 ris
11.75
41264 + 64Kx4 120 ns
18.95
EPROM
27C1000 izeKxe 200 ns $37.50
27C512
64Kx8 200 ns
13.95
27256
32Kx8 250 na
7.25
27128
16Kx8
250 ns
6.60
STATIC RAM
43256L-10 32Kx8 100 na $18.95
6264P-12
8Kx8
120 na
13.50
OPEN 6'

DAYS 7xi

MA 10 em

SHIP VIA FED- EX ON SAT

WI EXPORT ONLY TO CANADA GUAM PUERTO MCO a VIRGIN MARCO
SAT CELNERY
INCILIOED ON
FEDEX COWERS
RECEIVED 89
71c MAR
595
Pr RI RILES 1II

MasterCard VISA or UPS CASH COD

Factory New, Prime Parts .toPom
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED, INC
24 COOS Peona Ave
BEGGS OK 74421

(918)267-4961

mum • r. Pe.» mu me, peon en
S6o4,
seance exes 6up le S11b peuipbs malepus Ortleet napped by
3no CST ran ueuelly be 0•11voner1 the nee onon.v. •ne F.d.rA Cape« Slam:401
AI, u $SOTT cer gueeerdee0 moafl 1016.01y One b $ 10 2S1
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111)64180 Single Board
l'rotyping / Control

Computer

(;et your 64180 project going quickly!

for Z80 and HD64180

9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM`
FOR THE IBM PC, XT AT AND...

Microprocessor
Programming.
Source level debugging on

The SBC100 is acomplete computer powered by awa I
iransformer.

Available C compiler, assembler, link,

and debugger run on aPC. Has battery backed RAM
hattery-backed clock, power fail interrupt, 513X bru
connectors, serial and parallel I/O. prototype area for ill ,
to 20 IC's.

Only $295 including serial cable, pou vi

supply, 32k of battery hacked RAM and schematics.

remote target!

Investigate our powerful PC-based,
C compiler for embedded 280 and
HD64180 microprocessors... acompiler written for microprocessor
engineers. Only $495.00.

•Remote source debugger. $195.00.
•Additional products: assemblers,
linkers, single board computers.
ZWorld

Z- World

1772A Picasso Avenue
Davis, CA 95616

I
772A Picasso Avenue

916 753-3722
Fax: 916 753-5141

Davis. CA 95616

(916) 753 -3722

it

"Z80 Family Specialists'
‘1,, ,iiK131/1657

Circle 284 on Reader Service Card

In Germany:
iSystem Ter: 08131/1687 "Z80 Specialist,"

Circle 285 on Reader Service Card

Fug mlormatan Interchange. backup and archwal Moran.
AK Systems offers a9- track IBM lormat-compabble
magneto tape subsystem log the IBM PC. feature-1g
• IBM

termer

160013200 and 800 cpl.

• Software for PC- DOS. MS-DOS, XENIX.
• Also for AT&T. DEC, VAX.
VUE. S-100. RS- 232.
IEEE 488.

Or,,. eonn or / 0

AK Syfïtems

910 493 .

Circle 13 on Reader Service Card

TIMELINE INC.
ORDER DESK ONLY

Continental U.S.A.

L.A. & Technical Info

Inside California

r.

HITACHI DOT MATRIX

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY

ROBOTIC LENS

wear

with infrared sensors ( auto focus)
A HOEBYISTS DREAM

•40 Olaracter x2nnes • 5v power req... • C lr.MDS TT LCOmPetele sign+ ,Mne • Sain in RAM ,0
dispay data storage • Mutter, ostrucnon sret Itesed el 13 commands I • &Ayr. C-MOS CCD drarer
control., • Easy 74,CrOdn..47. , ..97777•9 •• ,r
7.90 *en
oneYr7, Treon • 5x 7dot rnatny 10ITM11.1
C
al onanomencs & special symbols • 96 ASCII character generator ( Pus 64 eatelranar • e
OrOgran9 nabre Oaracters • nerbon cable connector already pawned

2for $25
4000A CONTROLLER $
79

Physical size 3'4,1_ x 13
4 'W x
/

I

*ADAPTEC

0 for the ST412-506 Interface Using MFM Encoding

*DC 600 STYLE TAPES

10,000 api

ea. 19.95

3-9

795 ea.

$

10+

15

Great source of optical and electro -mechanical parts and systems
including the basis for an infrared communications system.
Contains f1.4 - 12 to 72 mm ( 6e) zoom lens with auto focusing capability.
DC motor driven or manual zoom and focus systems with precision gear
reduction units, mechanical clutches, end high quality DC motors. DC
rotary actuator controlled iris dlaphram unit.
Option Available: Infrared distance measuring System
(focusing unit) with control electronics $ 10.00.

$2495

HIGH RESOLUTION
ea.

AMBER

* 1.2 MB-OKIDATA

$69

Reads writes 360K • Half Height floppy for AT
12 MB • DS DD • 96 tpi

OEM INQUIRIES
WELCOME

(213) 217-8912

(800) 872-8878 ( 800) 223-9977

AST- RAMPAGE AT

7-

3g2111
rn

'

MONITOR
ZENITH $
29.95
MODEL DJ7NKZ

22 MHZ
TYPICAL
BANDWIDTH

• Flat faceplate

INCREDIBLE!
MEMORY EXPANSION CARD
FOR YOUR IBM PC/AT
Can be expanded to 2Mb memory. This card can do EMS and EEMS as well
as extended memory. We bought these bulk pack from an OEM, so no AST
box or manual. We supply our own manual. Comes with software for printer
spooler and Ramdisk. 1year warranty. RAMPAGE', card available with 0-8
memory only. Serial/parallel port card available separately at avery
good price.

• 900 lines at center
650 lines at corners
• Operates from
12VDC at 1.4 amp
• Vertical input is 47
to 63 Hz
• Horizontal
frequency: 15 Khz
(adjustable)

For spirt video (TTL inputs) operation

4 for
$99.00

Not composite video.

DISPLAY MODES
VGA GRAPHICS:
800 x560 x16 colors
320 x200 x256 colors

UPGRADE YOUR
XT/AT TO
VGA GRAPHICS!

VGA COLOR GRAPHICS PACKAGE
ALSO:
640 x480 x16 colors
640 x350 x16 colors
640 x200 x16 colors
640 x 200 black & white
320 x200 x4colors
Hercules Graphics
40 and 80 column character mode

TIME

LINE

The manufacturer of this monitor
SET THE STANDARD FOR COLOR
GRAPHICS. The card is an ATI
improved VIP CARD. The package
comes with user friendly manual and
step-by-step instructions. One year
warranty on the monitor, two year
warranty on the card.
CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.

• 13" color screen
• Max resolution (800x560)
• Bandwidth: 17 Mhz
• Software selectable to VGA, EGA
CGA, MDA, HGA
• Anti- reflective, coated non- interlaced
flicker free screen
• . 31 dot pitch

1490 W. ARTESIA BLVD, GARDENA, CA 90247

NO SURCHAFGE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS!

Contnentai U S A

Minimum Order $25.00. Shipping & handling charges via UPS Ground
$.50 ,lb UPS Air: $ 1.00, lb. Minimum Charge: $400. We accept cashiers
checks, MC or VISA. No personal check COD's California residents add
61
/% sales tax. We are not responsible for typographical errors. All
2
merchandise subject to prior sale Phone orders welcome Foreign
Orders require special handling. Prices subhect to change without

(800) 872-8878
Inside California

(800) 223-9977

LA

n

V154

(
21

Area & Technical into

( 213) 217-8912

15% Restocking fee for returned orders.

Circle 265 on Reader Service Card
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Bias

SOURCE
CODE

the XT BiesKit is a270 page book with adiskette
containing source code in C, plus utility programs
to help you create aBios. Now you can have a
Bios with documentation for your own applications: modify boot- up, eliminate the keyboard,
install security features, etc. Only $99 complete.
The AT Illos Alt is only $ 199, or get both Bioskits
for $ 279

— XT- AT HANDBOOK

Annabooks = _
410
Suite 262

(619) 271-9526

FAMILY
EMULATORS

For into call:
Austria
Australia
Denmark
Finland

West Germany

02 22 38 76 38-0
02 654 1873
02 65 81 11
See Sweden
01 69 412 801
01 464 2586
03 499034
02 784 7841
04 886 375
See Sweden
01 83 56 70
03 217 2340
01 740 41 05
08 131 16 87

Sweden
U.SA.

040 92 24 25
408 866 1820

France
Great Britain
Israel
Korea
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Switzerland

noHau

51 E Campbell Ave 4107E
Campbell CA 95008

CORPORATION ( 4081 866.1820

Circle 184 on Reader Service Card

RAMCHECK

$249,

Fix common problems fast!

Make Money
With Your PC
A Revolutionary Software System, designed for maximum profits with minimum setup, now transforms any IBM
PC/XT/AT or compatible computer into
asecure, reliable Bulletin Board and Information Host System.
Subscription Systems throughout the
free world are presently being used in diala-date and matchmaking applications, for
multi-user databases and multiple listing
endeavors, on-line order taking, along with
scores of other lucrative telecommunications tasks.
To learn more about this unique, selfperpetuating opportunity that can adapt to
both voice and data environments, contact:
PC/WORKS at (
805) 654-0721 or FAX
(805) 650-0195.

Circle 198 on Reader Service Card

Satellite Communication

MICROSAT II

You don't need to be an expert
to diagnose and
correct
problems involving PC setup.
All you need is HELPME'
software! More than 300 tests.

Expansion Board

$700

OS

On- screen help for understanding and correcting identified
problems.
Quick
identification of system configuration and compatibility.
$99 plus shipping and handling. MC and VISA accepted.
California Software Products,
Inc., 525 N. Cabrillo Park Drive,
Santa Ana, CA 92701
(714) 973-0440.
Circle 47 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 48)

PAL/EPROM PROGRAMMER CARD

IMMEDIATE
I
)
ELI VERY

•For IBM PC/XT/AT and compatible.
•Satellite data receiver - 9600 baud.
•Satellite bulletin board.
•Satellite video and
audio option - Add $200
PERSONAL SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
707 Johnson Road, Blaine WA 98230
604)597-6298
TLX 04 508306
FAX 604)597-6214

Circle 201 on Reader Service Card

Terminal Emulation

NEW -• VERSION 2 OF SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

Reseller 1—$199; 2—$1791

Stop throwing away suspected memory
chips. With today's high memory chip
prices you can easily justify RAMCHECK's cost after testing only 20
memory chips. RAMCHECK boasts a
built-in 8088 powerful processor for
testing every cell of a64K/256K
DRAM chip in just 2.3 seconds.
Thousands sold worldwide.
"...an indispensable tool for handling memory chips."
Made in USA By:

NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS

4535 Oringe Grow, Sacramento CA 95841
(916) 924.8037 (
MF) 8AM to 5PM PST

For PC/XTIST Systems

THE
MEMORY
TESTER
ONLY

•2716 to 1MEG
•Updateable to 32 MEG
•Programs 2764 A in 10 Seconds
•Menu Driven Software
•External 40 PIN ZIF ( PC only)
•Adapter 8748, 49, 51, 52, 55. TMS 7742
$50 PC only
•1Year Warranty
•10 Day Money Back Guarantee
•Available for APPLE H$92.50
VISA MC
•For More Information Call

Circle 183 on Reader Service Card

Circle 21 on Reader Service Card

8051

FOR pc $ 129.95

—

The XT- AT Handbook is full of hardware and
software information in ashirt pocket size book.
Over 70 pages covering 38 subjects, including
connectors, I/O maps, controller programming,
DOS and DEBUG commands, board dimensions,
character codes, hard disk drive types, and
much more. Only $9.95 each qty 1-4, five or
more, $ 5 each
12145 Alta Carmel Ct. 250,
San Diego, California 92128

EPROM
PROGRAMER

e

ke.

(713) 879-6226

TEK 4105 EM4105 8349

Programs 20 and 24
Pin MMI. NS. 71.AMD,
ALTERA, CYPRESS.
RICOH. and PANATEC
PALS Supeorls EPLO
polarny, RA and shared
product term types
Functions include Read.
Write Verify, Protect,
Edit. Pont, ad File load
and save aerogram
-JEDEC supported.
-Software Included

•Tektronix 4105
•Tektronix 4010
•VT220, VT102
•Picture files
•VGA and EGA support
•High resolution hardcopy

100MHZ LOGIC ANALYZER CARD
For PC'XT-AT Systems

$1199

.24 Channels at 25Khz-25M- -6 Channels at 100 Mhz
-Internal Clock up to 100 Mr:
-External Clock up to 25 M.,
-ThreshoW Voltage TTL, ED_
or variable from • 10 to .. 0.
-Can Stack Multiple Boards
AS Software Included

CALL NOW FOR ORDERS AND
TECHNICAL INFO (201) 994-6669
Link Computer Graphics Inc. 4Sparrow Dx,
Livingston, NJ 07039 TLX -9102409305 LIM<

VT220 EM220 $169
•VT220, VT102 emulation
•File transfer
•132 column modes
•Color support
•Hot key

▪.uDiversified Computer Systems, Inc.
3775 Iris Avenue. Sue 18

Boulder. CO 80301 (303)447-9251
FAX 303-447-1406

1
,.,1¢troarks VT102 VT220

DEC relent..

Tesonero Inc

li3M04 Falktone Rd., Suite 214. liougon. TX 77044
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The Amazing A-BUS
Plug into the future

An A- BUS system with two Motherboards
A- BUS adapter BEIN1) in foreground

With the A- BUS you can plug your PC ( IBM, Apple,
TRS-80) into afuture of exciting new applications in the fields
of control, monitoring, automation, sensing, robotics, etc.
Alpha's modular A- BUS offers a proven method to build your
"custom" system today. Tomorrow, when you are ready to take
another step, you will be able to add more functions. This is ideal for
first time experimenting and teaching.
A- BUS control can be entirely done in simple BASIC or Pascal,
and no knowledge of electronics is required!
An A- BUS system consists of the A- BUS adapter plugged into
your computer and acable to connect the Adapter to 1or 2A- BUS
cards. The same cable will also fit an A- BUS Motherboard for
expansion up to 25 cards in any combination.
The A- BUS is backed by Alpha's continuing support (our 11th
year, 50000 customers in over 60 countries).
The complete set of A- BUS User's Manuals is available for $ 10.

About the A- BUS:
• All the A- BUS cards are very easy to use with any language that can
read or write to aPort or Memory. In BASIC. use INP and OUT or PEEK and
POKE with Apples and Tandy Color Computers)
• They are all compatible with each other You can mix and match up to 25
cards to fit your application Card add -esses are easily set with jumpers
• A- BUS cards are shipped with power supplies (except PD- 123) and
detailed manuals ( including schematics and programming examples).

ST- 143

Relay Card
RE- 140: $ 129
Includes eight industrial relays. i3 amp contacts. SPST) individually
controlled and latched. 8LED's show status Easy to use ( OUT or POKE in
BASIC) Card address is jumper selectable
Reed Relay Card
RE- 156: $99
Same features as above, but uses 8Reed Reays to switch low level signals
(2CmA max). Use as achannel selector, solid state relay driver, etc.

CL- 144

Analog Input Card
AD- 142: $ 129
Eight analog inputs 0to +5V range can be expanded to 100V by adding a
resistor 8 bit resolution (20mV) Conversion time 120us. Perfect to
measure voltage, temperature. light levels, pressure, etc Very easy to use

Digital Input Card
IN- 141: $ 59
The eight inputs are optically isolated, so it's safe and easy to connect any
"on/off" devices, such as Ttwitches. thermostats, alarm loops, etc to your
computer. To read the eight inputs, simply use BASIC INP (
or PEEK).
24 Line TTL I/O
DG- 148: $ 65
Connect 24 input or output signals ( switches or any TTL device) to you computer The card can be set for Mput. latched output. strobed output
strobed input, and/or bidiiectional strobed I/O Uses the 8255A chip
Clock with Alarm
CL- 144: $89
Powerful clock/calendar with: battery bacxup for Time, Date and Alarm
setting (time and date): built in alarm relay, led and buzzer. timing to 1/100
second. Easy to use decimal format. Lithium battery included.
Touch Tonee Decoder
PH- 145: $ 79
Each tone is converted into anumber which is stored on the board Simply
read the number with IN,' or POKE. Use for remote contro. projects. etc..
A- BUS Prototyping Card
PR- 152:
31
2 by 41
/
2 in. with powe - and group() bus. Fits up to 10 I.C.s
/
Add $3.00 per order foci' shipping.
Vise, MC, checks, M.O. welcome.
CT ai NY residents add sales tax.
C.O.D. add $3.00 extra.
Canada: shipping Is $5
Oversees add 10%
Circle 14 on Reader Service Card

$15

Stepper Motor Driver
ST- 143: $ 79
Stepper motors are the ultimate in motion control. The special package
(below) includes everything you need to get familiar with them Each card
drives two stepper motors ( 12V. bidirectional. 4phase. 350mA per phase)
Special Package:2 motors ( M0-103) + ST-143 PA-181: $99
Stepper Motors MO- 103: $ 15or4for$39
Pancake type, 21
4 "dia. 1
/
4 "shaft. 75"/steo. 4 phase bidirectional. 300
/
step/sec. 12V. 36 ohm. bipolar. 5oz- in torque. same as Airpax K82701 - P2

12 Bit AID Converter

AN- 148: $ 139
This analog to digital converter is accurate to . 025% Input range is —4V to
+4V Resolution: 1millivolt. The on board amplifier boosts signals up to 50
times to read microvolts. Conversion time is 130ms. Ideal for thermocouple.
stran gauge, etc. 1channel. ( Expand to 8channels using the RE- 156 care

Smart Stepper Controller SC- 149: $ 299
World's finest stepper controller On board microprocessor controls 4
motors simultaneously. Incredibly, it accepts plain English commands like
"Move arm 10.2 inches left". Many complex sequences can be defined as
"macros" and stored in the on board memory For each axis you can control:
coordinate ( relative or absolute). ramping, speed step type ( half. full, wave).
scale factor, units, holding power. etc Many inputs .8limit & "wait until"
switches, panic button. etc. On the fly reporting of positior speed. etc. On
board drivers (350 mA) tor small steppers ( M0-103) Send for SC- 149 flyer
Remote Control Keypad Option
RC- 121: $ 49
To control the 4 motors directly. and " teach" sequences of motions
Power Driver Board Option
PD- 123: $ 89
Boost controller drive to 5amps per phase For two motors (eight drivers)
Breakout Board Option
BB- 122: $ 19
For easy connection of 2motors 3ft. cable ends with screw terminal board

RE- 140

Current Developments
Intelligent Voice Synthesizer, 14 Bit Analog to Digital converter. 4Channel
Digital to Analog converter. Counter Timer. Voice Recognition.

A- BUS Adapters for:
IBM PC. XT. AT and compatibles Uses one short slot
Tandy 1000,1000 EX& SX, 1200, 3000. Uses one short slot
Apple II, II+. Ile. Uses any slot
TAS80 Model 102. 200 Plugs into 40 Pln "system bus"
Model 100. Uses 40 pin socket ( Socket is duplicated on adaptent
TAS 80 Mod 3.4,4 D Fits 50 pin bus (With hard disk use Y-cablel
TAS 80 Model 4P Includes extra cable (50 pin bus is recessedl
TAS 80 Model I. Plugs into 40 pin 110 bus on KB or Eil
Color Computers (Tandy) Fits ROM slot Multutak or Ycable

AR- 133
AR- 133
AR- 134
AR- 136
AR- 135
AR- 132
AR- 137
AR- 131
AR- 138

$69
$69
$49
$69
$69
$49
$ 62
$39
$49

A- BUS Cable (3 ft, 50 cond.) CA- 163: $ 24
Connects the A- BUS adapter to one A- BUS card or to first Motherboard
Special cable for two A- BUS cards:
CA- 162: $ 34
A- BUS Motherboard
MB- 120: $ 99
Each Motherboard holds five A- BUS cards. A sixth connector allows a
second Motherboard to be added to the first (with connecting cable CA161: $ 12). Up to five Motherboards can be joined this way to asingle ABUS adapter Sturdy aluminum frame and card guides included

ALPHA Puuefiee
242- B West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820

Technical info:
Orders
ept in oCT
nly

(
203) 656-1806

800 221-0916

Exc
Connecticut orders: (
203) 348-9436
All lines open weekdays 9to 5 Eastern time

OCTOBER 1988 • B YTE
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Yeinerican

8051

Semiconductor •

for the IBM PC/XT/AT

.36 ea.
.46 ea.
.82 ea.

1111
$35./ma ..
zillionme.r
,•
XT, AT, & 386 Compatibles
Not a Lease-You own it
* 2,500 Service Centers!

single chip microcomputers. This learning tool
also speeds up the development process.

8031 DryICE

The 8051 Dry ICE is a hardware/software
package that allows you to dump and modify
memory; execute and trace 8051 family code
in your target system. Hardware connects
between target system and any serial port

* Instant Credit!

HiTech Equipment Corporation
9560 Black Mountain Road
San Diego, CA 92126

•
=7_-

Call for Details

1- 800- 825- SAVE

(619)
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1.28 ea.

Cross-32
Meta Assembler

3.80 ea.

Table based macro cross-assembler using the
manufacturer's assembly mnemonics.

1.12 ea.

LIM
CONTINUOUS FORM LABELS
Size

Across

Box Oty. Price/1,000

23/
4 x 7/16

1 across

10,000 $ 1.95

23/
4 x7/16
21/
2 x 15/
16
21/
2 x 15/16

4 across
1 across
3 across

20,000 $ 1.95
5,000 $2.18
15,000 $ 1.98

23/
4 x23/
41
23/
4 x 1-7/16

1across
1 across

2,500 $ 12.00
5,000 $3.00

3 x 15/16
3.3 x 15/16
31/
2 X 15/16
31/
2 x.15/16

4 across
4 across
1across
2 across

20,000
20,000
5,000
10,000

31/
2 x 15/16
31/
2 x 15/16

3 across
4 across

15,000 $ 1.90
20,000 $ 1.90

4 x 15/16
4 x 15/16
4 x 1-7/16

1 across
3 across
1 across

5,000 $3.21
15,000 $3.21
5,000 $ 3.25

566-1892
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$2.00
$2.05
$ 1.90
$ 1.90

Includes manual and MS-DOS assembler disk
with tables for all of the following processors:
1802
6801
680X0
8048
TMS320

64180
6805
80X86
8051
T615370

65CO2
65816
6809
68HC11
COP400 COP800
8085
8096
28/Z80 ... MORE

Users can create tables for other processors!
Generates listing, symbol table and binary.
Intel, or Motorola hexcode.
Free worldwide airmail shipping iSt handling.
Check, MO, VISA or MC: USSI99 or CNS249

"The Quality Disk & Label Specialist
Since 1982"
1040 Broadway
Westville, NJ 08093

609-456-6996
FAX# 609-456-7172
All products assembled in the U.S.A.
All orders FOB. Westville, NJ
C.O.D. orders add $2.20

1

•Model 135 is aSET Programmer, GANG Duplicator,
& UNIVERSAL Device Programmer.
•Programs virtually all 24, 28, & 32- pin MIME/Ms.

•RAM expandable to 2MegaByte.
•Optional support for 40-pin EPROMs, Bipolar PROMs.
40.pin Micros, & IE1PLD/GAL/FPLA's.
•DATA 1/0* protocol compatibility.
•18-Month WARRANTY & 12-Month FREE Device
Updates.

In F

1-407-994-3520

* BYTEK Corporation
1021 S Rogers& , Bow Rotor', E133487
TAX 14071990.36 15 Telex 4998369 BYTE k
'DMA I () araggatered Trademark of DATA I0

Circle 267 on Reader Service Card
A HIGH QUALITY
RS232-RS422 BIDIRECTIONAL
CONVERTER AT A LOW PRICE
Changes RS232
Data Streams into
85422 Compatible
Data Streams

GANG/SET
Model 135 E$
995"
(E)EPROM
°then hom $345
MULTIPROGRAMMERST'

1-800-523-1565

Universal Cross-Assemblers
POB 384, Bedford, NS
Canada B4A 2X3
(902) 864-1873
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TurboFlow

$69

Flowchart drawing for IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2

Model
AA1 709

1,1••

4 x 1 7/16
3 across 15,000 $3.25
Prices quoted for full boxes only.
' Designed for the 31/
2"disk.

BYTE • OCTOBER 1988

8199

.94 ea.

100% certified and tested.
Error free lifetime warranty. All disks
include generic white box, Tyvek
sleeves, labels, write protect tabs,
shrink wrapped.
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9

the debug of 8051 family programs. A screen
oriented, menu command driven program,
8051SIM simulates the Intel 8051 family of

* Technical Support!
AND GREAT PRICES!
5.25 Black Disks, DS/DD.
5.25 Color Disks. 8 Colors
Available, DS/DD
5.25 Black Disks, DS/HD
5.25 Color Disks, 8 Colors
Available, DS/HD
3.5 Blue or Gray Disks,
DS/DD
3.5 Color Disks, 5Colors
Available, DS/DD
3.5 High Density, Black
only

$9

The 8051SIM software package assists in

Complete units
as low as

WE OFFER:
1. Same Day Service - All orders
shipped, insured, within 24 hrs
2. Guaranteed Satisfaction - Lifetime
warranty, 30-day return guarantee
3. In- stock Inventory - No delays,
no disappointments
4. No Minimum Order - Quantity
discounts also available
5. Pre-Approved Purchase
Orders and Visa & MasterCard Accepted

SIMULATOR

6

List

$89.00

tone to three)
Converts RS232
over 100 $ 59.90
icks to long distance
RS422 standards on cable
engths to 4.000 feet, while having high noise immunity for use in
orlustrial environments This module makes it possible for RS232
equipped devices such as an IBM personal computer, to interface
.eoth an RS422 equipped device included in the many uses of this
converter is the ability to communicate with Anaheim Automation's
own step motor motion controls The unit includes apower supply
Call or write tor brochure

ANAHEIM AUTOMATION

910 F Orangelair Lane. Anaheim. CA 92801
(714) 992-6990 Telex 2978217 MCI FA/4 714-992-0471

Circle 22 on Reader Service Card

$89 with Logitech mouse!
•Pm- op icon menus
•Variable size symbols
•Paper size to 34 x44^
•Hercules mono, CGA, EGA
•HP-GI, DM/P1, SweetP Plotters
•Automatic PANning to scan drawing quickly
•IBM/EPSON, NEC, OKIDATA, HP Laserlet
Daytron Electronics Inc.
610 S. sherman # I04, Richardson, Tx 75081
Add sdch ($4USA, S20 foreign), Texas residents add 8% sales

Order Today! 1-214-669-2137
Monev-back Csarantev

Circle 75 on Reader Service Card

Priority One

T

he ultimate in VGA performance. V- RAM VGA
from Video 7combines 100% VGA hardware
compatibility with the superior performance of
VRAM technology to give high-speed operation
(see below).
V
RAM VGA is 100% hardware compatible
with the IBM PS/2 Display Adapter. It even offers the highbandwidth monochrome mode and other VGA registeres not
documented by IBM.
• 100% IBM PS/2 VGA compatible
• Works in PC/XT/ATs and PS/2 model 30
• 15 pin analog video connector
• 256K VRAM memory expandable to 512K

VIDEO

SEVEN

V• RAM VGA

$554." Retail $799.00
VRAM
Video Random Access Memory ( VRAM) was developed to meet
the high-speed requirements of high resolution video applications. VRAM adds speed by eliminating the wait states caused
by slower DRAM chips. Until now, VRAM technology was only
available on specialized, high-priced graphics boards. But by
developing anew chip— the WVGA—Video Seven was able to
bring high technology down to asensible price

VIDEOS/SEVEN

5 YEAR WARRANTY:

Proud member of

MORE SPECTACULAR SPECIAIS
NEC MultiSync U
$ 599.99
NEC MultiSync GS $ 199.99
NEC MultiSync+ $899.99
NEC MultiSync XL
Taxan 770 Plus

$ 1954.99
5499.90

Taxan 123 Green
Taxan 124 Amber
Orchid Tiny Turbo
Video 7VEGA VGA
Video 7 Fast Write

$69.99
$74.99
$249.99

abcd

Te• Microcomputor

MN=

$249.99
$399.99

IR

PRIORITY

ELECTRONICS

21622 Plummer St.. Chatsworth, CA 9151 I

CM

(800) 423-5922

• sank. I
so diippiirg • Mow, naci: Co:trainee ( call for

PRODUCT ANO PRICING MAY NOT BE MAILABLE IN RETAIL STORES
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VISA

FAX (818) 709-4362

• \o credit

details)

card surcharge - Wiled to stock on hand

Okidata ML 82A and ML 83A Printers:

or) Sets The Pace!
reA

IBM EMULATION "PWS"

PC-WRITER"

Lino's easeof-use, rich functionalii
.11 iii crnii () unite have brought lens qf lboteinds of hoard ,
ni life. quickly and
affiirdahly

ONLY

$99

00

plus moron." 8/ sates
tax ICall
Monty back guarantee
•FULL EMULATION OF THE IBM PC
GRAPHICS PRINTER
•LETTER QUALITY PRINTING
"ELITE CHARACTER PITCH
detinish design tools include.
TangoSchematic with Lihrar , Manager.
Tango -PCB Inul iind. 9Later, Gerber Mill,.
Tango- Route flIffroUltrfr 90±%.

TangoToda sNIone-Sating

Ititulo-

5495
5495
5495
5295

•inscussiriur design needs Tod-Rix, ix-order alull
. non Evaluation 'kg, just SUL VISACK.

800 433-7801 'tialn9
a
5
c
do°n4i°guaranteed.
Ilechnologies.
lechnologies. 7358 Trade St.. San Diego. CA 92121

A MUST for Compute

VI

J

Over 1000 Hard-loisnd
Hardware and Sothrare
barns 01 Speoal
Interest to Technical
PC Users:

Afy
l
oiitiereenb

RS 232/IEEE 488 Networks
Stepping 8 Servo

•DOT ADDRESSABLE GRAPHICS

Rugpedded PCS

•FRONT PANEL FEATURE
SELECTION

Laboratory Auromahon

To Order: ( 714) 261-0228

O RAINBOW

Dealer Information Available

Motor Connors
Rack Mm 60286 8 80386
1MHZ AxEr
Dipital Scopes to 200 MHZ
High Speed Bus Anal»r,
Wwelorm SynInembers
Dale Loggers
PC Bus Expansron Chassis

And Much More

TICHNOtOGIES INC

18011-A Mitchell So., Irvine, CA 92714

Telex: 386078
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PROGRAMMERS
FOR IBM PC/XT/AT

L

Sena Time and Money

•SUBSCRIPTS/SUPERSCRIPTS

(714) 261-0228

Circle 8on Reader Service Card

FREE!

Turn- key
PC Systems
Handbook

A How-to-Har.iii,- 1,11
enables you to configure the
BEST products from the world's
leading PC hardware and
software vendors into risk free
turn- key system solutions that
meet your needs.
Toll Free Hotline for application
assistance and convenient or
stop shopping at competity.prices. 100% Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

Cell or write tor FREE
handbook today!

203-786-5151

19 00 AM to 500 PM F S T.

pones 9668 New Haven. CT
Far 203-786-5023 Trier 91n.

r
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DATA ACQUISITION TO GO
INTERFACE FOR ANY COMPUTER

FREE IBM SOFTWARE

:------

ilk .. * .. ,

The Ideal Keyboard Cover!
Protect your computer and eliminate downtime caused by liquid spills, contaminants,
environmental hazards, etc. with VIZIFLEX
SEELS- the only keyboard cover that:
•Remains securely in-place during the
operation of the keyboard and will not
interfere with computer performance in
anyway.
•Is designed to "form-fit" to the exact contours of the keyboard to provide superior
tactile sensitivity & feel for individual keys.
•Consists of Ultrafleral material, atransparent, flexible "film" which allows all
"markings" to be clearly visible.
VIZIFLEX SEELS are the only keyboard covers
for your computer!

00G0120130•013131301110‘11311
al If, F taravette St Hackensack NJ 02601 201 401 8080 Ill
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• Select Device with vender name 8type number directly
• Enable user to set up Program Pulse Width. Vpp. Vcc
Over-program Pulse Width 8Iteration Counts.
II Capable of set 88/16/32-bits wide—word programming
XP6000A Adapter 8cable installs in PC for $ 55
connecting programmer externally
XP6001
1-socket 1M-bits EPROMs programmer $160
XP6002 8-socket 1M-bits EPROMs programmer $375
XP6003 1-socket MCS-48 micros programmer
$215
XP6004 1-socket MCS-51 micros programmer
$270
XP6014 4-sockets 1M-bits EPROM programmer $260
AT- 101/A EPROM Eraser erases 30 24-pin ICs
S195
with timer
2 YEARS GUARANTY • 30 DAYS MONEY BACK WARRANTY

411.
'le
.*

\ ', der

Xender C'orporalion
2821. KENNI.In•

H. IF

TEL 201459-8291 'Mc
Fan: NI- 864-9 7r

. 11.11:4 1 (.111. \I

910 230 4444 CHAMPIG\
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OW*4
Connects via RS-232. Fully IBM compatible. Built-in BASIC. Stand alone
capability. Expandable. Battery
Option. Basic system: 16 ch. 12 bit
AID, 2 ch. DIA, 32 bit Digital I/O.
Expansion boards available. Direct
Bus units for many computers.
(201) 299-1615
PO. Box 246, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

ELEXOR
Circle 90 on Reader Service Card

Get the whole
story on graphics
terminal emulation.
Presto!
— A Link to
11111111111111aMainframe
Graphics
IIIIMEEBEM
LOGIC

--lek

LAB is acomplete logic development system

Find out how our whole family of
EMUTEK graphics terminal emulatior
,,ftware makes good ,ente for the work you do.
Call today tor niore information.

FTC DATA
SYSTEMS
(714)995-3900
(800) 962-3900 (800)972-3900 (Calif.)
10801 Dale St., Suite B4-2
Stanton, CA 90680

•Complete System Including Programmer, Sample
GAL Devices, Software and all Cabling.
•Programs GAL Devices Including 16V8, 1628,
20V8, & 39V18.
•Allows Prototyping of 42 different standard PLD's
•Includes Updated Equation Assembler Software
•Accepts All Standard JEDEC Download Files.
•Software Updatable.
•30 Day Money Back Guarantee.
•Viso ond Master Card Accepted •
CALL FOR FREE DEMO DISK
Programmable Logic Technologies, Inc.
PO. Box 1567
Longmont, CO 80501
Pt, . 13031 771-9059

Cf At oaroomer, erodoneare of

Daisywheel Printer...$198
Daisywheel Printer

1200 Baud
Modem
S58
1200 baud external
$88
2400 baud 1
/ card internal ...$ 128
2
2400 baud external
168

Turbo- XT

$398

30 MB Hard Disk

10 MHz
•640K Motherboard with 256K
•8slots • 8087 socket
•150W power supply
• 4.77 &

cMs1

• 1MB Motherboard with 640K
•6or 10 MHz switchable
•8slots • 80287 socket
•200 watt power supply
•1.2 floppy disk drive
•Hard disk/floppy controller

Option B...Add $258
•Hi res RGB color monitor
•Graphics card & Printer port

40 MB for XT

$298

add

$398

40 MB For AT
add

$

348

Amdek 310A $ 98

8087-2 138
80287-6 $ 178
80287-10 $288
80387-20 £ 728

Mouse

$29

With Software
LogiTech mouse
Mouse systems mouse
Microsoft mouse
Fastrap trackball
Deluxe joystick

$ 78
$98
108
$98
$ 24

Circle ' 26 o- Reader

JG

$98
$ 128

No Slot Clockffl$48

LX- 800

EPSON 24 Pin

'369

LQ-500

$88

HAEc
p
W KL
AE

D
T

LaserJet II

$1748
Super 89 in 1 Font
Cartridge
$ 398
Extra Toner Cartridge
$98
PDP 4 MB RAM card w/OK ..$ 198
1 MB $348 2 MB$648 4 MB$1148

HP
$698
DeskJet
PDP 128K RAM

98

VGA Package

Extra ink cartridge $ 18

Monitor & Card $ 648

Laser Printer

•800 x 560
• Up to 256K brillant colors
Hi -res EGA card 640x480 ....$ 128
EGA monitor 640x350
$378
VGA AutoSync 800 x 560
$498
NEC MultiSync II 800x560 $598
RGB color monitor 640x240 $ 258
Vega VGA card
$278
Paradise VGA card
$278

Place orders toll free!
Continental U.S.A. 1-800-421-5500
Inside California 1-800-262-1710
All others 1-213-973-7707
Fax machine 1-213-675-2522
JADE
Prices at our eight store locations will be
higher on some items
California
Torrance. Santa Ana. Woodland Hills
Kearny Mesa Sunnyvale
utullIbe
Texas
Addison Houston
TOICT NOCON1P
T TO
Georgia
ITATIOIRI TING COUNCtI
Smyrna

$198

Near Letter Quality
FX-850, FX-1050, EX- 800 .... Call

E41

Tandon TM100-2 full height . 89
1.2 MB for AT
$98
51
/
4" drive for PS/2
$ 218

MS-DOS 4.0

Coprocessors

8087 98
8087-1 s198
80287-8 $ 228
80387-16 $468

$68

C) DIGITAL RESEARCH'

Best selling hi- resolution
non-glare amber monitor

interMath

Half height,
Direct Drive

$298

Letter Quality Printers
LQ-850, LQ-1050, LQ-2500 .. Call

720K 31
2 "disk drive
/
1.44 MB 31
2 "disk drive
/

Option C
•Hard disk drive
add

$188
$248
$398
$348
$398
$398

360K Disk Drive

Option A...Add $ 148
•High resolution amber monitor
•Graphics card & printer port

40 CPS

EPSON 9 Pin

298

10 MB PC/XT Kit
20 MB PC/XT Kit
20 MB Card
40 MB for AT
40 MB PC/XT Kit
Mountain 40 MB Tape

$998

$198
Diablo compatible, 1year warranty
Parallel Interface Iinterface

Complete kit with
controller

Turbo- 286

30 MB for XT

26 CPS

$1198
1.5 MB RAM Card
Toner cartridge

$398
' 58

OKI DATA
Okidata
Okidata
Okidata
Okidata

320....
321
390
391

..$358
$498
$498
$688

COMPUTER

We accept checks, credit cards or purchase
orders from qualified firms and institutions.
No surcharge on credit card orders. CA..
TX. & GA. residents add sales tax. Prices &

availability subject to change without
notice. Shipping & handling charges via
UPS ground 50C/lb. UPS air ' 1.00/1b.
Minimum charge ' 3.00.

4901 W. Rosecrans Ave Box 5046
Hawthorne California 90251-5046

=114
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The Ultimate
Diskette Value.

cy,,,,o4A8TEFf

Discover the
Difference
2F

EPRO

1LIFETIME WARRANTY

COLOR

Pkg'd in 6different colors, bulk or boxed
/ 100% tested and certified

/ Guaranteed clipping level of 65% or above
/ Includes tyvek envelopes ( not paper), write protect
tabs and user labels
/ Duality at affordable prices
5-1/4" - 48 TPI
DS- DD

.
49
.
59

BULK
COLOR
OR GRAY

.
90
.
99

BOXED
COLOR

/ TIMELESS WARRANTY
75%+ clipping level guaranteed
/ Each disk 100% tested and certified
/ 18 COLORS for data organization
/ Pkgs. include sleeves, wip tabs, 8 ID labels
5-1/4" - 48 TPI
DS- DD

DS-HD 96 TPI
IBM-AT Compatible

PLASTIC STORAGE BOX
COLOR

39

1

1.15

BULK
COLOR

3-1 2" - 135 TPI
DS- DD COLOR

1.75

3-1 2" - 135 TPI
BLACK DS- HD

.
64

rée

•"

DS- HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible

94

6

3-1'r DS- DO

4.50

1.34

Call for best prices on Data
Cartridges
likan Ribbons
DS- HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible

.
72 -

1.48

5-1 4"- 48 TPI
DS- DD

DS-HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible

.47

*

04*

BOXED

BULK

320

MICRO
GANG

PC based PROGRAMMER
$599.00 *

•monlulr, not mcludrd

From A Name You Can Trust
LOGICAL DEVICES,
I2vt N \X 65th Pl.e,

1-800-331-7766
Telex 383142

Ia

INC.

IA

5-1/4" OS/OD 48 TPI
Exceeds ANSI specifications

Circle 142 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 143)

1
Toll Free Order Line ▪

1-800-233-2477

-

WS4

Intormeon Line

1-801-561-0092

M ISC INTERNATIONAL
,

SUPPLY

COMP

ANY

ON TARGET ASSOCIATES
Products and Services
for Design and Manufacturing Engineers.
Micro Channel Design Consulting
Prototype Cards
ASIC's
Extender Cards
Adapter Bracket Sets
Burn- in Mother Boards
We will move your PC/XT/AT products to the
Micro Channel, or create your new design.
CALL: ( 408) 980-7118
for our Free catalog

BYTE • OCTOBER 1988

IEEE-Z

Easiest IEEE 488(GPIB/HPIB)
Interfaces for your PC, PS/2,
Macintosh, HP and more!

•Controllers
•Converters
•Extenders
•Buffers
•Boards
Please see our ad
on page 140

ON TARGET
TARGET
TARGET
PS'2 and ?Amu Channel are trademarkh of IBM Corn

Circle 187 on Reader Service Card

Call or send
for your FREE
Technical Guide

tecn (216) 439-4091

...the PS/2 leaders.

25971 Cannon Road • Cleveland, Ohio 44146

Telex 6502820864 • Fax (216) 439-4093

Circle 123 on Reader Service Card

9TRACK
TAPE SYSTEM
FOR IBM PC XT AT
111 4111

RS-232//e22
Make you cunpuer reo aseru] data analyser by

plugging ri ras hardwaratetware:

•Mainframe to PC Data Transfer
•High Speed Backup
•All Software, Complete System
•Service and Support, easy
Installation

call (
818) 343 -6505 or write to'
Confect. Computer Corp.
P0 Box 153 Tarzana Calif 91356

CONTECH

1376 W. 8040 S. / WEST JORDAN, UT 84088
HRS: 8 AM TO 5 PM ( MTN. TIME)

328

DOVICIII. INC.

1201 N W 69th Place. Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309
I - 800-331 66- in Flurida • ( it/5)974-0967

(DEALERS: 145)

TERMS: P.O. orders accepted, government and schools on
net 30. SHIPPING: U.S. orders add $3.00 per 100 diskettes
or fraction thereof, add $3.00 for COD orders.
PRICE PROMISE: We will better any lower delivered price
on the same products and quantities advertised nationally.

LOGICAL

Circle 144 on Reader Service Card

+ SC FOR TYVEK

ORDERING INFORMATION

PALMERASE' can erase 20, 24, 28, and
40pin EPROMs in less than 3minutes! Also,
larger erasers are available to handle EPLDs,
MICROs and other l'V erasable devices.
Please call today for more information on an
eraser that's right for sua

ii09

(
305) 974-0967
Fax ( 305) 974-85 31

PS/2

3-1 2" DS- HD

5-1 4" - 48 TPI
DS- DD

411S
.
er

Newsletter

BASF
•

$49 95

M

PLD

4.50

PLASTIC
STORAGE BOX

48 TPI DS- DD

World's Smallest UN Eraser

SET

irCENTEC F

.
63

PALME RASE

TM

DS- HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible

America's
i Premium Quality
Color Diskettes

.
84

itle- HUSKY

Circle 68 on Reader Service Card

Kb rental c
nacureci, .e.st pl, do two serial
ports ati you BM XT/A' or ccmpatble arel mn ou
software (we haie adra %vial parts availatie).
Provdes data code conversion & capturng, savirg to
del< ties For passbire cbta cofection
generaang
messages ard capanng rep' A this pree there is ro
excuse nett-eve ore! C/ w 120V adaptu $:399

A

[NIA,
RIAI.
AUTOMNTION INC

RD Box 8019 Bhine, WA 98230 FAX 60S9460343
Phone W49464,23 or 6042709614

Circle 287 on Reader Service Card

•

California Digital
17700 Figueroa Street • Carson, California 90248

.r.

Color Monitor

em

Better
Than

'289 AT Compatible

slint

, ,, ,ill111111111111,111%;

Ideal for CAD/CAM and Desk Top pubirstung applIcanons. The Roland
CD/240 color monitor has aresolution of 720 pixels by 400 hoes on a .31mm
dot pdch 12" non-glare screen. VGA specifications in text mode EGA in
graphrc mode.
Comparable monitor and card packages retail at over 51095. California
Deal has made aspecial purchase andas able to offer the CD/240 and 132
column VGA/EGA graphe card for only $389.

20"Anolog Color

$6

Ever try gathering a classroom of sri,dents around a 12 inch monitor? This 20
inch analog ROB monitor is the ideal
solution. High screen reso uteri 011200
pixels by 950 lines allow extra fine dated
without the dots looking like golf balls
256 colors and VGA compatible.
Super value ongnally sold for over
$2000 Only 350 available

40 Meg. Tape

Back- up

The Eclipse 286/12 is everything you ever wanted in
an IBM/AT compatible. Complete with 512 K/byte of
memory, (expandable to 1Meg.) 101 key keyboard.
your choice of either 1.2 meg. 51
/ "or 31
4
/ "floppy drive,
2
clock/calendar and hard disk controller that supports
upto 140 Megabytes of Winchester storage.
Eight card slots along with a200 watt power supply
gives you plenty of expansion capacity.
This 100% IBM/AT compatible will run all programs
writter for AT's and PC's. The Eclipse 286/12 is asuper
value at only $895.
Options available:
Hard disk drives • Addtional Floppy Drives
Monitors • Video Cards • Modems • Memory

!Mehl ff by 17

Pío

, esdiei

The Hitachi 672/XD is afour color 11 by 17 (Bsize) plotter w th
superior accuracy and repeatability (.3mm). The 672 acceph:
HPGL 7475 commands and is both Centronics parallel and
RS232C compatible.
The 672 plots at afast eight inches per second in axial direction
and eleven inches at an angle of 45 degrees. The plotter else
features aself contained digitizing function that allows data tobe
entered into your computer from printed graphs and blue prisits.
Four different color pens are supplied with the plotter but awide
variety of technical pens are available.

NEC/8500
Laptop

One Two Ten
TEC501 V2 height sgl.side
TANDON 65L12 360K, 1/
2 ht.
TANDON 101/4 full ht. 96 TPI.
FUJITSU 51
/ " half height
4
MITSUBISHI new 501 half ht.
MITSUBISHI 504A AT comp.
TEAC FD55BV half height
TEAC FD55FV 96 TPI, half ht.
TEAC FD55GF for IBM AT
PANASONIC 455 Half Height
PANASONIC 475 1.2 Meg./96
Switching power supply
Dual enclosure for 51/
4 "drives

49
79
99
95
119
149
109
119
149
109
119

39
75
89
89
109
139
99
109
139
99
115

35
72
79
82
105
135
89
105
135
89
109
49
59

31
2 " DISK DRIVES
/
SONY MP- 53W 720K/Byte
SONY MP- 73W, 2 Meg.
TEAC 35FN 720 K/Byte
TEAC 35HN/30, 2 Meg.
51/4" form factor kit

129
159
129
159

8" DISK DRIVES
QUME 842 double sided
QUME 841 single sided
SHUGART 851R dbl. sided
REMEX RFD4000 dbl. sided
OLIVETTI 851

MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
MKT 111A/11111116 ASSOCIAMII

2400 baud with forward error correcting make he Moron MAX/2400 an unbelievable value at only 5119.
Fully compatible with the Hayes command set and CCITT V 22 standards. Error
correcting autobaudrng and " adaptive equalizahon - allow the MAX/2400 to
maintain reliable data transmission over marginal phone lines
Manufactured by Maxon Systems. one of the Worlds largest producers of
Consumer electronécs. Orgrnally priced at 5295. Mee supplies last Califorma
Digital is Offering the MAX/2400 at only 9119

&noes» 2400

239

The Smadeam 2400 offers all the features of the Hayes Smart Modem 2400
for a fraction of the price Now Is your opportunity to purchase a 2400 baud
modem for only $239 Also aviltablir The MirnTearn 1200 at only $ 129
MODEMS
Avatar 1200E external. Hayes compatible
CTS 1200 baud modem
Hayes Smartmodern 2400 baud modern
Smarteam 2400 Hayes Compatible
Smanearn 1200 Hayes Compatible. 300/1200
Srnaneam 12008 IBM 1203 baud card
Uttratink 1200 data and voice, Bell 202
U.S. Robotics 2400 baud Direct, internal
U.S. Robotics 9600 bps. Courier HST
Signalman Mark VI, 300 baud internal PC

$89
89
529
259
119
119
59
139
759
1

21 Megabyte Cold Card

Head Crash, Power Spikes or just poor disk maintenance...
Don't loose data because you didn't back up. The All/40 is an
inexpensive way to save and restore files in the event that your
data has been distroyed.
This 40 megabyte half height tape back is manufactured by North
Americas largest producer of data retrieval equipment.
No need to purchase aseparate tape controller... the ALL/40
attaches directly to your existing floppy disk controller. Supplied
software allows your computer to back up any time Day or
Night. Come back in the morning and 40 megabytes of irreplacable data has been stored on one Scotch DC/2000 data cassette
Back up entire hard disk, modified files only, or by file name. Loss
of data is inevitable but when you are backed up on an ALL/40 i:s
not acatastrophe.

NIIMC

119
1400 Saud Modem

125
149
119
149

119
call
115
145
20

189 179
119 109
319 309
189 179
189 179

175
99
299
165
165

8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Pacific Time

The NEC PC/8500 laptop computer incorporates a25 line baud
crystal display and modem that plugs directly into any RJ/11 wet
lack. An auto log/on feature Instructs the 8500 to phone the users
host computer and autornahcally send password and log/on information. The computer also includes both senal and Centrones
parallel ports packaged in this six pound laptop.
This is the ideal computer for Reartors, insurance people or any
Indendual that regurres immediate access to remote Information
ROM based telecommunication software, spreadsheet and
Wordstar also make the 8500 agreat computer for students.
Files can be transferred from Mrs CP/M computer to any other
including the IBM/PC.

Heath II/89
Computer

179

Hard to believe but we found astash of brand new Zenith/Heath
Model H/89 computers. These ccmputers feature the Zdog Z-80
CPU and operate under CP/M. The und incorporates a 12 inch
green screen, three senal ports and one 51
4 "disk drive
/
Zenith's original price was 51895 We have 350 ands available for
sale, while supphes last we are offering the H/89 at only $ 179
Word processing and communication software Included

en,
The Golc Card from Silicon Valley Computers features shock mounted Endomane head unloading. 15 watt dove coupled with a2K/byte sector butte- dnl.
advanced OMTI controller for maximum rehatiddy 30.000 hour MTBF art ,'lull
2year warranty - the best cost per megabyte hardcard available
Also ava.lable the 30 Meg Gold Card ar only 5419

40 Megabyte Hard Usk
Forty megabyte internal hard
disk drive, controller and cables
all for only $397.
The kit includes the a40 millisecond Miniscribe 3650 drive
and a half slot Western Digital
controller.

,rive Inch Winchester Disk Drives
Price does not include breeder

each two,

SEA3ATE 225 20 Meg. 1
2 Ht. 239
/
SEA3ATE 238 30 Mel. OIL
259
SEAGATE 251/1 51 M. 28mS. 459
SEAGATE 4096 96 M. 35mS. 659
MINISCRIBE 8425 25 M 65ms239
MINISCRIBE 3650 50M 61 ms. 419
MIMSCRIBE 6085 96 meg. 795
MINISCRIBE 3053 25 ms. 1
/ ht.459
2
FUJITSU 2242 55 M 35mS. 1299
FUJITSU 2243 86 M. 35mS. 1695
ROME R0-204E 53 Meg.
895
MAXTOR XT1140 143 Meg. 1595
MAXTOR X12190 192 Meg. 1919
TOSHIBA MK56 70 M. 30mS.1289
CONTROL DATA WREN "V"
urn

229
249
445
639
227
399
779
439
1229
1619
859
1550
1875
1229

Every year since 1973, customers from virtually every nation in the free
World have chosen California Digital fo theirdata processing requirements.
If Its computer, California Digital has it... complete minisystem or just one
microchip. California Digital offers ove 10,000 unique computer products.
Regardless of how specialized your da aprocessing requirements...
California Digital is your one stop shopping t.olution.

• Winchester Controllers for IBM/PZ •
XEBEC 1220 with floppy controiler
DTC 5150CX
OMTI 5527 Rh Lcontroller
ADAPTEC 2070 Rh Lcontroller
ADAPTEC 2372A 1/1 Interleaf
WESTERN DIGITAL W0/1002WX2
WESTERN DIGITAL 1003WAH or V/A2
WESTERN DIGITAL 1007/WA2 ESDI

159
119
99
99
159
89
139
239

• SCSUSASI Winchester Controllers •
XEBEC 1410A 51
4 "foot print
/
239
WESTERN DIGITAL 1002-05E 51
2 "
/
229
OMTI 20189
• Winchester Accessories •
Dual floppy enc. and powersupply
Winchester enclosure and supply
Switching power supply

59
139
49

TECHNICAL & CALIFORNIA

(213) 217-0500
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

(800) 421-5041
Telefax • (213) 217-1951

OC'TOBER 1988 •

BYTE
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IC's, Parts, Components...Shipped Fast!
West Coast's Largest Selection... Call for More

s

I e

CO/1MM 11111 1111111111 DYNAMIC
386/20 compatible
Fully companDle with Compaq
Deskpro 386/20, 386/25,
coming MRS

8088-1

$12 95
19.95
39.95
149 95

62256-32kx8.12Ons S14.95
6264-8kx8,15Ons
9.95
62C64,15Ons
10.95
6116, 210(8,150ns
7.95
EPROMS
27C101 128 kx8,20Ons 23.95
27C101 1281o(8,25Ons 22.95
27C512 641o(8,15Ons 15.95
27C512 641(x8, 200ns 14.95
27512 200ns
13.95
27512 250ns
12.95
27C256 32kx8, 150ns 8.95
5249 95
49 95
179 95
219 95

74F153 .
59
74F157 .
59
74F158 .
29
74F160
74F161
74F163 .. .59
74F174 .. .69
74F175
74F181 .. 1.99
74F189 . 2.99
74F219 . 4.99
74F240 . 1.29
74F241
129

74F243 $ 1.29
74F244 .. 1.29
74F245 .. 1.29
74F251 .. .79
74F258 .. .79
74F280 .. 2.89
74F373 .. 1.49
74F374 .. 1.49
74F379 .. 1.99
74F399
2.99
74F521 .. 2.99
74F533 .. 2.99
74F534
299

74HC SERIES
74HCOO
74HCO2
74HCO4
74HCO8
74HCO9
74HC10
74HC11
74HC14
74HC20
7411032
7466074 .
74HC85
74HC112

525
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
35
65
65

74HC25
74HC132
74HC 133
74HC 138
74HC 139
74HC148
74HC151
74HC 153
74HC154
74HC157
74HC161
74HC166
74HC173

27C256 321(x8, 200ns
27256 150ns
27256 200ns
27256 250ns
27C128 250ns
27128A 16kx8, 150ns
27128A 16kx8, 200ns
27128A 16kx8, 250ns
27C64 8kx8, 150ns
27C64 8kx8, 20Ons
2764 150ns
2764 200ns
2764 250ns
2732A 250ns
2732A 21V 200ns

7400 SERIES

68020/16MHz
69450
68881/12MHz
68881/16MHz

74F SERIES
74F00 .. 5 .35
74F02 ... .35
74F04 ... .35
74F08 ... .35
74F10 ... .35
74F11 ... .35
74F20 ... .35
74F32 .35
74F64 ... . 49
74F74 ... . 49
74F86
49
74F109 . . .49
74F139 ..
49
74F151
59

6.50

STATIC RAMS

68000 SERIES
68000/8MHz
68010/8MHz
68010/10MHz
68020/12MHz

$50
50
50
55
55
75
65
65
375
.65
.65
1.15

es

74HC174
74HC175
74HC240
74HC244
74HC245
74H0368
74HC373
74160374
74HC4020
74HC4060
74HC4066
74HC4075
74HC4078

65
.
65
1.29
1.29
1.29
.65
1.29
1.29
.99
.99
.99
89
149

7400
7402....
7404....
7405....
7406....
7407 ....
7408....
7410
7414 ....
7420....
7426....
7427 ....
7430....
7432....
7438....
7442....
7446..
7447

Mail Order P.O. Box 17329 Irvine, CA 92713
Retail: 1310-B E. Edinger. Santa Ana, CA 92705
BY

• OCTOBER 1988

74157
S65
74158... 65
74173 ... .65
74174 ... .65
74175 ... .65
74176 ... .65
74181 ... 1.75
74189 ... 2.95
74193 ... .65
74195 ... .65
74198 ... 1.65
74221 ... .75
74273 ... 1.75
74365 ... .50
74366 ... .50
74367 ... .50
74368 ... .50

Z80 SERIES
180CPU
280CTC
2801/ART
280P10
280ACPU
Z8OACTC
Z80APIO

SI 49
149
449
1.49
199
199
199

Z8OASIO ' 0
Z8OASIOr 1
280AS10/2
280ADART
280BCPU
280BC TC
ZITOBP10

$495
4.95
4.95
4.99
2.99
3.99
3.99

BIPOLAR PROMS/PALS
825123
825126
825129
825137
825181
825191
745188

$ 129
1.29
1.99
2.99
7.99
1189
129

5.95
8.95
5.95
5.50
5.95
8.95
5.75
4.95
5.95
4.95
5.95
4.95
3.95
4.95
5.95

8000's
7220
80C31
80C35
8035
8039
8049
80085A
8085A
8086-2
8086
8088-1

$ 8.95
5.95
3.95
2.39
2.49
1.95
3.95
2.95
5.95
4.95
6.50

8088
81055
8155-2
8155
8203
8214
8226
8237A-5
82C51A
8251A
82C53-5
8253-5
82C55A-5 ..

LINEAR

18 7474 .
535
.18 7475 ..35
.18 7476 .....35
.18 7485 .....35
.357486 .... .
35
25 7490 .....35
.25 7493 .....35
.257495 .....35
.35 74121 ... .35
.25 74123 ... .45
.25 74125 ... .45
.25 74126 ... .45
25 74148 ... .65
.25 74150 .. 1.20
.25 74151 ... .65
.30 74153 . . . .65
85 74154 ... 1.20
95

745189
745287
74S288
745471
74S472
PAL 1618
PAL 20L8

* Advanced Computer Products. Inc.

330

11111

SIMM 1Mb x9/IBM, 100ns $ 550.00 41464 64k x4, 100ns
call.
SIMM 1Mb x8/APPL, 12Ons 450.00 41464 64k x4, 120ns
call.
SIMM 256k x9/IBM, 120ns
130.00 41464 64k x4, 150ns
call.
SIMM 256k x8/APPL, 120ns 110.00 4164 64k x1, 10Ons
3.75
1MBIT 1Mb x1, 100ns
38.00 4164 64k x1, 12Ons
3.35
1MBIT 1Mb x1, 120ns
35.00 4164 64k x1, 150ns
2.95
*51258 256k x1, 8Ons
13.95 4416 16k x4, 120ns
8.95
*51258 256k x1, 100ns
11.95 4:"Ç 1
y 9.95
41256 25 kx
. 95
412
41 "41
412,5,.). 00
4125L
1Mb x1ZIP, 10Ons
39.00
41256 zobk ._, L
95.1 Mb x1SOJ, 100ns .
42.00
41256 256k x1, 8Ons
12.95 1Mb x1PLCC, 100ns
42.00
41256 256k x1, 10Ons
12.50 256k x1ZIP, 120ns
12.95
41256 256k x1, 120ns
10.95 256k x1PLCC , 120ns
13.95
41256 256k x1, 15Ons
10.50 256k x1SOJ, 120ns
13.95
19 .95 +Dual Port RAM, Video RAM
+41264 64k x4, 120ns
„
51258's-static column RAM for Compaq 386 or comptble
+41264 64k x4, 150ns
16.95 For High Speed, ZIP, PLCC, More.... Call!!

Memory
Expansion
Modules

PROCESSORS
80387-20
S729,
80387-16
469.
80287-10
285.
80287-8
235.
80287-6
159.
8087-1 (8MHz)
189.
8087-2 ( 10 MHz)
145.
8087 (5MHz) ....... 99.
80386-16/20
call.
80386-16 ......
499.
80386-20 ......
799.
V-30 8MHz
12.95
V-20 10 MHz
12.95
V-20 8MHz
10.95

RAM 111111111

for Fast Service
Order by Phone!

$169
1.99
1.99
4.99
6.99
4.99
995

CA3086 51 19
CA3089
119
1.19
CA3403
LF347N
1.49
LF348N
1.49
LF356H
199
LF441
169
LM301
.30
LM309K
100
LM3170
295
LM317T
175
LM318
1.15
LM319
95
1M3207XX 60
IM320K-XX 125
LM323K
4.25
LM324 .35
LM33502 1.19
LM336D2 119
LIA337H
2.49
LM337K
4.95
LM3296
695
LM340T-XX .60
LM340K-XX 125
LM358 .45
LM376
1.69
LM380
95
LM386
95
LM393
65
LM497
2.50
LM565
30
45
LM556
LM558
85
1M564
275
LM565
150

LM566 $1.10
LM567
75
LM723
.30
LM733
LM741
30
LM747
60
LM748
65
LM1414
149
LM1886
329
LM1330
195
LM1350
LM1358
195
LM1372
2.25
LM1408L8 250
LM1458
40
LM1488
60
1M1489
60
LM1803
250
LM2003
75
LM2206
3.75
LM2111
1.19
LM2211
275
LM2240
175
LM2900
1.19
LM2901
1.19
LM2917
1.29
LM3045
1.19
LM3054
199
LM3079
1.49
LM3130
96
LM3140
95
1613166
195
LM3161
195
LM3162
195
LM3852
149

LM3900
IM3909
LM3911
LM3915
LM3916
LM4024
LM4044
LM4136
LM4558
LM7555
LM7556
LM7660
1M7663
1M 78H05
LM78H12
LM8038
MC3423
MC3459
MC3470
MC3480
MC3486
MC3487
LM3524
TDA1170
IDA1180
11074
11681
Tle2
11084
ULN2CO3
UI 62064
ULN2074
ULN2081
ULN2981

Call ACP Toll- Free!!!

NEW PHONE FOR ALL USA

800-FONE ACP
800-366-3227 • 714-558-8813

.45
1.25
1.95
275
275
2.75
3.95
3.95
120
75
250
250
295
295
6.95
695
375
1.49
269
299
689
169
1.69
1.99
549
599
165
.75

.85

125
119
1.79
199
149
199

5.95
4.95
3.95
2.95
14.95
3.95
2.95
4.50
3.95
2.95
3.95
2.95
3.95

8255A-2 .
8255A-5 ..
8259A...
8259C-5 ..
8279-5 ...
8283
8284A
8286
8287
8288
8748
8749
8755

3.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
4.95
7.95
9.95
14.95

since 1976

the Nation's TOP
Computer Supplier!!!
just
call

ACP!

MEMBER

MMC
MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
r.he flea Mann, fassc.sten

74LS SERIES
74LSOO .. S19
741502 . 19
741503.. . 19
741504.. . 19
741505.. . 19
741508 . . 19
741509.. . 19
741510.. . 19
741514.. .35
741527.. .28
741530.. .25
74LS32.. .28
741147.. .99
74LS73 .35
74LS74 .35
7.. .35
74LS76 .35
741166.. .49
741586.. .28
741190.. .45
741593.. .45
7415107 .45
74LS109 . 45
74LS123
.
49

74LS 125
7415126
7415138
7415139
7415153
7415154
7415157
7415158
7415161
7415163
7415164
7415165
7415166
7415173
7415174
7415175
7415189
7415190
7415191
7415192
7415193
7415195
7415221
7411240

$45
49
.45
.45
.59
1.29
.40
.40
. 49
49
49
.49
.99
.49
.49
. 49
3.95
.49
49
49
. 49
49
.65
. 99

7415241 699
7415242 .99
74LS243 .99
7415244 .99
7415245
7415257 .69
7415258 .69
7415259 .99
7415273 .99
7415322 1.79
7415323 1.79
7415365 .59
7415366 .59
7415367 .59
7415368 .99
7415373 .9,1
7415374 .99
7411393
.
99
7415624 1.89
7411629 1.89
7415640 1.89
7415641
1.89
7415670
89
7411688 1.89

• $2500 Manmum MAIL ORDER
elle Imnizmai
•No Surcharge tor VISA or Mastercard
•Volume purchasmg agreements syllable • Orders subject lo avallaber
•PrIcq sutler lo change enthout mine • Supply IdnIded on certam Items
•ACP Red SIAM temp may vary Not responsee tor hons
•I ,mded warrant les and other condlhons nay apt

Call for our NEW 1988 Catalog...
Circle 10 on Reader Service Card

ACP's Break thru Prices!!

Since 1976...The Nation's TOP Computer Supplier
NEC Silentwritere

LC890
postscript

0••1100.
Includes the
same resident

Laser
Printer

339
Sale!

fonts as the
astirwritet

SPECIAL!!
AST ›,

Internal

1200 Baud
Modem

Quantum Theory!

Special

We made atruckload purchase from the factory
and while the supply lasts we are offering them at
this unbelievable price..

9

ColonimPlacs wearer port
SuperEGAGenoa compatible
SuPerVGA 1024,768
Diamond Muttr 1/0.2s.p.g.c/XT
XT Sti-Pak compatible/0K
XT 286 Accelerator card
XT Muth VO willoppy contr
XT dial Roppy controller
XT Sisal I/O card
XT/AT Parallel I/0 card
AT Senal VO card
XT/AT Game adapter port
XT/AT EPROM programmer
AT 3.5Mb *Noel I/0, OK
AT SuperMULTIV3vidloppy
PS/2 Mufti I/0
PSI nappy centroller 1IMO
HP Usenet 1911 Ram card
MOTHERBOARDS
XT Turbo MHOS 81.00
XT Turbo w/13105 10MHr
AT 2A8 w/BIOS. 10 MEN
AT Baby iv/13105.129Hr
AT 386 w/BIOS. 1691Hz

55.

ss.

149.
339.
139.
89.
269.
69.
29.
29.
29.
39.
29.
149.
199.
119_
99.
89.
349.

89.
99.
289
299.
1499

HARI/11 1/AM
AST Research
Xtormer/286. 5128. 101AH7
Advantage 2/386.mod 80.190
Advantage 7286,PS/2.0K
Advantage Premium 286.512K
Rampage 2.'286 PS/2 512K
Rampage 286 1,126
AST Suipakplus. OK
AT? Technologies
EGA Wonder 800
VGA/VIP
2400etc In! Modem w/MNP-5
GENOA
Super EGA
Super VGA
GULFSTREAM
EZ-FA% Board w/software
HERCULES
Color CarcV CGA
Graphics Card Plus
INTEL
Inboard 386/PC to 386
Inboard 386CAT to 386
Above Board 2.1:5/2 mod50/60
Above Board 286/11512K
Above Board PS/286.model 30
8067 (WWI
8087-1 ( 10MHz) P5(2
86672 (81.11tr)
80287-6 (6910)
80287-8 ( BAIRN
80287-10(10MM
80387-16 ( 16MHH
80387-20 ( 2014101
ORCHID Technology
finy Turbo 286 REDUCED ,
Designer VGA Board
RAMOUEST 50/P5f2. 2Mb
PARADISE
loloswich 480
VGA Plus
QUA DRAM
Cluel386X1
Prosync16411‘480.752x410)
lacrotaterll butler ve/94K
Ouarlspnnt XT accelerator
Liberty EMS XT card. OK
See Ouarboard. Seer comp
VIDEO 7
VEGA Deluxe
Vega VGA

699
725
349
389.
499
4119.
119

KETTRONICS
KB101 101keyiAT
59.
KB5151 84bay dame -------- 119.
KRAFT
IBM PCNT/AT Joystick
Mouse PC/XT/AT tonal
LIGHTGATE
Felni for PC/X7/AT

159.

LOGITECII
Bob Mouse PC/AT/AT
Serial Mouse PC/KT/AT
Senal Mouse FSI2

es.
99.
99.

MICROSOFT
Bus Mouse w/PC Paintbrinn
Seral Mouse WPC Paintbrush
Serial PS/2 vi/PC Parntbrusb
MSC Technologies
PC Mouse serial PCNT/AT .
PS/2 Mouse sne
PC Mouse bus PC/XT/AT
SUMMAGRAPHICS
SummaSketcn

105.
105.
118.

se.
SS.
449,

El OPPY DISK DRIVE S
SONY
31/2"Micro Homy 1.44Alb

149.

TRAC
S5BV 360K Floppy/PC/XT/Af. N.
TOSHIBA AMERICA
DD4403 31/7 Micro 7601(
31/7 Micro 144Mb wAit
50040 360K FloppyPC/XT
NDO4E.G 3608 Floppy AT grey
913080E- G 12Mb AT gray .

129.
11».

114.
M.

110.

HARO DISK DRIVES
199.
319.
188
199,
299
1188.
149.
174.
975.
1059.
299.
329_
349.
102.
205.
158.
185.
255.
3011.
549.
799.
289.
299.
699.
190.
299.
747.
269.
239.
99.
98.
191.
291.

INPUT DE VICES
Advanced PC Keyboards
5160 84key XI ATswachable
5161 101key XTATswecOable

59
79.

CH Products
Mach II Joystpli.IBM
Mach II Joystcli-Apple

39.
39

MICROPOLIS
1333A 53140 501F hI. 30ms
1335 8.590 Fug At .65ms

649.
848.

MINISCRIBE
3650 4390 Halt ni 61n1s
6053 53810 P08 nt .2tans
6085 8.590 FuN M .28ms
8438 38Mb Hall ht . 65rns RI L

389,
649.
849.
299.

PLUS Development
F1L620 Hardcard, 208,15.4918
Plirs40 Hardcard, 4090,39ms

549.
719.

SEAGATE
ST225 25Mb.65ms wnii0 con1
ST138 38Mb New ,31?
ST238 38Mb.65ms Win ALL
51251 5190,40ms
ST251-1 5196.28ms
514038 381.40,40ms.weaucror
014356 96616,28msareaucaor

• Sharp PC5000 Portabb

286 8386 AT's

TALLORASS Technologies
102111AT 2(tab backuptill
1028 ST 29640 backuplmt)
10401AT 40615 backoonnn
1040i xx 401.10 hackman
Cell for Emma,Prock,,

Advanced 286 Clone. erei0K
Advanced286/10base system
849.
Advanced286/10 w201.10
1099.
Advanced286/10 w/40Mb
1299.
Advanced XT Clones ve0K
AOranceilXT base syslem
489.
Advanced/ANT wimono/20610
999.
ova for options a
2995.
2195.
4899.

COMPAQ
Portable III Model 20
DesNiro286 Model 20
Deskpro386 Model 40
Portable386 Model 40

call.
call.

Call.

HYUNDAI
Mundell&
HyundaLal
11,9939PC LAN Termini
NEC
PAdtispead EL backlit LCD
9999p8488 201.19

Cell.
call.

SHARP
4501(10OP WISblilOW
4502 eel floppi.640K
4520
20188
PC7100 Porte*. 204.19
PC7221 Porte:44286 Mb

699.
1295.
2195.
2895.

TOSMVIA
T1000 LaptOP. mete floppy
T1200E19000 dual floPPY
73100 Laptop 286 20Mb
T3200 286 full keybd.4096
15100 386. EGA. 4090

779
1395 .
2995.
3995.
4995.

NE 7/LOOKS

WESTERN DIGITAL
StarLan/Novell starter krt
1077.
(network for less than 5400/nocla)
Ethernet Plus adapter board
239.
VaNet LAN software
Starhub
329.

340.

199.
369.
499.
479.
338.
338.
599.
599.

MODE

399,
399.

ms

Advanced MODEMS
1203baud whotterare)on0
1200baud External
1200baud Pocket MODEM
2400baud w/sollware(M1)
24006NA External
HAYES
Smart:modern
Srnartmoden
Smartmodern
SrrearAmodem

8514 te Hi-resllo24cl6yl

1395.

MAGNA VOX
Monacan 14'mulbmcde
GSA 17500,
TTL Mono 17 gm or ambe

399.
288.
89.

NEC
Munn" II 13- TTUanalog
Multrsync Plus 15 VGA/EGA
Multeync XL 20(10244768)
Monograph sys ( 10201024)

595.
945.
2275.
1555.

SAMSUNG/LTI
Flatscreen 17 ante+ TTL
Mcoo 17 amber TTL .
CGA 14' RGB Color ..
EGA 14' EGA/CGA COIOT
SONY
CP01302 leMultacan color
CP01303 le EGA

699.
569.

WYSE
WY30 14' terminal
WY50 14' trammel . .
YIN60 11' ternonal ASCII

349.
419.
519.

99.

ae.
288.
395.

PRINTERS

EPSON
Equity I.
Equly lo
Epurty III,

398.
449,
499.
469,
799,

IOMEGA
Bonne 2969 51/8 Men*
945.
Womb duaQ01.4651/4Vol .
Bernoulli 08829645 refl.
1885.
Tn-pak 2ohiw cartridge,51/4
180.
255.
Tri-pak 201.40 cartridge. e
.
189.
PC3B Adapter card PC/XVAT
PS4 AdapterPS/2mod sosatio
299.
IR WIN
1100 XT/AT1090 backup/en
1200 XT 20Mb backupAntl
145C AT 4090 backup/ea)
245P P5/2 40610 backup

COMPUTERS

3COM
Ethernet card
Ettemet II card

BACKUP DEVICES
ALPHA MICRO
VCR Video tape backup card

• Mindset Personal Computer
36018/11oppymousefpy/MSEDOS 20

Advanced 386 Clean ewe«
Advanced386/16base system
1795.
Advanced38616 w/40Mb
2195.
Advanced.3136/16w/80816
2495.

AST Research
Prenkum286Mode1140,41)A0 .
Premium Wonstabon
Prernerm386Model34040198
nil WY AST mein_

sale

• Diablo 620 Printer

299.

WESTERN DIGITAL
FilecardP530 PS2mod.25/30 . 388,
449.
Fiecard30
1006RAH Contr I:11,1191Am ... 1911.
19586611 Controller RLUAT
197.
148.
1003WA2 HOPPY/EHHVAT
1002-27X Controller RLLir"
98.
89.
10724M Controller NT

Introductory
Prq,

• 1200 Baud Internal Modem
yeah software

ACP... famous since 1976 for
delivering the Best Deals!!
49.
49.
39.

New! RAY- 0-VACS

• OmniPald 1200 Baud Modem
pa
senalmaralleVclock/gameiRAM
sale aa.

• Liberty Card, EMS, OK

Unfienattec, 40ms, pertect for

Mach II, Joystick k1AA
Mach Iii JoystAk-Apple .....
Garnecard III

PC COMPAIIBI E DRIVES
ACP Advanced Condo IBM
Monograpoes1TGA worn pon

sal, 79.
sale 98.
Sale 98.
sale 69.
sale 149.

Ouleam SIlver tan], OK

Q540
42.6Mb

79.
89.
N.
148.
159.

12008 wrswimt)
1200 External
2400E1w/sat«)
2400 Evernal

MISENT
Pocket MODEM 1200

211111.
21101.
447.
447.
129.

PROMETHEUS
2400G External
240011/2 w/softfflre ( Intl
2400PS PS/2 w/sollwarettnt)
12008/2 wholtrarelml) We'

IN.
149.
299.

(»CONICS KODAK
150P Portable pnnterman
3COP Merle carruperpart

339.
539.

EPSON
LX800 80column. 180cps
209.
EX800.FX2868FX86e,10850.
101050,101000
call.
ACP e yOur lull One Epson dealer
HEWLETT PACKARD
lusmpelar,mll
Despot eider quakty
Scarlet flatbed scanner

1799.
895.
1549.

IBM PRINTERS
Propel« II. 240cps
Promoter )(24. 240cps 24pin .
Propnnter 0L24. 248695 24pin

435.
635.
835.

NEC
P2200. 2401(36C1‘360dPI)
P56501 Color.100cpsNLO
P660 Rewriter. 65cpsNLO ..
LC890 Sdenevnter Laser

399.
1095.
599.
3395.

OKIDATA
M1393.180cpsNLO
M1162,. paned
M1192.. parallel
ML193.. parallel
Laserline 6 ( req.IBM at)

995.
245.
319.
469.
1399.

PANASONIC
1C4-P1080. 160cps draftee
KX-P1091,. 192cps draftee
IS- P10921, 240cps dratt.132
10(81524, 2400 80cpsNLO

185.
198.
339.
595.

SFJKOSHA
SL80A1. 24pin
&MOM. 24pin
S8110A1, 18pe. Mon
56300001. 9pin. 300c95.1/9
9(3005M. 9en.300cps.132

394
749.
3299.
3110 .
499.

TOSHIBA
P321SL 248m, 216C1:6
P34151. 24cen, 216899
P3515X.(cole add $ 179)
Papalater 12. Ebel vOtme

499.
699.
1099.
call.

pin ! UN

,

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
DMP41 or 42
2399
DAIPS1 ce 52
3099.
SCANCAD
2499.
OMP56A
4399.
ROLAND
DXY880, 8pen AB sve
DX9980

1588.
1488.

711

ACCESSORIES

MONITORS
AMDEK
VIDEO 310A 17 amber rt.
410,4 12-amie, pm or «tea ...

99.
153.

1250 13
«TeaPhres1 128CO800)....
LaserD-ve CD ROMsr/N1K SO9
IBM MONITORS
8503 12" M0 00(6405480)
8512 14 -Color analog

799.
899.

8511 12 1 GA640.4801

595.

228.
527.

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
P15 Power Director
89.
P25 4outlet stand alone
62.
F20 Pnnt Saver
289.
A200 PC Data Display Module
888.
KENSINGTON
Masterpiece Power Center
Masterpiece Plus
System Seer lie

98.
108.
69

NEW PHONE FOR ALL USA

for Fast Service
Order by Phone!

800-366-3227 • 714-558-8813

Retail: 1310-B E. Edinger. Santa Ana, CA 92705

Circle 10 on Reader Se.-vice Card

199.
219.

up awall' We can't get them at the right price, but
we are gettIng them PLEASE BEAR WITH DS.. as
the market price comes down, so will our pricer

SellIng

ChIps7

Call us, we're buying.

995

AT Replacement
Battery
Direct repiac.emern for 1901 lele clocks. AT/286/366-

System SdVer Ils
%um MCI«. 80ixdomn .

119.
39.

MICROCOMP. ACCESSORIES
51 4' Roelop (Teske!» File
29.
31/7 Rolltop Diskette Fee
22.
PC Vacuum Cleaner .
39.
CRT Valet (
f7x12*)
119.
Underdesk keyboard Drawer
49.
FLIP re' F7LE
ENE MAIM 100 Sire,smoke
FPO McroXT.100 31/7,smolua..
FNF Maxa,50 8'. smoke
ENE Micro.25 31/7. and»
Universal Punter Stand

it.
11.
IS.
s.
9.

DISKETTES-Medine »nine
S I0' ositiO DeSket. PC/XT3608
Maoell MD2-D
11.
Verbatim Datalrfe DS/DO
12.
Fos MD2D . .
11.
Advanced Color eelastic box
9.
5 1'4' DS/HD High Cerele 471.21.0
Maxell MD2-00
23.
Verbatrm DatalifeHO
23.
Foe MD211D
22.
3 1.7 Fkr °MST/ Peeler.44mbl
49.
Verbatim Detail's
49
49.
Sony
49.

Reflex 114
Ouanro
Eureka

CROSSTALK COMM-Pep
Crosstalk XVI v3 61
Crosstalk MK4 vl 01
.
DAC SOFTWARE-pep
SAC Easy Light 01 0
(JAC Easy Accounting v2 0

inorrAi. RESEARCH-pep

GEM Draw plus v2 01
GEM DesIdop Publisher

1115.
270.
45.
89.
42.
59.

INTEL LICON
r °noire- Parallel
Lamle- Sea
Oincklink-Par to Ser 646
OuKUnk-Par to Par-64K
Megaknk-4prt Buft-Par
Ser

199.
199.
140.
149.
299.

LOTUS

59.
69.
149.
399.
575.
899.

MICROLYTICS
Gofer
memo

call.
cell.

49.
69.

FUNK SOFTWARE-ncp
Sideways v3 2 .
InWed vi 0

29.
29.
69.
eo.
499.
409.

MEMORY UPGRADES
64X or 2566 upgrades/set A 91
IMO 51141.15 or Rams

.

99.
139.

EXECUTIVE SYSTEMS-sip
XTREE v2 0
XTREE Professional v1.0

SWITCH BOXES
Advanced 2-poution AB. 3636
Advanced 2-posibon AB. 2525
Advanced par/s« weeder ..
Advanced smear converter
BultakiSX PC share lop to 7)
Logical Connection 256K

GOLDSTAR DVAllSCOPES
DM 6135-3 5 DV/A
49.95
DM 62359.5 DVM
52.95
DM 63359.5 DVM
59.95
DM 61339.5 OHM
59.95
05.702070MHz Scope
419.
0S-7040-40MHz Scope
699.

29.
34.

COMPUTER ASSOCUITES-ncp
&mere& 4vl 1
339.
Superpneect plus v3.0 . 339.

129.
189.

12911

40.
23.
37.
45.

COMPUSERVE
51,0881900044
Coolers Dee Enciclopedle ...

PRINTER SUFFERS
AdVLICIKI 64X parallel buffer
Advanced 64K AB butter

TRIPPLITE
lsobaril surpe supp w/4 outlets
isobare surge supp w/8 outlets
Une Conditioner wi4outlets
Backe Peer Supply 450w
Backup Power supply . 675w
Backup Power SuppN. 1000x
Backup Poem Stale. 2000«

99
149.
99

EIRODERSUND-Op
Print Shop
Creates Leary tor 2
Toy Shop

56e GENERATION-ncp
Fastback Plus

so.

FOX SOFTWARE
Foitose. single Leer

no.

GENERIC-flop
Generic CADO 30
UFETREE-nep
Vollmer, 3Pkis
Tr« Word vl 0

65.
.

nod.

160.
259.

Lotus 123491Burele
Manuscript ..

91.
cell.
349.

MECA-cp
Atvoçing per Money:Tobin

129.
45.
65

MICROPRO-ncp
Wordstar Prolessmoad Rd 4
Wordstar 2C00 Rel 3

269
199

MICRORIM-ncp
R BASE 5000
R Base SystemV

369
469

MICROSOFT-flop
kVindows 386
Wrowis 203
Quick Cv1 0 .
Owe BASIC
Word va 0
Excel v2 0/A7

139
66
69
69.
219
319

NORTON-flop
69.

SOI TWARE
ncp=not copy protected
cp.copy protected
ALDUS-ncp
Pagemaker/IBM
Pagemaker/MAC
Freehand.MAC

499.
379.
CIII.

ALPHA SOFTWARE-ncp
Advanced Keyworlal 0
Alpha/threel 0

175.
232.

AMER. SMALL BUSINESS-ncp
Design CAD 3D 30
168.
ANSA
Paradox vl 1
Paradox Y20 vi/EMS&E EMS

329.
424.

ASHTON TATE-ncp
dBaselll Mies 11
Rapellee 1.2
Multimate Advarnagell 10
Applause Presentation pkg

422.
219.
275.
call.

BORLAND-flop
Sittelsk pkis
Week 10 see! old vers
T rbo BASIC t.0
rbo PASCAL 4.0
Turbo C 5

139.
19.
69.
69.
69.

GurcesrassernC.tres. or Muir)

59

PAPERBACK SOFTWARE
VP Planner sari
.....
VP Expert

49.
69

SURPASS SOFTWARE-ncp
Surpass 01 0
299
SYMANTEC-ncp
088v20
0 8 AWrde
Grand Vew

219
139
175

TRAVELNVG SOFTWARE
Leer* Pus

86.

TURNER HALL-flop
SOD Plus
Noted Plus(Lotos123 notes)

65.
55.

Gambriffge Spreadsheet Mist
aware 023 VitedIXOCISSeag)

75.
65.

XEROX
Ventura

499.

WORDPERFECT-rtep
wordPertect v5 0
WordPertem LIbrary ol.1
WordPertect Executive
DataPerteci v2 0

240.
es.
125.
299.

S25 00 Minimum MAIL

* Advanced Computer Products. Inc.
Mail Order: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine, CA 92713

Don't feel like the Lone Ranger
we are .0SO
suffering from loss of memory ACP sells more
Memory Upgrade IC sthan other other mall order
supplier _ But! .. the present shortage is driving us

each

• Quadram Ouadsprint Card
eradica
kRem,
dbil;ra

Quantum

software Included

5-1/e

to

MEMORY LOSS?

32

While Stock Lasts I

• Bulk DS/DD
Diskettes
box OF 100

5. 295

7

EPSON

CLOSEOUTS!'

sale

MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
ait.te beet IsIsrtsUng Amocaskon tr•

-

AMC1EK

Purchase

NINIC

800-FONE ACP

ORDER
0.
No Surcharge for VISA or Mastercard --Volume purchasing agreements available • OrderS SubjeCt 10 availab
subreCt Kr Change without 10)/Ce • Supply hailed on certain Iter/ .
.
ACP Retall store pncing May vary Not responsible tor typos
Limited warranties and other condEronS may apply

Call for our NEW 1988 Catalog...
OCTOBER 1988 • BYTE

331

eIlle

_
JDR Microdevices°
MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
al
Me,meg AssouNce ZE

• 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE • 1YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS • TOLL- FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

STATIC RAMS
PART
2112
2114
21141-2
TC5516
TtAM2016-200
7MM2016-150
UM/2016400
HM6116-4
HM6116-3
HM6116-2
HM6116LP-4
HM6116LP-3
HM6116LP-2
HM6264LP-15
HM6264LP-12
HM432561P-15
HM432561P-12
H11432561P-10

L.

SIZE
256:4
1024x4
1024%4
2048:8
2048:8
2048:8
2048:8
2048:8
2048:8
2048:8
2048:8
2048%8
2048%8
8192%8
8192:8
32768:8
32768:8
32768:8

SPEED
45Ons
450ns
20Ons
25Ons
20Ons
15001
10001
20001
15001
120ns
20Ons
150ns
12Ons
150ns
12Ons
15Ons
12Ons
100ns

DYNAMIC RAMS
PRICE
2.99
. 99
1.49
3.95
3.25
3.29
4.29
4.95
5.95
6.45
5.95
6.45
6.95
9.95
10.95
12.95
14.95
19.95

PART
4116-200
4116-150
MK4332
4164-150
4164-120
4164-100
16854164
141154416
41128-150
T4154464-15
TMS4464-12
41256-150
41256-120
41256-100
41256-80
HM51258-100
1MB- 120
1MB- 100

SIZE
16384:1
16384:1
32766:1
65536:1
65536:1
65536:1
65536:1
16384:4
131072:1
65536:4
65516:4
262144:1
262144:1
262144:1
262144:1
262144:1
1048576:1
1048576:1

EPROMS
PART

SPEED
PRICE
20Ons .89
15Ons . 99
20001
6.95
150ns
2.89
12Ons
3.19
10Ons
3.95
150ns
2.89
15Ons
8.95
15Ons
5.95
150ns
10.95
12Ons
11.95
150n$
12.45
120n$
12.95
10Ons
13.45
8Ons
13.95
100ns
13.95
12Ons
34.95
100ns
37.95

CALL FOR VOLUME QUOTES
ORDER TOLL FREE

r

5500
6502
6502A
650213
65CO2•
6520
6522
6522A
6526
6532
6545A
6551
6551A
•CMOS

2.25
2.69
4.25
7.95
1.65
2.95
5.95
13.95
5.95
3.95
2.95
6.95

5800
6800
6802
6803
6809
68B09
6809E
68809E
6810
6820
6821
68621
6840
6845
68B45
6847
6850
681350
6883
68000

1.95
2.95
3.95
2.95
5.99
2.95
5.49
1.95
2.95
1.25
1.85
3.95
2.75
4.95
4.75
1.95
1.75
22.95
9.95

ROOD
8031
8035
8039
8052AH
BASIC
8080
8085
80851-2
8086
9088
8088-1
8088-2
8155
8156
8155-2
8741
8742
8748
8749
8755
80286
80286-8

3.95
1.49
1.95
34.95
2.49
1.95
3.75
6.49
5.99
12.95
7.95
2.49
2.95
3.95
9.95
29.95
7.95
9.95
14.95
79.95
24995

8200
8205
8212
8216
8224
8228
8237
8237-5
8238
8243
8250
6251
8251A
8253

3.29
1.49
149
2.25
2.25
3.95
4.75
4.49
1.95
6.95
1.29
1.69
1.59

11200
8253-5
8254
8255
8255-5
8256
8259
8259-5
8272
8274
8275
8279
8279-5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288

1.95
2.79
1.49
1.59
1595
195
2.29
4.39
0.95
16.95
2.49
295
3.95
3.95
2.25
3.95
3.95
4.95

Z-80
280-CPU
1.25
28011-CPU
1.29
28013-CPU
2.75
280A-CTC
1.69
280B-CTC
4.25
Z80A-OART 5.95
Z8021- DART 6.95
280A- DMA 5.95
280A- P10
1.89
Z80B-P10
4.25
280A-510/0 5.95
280E1- S104 12.95
280A.S10/1 5.95
280A-510/2 5.95
280B-510/2 12.95
28671BASIC 9.95

LINEAR COMPONENTS
11071
11072
TL074
71081
11082
11.084
1.14301
LM309K
LM310
1M311
11131111
1M311K
1M312H
LM3177
LM318
161319
LM123K
168324
1M331
1M334
LI1335
111336
LM3311K
LM339
LF347
LF353
LF356
LF357
168358

.69
1.09
1.95
39
.99
1.49
e4
1.25
1.75
. 59
. 89
3.49
1.75
.69
1.49
1.25
3.49
. 34
3.95
1.19
1.79
1.75
4.49
. 59
2.19
. 59
J9
.99
. 59

LM380
1.31383
L11386
131393
111394H
L41399H
71494
71497
NE555
NE556
NE558
NE564
1M565
LM566
111567
NE570
NE590
NE592
LM723
168733
LM741
LIA747
MC1330
MC1350
1M1458
1111488
LM1489
1111496
ULN2003

49
1.95
49
. 45
5.95
5.95
4.20
3.25
. 29
. 49
. 79
1.95
.95
1.49
. 79
2.95
2.50

.
se

. 49

.
88

19
49
1.69
1.19
. 35
. 49
.49
.85
. 79

XR2206
062211
1M2917
CA3046
CA3146
MC3373
MC3470
MC3480
MC34137
1683900
1M3909
1M3911
1M3914
1M3915
MC4024
MC4044
RC4136
6C4558
1111360
75107
75108
75110
75150
75154
75188
75189
75451
75452
75477

45Ons
450ns
350ns
450ns
250ns
25(Ins
45Ons
250n$
20001
35Ons
25001
20Ons
25Ons
250ns
20Ons
250ns
25Ons
20Ons

HIGH-TECH
SPOTLIGHT

V-20 SERIES

1

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS
78057
49
7812K
7808T . 49
7905K
78121
49
7912K
78157 . 49
78105
79057 . 59
78112
79087 . 59
79105
79127 . 59
79112
79151 . 59
LM323K
7805K
1.59
LM338K

1.39
1.69
109
. 49
49
69
1.49
3.49
4.49

MISCELLANEOUS
1.75
2.85
. 69
. 79
7.95
195
2.95
11.95

1618
1668
1666
1664

2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95

LIAIITS
AIS- 1013
AY3-1015
TR1602
2651
1416402
1116403
INS8250
6516450

3.95
4.95
395
495
395
9.95
6.95
1095

INTERSIL

ICL7107
ICL7660
ICL8038
ICM7207A
ICM7208

10.95
1.99
3.85
595
15.95

7411C00
74HCO4
74HCO8
74HC14
74HC32
74HC74
74HC138
74HC139
74HC154
74HC157
74HC161
74HC164
74HC175

. 21
. 25
. 25
. 35
. 35
. 35
. 45
.45
1.09
. 55
.65
.65
. 59

74HC244
741IC245
74HC273
74HC367
74HC373
74HC390
74HC374
74HC4040
74HCTOO
74HCTO4
74HC1118
74HCT32
74HCT74

. 85
45
. 69
. 69
. 69
. 79
. 69
. 89
. 25
. 27
. 25
. 27
. 45

74HCT138
74HCT139
74HCT157
74HC7161
74HCT240
74HCT244
74HCT245
74HC7273
74HC7373
74HC7374
74HCT393
74HCT4040
74HCT4060

. 35
. 55
. 59
. 79
. 89
. 89
99
99
. 99
. 99
. 99
. 99
1.49

STANDARD CMOS LOGIC
4001
4011
4013
4015
4016
4017
4018
4020
4021
4023
4024
4025
1027

. 19
. 19
. 35
. 29
. 29
. 49
.69
. 59
.69
. 25
.49
. 25
. 39

4028
4040
4042
4044
4046
4047
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4080
4066

65
. 69
. 59
. 69
. 69
. 69
. 29
. 29
49
. 69
49
. 69
. 29

ere

\

99.95
15995
229.95
179.95
249.95
30995
499.95
799.95
999.95

• .
Intel
5
YEAR
WARRANTY

INCLUDES MANuAt U SOI TWARE GUIDE

4069
4070
4081
4093
14411
14033
14497
4503
4511
4518
4528
4538
4702

74LSOO TTL LOGIC
741500
741501
741502
741503
741504
741.505
741508
741509
741510
741511
741512
741513
741514
741515
741520
741521
74LS22
741527
741528
741530
741532
741533
741537
741538
741542
741547
741548
741551
741573
741574
741575
741576
741583
741585
74LS86
741590
741592
741593
741595
7415107
7415109

. 16
. 18
. 17
. 18
. 16
. 18
. 18
. 18
. 16
. 22
. 22
. 26
. 39
. 26
. 17
. 22
. 22
. 23
. 26
. 17
. 18
. 28
. 26
. 26
. 39
. 75
. 85
. 17
. 29
. 24
. 29
. 29
. 49
. 49
. 22
. 39
. 49
. 39
. 49
. 34
. 36

7415112
7415122
7415123
7415124
7415125
7415126
7415132
7415133
7415136
7415138
741.5139
7415145
7415147
7415148
7415151
7415153
7415154
7415155
7415156
7415157
7415158
7415160
7415161
7415162
7415163
7415164
7415165
7415166
7415169
7415173
7415174
7415175
7415191
7415192
7415193
7415194
7415195
7415196
7415197
7415221
7415240

. 29
. 45
. 49
2.75
. 39
. 39
. 39
. 49
. 39
. 39
. 39
.99
.99
.99
. 39
. 39
1.49
. 59
. 49
. 35
. 29
. 29
. 39
. 49
. 39
. 49
. 65
. 95
. 95
. 49
. 39
. 39
. 49
. 69
. 69
. 69
. 69
. 59
. 59
. 59
. 69

7415241 . 69
7415242 . 69
7415243 . 69
7415244 . 69
7415245 . 79
7415251 . 49
7415253 . 49
7415257 . 39
7415258 . 49
7415259
1.29
7415260 . 49
7415266 . 39
7415273 . 79
7415279 . 39
7415280
1.98
7415283 . 59
7415290 . 89
7415293 . 89
7415299
1.49
7415322
3.95
7415323
2.49
7415365 . 39
7415367 . 39
7415368 . 39
7415373 . 79
7415374 . 79
7415375 .95
7415377 . 79
7415390
1.19
7415393 . 79
7415541
1.49
7415624
1.95
741.5640 .99
7415645 .99
741.5670 .89
7415682
3.20
7415688
2.40
7415783
22.95
25152521
2.80
261531
1.95
261532
1.95

7400 SERIES LOGIC

HIGH SPEED CMOS LOGIC
3.95
2.95
1.95
. 89
1.29
1.29
1.95
8.95
2.95
. 49
. 98
2.25
1.89
1.89
3.49
399
1.25
49
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.25
1.25
J9
e9
1.29

>

5MHz
8MHz
ICI MHz
6MHz
8MHz
10 MHz
16 MHz
20 MHz
25 MHz

$49.95

SPEED UP YOUR PC BY 10 TO 40%!
▪ HIGH SPEED ADDRESS CALCULATION IN HARDWARE
• PIN COMPATIBLE WITH 8088
I/ SUPERSET OF 8088 INSTRUCTION SET
a LOW POWER CMOS
V20*
5MHz
895
V20
8MHz 1095
V21Y
10 MHz 12.95
V30
8MHz 13.95

9334
9368
9602
ULN2003
MAX232
11C3470
MC3487
AIS-3600
PRO

4.95
3.49
3.95
3.95
3.95
4.95
3.49
3.69
4.25
15.95
4.95
5.95
7.95
5.95
7.95
11.95
12.95
34.95

TOLL-FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

MCT-SCSI

2.99
3.85
3.29
1.95
5.95
195
1.29
. 59
2.29

25V
25V
25V
25V
21V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
21V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V
12.5V

1 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

A LOW POWER, SHORT SLOT CARD FOR PC COMPATIBLES
THAT CAN CONTROL UP TO SEVEN SCSI DEVICES.THIS
POPULAR STANDARD OFFERS SPEED, EXPANDABILITY AND
THE ADVANTAGES OF USING A DEVICE INDEPENDENT BUS.
INCLUDES CABLES.

ADC0804
ADC0809
DAC0800
DAC0808
DAC1022
MC140818
8128
8797
DP8304

CD-PROCESSORS
8087
8087-2
8087-1
80287
80287-8
80287-10
80387-16
80387-20
80387-25

Vpp PRICE

O CALL TOCONFIRM CURRENT PRICES

SCSI HOST ADAPTOR

MICROPROCESSORS

SPEED

2708
1024:8
2716
2048:8
2716-1
2048:8
2732
4096:8
27328
4096:8
27C64
8192:8
2764
8192:8
2764-250
8192:8
2764-200
8192:8
MCM68766
8192:8
27128
16384:8
27128A100 16384:8
27C256
32768:8
27256
32768:8
27256-200
32768:8
27512
65516:8
27C512
65536:8
27C101-20 131072%8

• CALL TO CONFIRM CURRENT PRICES •

. CALL TO CONFIRM CURRENT FENCES •

SIZE

19
. 29
. 22
. 49
995
1495
695
49
49
. 85
. 79
95
9.95

7400
7400 . 19
7402
.
19
7404 . 19
7406 . 29
7407
.
29
7408 . 24
7410 . 19
7411 . 25
7414 . 49
7416 /5
7417 . 25
7420
.19
7430 . 19
7432
29
7438
29
7442 . 49
7445 .69
7447 .89
7473 . 31
7474 . 33
7475 . 45
7476 /9
7483 . 50
7485 . 99
7586 , 39
7489
2.15
7490 . 39
7493 . 35

74121 . 29
74123 . 49
74125 . 45
74150
1.35
74151 . 55
74153
55
74154
1.49
74157 . 55
74159
1.65
74161 . 69
74164 . 85
74166
1.00
74175 . 89
74367
45
7410V74 5
14E00 . 35
74F02 . 35
74F04 . 35
74F08 . 35
74F10 . 35
74F32 . 35
74F64 . 55
74F74 . 39
74F86
55
74F138 . 79
74F139 . 79
74F253 . 89
74F157 . 89

74F240
74500
74502
74504
74508
74510
74S32
74574
74586
745112
745124
745138
745153
745157
745158
745163
745175
745195
745240
745241
74S244
745280
745287
745288
745299
745373
745374
745471
745571

1.29
. 29
29
29
. 35
. 29
. 35
. 49
e5
. 50
2.75
. 79
. 79
. 79
. 95
1.29
. 79
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.95
1.69
1.69
2.95
1.69
1.69
4.95
2.95

JDFI MICRODEVICES AND THE JDR MICRODEVICES LOGO ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF JDR MICRODEVICES IBM AT PS'? ARE TRADEMARKS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES
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CRYSTALS

DISCRETE

32.768 KHz .95
1.0 MHz
2.95
1.8432
2.95
2.0
1.95
1.95
2.4576
1.95
3.579545
4.0
1.95
5.0
1.95
1.95
5.0688
6.0
1.95
6.144
1.95
8.0
1.95
10.0
1.95
10.738635
1.95
12.0
1.95
14.31818
1.95
16.0
1.95
18.0
1.95
18.432
1.95
20.0
1.95
22.1184
1.95
OSCILLATORS
1.0MHz
1.8432
2.0
2.4576
2.5
4.0
5.0
5.0688
6.0
6.144
8.0
10.0
126
14.31818
15.0
16.0
18.432
20.0
24.0

1N751
IN5402
544004
544148
KBP02
PN2222
2N2222
2N2907
2N3055
2143904
2143906
h

4401

SOLDER STATION
.25
1.75
.40
.49
.69
.69
.69
.89
1.19
.59
1.29
.96À

2N4403
2N6045
MPS- A13
TIP31
4N26
4N27
4N28
41433
4N37
MCT-2
MCI-6
TIL-111

TANTALUM

ELECTROLYTIC

1.0,.11
6.8
10
22
1.0p f
2.2
4.7
10

RADIAL
1p f
50V
4.7
50V
10
50V
47
35V
100
16V
100
50V
220
35V
470
25V
2200
16V
4700
25V

15V
15V
15V
15V
35V
35V
35V
35V

.12
.42
.45
.99
.45
.19
.39
.69

50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
12V
50V

.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.07
.07
.10
.12

DISC
10pf
22
33
47
100
220
.0014f
.005
.01
.05
1

BIT RATE
GENERATORS
9.95
4.95
9.95J
16.95
8.95
4.95

.01.1
.01zz
zx
14z

AXIAL
1pf
10
10
22
47
100
470
1000
2200
4700

. 14
. 11
. 11
. 13
. 15
. 23
. 20
. 30
. 70
1.45

50V .14
16V .14
50V .16
16V .14
50V .19
35V .19
50V .29
16V . 29
16V . 70
16V 1.25

REPASS CAPACITORS
CERAMIC DISC
100/5.00
MONOLITHIC
100/10.00
CERAMIC DISC
100/6.50
MONOLITHIC
100/12.50
CLOCK CIRCUITS

MC146818
MM58167

5.95
9.95

MM58174
MSM5832

9.95
2.95

WIRE WRAP
PROTOTYPE CARDS

UL APPROVED
•
▪
a

ADJUSTABLE HEAT SETTING
TIP TEMPERATURE READOUT
REPLACEMENT TIPS
AVAILABLE $2.95
168-2C

FR- 4EPDXY GLASS LAMINATE WITH GOLD PLATED EDGECARD FINGERS AND SILK SCREENED LEGENDS.

$4995

FULL TWÉ WARRANTY
ON EVERY PRODUCT!

CAPACITORS

5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
1.95
1.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

MC14411
BR1941
4702
COM5016
COM8116
MM5307

.49
.25
10/1.00
25/1.00
.55
.10
.10
.25
.79
.10
.10
.25

FOR PS/2
32 BIT PROTOTYPE CARD
16 BIT WITH I/0 DECODING LAYOUT
PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PR16 ABOVE
16 BIT FOR VIDEO APPLICATIONS

JDR- PR32
JDR-PR16
JDR-PR16PK
JDR-PR16V

FOR AT
JDR-PR10
16BIT WITH I/0 DECODING LAYOUT
JDR-PR1OPK PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PR10 ABOVE
I
BM-PR1
IBM-PR2

POWER SUPPLIES

GENDER CHANGERS

75 WATT SUPPLY

a APPLE CONNECTOR
▪ +5V @ 68 ... QV@ 3A
5V @ lA 12V @ 1A

I UL APPROVED
• .. 51/ @ 7A . 12V @ 3A.
-5V @ 30011AA. 12V @ 250MA

PS-A

PS- 1558

649.95

PS-ASTEC

PS- 1554

2797
8272
UPD765
MB8876
MB8877
1691
2143

4.95
9.95
9.95
12.95
12.95
19.95
19.95

29•5
4.39
4.39
12.95
12.95
6.95
6.95

FEMALE- MALE 7.95
MALE- MALE
7.95
MALE- FEMALE 7.95
NULL MODEM
8.95
JUMPER BOX
8.95
MINITESTER
14.95

RS- 232
BREAKOUT BOX

CAN BE SNAPPED APART
TO MAKE ANY SIZE HEADER,
ALL WITH . 1" CENTERS
1z40
1z40
2z40
2540

GENDER-FF
GENDER- MM
GENDER -MF
GENDER- NM
GENDER-.113
GENDER- MT

$29.95

"SNAPABLE"
HEADERS

DISK CONTROLLERS
1771
1791
1793
LI1795
,
1797
2791
2793

$34.95

MICRO SUPPLY
a UL APPROVED 144 WATTS
▪ .. 5V @ 18A * 12V (04A
12V
500MA

$ 24.95

34.95
12.95

FOR XT
WITH ...5V AND GROUND PLANE
27.95
AS ABOVE WITH I/O DECODING LAYOUT 29.95

APPLE TYPE SUPPLY

FLOPPY DRIVE SUPPLY
• • 5V@ 2.5A....12V@ 2A.
-12V @ . 1A
• .. 51/ @ 5A, IF . 12 NOT
USED

69.95
49.95
15.95
39.95

STRAIGHT LEAD
RIGHT ANGLE LEAD
2STRAIGHT LEADS
2RIGHT ANGLE LEADS

FOR TROUBLESHOOTING
SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS
.99
.49
2.49
2,95

▪ OPEN/CLOSE INDIVIDUAL CIRCUITS
▪ 20 JUMPERS CROSS-CONNECT ANY
TWO CIRCUITS
▪ 10 LEDS SHOW CIRCUIT ACTIVITY
GENDER- BO
S34.95

IDE CONNECTORSIRIBBEIN CABLE
DESCRIPTION

CONTACTS

ORDER BY

rtm;

Sal npa HPar*R
PRINT Awn F RAI nFR HFAnFR
YAREWRAP HEAD R
RIGHT ANGLE YAREWRAP HEADER
RIBBON HEAnFR sonKEy
RIBBON HEADER
RIBBON EDGE CARD
10 PLASTIC RIBBON CABLE

PMIxzW
IDHxxWR
IDS=
Mato
IDExx
RCxx

10
21)
26
34
87 1_251 1.98 220 2.58 3.24
85 135 176 2.31_222 3.39
1AA 2.98 3.84 4SO 3.21 663
2.05 3.28 4.22 4.45 4,80 7.30
.63
89
9
1A9 1.69
- 5.50 6.25 7.00 7.50 8.50 .
.85 , 1.25 +1.35 1.75 2.05,2.45
1.60 13.20 4.10 5.40 6.40 7.501

SOLDER CUP
RIGHT ANGLE
PC SOLDER
YAREWRAP
Ice RIBBON CABLE
HOODS

MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE
MALE
FEMALE

CONTACTS

MALE
FEMALE
METAL
PLASTIC

9
DBFFP
.45
DBxxS
.49
DBFFPR .49
DBxxSR .55
DBxxPYAY
1.69
DBxxSVAY
2.76
IDBxxP
1.39
IDBxxS
1.45
IAN000xx
1.05
ROOM" , .39

15
19
.59
AO
.69
.75
.69
.75
2.56
4.27
1.99
2.95
1.15 1.25
.39
-

25
.69
.75
.79
.85
3.89
6.84
2.25
2.35
1.25
.39

37
50
1.35 1.85
1.39 2.29
2.27
2.49
5.60
9.95
4.25
4.49
.69
.75

NSERT THE NUMBER OF CONTACTS IN THE POSITION MARKED ve OF THE ORDER

JOYSTICK
SET XY AXIS FOR AUTO CENTER
OR FREE MOVEMENT
▪ FIRE BUTTON FOR USE WITH GAME
SOFTWARE
▪ COMPATIBLE WITH IBM, APPLE II,
11E, IIC, ATARI K VIC 20/64
GC-10

Ti me , 1x1 ' Intensity
Chips ( lWiCm.)

PE-140 NO
PE-140T YES
PE-2401' YES

0-SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS
ORDER BY

EPROM ERASERS
SPECTRONICS CORPORATION
'sod&

FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS, SEE D-SUBMINIATORE CONNECTORS BELOW

DESCRIPTION

:

12

8,000
8,000
0,600

Unit
Cost
$89
$139
$189

‘diguip
DATARAZE

*19"

134.95

ERASES 2EPROMS IN 10 MINUTES
▪ VERY COMPACT, NO DRAWER
▪ METAL SHUTTER PREVENTS
UV LIGHT FROM ESCAPING

or

PART NUMBER LISTED. EXAMPLE A 15 PIN RIGHT ANGLE MALE PC SOLDER WOULD BE
DB15PR.

119

MOUNTING HARDWARE 590

IC SOCKETS/DIP CONNECTORS
DESCRIPTOR
SOLDERTML SOCKETS
WMEWRAP SOCKETS
21F SOCKETS
TOOLED SOCKETS
TOOLED WW SOCKETS
COMPONENT CARRIERS
DIP PLUGS (IDO)

MEZIlaï

,

,

CONTACTS

ORDER BY

8
14
16
18
20
22
.11
.11 . 12
xxST
.15
.18
.15
incY/W
.59
dB .69
.99 1.09 1.39
ZIFici
- 4.95. 4.95
- 5.95
AUGATxxST
.62
.79
.89 1.09 1.29 1.39
AUGATxxWW
1.30 1.80 2.10 2.40 2.50 2.90
ICCxx
.49
.59
.69
ea .99 Ava
IDPxx
.95
49
.59 1.29 1.49 -SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS ABON

24
.20
1.49
5.95
1.49
3.15
.99
£5

28
40
.22 .30
1.691.99
6.95 9.95
1.692.49
3.705.40
1.09 1.49
1.491.59

JDR MICRODEVICES. 110 KNOWLES DRIVE, LOS GATOS, CA 95030
LOCAL (408) 866-6200 FAX (408) 378-8927 TELEX 171-110
RETAIL STORE: 1256 SOUTH BASCOM AVE., SAN JOSE, CA (408) 947-8881
HOURS: M- F10-7 SAT. 9-5 SUN. 12-4

SHORTING
BLOCKS
51.01.00

LITHIUM BATTERIES
▪ 6.8V FOR 286/386 COMPUTERS
MOTHERBOARD CONNECTOR
▪ ADHESIVE VELCRO STRIP FOR
EASY MOUNTING
LITHIUM 6.8V
$11.95

LITHIUM- 3V
3V-MHW

Pteri

3V COIN TYPE LITHIUM BATTERY
BATTERY HOLDER

11.95
1.49

TERMS: MINIMUM ORDER $ 10.00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING INCLUDE $2.50 FOR UPS
GROUND AND 53.50 UPS AIR. ORDERS OVER 1LB. AND FOREIGN ORDERS MAY REQUIRE
ADDITIONAL SHIPPING CHARGES- PLEASE CONTACT THE SALES DEPARTMENT FOR THE
AMOUNT. CA RESIDENTS MUST INCLUDE APPLICABLE SALES TAX. PRICES ARE SUBJECT
TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL
ERRORS. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES AND TO SUBSTITUTE
MANUFACTURER. ALL MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE. A FULL COPY OF OUR
TERMS IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST ITEMS PICTURED MAY ONLY BE REPRESENTATIVE.

TOLL FREE 8130-538-50013

COPYRIGHT 1988 JDR MICRODEVICES

Circle 131 on Reader Service Card
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ib

MMC
MIC POCOMPU1n
MARKETING
N

JDR Microdeviéis'
• 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE • 1YEAR WARRANTY ON All PRODUCTS • TOLL FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

0400 BAILJO
MODEM S
*129

HANDY SCANNER

*249

95

4

*169 95

LOGITECH HIRE'
MOUSE

VGA
COMPATIBLE
PACKAGE

*649 0°

INSTANT SCANNING
OF IMAGES UP TO
e WIDE
• 100. 200. MO, 400 DPI
BOTH DIRECTIONS
• B&W AND 3HALF- TONE
MODES
D 32 LEVELS OF GRAY SCALE
• HERCULES, CGA AND EGA COMPATIBLE
• INCLUDES HALO DPE AND IMAGE EDITOR SOFTWARE
O H
I S-30430

95

alb

.".11111110

95

• 800 X 560
MAXIMUM
RESOLUTION
• 640 X 480 IN
16 COLORS
I 320 X 200 IN
256 COLORS
• IBM STYLE.
ANALOG
MONITOR
• FULLY VGA. EGA.
CGA. HERCULES
8 MONOCHROME
COMPATIBLE

111

NEC MULTISYNC
D AUTO FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENT
SAVE TIME AND TELEPHONE CHARGES WITH A HIGH
SPEED 2400 BAUD MODEM FROM JON

INTERNAL 0400 BALID

▪
•
▪
a
•
I

AUTO DIAL ANSWER
SELF TEST ON POWER UP
TOUCHTONE OR PULSE DIALING
HAYES 8 BELL SYSTEMS COMPATIBLE
FULL OR HALF DUPLEX
MIRROR II COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE INCLUDED
MCI-241
$129.95
MCT -12I
1200 BAUD 1/2 CARD
$69.95
MCT-24M

$249.95

2400 BAUD FOR PS ,2

EXTERNAL 0400 BALID

240011200/300 HAYES COMPATIBLE
D 8 EASY- TO- READ STATUS LED'S
I CALL PROGRESS MONITORING 8 ADJUSTABLE VOLUME
▪ 2ND PHONE JACK FOR VOICE COMMUNICATIONS
▪ REQUIRES SERIAL PORT 8 CABLE ( OPTIONAL)
MCT -24E
$169.95

MCT-12E

HIGH RESOLUTION BUS MOUSE FOR BETTER RESPONSE
AND LESS HAND MOVEMENT. IDEAL FOR CAD WORK
• 320 DPI D INCLUDES DRIVER. TEXT EDITOR 8 POP-UP
MENUS • NO PAD. POWER SUPPLY OR PORT REQUIRED

LOGITECH 3-BUTTON MOUSE
PC MAGAZINE EDITORS CHOICE , ALL MODELS HAVE
SERIAL SUPPORT ( COMI/COM2). 200 DPI RESOLUTION.
LOTUS 1-2-3 SHELL. SELF- INSTALLING SOFTWARE AND
'POINT EDITOR"

LMOUSE
LMOUSE-P

LMOUSE-BPC

$199.95

MCT-24A APPLE II 2400 BAUD MODEM
MCT-12A APPL F 111200 BAUD MODE M

$179.95
$139.95

MN'

IACT-12P

KEYBOARDS
MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT
▪ AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT COMPATIBLES
I LED INDICATORS • AUTO REPEAT FEATURE
I SEPARATE CURSOR PAD

$79.95

• SOFTWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT COMPATIBLES
I LED INDICATORS/ AUTO REPEAT

$59.95

MAXI-SWITCH KEYBOARDS
WITH TACTILE FEEDBACK

MAX -5339 ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT
$84.95
MAX -5060 84 KEY LAYOUT
$64.95
AUDIBLE "CLICK" KEYBOARD
D ENHANCED STYLE, 101 KEY KEYBOARD
K-103-A

S279.35

39MM DOT PITCH
• 640 X 240 RESOLUTION/ 14 - NON- GLARE SCREEN

SAMSUNG MONO
1109.55
D 12 - NON GLARE LOW DISTORTION AMBER SCREEN
•

720 X 350 RESOLUTION • SWIVEL BASE

MONITOR STANDS
$12.95

SUPPORT, CONFERENCING,
TIPS AND MORE

FOR TECHNICAL

*219"

44.
YOU'LL NEVER
BE FAR FROM YOUR
DATA WITH THIS 6OUNCE
HAND-HELD POCKET MODEM
I 1200,300 BAUD • BATTERY IS AC POWER
I SERIAL INTERFACE ( DB25) I 4STATUS INDICATORS

LED INDICATORS •

CASPER ROO
D COLOR GREEN AMBER SWITCH/

L

(408) 374-2171

CITIZEN PRINTER

$9995

MCI-5060

0399.95

• 640 X 200/350 RESOLUTION/ 31 MM DOT PITCH
• 14" BLACK MATRIX SCREEN/ 16 COLORS

TOWER CASE

*299"

POCKET MODEM

MCT-5339
84 KEY LAYOUT

• RESOLUTION AS HIGH AS 800 0560

CASPER EGA

▪ TILTS AND SWIVELS
MODEL MS-200
$39.95
I TILTS AND SWIVELS • BUILT-IN SURGE SUPRESSOR
E_ INDEPENDENTLY CONTROLS UP TO 5AC OUTLETS

CALL OUR 24-HOUR BBS:

MACINTOSH 2400 BAUD EXTERNAL AS ABOVE WITH
CABLE AND PROCOM M SOFTWARE

MCT-24EM

10599.95

MODEL MS-100

$99.95

1200 BAUD EXTERNAL

$79.95
$99.95
BUS MOUSE W/LOGIPAINT
$99.95
BUS MOUSE W/PUBLISHER PKG $
139.95
BUS MOUSE WiLOGIPAINT,CAD $
149.95
SERIAL MOUSE W/LOGIPAINT

LMOUSE-BP
LMO USE- BPL

APPLE/MACINTOSH MODEMS

I

R

AUTO REPEAT

$84.95

A RELIABLE. FAST AND
INEXPENSIVE ALL PURPOSE
PRINTER THATS LOADED
WITH FEATURES
9 PIN DOT MATRIX PRINT HEAD
180 CPS DRAFT MODE, 29 CPS NLO MODE
CENTRONICS PARALLEL INTERFACE, SERIAL OPTIONAL
DUAL PITCH, DOUBLESTRIKE, ITALICS 8 SUPERSCRIPT
EPSON FX & IBM GRAPHICS
COMPRESSED, EXPANDED 8 EMPHASIZED PRINT
DOT ADDRESSABLE GRAPHICS IN SIX DENSITIES
CITIZEN-160D
I
I
I
▪
I
I

RC -180D

REPLACEMENT RIBBON CARTRIDGE

6.95

SAVE DESKSPACE AND ADD
STYLE TO YOUR OFFICE WITH
THIS SLEEK UPRIGHT DESIGN
▪ ACCOMODATES ALL
SIZES OF MOTHERBOARDS
I 250 WATT POWER SUPPLY
INCLUDED
I MOUNTS FOR 3FLOPPY
84 HARD DRIVES
• TURBO 8 RESET SWITCH
• SPEED DISPLAY, POWER
8 DISK LED'S
I MOUNTING HARDWARE,
FACEPLATES á SPEAKER
INCLUDED
CASE -100

CASE -FLIP
CASE -SLIDE
CASE -70
CASE -JR

MOLDED CABLES
C BL- PRINTER

PC PRINTER CABLE

CBL-PRINTER-25 AS ABOVE - 25 FOOT
CBL-PRINTER-RA RIGHT ANGLE PRINTER
CBL-DB25-MM

DB25 MALE TO DB25 MALE

CB L-DB25-MF

DB25 MALE TO 0825 FEMALE

CBL-S-SERIAL

9PIN TO 25 PIN SERIAL

CBL- KBD- EXT

KEYBOARD EXTENSION

CBL-CNT-MM
CBL-HD-20

36 PIN CENTRONICS-MAI
20 PIN HARD DISK CABLE

CBL-HD-34

34 PIN HARD DISK CABLE

CBL -HD -34D
CBL -FDC -EXT

37 PIN EXTERNAL FLOPPY

34 PIN DUAL HARD DISK

FOR 8088 MOTHERBOARDS
FOR 8088 MOTHERBOARDS
FOR 286 MOTHERBOARDS
MINI 286 W/POWER SUPPLY

$34.95
$39.95
$69.95
$149.95

POWER SUPPLIES
$9.95
$15.95
$15.95
$9.95
$9.95
$8.95
$7.95
914.95
$3.95
$4.95
$6.95
$9.95

135 WATT
• UL APPROVED
• IBM XT COMPATIBLE
• .5V 15A....12V 42A.
-5V . 5A. - 12V 5A
PS-135

PS-150 150W MODEL
200 WATT

$ 59.95

$E9.95
$89.95

▪
I
▪

U L APPROVED
IBM AT COMPATIBLE
.5V 22A. • 12V 8/1.
5V 5A. - 12V 5A
PS- 200
PS- 250 250 WATT MODEL $ 129.95

JOB MICRODEVICES AND THE JOR MICRODEvicEs 1000 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF JOB MICROOFVICES IBM 01 PS 1ARF TRADEMARKS OE INTERNATIONAI BUSINESS MACHINES
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t HARD DISKS

1.44 MB 3 1/e
DRIVE

we have reliable,
Seagate drives at the lowest prices
Buy them alone, o with an MCT disk

Whatever your hard disk needs,
high quality

available.

$149"

controller for even greater savings!

SIZE
D
TRA HIGH DENSITY ,
▪ ,, SO WORKS WITH 720K DISKS

20MB
ST-225
65
65
30MB ALL ST-238
40
40MB
ST-251
40MB
ST-251-1 28
40
60MB ALL ST-277
30MB
ST-4038 40
80MB
ST-4096 _28

FDD-1.44X BLACK FACEPLATE
FDD-1.44A BEIGE FACEPLATE

110 HEEMIT FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
FD- 558
FD- 55G

5-1/4" TEAC DS/DD 360K$ 99
5-1/4" TEAC DS/HD 12M
$ 129: 9
95
5

M2551 A

54/4' FWITSU DS/DD 3130K

M2553K

5-1/4' FWITSU DS/HD 12M

FDD-360
FDD-1.2

5-1/4" DS/DD 360K$69.95
5-1/4' DS/ND 12M$ 109.95

FDD-3.5A

3-1/2' MITSUBISHI DS/DD(BEIGE) $ 129.95

FDD-3.5X

3-1/2' MITSUBISHI DS/DD(BLACK) $ 129.95

AVG.
SPEED HEIGHT

MODEL

$$8
119
9 ..9
95
5

ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms _

Half
Half
Half
Half
Half
Full
Full

ARCHIVE TAPE DRIVE - XIS & ATS

AR5540A

FASTER TAPE DRIVE -AT'S ONLY

AR340

40 MB TAPE CARTRIDGES

HDC

RLL

AFH

AFH-RLL

$225
$249
$429
$529
$499
$559
$895

$269
$469
$569
$603
$939

$299
$549
-

$339
$539
$639
$659
$995

$389
'
$639
-

NEW!! SIGMA VGA CARD

INBOARD 385/PC

*279 517

TAPE BACK -LIP DRIVES
AR5240X

WITH MIT CONTROLLER

DRIVE
ALONE

$369.95
$369.95
$24.95

DISKETTES
N-MD2D

BOX OF 10 5-1/4' 360K DeDD

N-MD2H

BOX OF 10 5-1/4' 1.2 MB DS/HD $ 13.95

N-3.5DS

BOX OF 10 3-1/2" 720K DS/DD

$ 16.95

$6.95

N- 3.5H0

BOX OF 10 3-1/2" 1.44 MB DSMD

$49.95

N-MD2DBULK 360K DS/DD ( MIN 50 DISKS)

EA. 49e

DRIVE ACCESSORIES
FD-ARAIL
FD- 55F P
FD- 55M HW
FD- 5Y

MTG RAILS FOR AT COMPATIBLE
$2.95
BEIGE FACEPLATE FOR TEAC DRIVES
2.95
HALF- HEIGHT MOUNTING HARDWARE $2.95
YPOWER ADAPTOR FOR DRIVES $2.95

UPGRADE YOUR XT TO A 388 FOR LESS THAN $900
▪ 16 MHZ PROCESSOR REPLACES 8088
▪ 1MB MEMORY INSTALLED
• EXPAND TO 3MB W.TH PIGGYBACK CARD
• 5YEAR WARRANTY

Pm 1200
PIGGYBACK MEMORY
PCIB1210

BOARDS
IMB INSTALLED

PCIB1220

2MB INSTALLED

$649.00
$1195.00

INTERFACE CARDS

DISPLAY ADAPTORS
MONOCHROME GRAPHICS

BY MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
DRIVE CONTROLLERS
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

*89.95

SINGLE SLOT CONTROL OF 4FLOPPIES
▪ INTERFACES UP TO 4 FDD'S TO AN IBM PC OR
COMPATIBLE a SUPPORTS DS/DD AND DS/OD WI DOS 3.2

MCT-FDC
1.0 MD FLOPPY CONTROLLER

*59.95

ADD VERSATILITY AND CAPACITY TO YOUR XT
▪ SUPPORTS 2DRIVES, CAN MIX 360K AND 12MB
ALLOWS DATA TO FLOW FREELY FROM XTS TO Ars
MCT-FDC-1.2

FLOPPVIIL4110 CONTROLLER

1111.39.95

XTSYSTEM SHORT OF SLOTS , THIS CARD FREES ONE UPI
• INTERFACES UP TO 2FDD'S 8 2HDDS. CABLING FOR 2
FDD/IHDD a SUPPORTS BOTH DS/DO 8 DS,00 W/DOS 3.2
MCT-FH

2851395 HAPPY ¡HARD

*149.95

FLOPPY/ HARD DISK CONTROL IN A TRUE AT DESIGN
SUPPORTS UP TO 2360K /720K/ 12 MB FOOS
▪ SUPPORTS 2HODS USING STANDARD TABLES

MCT-AFH
HARD DISK CONTROLLER

*79.95

HARD DISK CONTROL AT AN ECONOMICAL PRICE
SUPPORTS 16 DRIVE SIZES INCLUDING 10.20,30 8 40 MB
II DIVIDE 1LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 LOGICAL DRIVES
MCT-HDC

MI. CONTROLLER

11119.95

TRANSFER DATA 50% FASTER
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2ALL HARD DRIVES
▪ DESIGNED FOR XT COMPATIBLES
MCT-RLL

2861306 FLOPPVIHAR0 RLL

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS

*199.95

MULTI HO FLOPPY CONTROLLER *79.95

EGA ADAPTOR

100% IBM COMPATIBLE PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS
II 256K OF VIDEO RAM ALLOWS 640 X 350 IN 16 OF 64
COLORS I COMPATIBLE WITH COLOR AND MONO
CHROME ADAPTORS a HERCULES COMPATIBLE

MULTI VD CARO

*59.95

1449.95

MCI-EGA

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

*49.95

USE WITH MCT.FH FOR MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
El SERIAL PORT. CLOCK, CALENDAR WITH BATTERY
• PARALLEL PORT ADDRESSABLE AS LPTI OR LPT2

COMPATIBLE WITH IBM GRAPHICS STANDARDS
▪ SUPPORTS RGB. COLOR. 8 COMPOSITE MONOCHROME
I 640/320 0 200 RESOLUTION, LIGHT PEN INTERFACE

MCI-10

MCI-CG

08513E15 MULTIFLINCTION

*139.95

ADDS UP TO 3MB OF RAM TO YOUR AT
a USER EXPANDABLE TO 15MB OR 3MB WITH OPTIONAL
PIGGYBACK BOARD ( OK INSTALLED) a INCLUDES SERIAL
AND PARALLEL PORT

MCT-AMF
MCT-AMF-MC PIGGYBACK BOARD
AMF -SERIAL 2ND SERIAL PORT

$29.95
$24.95

• 951385 MULTI I/O CARD

*59.95

USE WITH MCT-AFH MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
a SERIAL. PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS I USES 16450
SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPS
MCI -A10
AIO-SERIAL 2ND SERIAL PORT
S2.1 95

MONOGRAPH:CS ML1LTI 110

*119.75

TOTAL SYSTEM CONTROL FROM A SINGLE SLOT ,
• CTRL 2FLOPPIES, SERIA.., PARALLEL, GAME PORT,
CLOCK CAL a RUN COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ON A
MONOCHROME MONITOR
MCI-MGM10

085131151111NOGRAPHICS I/O *99.95
VIDEO DISPLAY AND 110 FUNCTIONS IN ONE CARD
• 1200 348 RESOLUTION, 808 132 COLUMN TF
I PARALLEL SERIAL & GAME PORTS
MCT-MGAIO

eARGAIN HuNTERS CORNE

MEMORY CARDS
575K RAM CARD
* 59.95
A CONTIGUOUS MEMORY SOLUTION IN A SHORT
• USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION UP T0576,,
USES 64K 8. 256K RAM CHIPS ( OK INSTALLED)
EXPANDED MEMORY CARD

*109.95

2MB OF LOTUS INTEL MICROSOFT MEMORY FOR AN XT
a CONFORMS TO LOTUS INTEL EMS a USER EXPANDABLE TO 2MB I CAN BE USED AS EXPANDED OR
CONVENTIONAL MEMORY. RAMDISK AND SPOOLER
MCI- EMS
MCT-AEMS 286/386 VERSION

JDR MICRODEVICES. 110 KNOWLES DRIVE. LOS GATOS, CA 95030
' LOCAL ( 408) 866-6200 FAX ( 408) 378-8927 TELEX 171-110
.

»59.95

TRUE HERCULES COMPATIBILITY SUPPORTS LOTUS 1-2-3
a PARALLEL PRINTER PORT CONFIGURES AS LPT1 OR
LPT2 a USES VLSI CHIPS TO ENSURE RELIABILITY
MCT-MGP

A PERFECT COMPANION FOR OUR MOTHERBOARDS
a SUPPORTS UP TO TWO 360K FLOPPIES, 720K Wi DOS 3.2
• SEWAL PARALLEL, GAME PORT. CLOCK/CALENDAR
MCT-Mi0
MIO-SERIAL-2ND SERIAL PORT
$15.95

mcT-RAM

1mPROVE SPEED AND STORAGE OF YOUR AT COMPATIBLE
▪ SUPPORTS UP TO 2FILL HARD DISCS AND 2FLOPPIES
SUPPORTS 360/720i 1.2 MB FLOPPIES IN 5.25" 8 3.5'
MCT-AFH-RLL

100% REGISTER COMPATIBLE VGA DISPLAY CARD
▪ VGA, EGA, CGA, HGC & AIDA COMPATIBLE
a 320 X200 IN 256 COLORS
a 640 X480. 800 X600 IN 16 COLORS
a 80 X 25, 132 X 44 TEXT MODES
• SUPPORTS STANDARD DIGITAL 8 ANALOG MONITORS
a UTILITY SOFTWARE INCLUDED
MCI-VGA

RETAIL STORE: 1256 SOUTH BASCOM AVE., SAN JOSE, CA ( 408) 947-8881
HOURS: M-F10-7 SAT. 9-5 SUN. 12-4

Nlieleerieriej
W4CLUOES FUU,. ONE VE. rje°
Vd reu-sr/
• .ecoupA-reaLE
▪ c538aeleA 6CP PeLl.El. Pleil ER PORI
°

SeteeCCcit;RsOoL-.Lt.EtRPOe
Gg'-0°FCTV4 eFOH tit» 01SY. Peal

• -6,00QCNLE1•40Pe
g eiee

spoote

ASO

& cc,

1"*".95
esos 301813

Ole
speoe

$139.95

TERMS MINIMUM ORDER S10 00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING INCLUDE S2 50 FOR UPS
GROUND AND 53 50 UPS AIR. ORDERS OVER 1LB AND FOREIGN ORDERS MAY REOUIRE
ADDITIONAL SHIPPING CHARGES- PLEASE CONTACT THE SALES DEPARTMENT FOR THE
AMOUNT CA RESIDENTS MUST INCLUDE APPLICABLE SALES TAX PRICES ARE SUBJECT
TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL
ERRORS WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES AND TO SUBSTITUTE
MANUFACTURER ALL MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE A FULL COPY OF OUR
TERMS IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST ITEMS PICTURED MAY ONLY BE REPRESENTATIVE

TOLL FREE 800-538-5000
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BUILD YOUR OWN SYSTEM!
OVER 20,000 JDR SYSTEMS HAVE ALREADY BEEN BUILT. EASY TO ASSEMBLE MI JUST 2 HOURS WITH
A SCREWDRIVER. SAVE MONEY AND LEARN MORE ABOUT YOUR COMPUTER AT THE SAME TIMEI

10 MHz TURBO ROBB

o
fif
iro

VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS

S4

95

WITH KIT PURCHASE

• INCLUDES SERIAL PORT, 2PARALLEL PORTS, CLOCK/
CALENDAR AND GAME ADAPTOR • RUNS COLOR
GRAPHICS ON A MONOCHROME MONITOR.
I MOTHERBOARD N 256K RAM MEMORY I 135 WATT
POWER SUPPLY • FLIP- TOP CASE • 84 KEY KEYBOARD
• 360K FLOPPY DRIVE N MONOGRAPHICS I/O CARD
• MONOCHROME MONITOR

A _MR EXCL(JNIVEI
VHS OR
BETA TAPE SHOWS YOUISTEP-BY-STEP
HOW TO BUILD
XT COMPATIBLE
SYSTEM. W/O NIT MS.S5

12 MHz MINI-286

16 MHz 1Mb 386

1232"

*2348"
▪ MYLEX 386 MOTHERBOARD I IMB RAM ON BOARD
I/ 200 WATT POWER SUPPLY N CASE N ENHANCED
KEYBOARD I 12MB FLOPPY DRIVE N FLOPPYMARD
CONTROLLER I MONOGRAPHICS CARD
▪ MONOCHROME MONITOR

I 12 MHZ MINI 286 MOTHERBOARD • 512K RAM
MEMORY N MINI CASE WITH POWER SUPPLY
▪ 84 KEY KEYBOARD • MONOCHROME MONITOR
• 1.2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE I FLOPPY / HARD CONTROL
I GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

MOTHERBOARDS
TURBO 4.77/8 MHz

.99.95

XT COMPATIBLE N NOR -ON GI 17 • 477 OR 6MHZ OPERATION WITH 8088-2 AND OPTIONAL 8087-2 CO- PROCESSOR • FRONT PANEL LED SPEED INDICATOR AND RESET SWITCH SET
SUPPORTED N CHOOSE NORMAUTURBO MODE OR SOFTWARE SELECT PROCESSOR SPEED
MCI-TURBO
MCT-XMB STANDARD MOT.-ERBOARD

16 MHz MYLEX 385
a IMB RAM ON BOARD I 8SLOTS (TWO 8- BIT, SIX 16-BIT)O

$1599.00

USES AMI BIOS
• SUPPORTS 80287 MATH CO- PROCESSOR • SUPPORTS 80387 WITH ADAPTOR
64KB CACHE FOR NEAR 0 WAIT STATEN 20 MHZ VERSION AVAILABLE
MCT-386MB

$87.95

MCT-386MB-4 FOUR MB MEMORY INSTALLED
•CT-386•-5.1C0
13
MATH CO- PROCESSOR ADAPTOR BOARD

10 MHz TURBO SINCELE CHIP 8088

80285 5110 MHz
a AT COMPATIBLE • LANDMARK AT SPEED 10 MHZ 111 NORTON

16 MHz
MYLEX
MINI 386

*379.95

SI 10.31 8SLOTS TWO
8- BIT, SIX 16- BIT) I HARDWARE SELECTION OF 6OR 10 MHZ • FRONT PANEL LED INDICATOR
I SOCKETS FOR 1MB OF RAM AND 80287 • ONE WAIT STATE N BATTERY BACKED CLOCK
N KEYLOCK SUPPORTED • RESET SWITCH
MCT-286

12 MHz MINI- 285
*399.95
a AT COMPATIBLE N LANDMARK AT SPEED • 3.2 MHZ I NORTON SI 11 6 • 6MHZ. 10 MHz
(0 IWAIT STATE), 12 MHZ ( 1WAIT STATE) • ZYMOS ASICS FOR FEWER CHIPS. GREATER
RELIABILITY N SUPPORTS 5f2K-1024K MEMORY N RECHARGEABLE HIGH CAPACITY NI-CAD
BATTERY N SIX 16- BIT SLOTS, TWO 8-BIT SLOTS I MOUNTS IN STANDARD ST CASE
MCT-M286-12
MCT-M286 6 / 10 MHZ MINI 80286 BOARD

$29
$ 14
99
90
9C
O

*109.95

I XT COMPATIBLE I NORTON SI2.1 • USES LESS POWER, IMPROVES RELIABILITY /
I KEY
SELECTABLE SPEED, 4.77 MHZ OR 10 MHZ • 23 TIMES FASTER THAN A STANDARD N RESET
SWITCH, KEYLOCK, AND SPEED IPOWER INDICATORS SUPPORTED
MCI-TURBO-10

$389.65

*1249`10
• LANDMARK AT SPEED 23 2MHZ I NORTON SI 187 II 64KB HIGH SPEED DIRECT MAPPED
STATIC RAM CACHE • 1MB OR 2MB MEMORY ON STD. MEMORY BOARD N UP TO 8MB
OF 32- BIT MEMORY ON PIGGYBACK MEMORY BOARD, FOR TOTAL OF 10 MB N AMI BIOS
WITH 32 BIT EGA SUPPORT N SOCKETED FOR 80387 MATH CO- PROCESSOR N ONE 8- BIT
FOUR 16- BIT AND ONE 32- BIT SLOTS I DALLAS CMOS /CLOCK DEVICE ON BOARD W/ BATT
MCI- 386 JR (
MEMORY CARD REQUIRED)
MCT-386JR20 20 MHZ VERSION

$1695.00

MCT-386JR-M ITO 2MB MEMORY CARD ( REQUIRED) 01 INSTALLED

$ 159.00

MCT-386JR-M8 8MB PIGGYBACK MEMORY BOARD OK INSTALLED

$159 00

NEW! MODULAR PROGRAMMERS
THE IDEAL SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPERS. ALL
MODULES IJSE A COMMON HOS f ADAPTOR CARD
HOST ADAPTOR CARD

EPROM MODULE
a PROGRAMS 24-32 PIN EPROMS,

1119.95
CMOS EPROMS AND

EEPROMS FROM 16K TO 1024K
MCT-MEP

»29.95

•
L40'

• A UNIVERSAL INTERFACE .OR ALL THE PROGRAMMING
MODULES I USER SELECTABLE PROGRAMMABLE ADDRESSES PREVENT ADDRESSING CONFLICTS • MENU- DRIVEN
SOFTWARE PACKAGE N INCLODES MOLDED CABLE

I

MCT-MEP-4 FOUR- EPROM PROGRAMMER

$ 169.95

MCT-MEP-8 EIGHT- EPROM PROGRAMMER

$259.95

PAL MODULE

*249.95

▪ PROGRAMS MMI, NS. TI 20 á TI 24 PIN DEVICES

MCI-MAC

UNIVERSAL MODULE

MCT-MPL

0499.99

8748 MODULE

I PROGRAMS EPROMS. EEPROMS. PALS, BI-POLAB PROMS
87485 8751 SERIES DEVICES N TESTS TTL, CMOS, DYNAMIC
8. STATIC RAMS

MCT-MMP

MCT-MUP

DISITAL IC MODULE

I31-POLAR MODULE

0129.95

*259.95

• PROG AMD, MMI, NS, TI & SIGNETICS BI POLAR PROMS

TESTS TTL, CMOS. DYN. & STATIC RAMS AUTO SEARCH
MCT-MIC

Mille JDR MicrodevicesR
JOR INICROOEVICES. 110 KNOWLES DRIVE. LOS GATOS, CA 95030
LOCAL (408) 866-6200 FAX (408) 378-8927

$179.95

I PROG 8741 8742 8748 8749 8 8750 EPROMS B PROMS

MCT-MBP

"IMF
VISA

TELEX 171-110

TOLL FREE 81313-538-51300

COPYRIGHT 1988 AIR 1111CRODEVICES
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EPROM PROGRAMMER
349

THE EP- I'S AGREAT VALUE AND HERE's WHY:
•READS. PROGRAMS. COPIES OVER 350 EPROM ANO EEPROMS
FROM 33 MFG'S INCLUDING 2716-275132804-28256,27011
•READS/ WRITES INTEL MOTOROLA STRAIGHT HEX 8BINARY
•OPTIONAL HEADS PROGRAM INTEL 874/03751,87C51.6755
•MENUORIVEN CHIP SELECTION BY MFG 8 IIN.NO MODULES
•FAST. SLOW, QUICK PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS
•SPLITS FILES BY BASE ADDRESS AND 000/EVEN ( 16 Er 32 BIT,
•ALL INTELLIGENCE IN UNIT. ze) MICROPROCESSOR BASED
•5. 12 5. 21,25 VPROGRAMMING FOR CMOS & ASUFFIX PARTS
FREE PC- DOS SOFTWARE • RS232 TO ANY COMPUTER
GOLD FEXTOOL ZIF SOCKET • 8BAUD RARES TO 38,400

I:

•MONEY BACK GUARANTEE • ONE YEAR WARRANTY
•2FREE FIRMWARE UPDATES • SAME DAY SHIPMENT
•CHECiCSUMS SUPPORTED • UV ERASERS FROM $34.95
CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION
800/225-2102
MICROSYSTEMS
BP rWL111

10681 HADDINGTON # 190, HOUSTON, TX 77043
713461-0430 TLX: 1561477 FAX: 713/461-7413
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RS-232C INTERFACE AND
MONITORING EQUIPMENT CATALOG
FROM B&B ELECTRONICS

UNIVERSAL LOGIC PROGRAMMER
•PROGRAMS.
READS, DUPLILOGIC PROGItAAAmte
CATES. TESTS
AND
SECURES
HUNDREDS
OF 20- AND
24 PIN
DEVICES
•23 UNIVER
SAL PIN
DRIVERS
WITH INDEPin 1
PENDENT
BP'.,1•42e4U
DAC. ADC 8
SLEW FUNCTIONS PROGRAM ALMOST ANY LOGIC DEVICE
•MENU DRIVEN OPERATION IS EASY TO LEARN AND QUICK
TO OPERATE
•CONNECTS TO ANY IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER VIA
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
•EDITS FUSE DATA 8 TEST VECTORS WITH FULL
SCREEN EDITOR
•TESTS WITH VECTORS 8 SECURES AFTER PROGRAMMING
•SUPPORTS ALL POPULAR PLD DEVELOPEMENT SOFTWARE
•GOLD TEXTOOL ZIP IC SOCKET • ONUNE HELP FUNCTION
•MONEY BACK GUARANTEE • SELF CALIBRATING
•TOLL- FREE TECH SUPPORT • JEDEC FILE IN/OUTPUT
•UPDATABLE VIA FLOPPY • ONE YEAR WARRANTY
•EPROM PROGRAMMERS ALSO • SAME DAY SHIPMENT
•JUST $798

CALL FOR FREE DEMO DISK 800/225-2102

BP

F-LS-LS-LS-U
MICROSYSTEMS
10681 HADDINGTON # 190 HOUSTON, TX 77043
713/461-9430 TLX 1561477 FA)C 713/461 . 74 '1
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VOICE IN A BOX
$80.00 each

0, as low as $3000
OEM quanNy

WRITE or CALL for YOUR FREE
COMPREHENSIVE B & B ELECTRONICS
CATALOG TODAY!
Pages and pages of photographs and illustrated, descriptive text for 8813's complete
line of RS-232 conveners, RS-422 converters,
current loop converters.
adapters, break-out boxes,
data switches, data splitters,
start haul modems, surge
Order
7*
protectors, and much.
direct Corn
much more. Most products
manufacturer
meet FCC Part15.1,
TODAY
Your RS-232 needs for quality, serand SAU
vice and competitive prices wit be more
than met by B&B ELECTRONICS.
Manufacturer to pu, no middlemani
Money-back guarantee! Same-day shipment! One-year warranty on products! Technical support available.
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FROM THE U.S. 14092637487

an electronics

COMPUTER AGE LTD.
P.O. BOX 730
NOBLETON, ONT. LOG 1P1E
FAX 1-14161 359-0772

1502K Boyce Memorial Dnve • PO Box 1040 • Ottava. IL 61350

Phone: 815-434-0846
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,rtaor

5%" DSDD . 54 ea
31
/"DSD01.49 ea
2

soN V5 47 DSDD
1

. 73 ea

j 31
/
2'
DSDD1.69 ea

Prices based on Min 100 Diskettes

BULK

51
4 "DSDD
/

.
27

ea.

3'h" DSDD
1.09
Min 100

ea.

Min 800

Sleeves & Labels Included
Lifetime Warranty 100% Certified
Shipping at Cost - Same Day

716-298-5035
FAX # 716-297-2749
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-
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DATA CARTRIDGES
600 A
300 XLP
2000

19.95 ea
19.65 ea
17.50 ea

Mr 5
Mr 5
WI 5

EPSON
ORIGINAL RIBBONS
MX, FX, AX 80 series..Mn 4 doz 4.49 ea.
MX, EX, AX 100 series. min 4daz 5.89 ea.
U;1 1000
Mr 4 doz. 6.29 ea.
COMPUTER TAPE, RIBBONS

716-298-5035
FAX # 716-297-2749

DATA DIRECT
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406241 t210
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This real time
MULTITASKING KERNEL
simplifies real life
product development
NO royaltie, • • Dynamic memory
Full source code i
nc luded
allocation
•C interface

• • Even, Manager

Preemptive scheduler

• • Semaphore Manager

truer-taw messages • •
Terminal Handler
AMO 68000

Resource Manager

• • Buller Manager

operates on any 8•000/10/20 syltorn

Manual only
075 us
ARM 68003
81060 US
Options -- ask for price lot
iSh.oanerhaeni, e•he,

*MADAM Products Ltd.
206 1847 W Br0000/FA
Vancouver BC Canoe, VEJ
Telex 04-55670
Fax 16041 734.8114
reregmone 16041

rdr•cre

Up to 4,800 bps

$395

•Up to 19,200 bps

$1,195

•100% Error Free Data
•PSTN & Leased Lines, AT Command
b, E-Tech Research

'‘>-

II

AI- F 70-7 SAT 11-4
Irk. Mange We., nonee
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•Turbo 2400 bps + MNP Class 5
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3333 Bowers Avenue, 4165
Santa Clara, CA 95054
14081 982-0270, FAX (408) 982-0272
loader in High Performance Modem
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NDEX BY COMPANY
Index of companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in this issue
Each reference is to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears
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751
801
852
810
884
782
853
753
800
789
758
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ABSOFT
ACIUS
ADDISON-WESLEY
ADOBE SYSTEMS
ADVANCE MICRO RESEARCH
AMSTRAD
APOLLO COMPUTER
APPLE COMPUTER
APPLIED LOGIC SYSTEMS
AST RESEARCH
AT&T DATA SYSTEMS
AT&T/SUN
AUTODESK
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67
133
50
89

889

67
185
67
89
67
133
67
11
67

769
900
892
901

898
888
891
934
941

BLACKSHIP TRADING
164
BORLAND
INTERNATIONAL.... 101, 119, 151,
209,223

899

BUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS

164
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CALTEX SOFTWARE
CAP INTERNATIONAL
CARNEGIE-MELLON
UNIVERSITY

215
11

955

11

CENTURY SOFTWARE
CLUB AT
CNS
COMPUADD
COMPUTER SCIENCE PRESS
COMTERM

67
164
201
164
50
67

896
902
883

DATACOPY
DATAWORLD
DELL COMPUTER
DESTINY TECHNOLOGIES

194
164

856
885

ENYART DEVELOPMENT
EPSON AMERICA

785

FACE TECHNOLOGIES

790

67

PAGE

903

FISHER INTERNATIONAL
SYSTEMS
FORRESTER RESEARCH
FORTRON

129
11
164

904
905
754

GATEWAY 2000
GCH SYSTEMS
GREENLEAF SOFTWARE

164
164
67

906
939

179
230
89
185

COMPANY

796
777
752
784

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS 50
HERTZ COMPUTER
164
HEWLETT-PACKARD
101
HITACHI AMERICA
11
HUGHES RESEARCH
LABORATORIES
11
IBM
ICOM SIMULATIONS
INFORMIX SOFTWARE
INTEL

67, 157
67
67
67

COMING UP IN BYTE
PRODUCTS IN PERSPECTIVE:
As we go to press for October, here is the tentative lineup of articles on tap
for November. While last-minute changes or delays can always occur, the following are those pieces we plan to bring to you.
In the front of the book, as usual, will be the Microbytes, Nanobytes, and
What's New sections, along with Short Takes—next month on new laptops,
languages, utilities, applications, and peripherals. On top of everything
else, we'll have our columns: Jerry Pournelle's Computing at Chaos Manor,
Ezra Shapiro's Applications Plus, Wayne Rash Jr. and Down to Business,
Don Crabb's Macinations, Brock N. Meeks with COM1:, and Mark Minasi's
OS/2 Notebook.
The Product Focus for November will be project management software.
These programs are designed to assist you in keeping track of multiple jobs,
schedules, tasks—whatever. How well do they work, and how easy are they
to work with? Can something be ahelp to you if it can't be integrated into the
way you do your job? If you've ever wondered if these programs could make
your life easier but balked at the price tag, our November Product Focus
might be just what you need to help you make up your mind.
System reviews for November include Compaq's new 386s and ALR's new
386 FlexCache machine.
We'll have ahardware review on Transputer boards for both IBM PC-compatible and Macintosh computers.
In the software department, our software reviews will look at Zortech's
C + + and Gimpel Software's PC-Lint.
For application reviews, we'll take alook at ahard disk drive utility program from Gibson Research called SpinRite, Ashton-Tate's FullWrite Professional 1.0 word processor, and anew communications program from Crosstalk Communications called Remote 2.
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IN DEPTH:
Our In-Depth section will focus on
parallel processing. We've lined up
articles on an entire range of related
topics—all intended to work together
to provide acomprehensive look at
an area that has so far been endowed
with more potential than anything
else. Where is parallel processing
now? Is it always going to be one of
those areas that look so good from a
distance but up close just seem to
dissolve? In November, you'll have a
chance to answer these questions for
yourself. Not only will we have pieces
on new parallel processing chips,
but also on programming languages
specially designed to take advantage
of parallel processing technology.
Things may be starting to take on a
definite shape.
FEATURES:
We'll have articles detailing anew
chip, Rekursiv; amethod for
performing multiple regression
analysis with Excel; Part 2of apiece
on PC power, this time on backup;
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar covers the
second part of his project on a
supercomputer; in Some Assembly
Required, David Betz talks about a
new extendable, embedded language.
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JRSYSTEMS

956

KINETIC SOFTWARE

129

938

LASCAUX GRAPHICS
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101
230

795
764

771
907
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775
942
937
895
854
957
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67

MANZANA MICROSYSTEMS
MARKETBASE
MARTIN MARIETTA
LABORATORY
MATHSOFT
MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS
MERIDIAN TECHNOLOGY
MICRO EXPRESS
MICRO 1
MICROELECTRONICS AND
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
MICROSOFT
67, 101,

67
67

237
157

MICROSPEED
MICROTEK LAB
MIT PRESS
MULTISOFT

101
194
50
89

NATIONAL COMPUTER
SECURITY CENTER
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

129
67

783
897
909
770
803

11
11
283
67
164
164

910
793
763
765
855
936
791
811
940
786
911
798

COMPANY
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NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION
11
NEC INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
67, 230
NEW IMAGE TECHNOLOGY
194
NEW PC NETWORK
164
NOVELL
67
OPCODE SYSTEMS
OPEN SOFTWARE
FOUNDATION
OXFORD COMPUTER

133

PACESEI bR SYSTEMS
PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS
PALISADE
PETROCELLI BOOKS
POLARIS SOFTWARE
POLYTRON
PROXIMITY TECHNOLOGY

164
67
67
50
67
89
101

RACORE COMPUTER
PRODUCTS
RAPID SYSTEMS
SALINON
SOUTHWORTH MUSIC
SYSTEMS
SPEAR TECHNOLOGY
SPECTRAL INNOVATIONS
STANFORD INSTITUTE

11
11

67
67
101
67
164
67

INQUIRY #

COMPANY

PAGE

OF MANUFACTURING
AUTOMATION
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
SUNTRONICS
SYMPHONY SYSTEMS
SYSGEN

11
11
164
67
67

TAXCALC SOFTWARE
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
THE WHITEWATER GROUP
THUNDERWARE
TOSHIBA AMERICA
TUTSIM PRODUCTS

67
11
101
194
89
67

UNIQ TECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AT BERKELEY

164

914
915

VALUE PLUS DISTRIBUTING
VIPC COMPUTERS

164
164

894
781
772
916
802
778

WARP 9ENGINEERING
194
WELLS AMERICAN
67
WHITE CRANE SYSTEMS
67
WHOLE EARTH ELECTRONICS .. 164
WOLFRAM RESEARCH
133
WORLD SOFTWARE
67

776
917
857

Z-SOFT
ZEOS INTERNATIONAL
ZORTECH

912
794
788
767
935
893
851
760
913

11

67
164
67

Computers For The Blind
Talking computers give blind and visually impaired people access to
electronic information. The question is how and how much?
The answers can be found in " The Second Beginner's Guide to Personal
Computers for the Blind and Visually Impaired" published by the National
Braille Press. This comprehensive book contains aBuyer's Guide to talking
microcomputers and large print display processors. More importantly it
includes reviews, written by blind users, of software that works with speech.
This invaluable resource book offers details on training programs in
computer applications for the blind, and other useful information on how to
buy and use special equipment.
Send orders to:

National Braille Press Inc.
88 St. Stephen Street
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 266-6160
$12.95 for braille or cassette, $14.95 for print. ($3extra for UPS shipping)
NBP is a nonprofit braille printing and publishing house.
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READER
SERVICE

To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out
the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that correspond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is
provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no
liability for errors or omissions.
•Correspond directly with company

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers
Inquiry No.

Pogo No.

3 1ST CLASS EXPERT SYSTEMS 106
4 3RD WAVE
279
5 A + LMEIER VOGT
251
6 A + LMEIER VOGT
253
7 ABRA CADABRA SOFTWARE .. 98
8 ACCEL TECH
326
291 ACCU-SYS
267
9 ADOBE
108,109
10 ADVANCED COMP. PROD. 330,331
11 AETECH
280
12 AETECH
280
320
13 AK SYSTEMS
14 ALPHA PRODUCTS CO
323
316
15 ALTEX ELECTRONICS
16 AMERICAN POWER CONY
24
17 AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP 95
18 AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP 95
19 AMERICAN SEMICONDUCTOR 324
20 AMER. SMALL BUS. COMP. .. 131
• AMPRO
199
21 ANN ABOOKS
322
22 ANAHEIM AUTOMATION
324
23 ATI TECHNOLOGIES
155
24 ATI TECHNOLOGIES
259
25 ATRON
68
26 AUTODESK
150
27 AVOCET SYSTEMS
214
28 B & B ELECTRONICS
337
29 B C MICRO
314
30 B & C MICRO
317
31 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES. 32
32 BEST COMPUTER
246
33 BEST COMPUTER
248
• BEST WESTERN
48
• BINARY TECH
298
450 BIX
232,233
34 BLAISE
33
36 BOFFIN LTD
127
37 BORLAND
CII
38 BORLAND
CII
39 BORLAND
1
40 BORLAND
1
41 BORLAND
71
42 BORLAND
71
43 BP MICROSYSTEMS
337
43 BP MICROSYSTEMS
337
• BUYERS MART
300-309
• BYTE BACK ISSUE
277
• BYTE BACK ISSUE
344
' BYTE BACK ISSUE/SALE
252
' BYTE CIRCULATION
220
• BYTE SUB. MESSAGE
98
• BYTE SUB. SERVICE
92
• BYTE SUB. SERVICE
203
44 BYTEK
324
45 CADAM
222
46 CADAM
222
• CALIFORNIA DIGITAL
329
47 CALIFORNIA SOFTWARE
322
48 CALIFORNIA SOFTWARE
49 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
122
53 CITIZEN AMERICA
189
• CLEO SOFTWARE
200
51 CLUB AMERICAN TECH .... 82,83
296 CNS, INC.
204
297 CNS, INC.
204
54 COEFFICIENT SYSTEMS CO. 245
55 COGITATE
298
58 COGITATE
317
57 COMPACT DISK PRODUCTS ... 94
58 COMPUCOM
298
59 COMPUOUEST
298
60 COMPUSAVE
315
61 COMPUSERVE
267
62 COMPUTER AGE
337
63 COMPUTER BOOK CLUB, THE . 97
• COMPUTER CONTINUUM
318
84 COMPUTER MAIL ORDER.. 58,57
68 COMPUTER SURPLUS STORE 320
67 COMPUTERLANE UNLTD.. .
177
68 CONTECH
328
69 CONTROL VISION
312
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70 COVOX
124
71 CYBER RESEARCH
326
72 DATA DIRECT
337
73 DATA DIRECT
337
74 DATACODE
52
75 DAYTRON ELECTRONICS . 324
76 DB FAST
104
160,161
79 DELL COMP. (INTL)
80 DELL COMP. (N. AMER.)
160-163
81 DIGITALK
38,37
82 DIGITALK
36,37
83 DISC INTERNATIONAL
328
85 DISKCOTECH
318
86 DISKETTE CONNECTION
317
87 DISKS TO GO
324
88 DIVERSIFIED COMP. SYS.
322
89 ECOSOFr
34
90 ELEXOR
326
91 ELLIS
114
26,27
92 EXEREX
93 EXEREX
26,27
94 E- TECH
337
294 FIVESTAR COMPUTERS. 192,193
95 FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING
100
96 FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING
100
97 FOX SOFTWARE
23
98 FTG DATA
326
101 FUJITSU AMERICA
236
102 FUJITSU AMERICA
236
99 GATEWAY 2000
53
103 GENERAL PARAMETRICS . 123
104 GENICOM
8,9
105 GOLDEN BOW
314
106 GRAFPOINT
326
107 GW INSTRUMENTS
40
108 HAMMERLY COMPUTER SERV 79
109 HARD DRIVES INT'L
184
110 HARD DRIVES INT'L
184
289 HAYES MICRO PRODUCTS
269
111 HEWLETT-PACKARD
225
112 HEWLETT-PACKARD
227
113 HITECH EQUIP CORP
324
114 HOLMES MICROSYSTEMS
30
115 HOLMES MICROSYSTEMS
30
116 HORSTMANN SOFTWARE
116
117 IC EXPRESS
312
118 IEEE
262
287 INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION.
328
301 INNOVENTIONS
322
• INTECTRA
314
119 INTEGRAND
143
120 INTEL
144,144A
121 INTELLIGENCEWARE
99
122 10 TECH
140
123 10 TECH
328
81
124 ITRON
125 JADE COMPUTER
327
128 JAMECO
310.311
129 JASON ENTERPRISE
314
130 JENSEN & PARTNERS
85
• J.D.R. MICRODEVICES
345-380
131 J.D.R. MICRODEVICES .. 332,333
131 J.D.R. MICRODEVICES.. 334-336
192 KADAK PROD.
337
46
133 KEA SYSTEMS
134 KEA SYSTEMS
314
92
131 KISS ENGINEERING
138 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN
263
137 LAHEY
122
138 LASER CONNECTION
17
139 LASER CONNECTION
19
140 LAWSON LABS
312
141 LINK COM PUTER GRAPHICS 322
142 LOGICAL DEVICES
328
143 LOGICAL DEVICES
328
144 LOGICAL DEVICES
328
145 LOGICAL DEVICES
328
146 LOGITECH
74,75
147 LOGITECH
74,75
148 LOGITECH
87
149 LOGITECH
87
150 MANNESMANN TALLY
145
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151
152
153
154
290
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MANNESMANN TALLY
MANX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
MAP INFO SYSTEMS
MATHSOFT
MATRIX
MAXELL

145
125
18
69
254
7

273
• MCGRAW-HILL CEC
• MCGRAW-HILL NRI
241
155 MEAD COMPUTER
319
156 MEGA DRIVE
15
157 MEGA DRIVE
15
158 MEGASOFT
320
320
159 MEGASOFT
160 MEGATEL
54
161 MEP ( MICRO ELEC. PROD.) .. 312
162 MERRITT COMPUTER PROD 94
295 MESSE MUNCHEN INTL. .... 113
286 METRABYTE
320
163 MICRO COMPUTER SQUARE 266
164 MICRO COMPUTER SQUARE 266
165 MICRO EXPRESS
281
166 MICRO EXPRESS
281
167 MICROCOM
22
168 MICRONICS
175
169 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD 320
• MICROSOFT
146,147
• MICROSOFT
206,207
• MICROSOFT
299
170 MICROWAY
55
• MICROWAY
282
171 MIRROR TECHNOLOGIES 135
172 MITSUBISHI
221
173 MITSUBISHI
221
174 MITSUBISHI
218,219
175 MITSUBISHI
218,219
176 MIX SOFTWARE
297
178 MONTGOMERY GRANT
121
179 M H I
313
180 NANTUCKET
217
181 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
132
182 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
132
• NEC INFO SYSTEMS
C
• NEC INFO SYSTEMS
17iI6
l
183 NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS
322
185 NEW MICROS
320
184 NOHAU CORP
322
186 OMEGA MICRO SYSTEMS
212
187 ON TARGET
328
• ORACLE
77
64
188 ORION
189 OSBORNE MCGRAW-HILL . . 292
190 OVERLANDDATA
312
299 PACIFIC RIM SYSTEMS
96
300 PACIFIC RIM SYSTEMS
96
192 PARA SYSTEMS
93
193 PARSONS TECHNOLOGY
47
194 PATTON & PATTON
16
195 PC DESIGN
191
196 PC NETWORK
59
190
197 PC PLUS
198 PC WORKS
322
199 PERISCOPE
111
200 PERSOFT
73
201 PERSONAL SPACE COMM.. . 322
202 POLYTRON
296
203 PRINCETON DISKETTE
298
204 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS. . 61
205 PRIORITY ONE
325
206 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC
326
207 PROGRAMMERS SHOP
105
208 PROGRAMMER'S CONNECTION 39
209 PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE . 62,63
211 PROTEUS TECHNOLOGY
41
213 QUA TECH
312
214 QUA TECH
312
215 QUA TECH
312
216 QUA TECH
312
• QUAID SOFTWARE
58
217 OUALSTAR
318
218 QUANTUM
156
219 QUARTERDECK
128
220 QUARTERDECK
128
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221 QUARTERDECK
138
222 QUARTERDECK
138
223 QUICKSOFT
28
224 °SET
54
225 RADIO SHACK
CIV
• RAI MA
35
226 RAINBOW TECH
277
326
227 RAINBOW TECH
228 REAL TIME DEVICES
317
230 ROSE ELECTRONICS
317
231 ROSE ELECTRONICS
317
232 SABINA INT'L.
317
314
233 SAFEWARE
169
234 SANTA CRUZ OPERATION
337
235 SCHWAB COMP CENTER
236 SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
115
257
238 SHAMROCK COMPUTER
298 SHARP265
239 SIMPLE NET SYSTEMS
144B
240 SIMPLE NET SYSTEMS
144B
241 SKAN TEKNOLOGIES
318
264
242 SN'W ELECTRONICS
243 SOFTRONICS
318
• SOFTWARE DEVELOP. SYS..
91
244 SOFTWARE SECURITY INC. .
31
245 SOLUTION SYSTEMS
105
243
288 SPECTRUM
246 STATSOFT
118
247 SUMMAGRAPHICS
25
248 SUNTRONICS
112
249 SUPERMICRO
317
250 SUPERSOFT
60
251 SYSGEN
29
252 SYSTAT
208
253 SYSTAT
208
255 S.C. SYSTEMS
178
258 TALKING TECH
318
257 TALU3RASS TECHNOLOGIES
45
258 TALU3RASS TECHNOLOGIES
45
292 TANDON
148,149
293 TANDON148,149
259 TATUNG
229
260 TATUNG
231
261 TELEMARKETING RESOURCES107
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European customers please refer to Back Issue order form in International Advertising section of book.
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ZIP

SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!*
Use BYTE's rIblephone Inquiry Processing System
Using TIPS can bring product information as much as 10 days earlier.

SEND FOR YOUR
1)
SUBSCRIBER I.D. CARD

If you are anew subscriber or have lost your I.D. card, circle # 1on the Reader Service
Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send your personal TIPS subscriber card.

GET PREPARED

2)

Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber I.D. Card, in boxes in Step 5below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)

3)

Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 7b below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)

CALL TIPS

4)

Now, on aTouchane telephone dial: (413) 442-2668 and wait for voice commands.

ENTER YOUR
SUBSCRIBER AND
ISSUE NUMBERS

5)

When TIPS says: "Enter Subscriber Number"
(Enter by pushing the numbers and symbols pt or * enclosed in the boxes] on telephone pad
ignoring blank boxes)

6)

When TIPS says "Enter magazine code & issue code"

7a)

When TIPS says " Enter (next) Inquiry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)

ENTER YOUR
INQUIRIES

EnterDDOODDOEHErtil

b)

Enter OHM RD El 11 EE

Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)
1. El CID [ID CIE
2. El 0[3 IF 11
3. 1:1 0 DM CE
4. III El 0 (II II]

6.1:10171MM 10.111CIDEEri 14.00011M
7.000111M
8.DDOCIIM
9.00011111]

11.00011)111
12.1:10111IIIM
13.00011 IT

15.DCIEJEM
16.1710011M
17.DOE NM

5.11100[Ell
END SESSION

8)

End session by entering E El [111 CD [II II

9)

Hang up after heating final message
if you are asubscriber and need assistance, call ( 603) 924-9281.

If you are not asubscriber fill out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-423-8272.
*Domestic and Canadian Subscribers Only!
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JDR Microdevices

e

Here at JDR we are constantly striving to upgrade our products and services in order to better serve our
customers. Over the last few months we've added phone lines, sales staff and technical support representatives to improve speed and after-sale support.
This insert is all about upgrading also. In the next few pages you'll find products that will give you more
storage, more speed and more of the latest technology at prices you can afford. And remember, when
you buy from JDR you're assured of these services:
• 30 DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
• TOLL-FREE TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
• 1 YEAR WARRANTY ON
ALL PRODUCTS
• MOST ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 24 HOURS
• NO SURCHARGE FOR
CREDIT CARDS

riZOMIA111:11S

2400 baud modem

4
12995
FROM OUR COVER:
2400 baud breakthrough! This well designed and solidly built modem
offers 2400bps performance at an incredibly low price. For only $ 129.95
you get all these great features:
• Hayes compatibility
• 2400/1200/300bps operation
• Mirror II communications software
• Automatic answer/dial/redial
• Call progress monitoring
• Auto adjusting for touchtone or pulse phones

• Waits for dial tone before dialing
• Can be configured as COM1, COM2, or COM3
• Second telephone jack for voice communications
• Made in the U.S.A.
MCT-241

-*Bel 95

SWITCH
keglboard
Everyone wants this super keyboard because it feels so good,
and now you can get it at JDR's great price!
• Tactile feedback
• 101 key enhanced keyboard layout
• Separate numeric & cursor keypads
• 12 function keys
• Lighted Num, Caps, Scroll lock & large Return key
• For XTs & AT compatibles
MAX-5339
Maxi- switch standard AT style layout.
$64.95
MAX-5060
TERMS: Minimum order $ 10.00. For shipping and handling include $2.50 for UPS Ground and $3.50 tor UPS Air. Orders
over 1lb. and foreign orders may require additional shipping charges - please contact the sales department for the
amount. CA. residents must include applicable sales tax. Prices are subject to change without notice. We are not
responsible for typographical errors. We reserve the right to limit quantities and to substitute manufacturer. All merchandise subject to prior sale. A full copy of our terms is available upon request. Items pictured may only be representative.

COPYRIGHT 1988 JDR MICRODEVICES
JDR Microdevices and the JDR Microdevices logo are registered trademarks of JDR Microdevices. IBM.AT,PS 2are
trademarks of International Business Machines.

241313 baud external modem

e'169

5

This 2400/1200/300 baud Hayes compatible modem is
packed with features you'd expect to find only in higher priced
models. An excellent value.
• 8easy-to- read status LED's
• Attractive desktop design
• Adjustable volume control
• Call progress monitoring
• 2nd phone jack for voice communications
• Comprehensive user documentation
• Requires one serial port & cable (optional)
MCT-24E
1200 baud external modem
Hayes compatible 300/1200 baud external modem.
MCT-12E

$99.95

$69.95

1200 baud internal modem
With Mirror Il communication software.
MCT-121

2400 baud external modem for Macintosh $199.95
Includes cable and ProCom-M communication software.
MCT-24EM

pocket modem
*9995

for Apple II computers

This take-anywhere modem is great for laptops and portables
and has all the power you'd expect from afull size model.
Now wherever you are, you're just aphone call away from
your data. Quality design in asmall package.
• 9volt battery & AC power pack included
• Line cord included
• Switchable Bell/International protocol
• Serial interface ( DB25 connector)
• 1200/300 baud operation
• 4status indicators
• Weighs only 6ounces
• 43/4" x2 1/4" x
MCT-12P

for the new PSI' computers

*139 95
An internal 1200/300 baud intelligent card modem
for the Apple II family, now at agreat price!
• Hayes compatible
• Auto answer/auto dial
• Built-in speaker with volume
control
• Auto redial on busy
• Includes ProCom-A communication &
word processing software
MCT-12A
$179.95
MCT-24A 2400 baud version.

eireeettor

*249 95
A 2400/1200/300 baud intelligent modem and communications software for Models 50, 60 and 80 computers. Easy to
install and configure using the standard IBM PS/2 configuration utility.
• Auto answer/auto dial
• Can be configured as COM1-COM7
• Includes MIRROR Il commLnication software
• Upgradeable with 2400 enhancement option
MCT-24M

ORDER TOLL FREE 8130-538-5131313
LOCAL ( 408) 866-6200 FAX (408) 378-8927 TELEX 171-110
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NE tape back-up

*35995
Think how long it would take to recreate your valuable hard disk data if it
was accidentally erased! The Archive
streaming cartridge tape drive makes
backing- up easy. The AR5540A drive
backs up 40 Mb in just 40 minutes. Just
set it up with the easy-to- use menudriven software and come back when
it's done — no more floppy swapping!
• Full & incremental back-up
• Partial & full restore
• Includes QICstream menu-driven
software
• Uses standard QIC data format
• One 40Mb tape included
AR5240X — for XT and AT computers.
AR5540A — for ATs only — 2x faster.
Additional 40 Mb Tape cartridges.
AR340
$24.95

¿9 Seagate SCSI drives
*399 to *995
Choose from the full line of embedded SCSI drives from Seagate. This
popular standard offers speed, expandability and the advantages of
using adevice independent bus. Compatible with avariety of systems
including Macintosh, Tandy and Amiga.
Avg
Size
3 1/2"
3 1/2"
3 1/2"
5 1/4"
5 1/4"
5 1/4"
5 1/4"

Model #

Mb

Speed

Price

ST- 125N
ST- 138N
ST- 157N
ST- 225N
ST- 251N
ST-277N
ST-296N

21.5
32.2
48.6
21.3
43.1
64.9
85.0

40MS
40MS
40MS
65MS
40MS
40MS

$399
$399
$499
$349
$449
$549

28MS

$995

eSeagate

fast 40mb drive

*529
SCSI host adaptor
Add SCSI flexibility to your PC! This low power,
short slot card for PC compatibles can control up
to two SCSI drives. Includes connector cable.
MCT-SCSI
$49.95

The new ST- 251-1 is an improved design with an average
access time of 28 milliseconds — asignificant speed
increase over previous models. This 42 Mb MFM formatted
drive fits in aregular 5 1/4" half- height bay.
ST-251-1

cSS9 Seagate hard disks
*499 60 Alb
was *649

save *150

We've lowered the price of our 60 Mb ALL drive so that you
can get more megabytes per dollar! Whatever your hard disk
needs, we have areliable, high quality Seagate drive at the
lowest price available. Buy them alone, or with an MCT disk
controller for even greater savings!

20 Mb *225 drive only
30 Mb *249 drive only

buy a controller with a hard disk for extra savings!

Size

Model #

20Mb

ST- 225

30Mb ALL
40Mb
60Mb ALL
80Mb

ST-238
ST-251

Avg.
Speed

Drive
Alone

65MS
65MS
40MS
40MS

ST-277
ST-4096 28MS

Packaged with MOT Ccntroller
MCT-HDC

MCT-RLL

MCT-ATFH

$225
$249

$269
----

----

$339

$429
$499
$e5

$469
----

$299
---$549
----

---$539
---$995

4. fa ,-

$939

MCT-ATFH-RLL
---$389
---$639
----

MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

disk controllers

RLL DISK CONTROLLER
Transfer data 50% faster! This ALL
controller records and retrieves hard
disk data much faster than ordinary
hard disk controllers. Supports up to
two ALL hard disk drives ( such as the
ST- 238 or ST- 277). Designed for XT
compatibles.
MCT-RLL
$ 119.95

FLOPPY/HARD RLL CONTROLLER
Increase hard disk performance and
free up an expansion slot at the same
time! This controller card combines
functions normally requiring two
expansion cards. It supports up to two
ALL hard drives ( such as the ST-238 or
ST-277) for better hard disk performance, and two floppy drives ( 5 1/4" or
3 1/2" floppy, 360K, 720K, 1.2Mb or
1.44Mb). Designed for AT compatibles.
MCT-AFH-RLL $ 199.95

HARD DISK CONTROLLER
This versatile hard disk controller will
support just about any hard disk you
wish to install. It will work with 5, 10, 20,
30 and 40 megabyte drives. Designed
for XT compatibles.
MCT-HDC
$79.95
FLOPPY/HARD CONTROLLER
This 16- bit controller card for AT
compatible computers supports up to
two floppy drives ( 5 1/4" or 3 1/2"
floppy, 360K, 720K, 1.2Mb or 1.44Mb)
and two hard disks. It has ahigh speed
(16 bit) bus to take advantage of the
fast 80286 microprocessor. Includes
support for disk activity LEDs.
MCT-AFH
$ 149.95

ORDER TOLL FREE 1300-538-5000
LOCAL (
408) 866-6200 FAX (
408) 378-8927 TELEX 171-110

MILEX 386
motherboards
16 MHz1 Mb RAM *1599
16 MHz 4 Mb RAM *2999
20 MHz1 Mb RAM

*2299

20 MHz 4 Mb RAM

*3599

long life lithium battery

Install this long-lasting battery in your AT compatible or 386
computer! This 6.8V lithium battery has alonger life than
ordinary batteries and is much more reliable. It's small
enough to be installed virtually anywhere in your computer
and it has an adhesive/velcro mounting strip and a motherboard connector for easy installation.
LITHIUM-6.8V

This well designed powerhouse
represents 386 technology at its very
best. With such features as high speed
memory caching, acache enabled
benchmark speed of 30 MHz using the
Landmark speed test (24 MHz for the
16 MHz version), near-zero wait states,
and afull 32-bit motherboard throughput, the Mylex simply outclasses the
competition! The 16 MHz version even
leaves IBM's Model 80 and Compaq's
386/16 " in the dust" ( Steve Gibson,
InfoWorld, Dec. 14, 1987). Its design
and performance have been rated
excellent by writers at InfoWorld,
Computer Currents and PC Week.
• High speed 25ns static RAM in
cache ( 45ns for 16 MHz)
• Fast operating speed ( near-zero
wait state)
• 1Mb memory installed (4 Mb
optional)
• 32- bit AMI BIOS provides full IBM
compatibility
• 8MHz I/O bus provides maximum
card compatibility
• Socketed for an 80287 co-processor,
or add an 80387 co-processcr using an
optional daughterboard
• Six 16-bit expansion slots, two 8-bit
slots
• Fits into standard AT style case
MCT-386MB
MCT-386MB-4
MCT-386MB20
MCT-386MB20-4
Optional daughterboard for math coprocessor. Uses one slot.
$149.00
MCT-386MB-MCB

iniLEX mini 385 motherboard

*1249
Landmark AT speed
2.3.2 MHz Norton 5118.7
Staggering performance of a386 in a
small footprint! This motherboard uses
the same cache- RAM architecture as
the full size Mylex motherboards.The
memory has been relocated to a32-bit
peripheral card. The memory card can
provide 1or 2Mb using 256K DRAMS
(OK installed). The on- board static RAM
cache achieves higher levels of performance than you would expect from this 16
MHz 386 using 12Ons DRAMS.
• 64Kb high speed direct- mapped
static RAM cache
• 1Mb or 2 Mb memory on standard
memory board
• Up to 8 Mb of 32- bit- memory on
piggyback memory board, for atotal
of 10 Mb
• AMI BIOS with 32 bit EGA support
• Socketed for 80387 math co- processor
• One 8- bit slot, four 16-bit slots,one
32- bit slot
• Dallas CMOS/Clock device on- board
with battery
MCT-386JR
MCT-386JR20
20 MHz version.
$1695.00
MCT-386JR-M 1to 2Mb memory card
(required). OK installed.
$159.00
MCT-386JR-M8 8Mb piggyback
memory board. OK installed. $159.00
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tower case
*29995
Save valuable desk space and add style to your office with
this sleek upright design. Our new tower case has enough
room for almost any configuration you can come up with and
it includes an ample power supply for all your requirements.
• Accomodates all sizes of motherboards
• 250 watt power supply included
• Mounts for 3floppy & 4 hard drives
• Turbo & Reset switch, speed display, power & disk LED's
• Mounting hardware, faceplates & speaker included
CASE- 100

TOLL FREE 8013-538-5000
LOCAL ( 408) 866-6200 FAX ( 408) 378-8927 TELEX 171-110
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12MHz 286 motherboard

*39995
Landmark AT speed 13.2 MHz
Norton 5111.6
A streamlined 80286 motherboard for your XT! This compact
286 motherboard fits standard XT compatible cases as well
as "baby" AT-style and regular AT-style cases. And it has
more features and better performance than afull-sized
motherboard! It has three keyboard-selectable operating
speeds ( 6MHz, 10MHz, and 12MHz), six 16- bit and two 8- bit
expansion slots, 1megabyte RAM capacity, and an automatically recharging NiCad battery. In addition, it uses Zymos
POACH chips to increase motherboard reliability.
M286-12

r MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
10 MHz single chip
8088 motherboard

*12995
Landmark AT speed 4.1 MHz
Norton 51 2.1

RIM

A lot of speed in asmall package! This XT compatible motherboard
blazes along at afast 10 MHz — several times faster than astandard
XT. It is fast enough to keep up with an IBM AT in some applications; in
our own Autocad test, it drew as fast as an 8MHz AT ( amath coprocessor was installed in both machines). Features include two
keyboard selectable operating speeds (4.77 MHz and 10MHz), eight
expansion slots and the MCT BIOS
MCT-TURBO-10

ELECTRONICS

nickel express

*6995
Get better performance from your PC! By installing
this inexpensive device, you can make your PC,
XT, or clone run up to 67% faster. The Nickel
Express is easy to install, requires no slot, and
comes with everything necessary for installation,
including amounting bracket, cable, and software.
Features include an NEC V20-8 processors, turbo
switch, and three operating speeds for maximum
compatibility.
NICKEL-X

"niter cards
*895 inboard 385/pc
MIMI»

Get 386 performance from your PC or XT compatible! Installing this expansion card in your 8088
machine will make it run up to 10 times faster.
The Intel Inboard comes with an 80386 ( 16 MHz)
microprocessor, asocket for an 80387 coprocessor, 1megabyte of fast 32-bit RAM, excellent documentation, disk cache software, LIM EMS
emulator software, and Intel's five year warranty;
at $895.00, this is a real bargain! (An optional 2Mb
piggyback memory board is also available.)
PCIB1200
PIGGYBACK MEMORY BOARDS
$649.00
PCIB1210 1Mb installed.
PCIB1220 2Mb installed.
$1195.00

inboard 3E16

386 muscle for your AT! Boost the power of your
AT or AT compatible by slipping this card into one
of your expansion slots. Intel's 386/AT comes with
a 16 MHz 80386 microprocessor that doubles the
speed of your AT, asocket for an 80387 coprocessor, a memory capacity of 1megabyte, a
five year warranty, and superb engineering and
construction. An optional 2Mb piggyback board is
also available.
PCIB 3000
PIGGYBACK MEMORY BOARD
1Mb installed, expandable to 2 Mb.
PCIB 3110

$549.95

CABLE KITS
PCIB3001 For IBM AT.
PCIB3002 For AT compatibles.

$159.95

math
co-processors
If you use calculation- intensive software such as Supercarc3, Lotus
version 2or Autocad, you should instal' amath co-processor. This will
allow your programs to run from 2to 10 times faster ( your software must
be designed for aco- processor). These co-processors have 80-bit
floating point accuracy and trigonometric and logarithmic functions.
Each co- processor comes with acomprehensive installation manual and
software guide.

8- BIT COPROCESSORS
8087
5MHz
$99.95
8087-2
8 MHz $159.95
8087-1
10 MHz $229.95

16-BIT COPROCESSORS
80287
6MHz $179.95
80287-8
8MHz $249.95
80287-10 10 MHz $309.95

32-BIT COPROCESSORS
80387-16 16 MHz $499.95
80387-20 20 MHz $799.95

TOLL FREE 81313-538-50130
LOCAL (
408) 866-6200 FAX ( 408) 378-8927 TELEX 171-110

LOGITECH 3button mouse
$79-95 to *14995
Our best selling mouse! Voted PC Magazine's " Editor's
Choice" and now the standard in the industry. This allpurpose optomechanical mouse is fully compatible with with
most any software that supports a mouse.
All versions support the following features:
• Serial support ( COM1/COM2)
• Lotus 1-2-3 compatible with software shell
• 200 dots per inch resolution
• "Click" software adjusts programs for mouse use
automatically
• " Logimenu" adapts keyboard-only applications for mouse
use with pop-up menus
• " Point Editor" — an easy-to- use mouse-based editor
LMOUSE
$79.95
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SERIAL MOUSE WITH LOGIPAINT $99.95
Includes LOGIPAINT — apowerful and versatile painting
program.
LMOUSE-P
BUS MOUSE WITH LOGIPAINT
$99.95
Includes bus interface card and LOGIPAINT. No corn port
needed.
LMOUSE-BP

LOGITECH PUBLISHER MOUSE (SHOWN)
A complete desktop publishing package.
Includes 3button serial mouse, bus interface
card and Publisher software, asophisticated
page layout program.
LMOUSE-BPBL

BUS MOUSE WITH LOGIPAINT/CAD $149.95
Includes Generic Cad 3.0 with dot plot. Everything you need
to turn your PC into afull CAD workstation.
LMOUSE-BPC

LOGITECH

$139.95

MAGAZINE
EDITOR'S
CHOICE

hirez mouse

*129'
An incredibly responsive bus mouse for those who want the
very best! This high resolution (320 dpi) mouse is ideal for
desktop publishing and CAD programs and it requires less
desk space to use.
• 320 dots- per- inch resolution
• No pad, power supply or serial port required
• Includes driver, text editor & pop-up menus
• Superb high- resolution tracking
• Bus card included
• Reliable optomechanical technology
LMOUSE-BH

DFI handy scanner
*24995
The DFI Scanner HS-3000 is
ahand-held scanner designed for PC compatibles that
scans images up to 4.1"
wide. It's so easy to use —
just roll it over an image and
display it on your screen —
it's that simple!
• User selectable 100, 200,
300 or 400 DPI in both
directions
• 2encoding methods: B&W
(High contrast) &
half-tone ( 3modes)
• 32 levels of gray scale
• User adjustable brightness
control
• Hercules, CGA & EGA
compatible
• Image editor utility permits
90Q rotation & the ability
to save in Windows,
GEM, Halo & PC
Paintbrush formats
• Includes Halo DPE, a
sophisticated Desktop
Publishing Editor
HS-3000

2 button serial mouse
$49 95
An inexpensive but capable mouse especially
useful for the economy mouse user.
• Device driver software included
• Connects to standard serial port
• Reliable, accurate optomechanical design
LMOUSE-2
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monitors
*2795°
tugi I

RGB

A steady performer! Whether at home
or at the office, this color monitor will
get the job done for you. The Casper
RGB is CGA compatible and displays
up to 16 colors with a maximum
resolution of 640 x200. Features
include aswitch to select an amber or
green display ( monochrome text mode),
and a 14" glare- resistant screen.
HD-55

$39995

*59955

4 ,%% 11 IF EGA

NEC

High resolution color! With amaximum
resolution of 720 x350 and a 16 color
display, the Casper EGA provides you
with the colors you want and the clarity
you need. The 14" glare- resistant
screen with a . 31mm dot pitch makes
viewing easier. Includes a9- pin cable.
EGA- MONITOR

Breathtaking color! You'll be hard
pressed to find abetter monitor — at
any price! The Multisync II has a
remarkably clear display ( it has a
maximum resolution of 800 x560) with
crisp, distinct colors that approach " real
world" colors in VGA mode. The
Multisync II automatically adjusts to the
display adapter installed in your
computer, whether you have the new
MCGA, VGA, and PGC adapters, or the
older adapters such as CGA and EGA.
This monitor is ideal for CAD, CAM,
Windows, and other graphics- intensive
applications. Monitor includes a9to 15
pin adapter for use with PS/2 computers.
NEC-MULTI

EGA SPECIAL
SA I/E $150
BUY THE CASPER EGA MONITOR
AND THE MCT-EGA CARD
TOGETHER FOR JUST $489

multisgric II

r MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY graphics cards
*4995

*14995

color graphics card

EGA card

Compute in color! Add color to your computer system by
installing this CGA compatible card. This display adapter
supports RGB and composite monitors. It even has an RF
output for your TV set. Maximum resolution: 640 x200
in monochrome, 320 x200 in color.
MCT-CG

A necessity for the serious user! If you spend much time at
your computer, you simply must have an EGA display
system. This EGA card supports a 16 color display and a
maximum resolution of 640 x350 pixels. Works with EGA,
RGB or high resolution monitors.
MCT-EGA
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VGA displays
VGA package *549'
This VGA display system offers an unbeatable combination of
color and clarity: with it, you can display avivid array of up to
256 colors simultaneously. Other modes support 800 x560 or
the standard 640 x480 in 16 colors from apalette of 64
colors. In addition to its color and clarity, this VGA system
offers full compatibility with IBM's VGA. Consisting of afully
compatible VGA card from ATI, and aprofessional graphics
analog monitor, the VGA system offered by JDR Microdevices is now available at aprice comparable to EGA display
systems.
• 640 x480 in sixteen colors for VGA compatibility
• 320 x200 with 256 colors from apalette of 262,000
• SoftSense Automatic Mode switching for transparent
downward capability with EGA, CGA, Monochrome &
Hercules graphics
• High resolution, IBM style, analog monitor
• Comes with support & drivers for 1-2-3,
Symphony, Windows, GEM & AutoCad
• User friendly manual with step-by-step instructions
• Software includes Mode Switching, Screen Saver &
Diagnostics software
VGA-PKG

To
256 color
VGA!
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sigma VGA graphics card
*27995
1111111111111

• ... if! were in the market
today for a VGA board,
the Sigma VGA would be
my choice."
Curtis Franklin Jr.,
BYTE, March 1988
An intelligent graphics card that offers a
universal solution to the multiple PC
display standards. It supports all the
current IBM PC and PS/2 display
modes and monitors and it's 100%
hardware compatible in all modes. Ideal
for use with the NEC Multisync II
• 100% register compatible
• VGA, EGA, CGA, HGC & MDA
compatible
• 320 x200 in 256 colors
• 640 x480, 800 x600 in 16 colors
• 80 x25, 132 x44 text modes
• Supports all standard digital & analog
monitors ( 9 & 15 pin)
• Utility software included
MCT-VGA

TOLL FREE 8130-538-5000
LOCAL ( 408) 866-6200 FAX (408) 378-8927 TELEX 171-110

MET modular programmers
host adaptor card *2995
Introductory offer: Order a modular programmer by October 31~t 19813
and receive a host adaptor card free! A *2

1
'value!

The ideal system for developers; an integrated modular
design that expands as your needs grow. All the programmers require acommon host adaptor card so you need just
one slot to program EPROMS, PROMS, PALS, etc. The
adaptor card allows user selectable programmable addresses
which prevents addressing conflicts. Also included is ahelpful
menu driven software package which makes programming a
snap! This system is comparable to equipment that previously cost thousands of dollars. Now it's available to you at a
fraction of the cost! Includes molded cable.
MCT-MAC

universal programmer
and tester module

*49995
This one module replaces all the available modules at a
savings of over $430 if purchased individually.
• Programs EPROMS, EEPROMS, PALS, Bi polar PROMS
8748 & 8751 series devices
• Load disk, Save disk, Edit, Blank check, Program, Auto,
Read Master, Verify & Compare
• Textool socket accepts . 3to . 6inch wide ICs from 8-40 pins
• Tests TTL, CMOS, dynamic & static RAMS
MCT-MUP

EPROM programmer module

*11995
• Programs 24 to 32 pin EPROMS, CMOS EPROMS &
EEPROMS from 16K to 1024K
• HEX to OBJ converter
• Auto, Blank check/Program/Verify
• Vpp 5, 12.5, 12.75, 13, 21 & 25 volts
• Normal, Intelligent, Interactive & Quick pulse programming
algorithms
MCT-MEP
MCT-MEP-4
4 EPROM programmer
$169.95
MCT-MEP-8
8 EPROM programmer
$259.95

PAL programmer module

*24995
• Programs MMI, NS, & TI 20 & 24 pin devices
• Blank check, Program, Auto, Read Master, Verify
& Security fuse blow
MCT-MPL
MCT-MPL-SOFT
$99.95
A PAL programming development software pakage.

131-polar PROM
programmer module

$25995
• Programs AMD, MMI, NS, TI & Signetics bi-polar PROMS
• Load disk, Save disk, Edit, Blank check, Program, Auto,
Read Master & Verify
• HEX to OBJ converter
• Auto, Blank check/Program/Verify
MCT-MBP

13748 programmer module

*179.5
• Programs 8741, 8742, 8748, 8749 & 8750 EPROM
& PROM types
• Load disk, Save disk, Edit, Blank check, Program, Auto,
Read Master, Verify & Compare
• Normal & intelligent programming algorithms
MCT-MMP

digital IC lk memory
tester module
*

129 95

• Tests TTL, CMOS, dynamic & static RAM
• Auto search for unknown part numbers
• TTL tester, CMOS tester, memory tester
• User-programmable test procedures
MCT-MIC

TOLL FREE 13013-5311-50013
LOCAL (408) 866-6200 FAX (408) 378-8927 TELEX 171-110

MITSUBISHI
MU ELECTRONICS

31
2 "
/
disk drives
1./14 11/1b floppy drive

p.

Ultra high density! With aformat capacity of
1.44 megabytes, this Mitsubishi 3.5" floppy drive
doubles the capacity of older 3.5" drives ( 720K)
and holds 17% more data than 51
/"high density
2
drives. For added flexibility, the Mitsubishi drive
also works with 720K floppy disks. Optional
software driver required for older versions of
MS-DOS.
FDD-1.44X Black faceplate for XT- style machines
FDD-1.44A Beige faceplate for AT- style machines
Optional software driver

$ 19.95

31
2 "
/
DS/HD Diskettes $49.95
Box of 10 Nashua high density diskettes
N-3.5HD

JDR Microdevices

110 KNOWLES DRIVE, LOS GATOS, CA 95030
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TO MAKE YOUR
WHITING MORE
RIVETING, STOP
USING DULL
CHARACTERS.
24- wire

print

quality.

Ho. Hum.
Yawn. That's
how people
react when your writing fails to keep them
glued to the page. But you'll get readers' attention and keep it, when you write with appealing, fully-developed characters. Like the ones
created by our Pinwritere P2200 printer.
The P2200's 24-wire print head produces
crisp, fully-formed characters for a9-wire
price. Which means you get print quality that
people will stop and read. At aprice that
won't stop you.
Of course, stand-out print quality is just
one reason the P2200 is so outstanding.
It sprints through 55 letter quality CPS
C.C

Compolen end c-

9- wire

price.

or 170 in draft
mode. Dresses
up memos, letters, etc., with up to 128 type variations. And,
like all our Pinwriters, it works with more software packages than any other 24-wire printer.
For more information about the entire
Pinwriter Family, call 1-800-343-4418. And discover what alittle character development can do
for your writing.
NEC PRINTERS. THEY ONLY STOP
WHEN YOU WANT THEM TO.

NEC

NEC Information Systems, Dept. 1610, 1414 Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough, MA 01719.

Tandy® Computers: The broadest selection of PCs in America.
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The
Tandy
5000 MC

t

Our most
powerful 386TM
based computer
...made in America.
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The new Tandy 5000 MC
Professional System is pure
performance, from the I
nte l®
80386 processor operating at
20 MHz to the memory cache
controller that provides
RAM-fast access to data.
With the 5000 MC, you
have the high-performance
platform needed to take the
fullest advantage of industrystandard MS-DOS® applica-

tions, powerful new MS®
OS/2 programs or multiuser
SCO® XENIX® software.
Operating at 20 MHz, the
5000 MC cuts through the
big jobs like database management, large spreadsheets
and sophisticated graphics.
Its IBM® Micro Charmer"'
compatible architecture allows multiple processors to
use the same bus.

The system architecture
also provides aradical increase in data- transfer rates
when the Tandy 5000 MC is
configured within a3C om®
workgroup or amultiuser
environment.
The Tandy 5000 MC is the
new alternative in personal
computing—from the bestselling family of PC Compatibles made in America.

Tandy Computers: Because there is no better value"

Radio ilia«

Intel/Reg. TM Intel Corp. IBM/Reg. TM and Micro Channel/TM IBM Corp. MS, MS-DOS and XENIX/Reg.
TM Microsoft Corp. S00/Reg. TM The Santa Cruz Operation 3Com/Reg. TM 3Com Corp.

COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
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